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PREFACE.

From time to time, almost like a voice crying in the wilderness,

some one is heard to lament the apathy with which Geometrical Optics
is regarded in this country and in England;^ although it is sufficient

merely to call the roll of such names as Barrow, Newton, Cotes,

Smith, Blair, Young, Airy, Hamilton, Herschel, Rayleigh, etc.,

in order to be reminded that this domain of science was once at any
rate within the sphere of British influence. At present, however, it

can hardly be gainsaid that the great province of applied optics is

almost exclusively German territory; so that not only is it a fact that

nearly all of the extraordinary developments of modern times in both

the theory and construction of optical instruments are of German

origin, but it is equally true also that until at least quite recently^

there was actually no treatise on Optics in the English language where

the student could find, for example, hardly so much as a reference to

the remarkable theories of Petzval, Seidel and Abbe—to mention

only such names as are inseparably associated with the theory of optical

imagery. Partly with the object of supplying this deficiency, and

partly also in the hope (if I may venture to express it) of rekindling

among the English-speaking nations interest in a study not only

abundantly worthy for its own sake and undeservedly neglected, but

still capable, under good cultivation, of yielding results of far-reaching

'Referring to Czapski's Theory of Optical Instruments (the first edition of which was

published in 1893) and to the volume on Optics in the ninth (1895) edition of Mueller-
Pouillet's Physics, Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, in the preface of his valuable

translation of Dr. O. Lummer's Contributions to Photographic Optics (London, 1900),

writes as follows:

"Both these works are in German, and most unfortunately no translation of either has

appeared—most unfortunately, for there is no English work in optics that is at all com-

parable to either of these. I say so deliberately, in spite of the admirable article by Lord
Rayleigh on 'Optics' in the Encyclopcedia Britannica, in spite of the existence of those

excellent treatises. Heath's Geometrical Optics, and Preston's Theory of Light. No
doubt such books as Heath's Geometrical Optics and Parkinson's Optics are good in

their way. They serve admirably to get up the subject for the Tripos; but they are far

too academic, and too remote from the actual modern applications. In fact, the science

of the best optical instrument-makers is far ahead of the science of the text-books. The
article of Sir John Herschel 'On Light' in the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana of 1840
marks the culminating point of English writers on optics."

2H. Dennis Taylor's A System of Applied Optics (London, 1906) is a most valuable

work by the inventor of the celebrated "Cooke" lenses for photography.

V
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im|H)rtance in nearly c\'or>- lu'ld of scientific research, I have prepared
the i'i)llinvin.i; work, wlierein in\- endeax-our has been to hiy before the

reader a connectei! exjiosition of the principles and methods of (Geo-

metrical Optics, especialK' snch as are applical)lc to the theory of

optical instruments; and althoni;!! I am regretfully aware of many
shortcomings in the execution of this task, I cling to the hope that

the>' will be perhaps not so apparent to many of my critics as they are

to myself.

I ha\e not hesitated to use, especially in connection with the geo-
metrical theor\- of optical imagery in Chapters V and VII, the elegant
ami direct methods of the modern geometry, but these applications
are alwa\s so simple and elementary that it is hardly to be feared that

any readers will be deterred thereby.

In the theory of optical imagery developed by Gauss with such rare

anahtical skill, it is assumed that both the aperture and the field of

view of the optical system of centered spherical surfaces is exceedingly

small, so that all the rays concerned in the production of the image
are comprised within a narrow cylindrical region immediately sur-

rounding the optical axis. In the design of telescopes with objectives
of considerable diameter, the necessity of taking account of the so-

called spherical aberration due to the increase of the aperture was first

recognized ;
which led to the well known investigations on this subject

of EuLER, Bessel, Airy, Gauss, Seidel and others. With the de-

\elopment of the microscope and the birth and growth of photography,
new requirements had to be filled in order to portray parts of the

object which were not situated on the optical axis, so as to correct,

if possible, the aberrations due not only to increase of the aperture
but also to increase of the field of view. This difficult problem, under-

taken first by Petzval w^ith only partial success, was investigated by
Seidel, professor of mathematics in the University of Munich, in a

series of papers contributed to the Astrojiomische Nachrichten in the

year 1855; wherein, by an extension of Gauss's methods so as to

include in the series-developments the terms of the next higher order,

elegant and entirely general formula? are derived in a comparatively

simple way, which enable one to perceive almost at a glance how the

faults in an image formed by a centered system of spherical refracting
surfaces are due partly to the size of the aperture and partly also to

the extent of the field of \\e\\. These methods and theories are treated

at length in Chapter XII.

Prism-Spectra and the Chromatic Aberrations of Dioptric Systems
are the subjects that are included under the head of "Colour-Phe-
nomena" in Chapter XIII.
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One of the most important divisions is Chapter XIV, wherein the

reader will find a fairly complete treatment of Abbe's theory of the

limiting of the ray-bundles by means of perforated diaphragms or

"stops," which has so much to do with the practical efficiency of an

actual optical instrument.

Without entering more fully into the contents of the various chap-

ters, it may be stated that the work as a whole is designed as a general

introduction to the special theory of optical instruments (telescope,

microscope, photographic objective, etc., including also the eye itself).

To discuss properly and fully each of these types would require a

separate and extensive volume, which I may be induced to undertake

at some future time as a sequel to the present wOrk.

A complete system of notation which is free from objection is dif-

ficult to devise; and, in spite of the pains I have bestowed on the

matter and the importance which I have attached to it, I do not

doubt that fault will be found not only with the plan which I have

adopted but with many of the characters which I have introduced.

My object has been to make the work convenient as a book of reference,

so that the meaning of a symbol and of the marks that distinguish it

would be immediately obvious as far as possible; but in order to aid

the reader still further in this respect, the principal uses of the letters

in both the diagrams and the formulae are quite fully explained in an

appendix at the end of the volume. In some instances the same letter

or sign has been employed deliberately in two or more totally different

senses, but only where there seemed to be no chance of confusion, and

because also I have tried carefully to avoid resorting to strange and

uncouth symbols which often make a mathematical work appear to

be far more difficult and uncanny than it really is.

The original sources from which I have borrowed have been given,

as far as possible, either in the text or in the foot-notes. I am espe-

cially aware of how much I have derived in one way or another from

Dr. CzAPSKi's epoch-making book. Die Theorie der optischen Instrii-

mente nach Abbe, and from Die Theorie der optischen Instrumente,

Bd. I (Berlin, 1904) edited by Dr. M. von Rohr under the auspices

of CzAPSKi himself and in collaboration with the staff of optical

engineers connected with the world-famous establishment of Carl
Zeiss in Jena. This latter work—which is, in fact, the oft'spring of

the former, and in whose praise one might well exclaim, "0 matre

pulchra filia pidchrior!''-
—is a vast treasury of optical theory amassed

by experts in the various branches of Geometrical Optics which will

remain for many years to come the standard book of reference on this

subject.
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GEOMETRICAL OPTICS.

CHAPTER I.

METHODS AND FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF GEOMETRICAL OPTICS.

ART. 1. THE THEORIES OF LIGHT.

1. According to the Corpuscular or Emission Theory of Light,

maintained and developed by Newton, the sensation of Light is due

to the impact on the retina of very minute particles, or corpuscles,

projected from a luminous body with enormous speeds and proceed-

ing in straight lines. Thus, in Newton's famous work on Optics,^

published in 1704, he asks: "Are not rays of light very small bodies

emitted from shining substances? For such bodies will pass through
uniform mediums in right lines without bending into the shadow,

which is the nature of the rays of light." Opposed to this view was

the Undulatory Theory of Light, which, notwithstanding the specu-

lations that have been found in the writings of earlier philosophers,

such as Leonardi da Vinci, Galileo and others, must beyond doubt

be attributed to Huygens as its author, whose work, entitled Traite

de la lumiere (Leyden, 1690), was based on the assumption that the

phenomena of light were dependent on an hypothetical Ether, or very

subtle, imponderable and exceedingly elastic medium, which not only

pervaded all space but penetrated freely all material bodies solid,

liquid and gaseous. According to this theory, the something that was

emitted from a luminous body was not matter at all but a kind of

Wave-Motion which was propagated through the all-pervading ether

with a finite speed which is different according to the different cir-

cumstances in which the ether through which the disturbance advanced

is conditioned by the presence of ordinary gross matter. This remark-

able and ingenious theory encountered at first great difficulties, and

even Huygens himself was not able to give satisfactory explanations
of some of the most familiar phenomena of light. In the end, however,

it was destined to triumph, and, in the hands of such advocates

as Young and above all of Fresnel (who, in order to account for the

^
I. Newton: Opticks: or a treatise of the reflexions, inflexions, and colours of light (Lon-

don, 1704); see Book iii., Qu. 29.

2 1
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I'oUirisiition of Light, was kii to assume that the ether-vibrations were

transversal), the \Vave-Thcor\ won its wa>' to the front rank of science,

where it remains to-day more firmly established than ever.

The Electromagnetic Theory of Light, which is a development from

the \Va\e-Theory, is a monument to the genius and mathematical

insight of Maxwell, but the experimental basis of this theory is to

be found in the investigations of Hertz, who showed that electrical

energy also was propagated by means of ether-waves which, under

certain circumstances, obeyed the laws of Reflexion and Refraction

and travelled with the speed of light.

2. But, independent of any of the theories as to the real nature

of light, there are certain well-ascertained facts about the mode of

propagation of light which may themselves be made the basis of a

certain science of light, and which—provided we are careful to con-

fine our investigations along these lines within justifiable limits—will

lead us often by the easiest route to a true knowledge, at any rate, of

the behaviour and effects of light. Moreover, these cardinal facts,

which we may call the fundamental characteristics of the mode of

propagation of light, are so few and so simple and suffice to explain

such a large class of important phenomena, especially those phenomena
on which the design and construction of optical instruments chiefly

depend, that the advantage of this method has been long recognized.

ART. 2. THE SCOPE AND PLAN OF GEOMETRICAL OPTICS.

3. The fundamental characteristics of the mode of propagation of

light may be enumerated under three heads as follows:

(i) The Law of the Rectilinear Propagation of Light, from which

we derive the ideas of "rays" of light; (2) the assumption that the

parts of a beam of light are mutually independent; so that, for ex-

ample, the effect produced at any point is to be attributed only to the

action of the so-called "rays" which pass through that point; and,

finally, (3) The Laws of Reflexion and Refraction of Light.

These laws, inasmuch as they are concerned essentially only with

the direction of the propagation of light, are purely geometrical; and,

hence, the science which is based upon them, and which seeks, by their

means, to explain the phenomena of light, either as they occur in na-

ture or as they are produced by the agency of optical instruments, is

called Geometrical Optics.

4. But while it is the peculiar office of Geometrical Optics to give
as far as possible explanations of such phenomena of light as depend

simply on changes in the directions in which the light is propagated, it
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does not pretend to be able to explain all such phenomena; and,

especially, it excludes as outside of its province all cases in which the

light is propagated in anisotropic or crystalline media.

Moreover, also, although the fundamental laws above-mentioned are

sufficient in themselves to construct a very complete and satisfactory

system of explanation of a large class of optical phenomena, it must
not be supposed that Geometrical Optics is willing to dispense entirely

or even partially with the more accurate ideas and conceptions which

are to be derived only by the consideration of the real and essential

nature of light. If such were to be our procedure, we should often go

astray, and, indeed, we know by experience that when Geometrical

Optics has ignored or even lost sight of the notions of the Wave-Theory
of Light, and pushed too far the geometrical consequences of the fun-

damental theorems on which it is based, erroneous results have been

obtained. On the contrary, the wave-phenomena of interference and

the like must be kept throughout constantly in view even when they
are not paraded to the front, and every result should be subjected to

the test of the methods of Physical Optics. Viewed in this way,
Geometrical Optics is not to be regarded as a mere mathematical

discipline
—as is sometimes said by way of reproach—but it takes its

rank as a useful and important branch of Physics.

ART. 3. THE RECTILINEAR PROPAGATION OF LIGHT.

5. In an isotropic medium light travels in straight lines, is the state-

ment of a fact, which, if not absolutely and unexceptionally true,

certainly cannot be far from the truth; and, indeed, until compara-

tively recent times this statement had never been called in question.

The fact is confidently assumed not merely in the ordinary affairs of

life but in the most exact measurements both in Geodesy and in Astron-

omy, and, so far as these sciences are concerned, its validity has never

been doubted. In order to view a star through a long narrow tube,

the axis of the tube must be pointed so that it coincides with the

straight line which joins the (real or apparent) position of the star

with the eye of the observer. In aiming a rifle or in any of the proc-
esses that we call "sighting" the method is based with certainty upon
this commonest fact of experience. The most conclusive proof that

a line is straight consists in showing that it is the path which light

pursues. The greatest difficulty that Huygens encountered in his

wave-theory of light was to explain its apparent rectilinear propaga-
tion. It was from this law that the idea of a "ray of light" originated.

Nevertheless, the law is only approximately true, as has been well
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ascertained now for more than a century. For when we proceed to

subject it io as rigiti a lest as possible, and try, by means of screens

with \er> narrow openings, to separate from a beam of light the so-

called "nus" themselves, we discover that these latter have in reality

no physical existence; and that the narrower we succeed in making
the opening, the less do we realize the idea conveyed by the term

"ray". When the light arrives at the narrow opening, it does not

merely pass through it without changing its direction, but it spreads

out laterally as well, utterly misbehaving itself so far as the law of

rectilinear propagation is concerned. Thus, although the straight

line joining a point-source of light with an eye may pierce an inter-

posed screen at an opaque part of the screen, a narrow slit in another

part of the screen may enable the eye to perceive the source. When
an opaque object is interposed between a point-source of light and a

screen, the shadow on the screen will be found to correspond less and

less with the geometrical shadow in proportion as the dimensions of

the opaque body are made smaller and smaller, and, in fact, the very

places where, on the hypothesis of the rectilinear propagation of light,

we should expect shadows often prove to be places of quite contrary

effects, and vice versa. The fact is, light is propagated not by "rays"

but by waves, and the rectilinear propagation of light is practically true

in general because the wave-lengths of light are so minute. But when
we have to do with narrow apertures and obstacles whose dimensions

are comparable with those of the wave-lengths, we have the so-called

Diffraction-effects which are treated at great length in works on Physi-

cal Optics and which can only be alluded to here.

6. However, in order to arrive at a clear comprehension of the

matter, let us consider briefly the explanation afforded by the wave-

theory of the mode of propagation of light in an isotropic medium.

We may begin by giving Huygens's Construction of the Wave-Front,
which enables us to see how Huygexs himself tried to explain the

assumed rectilinear propagation of light.

Let (Fig. i) be a point-source^ of light, or a luminous point, from

which as a centre or origin ether-waves proceed with equal speeds in

all directions. At the end of a certain time the disturbances will have

arrived at all the points which lie on a spherical surface a described

around the centre 0, which is the locus of all the points in the iso-

^ An actual
"
point-source

"
of light by itself cannot be physically realized. A "

lumi-

nous point
"

is an infinitely small bit of luminous surface. Nevertheless, exactly as in

Mechanics we are accustomed to speak of
"
particles of matter", and similarly in all

branches of Theoretical Physics, we may make use in Optics of this convenient and useful

conception, whether it be actually realizable or not.
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Fig. 1.

HuYGENS's Construction of the Wave-
Front.

tropic medium that are in this particular initial phase of vibration,

and which is the Wave- Front at this instant. According to Huygens,
every point P in the wave-front,

from the instant that the disturb-

ance reaches it, will become a new
source or centre of disturbance,

from which secondary waves will be

propagated in all directions. More-

over, Huygens assumed that these

secondary waves, originating at all

the points affected by the principal

wave, interfere with each other in

such fashion that their resultant

sensible effects are produced only

at the points of the surface which

envelops at any given instant all

the secondary wave-fronts, and that

this enveloping surface is, therefore,

the wave-front at that instant.

Obviously, in an isotropic medium, such as is here supposed, this sur-

face will be a sphere described around

as centre.

Accordingly, if waves diverge from a

luminous point (Fig. 2), and if an

opaque plane screen HJ with an opening
AB is interposed in front of the advanc-

ing waves, the wave-front at any time /

may be constructed as follows: Consider

all the points, such as M, which lie in

the plane of the screen at the place

where the aperture is made. As soon

as the disturbance arrives at one of these

points, it will become a new centre of

disturbance, from which will diverge,

therefore, secondary spherical waves. In

general, the radii of these secondary
waves will be different. Thus, in the

diagram, as here drawn, the point des-

ignated by A is nearer the source

than the point designated by M, so that

the disturbance must arrive at A first, and hence the secondary

HuYGENS's Construction of the
Wave-Front. Spherical waves di-

verging from the point-source O and

passing through an opening AB in

the opaque screen ///. The arc DC
is a section of the portion of the spher-
ical wave-front <t which contains the

points beyond the screen which have
been reached by the disturbance.
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wave proceeding from .1 will have had lime to travel farther than

the secondary wave originating at M. If we put OM— x, and if we
denote the radius of the secondary spherical wave around M at the

time / by r, then d = x -\- r will denote the distance from to which

the disturbance is propagated in the time /. which shows that as x in-

creases, r decreases; that is, the greater is the distance of the point M
from the source 0, the smaller will be the radius of the secondary wave-

surface around this point M. Thus, the enveloping surface is seen to

be the portion of a spherical surface of radius d around O as centre:

it is that part of this spherical surface which is comprised within the

cone which has for its vertex and the opening ^4 jB of the screen for

its base. The wave proceeds, therefore, from into the space on the

other side of the screen, but on this side of the screen the wave-sur-

face is limited by the rays drawn frorn to the points in the edge of

the opening. According to Huygens's view, the disturbance is propa-

gated within this cone just as though the screen were not interposed

at all, whereas points on the far side of

the screen but outside this cone of rays

are not affected at all. This mode of ex-

planation leads to the theory of the recti-

linear propagation of light.

If the luminous point (Fig. 3) is at such

a distance from the screen that the dimen-

sions of the opening AB may be regarded
as vanishingly small in comparison there-

with, we shall have a cylindrical bundle of

rays, and the wave-fronts will be plane in-

stead of spherical.^

The most obvious objection to Huy-

gens's construction is, What right has he

to assume that the points of sensible efifects

are the points on the surface which envelops

the secondary waves? And why is the light not propagated backwards

^ The single points of a luminous heavenly body are to be regarded as at an infinite

distance in comparison with the dimensions of our apparatus, so that the wave-fronts of

the disturbances emitted from such points are plane. But the rays which come from dif-

ferent points of a celestial body cannot be regarded as parallel unless the parallax of the

star is sufficiently small. This angle has a right considerable magnitude in the cases of

both the sun and the moon, so that the divergence of the rays which come from opposite

ends of the diameters of these bodies may amount to more than half a degree. For most

experiments in Optics this divergence is negligible, and a beam of sunlight may be regarded
as consisting of parallel rays. We may obtain bundles of parallel rays from terrestrial

sources of light by means of lenses, etc.

Fig. 3.

Huygens's Construction of
THE Wave-Front. Plane waves

proceeding through an opening in

a screen.
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as well as forwards? Moreover, if the opening in the screen is very-

narrow, this construction does not correspond at all with the observed

facts.

7. Fresnel's Extension of Huygens's Method. In place of Huy-
GENs's arbitrary assumption that the places

where there are sensible effects are to be found

only on the surface which envelops the ele-

mentary waves, Fresnel insisted that these

secondary waves, encountering each other,

must therefore be regarded as interfering with

each other, and thus he conceived that the
. , Fresnel's Method. The

disturbance at any pomt P (Fig. 4) must be effect at the point t' of a dis-

due to the superposition of the component turbance originating at o is to

, r, c 11 1
^^ attributed almost entirely

disturbances propagated to F from all the to the disturbance that is prop-

points of the wave-surface a. According to agated along the straight line

. „ OP; pro\-ided the wave-lengths
TRESNEL, therefore, light-enects are to be are very smaii.

found, not on the enveloping surface, but at

all points where the secondary waves combine to reinforce each other.

On investigation
—which we do not attempt to show here—it ap-

pears that the disturbances which arrive at P along all the straight

lines joining P with points on the wave-front in great measure neu-

tralize each other, and the result is (assuming that the wave-length
is small) that the actual effect at P may be considered as due wholly to the

action of a very small element of the wave-front situated at the point A
where the straight line joining with P intersects the wave-front a.

(This point A is called the "pole" of the wave with respect to the

point P ;
it is the point of the wave-front that is nearest to P, so that

the disturbance from this point arrives at P before the disturbance

from any other point of the wave-front.) Hence, if between and P
we interpose a small opaque screen which exactly shuts off from P
the effect due to the small "zone" around A, there will be darkness at

P; moreover, what is true of this point P is true also of any point

which, like P, is situated on the straight line OP. On the other hand

if a plane screen is placed tangent to the wave-surface at A, with a

small circular opening in it the centre of which is at ^, so that the

point P is screened from the entire wave-surface except the very small

"effective zone" immediately around A, the effect at P, as also at all

points along the straight line AP, is found to be precisely the same

as though the screen had not been interposed. It is thus that the

idea of Huygens as developed by Fresnel leads, as we see, to the

theory of the approximate rectilinear propagation of light
—that is,
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light does in fact behave very nearly as if it were propagated in

straight lines.

8. Although, therefore, this fundamental law has always to be

stated with certain reservations, and, as a matter of fact, is never

strictly true, yet even when it is regarded from the standpoint of the

wave-theory, the law of the rectiHnear propagation of light loses very
little of its meaning. On the contrary, in agreement with experience,

that theory shows that in the cases which ordinarily occur, especially

in those cases where we have to do with beams of light of finite di-

mensions, the effects at any rate are for all practical purposes the

same as if these beams of light were composed of separate rays, each

independent of the others, along which the light is propagated in

straight lines. But, however useful and generally safe this simple and

convenient rule may be, it must be borne in mind that it is inexact

and we must be prepared, therefore, to meet here and there excep-

tional cases where the rule is plainly inadmissible. It is only in this

way that the methods of Geometrical Optics can be approved.

ART. 4. RAYS OF LIGHT.

9. A self-luminous point is said to emit "rays of light" in all direc-

tions. In an isotropic medium (§io) the ray-paths are straight lines

proceeding from the centre of the expanding spherical wave-surface;

and whether the medium is isotropic or not, the direction of the ray-

path at any point is to be considered as being always along the normal

to the wave-surface that goes through that point (see §42). What
are called "rays of light" in Geometrical Optics are in fact those short-

est paths, optically speaking (§38), along which the ether-disturbances

are propagated. Employed in this sense, the word "ray" is a purely

geometrical idea. However, there is a certain sense in which we can

attach a physical meaning also to these so-called "light-rays". For,

as a rule, it is approximately true that the ether-disturbance at any

point of the path of a ray of light is due to disturbances which have

occurred successively at all points along the ray that are nearer to the

source than the point in question; so that, according to this view,

the effect at any point P is to be considered as in no degree arising

from disturbances at other points which do not lie on a ray passing

through P. This is, in fact, the Principle of the Mutual Independence
of the Rays of Light, which is also one of the fundamental laws of

Geometrical Optics, and which assumes that each ray in a beam of

light is somehow separate and distinct from its fellows, and has, there-

fore, a certain physical existence. Thus, for example, if we have a
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wide-angle cone of rays incident on a screen and producing there a

comparatively large light-spot, and if we interpose an opaque object
so as to intercept a considerable fraction of the rays before they
reach the screen, a corresponding portion of the light on the screen

will vanish; and, hence, it can be inferred that we may suppress some
of the rays in a beam without altering, apparently, the effect pro-
duced by the remaining rays.

Here also, however, when this principle is examined from the stand-

point of the wave-theory, we find that it, too, has to be stated with

reservations. According to Fresnel, the disturbance at the point P
(Fig. 4) is to be considered as the resultant of an infinite number of

partial disturbances propagated to P from all points situated on the

wave-front a; so that in a certain sense P may be considered as being
at the vertex, or "storm-centre", of a cone of rays which are by no

means independent of each other. Every point, such as P, which lies

ahead of the advancing wave-front is in similar circumstances. But,
as has been stated (§7), the resultant effect at the point P is due in

the main to the disturbance that is propagated along the central ray
of the cone of rays that converge to P; and, thus, the law of the

Mutual Independence of Rays, if it is true at all, can only be said to

be true of these central rays of all such cones of rays as are here meant.

In point of fact, the resultant effect at the point P is to be ascribed

not merely to the disturbance propagated along this central ray from

the pole A of the wave, but to a zone of the wave-surface of very
small, but finite, dimensions, with its vertex at A. And the moment
we attempt to isolate physically the ray AP hy screening P from the

effects of this zone, the effect at P vanishes entirely and the ray ceases

to exist.

10. It is best, therefore, without any reference to its physical mean-

ing, to define a ray of light as a line or path along which the ether-

disturbance is propagated. An optical medium is any space, whether

filled or not with ponderable matter, which may be traversed by rays
of light. In Geometrical Optics, where we have to do only with iso-

tropic media, the rays of light are straight lines (Art. 3). At a sur-

face of separation of two media the direction of the ray will usually
be changed abruptly, either when the ray passes from one medium into

the next or is bent away at the surface of a body; so that under such

circumstances the ray-path will consist of a series of straight line-

segments. If, for example, Bj^ designates the point where the ray
meets the ^th surface, then the straight line-segment Bj^_^Bj^ will

represent the path of the ray in the ^th medium : and here it may be
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remarked tiiat, so long as we are speaking of this portion of the ra^'-

path, any point Plying on the straight line determined by B^_] and

5|, is to be considered as situated in the A'th medium, even though
the substance of which the medium is composed does not extend out

to the point P. If the point P is situated on the straight line B^_iB,^

between these two incidence-points, we say that the ray in this medium

passes really through the point P; otherwise, we say that the ray

goes virtually through the point P.

ART. 5. THE BEHAVIOUR OF LIGHT AT THE SURFACE OF SEPARATION
OF TWO ISOTROPIC MEDIA.

11. In order to have clear ideas of certain matters mentioned in

the preceding articles, it will be necessary to know how the rays of

light are affected when they arrive at the boundary-surface separating

two adjoining optical media. At such a surface the "incident" light

(as it is called) will, in general, be divided into two portions, which are

propagated from the places w'here the light falls on the surface in

abruptly changed directions:

(i) One portion of the light is turned back or "reflected'' at the sur-

face, and pursues its progress in the first medium along new ray-paths

(except under special conditions).

(2) The remaining portion, crossing the surface and entering the

second medium, makes its way, in general, in this new region; this

is the so-called "refracted'' light.

12. However, here also a closer study of these phenomena reveals

the fact that neither of the above statements is an entirely accurate

description. Thus, it will be found that even that part of the light

which is said to be reflected and which ultimately returns into the

first medium had crossed the boundary-surface and penetrated a little

way into the second medium. This is the explanation of the colour of

a body as seen by reflected light: the incident light falling on the body
and penetrating to a slight extent below the surface is there, according

to the "Theory of Selective Absorption" (into which we cannot enter

here), robbed of certain of its constituent parts, and only the remain-

der is finally reflected. The depth of penetration depends on the

qualities of the two media and in a very great degree on the character

of the separating surface. Thus, for example, if the second medium
is glass, this question will involve the knowledge of whether the glass

is in a compact (solid) state or in the form of a fine powder; and if the

glass were solid, the next question would be as to the surface, whether

it was highly polished or not, etc.
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When a beam of sunlight is admitted through an opening in a shut-

ter into an otherwise dark room, and is allowed to fall, for example,

on a metallic surface, the reflected light itself consists of two portions,

viz., one part (in this case the greater part) which leaves the metallic

surface in a perfectly definite direction, and which is said therefore

to be regularly reflected, and another part which leaves the surface in

countless dififerent directions, and which is said to be "scattered".

This scattering or "diffusion" of the reflected light is due to the in-

equalities or rugosities of the surface; it may be greatly diminished

by cleaning and polishing the surface. If the reflecting surface is geo-

metrically regular and physically smooth, the reflected light will be

nearly all regularly reflected. And even in those cases where the light

is irregularly reflected or difTused, as, for example, when a beam of

sunlight is reflected from a ground-glass surface, it would be more

correct to attribute the irregularity not so much to the behaviour of

the rays of light as to the peculiarity of the surface itself. Perhaps,

if we knew precisely the arrangement and orientation of the elements

of such a reflecting surface, we should discover that the reflexion was

quite regular after all. However, the actual dimensions of these

rugosities of the surface will also affect the phenomenon, inasmuch as

when these dimensions are sufficiently small, the assumptions which

lie at the foundation of Geometrical Optics will cease to be valid.

It is in consequence of this fact, that the light which is incident on

a rough surface is subjected to different experiences at the different

places in the surface, that these irregularities are made visible to us

as themselves sources of rays of light; whereas if the reflecting sur-

face were perfectly smooth, so that the rays were regularly reflected

all according to the same law, we should not be able to see the surface

at all, we should see merely the images of objects from which the rays

had come—objects which were either self-luminous or else illuminated

by diffusely reflected light. Moreover, in order to view the images,

the eye would have to be placed somewhere along these special routes

of the reflected rays; otherwise, none of these rays would enter the

eye and nothing would be visible by the reflected light. Most objects

are seen by diffusely reflected light, and no matter where the eye is

situated, it will intercept some of the rays that are scattered from the

surface of the body.
13. In large measure the above observations concerning the por-

tion of the light that is reflected apply also to the other portion that

is refracted. If the surface of separation of the two media is smooth,

the directions of the refracted rays will, in general, depend only on the
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directions of the incitient rays according to tiie so-called Law of Re-

fraction; and in this case the light is said to be regularly refracted.

But if the bouiular\ -surface is rough, the rays will be diffusely re-

fracted in all directions ("irregular refraction").

The light which enters the second medium may be modified in vari-

ous ways. A greater or less portion of it, depending on the character

and peculiarity of the mediimi, will be absorbed; that is, the ether

loses some of its energy and ordinary matter gains it. Invariably, a

fraction of the light-energy will be transformed into heat, possibly

also into chemical and electrical forms of energy. If the medium is

perfectly transparent, the rays of light traverse it without being ab-

sorbed at all; whereas if the medium absorbs all the light-rays, it is

said to be perfectly opaque. No medium is absolutely transparent
on the one hand or absolutely opaque on the other. A perfectly trans-

parent body would be quite invisible, although we may easily be made
aware of the presence of such a body by the distortion of the images
of bodies viewed through it. As a rule, the absorptive power of a

medium will depend on the colour (or wave-length) of the light. Thus,
a piece of green glass will allow only certain kinds of light to pass

through it, and therefore when the rays of the sun fall on it, it will

absorb some of these rays and be transparent to others, and the trans-

mitted light falling on the retina of the eye, will produce a sensation

which we describe vaguely as green light. An interesting phenomenon
occurs called Fluorescence, whereby the colour of the light undergoes

a change in the second medium.

Again, there are some media which, although they cannot be called

transparent, nevertheless permit light to pass through them in a more

or less irregular and imperfect fashion; for example, such substances

as porcelain, milk, blood, moist atmospheric air, which contain sus-

pended or imbedded in them particles of matter of a different optical

quality from that of the surrounding mass. The light undergoes in-

ternal diffused reflexion at these particles. Objects viewed through
such media can be discerned, perhaps, but always more or less indis-

tinctly. These so-called "cloudy media" are said, therefore, to be

translucent, but not transparent.

It is usually assumed in Geometrical Optics that the media are not

only homogeneous, but perfectly transparent; and also that the sur-

faces of separation between pairs of adjoining media are perfectly

smooth.
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ART. 6. THE LAWS OF REFLEXION AND REFRACTION.

14. Let nn (Fig. 5) be the trace in the plane of the diagram of

the smooth reflecting or refracting surface separating two transparent

isotropic media. Let PB represent the rectilinear path of a ray of

light in the first medium (a). The ray PB is called the incident ray,

the point B where this ray meets the boundary-surface between the

two media (a) and {b) is called the incidence-point, the normal N N'

to the surface at the point B is called the incidence-normal, and the

plane PB N determined by the incident ray and the incidence-normal

(which is here the plane of the paper) is called the plane of incidence.

In general, to an incident ray PB there will correspond two rays,

viz., a reflected ray BR, which re-

mains in the first medium (a) and

a refracted ray BQ, which shows

the path taken by the light in the

second medium {b). The acute

angles at the incidence-point B be-

tween the incidence normal NB N'

and the rays PB, BR and BQ
are called the angles of incidence, re-

flexion and refraction, respectively.

Each of these angles is defined as

the acute angle through which the

incidence-normal has to he turned in

order to bring it into coincidence with

the straight line which shows the path

of the ray in question. Thus, in the

diagram the angles of incidence, re-

flexion and refraction are / NBP,
Z NBR Sind Z iV'J5 (2, respectively;

where the order in which the let-

ters are written indicates the sense

of rotation. These angles are to be reckoned as positive or negative

according as the sense of rotation is counter-clockwise or clockwise.

15. The Laws of Reflexion and Refraction, as determined by ex-

periment, may now be set forth in the following statements:

(i) Both the reflected and the refracted rays lie in the plane of inci-

dence.

(2) The reflected ray in the flrst medium and the refracted ray in the

second medium lie on the opposite side of the normal from the incident

ray in the first medium. Or if we prolong the refracted ray backwards

Fig. 5.

Laws of Reflexion and Refraction.

/"^^i is a section in the plane of incidence ( plane

of paper) of the surface separating the first

medium (a) from tlie second medium (6).

The point B is the point of incidence, and

NN' is the normal to the surface at this point.

PB, BR and BQ are the incident, reflected and

refracted rays, respectively.

LNBP^o., lNBR=— o., lN'BQ= o.'.
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into ilic first mccliuin, we sec ilial in ihis mccliuni llic straight lines

belonging to the incident and refracted rays lie on the same side of

the incidence-normal, whereas the incident and reflected rays lie on

opposite sides of the normal. Thus, whilr the angles of incidence and
refraction have alwa\s like signs, the angles of incidence and reflexion

have opposite signs.

(3) The magnitudes of the angles of incidence and reflexion are equal;
that is,

Z NBP = a= - A NBR = Z RBN.

(4) The sines of the angles of incidence and refraction are in a con-

stant ratio, the value of which depends only on the nature of the two media
which are separated by the refracting surface and on the wave-length of
the light.

Thus, if the angles of incidence and refraction are denoted by a, a',

so that Z NBP = a, Z N'BQ =
a', the law of refraction may be

expressed by the following formula:

sin a

where the constant ratio, denoted here by w^j, which for light of a

given wave-length, as has been stated, depends only on the nature of

the two media designated by the letters a and b, is called the relative

index of refraction from the medium (a) into the medium (b), or the index

of refraction of medium (b) with respect to medium (a). The order

in which the subscripts are written is the same as the order in which

the media are traversed by the light.

16. The best experimental proof of the law of reflexion is obtained

by the use of a theodolite or meridian circle to observe the light re-

flected from an artificial mercury-horizon. This is the actual method

employed in the astronomical measurement of the altitude of a star,

and is capable of a very high degree of accuracy.

The law of refraction may be regarded as completely verified by the

methods which are employed in the determinations of the values of

the indices of refraction for different pairs of media, and, above all,

in the design and construction of optical instruments, by the complete

agreement between the actual performances of such apparatus and

the calculations based on the law of refraction.

17. The law of the reflexion of light is very ancient. The earliest

precise statement of the law is to be found in a work on optics attrib-
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uted to Euclid (300 B. C). On the other hand, the law of refraction

is much more modern. Claudius Ptolem^us, the great astrono-

mer, who flourished during the reigns of the Antonines, published a

treatise on optics ('OTrrtK^ irpayimrua) in which he describes a number

of experiments whereby he measured the angles of incidence and re-

fraction, without, however, discovering the law. The next experi-

ments along this line of which we have any record are those of Alhazen

who died in Cairo in 1038 ;
he repeated the experiments of Ptolem^us,

but added nothing to the previous knowledge of the matter. Kepler

also made experiments, but was equally unsuccessful. The real dis-

coverer of the law was Willebrord Snell, of Leyden, who announced

it some time prior to 1626. It was first published by Descartes^

in 1637; who seems undoubtedly to have obtained it from Snell,

although he failed to mention his name in connection with it.

18. In the case of Reflexion, it is obvious that the directions of

the incident and reflected rays may be reversed, so that if PBR (Fig. 5)

represents the path pursued by the light in going from P to R, under-

going reflexion at the incidence-point B, then RBP will represent the

path which the light takes in going from R to P under the same cir-

cumstances, that is, via the incidence-point B. Experiment shows

that the same rule holds good also for the ray refracted at B; so that

if PBQ IS the route followed by a ray in going from a point P in the

medium (a) to a point Q in the medium (b), undergoing refraction at

the incidence-point B, the same route will be pursued in the reverse

sense QBP by a ray whose direction in the medium (b) is from Q
towards B. And, hence, since

sin a sin a'
= W^M = Wr

sm a sm a

we have obviously, the relation:

Wa6-«*a=i- (2)

This general law of optics, known as the Principle of the Reversi-

bility of the Light-Path, may be stated as follows:

If a ray of light, undergoing any number of reflexions and refrac-

tions, pursues a certain route from one point A to another point A',

and if at A' it is incident normally on a mirror so that it is reflected

' Rene Du Perron Descartes: Discours de la methode pour bien conduire sa raison

et chercher laveriie dans les sciences; plus la Dioplrique, les M6liores et la Geometrie (Leyden,

1637).
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back from -1' in the direction exactly opposite to that by which it

arriwHi. it will return over precisely the same route in the reverse

order and arrive finally at A again.

19. The Laws of Reflexion and Refraction as derived by the

Wave-Theory (^Huygens's Construction). A plane wave travelling in

an isotroi^c medium advances with uniform speed and without change

HTJYGENS'S CONSTRrCTION OF THE REFLECTED AND REFRACTED WAVE-FRONTS IN THE CASE
OF A Plane Wave Incident on a Plane Surface, m/^ is a section in the plane of incidence

(plane of paper) of a plane surface separating the first medium (a) from the second medium {d).

The straight lines AB, CG and CII are the traces in the plane of the paper of the incident, reflected

and refracted wave-fronts.

of form along the direction of the normal to its plane, so that the

rays are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the plane wave-

front. If the wave-front arrives at a smooth geometric surface sepa-

rating the first medium (a) from another isotropic optical medium (b),

the refracted wave proceeding into this second medium will, in general,

be changed both in form and in direction. At the same time also a
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wave will be reflected back from the boundary-surface into the first

medium, which likewise may be changed both in form and in direc-

tion. But the speed of propagation of the reflected wave will be the

same as that of the incident wave; whereas the speed of propagation

of the refracted wave in the new medium (b) will be different from

that of the incident wave in the medium (a).

For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose that the two media (a)

and (b) are separated by a plane surface. We proceed to give HUY-

GENS's Construction of the Reflected and Refracted Wave-Fronts for

this case. In the diagram (Fig. 6) ^u/x represents the trace in the plane

of the paper of the plane surface separating the media (a) and (&);

and AB \s the trace in the same plane of a portion of the advancing

incident plane wave; so that the incident rays in the plane of the

paper will be represented by straight lines perpendicular to A B, such

as BC and DE. At the instant when we begin to reckon time the

incident wave-front is supposed to be in the position shown by AB,
and hence at this moment the disturbance will have just arrived at

the point A of the plane surface mm- From this moment, therefore,

according to Huygens's idea, this disturbed point A is itself to be

regarded as a centre of disturbance, and from it as centre elementary

hemiispherical waves are propagated not only into the second medium

(b) but also back into the first medium (a). Exactly the same con-

dition will be true at this instant (/
= o) of every point in the plane

surface situated on the straight line perpendicular to the plane of the

paper at the point A . The envelope of each of these two sets of equal

hemispherical surfaces will be a semi-cylinder, whose axis is the straight

line just mentioned. A little later the disturbance which was ini-

tially at D will reach the point E in the line nn; and if v^ denotes the

speed with which the disturbance is propagated in the medium (a), the

moment when it arrives at E will be i = DEjv^. Beginning from

this moment the two sets of semi-cylindrical surfaces which have for

their common axis the straight line perpendicular at E to the plane

of the paper will begin to be formed. And, thus, at successively later

and later instants, the disturbance will arrive in turn at all the points

in nn which lie between A and C; until, finally, at the time / = BCJv^
the disturbance reaches the extreme point C. Meanwhile, around all

the straight lines perpendicular to the plane of the diagram at the

points on mm which lie between A and C two sets of co-axial semi-

cylindrical elementary wave-surfaces have been forming, one set being

propagated back into the first medium {a) and the other set being

propagated forward into the second medium (6). The nearer one of

3
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these points between A and C is to the point C, the smaller will be the

radius of the corresponding semi-c>linder.

20. Let us consider, first, the Reflected Wave. At the moment / =

BC/v,„ when the point C begins to be disturbed, the semi-cylindrical

wave 5"! whose axis passes through A will have expanded in the first

medium until its radius is equal to BC. At this same instant the

scmi-c\lindrical wave X wliose axis is determined by the point E
will have been expanding into the first medium during the time B C/v^
—

DE/v^, so that the disturbance will have been propagated a dis-

tance BC — DE = JC, which is therefore the radius of this cylindrical

surface.

According to Huygens's Principle, the surface which at any instant

is tangent to all the elementary semi-cylindrical reflected waves will

be the required reflected wave-front at that instant. We shall show
that this reflected wave-front is a plane surface which at the moment
when the disturbance reaches C contains this point; or, what amounts

to the same thing, we shall show that if the line CG in the plane of

the diagram touches at G the semi-circle in which the plane cuts the

semi-cylinder S^, it will be the common tangent of all such semi-

circles; for example, it will be tangent to the semi-circle S2 around

any point E as centre. From C draw CG tangent to Si at G and CF
tangent to 5, at F. Draw AG and EF. The triangles CGA and

ABC are congruent, since the angles at B and G are both right angles

and AG=BC. Hence, Z GCA = Z BAC. Similarly, from the

congruence of the triangles CFE and CEJ, it follows that Z FCE =
Z JEC. And since Z BAG = Z JEC, we have Z GCA = Z FCE;
and, consequently, the tangent-lines CG and CF coincide. Hence,
the trace in the plane of the paper of the reflected wave-front is the

straight line CFG. This reflected plane wave will be propagated

onwards, parallel with itself, in the direction shown in the diagram

by the reflected rays AG, EF, etc. It is evident from the construc-

tion that the ray incident at A
,
the normal ^ iV to the reflecting sur-

face at A and the corresponding reflected ray AG are all situated in

the same plane, viz., here the plane of the paper which is the plane
of incidence for the ray in question. It only remains therefore to

show that the angles of incidence and reflexion are equal. This is

obvious also from the congruence of the triangles CGA and CBA.
21. The Refracted Wave. If the velocity of propagation of the

wave in the second medium (b) is denoted similarly by v,^, it is plain
that at the moment / = B Cfv,^ when the disturbance reaches the

point C, the secondary disturbance which proceeds from A as centre
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will have been propagated into the medium (b) to a distance A H =

vj = f6
•

BC/v^', and, similarly, the disturbance at any intermediate

point, as E, between A and C, will have been propagated in the second

medium to a distance EK = (BC — DE)vJv^ = EJ-vJv„. Thus,

the radii of the elementary semi-cylindrical refracted waves S[ and

52, whose axes are perpendicular to the plane of the paper at A and

E, are BC-v^jv^^and EZ-fj/y,,, respectively. The refracted wave-

front at any instant will be the surface which is tangent to all these

elementary cylindrical surfaces at this instant. Exactly the same

method as we used in finding the reflected wave-front can be employed

here; and we shall find that at the instant when the disturbance

reaches C the refracted wave-front is the plane containing the point

C which is perpendicular to the plane of the paper and tangent to

the elementary wave S[ at H.
="^o-v^x^

Snell's law of refraction may be deduced at once by observing

that in the figure AG = AC -sin a, where a = /. A^BCis equal to the ^
A(^

angle of incidence of the parallel incident rays, and A H= A C-sin a',

where a' = Z ACH is equal to the angle of refraction of the parallel

refracted rays; and, consequently:

sin a AG V
~. 7

=
~rTj. = = constant. (3)sm a' AH

Vf,

^^^

22. In the figure the case is represented where the disturbance is

propagated faster in the first medium (a) than in the second medium

(&), that is, v^ is greater than
Vf^.

In this case the angle of refraction

a' is less than the angle of incidence a, and hence the refracted rays

are bent towards the normal, as, for example, when light is refracted

from air into glass. According to the Wave-Theory of Light, there-

fore, the velocity of propagation in the optically denser of the two

media is less than it is in the other medium. Now the NEWXONian or

Emission Theory of Light leads to precisely the opposite conclusion.

The two theories are here in direct conflict with each other, and ex-

periment has decided in favor of the Wave Theory. Arago, in 1838,

suggested the method of measuring the speed of propagation of light

which was afterwards (1865) successfully employed by Foucault.

Foucault's experiments demonstrated that light travelled faster, for

example, in air than in water. These experiments were subsequently

repeated by Michelson, with an improved form of apparatus, and

MiCHELsON found that the speed of light in air was 1.33 times as

great as that in water, which agrees with the value of the relative
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index of refraction of air and water. The same experimenter found

that the speed in air was 1.77 times the speed in carbon bisulphide,

whereas the value of n for these two substances is about 1.63, so that

in this case the agreement was not so close.

ART. 7. ABSOLUTE INDEX OF REFRACTION OF AN OPTICAL MEDIUM.

23. According to the Wave-Theory, therefore, the relative index

of refraction of two media (a) and (b) is equal to the ratio of the speeds
of jiropagation of light in the two media. And, hence, if we know the

indices of refraction of a medium (r) with respect to each of two media

(a) and (b), we can easily compute the value of the relative index of

refraction of the two media (a) and (b) with respect to each other.

For, according to formulae (i) and (3), we shall obtain:

and therefore;

a a "0.

which, according to (2), may be written also:

ca

For example, suppose that the substances designated by the letters a, b

and c are water, glass and air, respectively, and that we know the

values of the relative indices of air and water and of air and glass, viz.,

n^ = 4/3 and w^^
= 3/2; then the value of the relative index of refrac-

tion from water to glass will be w„j
=

(3/2): (4/3)
=

9/8.

Generally, it may be shown that if the letters a, b, c, . . . i, j, k are

employed to designate a number of optical media, then:

^ab
•

i^be -n^--- n^j
•

Uj^
=

w„4. (4)

And, in particular, if the last medium (k) is identical with the first

medium (a), the continued product of the relative indices of refraction

will be equal to unity; formula (2) states this law for the case where
there are only two media (a) and (b).

24. The fact that «„j
= n^ : «^„ suggests the idea of employing

some standard optical medium (c) with respect to which the indices of

refraction of all other media could be expressed. The medium that
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is selected for this purpose is that of empty space or vacuum, and the

index of refraction of a medium with respect to empty space is called,

therefore, the absolute index of refraction of the medium, or, simply,

the refractive index of the medium. Accordingly, the absolute index

of refraction of empty space is itself equal to unity, and if n^, w^ denote

the absolute indices of two media (a) and (&), then evidently:

n^ = -•
(5)

The absolute indices of refraction of all known transparent media

are greater than unity. However, Kundt^ determined, in i888, the

indices of refraction of a number of metallic substances, using very

thin prisms of the materials which he subjected to investigation; and

the values of n which he obtained in the case of silver, gold and copper

were all less than unity: which implies that light travels faster in each

of these metals than it does in vacuo. See also more recent experi-

ments with such substances as these, especially those of Drude and

Minor in 1903.

The index of refraction of air, at 0° C. and under a pressure of

76 cm. of mercury for light corresponding to the Fraunhofer D-line

has been found to be equal to i .000293 !
it is usually taken as equal

to unity.

25. With every isotropic optical medium there is associated, there-

fore, a certain numerical constant «; and thus when a ray of light is

refracted from a medium of index n into another medium of index n'
,

the trigonometric formula of the law of refraction may be written in

the following symmetrical form:

w- sin a = w'-sin a'; (6)

which may be stated by saying:

At every refraction of a ray of light from one medium to another, the

product of the refractive index of the medium and the sine of the acute

angle between the ray and the incidence-normal remains unchanged.

This product
K = n- sin a (7)

is sometimes called the Optical Invariant.

^ A. Kundt: Ueber die Brechungsexponenten der Metalle: Ann. der Phys. (3), xxxiv.

(1888), 469-489.
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26. Reflexion considered as a Special Case of Refraction. Whereas
the angles of InciLlonce aiul rclraclion ha\t' like signs always, on the

contrary the signs of the angles of incidence and rcllcxion are always

opposite. In order, therefore, that formula (6) may be applicable also

to the case of reflexion as well as to that of refraction, the values of

tt and ;/' in the former case must be such that a' = — a is a solution

of the equation in question; and the condition that we shall have

this solution is evidently:

n' = —
11, or 7i' I )i = — I.

Thus, it will not be necessary to investigate separately and independ-

ently each problem of reflexion; for so soon as we have discovered in

any special case the relation between the incident ray and the corre-

sponding refracted ray, we have merely to impose the condition

n' = — n

in order to ascertain directly the relation which under the same cir-

cumstances exists between the incident ray and the corresponding
reflected ray. This procedure, which will be frequently employed in

the following pages, will be found to be exceedingly convenient and

serviceable, besides saving much needless labour.

Here', also, we take occasion to say that hereafter whenever we

speak of the "direction of a straight line"—that is, the positive direc-

tion' of the line—^we shall mean always the direction from a point on

the line in the medium of the incident rays towards the point where the

line meets the reflecting or refracting surface. If the straight line is itself

the path of an incident or refracted ray of light, the positive direction

as thus defined will be the direction along the line in which the light goes;

but if the straight line is the path of a reflected ray, the positive direc-

tion in this case (assuming that there is only one reflecting surface)

will be opposite to that which the light actually follows. It will be

well to bear this in mind, especially in deriving reflexion-formulae from

the corresponding refraction-formulae by the method above mentioned.

(See §176; see also §251.)

ART. 8. THE CASE OF TOTAL REFLEXION.

27. The formula

,
w .

sin a = —
r sin a

n

enables us to calculate the magnitude of the angle of refraction a\
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so soon as we know the values of the indices w, n' of the two media

and the magnitude of the angle of incidence a; and thus we can de-

termine the direction of the refracted ray corresponding to a given
incident ray. However, the solution of the above equation is not al-

ways possible, for if the magnitudes denoted by the symbols n, n' and

a are such that the expression on the right-hand side of the equation
turns out to have a value greater than unity, evidently there will be

no angle a that can satisfy the equation, and hence in such a case

there will be no refracted ray corresponding to the given incident ray.

In order to make this matter clear, let us distinguish here two cases

as follows:

(i) The case when n' > n\ as, for example, when the light is re-

fracted from air to water («'/«
=

4/3). In this case the second

medium is said to be more highly refracting, or "optically denser",

than the first medium. The angle of incidence a will be greater than

the angle of refraction a', so that a ray, entering the second medium
from the first, will be hent towards the incidence-normal. Under these

circumstances, the value of the expression on the right-hand side of

the above equation will be always less than unity, so that there is

always a certain angle a whose sine has this value. Provided the second

medium is optically denser than the first, to every incident ray there will

always he a corresponding refracted ray.

(2) The case when n' <n; as, for example, when the light is re-

fracted from water to air {n'jn =
3 14) ; in which case the first medium

is the optically denser of the two. The angle of incidence a now will

be less than the angle of refraction a
,
so that the refracted ray

will be hent away from the incidence-normal. When n is greater
than «', the expression on the right-hand side of the above equation

may be less than, equal to or greater than unity, depending on the

value of the incidence-angle a. For a certain limiting value a = A
of the angle of incidence, we shall have n • sin a jn' =

i, and hence

a' = 90°. In this case, therefore, the refracted ray corresponding to

an incident ray which meets the refracting surface at an angle of in-

cidence A such that

sin ^ = - = n,„ (8)

will lie in the tangent-plane to the refracting surface at the point of

incidence. If the two media (a) and (b) are separated by a plane

surface, the refracted ray in this limiting case will proceed along the

surface, or, as we say, just "graze" the surface. This angle A be-
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tween the incidence-normal and the direction of the ray in the denser

of the two media is called the critical angle for the two media (a) and

(b). In formula (8) n denotes always the refractive index of the den-

ser of the two media (w,,^ < 0; so that, for example, if the two media

are air and water, the water

corresponds to medium (a)

and the air to medium (b),

and hence we ha\'e w„,,

=
3/4, for which we find

A = 48° 27' 40". For air

and glass, w„j
=

2/3 and

A = 42° 3/.
In this case {n > n') ,

if the

incident ray meets the re-

fracting surface at an angle

of incidence a greater than

the critical angle A, the

expression n sin a/n' will be greater than unity, which means that

there will be no real value belonging to the angle a', and hence to such

an incident ray there will be no corresponding refracted ray. The

ether-disturbance propagated in the denser medium in such a direc-

tion as this will not cross the boundary-surface between the two media,

but will be totally reflected there. Consider, for example, the diagram

(Fig. 7), where the point designated by S represents a point-source

of light supposed to be situated in a medium (a) which is optically

denser than the medium (b) from which it is separated by a plane

refracting surface, the trace of which in the plane of the paper is the

straight line nn. Rays are emitted from S in all directions, but only

those rays are refracted into the rarer medium (b) that are comprised

within the conical surface whose vertex is at S, whose axis is the per-

pendicular SA let fall from 5 on yuju, and whose semi-angle is Z ASB
The ray SB is refracted along the plane refract-

FlG. 7.

Total Internal Reflexion.

nah'
= Z A= sin"

ing surface in the direction Bn, as shown by the arrow-head ; whereas

a ray SR which has an angle of incidence a greater than the critical

angle A is not refracted at all.

Another way of regarding this diagram is to suppose that an eye

were placed at the point S, and that the rays were being refracted

from the medium (b) into the denser medium (a) ; so that in this case

the directions of the arrow-heads on the rays in the figure should all

be reversed. All the rays entering the eye at 5 will be comprised
within the cone generated by revolving the right triangle SA B around
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SA as axis. For example, suppose that the media (a) and (o) are

water and air, respectively, so that nij, represents, therefore, the hori-

zontal free surface of tranquil water, and suppose that 5 marks the

position below the water of the eye of an observer. An object situ-

ated on the horizon (determined by the water-surface) would be made
visible by means of the ray BS, and the eye under water would lo-

cate the object as being in the air in the direction SB. A ray coming
from a star and falling on the surface of the water between A and B
might enter the eye at S, but the apparent zenith-distance of the star

would always be less than its actual zenith-distance, except when the

star was actually at the zenith-point of the celestial sphere.

The phenomenon of total reflexion of light at the boundary-surface

between water and air is beautifully exhibited in the luminous foun-

tains and cascades that in recent years have been spectacular features

at expositions and places of amusement.

Incidentally, it may be remarked here that the ratio of the inten-

sity of the reflected light to that of the refracted light increases stead-

ily with increase of the angle of incidence, from the least value of this

angle when the rays are

normally incident to its

greatest value when the

rays are totally reflected.

The rays that are totally

reflected from the inside of

one of the faces of an equi-

lateral triangular glass

prism placed in the sun-

light are seen at a glance

to be brighter than the

rays reflected at the outside

face of the prism.

ART. 9. GEOMETRICAL CON-
STRUCTIONS, ETC.

Fig. 8.

Construction of Reflected and Refracted Rays.
The straight line tt is the trace in the plane of the paper
of the tangent-plane at the incidence-point B to the

reflecting or refracting surface. £P' = 71' BP'n ;

PA = AP"; PB, BR and BQ represent the paths of the

incident, reflected and refracted rays, respectivelj-.

28. Construction of the

Reflected Ray. In the dia-

gram (Fig. 8) the straight

line PB represents the path
of an incident ray meeting a reflecting surface at the incidence-point

B, and N N' represents the normal to this surface at B; so that, if a

denotes the angle of incidence, Z NBP = a. The straight line per-
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pendicular to N N' at tlic point B is the trace in the plane of inci-

dence of the tangent-plane tt to the reflecting surface at B. In order

to construct the corresponding reflected ray, we draw from any point

P of the incident ray the straight line PA perpendicular to rr at ^,
and prolong this perpendicular to P" until AP" = PA, and from P"

draw the straight line P"BR; then BR will represent the path of

the corresponding reflected ray. The proof of the construction is

obvious from the figure, since we have:

Z NBR = Z PP"R = Z BPP" = Z PBN = - «;

according to the law of reflexion.

29. Construction of the Refracted Ray. Let n, n' denote the ab-

solute indices of refraction of the two isotropic media separated by
a smooth refracting surface, and let B (Fig. 8) designate the point

where the given incident ray PB meets this surface. With the inci-

dence-point B as centre, and with any radius r = BP describe in the

plane of incidence the arc of a circle cutting the incident ray in a point

P; and in the same plane describe also the arc of a concentric circle

of radius equal to n'rjn. Through P draw a straight line perpendicular

at A to the plane tt which is tangent to the refracting surface at the

incidence-point B ;
and let the straight line A P, produced if necessary,

meet the circumference of the latter circle in a point P' lying on the

same side of the tangent-plane as the point P. Through the point

B draw the straight line P'BQ. Then BQ will represent the path

of the corresponding refracted ray. For

sin Z APB BP' n'

sin Z AP'B
~
BP

"
n'

and, since Z APB = Z NPB = a, it follows from the law of refrac-

tion that /. AP'B = Z N'BQ =^ a', where a denotes the angle of

refraction.

The diagram, as drawn, exhibits the case when the ray is refracted

into a denser medium (n' > n) ; but the construction given above is

equally applicable to the other case also.

Assuming that n' > n, we see from Fig. 8 that when the angle of

incidence Z NBP =
90°, the incident ray PB will be tangent to the

refracting surface at the incidence-point B, and then BA ^ BP, so

that AP' will be tangent to the construction-circle of radius BP.

In this case we shall have:

a' = Z PP'B = sin-' -^7^
= sm"' - = A,P B n
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where A denotes the magnitude of the so-called critical angle of the

two media (§27).

30. The Deviation of the Refracted Ray. The angle between the

directions of the incident and refracted rays is called the angle of devi-

ation, and will be denoted here by the symbol e. Thus, if PB (Fig. 9)

represents the path of a ray incident on a refracting surface at the

point B, and if P'B (constructed as explained

in § 29) shows the direction of the correspond-

ing refracted ray, then Z P'BP = e ; that is,

e denotes the acute angle through which the

direction of the refracted ray has to be turned

to bring it into the same direction as that of

the incident ray. If a = Z NBP = ZAPB,
a' = Z NBP' = AAP'B denote the angles

of incidence and refraction, the angle of devi-

ation is defined by the following relation :

e = a — a (9)

Fig. 9.

Deviation of the Re-

fracted Ray. The straight

lines PB, P'B show the direct-

ions of the incident and re-

fracted rays.

/LAPB = a., lAP'B = a.\

L P'PB=^, e = a. — o.'.

The diagram is drawn for the case when
n' > n, for which the sign of the angle e is

positive. By merely interchanging the letters

P, P' in the figure, we obtain the case when
n' < n, for which the angle denoted by e is negative.

It is apparent from the figure that the intercept P'P included be-

tween the circumferences of the two construction-circles, which re-

mains always parallel to the normal BN, increases in length as the

angle of incidence a increases; and, since the other two sides BP and

BP' of the triangle BPP' have constant lengths, it follows that the

deviation of the refracted ray increases with increase of the angle of in-

cidence. This is true both for n' > n and for n' < n.

Differentiating equation (6), we obtain (after eliminating n, n'):

da'

da

tan a

tan a
(10)

and, since from the figure tan a'/tan a = AP/AP', we have there-

fore the following relations:

da':da:de = AP:AP':PP';

so that in the triangle PP'B the side PP' opposite the angle e is
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divided cxtcrnalU' at .1 into scginciits which arc inversely jiropor-

tional to the corresponding variations of the angles at P and P' .

Moreover, since

de _ PP' _ I

(lex

~
AP'~ I + ylP/PP"

and since as the angle a increases, not only does A P decrease but PP'
increases by an equal amount, it follows that de/da increases with

increase of a. Hence,

The greater the angle of incidence, the greater will be the corresponding

rate of increase of the angle of deviatioti.

This characteristic property of refraction is true both for n' jn

greater than unity and for n'jn less than unity. In the case of re-

flexion, the law will be difTerent, for the deviation of the reflected

ray decreases in proportion as the angle of incidence increases.

ART. 10. CERTAIN THEOREMS CONCERNING THE CASE OF SO-CALLED
OBLIQUE REFRACTION (OR REFLEXION).

31. The plane of incidence containing the normal to the refracting

(or reflecting) surface at the point of incidence is a normal section of

the surface at that point; and, whenever feasible, it will be conven-

ient to select this plane as the plane of the diagram. In the following

pages, however, we shall often have occasion to investigate the path of

a ray which is incident in succession on a series of refracting (or re-

flecting) surfaces; in which case the plane of incidence with respect to

one such surface will, in general, make with the plane of incidence with

respect to the next following surface an angle different from zero.

Accordingly, in our diagrams it may happen that the normal section

of the refracting (or reflecting) surface which lies in the plane of the

paper may not coincide with the normal section which contains the

ray incident on that surface and its corresponding refracted (or re-

flected) ray. In such a case as this the ray is said to be "obliquely

incident on the surface; and in this connection the following theorems

will be found useful. . ^» ,

We remark that it will be necessary to treat here only th.? problem

of refraction; as the corresponding theorems relating to reflexion,

which may easily be proved independently also, may be derived im-

mediately by merely putting n' = — n, according to the general prin-

ciple explained in § 26.

32. In the diagram (Fig. 10) the straight line N N' is the normal

at the point B to the refracting surface, so that the plane of the dia-
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gram is therefore the plane of a normal section of the surface with

respect to the point B; and the straight line tt is the line of inter-

section of the plane of the

paper with the plane tan-

gent to the refracting sur-

face at B. Let RB rep-

resent the path of a ray

incident on the surface at

the point B, and from any

point R of this ray draw

R N perpendicular at N to

the normal NN\ The

plane of incidence RB N is

also the plane of a normal

section of the surface; but

we shall suppose here that

RB is "obliquel}'" incident

on the refracting surface,

so that the plane of inci-

dence is not the same as the

plane of the paper. The

corresponding refracted ray
BR' will lie in the plane of incidence. On this refracted ray take a

point R', such that

RBiBR' = n\n',

and from R' draw R' N' perpendicular to N N' at N'. Draw also

RP, R' P' perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Then the two

planes RPN, R' P' N' will be parallel to the tangent-plane at B. By
the law of refraction:

n -sin a = n' -sin «',

Oblique Refraction. RB, BR' represent the paths of

the incident and refracted rays. I NBR = a. Z iV'BR'
=

a', Z RBP= ri. I R'BP' = v'. I NBP^ Y, I N'BP'
= y'.

where Z NBR = a, Z N'BR' = a. By the construction:

RN = RB- sin a, R'N' = R'B sin a' ;

RN = N'R'.

f.'
-

and,, thigrefore:

Since i?iV- and N'R', lying both in the plane of incidence, are equal

and parallel, PN and N'P', which are the projections oi RN and

N'R' in the plane of the paper, are also equal and parallel ;
so that the

triangles NPR and N'P'R' are congruent, and RP = P'R'.
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If the symbols tj, tj' are employed to denote the angles made by the

incident and refracted rays RB, BR' with their projections PB, BP'
in the plane of the normal section which is the plane of the paper,

so that

Z RBP =
77, Z R'BP' =

v',

then, since

RP = RB smr], R'P' = R'Bsinr)',
we have:

RBs'mr, = BR's'mri';

and, hence:

« sin r;
= «' sin rj'. (ll)

Accordingly, we have the following result:

The sines of the angles which the incident and refracted rays make

with the plane of any normal section of the refracting surface at the point

of incidence have the same ratio as the sines of the angles of incidence and

refractioji themselves.

33. Moreover, since, by construction (Fig. 10),

and

we have:

Putting

so that

we find:

n'RB = n-BR',

PB = RB- cos 77, BP' = BR' cos 77',

n' • PB cos rj
= n- BP' cos r]'.

Z NBP =
y, Z N'BP' =

y',

PB- sin y = BP' sin y',

n -cos 77 -sin 7 = n' - cos 77' -sin 7'; (12)

a result which may be stated as follows:

The projections of the incident and refracted rays on a plane of a nor-

mal section of the refracting surface at the point of incidence are also

subject to a law of refraction, the ahsolute indices of refraction n cos 77

and n' - cos 77' being dependent on the angles 77
and r\' made by the inci-

dent and refracted rays with the plane of the normal section.

If we put

nr,
= n -cos 7], n^'

= n' • cos T]' ,

and bear in mind that we have also the relation:

w-sin r}
= n' sin 77',
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we can derive easily the formula:

w^

~
n

in the form given by Cornu.^

34. The following is a convenient method of constructing a draw-

ing representing the path of a ray obliquely refracted at the surface

of separation of two isotropic optical media.

Let the plane of the paper (Fig. ii) be designated as the x>'-plane

and let the tangent-plane to the refracting surface at the incidence-

point B be designated as the ^'Z-plane, which is represented as making

Fig. 11.

Construction of Obliquely Refracted Ray.

an acute angle with the plane of the paper. From B, in a plane xz

perpendicular to the plane of the paper, draw B N normal at B to

the tangent-plane yz, and draw BM normal at M to the plane of the

paper. Suppose, for example, that the real length of BM is twice its

length as shown in the figure. Let P designate the position of the

point where the given incident ray meets the plane of the paper, so

that BP shows the direction of the incident ray lying in the plane of

incidence BPN. If the triangle BP N is revolved around PN as

axis until it comes into the plane of the paper, the point B will arrive

at a point C on the straight line drawn from M perpendicular to NP,

'A. CoRNu: De la refraction a travers un prisme suivant une loi quelconque: Ann.'

ec. norm. (2), i. (1872), 237. See also E. Reusch: DieLehre von der Brechung u.Far-

benzerstreuung des Lichts an ebenen Flaechen und in Prismen, die in mehr synthetischer
Form dargestellt: Pogg. Ann. cxvii. (1862), 247 ; and A. Bravais : Notice sur les

parhelies qui sont situes a la meme hauteur que le soleil: Journ. ec. polyt., xviii., cah. 30
(1845), 79; and Memoire sur les halos: Journ. ec. polyt., xviii., cah. 31 (1847), 27.
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and Z NCP = a. Hence, with C as centre and with radius equal

to n' • CP/n describe in the i^lanc of the paper the arc of a circle

meeting in a point R the straight line drawn through P parallel to

C N\ evidently, as in §29, Z NCR = a'. Therefore, the straight line

BQ joining the incidence-point B with the point Q where CR meets

NP will represent in the diagram the direction of the refracted ray.



CHAPTER II.

CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF RAYS OF LIGHT.

ART. 11. THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAST TIME (LAW OF FERMAT).

35. Fermat^ (1608-1665), arguing from an assumed law of the

economy of nature that light must be propagated from one point to

another in the shortest time, was able to deduce the law of refraction

in the case of a ray refracted from one isotropic medium to another

across a plane boundary-surface; or, conversely, that the time required

by the light to be transmitted from any point P on the incident ray

to any point Q on the corresponding refracted ray is less than it would

be along any other route between the points P and Q. A correspond-

ing law in regard to light reflected at a plane mirror dates back to

Hero of Alexandria (150 B. C).
If the boundary-surface separating the two media is curved, the time

taken by the light to be transmitted from P to Q along the actual

path may not, however, be always a minimum; on the contrary, in cer-

tain cases it may be a maximum. A simple illustration is given by
Sir Wm. Rowan Hamilton,^ who instances the fact that "if an eye

is placed in the interior, but not at the centre, of a reflecting hollow

sphere, it may see itself reflected in two opposite points, of which one

indeed is the nearest to it, but the other on the contrary is the farthest;

so that of the two different paths of light, corresponding to these two

opposite points, the one indeed is the shortest, but the other is the

longest of any."
36. A characteristic property of a ray of light may be stated quite

generally as follows:

// a ray of light, undergoing any number of reflexions and refractions,

connects two points P and Q, the time taken by the light to be transmitted

from P to Q along the actual path of the ray is either a minimum or a

maximum.
It will be entirely sufficient if we prove the truth of this statement

merely for the case of a single refraction; as it can then be extended

immediately to the case where the ray suffers any number of reflexions

and refractions.

^ P. Fermat: LittercB adP. Mersenum contra Dioptricam Cartesianam (Paris, 1667).

^W. R. Hamilton: On a General Method of expressing the Paths of Light and of

the Planets: Dublin University Review, October, 1833.

A 2,2,
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In the diagram (Fig. 12) the point designated by P represents the

starting point in the first medium and the point designated by Q
represents the terminal point in the second medium; and mm is the

trace of the refracting surface in a plane containing the two points P
and Q (which is represented here as the

plane of the paper). The problem to

be solved is, What must be the position

on the refracting surface of the incidence-

point B, in order that the time taken

by the light to be transmitted from P
to Q, viz.,

PB
. BQ

t = +

Fig. 12.

Fermat's I,aw of 1,east Time.

PB, BQ represent paths of incident

and refracted rays. PB\0 is another

hypothetical route from the point P
in the first medium to the point Q in

the second medium, which differs infi-

nitesimally from the actual route PBQ.

where v and v' denote the speeds of

propagation of light in the first and

second medium, respectively, shall be

either a minimum or a maximum? Let

us suppose that this point B is also situ-

ated in the plane of the paper, which

will be therefore the plane of incidence

of the ray PB. Evidently, this critical

position of the incidence-point B will

be such that an infinitely small variation from this position would

not alter the time taken by the light in going from P to Q. It will

suffice to consider a variation of the position of B in the plane of in-

cidence; accordingly, let us designate by B^ the position of a point

on the normal section mi of the refracting surface infinitely close to

the critical point of incidence B. If the light travelled from P to Q

along the route PB^Q, the time taken would be:

V
'^

v'
'

and, consequently, the condition which has to be imposed is that

PB - PB,
,
BQ-B,Q _

From B and B, draw BR, and B,R perpendicular to B,Q and PB
at R, and at R, respectively; then

PB- PB, = RB and B,Q - BQ = B,R,;
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and, hence, the condition above becomes:

RB B,R,—^ = o.
V V

Draw NBN' normal to the curve ixfi at the point B, and put
Z NBP =

oi, A N'BQ = a'; then

RB = BB,- sin a, B,R^ = BB,
• sin a'.

The condition may be written, therefore:

sino; V

sm a V

which will be recognized as the law of refraction (§21). But the actual

path of the ray from P to ^ is according to this law. Consequently,
the time t along this path will be either a minimum or a maximum.
Whether in any given special case the time is a minimum or a maxi-

mum, can be determined only by investigating the form of the re-

fracting (or reflecting) surface.

37. This result, as was stated above, can be immediately extended

to the case where the ray is compelled in its progress from P to Q
to traverse any number of media or to bend away at certain surfaces

of separation between two bodies, that is, where the ray is constrained

to undergo a certain prescribed series both of refractions and of re-

flexions. If we denote by 4 the time occupied by the light between

two successive adventures of this kind, the analytical expression of

the so-called Principle of Least Time may be written in the following
form:

K^Q = o; (13)

that is, the time taken by the light to be transmitted, under certain

prescribed conditions, from one point P to another point Q along the

actual path of the ray differs from the time which would be taken

along any other hypothetical route, which is infinitely near to the

actual route, by an infinitesimal of an order higher than the first order.

38. The Optical Length of a Ray; and the Principle of the Short-

est Route. The sum of the products of the length of the path of a

ray in each medium by the refractive index of that medium is called

the Optical Length, sometimes also the reduced length, of the ray. Thus
if

/i, I2, etc., denote the actual lengths of the ray-path in the media
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whose indices of refraction arc denoted by ;/,, n^, etc., respectively,

the optical length of the ray is:

where ;/;,, Z^.
denote the values of the magnitudes n, I for the ^th

medium. When the ray is reflected at a body i, we must put here

w,.
= —

;/,_i, according to the rule given in § 26; so that the definition

given above applies to reflexions as well as to refractions.

Since n,.
= Vjv^, where V and v,. denote the speeds of propagation

of light in vacuo and in the ^th medium of the series, respectively,

and /^
=

vj,., we have nj;.
=

Vt,.; whence we see that the optical

length of the ray (=F-2/;.) is equal to the distance that light would

travel in vacuo in the same length of time as it takes to go over its

actual path. This explains the use of the term "reduced length".

We also see that equation (13) is equivalent to the following:

b{^n,h) = o; (14)

whence is derived the so-called Principle of the Shortest Route, which

may be stated as follows:

When light is transmitted from one point P to another point Q, under-

going during its progress any prescribed series of reflexions and refrac-

tions, the optical length measured along the actual path of the ray is a

mijiimum or a maximum.

ART. 12. HAMILTON'S CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION.

39. The statement at the end of the last article recalls Mauper-

TUis's celebrated "Principle of Least (or Stationary) Action", after-

wards developed by Euler and other great mathematicians ; provided

we define the vague term "action" in the case of a ray of light to

mean the optical length of the ray. The function

L = ^n^h

is the so-called Characteristic Function, the idea of which was first

introduced into mathematical optics by Sir W. R. Hamilton, and

which reduces the solution of all problems, in theory at least, to one

common process.

^ Professor P. G. Tait in his book on Light (Edinburgh, 1889) says (Art. 189):
" Hamil-

ton was in possession of the germs of this grand theory some years before 1824, but it was

first communicated to the Royal Irish Academy in that year, and pubHshed in imperfect

instalments some years later." Hamilton's papers on this subject published under the

title
"
Theory of systems of rays

"
are to be found in the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, xv. (1828), 69-174; xvi. (1830), 3-62; and 93-126; and xvii. (1837), i-i44-
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In the application of this method the co-ordinates of the two ter-

minal points P{a, h, c) and Q{a' , b', c') which are connected by the ray

are to be regarded as known, and, therefore, invariable. The equa-

tions of the reflecting and refracting surfaces must likewise be given.

But the co-ordinates of the points where the ray meets these surfaces

are the variables in the problem. The equation of the ^th surface

may be written:

2=XX^, 3').

and since the co-ordinates x^, y^, z^ of the point where the ray meets

this surface must satisfy this equation, we may regard z^ as a known

function of x^, y^. The actual length of the ray-path between the

{k — i)th and the ^th surfaces will be:

Since 5L =
o, we must have:

JL _ dL _
dx„

'

dy,^

where s. is to be considered as the dependent variable, so that:

dL _ d L dL dz^ dL _dL dL dz^

dx^ dx^ dz^ dxj,

'

dy„ dy^ dz^ dy^
'

40. In order to illustrate the use of the method in a simple case,

let us suppose that there is only one refracting surface separating two

media of refractive indices n and w'; then:

l^= I = i/{x,
- af + {y,

- hf + (z,
-

c)\

and
L = nl^n'l';

and, according to the equations above, we derive here:

^^ (x,-a)^(z,-c)~'^ ^

(^'-^.) +
(c'-z,)^^ ^^

dxi I I'

Sy.

= "
1

"
T'

" °-
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If the incidence-point is taken as the origin of co-ordinates, then

x^
=

y^
=

c,
= o. Moreover, if the incidence-normal is taken as the

c-axis, then also dzjdx\ =
dz^jdy^

= o. Introducing these simpli-

fying values, we find:

na n'a' nb n'b'

If, further, we take the plane of incidence for the >'2-plane, we must

put a = o; whence it follows from the first of the two equations above

that a' = o also; and hence the point Q, and therefore also the re-

fracted ray, must lie in the plane of incidence, in accordance with a

fundamental law of refraction. Finally, if a, a' denote the angles of

incidence and refraction, it is evident that:

h . h' .
,

y
= — sin a, J,

= sm a
,

and hence the second equation above is equivalent to the other fun-

damental law of refraction:

n sin a = n' • sin a.

Thus we see how this process leads to the ordinary laws of refraction.

41. If the characteristic function of a system is known, it is pos-

sible in theory to deduce from it all the optical properties of the sys-

tem. In some comparatively simple cases this process enables us to

get results with almost magical facility. It must be admitted, how-

ever, that the method, so fascinating on account of its generality, is

difiticult in its applications, involving as it does the theories of the

higher analytical geometry and demanding mathematical knowledge

and skill of the highest order. In addition to Hamilton, a number

of other investigators, among whom may be mentioned especially

Maxwell^ and Thiesen" and Bruns,^ have developed in one way or

^

J. C. Maxwell: A dynamical theory of the electromagnetic field, Proc. Roy. Soc,

xiii. (1864), 531-536; Phil. Trans., civ. (1865), 459-512; Phil. Mag., (4) xxix. (1865),

152-157. Also, On the application of Hamilton's characteristic function to the theory

of an optical instrument symmetrical about an axis: Proc. of London Math. Soc, vi.

(1874-5), 117-122; and On Hamilton's characteristic function for a narrow beam of

light; Proc. London Math. Soc, vi. (1874-5), 182-190.

'M. Thiesen: Beitraege zur Dioptrik: Berl. Ber., 1890, 799-813. Also, Ueber voll-

kommene Diopter, Wied. Ann. der Phys. (2), xlv. (1892), 82i-'3. See also, Ueber die

Construction von Dioptern mit gegebenen Eigenschaften, Wied. Ann. der Phys. (2),

xlv., 823-4.
^H. Bruns: Das Eikonal: Saechs. Ber. d. Wiss., xxi. (1895), 321-436. See also F.

Klein: Ueber das BRUNSche Eikonal; and, also, Raeumliche Kollineation bei optischen

Instrumenten: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xlvi. (1901).
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another the theory of the characteristic function in optics. But the

greatest difificulty is encountered in turning the theory to account,

and, so far as the practical optician is concerned, the HAMiLXONian

method has not been found to smooth his way.

ART. 13. THE LAW OF MALUS.

42. The wave-front at any instant due to a disturbance emanat-

ing from a point-source is the surface which contains all the farthest

points to which the disturbance has been propagated at that instant.

Thus, the wave-surface may be defined as the totality of all those

points which are reached in a given time by a disturbance originating

at a point. In a single isotropic medium the wave-surfaces will be

concentric spheres described around the point-source as centre; biit

if the wave-front arrives at a reflecting or refracting surface ii, at

which the directions of the so-called rays of light are changed, the form

of the wave-surface thereafter will, in general, be spherical no longer;

and even in those cases when the refracted (or reflected) wave-front

is spherical, the centre (except under certain very special circum-

stances) will not coincide with the centre of the incident wave-surfaces.

The function SwZ (§38) has the same value for all actual ray-paths

between one position of the wave-surface and another position of it;

so that knowing the form of the wave-front at any instant and the

paths of the rays, we may construct the wave-front at any succeeding
instant by laying off equal optical lengths along the path of each ray.

It follows that the ray is always normal to the wave-surface. For,

suppose that the straight line PB represents the path of a ray inci-

dent at the point 5 on a surface fx separating two media, and that the

straight line BQ represents the path of the corresponding refracted

(or reflected) ray; and let a designate the wave-surface whereon the

point Q lies. From the incidence-point B draw any straight line BR
meeting the wave-surface a in the point designated by R. Then, by
the minimum property of the light-path, the route PBQ'is less than

the route PBR, because the natural route from P to i? is not via

the incidence-point B; and hence the straight line BQ must be shorter

than the straight line BR, and therefore BQ is the shortest line that

can be drawn from the Incidence-point B to the wave-surface a. It

follows that BQ meets the wave-surface a normally. The same rea-

soning will be applicable also in the case of every other refraction or

reflexion, so that we may state generally:

The light-rays meet the wave-siirjace normally; and, conversely, the

system of surfaces which intersect at right angles the rays emanating

originally from a point-centre is a system of wave-surfaces.
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43. The fact which has just been proved is equivalent to the law

enunciated by Malus/ in i8o8, which may be stated as follows:

An orthotoynic system of rays remains orthotomic, fio matter what re-

fractions {or reflexions) the rays may undergo in traversing a series of

isotropic media. (An orthotomic system of rays is one for which a

surface can be constructed which will cut all the rays at right angles.)

A proof of this law which does not contain any reference to the

ideas of the Wave-Theory is given by Heath^ as follows:

Let ABODE (Fig. 13) and AyBiC^D^Ei be two infinitely near ray-

paths, and suppose that they cross nor-

.^^ ""' mallyat^ and A^ a certain surface a. On
each ray of the system, reckoning from the

points A, A I, etc., where the rays cross the

surface a, let a series of points E, E^, etc.,
"

r \ /Dj^^ be determined such that the optical lengths

L>r y/ / from A to E, from A^ to E^, etc., are all

\ ^)><r
/ equal. We propose to show that the surface

^-..>\X ^̂:>^''^'^ a' which contains the terminal points E, Ey,

etc., of these rays will cut the rays at right

i,Aw OF malus. angles.

In order to prove this, we draw the

straight lines A^B and DE^ as shown in the figure. The optical

length Znl measured along the infinitely near hypothetical route

A^BCDE^ is, by Fermat's Law, equal to 'Znl along AyB^CJ)yE^
or along ABODE. Hence, subtracting from each the part BOD
which is common to the routes ABODE and A^BODE^^, we have:

n- AB^n'-DE = n- A^B ^- n' DE^,

where w, n' denote the refractive indices of the first and last medium,

respectively. But since AB \s normal to the surface a-, ultimately

A^B = AB] and, hence, ultimately also DE = DE^; that is, DE
must be normal to the surface a'. In the same way we can show

that any other ray D^E^^ will likewise be normal to o-'.

ART. 14. OPTICAL IMAGES.

44. In case we do not wish to utilize all the rays emitted from a

luminous body, we may interpose a screen with a suitable opening

in it, whereby some of the rays are Intercepted, while others, called

^ E. L. Malus: Optique: Journ. de I'Ecole Polyt., vii. (1808), 1-44; 84-129.

*R. S. Heath: A Treatise on Geometrical Optics (Cambridge, 1887). Art. 87.
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the "effective rays", are permitted to pass through the opening. Thus,

each separate point of a luminous body is to be regarded as the vertex

of a cone or bundle of rays. In every bundle of rays there is always a

certain central or representative ray, usually coinciding with the axis

of the cone, or distinguished in some special way, called the chief ray^

of the bundle. A pencil of rays is obtained from a bundle of rays by

passing a plane through the axis or chief ray of a bundle. This use

of this term is convenient and is also in accordance with the usage

of some writers on geometry.
An optical system is a combination of isotropic media arranged in

a certain sequence so that they are traversed by the effective rays

all in the same order. In this case the effective rays emitted by a

luminous point P are those rays coming from P which succeed finally

in passing through the system from one end to the other without being

intercepted at any point on the way. In general, through any point

P', within the region reached by the bundle of emergent rays which

had their origin at the luminous point P, one ray, and one ray only,

will pass, since the optical route between P and P'
,
for a given dis-

position of the optical media, will usually be uniquely determined.

However, within this region there may be found a number of points

P' where two or more rays intersect
;
and under certain circumstances

it may indeed happen that all of the effective rays emanating from

the point P will, after traversing the optical system, meet again in

one point P'; and in this exceptional case the point P' is said to be

the optical image of the point P, and the two points P and P', object-

point and image-point, are called conjugate points or conjugate foci.

If the rays actually pass through P', the image is said to be real;

whereas if it is necessary to produce backwards the actual portions of

the rays in order to make them intersect in P', the image is said to

be virtual. Thus, in the case of a perfect image, all of the "emer-

gent rays" corresponding to the rays of a given bundle of "incident

rays" proceeding from the object-point P will intersect in the image-

point P'.

45. In order, therefore, to have an image in the sense above de-

fined, the optical system must transform a train of spherical waves

with the object-point P as centre into another train of spherical waves

with the image-point P' as centre. The optical lengths along all the

ray-paths between P and P' will be equal, so that the disturbances

'The term "
chief ray

"
is a happy rendering of the German Hauptstrahl which, has

been introduced into English Optics by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson in his transla-

tion of Dr. O. Lummer's Photographic Optics (London, 1900).
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arrive at P' along all these different routes all in the same phase, and

hence conspire to produce at P' a maximum effect. According to

the notions of Geometrical Optics, there will be no light-effects what-

ever at points which lie outside of the cone of rays w'hich meet in P' ;

but when the matter is investigated by the surer methods of Physical

Optics, we discover that this conclusion is not justified, and that there

are light-effects at points which are not comprised within this geo-

metric cone. In fact, instead of a single image-point P'
, we find that

we have around P' a so-called diffraction-pattern. But the wider the

cone of rays that meet in P', the more nearly will the distribution

of light around P' approach as its limit the ideal image-point of Geo-

metrical Optics; and this is the only meaning which Physical Optics

can attach to the idea of an image-point.

ART. 15. CHARACTER OF AN INFINITELY NARROW BUNDLE OF OPTICAL RAYS.

46. Caustic Surfaces. According to the Law of Malus, the direc-

tion of the ray-path at any point P is along the normal to the wave-

surface which passes through P. In the special case when the wave-

surface is spherical, the normals all meet in one point at the centre of

the sphere; but if the wave-surface has any other form, a pair of nor-

mals drawn to the surface at two different points will, in general,

not intersect at all. The curved line which is traced on the surface

by a plane containing the normal to the surface at the point P is

called a normal section of the surface at this point. The curvatures

of these lines at the point P will generally be different for different

normal sections ; and Euler has shown that at each point P of a curved

surface the normal sections of maximum and minimum curvature are

at right angles to each other; and, accordingly, the two normal sections

thus distinguished are called the Principal Sections of the surface at

the point P.

An investigation of the theory of the curvature of surfaces shows

that the normals at consecutive points of a curved surface will intersect

each other, provided those points are taken along the curves of greatest

and least curvatures; hut that, in general, the normals at consecutive

points do not intersect.

Applying these results from the theory of curved surfaces, let us

designate by the symbol u the chief ray of an infinitely narrow bundle

of rays, and let P designate the position of the point on the wave-

surface 0- where the chief ray ti crosses this surface. Only those rays

of the elementary bundle which cross the wave-surface a at the points

lying in the principal sections of the surface through the point P will
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meet the chief ray ti; so that this ray u is to be regarded also as the

chief ray of each of two infinitely narrow pencils of rays lying in two

perpendicular planes: the vertices of these two pencils of rays being
the centres of greatest and least curvature of the surface with respect
to the point P. The other rays of the infinitely narrow bundle which
do not lie in the planes of the principal sections will generally not meet
the chief ray u at all. Thus, on each ray u determined by a point
P of the wave-surface, there are to be found two points, the centres

of greatest and least curvature with respect to the point P, which are

the vertices of two narrow pencils of consecutive rays of which u is the

chief ray.

A line of curvature is a curve traced on a surface such that the nor-

mals at any two consecutive points of the curve intersect each other.

Therefore, through every ordinary point of the surface two such lines

of curvature will pass intersecting each other at right angles. The

totality of each of these two systems of lines of curvature completely
covers the entire surface. The locus of the points of intersection of

rays belonging to points which lie along a line of curvature will be

the evolute of that line of curvature; and in optics this evolute, which

is also the envelop of the rays crossing the wave-surface at points

lying along the line of curvature, is called a caustic curve. The total-

ity of the caustic curves corresponding to one system of lines of cur-

vature of the curved surface will constitute a caustic surface. Thus,
there will be two caustic surfaces, one for each of the two systems of

the lines of curvature of the wave-surface ; these caustic surfaces being
indeed the loci of the two centres of principal curvature of the wave-

surface. Each ray is evidently a common tangent of the two caustic

surfaces.

In the special case when the wave-surface is a surface of revolu-

tion, so that the orthotomic system of rays is therefore symmetrical
with respect to the axis of revolution, it Is easy to obtain a clear idea

of the caustic surfaces. For here one system of lines of curvature

are the meridian curves of the surface, and consequently the caustic

surface corresponding thereto is generated by the revolution about the

axis of symmetry of the evolute of the meridian curve. And the

other system of lines of curvature are circles with their centres ranged

along the axis of symmetry, and, since the rays which cross the wave-

surface at points lying in the circumference of one of these circles will

all lie in the surface of a right circular cone whose vertex is on the

axis of revolution, the caustic surface corresponding to this system of

lines of curvature reduces to a segment of the axis of revolution itself.
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In Chapter VI. of Heath's Geometrical Optics (Cambridge, 1887)

the reader who wishes to pursue this subject will find an extensive

investigation of the forms and properties of caustic lines and surfaces

in a number of interesting special cases. Wood's Physical Optics

(New York and London, 1905), wherein the caustic surfaces are

studied especially from the standpoint of the Wave-Theory, and

experimentally rather than mathematically, contains also much on this

subject that is both novel and suggestive. However, so far as the

theory and design of optical instruments is concerned, it will hardly

repay us here to attempt to investigate these surfaces in detail;

although in the next chapter, by way of illustration, we shall study

briefly the caustic in the case of the refraction of a spherical wave
at a plane surface (§54).

47. The main thing that it concerns us to know at present is that

a narrow bundle of optical rays, originally homocentric (or monocentric,

as it is sometimes called, that is, emanating all from one and the same

point or "focus"), is, in general, transformed by reflexion or refraction

at a surface of any form into a non-homocentric or astigmatic bundle

of rays, all the rays of which, at least to a first approximation, inter-

sect two infinitely short image-lines, the so-called image-lines of the

bundle. We proceed to explain how this occurs, according to the

theory of Sturm,* the originator of the theory of astigmatism.

Let P (Fig. 14) designate the position of a point on the wave-sur-

face cr, and let the ray u determined by the point P be represented

in the diagram by the straight line PSS. This ray coincides with the

normal to the surface at the point P, and the points designated by
S, S are, in the case shown in the diagram, the centres of greatest and

least curvature, respectively, with respect to the point P. With 5
as centre, and with radius equal to SP, describe in the plane of the

paper the infinitely small arc APB of a circle, making AP = PB:
'
J. C. Sturm: Memoire sur I'optique: Liouville's Journ. de Math., iii. (1838), 357-384'

Also, Memoire sur la theorie de la vision: Comples rend., xx (1845), 554-S6o; 761-767;

1238-1257. This latter paper was translated and published in Pogg. Ann., Ixv. (1845).

See also the following writers on this subject:

E. E. Kummer: Allgemeine Theorie der gradlinigen Strahlensysteme: Crelles Journ.,

Ivii. (i860), 189-230. Modelle der allgemeinen, unendlich duennen, gradlinigen Strah-

lenbuendel: Berl. Akad. Ber., i860, 469-474. Ueber die algebraischen Strahlensysteme,
in's Besondere ueber die der ersten und der zweiten Ordnung: Berl. Akad. Monatsber.

1865, 288-293. Berl. Akad. Abh., 1866, No. i, 1-120.

H. Helmholtz: Handbuch der physiologischen Optik, ii. Thl. (i860), 246.

A. F. MoEBius: Geometrische Entwickelung der Eigenschaften unendlich duenner

Strahlenbuendel: Sitzungsber. d. Saechs. Akad. Math.-phys. CI., xiv. (1862), 1-16.

F. Lippich: Ueber Brechung und Reflexion unendlich duenner Strahlensysteme an

Kugelflaechen: Denkschr. d. Wien. Akad.. math.-phys. CI., xxxviii. (1878), 163-192.
C. Neumann: Sitzungsber. d. Saechs. Akad., math.-phys. CI., 1879, 42.
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and through the point 5 draw in the plane of the paper the straight

Hne dSd' perpendicular to the ray u. Let the figure thus obtained

be rotated about dd' as axis through an infinitely small arc above and

below the plane of the paper, so that the arc APB will thereby gen-

CONSTITUTION OF INFINITELY NARROW, ASTIGMATIC BUNDLE OF OPTICAL RAYS. Aa'p'b'Bbpa

is the element of the wave-surface "• around the point P. Z'^^' represents the normal to the surface

at the point/-", and 5', S desig:nate the positions on this normal of the centres of principal curvature

with respect to the point P. The chief ray 21 of the astigmatic bundle of rays is represented by the

•normal PSS ; 5 and S are the primary and secondary image-points, respectively ; the infinitely short

lines cc' and dd' are the primary and secondary image-lines, respectively, cc' is perpendicular to

the chief ray u at the point S and lies in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the paper : dd' is

perpendicular to the chief ray u at the point 5 and lies in the plane of the paper.

erate the element of surface aphBb'p'a'A, which, to a first approx-

imation, may be regarded as an element dc of the wave-surface a in

the immediate vicinity of the point P. We shall investigate, there-

fore, the infinitely narrow bundle of rays which cross the wave-surface

at points lying within this surface-element da, of which the ray u

proceeding from P is the chief ray.

During the rotation around dd' as axis the point P traces the in-

finitely short arc pp' ,
which is an element of one of the lines of curva-

ture which pass through P, the arc A PB being an element of the other

line of curvature at this point. The point 5 traces the infinitely short

arc cc' parallel to pp' ; the arcs cc' and pp' being both perpendicular

to the plane of the paper. The rays proceeding from the points of

the wave-surface which lie along pp' constitute a narrow pencil of

rays lying in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the paper and hav-

ing its vertex at the point S. And, similarly, the rays proceeding
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from the points of the wave-surface which He along the arc A PB con-

stitute a narrow pencil of rays lying in the plane of the paper and hav-

ing its vertex at the point S. The chief ray u is common to both of

these pencils.

The entire bundle of rays may be regarded as composed of a sheaf of

pencils of rays in either of two ways, as follows:

First, the entire bundle of rays may be regarded as arising from the

rotation about cc' as axis of the pencil of rays pSp', so that the element

of arc pp' generates the element of surface da.

Again, the entire bundle of rays may be generated by rotating the

pencil of rays ASB about dd' as axis through infinitely small arcs

above and below the plane of the paper.

The centres of curvature S, S, both situated on the chief ray m, are

(as has been stated) the so-called image-pomts of the infinitely narrow

astigmatic bundle of rays. The point 5 which is the vertex of the

pencil of rays lying in the plane of the paper (the meridian or primary

principal section of the bundle) is called the primary image-point; and

the point 5 which is the vertex of the pencil of rays lying in the plane

perpendicular to the plane of the paper (the sagittal or secondary prin-

cipal section of the bundle) is called the secondary image-point. In

the figure as here shown, the point designated by 5 is the centre of

the greatest curvature of the surface with respect to the point P, and

the point designated by 5 is the centre of least curvature; but this

will depend entirely on the form of the surface at P.

The two infinitely short lines cc' and dd'
, through both of which

all the rays of the bundle pass, and which, regarded as straight lines,

lie in planes at right angles to each other, and which, moreover,

are both perpendicular co the chief ray u of the bundle, are the

two image-lines of the narrow astigmatic bundle of rays. The primary

image-line cSc' lies in the primary principal section, and the secondary

image-line dSd' lies in the secondary principal section.

Thus, according to Sturm's Theory, the general characteristics

of an infinitely narrow bundle of optical rays may be enumerated as

follows :

(i) The direction of propagation of the disturbance at the point P
is along the ray u which is normal to the wave-surface a at P. As a

first approximation, the element da of the wave-surface at this point

may be regarded as bounded by arcs which are parallel to the arcs

of greatest and least curvature of the surface at the point P.

(2) All rays of the bundle which cross the wave-surface at points

lying along the arc APB (Fig. 14) intersect in the primary image-
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point S; whereas the rays which cross the wave-surface at points

lying along the arc pPp' intersect in the secondary image-point 5. The

rays which cross the element da of the wave-surface at points lying

along any arc drawn parallel to the arc APB will all meet (as a first

approximation) in a point of the primary image-line cc', and such rays
will also cross the plane of the pencil ASB (the primary principal

plane) at points which (to the same degree of approximation) will

lie in the secondary image-line dd'. Similarly, rays which cross the

element da of the wave-surface at points which lie along any arc

parallel to the arc pPp' will (as a first approximation, also) meet in

a point of the secondary image-line dd', and will cross the plane of

the pencil pSp' (the secondary principal plane) at points which lie

in the primary image-line cc'.

(3) If through the normal u to the wave-surface at the point P we

pass a plane making with the plane of the paper an angle between

0° and 90°, and consider the system of rays which cross the surface-

element da at points lying along the arc traced by this plane, we find

that in general these rays will not intersect each other at all; for

ordinarily this system of rays will not lie in the plane of a normal

section of the wave-surface.

The image-line at 5 (or at S) contains the vertices of all those pen-
cils of rays which have their planes perpendicular to the plane of prin-

cipal curvature for which 5 (or S) is the centre. If we are given
the chief ray « and the two image-lines, we can construct the entire

bundle of rays by joining each point of one image-line with all the

points of the other image-line.

48. With the passage of time, the element da of the wave-front

advances in the direction of the wave-normal u, each point of da

travelling along the normal belonging to it. Approaching the image-
line at S, the element shrinks in dimensions, collapsing finally at 5
into the image-line cc'. Thereafter, the surface element begins to open
out again, and, later, it begins again to contract until it collapses at

5 into the image-line dd'; after which the wave expands again in a

sort of wedge-shaped opening. In any position of the element da

lying between the two image-points 5 and 5, the principal curvatures

will necessarily be of opposite signs, so that while the element will

be expanding along one dimension, it will be contracting along the

other. At some place, therefore, between the primary and secondary

image-points a plane perpendicular to the chief ray will cut the bundle

of rays in a section whose contour will have a form similar to that of

the element da of the wave-surface. This is the so-called place of
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least confusion. For example, if the clement da is in the form of a

circle, the sections of the bundle of rays made by planes at right angles

to the axis of the bundle or chief ray will generally be elliptical in

form, and at the place of least confusion the two axes of the elliptical

section will be equal, so that we Ikuc here a "circle of least confu-

sion". Between the wave-surface and the place of the circle of least

confusion the major axes of the elliptical sections will be parallel to

the primary image-line cc'
;
whereas the major axes of the other ellip-

tical sections be>ond the circle of least confusion will be parallel to

the secondary image-line dd'.

49. In the above discussion it has been assumed that the lines of

curvature at the different points of the element da of the wave-surface

are parallel to the lines of curvature at the point P; which is true,

however, onh' in case we neglect magnitudes of the second order of

smallness. Hence, the results which are given above as to the con-

stitution of an infinitely narrow bundle of optical rays, known as

Sturm's Theory, are valid only to that degree of approximation. Tak-

ing account of magnitudes of the second order of smallness, we shall

find that, instead of image-lines going through the image-points of

the bundles of rays, we have bits of image-surfaces, which, however,

in special cases may collapse into image-lines having any inclinations

to the chief ray.^

In the case when the magnitudes of the second order of small-

ness are neglected, the question has been raised, also, especially by

Matthiessen,^ as to the part of Sturm's Proposition which asserts

that the two image-lines are perpendicular to the chief ray u. If, for

example, the wave-surface is a surface of revolution, and if we draw two

infinitely near normals in the plane of a meridian curve, and rotate

the meridian plane through a small angle about the axis of revolu-

tion, we obtain for the secondary image-line the piece of the axis inter-

cepted by the two normals, which may not, and generally will not,

be perpendicular to the chief normal u. The other image-line here

'See, for example, Ludwig Matthiessen: Ueber die Form der unendlich duennen

astigmatischen Strahlenbuendel und ueber die KuMMER'schen Modelle: Silzungher.

der math.-phys. CI. der koenigl. bayer. Akad. der Wiss. zu Muenchen, xiii. (1883). 35-51.

'L. Matthiessen: Neue Untersuchungen ueber die Lage der Brennlinien unendlich

duenner copulirter Strahlenbuendel gegen einander und gegen einen Hauptstrahl: Acta

Ma<fe.,iv(i884), 177-192. Also, published in the
"
Supplement

"
of Zs. f. Math. u. Phys.,

xxix. (1884), 86. See also, by same author, Untersuchungen ueber die Constitution un-

endlich duenner astigmatischer Strahlenbuendel nach ihrer Brechung in einer krummen

Oberflaeche: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xxxiii. (1888), 167-183.

In connection with this question, see especially also:

S. CzAPSKi: Zur Frage nach der Richtung der Brennlinien in unendlich duennen op-

tischen Buescheln: Wied. Ann., xlii. (1891), 332-337-
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will be the infinitely small arc of a circle described about the axis by
the point of intersection of the two normals.

In order to make the matter clear, consider the diagram (Fig. 15),

where P designates a point on the wave-surface, and where the straight

line PSS, drawn normal to the surface at the point P, represents the

Fig. 15.

Constitution of Infinitely Narrow, Astigmatic Bundle of Optical Rays.

chief ray u of the bundle. The arcs APB and pPp' are elements of

the lines of curvature of the surface which go through P and which

lie in two planes at right angles to each other. The rays which cross

the wave-surface at points lying in the arc APB meet at the centre

of curvature 5 of this arc
; and, similarly, the rays which cross the wave-

surface at points lying in the arc pPp' meet at the centre of curvature

S. Neglecting magnitudes of the second order of smallness, we may
consider the element of the wave-surface around the point P as a

curvilinear rectangle, with its sides parallel to the arc APB and pPp'.
The two principal planes pp'S and ABS will be tangent to the two

caustic surfaces in the primary image-line cc' and in the secondary

image-line dd'
, respectively. Obviously, as Matthiessen contends,

these image-lines may not be, and, indeed, generally, will not be, per-

pendicular to the chief ray u. In case the curvatures of the wave-

surface are symmetrical on both sides of pp' or oi AB, or if the cur-

vature at the point P is constant, the image-lines will be perpendicu-
lar to the chief ray. Thus, for example, if a bundle of rays is re-

fracted at a surface of revolution whose axis lies in the same plane as

the chief ray of the bundle, there will be symmetry on both sides of

the arc pp' , and, hence, in such a case as this the primary image-
line cc' will be perpendicular to the chief ray u at S, but the secondary

image-line dd' will not meet u at S at right angles. If the vertex of

the homocentric bundle of incident rays lies on the axis of revolu-

tion, the secondary image-line will be an element of the axis of revo-

lution containing the point S.

5
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Concerning the matter hero luuler cHscussion, CzAPSKi's argument
(in his paper referred to above) is substantially as follows:

All the rays of the bundle may be regarded as intersecting both of

the image-lines cc'
,
dd'

, provided we neglect infinitesimals of the sec-

ond order. But with this same proviso, we may consider as image-
line any section of the bundle of rays made by a plane passing through
either 5 or 5. The form of this section will resemble more or less

a figure 8. The axes of the two lemniscate-like sections at 5 and at

5 will be at right angles to each other, and these axes may themselves

be regarded as the image-lines. Therefore, taking the sections normal
to the chief ray, we have, according to this view, a perfect right to

say that the image-lines are perpendicular to the chief ray; it being

merely a question as to what is meant by an image-line.

Thus, the image-lines of the bundle of rays may be defined in two

ways, and the only question is as to which is to be preferred. Accord-

ing to the first definition, the image-lines are lines traced on the caustic

surfaces, and as such are distinguished, therefore, by the following

properties: (i) Each point of them is the "focal" point or meeting-

place of elementary wave-trains (or rays) of equal optical lengths;

so that assuming that these waves have a common origin, they will

re-inforce each other at this convergence-point on the image-line, and
hence at this point there will be a maximum light-effect. (This latter

item is not mentioned by Matthiessen, but Czapski directs atten-

tion to it as being a matter not to be overlooked in this discussion.)

And (2), as Matthiessen very particularly remarks, in these lines

the section of the bundle is a minimum, in some cases indeed an infini-

tesimal of order higher than that of any other section.

However, from a practical point of view the Sturm Image-Lines

perpendicular to the chief ray of the bundle possess also certain ad-

vantages; by their very definition, they have the distinguishing prop-

erty of being the places in the bundle where the element of wave-sur-

face is smallest. The relative merits of the two modes of defining the

image-lines are discussed very thoroughly by Czapski in the paper
referred to (of which the above is a digest and partial translation),

and the conclusion which he reaches is that he can see no advantage
in abandoning the "classical" image-lines of Sturm. See also § 232.

'See L. Matthiessen: Berlin-Eversbusch. Zs. /. vergl. Augenheilk., vi. (1889), p. 104.



CHAPTER III.

REFLEXION AND REFRACTION OF LIGHT-RAYS AT A PLANE SURFACE.

ART. 16. THE PLANE MIRROR.

50. In the diagram (Fig. i6) the plane reflecting surface or mirror

is supposed to be perpendicular to the plane of the paper; the straight

line AB showing its trace in this plane. The reflected ray BQ cor-

Path of a Ray Reflected at a
Plane Mirror.

AL = L'A.

HoMOCENTRic Bundle of Rays Re-

flected AT a Plane Mirror.

AL = v, AL' = v'.

responding to an incident ray hB will lie in the plane of incidence

(which is here the plane of the paper), and the path of the reflected

ray will be such that, if it is produced backwards to meet at L', the

straight line drawn from L perpendicular to the plane of the mirror

at the point A, we shall have L'A = AL (see § 28). Moreover, since

the position of the point L' is independent of the position on the plane

mirror of the incidence-point B, all incident rays which go through
the point L will be reflected along paths which, prolonged backwards,

will meet in the point L' (Fig. 17); so that to a homocentric bundle of

incident rays reflected at a plane mirror there corresponds also a homo-

centric bundle of reflected rays.

The points designated by L and L', which are the vertices of these

51
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two corresponding homoccntric bundles of rays, are a pair of conju-

gate points with respect to the plane mirror (§ 44). In this case the

point L' is a virtual image of the object-point L. But if the bundle

of incidence rays converge towards a "virtual object-point" L situated

behind the mirror, we shall have then a real image at a point L' in

front of the mirror. Thus, the object-point L may be situated any-
where in infinite space, and there will be always a corresponding image-

point L'. It may be remarked here that the plane mirror is the only

optical system which, without any restrictions whatever as to the

angular apertures of the bundles of rays concerned in the formation

of the image, satisfies perfectly the geometrical condition of collinear

correspondence, viz., that to every object-point there shall correspond
one, and only one, image-point.
The straight line LL' is bisected at right angles by the plane of

the mirror; and hence if we put

AL =
V, AL' = v\

that is, if the symbols v, v' denote the abscissae,^ with respect to the

point A as origin, of the points L, V , respectively, we may write the

so-called dbscissa-eguaiion for the case of reflexion at a plane mirror,

as follows:

v' = -
v; (15)

whereby, knowing the position of the object-point L, we can ascertain

the position of the corresponding image-point L'.

^ The word abscissa will be employed throughout this book (unless otherwise specific-

ally stated) to describe the position of the point where a ray crosses the optical axis xx'

of a refracting or reflecting surface with respect to the vertex A of the surface as origin.

This optical axis (which will be particularly defined in a following chapter) is identical

here with the straight line drawn from the luminous point perpendicular to the surface.

Thus, for example, in Fig. 16, the abscissa of the object-point L is ^I,, which is always to

be reckoned in the sense in which the letters are written, so that if v=: AL, then — v = LA.

So far as our immediate purposes in this chapter are concerned, it is entirely imma-

terial which direction along the axis we take as the positive direction; the opposite direct-

ion will, of course, have to be reckoned as negative. Subsequently, we shall see that,

as a rule, it will be convenient to reckon the positive direction along any ray of light as the

direction which the light pursues along that ray; and we may, therefore, use this method

here (cf. I 26). Generally, in all our diagrams the incident light will be represented as

travelling from left to right.

In this place we take occasion, also, to say expressly that, ii A, B, C, D . . . J, K
designate the positions of a number of points ranged all along a straight line, in any order

whatever, we have always the following relations:

AB + BA = o, or AB^ — BA;
AB-\- BC + CA --=0;

AB + BC + CD -{-
• • • + JK = AK; etc., etc. (See Appendix.)
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>L'

Fig. 18.

Image of Extended Object in a Plane
Mirror.

If, instead of a single luminous point L, we have an extended object

consisting of an aggregation or system of luminous points, to each

point of the object there will correspond one image-point, and the

image of such an object will be

formed by the system of image- ^

points. Thus, if Lj, h^, etc.

(Fig. 1 8), designate the positions

of the points of the object, the

positions of the corresponding

image-points L[, Lj, etc., will

be determined by the fact that

the plane of the mirror must bi-

sect at right angles the straight

lines joining each pair of conju-

gate points. It is obvious that

the image in this case will have exactly the same dimensions as the

object. In general, however, the two will not be congruent; that is,

image and object, although similar and equal, cannot be superposed,

because, being symmetrically situated with respect to the mirror,

their corresponding parts face opposite ways; so that, for example,
the situation of the object with respect to right and left is reversed

in the image. The object and image will be

congruent only in case the object is a plane

figure, as shown in the diagram.
The extent of the portion of the mirror that

is actually utilized will depend on the magni-
tude and position of the object whose image
is to be viewed and also on the position of the

eye of the observer. Thus, for example, in

order that a man standing erect in front of a

vertical plane mirror may be able to view his

image from head to foot, the height of the

mirror must be at least half the height of the

man, and then the lower edge of the mirror

must be placed at a level half-way between

the levels of the eyes and feet ;
as may easily

be verified.

Wherever the eye is placed in front of a plane mirror, the image
of an object will appear always at the same place and of the same

dimensions. The more inclined towards the mirror is the cone of rays

that enter the eye, the greater will be the piece of the mirror utilized

The two bundles of reflected

rays having equal angular
apertures intercept unequal
pieces of the plane mirror.
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by these rays. For example (Fig. 19), the cone of rays which enters

the eye at £, intercepts on the mirror a shorter piece of the mirror

than will be intercepted when the eye is placed at E^ in the figure.

The nearer the object and the eye are to the mirror, and the farther

they are from one another, the greater will be the piece of the mirror

that will be utilized in viewing the image. If the surface of the mirror

is not accurately plane, any irregularities in it will be made apparent

by viewing the image at very oblique incidence; for in this case each

element of the mirror that is used will produce an image, and the

resulting image will be more or less blurred or indistinct. In this

way it is possible to test with a high degree of accuracy whether a sur-

face is truly plane or not. The method has been employed to show
the curvature, due to the spherical form of the earth's surface, of the

free surface of tranquil mercury.
51. A number of the most important uses of the plane mirror de-

pend on the fact that when the mirror is turned through any angle about

an axis perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the reflected ray will

be turned through an angle just twice as great. This follows imme-

diately from the law of reflexion. For if the plane of the mirror is

turned through any angle 6, the normal to the mirror will be turned

through an equal angle, and hence the angle between a given incident

ray and the normal at the point of incidence will be changed by the

amount 6, and therefore the angle between the incident and the re-

flected rays will have been increased (or diminished) by id. It was

PoGGENDORFF who first suggested the method of measuring small

angles which depends on this principle, and which has been extensively

employed for this purpose in a great variety of scientific instruments,

such as the reflexion-lever, the mirror galvanometer. Gauss's mag-

netometer, etc. Essentially the same idea is employed in the goni-

ometer in measuring the angles of crystals and prisms.

; In this connection, we may mention here also the case of two plane

mirrors at which the rays are reflected back and forth alternately.

The incident rays emanating from a luminous point placed anywhere
in the dihedral angle between the planes of the two mirrors which

fall on mirror No. i will give rise to one series of images, while the

incident rays which fall on mirror No. 2 will give rise to a second series

of images. The images of both series will evidently all be ranged

on the circumference of a circle whose centre is at the point of the line

of intersection of the planes of the mirrors determined by a plane

through the luminous point perpendicular to this line, and whose

radius is equal to the length of the straight line joining the centre with
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the luminous point. The last image of each of the two series will be

the first image of that series which is so situated as to be behind both

mirrors, and which lies, therefore, in the equal dihedral angle formed

by continuing the planes of the mirrors backwards beyond their com-

mon line of intersection. The total number of images in any case

will depend on the angle included between the planes of the two

mirrors, and also on the position of the object-point with respect to

the mirrors. If d denotes the angle between the two plane mirrors,

and if the angular distances of the object-point from the two mirrors

are denoted by co and <p, so that d = w -\- <p, the total number of

images may be shown to be as follows:

(i) If the angle d is contained a whole number of times, say i, in

i8o°, so that 180/0
=

i, the number of images in this case will be

2i — I, no matter what may be the values of the angles denoted by

<a, (p.

(2) But if the angle Q is contained in 180° a whole number of times

i with a remainder e < 0, so that 180/0 = i -\- e/d, there are four

cases here to be distinguished as follows:

(a) If € > 6/ 2, the number of images in this case = 2^-1-2;

(b) If € = 9/2, the number of images in this case = 2i -f i
;

(c) If 6 < 9/2, but > CO, the number of images = 2i + i
;

and

(d) U e < <p and also < co, the number of images = 2i.

See Heath's Geometrical Optics (Cambridge, 1887), Art. 32.

This theory explains Sir David Brewster's Kaleidoscope, in which

multiple images are formed by two plane mirrors inclined to each

other. When the mirrors are parallel and facing each other (6 = o),

the number of images will be infinite.

Another theorem of inclined mirrors given in Heath's Geometrical

Optics, Art. 14, which is applied in the instrument known as the Sextant,

is as follows:

When a ray of light is reflected an even number of times (2i) in

succession at two plane mirrors (the reflexions occurring in a plane

at right angles to the planes of the mirrors), the total deviation is

equal to 2i times the angle of inclination of the mirrors.

ART. 17. trigonometric FORMULA FOR CALCULATING THE PATH OF A
RAY REFRACTED AT A PLANE SURFACE. IMAGERY IN THE CASE OF

REFRACTION OF PARAXIAL RAYS AT A PLANE SURFACE.

52. Let L (Fig. 20) designate the position of a point on a ray

incident at the point 5 on a plane refracting surface which separates
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two isotropic optical media of absolute indices of refraction n and n'.

The straight line LA or x which, going through the point L, meets

the surface normally at the point A is called the axis of the refracting

plane with respect to the point L. The
^' magnitudes

AL =
V, Z ALB = a,

which determine completely the position

of the incident ray, may be called the

ray-co-ordinates. Similarly, if L' desig-

nates the position of the point where the

refracted ray, produced backwards from

the incidence-point B, crosses the axis

X, then

AL' =
v', ZALB = a'
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will, after refraction, all intersect at a point L' on the axis x. So

that if L is a luminous point emitting rays in all directions, an eye

placed in the second medium {n') will, in general, not see a distinct,

but only a blurred and distorted, image of the object-point at L; as

will be more fully explained in the section which treats of the caustic

by refraction at a plane surface (Art. i8).

53. Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Plane Surface. In one

special case, however, the imagery produced by refraction at a plane

surface is ideal. Let MA (Fig.

2i) be the axis of the plane re-

fracting surface ^i w'ith respect

to the object-point M; and let

us suppose that all the points of

the refracting plane are screened

from M except those points

which are infinitely near to the

point A where the axis meets

the surface; so that of all the

rays proceeding from M only

those whose paths lie very close

to the axis can meet the refract-

ing surface. We shall have thus

an infinitely narrow bundle of

paraxial incident rays (enor-

mously exaggerated in the dia-

gram) whose chief ray coincid-

ing with the axis of the refracting

plane meets this plane normally.

The angles of incidence and re-

fraction of the chief ray are both

equal to zero; whereas in the

case of all the other rays these

angles will both be infinitely

small. If we suppose that the

angles a, a' are so small that we

may neglect the second and

higher powers of these angles,

the angle a disappears entirely from the first of equations (i6); and if

the abscissae with respect to the point A of the conjugate axial points

M, M' are denoted by u, ii'
, respectively, that is, if here we put

Fig. 21.

Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Plane.

In these diagrams the incident rays are supposed

to meet the Refracting Plane almost normally.

The angular apertures of the cones of rays are in

reality infinitely small, although they are here

enormously magnified. Paraxial Rays diverging

from a pointM are refracted at the Plane Surface

as though they came from M'.

AM=u. AM' = u'.

AM = u, AM' = u',
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we have evidently the following relation:

u = — u
;n (17)

which is the so-called abscissa-equation for the refraction of paraxial

rays at a plane surface. Provided we know the position on the axis

of the object-point M, this equation enables us to determine the posi-

tion of the corresponding image-point M'. Thus, to a homocentric

bundle of incident paraxial rays refracted at a plane surface there

corresponds also a homocentric bundle of refracted rays.

Within the infinitely narrow cylindrical region immediately around

the axis of the refracting plane, we have, therefore, a point-to-point

correspondence of object and image.

According to (17), since u, u' have

the same signs, the points M, M' lie

always on the same side of the re-

fracting plane, that is, the point M'
is a virtual image of the point M.
If the object is an infinitely short

line MQ (Fig. 22) perpendicular to

the axis at M, obviously, the image
of the point Q will be a point Q'

lying on the straight line drawn

through Q perpendicular to the re-

fracting plane and at the same dis-

tance from this plane as the axial

image-point M' . Consequently, the

image of the infinitely short object-line MQ at right angles to the axis

is an equal and parallel line M'Q'. The ratio y' jy, where MQ =
y,

M'Q' =
y' is called the Lateral Magnification or the Linear Magnifi-

cation, and will be denoted here by the symbol F. Thus, in the case

of the imagery produced by the refraction of paraxial rays at a plane

surface, we have:

Imagery in the Case of Refraction
OF Paraxial Rays at a Plane. The im-

age of the infinitely small object-line MQ
parallel to the Refracting Plane is an equal

image-line M'Q' havnng the same direction

BsMQ.

AM=u, AM' = 7i'. MQ=y. M'Q'^y'.

Y='- + 1. (18)

The two equations (17) and (18) show that the image is always vir-

tual and erect and of the same size as the object, provided the latter

is a line at right angles to the axis. If ^AMQ is not a right angle,

the image-line will not be parallel to the object-line nor of the same

length as the object-line. We have here, in fact, a special case of
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collinear correspondence, known as Central CoUineation, the refracting

plane being itself the plane of collineation and the centre of coUinea-

tion being the infinitely distant point of a straight line perpendicular

to the refracting plane. It is the relation that in geometry is called

affinity.

ART. 18. CAUSTIC SURFACE IN THE CASE OF A HOMOCENTRIC BUNDLE
OF RAYS REFRACTED AT A PLANE SURFACE.

54. In general, as we saw (§ 52), to a homocentric bundle of rays

incident on a plane refracting surface there corresponds a system of

refracted rays which is not homocentric. It will be an instructive

exercise to investigate in this comparatively simple case the form of

the caustic surface ( § 46) , especially as this example will afford a very

good illustration of the

general principles ex-

plained in Art. 15 of the

preceding chapter.

Let the vertex of the

homocentric bundle of

incident rays be desig-

nated by 5 (Fig. 23), and

let the straight line

marked ix show the trace

in the plane of the paper
of the refracting plane.

Since everything is sym-
metrical with respect to

the normal SA, drawn

from 5 to the plane re-

fracting surface, it will

be sufficient to investi-

gate the form of the re-

fracted wave-surface in

the plane of the paper.

Let the straight line SB
drawn in the plane of the

paper and meeting the

refracting plane in the point B represent the path of an incident ray,

and let L' designate the point where the corresponding refracted ray,

produced backwards, intersects the straight line SA . In the case which

we shall consider here the first medium {n) is supposed to be optically

Fig. 23.

Spherical Wave Divergixg from a point 5 and re-

fracted AT A Plane into an optically rarer medium
(«' < m). SB is ray incident on refracting plane at the

point B, and BP is the corresponding refracted ray.
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denser than the second medium (;/'), as, for example, when the rays
are refracted from water into air; hence, n > «', where n, n' denote

the absolute indices of refraction of the two media. In this case,

therefore, the point L' will lie between 5 and A, as shown in the figure.

Produce the normal 5/1 into the second medium to a point Q so

that AQ = SA, and pass a circle through the points 5, B and Q, and

produce the refracted ray backwards to meet the circumference of

this circle in the point designated in the figure by K. The angle SKQ
is evidently bisected by the straight line KB, and we have:

ASKB = ZBKQ = ZBSQ = a,

since these inscribed angles stand on equal arcs of the circle. The
two angles at L' are equal to the angle of refraction a' and to the

supplement of this angle; hence, in the triangle SL'K we have:

SL' : KS = sin a : sin a' ;

and, similarly, in the triangle QKL'\

L'Q:KQ = sin Q::sin a']

so that, by the law of refraction:

SL':KS = L'Q-.KQ = n':n,

or

{SL' -\-L'Q):{KS + KQ) = n':n;

that is,

KS + KQ = -. SO = constant.
n

Thus, we see that the locus of the point K is an ellipse with its foci

at the points S and Q. Moreover, the refracted ray, which bisects

the angle SKQ, is normal to the ellipse at K. The ellipse is, therefore,

an orthotomic curve for the system of refracted rays which lie in the

plane of the paper.

The meridian section of the refracted wave-front at any moment

may be found by measuring off equal distances from the points of

this ellipse along each refracted ray; that is, the refracted wave-fronts

are parallel curves to this orthotomic ellipse (Fig. 24). These curves

will not be themselves ellipses, since the parallel to a conic is, in gen-

eral, a curve of the eighth degree.^ But the parallel to a conic has the

same evolute as the conic itself; so that the caustic curve which is the

' See Salmon's Conic Sections, 6th edition, Art. 372, Ex. 3.
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evolute of the wave-line will in the present case be the evolute of an

ellipse.

If here we put AS = c (Fig. 23), and if the centre A of the ellipse

is taken as origin of a system of rectangular axes {SA ,
A B being the

Ifa V€ Front

Luminous
Point

Fig. 24.

Caustic Curve and Wave-I,ine in the case of Refraction of Circular Waves at a
Straight I,ine. Rays refracted from water into air.

directions of the positive axes of x, y, respectively), the Cartesian equa-
tion of the ellipse will be:222

X y c

ZJ " 2 ^
~

~T2'
'^ n — n n

and the rationalized equation of the evolute of this ellipse is:

{wV + (n^
-

n'^')y^
-

n'^c^y -\- 27cVw'^(w^
- w'VV = o-

This is, therefore, the equation of the caustic curve in the case here

considered. The caustic here is a "virtual" caustic.

It has been assumed above that the first medium was optically den-

ser than the second. In the opposite case, viz., n < n', the ortho-

tomic curve for the system of meridian refracted rays proves to be a

hyperbola with the same foci as the ellipse above, so that the caustic

curve for this case will be the evolute of the hyperbola.
55. The equation of the caustic by refraction at a straight line

may also be deduced directly, as follows:
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Taking, as above, the point A (Fig. 25), which is the foot of the

perpendicular let fall from the object-point 5 on the refracting straight

line, as the origin of a system of rectangular

axes, where SA and AB are the positive

directions of the axes x and y, respectively,

and putting:

AS =
c, ZASB = a, ZHS'B = a\

ABSG = da, ZBS'G = da',

we obtain immediately the following relations:

da
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which, being rationalized, gives precisely the same equation as is given
at the end of § 54.

The caustic turns its convex side towards the refracting straight

line and touches it at a point designated by V in Fig. 26 whose dis-

tance from the point A= n'c/Vn'
—

n', and which is therefore the

extreme point of incidence on the positive side of the ;y-axis. Of

course, there is also another point of tangency at an equal distance

from A on the negative side of the y-axis. Thus, for example, if the

radiant point 5 is in water, and if the rays emerge from water into air

{n/n'
=

4/3), we shall find AV = 1.14-^6'. Putting y = o in the

equation of the caustic curve, we find the cusp of the caustic at

a point M' on the normal to the refracting surface at A, such that

AM' = n'-AS/n, and hence (§ 53) this point M' is the image-point

by paraxial rays of the object-point 5.

If the diagram is revolved around SA as axis, the caustic curve

will generate the caustic surface of the

refracted rays corresponding to the

homocentric bundle of incident rays

emanating in all directions from the

radiant point 5. There are always
two caustic surfaces, but in case the

refracting surface is a surface of revolu-

tion, one of the caustic surfaces col-

lapses into a piece of the axis of sym-

metry, which in this case is the segment
SM' (see §46).

If an eye were placed at the point
E in air (Fig. 26), and if at a point 5
below the surface of still water there

were situated a radiant point, the pri-

mary image of the radiant point 5
would be located at the point of tan-

gency y of the tangent to the caustic

curve drawn from the point E. If

the eye is placed vertically above the

radiant point S, the image will be seen

at M', that is, at a depth one-fourth

nearer to the surface of the water

than the object-point actually is. We
see therefore how it is that an object under water viewed by an

eye in the air above will, in general, appear not only to be raised
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towards the surface, but also to be displaced sideways more and more

towards the observer, the more obliquely he regards the object. Ob-

viously, incident rays meeting the water-surface at points beyond the

extreme point V will be totally reflected (§ 27).'

ART. 19. ASTIGMATIC REFRACTION OF AN INFINITELY NARROW BUNDLE OF
RAYS AT A PLANE SURFACE.

56. In the diagram (Fig. 27) the refracting plane designated by n
is supposed to be perpendicular to the plane of the paper. The point

5 in the first medium (w) is the vertex of an infinitely narrow homo-

centric bundle of incident rays, whose chief ray, viz., the ray SB or

Fig. 27.

Astigmatic Bundle of Refracted Rays due to Refraction at a Plane of an Infinitely
Narrow Homocentric Bundle of Incident R.vys. u, u' are the chief incideut and refracted

rays. 5" is the Object-Point; S' is I. Image-Point; .y' is II. Image-Point.

u, meets the refracting plane at the incidence-point B. The section

of this bundle of rays made by the refracting plane will be a small

closed curve GJGJ; which will be elliptical in case the cone of incident

'See in connection with this section L. Matthiessen: Das astigmatische Bild des

horizontalen, ebenen Grundes eines Wasserbassins : Ann. der Phys. (1901"), 347-352.
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rays has a circular cross-section. The chief refracted ray ii'
, corre-

sponding to the chief incident ray u, will, if produced backwards from

B, meet in the point designated by S' the straight line SA which is

normal to the refracting plane at the point A. In general, the other

rays of the bundle of refracted rays will not intersect the chief ray
u'

,
but will pass from one side of it to the other both above and below

the plane of the paper. The refracted rays will constitute an astigmatic
bundle of rays (§ 47), on whose chief ray u' the two image-points will

lie. In order to ascertain the positions of these image-points, we must

investigate those rays of the astigmatic bundle which meet the chief

ray u' .

57. The Meridian Rays. The three points S, B and A determine

the plane of incidence of the chief ray m; in the diagram this is the

plane of the paper. This is likewise the plane of incidence of all the

rays of the bundle which meet the refracting plane at points lying

along the diameter GG of the closed curve GJGJ. The rays, there-

fore, which are refracted at the points G, G will necessarily meet the

refracted chief ray w'; and, since we assume that the bundle of rays

is infinitely narrow, the rays refracted at the points G, G will meet the

thief refracted ray u' in one and the same point S'
, provided we neg-

lect infinitesimal magnitudes of the second order; and the same thing

will be true of all the rays refracted at points lying along the line-

element GG. The plane of incidence of the chief ray u which contains

this pencil of rays is one of the principal planes of curvature (§ 46) of

the refracted wave-surface at the incidence-point B, and these rays

are the so-called meridian rays of the bundle. The meridian rays of

the refracted bundle of rays all intersect at the I. Image-Point S'.

In this statement it is assumed that we neglect magnitudes of the

second order of smallness, and hence the convergence of the rays at

S' is said to be a "convergence of the first order" only.

Moreover, to a pencil of incident rays proceeding from the radiant

point 5 and meeting the refracting plane at points lying along a chord

of the curve GJGJ which is parallel to the diameter GG there corre-

sponds a pencil of refracted rays lying in the same plane as the pencil

of incident rays (the plane determined by the chord and the radiant

point) whose vertex will be a point infinitely close to the point S'
,

above or below it, lying in the I. Image-Line at S' which is perpen-

dicular to the plane of incidence of the chief ray w (§ 47).

58. The Sagittal Rays. Let us next consider the rays of the in-

finitely narrow bundle which meet the refracting plane at points lying

along a diameter // of the curve GJGJ which is at right angles to the

6
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diameter GG. The rays of this pencil which are incident at the end-

points J, J of the diameter JJ are symmetrical with respect to the

normal SA, so that after refraction they will intersect the chief

refracted ray ii' in the point 5' where u' meets SA. This can be made
clearer, if necessary, by imagining that the right triangle SBA is

rotated through an infinitely small angle above and below the plane of

the paper around SA as axis, so that the point B traces the line-ele-

ment //, and the chief incident ray ti coincides in succession with all

the rays of the pencil SJJ. It is obvious that all the rays of this

pencil will, after refraction, intersect the chief refracted ray u' at the

II. Image-Point S'. The plane 5"// which is the plane of this pencil

of refracted rays and which is perpendicular to the plane of incidence

of the chief incident ray u is the other principal plane of curvature of

the refracted wave-surface at the incidence-point B. This plane

determines the sagittal section of the bundle of refracted rays, and the

pencil of rays S'JJ contains the sagittal rays after refraction; these

refracted rays correspond to the incident sagittal rays belonging to

the pencil SJJ. The rays of the sagittal section of the bundle of

refracted rays intersect in S' not merely approximately, but exactly,

because in the sagittal section there is symmetry with respect to the

plane of incidence of the chief ray u, so that rays from the radiant

point 5 which make equal angles with the plane SAB on opposite
sides of this plane will, after refraction, all pass through S'; so that

at the II. Image-Point the convergence is of the second order.

To a pencil of incident rays which meet the refracting plane at

points lying along a chord of the closed curve GJGJ which is parallel

to the diameter JJ there corresponds a pencil of refracted rays which

meet all at one point of the II. Image-Line. This latter lies in the

plane of incidence of the chief ray u, and, according to Sturm, is per-

pendicular at S' to the chief refracted ray u\ However, we may also

consider as II. Image-Line of the astigmatic bundle of refracted rays,

not the line-element in the plane of incidence of the chief ray u that is

perpendicular to the refracted chief ray u' at the point S', but the ele-

ment mn of the normal to the refracting plane at the point A which is

intercepted on this normal by the two extreme rays of the meridian

pencil of refracted rays. Through this bit of the normal all the rays
of the bundle of refracted rays must pass, as may easily be seen by
rotating the plane of the paper around SA as axis through a small

angle above and below this plane. In the course of this rotation, the

rays of the meridian section will trace out all the other rays of the

bundle, but the element mn of the normal SA will remain unchanged
in magnitude and in position. As to this matter, see § 49.
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We proceed now to determine the positions of the two image-points
S' and S' of the astigmatic bundle of refracted rays.

59. Position of the Primary Image-Point 5'. In the diagram (Fig.

28) the straight line A B shows the trace in the plane of the paper of the

refracting plane. The straight

line SB represents the chief

ray u of an infinitely narrow

homocentric bundle of incident

rays emanating from the ob-

ject-point 5. The plane of the

paper is the plane of incidence

of the chief ray u. Infinitely

near to the incidence-point B
of the chief ray and in the

plane of the paper let us take ^V'"'
the point G, so that SG repre- pig 28.

sents a secondary ray of the

pencil of meridian incident rays.

The I. Image-Point S' will be

at the point of intersection of

the refracted rays correspond-

ing to the incident rays SB
and SG. Let a, a' denote the angles of incidence and refraction of the

chief ray; so that, referring to the figure, we may write:

Z NBS = a, Z NBS' = a\ Z BSG = da, Z BS'G = da'.

Then in the triangles BSG, BS'G we have:

BG da BG da'

Refraction of Narrow Bundle of Rays at
A Plane. Figure for the determination of the posi-
tions of the I. and II. Image-Points S' and S' on the
chief refracted ray u' corresponding to the object-

point .Son the chief incident ray u.

/. NBS= a, Z. NBS' = «'. I BSG = rfa,

LBS'G = do.', BS=s. BS' = s', BS' = s'.

and, therefore:

And since

we obtain finally:

or if we put here:

SB cos a ' S'B cos

BS' cos a' da

BS cos a da'
'

n-sma = w'-sin a',

BJ' _ n'-cos^a'

BS n cos^ a '

BS =
s, BS' = s',

../»a
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the formula above may be written:

/ 2 /

,
n cos a

s = 2'S. (19)wcos a ^

If the chief incident ray u is given and the position on it of the

radiant point 5, this formula enables us to determine the position of

the corresponding I. Image-Point S' on the chief refracted ray u'.

The convergence-ratio or angular magnification of the rays of the

meridian section is the ratio da jda of the angular apertures of the

pencils of incident and refracted rays in the meridian section. If this

ratio is denoted by the symbol Z„ (where the subscript indicates the

chief ray of the pencil), we have evidently:

da n • cos a
^u = j" =

~, 7- (20)da ncosa

60. Position of the Secondary Image-Point S'. In order to deter-

mine the position of the II. Image-Point S' , which is at the point

of intersection of the straight line drawn through the homocentric

object-point 5 perpendicular to the refracting plane with the chief

refracted ray u' of the astigmatic bundle of refracted rays, we have

from the triangle SBS':
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If SJ is a ray of the sagittal section of the homocentric bundle of

incident rays which meets the plane refracting surface at a point J

infinitely near to the incidence-point B of the chief incident ray u,

S'J will show the direction of the corresponding ray of the sagittal

section of the astigmatic bundle of refracted rays; and the ratio of

the angles BS'J and BSJ is the convergence-ratio or angular magnifi-

cation of these corresponding pencils of sagittal rays. If here we put:

Z BSJ = d\, Z BS'J = d\\

and if the symbol Z„ denotes the convergence-ratio of the pencils of

incident and refracted sagittal rays with the chief incident ray u, we
have evidently: _

^ _dy_ Bs^ _ I _ a

61. The Astigmatic Difference of the bundle of refracted rays is

the piece of the chief refracted ray ti' comprised between the II. and

I. Image-Points of the astigmatic bundle of rays; that is,

S'S' = S'B+BS' = s'- 1'.

In the case of an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of incident

rays refracted at a plane, we obtain from formulae (19) and (21):

s' cos^ a

?"c^s^'' ^^^^

and for the astigmatic difference of the bundle of refracted rays:

n \ cos a J

The astigmatic difference vanishes only in case a = a' = o; that is,

when the chief incident ray u is normal to the refracting plane; which

is the case of paraxial rays (§ 53).

62. Refraction at a Plane Surface of an Infinitely Narrow Astig-

matic Bundle of Incident Rays. If the bundle of incident rays is

astigmatic, and if we designate by S and 5 (Fig. 29) the vertices of the

pencils of incident meridian and /sagittal rays, respectively, the bun-

dle of refracted rays will, in general, be astigmatic also, and the I. and

II. Image-Points S' and 6", lying on the chief refracted ray «', will

correspond to the points S and S, respectively, lying on the chief in-

cident ray u. We may call the point S the I. Object-Point and the
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point S the II. Object-Point. The pencil of meridian incident rays

emanating from the I. Object-Point 5 and lying in the plane of inci-

dence of the chief incident ray u will be transformed by refraction into

.'-'S'

s'
Fig. 29.

ASTIGMATIC Bundle of Incident Rays Refracted at a Plane. The chief rays of the astig-

matic bundles of incident and refracted rays are designated by u and ?/. S, 5 designate the posi-

tions on u of the I. and II. Object-Points. To S on 71 corresponds the I. Image-Point S' on n', and
to ^ on u corresponds the II. Image-Point S' on u'. In the diagram the plane of the paper coincides

with the plane of the meridian rays.

a pencil of meridian refracted rays lying in the same plane with its

vertex at the I. Image-Point S'. Hence, putting

BS =
s, BS' = s\

we have, according to formula (19):

Similarly, putting

we have by formula (21)

_'
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object-points on the incident ray u with their corresponding I. Image-
Points on the refracted ray w' are a system of parallel straight lines;

and, hence, the point-ranges P, Q, R, • and P', Q', R', are similar

ranges of points. And, since the straight lines PP', QQ', RR', •

Fig. 30.

Refractiox of Narrow Bundle of Rays at a Plane. The range of Object-Points P. Q, ••

lying on the chief incident raj' u is similar to the range of I. Image-Points P' , Q',• and also to the

range of II. Image-Points P' , Q' .
••• lying on the chief refracted ray u' .

which connect the Object-Points on the incident ray u with their cor-

responding II. Image-Points on the refracted ray u' are all perpendicu-
lar to the refracting plane, and therefore parallel to each other, it

follows that the point-ranges P, Q, R, • • • and P', Q' , R', • • • are also

similar ranges of points.

Conjugate to any object-point X, lying in the plane of incidence

of the incident ray ti, there will be on the refracted ray x', which cor-

responds to an incident ray x parallel to u and going through the

object-point X, the I. Image-Point X' and the II. Image-Point X';

and the range of Object-Points lying along the incident ray x is simi-

lar to the ranges of I. and II. Image-Points lying along the refracted

ray x'. Thus, the plane system tj of the Object-Points X, • •

, which

lie in the plane of incidence of the incident ray u, is in affinity with the

plane-system ry' of the I. Image-Points X', • and also with the plane-

system Ij' of the II. Image-Points X', • • •
: hence, also, the plane-

systems 7?' and Ij' are in affinity with each other. The straight line in

which the plane refracting surface meets the plane of incidence is the

affinity-axis^ for all three of these ''affin' plane-systems.
64. Construction of the I. Image-Point. Let ti (Fig. 31) be an

incident ray meeting the plane refracting surface fj,
at the point B,

' The affinity-axis of two plane
"

affin
"
systems is the straight line common to the

two systems which corresponds with itself point by point. Obviously, any pair of corre-

sponding straight lines of the two systems will meet in the affinity-axis.
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and let u' be the corresponding refracted ray. Corresponding to an

Object-Point 5 on u we find the II. Image-Point S' on ii' at the point
of intersection with u' of the perpendicular SA drawn from 5 to the

refracting plane. Draw SX, S' Y perpendicular to the incidence-

normal B N at X, Y, respectively, and from X draw XP perpendicu-
lar to M at P, and from Y draw YP' perpendicular to «' at P'. Then

and since

we have:

BP = 55- cos' a, BP' = ^y cos' a';

n'
BS' = - BS,

n

BP'

BP
w'-cos' a'

w-cos a.

Consequently, according to formula (19), the points P,P' are corre-

sponding points of the "o^w" systems 17, t?'; so that if P is an Object-

Point of the chief incident ray w, P' will be the I. Image-Point lying

on the chief refracted ray
u' . The I. Image-Point
S' corresponding to the

Object-Point 5 of the

chief incident ray u is

found by drav/ing
through 5 a straight line

parallel to PP' which,

by its intersection with

the chief refracted ray u'
,

will determine the re-

quired point S' . This is

essentially the construc-

tion given by Reusch.^

Another construction

of the two correspond-

ing points of the "affin"

systems rj, t]' is as follows :

Through S' draw a

straight line perpendicular to the refracted ray u' and meeting the

straight line BA in the point V\ draw the straight line US meeting
the incidence-normal BN in the point Z; and from Z let fall a per-

pendicular ZQ on the incident ray at the point Q. Then the point

S' (or (J') is the I. Image-Point corresponding to the Object-Point Q
' E. Reusch: Reflexion und Brechung des Lichts an sphaerischen Flaechen unter

Voraussetzung endlicher Einfallswinkel: Pogg. Ann., cxxx. (1867), 497-517.

Fig. 31.

Refraction of Narrow Bundle of Rays at a Plane.
Construction of I. Image-Point.
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on the chief incident ray u; as we proceed to show. Let the straight

line joining U and S' meet the incidence-normal B N in the point N;
then

BS' _BN_^_BZ_BZ _BQ
BP'

~
AS'

~
AU~ AS~ BX~ BP'

and, therefore: _
BS' BP'

^

BQ
~
BP'

and, hence, QS' (or QQ') is parallel to PP'. Therefore, S' (or Q')

is the point of t]' which corresponds to the point Q of 77.^

' For other methods of construction of the I. Image-Point see F. Kessler: Beitraege

zur graphischen Dioptrik: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xxix. (1884), 65-74.

See also the construction of the I. Image Point in the case of refraction at a plane

considered as a special case of refraction at a sphere, as given in § 249.

Since a plane surface may be regarded as a spherical surface with its centre at an in-

finite distance, obviously, all the problems treated in this chapter can be considered as

special cases of the problem of refraction at a spherical surface, as will be seen hereafter.

According to this view, this entire chapter might be regarded as superfluous.



CHAPTER IV.

REFRACTION THROUGH A PRISM OR PRISM-SYSTEM.

ART. 21. GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATH OF A RAY
REFRACTED THROUGH A PRISM IN A PRINCIPAL

SECTION OF THE PRISM.

65. In optics the term Prism is applied to a portion of a trans-

parent, isotropic substance included between two non-parallel plane

refracting surfaces called the faces or sides of the prism. These are

distinguished as the first and second faces of the prism in the order

in which the light-rays arrive at them. The straight line in which

the two plane faces meet is called the edge of the prism, and the dihe-

dral angle between the two faces is called the refracting angle. This

angle, which will be denoted by the symbol jQ, may be defined more

precisely as the angle through which the first face of the prism has to be

turned, around the prism-edge as axis, in order to bring this face into

coincidence with the second face. A principal section of the prism is

made by any plane perpendicular to the edge of the prism. At first

we shall consider only such rays as lie in a principal section of the

prism or infinitely narrow bundles of rays whose chief rays lie in a prin-

cipal section.

In the general case of the problem of refraction through a single

prism we have to do with as many as three optical media, viz.: the

medium of the incident rays or the first medium, the medium of which

the prism-substance is composed and the medium of the emergent rays.

The absolute indices of refraction of these media will be denoted by
Wj, n[ and n'., in the order named. In most cases the third medium is

identical with the first, as, for example, in the case of a glass prism
surrounded by air; and unless the contrary is expressly stated, we
shall assume that this is the case. Thus, we shall have n^

=
n'2', and

the symbol
n[ n[

will be employed to denote the relative index of refraction of the me-

dium of the prism-substance with respect to the surrounding medium.

66. The following construction of the path of a ray refracted

74
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through a prism in a principal section was published by Reusch^ in

1862; the same construction was published by Radau^ in the follow-

ing year.

In the diagrams (Figs. 32 and 33) the plane of the paper represents

a principal section of the prism, and the point V in this plane shows

q:

Fig. 32.

Construction of the Path of a Ray Refracted through a Prism in a Principal
Section. Case when «»' = >n and wi' > wi.

where the prism-edge meets the plane of the principal section. The
two plane faces of the prism, designated by /x^, yuj are shown therefore

by two straight lines meeting in the point V. The straight line L^B^
(or «,) represents the path of the given incident ray meeting the first

face of the prism at the incidence-point 5^ ; and the problem is to con-

struct the remainder of the ray-path both within the prism and after

emei'gence from the prism. The method is in fact the same as that

given in §29.

With the point V as centre, and with radii equal to r and r/n
^ E. Reusch: Die Lehre von der Brechung und Farbenzerstreuung des Lichts an

ebenen Flaechen und in Prismen in mehr synthetischer Form dargestellt: PoGG. Ann.,
cxvii. (1862), 241-262.

' R. Radau: Bemerkungen ueber Prismen: Pogg. Ann., cxviii. (1863), 452-456. The
method was obtained independently by Rad.\u and it is often called by his name; but he

himself in Carls Rep., iv. (1868), p. 184, acknowledges Reusch's priority in the matter.
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(where r may have any value), describe the arcs of two concentric

circles. Through V draw a straight line parallel to the given inci-

dent ray L,5, meeting the circumference of circle rjn in a point G,

and through G draw a straight line perpendicular at E to the first

face of the prism (produced, if necessary), and let H designate the

Fig. 33.

Construction of Path of Ray Refracted through a Prism in a Principal Section.
Case when ni' = rn and wi' < "i.

position of the point where this straight line meets the circumference

of the circle r. Then the straight line B^B^ drawn parallel to the

straight line VH will show the path of the ray within the prism. For

if «!
= Z N^B^L^ and a[

= ZOByB^ denote the angles of incidence

and refraction at the first face of the prism, then, by the law of re-

fraction :

Wj-sin «!
=

wj
• sin a[.

According to the construction, we have:

sin ZEGV VH n[.

sin Z.EHV VG n

and since, by construction, ZEG V= a^, it follows that Z EHV =
a[,

and hence the path of the ray within the prism must be parallel to VH.
Again, from the point H let fall a perpendicular on the second face
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of the prism, meeting this face in the point designated by F and meet-

ing the circumference of the circle rjn in the point designated by J;

then the straight line B^Q'o, drawn parallel to the straight line VJ will

represent the path of the ray after refraction at the second face of

the prism back into the first medium. For if a^ = /.OB^B^ and

a'o = /^ N^B.,Q'2 denote the angles of incidence and refraction (emer-

gence) at the second face of the prism, we must have:

We have:
Wj-sm a2

=
w^-sin a,.

sin Z FJV VH n[

sin Z FHV
~
VJ

~
n,

and, since by construction Z FHV =
a,, it follows that Z FJV =

a'^,

and hence the path of the emergent ray is parallel to VJ.

In Fig. 32 the prism-

medium is more highly «

refracting than the sur- \

rounding medium (w =

n'Jfii greater than unity;

as, for example, a glass

prism in air). The op-

posite case (« =
n'Jtii

less than unity, as, for

example, an air prism
embedded in glass) is

shown in Fig. 33.

If the medium of the

emergent rays is not the

same as that of the inci-

dent rays, the construc-

tion is practically the

same; only, around Fas
centre we must describe

now the arcs of three con-

centric circles with radii

VH =
r, VG =

n^r/n'i,

and VJ =
n'^rln[.

67. The angle GiJJ" be-

tween the normals to the

two faces of the prism is equal to the refracting angle jS; and hence for

a given prism this angle is constant. If the direction of the incident

Fig. 34.

Showing the Paths of the Two I,imiting Rays in a

Principal Section of a Prism, (n > 1.)
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ray L,5, is varied, the vertex H of this angle will move along the cir-

cumference of the circle of radius r, the sides of the angle having the

fixed directions of the normals to the prism-faces. The two extreme

positions of this point H which are reached when one or other of the

sides of the Z GHJ is tangent to the circle of radius rjn (which can occur

only when n is greater than unity, because then only will the point H
lie outside the circle of radius rjn) are shown in Fig. 34. The two inci-

dent rays which correspond to these two extreme positions of the point

H are the ray y\B^, which, entering the first face of the prism at

"grazing" incidence (a,
=

90°) at the point B^, and traversing the

prism as shown in the figure, emerges as the ray y'n, and the ray 2,,

which, entering the prism at the point B^, and arriving at the second

face at the critical angle of incidence (§ 27), emerges only by "grazing"
this face. In order that a ray incident at the point B^ may not be

totally reflected ait the second face of the prism, it must lie within the

68. When the point H (Fig. 32) lying on the circumference of the

circle of radius r has such a position that the sides of the Z GHJ inter-

cepted between the two

concentric circles are equal,

that is,HG = HJ, the diag-

onal VH of the quadrilat-

eral VGHJ is normal to

the bisector of the refract-

ing angle of the prism. The

special positions of the

points G, H and / in this

case may be designated by

Go, Ho, and /g (Fig. 35).

The ray which traverses

the prism parallel to the

straight line VH^ is sym-

metrically situated with re-

spect to the two faces of

the prism, so that the tri-

angle F-Bj^g, is isosceles, and the angles of incidence at the first face

and emergence at the second face are equal.

The angle J VG, denoted by e, between the directions of the inci-

dent and emergent rays is called the angle of deviation, and it may be

shown that when the ray traverses the prism symmetrically, this

angle has its least value. Let H (Fig. 35) designate the position of a

z.o

Fig. 35.

Path of the Ray of Minimum Deviation.
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point on the circumference of the circle of radius r which is infinitely

near to the point H^, and draw HG, HJ normal to the two faces of the

prism and meeting the circumference of the other construction-circle

in the points G, J, respectively. In the diagram the point H is taken

below the point H^^, and it is obvious that the two parallels Hf^J^^, HJ
meet the circumference of the circle of radius rjn more obliquely than

do the parallels H^G^, HG; so that the infinitely small arc JJ^ is

greater than the infinitely small arc GG^; and, hence, Z JVJ^ is greater

than ZGVGq] and, consequently:

Z JVG > Z J,VG,.

The angle JqVGq is the angle of deviation of the ray which traverses

the prism symmetrically; it may be denoted by eg. According to the

above, we have always (for we shall arrive at the same result if we
take the point H on the other side of H^ from that shown in the figure) :

e > «o-

Thus, we see that the ray which traverses the prism symmetrically is

also the ray which is least deviated by its passage through the prism (Ray
of Minimum Deviation).^

69. When a ray of light passes through a prism the material of which

is more highly refracting than the surrounding medium (n > i), the devia-

tion is always away from the edge towards the thicker part of the prism.

If the angles of the triangle VB^B.^ (Fig. 32) at B^ and B2 are both

acute angles, the incident and emergent rays lie on the sides of the

normals at B^ and B^ away from the prism-edge, so that at each re-

fraction the ray will be bent away from the edge. If one of the angles,

' On the subject here considered optical hterature is very extensive. A complete list

of references to all the writers will be found in H. Kayser's Handhuch der Spectroscopic,

Bd. I. (Leipzig, 1900), pages zsS-'g. Among the more important synthetic proofs of the

fact that the ray which traverses the prism symmetrically is the least deviated, the fol-

lowing contributions may be specially mentioned:

E. Lommel: Ueber die kleinste Ablenkung im Prisma: PoGG. Ann., clix. (1876), p. 329.

F. Kessler: Jahresbericht der Gewerbeschule zu Bochum fiir 1S80. Also, Das Mini-

mum der Ablenkung eines Lichtstrahls durch ein Prisma: Wied. Ann., xv. (1882), 333.

R. H. Schellbach: Das Minimum der Ablenkung eines Lichtstrahles im Prisma:

Wied. Ann., xiv. (1881), 367.

Fr. C. G. Mueller: Der Satz vom Minimum der Ablenkung beim Prisma: Zft. f. den

phys. u. chem. Unterr., iii. (1889-90), 247.

J. H. Kirkby: Refraction through a prism: Nature, xliv. (1891), 294.

A. KuRz: Die kleinste Ablenkung im Prisma: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xxxvii. (1892),

317 and xxxviii. (1893), 319.

H. Veillon: Elementare geometrische Behandlung des Minimums der Ablenkung
beim Prisma: Zft. f. den phys. u. chem. Unterr., xii. (1899), i50-*2.
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say, the angle at B^, is a right angle, there will be no deviation at

emergence, but at the other incidence-point B^ the ray will be bent

away from the prism-edge. And, finally, if one of the angles of the

triangle VB^B^ at B^ or ^j is obtuse, for example, the angle at B^,

the deviation at emergence will, it is true, be towards the prism-edge,

but this will not be so great as the previous deviation at 5, which was

away from the edge; as will be easily seen by examining a diagram for

this case. So that in every case, provided « > i
,
the total deviation

will be away from the prism-edge.

If «< I, all these effects are reversed.

ART. 22. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE PATH OF A RAY REFRACTED
THROUGH A PRISM IN A PRINCIPAL SECTION.

70. The angles of incidence and refraction at the first and second

faces of the prism, denoted by a^, a[ and a^,, a.,, respectively, are, by
definition (§ 14), the acute angles through which the normal to the

refracting surface at the incidence-point has to be turned in order to

bring it into coincidence with the incident and refracted rays at each

face of the prism. The angle of deviation or the total deviation of a

ray refracted through a prism, denoted by the symbol e, is the angle

between the directions of the emergent and incident rays, or the angle

through which the emergent ray must be turned around the point D
(Fig. 32) in order that it may coincide with the incident ray in both

position and direction. Thus, e = A JVC.

Assuming that the prism is surrounded by the same medium on

both sides, we have obviously the following system of equations:

(25)

n =
nl/fii, n'.y,

= w^

sin «!
= w-sin a[, w-sin a^

= sin a^;

aj
—

0:2
=

i3;

c = oji
—

«! 4- "2
"

"2
~

"1
~

^2
~

^•

Combining these formulae, we obtain:

sin a'2
= sin a, -cos /3

— sin (3- Vn' — sin*'Q!i; (26)

whence, knowing the relative index of refraction {n =
Wj'/«i

=
w^/wj)

and the refracting angle (/S) of the prism, we can compute the angle

of emergence (a,) corresponding to any given value of the angle of

incidence (a^) at the first face of the prism.

The total deviation (e) of a ray refracted through a prism depends
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only upon the values of the magnitudes a,, /3 and n: for given values

of these magnitudes, the angle e will be uniquely determined by for-

mulae (25). So long as n is different from unity and /3 is different from

zero, the value of e cannot be zero. On the other hand, to each value

of € there corresponds always two values of the angle a^ ; for a second

ray incident on the first face of the prism at an angle equal to the

angle of emergence of the first ray will evidently emerge at the second

face at an angle equal to the angle of incidence of the first ray at the

first face; and hence it is obvious that these two rays will undergo

equal deviations in traversing the prism. For example, suppose that

the values of the angles of incidence and emergence of the first ray
were cci

=
0, a, = 0': a second ray incident on the first face of the

prism at the angle a^
= — 6' will emerge at the second face at an angle

a'2
= —

d, and both of these rays will have the same deviation, viz.,

e = - 0' - /3.

71. Analytical Investigation of the Case of Minimum Deviation.

We have just seen that there is always a pair of rays for which the

deviation (e) has a given value. One pair of rays for which the

deviation is the same are the two identical rays determined by the

relation :

ai
= d = —

cKo.

In this case the course of the ray through the prism is symmetrical
with respect to the two faces of the prism; that is, the ray crosses

at right angles the plane which bisects the dihedral angle /3 between

the two faces of the prism.

Inasmuch as the deviation (e) is a symmetrical function of a^ and
—

a'2, it must be either a maximum or a minimum when the ray within

the prism is equally inclined to both faces of the prism (a^
= —

al).

We shall show that as a matter of fact the deviation in this case is a

minimum.
For a critical value of the angle e, we must have de/da^ = o. Differ-

entiating the prism-formulae above, we obtain:

, da^ da^ -
, da^

cos a, = W-cosa:i3
— "'

da, da.' = 0,
da^ dai

These latter give:

de _
da^

n-cos
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and, hence, putting de/da^
= o, we have:

cos «! COS ttj
;
= •

cos «! COS a2

Now the first side of this equation is a function of a^ and n, whereas

the second side of the equation is the same function of a'2 and n; and

therefore we must have :

oil
= ±

a'i.

The upper sign is inadmissible here, as the value aj
= + oij would

make the refracting angle of the prism equal to zero, which cannot be

in the case of a prism. Hence, the critical value of the angle e occurs

when we have:

«i
= -

ccj;

and, consequently, also:

a[ = —
a^.

As we saw above, this was the value of cxj when the ray crossed the

prism symmetrically.
In order to determine whether this critical value of e is a maximum

or minimum, we shall have to investigate the sign of the second deriva-

tive of e. Differentiating the formula above for the first derivative,

we obtain:

2 ' 2 ' ^ ^ ' ' / . ^<^2 ,

. \
cos a, • cos a., -r^ = cos a, • cos a, I cos a, sm a,

— h sm a,
• cos a, |^ -

da^
^ -

\
^- ^

da^
^ V

( , . , da'2 ,
, . , da'x\— cos a^- COS a^ I cos a^ sm a^ -r~ + cos a^ sm a^

~—
I-

Now when dejda^
=

o, we have:

da^ da^ cos a^ dcxo

da^ da n cos ag da^

moreover,

=
I, oil

= —
0:2 ^rid «!

= —
ot^',

oil
= —

Oj /3/2;

hence, substituting these values in the above, we obtain finally, when

de/dai
= o:

72.
' ^^ / 2 \ . o

w-cos cci-cos «! -7—,
= (w

— i)-sm j3.

Since all the values of the angles a^ and a[ are comprised between

+ x/2 and —
t/i, and since the angle jS is positive, the sign of d'e/dal
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depends on the value of w. If w > i, d^e/dal will be positive, and

hence for a^
= —

a^ the deviation e has a minimum value. But if

n < I, d^e/dal will be negative, so that we obtain the rather unexpected
result that, under these circumstances, the deviation has a maximum
value. The explanation is apparent; for if we recall that the angle e

is negative when w < i, as will be seen by an inspection of Fig. 33,

it is evident that a maximum value of e in this case corresponds to a

minimum absolute value.

If the critical value of the angle e is denoted by the symbol e^, we

have, therefore, for the Position of Minimum Deviation the following

set of equations:

«i
= —

«2. a^

2a[
=

j3, ai
=

—
o;2.

^ + eo

sin
^ + eo

n =
. /3

sin -
2

(27)

The last of the above formulae is the basis of the pRAUNHOFER-method
of determining the refractive index w, the angles |S and e^ being capable
of easy measurement.

72. Other Special Cases. If the emergent ray is normal to the

second face of the prism, we must put ao = a'^
=

O', and, thus, for the

case of perpendicular emergence at the second face, we have a[
=

/3,

jS + e, so that we obtain:a

n =
sin (/3 + e)

sin/3
«2
=

«2
= o.

This also Is a convenient formula for the experimental determination

of the value of the refractive index n. The procedure is described in

treatises on physics.

Case of a Thin Prism {Prism with very small Refracting Angle).

If the refracting angle of the prism is so small that we may put
sin /S

=
/3, cos /S

= i
, the deviation e will also be a small angle of the

same order of magnitude. In this case, therefore, since

we have;
«2
=

«1
—

(iS + «) .

sin ttg
— sin a^

—
{^ -\- e) cos a, .
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Moreover, since

sin al = «• sin a^, «, = «,— /3,

we obtain

sin al = ^' (sir^ «i
~

/3- cos a^)
= sin «!

— M/3- cos cci.

Therefore, equating these two values of sin a2, we obtain in the case

of finite value of the incidence-angle a^:

(cos
a', \

n ^-i
cos «! /

In case the angle of incidence a, is also a very small angle, we obtain

the following approximate formula for the deviation:

e= {n- 0)3. (28)

In these formulae the angles are all measured in radians. According

to (28), for small values of both ^ and a^, the deviation e is propor-

tional to the refracting angle jS, and is independent of the incidence-

angle oil.

The Case of Total Reflexion at the Second Face of the Prism. If

the angle of emergence at the second face of the prism is a right angle,

that is, if q;2
= —

90°, the emergent ray BoQl will proceed along (or

"graze") the second face /X2- When this occurs, we have a^ = —A,
where the symbol A

,
defined by the formula :

ft I

sin^ = -7 = ~
,

(n > i),
n^ n

denotes the magnitude of the so-called "critical angle" (§ 27) for the

two media whose relative index of refraction = n. If the absolute

value of the angle a^ is greater than this critical angle A, the ray will

be totally reflected at the second face of the prism, and there will be

no emergent ray. We proceed to discuss this case in some detail.

For a prism of given refracting angle {^), there is a certain limiting

value L of the angle of incidence ctj
at the first face of the prism for

which we shall have a2
— — A and a'^

= —
90°; so that a ray which

is incident on the first face of the prism at an angle less than this limiting

angle l will not pass through the prism, but will be totally reflected at the

second face. Putting a^
=

l, a^
= A in formulae (25), we obtain the

formula :

sin I = n- sin (|8
— A); (29)

whereby the limiting angle of incidence (t) for a given prism can be
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computed. Examining this formula, we derive the following con-

clusions:

(i) If > zA, then (since sin A =i/n) sin t is greater than

unity; which means that for such a prism there is no limiting

angle i. Accordingly, if the refracting angle of the prism is more than

twice as great as the ''critical angle" (A), it will be impossible for any

ray whatever to be transmitted through the prism. For instance, for a

crown-glass prism in air, the angle A = 40° 50', and hence a prism of

this material with a refracting angle greater than 81° 40' will not per-

mit any ray to emerge at its second face.

(2) If /3
= 2^, we obtain, by formula (29), t = 90°. In this case

the limiting ray I^B^ (Fig. 36) will "graze" the first face of the prism.

Fig. 36.

Refracting Angle of Prism equal to

Fig. 37.

Refraction of a Ray through a Prism.

Twice the Criticajl Angle. The only ray Limiting Ray in the case when 2A > P > A
that can pass through the prism is hBiB^i. (« > 1).

This is the only ray that can pass through the prism, and it will emerge
at B^ and proceed along the second face of the prism in the direction

B^ix^- Since here we have «!
= t = 90° = —a'.,, evidently this is also

the ray of minimum deviation (§71) for this prism {e^
=

/3).

(3) If the refracting angle /? is greater than A, but less than 2A
(that is, 2A> ^ > A), the value of t, as determined by (29), will be

comprised between 90° and 0°. Hence, for a prism with a refracting

angle such as this, the limiting ray IiB^ will have a direction between

the directions /jl^B^ and NiB^; that is, the ZYBJ^ (Fig. 37) will be

an obtuse angle.

(4) If i3
= A, we find 1 = 0; so that for such a prism the limiting

incident ray I^B^ will be in the direction of the normal at B^ (Fig. 38).
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In this case, therefore, Z VBJ^ =
90°. The ray which "grazes" the

first face of this prism will meet the second face normally.

(5) Finally, if |8 < ^, formula (29) gives in this case a negative value
of the angle t; and, hence, for a prism with such a refracting angle the

->o

Fig. 38.

Refraction of a Ray through a
Prism. Case when P — A (n > 1). l,imit-

ing- incident ray meets first face of prism
normally.

Fig. 39.

Path of Limiting Ray for Prism
OF Refracting Angle P<A (w > 1).

limiting incident ray will lie on the same side of the normal at Bi as

the vertex V of the prism, so that now Z VBJ^ is an acute angle

(Fig. 39)-

In all these cases incident rays which meet the first face F/x, of

the prism at the point B^, and which are comprised within the angle

IiBiHi will be transmitted through the prism; whereas all rays inci-

dent at Bi and lying within the angle VBJ^ will be totally reflected

at the second face of the prism.

If /3
= o°, the prism is a Slab with Parallel Faces, and then we have

t = —
90° and Z VBJi = o°. All incident rays will be transmitted

through such a slab.

In Kohlrausch's method of measuring the relative index of re-

fraction (w), the prism is adjusted so that the incident ray "grazes"
the first face of the prism; in which case the value of n will be given

by the formula:

cos /3
— sin a'o , ^.

-l^»
• ("'"SO).Vn^ - I =

The Total-Reflexion Principle is made use of also in the so-called

Total Refractometers of Abbe and Pulfrich for the determination of

the refractive index.
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73. For convenience of reference the following collection of formulae

for calculating the path of a ray refracted through a prism in a prin-

cipal section are placed here.

Prism Formula.

sin «!
= cos /3

• sin oij + sin /3 l^w^
— sin^ a^ ;

sin 0L2
= cos j8

• sin a^
— sin /3 Vr? — sin^ a^ ;

«2
=

«!
—

/3; e = oil
—

ttg
~

/3.

Minimum Deviation:

"i
= —

"a. a, = — a, =

sm
oij
= w-sm

/3

Co
=

2ai /3.

Grazing Incidence:

a, = 90°, sin a2 = cos /3
— sin /3 l^w^ — i ;

0:2
= ^«;

= A,

Grazing Emergence:

a'2
= —

90°, sin a^
= sin /S l/«^ — i — cos |8;

«l=i3-^, a2=-^» € = 90° + ai-/3.

Normal Incidence:

ai
= o, sin Qjj

= —
w-sin/3;

a|
= o, Q!2

= —
/3, e = /3

—
Qij.

Normal Emergence:

a2
= o, sin ofj

= w- sin /3;

0:2
= 0, oil

=
/3, e = «!

—
/3.

The subjoined table gives the results of the calculations of the

values of these angles for a prism of flint glass, designated in the glass

catalogue of Schott u. Gen., Jena, as O.103, the refractive index of

which for rays of light corresponding to the Fraunhofer D-line is

n = 1.620 2. The refracting angle of the prism is taken as 30°.

The value of the critical angle A (= sin~^ i/n) is 38° 6' 45".

First Face.
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ART. 23. PATH OF A RAY REFRACTED ACROSS A SLAB WITH PARALLEL FACES.

74. If the two plane refracting surfaces of the prism are parallel

(/3
= o), we no longer call it a prism, but a slab or plate with parallel

faces. The path of a ray refracted across such a slab may evidently

be constructed as follows:

Around the incidence-point B\ (Fig. 40), where the incident ray

meets the first surface of the slab, describe in the plane of incidence

Fig. 40.

Construction of Path of Ray Refracted across a Slab with Plane Parallel Faces.

three concentric circles of radii r, n^r/n[, n^rjn'^, where the radius r

has any arbitrary length, and where n^, n[ and n'^ denote the absolute

indices of refraction of the first, second and third medium, respectively.

Let G designate the point where the incident ray L^B^ meets the circle

of radius nirjn[, and draw GE perpendicular to the first face of the

slab at the point E, and let this perpendicular, produced if necessary,

meet the circle of radius r in the point H', then the straight line HB^
will evidently give the direction of the ray after refraction at the first

face. Moreover, if / designates the point where the straight line GE
meets the circle of radius n'^r/n'i, and if B2 designates the incidence-

point of the ray at the second face of the slab, the straight line B.^Q2

drawn parallel to JB^ will give the direction and path of the emergent

ray.

In the special case when the last medium is identical with the first,
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so that we have n'o = n^, two of the circles used in the above con-

struction will coincide, and accordingly the points designated by G
and / will be coincident. And hence in this case the emergent ray

. will be parallel to the incident ray. The perpendicular distance be-

tween the parallel paths of the incident and emergent rays is equal to

sin {a
—

oc')

-, d,
cos a

where d denotes the thickness of the slab and a, a.' denote the angles

of incidence and refraction at the first face.

75. We may also investigate here the path of a ray which is refracted

in succession at a series of parallel refracting plane surfaces fj.^, n^, Ms) etc.

If «i, n[, n'o, etc., denote the absolute indices of refraction of the media

traversed in succession by the ray, and if a^, a[ ; aj, aj! ^tc, denote the

angles of incidence and refraction at the series of parallel refracting

planes, then, supposing that we have, say, m such planes, we shall

have the following set of equations:

Wj-sin «!
= «i-sin a^,

I . I.I
Wj

• sin a^
= n^-sm a^,

«m-rsina„. = w^-sina„

Multiplying together the expressions on each side of these equations,

and remarking that, since the refracting planes are parallel, we must

have:

«i
=

cin, ojj
=

0:3, . . .
, a^-i = «„,

we obtain immediately:

Wi-sin «!
= «l-sin a'^.

Thus, without knowledge of either the number or the nature of the

intervening media, this formula enables us to find the direction a'^ of

the ray which emerges into the last medium. The effect of the inter-

vening media between the first and the last is merely to produce a

parallel displacement of the emergent ray; otherwise, everything is

the same as if the ray had been refracted from the first to the last

medium across a single refracting plane. If the last medium is iden-

tical with the first, so that we have w,^
=

Wj, then «„'
=

a,, and the

direction of the emergent ray will be parallel to that of the incident

ray, as we saw above in the case of a slab surrounded by the same
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medium on both sides. For example, if we interpose in front of the

object-glass of a telescope pointed towards a star a plate of glass with

plane parallel sides, the image of the star will not be deviated thereby.

This fact is employed in a simple method of testing with a high degree

of precision whether or not two faces of a plate of glass are accurately

parallel.

ART. 24. REFRACTION, THROUGH A PRISM, OF AN INFINITELY NARROW
HOMOCENTRIC BUNDLE OF INCIDENT RAYS, WHOSE CHIEF RAY

LIES IN A PRINCIPAL SECTION OF THE PRISM.

76. If an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of incident rays

is refracted through a prism, and if the chief ray lies in the plane of

a principal section of the prism, the meridian sections of the incident

and refracted bundles of rays will lie in the principal section which

contains the chief rays of the bundles, and which is the plane of inci-

dence of the chief incident ray Wj ; whereas the planes of the sagittal

sections of the bundles of incident and refracted rays will intersect in

straight lines parallel to the edge of the prism.

We give, first, the construction of the I. and II. Image-Points corre-

-^T'-'"-'-^:":

-' r

Fig. 41.

Refraction, through a Prism, of an Infinitely Narrow Bundle of Rays whose chief
RAY LIES IN a Principal Section of the Prism. Construction of the I. and II. Image-Points

Ss', Si' on the chief emergent ray m' corresponding to Object-Point Si on chief incident ray 7iu

spending to a homocentric object-point. Let S^ (Fig. 41) be the radiant

point or homocentric object-point of the bundle of incident rays, the
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chief ray of which (z<J is incident on the first face of the prism at the

point B^. The path of this ray within the prism and after emergence
from it is constructed by Reusch's Construction (§ 66). We shall

assume that the medium of the emergent rays is identical with that of

the incident rays, so that w = n[ln^= n'^/n'^. In the figureFG = VZ[ln.
The straight line VG is drawn through V parallel to the chief inci-

dent ray u^; the straight line GZ[ is drawn through G normal to the

first face fx^ of the prism. The path within the prism of the chief

ray u[ of the astigmatic bundle of rays refracted at the first face will

be along the straight line B^B.^ drawn from B^ parallel to the straight
line VZ[. And if Z[J is normal to the second face of the prism, the

chief ray tc^ of the astigmatic bundle of emergent rays will be along
the straight line B^ul parallel to VJ.

On the ray VG which is incident on the first face of the prism at

the point V where the principal section intersects the edge of the

prism and which, by construction, is parallel to the incident ray Ui

there is a point Z^ to which the point Z[ on the ray VZ[ resulting
from the refraction of the ray VG at the first face of the prism, cor-

responds as I. Image-Point. This point Z^ may be constructed accord-

ing to the second of the two constructions given in § 64, as follows:

Through Z[ draw a straight line perpendicular to VZ[, and let Ui, U^

designate the positions of the two points where this straight line meets

the prism-faces /ij, fx^, respectively. Let X designate the point of

intersection of the normal at V to the first face of the prism with the

straight line Ufi. The point Zj is the foot of the perpendicular let

fall from X on the incident ray VG. In the same way the I. Image-
Point Zj corresponding to the point Z[ on the ray VZ[ incident on

the second face of the prism at V will be found to lie on the emergent

ray VJ at a point which is determined by drawing UJ to meet at

F the normal at V to the second face of the prism, and dropping
from Y a perpendicular on VJ, the foot of which will be the required

point Zg.

Hence, according to the relations of affinity which were shown in

§ 63 to exist between the object-points and the image-points in the

case of the refraction of parallel rays at a plane surface, the I. Image-
Point S[ corresponding to the homocentric object-point S^ on the chief

ray Wj of the bundle of incident rays will be the point of intersection

of the straight line drawn through S^ parallel to Z]^Z[, with the chief

ray n[ of the astigmatic bundle of rays refracted at the first face of

the prism. This point S[ is the vertex of the pencil of meridian rays
after refraction at the first face of the prism. Considered with re-
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spect to the refraction at the second face of the prism, this point is

the vertex of the pencil of meridian rays which are incident on this

face; so that it might also be designated as the point S.,. From S[

draw a straight line parallel to Z[Z', meeting the emergent chief ray

u', in the point S'n, which is accordingly the vertex of the pencil of emer-

gent meridian rays of the bundle, and which is therefore the I. Image-
Point on the emergent chief ray u'^ corresponding to the object-point

5i on the chief incident ray «i.

Again, the normal to the first face of the prism drawn through the

object-point S^ on the chief incident ray w, will meet the chief ray

t([ of the astigmatic bundle of rays refracted at this face in the II.

Image-Point S[; which is the vertex of the pencil of sagittal rays after

refraction at the first face of the prism. This point may also be desig-

nated as the point ^2 by regarding it as the vertex of the pencil of

sagittal rays which are incident on the second face of the prism. And,

finally, if through S[ we draw a normal to the second face of the prism,

this normal will meet the chief emergent ray u'2 in the point S'2 which

is the II. Image-Point on the chief emergent ray u'^ corresponding to

the object-point 5, on the chief incident ray u^.

Applying here the results of § 63, we can say:

Corresponding to a range of homocentric object-points P,, Q^, R^,
• • •

on an incident chief ray u^, which is refracted through a prism in a prin-

cipal section, we have a similar range of I. Image- Points P[, Q'^, R'2,
•

and a similar range of II. Image- Points P'2, Q'2, R'zt
' ' ' ^^^^ lying on the

emergent chief ray u^.

77. Formulae for Calculation of the Positions on the Chief Emer-

gent Ray of the I, and II. Image-Points. Let a,, a| and ag, aj denote

the angles of incidence and refraction of the chief ray of the bundle

at the first and second faces of the prism, respectively; so that if Wj,

n\ and n'2 denote the absolute indices of refraction of the three media

traversed by the ray in succession, we shall have:

n\ sin aj
=

Wj
• sin a^, n'n sin a2

=
n^- sin aj-

Referring to the figure (Fig. 41), let us employ the following symbols:

then, by formulae (19) and (21), we have:

For the Meridian Rays:

, _ n[ cos^ a[ , _ n'2 cos^ a'2 ,
_

O 1 O
* Ol • Sty / 2

'

-^2*^1 I

Wi-COS"a:i Wj-cos a2
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and for the Sagittal Rays:

If we put B^B^ =
5i, then:

^jvSi
= B^Bi + ^I'S'i

=
5i
—

5,,

B2S1 = BoB^ 4" •^I'^i
=

^1
—

5^;

and substituting these values in the equations above, and eliminating

s[ and s[, we obtain finally the following formulae for determining the

positions of the I. and II. Image-Points on the chief emergent ray:

Meridian Rays:
' 2 ' / 2 ' \

, w, cos a, / cos or, w, \ , .

s, =-^^ -^—^^1-^81 ; (30)
Wl COS aj \ COS «! Wi /

Sagittal Rays:

'''
=
"'{nr ^^}

'^'^

Thus, knowing the position of the object-point S^ on the chief inci-

dent ray u^ of the homocentric bundle of incident rays, and knowing
also the optical and geometrical constants of the prism, we can cal-

culate by means of formulae (30) and (31) the positions of the I. and

II. Image-Points ^2 and ^2 on the chief ray u'^ of the astigmatic bundle

of emergent rays.

78. Convergence-Ratios of the Meridian and Sagittal Rays. Let

Gi and J^ (not shown in the figure) designate the positions of two

points on the first face of the prism infinitely near to the incidence-

point B^: the point G, lying in the plane of the meridian section and

the point J^ in the plane of the sagittal section of the infinitely narrow

homocentric bundle of incident rays which emanate from the object-

point Si- The straight lines S^Gi, SiJi will be the paths of a second-

ary meridian ray and a secondary sagittal ray of the bundle of inci-

dent rays. Also, let G^, J2 designate the points where these two rays,

after refraction at the first face of the prism, meet the second face.

If the angles which these secondary incident rays make with the chief

incident ray u^ and the angles which the corresponding secondary

emergent rays make with the chief emergent ray u'^ are denoted as

follows:

ZB^S^Gi =
da^, Z B^S^Ji =

dX^, /.B^Sfi^ = da^, Z B^S^Ji = dX^,

the ratios:

da2 -^ d\2
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are called the Convergence-Ratios of the Meridian and Sagittal Rays,

respectively. Apphing formula? (20) and (22) to the refractions at

the two faces of tlie prism, we obtain immediately:
Meridian Rays:

c/oij ^1 cos oil -cos Qlj

z„ = ,-- = — } / ; (32)
da^ «2 cos ai

• cos a, -^

Sagittal Rays:

^" = ^:
=

nT'
(33)

79. If the prism is surrounded by the same medium on both sides,

so that Wo = w,, the formulae above (30), (31), (32) and (33) may be

simplified by putting n = n[/ni = n'^jn'o. In this case the convergence-
ratio of the sagittal rays will be equal to unity for all directions of

the chief incident ray. Moreover, if when n'^
=

n^ the chief incident

ray has the direction of the ray of minimum deviation, so that (§ 71)

cos «!
• cos tto = cos a[

• cos a'2, the convergence-ratio of the meridian

rays will likewise be equal to unity; that is, Z„ ^
= i.

In general, therefore, the image of a luminous point as seen through
a prism, viewed either by the naked eye or through a telescope, will not

be a point. Depending on how the eye or telescope is focussed, the im-

age of a point-source of light will appear through the prism as a small

straight line parallel to the prism-edge (I. Image-Line), or a disc of

light, or, finally, a small straight line lying in the plane of the prin-

cipal section of the prism (II. Image-Line). See description of L.

Burmester's Experiment, § 85. In a prism-spectroscope the source of

light is usually a narrow illuminated slit with its length parallel to

the prism-edge. If, as is usually done in this case, we focus the tele-

scope on the II. Image-Line, the slit-image, except near its ends, will

be clear and distinct, so that here we encounter practically no serious

disadvantage on account of astigmatism (§86).
80. The Astigmatic Difference. If the bundle of incident rays is

itself astigmatic, instead of a homocentric object-point, we shall have

a I. Object-Point S^ and a II. Object-Point 3,; and the astigmatic
difference (see § 61) of the bundle of incident rays will be:

where s^
=

B^S^ySi = B^Si', and the astigmatic difference of the cor-

responding bundle of emergent rays will be:

9' 9' = s' -t
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Accordingly, from formulae (30) and (31), we obtain the following

general formula for the astigmatic difference of the emergent rays:

— ^/ Wo cos" a, • cos
sX. = -

^ ^

Wj cos^ «!
• cos^

2 ' ' ' / 2 ' \

"2 ^2- ^2 /cos a., \

2
—

-^1 5. — -7 5. I
—

^
^ —

I )
•

Ofj «i Wi \COS" Q!2 /

In case the bundle of incident rays is homocentric (s^
—

s^
=

o), the

astigmatic difference of the bundle of emergent rays is given by the

following formula:

c^rc.' w., /cos Oil -COS a.^ \ w., /cos ct., \
, ^

62O2 = —
I

—
2 2

— —
I l^i

—
: I
—

2
—^ —

I i^i- (34)'' ^
Wi \cos Qii-cos aj / Wj \cos 0:2 /

According to this formula, therefore, the magnitude of the astigmatic

difference of the bundle of emergent rays depends not only on the

direction of the chief ray of the homocentric bundle of incident rays,

but also on the length of the ray-path B^B^ = 8^ within the prism.

Moreover, for a given incident chief ray u^, the astigmatic difference

S'^S'^ depends on the position on u^ of the homocentric object-point S^;

for it increases in proportion as s^ increases; that is, for a given prism
and a given incident chief ray u^, the astigmatic difference of the bun-

dle of emergent rays is proportional to the distance of the homocentric

object-point S^ from the incidence-point Bj^.

81. Magnitude of the Astigmatic Difference in Certain Special

Cases.

(i) If the object-point 6*, on the chief incident ray u^ coincides with

the incidence-point B^^ at the first face of the prism, that is, if Sy
=

o,

the astigmatic difference of the bundle of emergent rays will have the

value given by the following expression :

D' T>' ^2 / COS a2 \

BoB.^
= —

[i 2 Fu
Wi \ cos 0:2 /

where B'.,, B[ designate the I. and II. Image-Points, respectively, cor-

responding to a homocentric object-point B^ coinciding with the inci-

dence-point of the chief ray Uy at the first face of the prism. Evi-

dently, if the incidence-point B^ is regarded as an object-point on u^,

the I. and II. Image-Points B[, B[ on the chief ray u[ of the bundle

of rays refracted at the first face of the prism will coincide with each

other at the point B^. If, therefore, through B^ we draw two straight

lines, one parallel to Z'^Z'^ (see Fig. 42) and one perpendicular to the

second face of the prism, these two straight lines will determine by
their intersections with the chief emergent ray u',, the I. Image-Point
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Bl and the II. Image-Point B'2, respectively, corresponding to the

homoccntric object-point Bi on u^.

(2) If the object-point is a point Z, lying on an incident chief ray

c, which meets the refracting edge of the prism, so that the ray goes

through the point V in the principal section of the prism, in this

limiting case the ray-length within the prism is vanishingly small, and,

hence, putting S^
= o in formula (34), we find:

' / 2 ' 2 ' \
,_, W-Ycos «iCOS a., \

,Z2
= —

I ^ 2
—

I
) V^i-"

WiVcos oil- COS a^ /
z:z, = -

(3) The condition that the astigmatic difference shall be indepen-

dent of the distance of the homocentric object-point 5, from the point

B^ where the chief incident ray meets the first face of the prism, that

is, the condition that the astigmatic difference shall be independent
of the magnitude s^, is evidently:

cos ttj-COS 0:2
~ cos Qfj-COS 0:2 1

which, in the general case, leads to an equation of the eighth degree for

calculating the value of the angle of incidence a^ in order to ascertain

what must be the direction of the chief incident ray. In the special

case, however, when the prism is surrounded on both sides by the

same medium {n^
= wj, the equation above will be recognized as

the condition that the ray shall traverse the prism with minimum
deviation (§ 71). Accordingly, in case the chief ray Mq, 1

of the homo-

centric bundle of incident rays has the direction of the ray of mini-

mum deviation, we have here the following special formulae:

Minimum Deviation (n = n'^jn^
=

nl/nl):

V e' -^J-f cos"
a'.^

\
Zo, u

—
Zo, M

— I<

In this special case, since 20:2 + /3
= o, the formula for the magnitude

of the astigmatic difference in the case of minimum deviation may be

written also in the following form:

SoS.. = — in —
I ) tan -

.
- ^

71 2

which shows clearly that the magnitude of the astigmatic difference,

which in every case depends on the length of the ray-path within the

prism, is in the special case of minimum deviation of the chief ray

directly proportional to this magnitude 5j. The nearer to the edge
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of the prism the chief ray Mq, i is, the smaller will be the astigmatic

difference; and in the limiting case when the chief incident ray co-

incides with the ray So, i, which is the ray of this system of parallel

incident rays that meets the refracting edge of the prism, the astig-

matic difference vanishes altogether, so that the I. and II. Image-
Points Zo, 2, Zo,2 corresponding to any object-point Z^^^ on the chief

incident ray Zq, i are coincident, as is also evident from the formula

given under (2) above.

These results may be stated as follows:

To every actual object-point lying on an incident chief ray, which

traverses a prism in its principal section in a direction such that

cos oil -cos a^
= cos ag'COS a^,

there corresponds an astigmatic difference of the astigmatic bundle of

emergent rays which is independent of the position of the object-point

on the incident chief ray, and which is proportional to the distance of

the chief ray from the refracting edge of the prism. In particular, on

the incident chief ray which meets the refracting edge of the prism, to

every object-point there corresponds on the emergent ray a homocentric

image-point. (This latter statement, however, has merely geometric

significance, since in this limiting case the length of the ray-path
within the prism vanishes.)^

(4) The special case when the astigmatic difference = o will be

considered at length in the following article (Art. 25).

ART. 25. HOMOCENTRIC REFRACTION, THROUGH A PRISM, OF NARROW,
HOMOCENTRIC BUNDLE OF INCIDENT RAYS, WITH ITS CHIEF RAY

LYING IN A PRINCIPAL SECTION OF THE PRISM.

82. In general, as we have seen (§ 81), the astigmatic difference

of the bundle of emergent rays arising from the refraction through a

prism of an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of incident rays,

having its chief ray in a principal section of the prism, will not be zero;

that is, the I. and II. Image-Points S'^, S[ will not coincide in one point

Sj on the chief emergent ray u'o. If this does happen, then the image
of a point-source S^ as seen through a prism will be a point Sj. In

certain cases, as has been very beautifully shown by Prof. Dr. L.

^ This law in its general form, as here stated, is given by L. Burmester: Homocentrische

Brechung des Lichtes durch das Prisma: Zft. /. Math. u. Phys., xl. (1895), 65-90. For

the case when the prism is surrounded by the same medium on both sides, the law was ob-

tained also by A. Gleichen: Ueber die Brechung des Lichtes durch Prismen: Zft. f. Math,

u. Phys., xxxiv. (1889), 161-176.
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Burmester/ this can occur; although until the publication of BuR-

mester's investigations on this subject, the laws of the homocentric

refraction of light through a prism appear not to have been clearly

formulated except for certain special cases."

In the following discussion we shall show how the main results

obtained by Burmester by purely geometrical methods may be de-

duced from the general formula (34) for the astigmatic difference, as

is done by Loewe;^ and we shall give also an outline of the elegant

geometrical method used by Burmester himself.

83. Analytical Method. In the first place we may remark that

when the incident rays are an infinitely narrow bundle of parallel rays

(5i
= 00), the ratio (^2

—
^o)/^! will be vanishingly small; that is,

the astigmatic difference will be practically equal to zero in com-

parison with the distance from the prism of the point-source of light.

This is the essential advantage of using parallel incident rays in work-

ing with a prism-spectroscope.

The condition that the astigmatic difference S'2S'2 of the bundle of

emergent rays shall vanish, that is, that the I. and II. Image-Points
on the emergent chief ray u'o shall coincide in a single point X'^, is

found immediately by putting ^2
—

^2
=

'S'2'5'2
= o in formula (34), and

is as follows:

WjS^ cos Q!i(cos (X2
— cos an) / \

•^l-"!
^^

' 2 2 2 ' 2 '> \35/
Wj cos oil -cos ttj

~ COS Oj-COS CKj

where Si designates the homocentric Object-Point on the incident chief

ray u^ to which corresponds the homocentric Image-Point Sg on the

emergent chief ray ^2- This distance B^Zi is determined by this equa-
tion as a unique function of aj and d^; the two magnitudes which,

for a given prism, define completely the incident chief ray u^. Hence,

equation (35) shows that:

On every incident chief ray u^, refracted through a prism in a principal

section, there is in general one, and only one, Object-Point S, to which

on the emergent chief ray u'^ there corresponds a homocentric Image-
Point Sj.

Moreover, for a given value of the angle of incidence a^, the length
^ L. Burmester: Homocentrische Brechung des Lichtes durch das Prisma: Zft. f.

Math. u. Phys., xl. (1895), 65-90.
^ See H. Helmholtz: Wissenschaflliche Abhandlungen, Bd. II (Leipzig, 1883), S. 167.

A. Gleichen: Ueber die Brechung des Lichtes durch Prismen: Zft. f. Math. u.Phys., xxxiv.

(1889), 161-176. J. Wilsing: Zur homocentrische Brechung des Lichtes durch das

Prisma: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xl. (1895), 353-361.
'F. Loewe: Die Prismen und die Prismensysteme: Chapter VIII of Die Theorie der

optischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), herausgegeben von M. von Rohr. See p. 433.
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of the ray-path within the prism, denoted by 5,, is proportional to

the distance VB^ of the incidence-point from the refracting edge of

the prism, and if B^ coincides with V, 8^
= o; and, therefore:

Object- Points lying upon parallel incident chief rays which are re-

fracted through the prism in a principal section, which have homocentric

Image- Points, are all contained in a certain plane which passes through
the edge of the prism.

Thus, a bundle of parallel incident chief rays determines a remark-

able plane passing through the edge of the prism which is character-

ized by the property that each Object-Point in this plane is imaged in

the prism by a homocentric Image-Point. For another bundle of

parallel incident chief rays we shall have another such plane passing

through the refracting edge of the prism and characterized in the same

way. Moreover, it is easy to show similarly that the locus of the

homocentric image-points for such a system of parallel incident chief

rays is also a plane passing through the refracting edge of the prism.
The angles made with the faces of the prism by each of these two

corresponding planes, one of which is the locus of the Object-Points
and the other the locus of the corresponding homocentric Image-Points,
for a given direction a^ of the parallel incident chief rays, can also

be easily calculated, as is done by Loewe.
A rather exceptional case, however, is the case when the incident

chief ray has a direction such that

cos «!
• cos a^

= cos aj
• cos a^ ;

for then the denominator of the fraction on the right-hand side of

equation (35) vanishes, and we have therefore ^jS^ = 00
;
in which

case we have also ^2^2 = "^
;
so that for this particular direction of

the chief incident ray both the Object-Point and the corresponding
homocentric Image-Point lie at infinity. If the prism is surrounded

on both sides by the same medium, the equation above is the condi-

tion that the chief ray shall traverse the prism with minimum devia-

tion (§ 71, § 81).

84. Geometrical Investigation (according to Burmester). In a

principal section of the prism let us consider a system of parallel inci-

dent chief rays of which, for example, ii^ is one ray. Corresponding
to a range of Object-Points

Pu, ij i2u, 1) -^it, ij 1

on the incident chief ray u^, we have, according to § 63, a similar range
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of I. Image-Points

and a similar range of II. Image-Points

both lying on the chief ray u[ of the bundle of rays refracted at the

first face of the prism. And so corresponding to a range of Object-

Points on each incident chief ray of the system of parallel rays we shall

have two similar ranges lying on the corresponding chief ray of the

bundle of rays refracted at the first face of the prism. This system
of Object-Points lying on parallel incident chief rays, such as w,, Vy, etc.,

may be referred to as a whole as the system r]^ ; and to this system of

Object-Points t/,
there corresponds, as explained in §63, a system of

I. Image-Points r][
and a system of II. Image-Points r][ lying on the

parallel chief rays of the bundles of rays which are refracted at the

first face of the prism. Each of these systems r][
and ri[ is in affinity

with the system of Object-Points rj^.

Again, corresponding to the system ijj, we have a system of I. Image-
Points 772 which lie on the rays of the pencil of parallel emergent chief

rays, which is likewise in affinity with the system r][. And, similarly,

corresponding to the system rj[, we have a system of II. Image-Points

172 which lie on the rays of the pencil of parallel emergent chief rays,

which is likewise in affinity with the system rj[.

Since the system of Object-Points tj^
is in affinity with the systems

7][ and 7?!, and since rj'i is in affinity with rjl, and r][
is in affinity with rj'^y

it follows that the system tjj
is in affinity with both

t]^ and
tj'^; and,

hence, also the systems -q'^, vio are in affinity with each other.

The three systems tjj, t\\ and ^|, which are in affinity each with the

other, have a common affinity-axis, viz., the straight line VB^ in which

the plane of the principal section meets the first face of the prism.
The straight line VB^ in which the plane of the principal section

meets the second face of the prism is the affinity-axis of the two sys-

tems
r/i

and 772' ^J^d this straight line is also the affinity-axis of the

two systems r(y and ^3- The point V in which the plane of the prin-

cipal section meets the refracting edge of the prism is on both of these

affinity-axes; so that for each pair of the five systems 77^ 77J, 77!, 770, ^2

which are in affinity with each other the point F is a self-corresponding

point.

The three points S^, S\ and S'^ on the corresponding chief rays u^

u[ and W2 (Fig- 4i)> or the three points Zj, Z[ and Z'^ on the correspond-
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ing chief rays z^, z[ and
z'^ parallel to u^, u[ and W2, respectively, deter-

mine the three systems rji, r?! and rjl which are in affinity each with

the other.

ti''

Fig. 42.

HoMocENTRic Refraction, through a Prism, of Infinitely Narrow Bundle of Rays_
WITH CHIEF RAY (as tti) LYING IN A PRINCIPAL SECTION OF Prism. To the object-point ^1 Oil the

chief incident ray ?/i corresponds the homocentric image-point ^2' on the chief emergent ray it^'-

In the same way, the three corresponding chief rays Wj, tc^ and ti^

or Zi, z[ and z'^ are sufficient to determine the three systems 7?i, r][
and
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rjl which are in afiinity each with the other; for the corresponding

points of r;,, ri[ lie on the normals to the first face of the prism, and the

corresponding points of rj[, rj!, lie on the normals to the second face of

the prism.

Since the corresponding points of the two systems 7?2, % ^^^ o^i the

rays of the pencil of parallel emergent chief rays, the affinity-axis of

this pair of systems must go through the double-point V; and along
this straight line, which we shall denote by a'n, must lie the self-cor-

responding points of
7]'^

and rj!,, or the Homocentric Image- Points of

the pencil of parallel emergent chief rays.

This affinity-axis may be constructed by determining the point of

intersection of two corresponding straight lines of the systems -q'.,
and

?72.
In the figure (Fig. 42) the points Z^, Z'.^ lying on the incident

and emergent chief rays s,, z'.,, respectively, to which on the chief ray

z[ of the bundle of rays refracted at the first face of the prism corre-

sponds the I. Image-Point Z[, are constructed exactly as was described

in § 76 (see Fig. 41); as are also the two pairs of I. and II. Image-
Points S\, S[ and S'2, S'2 corresponding to the object-point S^ on the

chief incident ray Uy drawn parallel to the chief incident ray Zj, which

latter ray meets the refracting edge of the prism.

To the point B^^ where the chief incident ray u^ meets the first face

of the prism, regarded as an object-point on this ray, there correspond
on the emergent chief ray u'z (as was also explained in § 81) the I. and

II. Image-Points B'^, B.,, which are constructed by drawing from B^
two straight lines, one parallel to the straight line Z'^Z], and meeting

u'2 in B'.2, and the other perpendicular to the second face of the prism
and meeting u'2 in B'^.

The II. Image-Point Z^ corresponding to the Object-Point Zj on

the chief incident ray z^ may be found by drawing from Zj a straight

line perpendicular to the first face of the prism meeting the ray z[

in the point Z[, and from Z[ a straight line perpendicular to the second

face of the prism meeting the corresponding chief emergent ray Sg

in Z'2. The points B'^, B'2 and Z.y, Z'2, are two pairs of corresponding

points of the systems t?^, 7J2; and hence ^gZ,, B'^Z^ are a pair of cor-

responding straight lines of these systems; which must therefore inter-

sect in a point ^'2 lying on the affinity-axis a'^ of the two systems 1721 ^2-

Accordingly, the affinity-axis a, is the straight line FQ,- Instead of

using here the pair of corresponding points B'^, Bl, we may use also

any other pair as Si, S'2 on iC, in conjunction wath the pair Z',, Z'2 on

z'2, which will determine some other point ^2 o^ the affinity-axis a'2.

The point Sg where the emergent ray u^ meets the affinity-axis Og
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is the double-point, or homocentric Image- Point, of the two similar

ranges of I. and II. Image-Points lying on the emergent chief ray u'^

which correspond to a similar range of Object-Points lying on the in-

cident chief ray Wj.

This point S2 may also be constructed by producing S[S'2 and S[S'2

to meet, say, in a point W\ then the point where the straight line WB^
meets the emergent chief ray u[ will be the double-point S2 of the two

similar ranges of I. Image-Points (X, B'^,
• •

•) and II. Image-Points

{S'2 B'o,
• •

•) lying along the emergent chief ray u'j. For, evidently,

according to this construction, we have:

S 2-S2 ^g-Sj 'L.2B2,

and since the point ranges S'2, B'2,
• • • and S2, B'2,

• • • are similar,

obviously the point Sg must be the self-corresponding or double-point

of these two ranges of points lying together on the emergent chief

ray u'^.

The Object-Point S^ on the incident chief ray Wj, to which on the

emergent chief ray u'2 corresponds the homocentric Image-Point S2

may be constructed in either of two ways as follows: From the point

S2 draw a straight line parallel to Z^Z'^ meeting u[ in the point SJ;

and from this point S^ draw a straight line parallel to Z[Z^ which

will determine by its intersection with u^ the required Object-Point

S^. Or, from S2 draw a straight line perpendicular to the second face

of the prism meeting u[ in the point Z[\ and from this point Sj draw

a straight line perpendicular to the first face of the prism which will

likewise meet the incident chief ray ii^ in the required point Zj.

These Object-Points Si, Fj, ^1, l^i,
• • • of the pencil of parallel inci-

dent chief rays to which correspond the homocentric image-points Sg,

F, ^2' ^2'
• ^'1 lying, as we saw, on the affinity-axis a'2 of the systems

»?2» ^2> will themselves also lie on a straight line flj meeting a'2 in the

point F, the two straight lines ^i and a'2 corresponding to each other

as incident and emergent rays.

From the foregoing results it follows that the point S^ is the only

Object-Point on the incident chief ray u^ to which on the emergent
chief ray u'2 there corresponds a homocentric Image-Point S^; and,

hence, on every such chief ray refracted through a prism in a principal

section there is always one, and only one, pair of points which are,

so to speak, in Homocentric Correspondence with each other; exactly

as we saw also in § 83. Moreover, Object-Points, lying on the rays of

a pencil of parallel incident chief rays in a principal section of the
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prism, to which on the rays of the pencil of parallel emergent rays

correspond Homoccntric Image-Points, arc ranged along a straight line

Voi wiiich goes through the refracting edge of the prism; and the

corresponding Homoccntric Image-Points are ranged likewise along
a straight line Va^ which may be regarded as the emergent ray cor-

responding to the incident ray Vcy. All these results are in agree-

ment with those found in § 83. These laws were distinctly formulated

first by Burmester, and for a further account of his investigations

the reader is referred to his original paper on this subject.

85. In order to verify his results, Burmester employed a glass

prism of refracting angle 60°, for which the value of n for the Fraun-
HOFER D-\ine was n =1.7. The prism is shown in section in the

diagram (Fig. 43) which gives the disposition of the apparatus. On

Fig. 43.

Showing the Plan of Burmester's Experiment.

a certain incident ray Wj^i the Object-Point S^ to which corresponds

a homoccntric Image-Point Sg on the emergent chief ray U2 was con-

structed; and, moreover, the I. and II. Image-Points ^2 and S., cor-

responding to an arbitrary Object-Point 5, on Wj were also constructed

by the methods given above. The prism was supported on a block,

which was movable in parallel guides in a direction parallel to the

straight line u'^. On this same block was placed a glass cube with

two of its parallel faces perpendicular to the incident chief ray w,,

the face nearest to the prism being at the distance B{Z,i from it. This

face was covered with lamp-black except at the point 2i where a small

opening was made with a needle. A sodium-fiame F was placed on

the block with the prism and the glass cube. Finally, an Abbe's

Focometer A, for which the distance from the objective of a dis-

tinctly visible object is equal to no mm., was placed in a fixed posi-

tion with its axis coinciding with the emergent chief ray ul, and the
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movable block was displaced with respect to the fixed focometer so

that the distance SjO =iio mm. These adjustments having been

completed, the homocentric Image-Point at Sg resulting from the re-

fraction through the prism of the narrow homocentric bundle of inci-

dent rays proceeding from the point-source at 2i was seen through
the focometer as a "small bright opening so distinctly that even the

roughness of the contour of the hole in the layer of lamp-black could

be clearly recognized."

Moreover, when the glass cube was placed on the movable block

with its blackened face at the distance B^S^ from the prism, so that

the pin-hole opening in the layer of lamp-black was at the Object-
Point Si, and when the block was displaced with respect to the fixed

focometer so that the distance S^O = i lo mm., the image of the point-

source Si as seen through the focometer was a small straight line par-

allel to the (vertical) edge of the prism; whereas if the block was

displaced so that S'^O
= no mm., the image was a small horizontal

line,

ART. 26. APPARENT SIZE OF IMAGE OF ILLUMINATED SLIT AS SEEN
THROUGH A PRISM.

86. If the source of the incident rays of light is a narrow illumi-

nated slit, with its length parallel to the prism-edge, as is the usual

arrangement in the prism-spectroscope, and if we adjust the eye (or

telescope) to view the image of the slit formed by the sagittal rays,

a clear and distinct image, practically unaffected by astigmatism, will

be seen, as was mentioned in § 79.

If the apparent breadth and the apparent height of the slit as seen

from the point of incidence Bi at the first face of the prism are denoted

by db and dh; and if the apparent breadth and the apparent height

of the II. Image of the slit as seen from the point of emergence B2
at the second face of the prism are denoted by db^ and dh\ then,

evidently :

db
"

'^»
~

day' dh
~

"
~

dXi'

where the magnitudes denoted by Z„, Z„ are determined by formulae

(32) and (33). If the prism is surrounded by the same medium on

both sides, so that n'2
=

«i then Z„ = i
;
so that in this case the ap-

parent height of the slit-image is equal to the apparent height of the

slit itself.

But the apparent breadth of the slit-image will, in general, be differ-
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ent from that of the sHt; for, since

„ cos a, • cos a, . , .

cosai-cosa!2

it appears that the vahie of Z„ will (Upend on the angle of incidence

a,. If, for example, either a[ or a'^
=

90°, the value of Z„ will be

infinite, and hence db' = 00. On the other hand, if one of the angles
in the numerator, for example, a,

= 90° (case of so-called "grazing

incidence"), we have Z„ = o and, therefore, also db' = o. Thus, the

image of the slit may appear infinitely broad or infinitely narrow, and

may have any apparent breadth between these two extremes depend-

ing on the value of the angle of incidence a,.

When the rays proceed through the prism with minimum deviation

(n'.,
=

W], cos a, cos Qij
= cos ajcos al,), we have Z„ = i

; so that then

both the apparent height and breadth of the slit-image are equal to

the apparent height and breadth of the slit itself.

ART. 27. ASTIGMATIC REFRACTION OF INFINITELY NARROW, HOMOCEN-
TRIC BUNDLE OF INCIDENT RAYS ACROSS A SLAB WITH

PLANE PARALLEL FACES.

87. As we have seen, a Slab or Plate, with parallel plane refracting

faces, may be treated as a prism whose refracting angle is equal to

zero; so that the methods and formulae of the preceding articles can

be adapted to this problem by treating the slab as a special case of

the prism. For the sake of generality, let us assume that the media of

the incident and emergent rays are different; and let us denote the

absolute indices of refraction of the three media, in the order in which

they are traversed by the rays of light, by n^, n[ and n'^. We shall

give, first, the construction of the I. and II. Image- Points correspond-

ing to an Object- Point on a given incident chief ray u^.

In the figure (Fig. 44) the plane of the paper represents the plane
of incidence of the incident chief ray u^ which meets the first face of

the slab at the point B^. With B^ as centre and with radii equal to

r, n^rln[, and n'^r/n^ (where r denotes any arbitrary length) describe

the arcs of three concentric circles; and through the point G where
the circle of radius n^rln[ meets the incident chief ray m,, draw a

straight line normal to the first face of the slab, and let this straight

line meet the circles of radii r and n'^rfn'^ in the points S[ and /, respec-

tively. Then, exactly as in § 74, the straight line S[B^^ will determine

the path of the ray B^B.^ or u[ after refraction at the first face of

the slab, and the path of the emergent ray tC is determined by draw-

ing through B^ a straight line parallel to JB^.
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Through S'l draw a straight line perpendicular to S[ B^ meeting the
first face of the slab in the point Ui. From U^ draw the straight
lines UiG and U^J meet-

ing at X and Y, respec-

tively, the incidence-

normal B^Ni, and from

X and Y let fall on GB,
and JB^ the perpendicu-
lars XSi and YZ, re-

spectively; and, finally,

draw S[Z meeting the

emergent chief ray u'o in

the point S'^. Then ^2 is

the I. Image-Point on
the chief emergent ray

u'2 corresponding to the

Object-Point S^ on the

chief incident ray u^^ ; as

is evident, since the con-

struction given here is

merely a special case of

the construction in the

case of a prism (§ 76).

_ The II. Image-Point

S.2 corresponding to the

Object-Point S^ on the

chief incident ray u^ is

found by drawing
through S^ a straight line perpendicular to the first face of the slab,

which will meet the emergent chief ray u', in the required point.
88. Formulae for the Determination of the Positions of the I. and

II. Image-Points. Since in the case of a slab with plane parallel faces

we have a^
= a,, we have merely to introduce this condition in the

formulae (30) and (31) in order to obtain the corresponding formulae

for this special case. Thus, employing also the relations:

w,- sin oil
=

n[- sin a[, 7i[- sin a, = ^3- sin a'2,

we derive easily the following relations for the determination of the

positions of the Image-Points in the case of an infinitely narrow, homo-
centric bundle of incident rays refracted across a slab with plane
parallel faces:

I

Fig. 44.

Refraction of Narrow Bundle of Rays across a
Slab with plane parallel faces. Construction of the

homocentric imagre-point on the chief emergent ray corre-

sponding to a given chief incident ray.
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Meridian Rays:

s: ^-BX = &1^' ;ii2l^.
I—^, . f'., I

; (36)- -
n. [«i- cos ai m -Wi-sin^aJ

Sagittal Rays:

^-;=B3: =
„:(,^-^9. (37)

In these formulae, s^
= B^Si, 5,

= ByB^.

Similarly, by specializing formula (32) and (33), we obtain for the

Convergence-Ratios of the meridian and sagittal rays in the case of a

slab with plane parallel faces:

Meridian Rays:

Sagittal Rays:

da^ Wi cos «! .

da^ W2 cos ttg

In the special case when we have the same medium on both sides of

the slab, the formulae above may be simplified by putting n = nju^
=

n'^jn'o, in which case, in addition to the condition a[
=

ag) we have

also a'2
=

a^. Thus, we obtain:
2 t

~

cos «! 61
So — St 2 ' '

'' COS «i n

S2
—

Si

5i

n

Z.. = Z= I.

(40)

In case the slab is at the same time very thin, so that B1B2 is practi-

cally negligible, we have approximately 51
= 50 = s',.

89. Astigmatic Difference in Case of a Slab. The formula for the

astigmatic difference of the bundle of emergent rays corresponding to

an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of incident rays refracted

across a slab with plane parallel faces may be obtained by combining

formulae (36) and (37), or, perhaps more simply still, by introducing

in formula (34) the condition a[
=

oc^', thus, we obtain:

c' q-' - ' _ -' _ ^ {^^^
"

iJoiJo So So 1 2^ -^ ^
«i \cos a

y \ n'o /cos^ a, \ , .

'--i)s,- :( 2—"-iK 41
1 J

'

ni Vcos a^ )

In general, therefore, the astigmatic difference for a given chief inci-

dent ray will depend on the position on this ray of the radiant point ^i-
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The condition that the astigmatic difference of the bundle of emer-

gent rays shall be independent of the ray-distance (5J of the Object-

Point Si from the incidence-point B^ is evidently:

2 '

cos a,
2—^ -1=0;

cos oil

which implies here that we have a'^
=

ai; and this in turn involves

either (i) that we have the same medium on both sides of the slab

(«2
=

^i). or (2) that the chief ray u^ is incident normally on the slab,

so that a'2
=

a^
= o. We consider briefly each of these cases.

(i) Slab surrounded by same medium on both sides. We obtain in

this case:

where n = n'yjn^
=

n'^jn'^.

(2) Normal Incidence (ckj
=

a[
=

a2
=

oi'2
=

o). In this case the

astigmatic difference vanishes, and the bundle of emergent rays is

homocentric. To every object-point on a normally incident chief ray

there corresponds a homocentric Image-Point. If on the normally
incident chief ray N^B^ (Fig- 44) we take any Object-Point M^ (not

marked in the figure) to which on the corresponding normally emergent
chief ray there corresponds the homocentric image-point M'2, then, by
formula (36) or formula (37), we obtain:

^2 „ ,, «2
B2M'2 = ±B,M,-:^,d„

Wi Wl

where d^ denotes the thickness of the slab {d^
= B^B^; which may

also be put in the following form:

n I n \

BX=-;5,i^.
+
(i--;>

If B^M^ = ByM'2 — B^O, so that the homocentric Image-Point co-

incides at the point with the Object-Point Af,, this double-point

of the two similar ranges of Object-Points and Image-Points lying on

a straight line perpendicular to the faces of the slab can be located by
the following formula:

n,{n[
-

n'2) J
Jj^U = —r, T^O'X'

n^ini
—

n.,)

Hence, on a normally incident chief ray refracted across a slab with

plane parallel faces there can always be found a certain point at
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which the Object-Point and its Homoccntric Image-Point coincide with

each other. If the slab is surrounded by the same medium on both

sides, this point lies at infinity.

When a luminous point ilf, is viewed normally through a trans-

parent slab with parallel plane faces, the displacement in the line of

vision of the Homocentric Image-Point All with respect to the Object-
Point ^[^ is:

M,Ai:,
= M,B, + B,M[ =

(^^

-
i)

B,M, + ^,
(i

-
|^;).

and if the slab is surrounded by the same medium on both sides

(w = «i/wi
=

n'l/n'r,), we obtain:

71
—

I

M,M'o = dr," n

a formula which, according to a method suggested by Due de Chaul-
NES (1767), is employed for the determination of the relative index of

refraction («), the lengths M^M^ and d^^ being both capable of easy
measurement.

90. Exactly as in the case of refraction through a prism (§ 84), we
can construct on every incident chief ray u^ of a narrow bundle of

incident rays refracted across a slab with parallel plane faces the

Object-Point Z^ to which on the chief ray «2 of the bundle of emergent

rays there corresponds the Homocentric Image-Point S^. Thus, draw-

ing through 5i (Fig. 44) a straight line perpendicular to the first face

of the slab and meeting the straight line S[S'.2 in the point W, we find

the Homocentric Image-Point 2^2 ^^ the point of intersection of BJV
with the emergent chief ray Wg- ^ straight line drawn through ^2

perpendicular to the first face of the slab will determine by its inter-

section with the incident chief ray u^ the Object-Point S^ which cor-

responds to the Homocentric Image-Point Sg.

The formula for the determination of the position on a given inci-

dent chief ray Wj of the Object-Point Sj which has a Homocentric

Image-Point can be obtained from formula (41) by equating to zero

the right-hand side of this equation. Thus, writing here Bj:,^ in place
of 5i, and also employing the relations:

Wj-sin «!
=

Wj -sin aj, n[-s\n a^
= n'^-sm a'r,,

we obtain:

3 '2 /2 2

_ Wj^ ^2 -^1 COS «
!

^

-^l-^l
~

,3 ,2 2 2 ' ^1»

Tiy n.,
—

n^ cos cci
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whence it is seen that the distance of the Object-Point Si from the

incidence-point By is proportional to the length of the ray-path 8^

within the slab, that is, is proportional to the thickness of the slab,

since d^
= 8y-cosa[. Burmester,^ employs this formula to obtain a

very simple geometrical construction of the Object-Point Sj.

In the case of normal incidence, where the angles of incidence and
refraction at both faces of the slab are equal to zero, the value of Sj

as given by formula (41) is indeterminate; that is, to every Object-
Point on a normally incident chief ray there corresponds a Homocen-
tric Image-Point; as we saw also above.

If the slab is surrounded by the same medium on both sides, we
find from the formula just derived that B^Sy = 00 for all angles of

incidence. In this special case, therefore, the Homocentric Image-
Points and the Object-Points to which they correspond are both at

an infinite distance.

ART. 28. PATH OF A RAY REFRACTED THROUGH A SYSTEM OF PRISMS, IN
THE CASE WHEN THE REFRACTING EDGES OF THE PRISMS ARE ALL

PARALLEL, AND THE RAY LIES IN A PRINCIPAL SECTION
COMMON TO ALL THE PRISMS.

91. A series of transparent optical media separated from each other

by plane refracting surfaces constitutes a system of prisms ;
the second

face of one prism being at the same time the first face of the following

prism of the series. If there are m -{- i plane refracting surfaces, we
shall have a system of m prisms. We shall assume here (as is almost

invariably the case in actual practice) that the edges of the prisms are

parallel straight lines; accordingly, any plane perpendicular to this

system of parallel lines will be a principal section common to all the

prisms.

In the diagram (Fig. 45) the plane of the paper is supposed to be

a plane of a principal section of the prism-system. The straight line

L^By represents the path of a ray incident at the point B^ on the first

refracting plane Mi of the series of m refracting planes. The problem
is to determine the path of the emergent ray 5,„5,„+i after the ray has

been refracted in succession at each of the m refracting planes.

The absolute indices of refraction of the successive media traversed

by the ray will be denoted by n^, n[, n'^, etc., so that n',^_i will denote

the index of refraction of the ^th medium, and, consequently, w,„ will

denote the index of refraction of the medium into which the ray emerges
after the mth refraction. In actual prism-systems it is usually the

' L. Burmester: Homocentrische Brechung des Lichtes durch das Prisma: Zft. f.

Math. u. Phys., xl. (1895), 65-90.
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case that every other medium of the series is air, and almost invariably
the first and last media are air, so that w,

=
n'.^

= n[= •

=«,',; but

-7
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draw a straight line parallel to V^J^ meeting the circle of radius Wg^a/^s

in the point G^. The points H^ and J^ are determined by drawing the

straight lines G^H^ and H^J^ perpendicular to the refracting planes

/Xj and Hi, respectively. Finally, draw the straight lines V^H^ and

F3/3. Having performed this construction as often as necessary, we
can construct the path of the ray through each prism in succession.

Thus, .we must draw B1B2 parallel to ViH^, B^B^ parallel to V^J^ (or

to F3G3), B^B^ parallel to F3il3, B^B^ parallel to ^3/3, etc.; where

Bf. designates the point of incidence of the ray at the ^th refracting

plane m^-

93. Formulae for the Trigonometrical Calculation of the Path of

the Ray through the System of Prisms. The refracting angle of the

Jfeth prism of a system of prisms is the angle through which the re-

fracting plane Ma has to be turned about the refracting edge of the

prism in order that this plane shall be brought to coincide with the

plane yuj+j. This angle will be denoted by /S^; thus,

The angles of incidence and refraction at the ^th refracting plane y.,.

will be denoted by a,., a^. Thus, if the straight line 0^_iB^O/^ is the

normal to the plane H/^ at the incidence-point B,^, then

^ Ok-iBkBk-i = «i, Z O^Bj^Bj^^^
=

a[.

The angle of deviation at the ^th refracting plane yu^.
is the acute angle

through which the straight line B,.B;^j^^ must be turned about the

point B;. in order that B,.Bj^j^^ may have the same direction as B^_^Bj^.

This angle will be denoted by the symbol e^. The total deviation,

denoted by the symbol e (without any subscript), is the angle through
which the emergent ray must be turned in order that its direction

may be the same as that of the incident ray. Thus, in case there are

m refracting surfaces,
k=m

k=l

All these angular magnitudes are reckoned positive or negative ac-

cording as the rotation is counter-clockwise or clockwise.

Accordingly, for calculating the path of a ray through a system of

prisms, consisting of m refracting planes, the refracting edges of the

prisms being all parallel, and the ray lying in a principal section com-

9
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mon to all the prisms, we have the following system of equations:'

I II III

«[-sinQ;|
=

«,-sinQ!,, _ ,_ e, =a,-a,', (m,)

Mj-sm a. = «i-sin a,, , ^ €.,
= «.,

—
«., (^2)

«3
=

«2
—

P2.

;/;• sin «;
=

«;_, -sin a,.
"^ "'--^ ^''-'

e,=c.,-al (m,)

k=m k=-in—\

Total Deviation = « = X) fA
=

«i
— «1— 21 i3/,-

A-=l k=l

(43)

Here the term YXzZ
^

/?/,
= angle between the first and last (or mth)

refracting planes; and if we denote this angle by S2, we can write:

« = «i
-

«1
- ^•

94. Condition that the Total Deviation shall be a Minimum. The
total deviation e of a ray refracted through a given system of prisms
will be a minimum when the ray is incident on the first refracting

plane at an angle a^ determined by the condition dejdai = o; it being
assumed that the conditions d^e/dal > o and e > o are also fulfilled.

According to the equation above, the condition de/da^
= o is equiva-

lent to:

da^ = dai;

and in order to express dal^ as a function of da^, we employ the equa-
tions in columns I and II of the system of equations (43). Thus,

differentiating each of these equations, we obtain:

, «i cos «!
aa, = ~i , da,,

Hi COS «!

, wj cos 0:2 - , , ,

^

^2 cos 0:2
^ ^ ^

fla. = — -,- , da;., da/.
= da,.,,*

n,^ cosaj
^ ^ ^ '

'See A. Gleichen: Ueber die Brechungdes Lichtes durch Prismen: Zft. f. Math. u.

Phys., xxxiv. (1889), 161-176. Also, S. Czapski: Theorie der oplischen Instrumente nach

Abbe (Breslau, 1893), S. 137. H. Kayser: Handhiich der Speclroscopie, Bd. I (Leipzig,

1900), S. 272. F. Loevve: Die Prismen und die Prismensysteme: Chapter VIII of Die

Theorie der oplischen Instrumente, Bd. I, herausgegeben von M. von Rohr (Berlin, 1904),

S. 421.
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Combining these equations, we obtain for a system of m refracting

planes:
, «, cos «!

• cos a2
• cos q:„,

da,„ = ^-i '/ ? ' da^.
n„^ cos «!

• cos a., cos a„^

Hence, putting da^ = da',^, we obtain as the Condition of Minimum

Deviation:

cos «!
• cos Q!2

• • • cos a^ _ n^
cos a[

• cos a'2
• cos

a;,,^ Wj

This formula may be written in abbreviated form as follows:

Win cos Q!fc
= nln COS al, (44)

k=l k=l

where the symbol 11 is used to denote the product of a series of terms.

In the special case when the first and last media are the same (n^
= n^),

the condition of Minimum Deviation is:

k=^m k^in

n cos «;,
= n cos «;.

A— 1 /t=l

ART. 29. REFRACTION, THROUGH A SYSTEM OF PRISMS, OF AN INFINITELY

NARROW, HOMOCENTRIC BUNDLE OF INCIDENT RAYS: THE CHIEF
RAY THEREOF LYING IN A PRINCIPAL SECTION

COMMON TO ALL THE PRISMS.

95. An infinitely narrow, homocentric bundle of incident rays is

refracted through a system of prisms with their refracting edges all

parallel, the chief ray of the bundle lying in a Principal Section com-

mon to all the prisms; so that the meridian sections of the bundles

of incident and refracted rays coincide with the plane of the principal

section, whereas the planes of the sagittal sections intersect in straight

lines parallel to the prism-edges. The system of prisms being given,

the problem is to determine the positions on the chief emergent ray

u^ of the I. and II. Image-Points 5^ and S^ corresponding to a given

Object-Point S^ lying on a given incident chief ray Wi; the number
of refracting planes being denoted by m.

Geometrical Construction of the I. and II. Image-Points. In the dia-

gram (Fig. 46) only the first three prisms of the system are represented.
The chief ray u^ of the bundle of incident rays meets the first refract-

ing plane at the point B^ ; and the path of this ray through the system
of prisms must be constructed as explained in § 92. If on the straight
line FjZJ drawn parallel to the straight line B^B^ (or wj) we take a point
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Z'l, and construct, as in § 76, the corresponding points Z^ and Z\ lying

on FjSi and FjZj drawn parallel to ii^B^ and B.,B^ (or Wg). respectively;

and if, in the same way, to a point K'^ taken on the straight line V-^'^

drawn parallel to the straight line B^Bj^ (or M3), we construct the cor-

responding points K'o and K\ lying on the straight lines V^'-i and V^\
drawn parallel to B^B^ (or u'^ and B^i\, respectively; we can con-

struct the I. Image-Point ^^ on the chief ray M4 of the bundle of rays
refracted at the fourth refracting plane which corresponds to any as-
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sumed Object-Point S^ lying on the chief incident ray w^ as follows:

Through S^ draw a straight line parallel to Z^Z[ meeting u[ in the

point S[ ; through S[ draw a straight line parallel to Z[ Zo meeting W2

in the point S'^; through S'^ draw a straight line parallel to ^^2-^3

meeting u'^ in the point S'^] and, finally, through 53 draw a straight

line parallel to K'^K'i meeting the chief ray u'^ in the I. Image-Point

S^ corresponding to the Object-Point ^i on the chief incident ray u^.

In order to construct the II. Image-Point S[, we draw SiS[ perpen-

dicular to the first refracting plane fx^ and meeting u'y in the point S[ ;

and draw S[S'2 perpendicular to the second refracting plane ^u^ ^^^

meeting u'o in the point S'o, and draw X^Ss perpendicular to the third

refracting plane /X3
and meeting u'^ in the point S'^; and, finally, we

draw S'^S^ perpendicular to
fJL^

and meeting the emergent ray u'^ in

the II. Image-Point 5^ corresponding to the Object-Point 5i on the

chief incident ray Uy.

If we have more than four refracting planes, we have merely to

continue the construction as above-indicated until we have constructed

the I. and II. Image-Points S'^ and S'^ lying on the chief emergent

ray corresponding to the homocentric Object-Point S^ on the chief

incident ray u^.

Applying here also the results which were found in § 63, we can say:

Corresponding to a Range of Homocentric Object- Points Py, Q^, i?i,
• • •

on an incident chief ray u^ which is refracted, in a principal section,

through a System of Prisms, we have on the chief emergent ray u'^ a

Similar Range of I. Image- Points P'^, Q'^, R!^,- and a Similar Range

of II. Image- Points P'^, Q'^, R'„^,- •.

96. Formulae for Calculation of the Positions on the Chief Emer-

gent Ray of the I. and II. Image-Points. The linear magnitudes in

the following equations will be denoted, in accordance with our previous

notation, by the following system of symbols:
The distances from the incidence-point 5^ (Fig. 47), measured along

the chief ray, before and after refraction at the ^th surface, of the

I. and II. Image-Points will be denoted as follows:

"k'^k-i
~

^ky ^k'^k
~

^k' ^k'^k-i
~

^k^ "k^k ~ ^k-

The length of the ray-path within the ^th prism, or the distance

measured along the chief ray u^ between the ^th and the (^+i)th re-

fracting planes, will be denoted as follows:

^k
= BkBk+\'

The definitions and symbols of the angular magnitudes are the same
as those given in § 93.
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We shall assume that the system of prisms is formed by m plane

refracting surfaces and that the edges of the (m — i) prisms are all

parallel.

According to formula? (19) and (20) of § 59, we have for

The Meridian Rays After Refraction at the kth Plane:

, _ nj,_
cos a,,

(J, _ , ^
"

«,_iCOs'a,
'

^k
~

^A— 1 "a— 1' \^
~

2) 3»

7
—

„' '
> K.K

— 1)2,da n,. cos a,.

, m),

, m).

(45)

In the first and third of these formulae we must give k in succession

all integral values from ^ = i to ^ = w ; and in the second all integral

SL

Fig. 47.

Showing the Path of the Chief Ray through the ^th Prism of a System of Prisms.

values from ^ = 2 to ^ = w. It may be observed also that n'^
=

n^.

Eliminating s^ from the first two of equations (45), and abbreviating

by writing:

Ru = n, cos af^

Wt_iCOS a^
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we obtain:

119

si = Rk(sl_,
-

5,_i) ;

and by successive applications of this formula:

= Rk-i Rk h-2
-

(R-k-i
• ^k K-2 + R-k ^k-i)

= Rk-2 Rk-1
• Rk •

s'k-3
—

iRk-2 ^k-l
• ^k 5ft-3+ Rk-1

• ^k •

^k~2+Rk ^k-l)

= etc., etc.

Thus,

s[= {R,-R,---R,)s,
—

{Ri-Rz-- -Rk-^i+^s-^i-
•

-Rk-^z-l \-^k-i- Rk- ^k-2-^^k- ^k-i) 'i

and, hence:
k=m A:=m— 1 ( r=m 1

k=l k=l r=k+l

(It should be remarked that
.s^
=

s^ and 5^
=

o.)

Now
ft=m. ' k=m ^^2 '

w„ v=p COS a^ ,

ni?.= ?n
and

/.-=! Wi k=\ COS a^

r=4l W/t riX^l COS ttr

accordingly, we obtain finally the following formula for calculating

the position of the I. Image-Point S'^ on the chief emergent ray w'„:

i=7re— 1

wl *=-cos^a; ,*=--M 5, COS a.

k^l \ n^ r=k^\ COS a.
(46)

Similarly, according to formulae (21) and (22) of § 60, we have for

The Sagittal Rays After Refraction at the kth Surface:

—I ^k -
-r-S

ft> {k
= 1,2, •,m),

k-\

^k
= 4-1 -5^-1, (^ = 2, 3,

• • •

, w),

{k
=

I, 2,
• •

, m).
d\. n,.

(47)

Eliminating s,. from the first two of these equations, we obtain;

^Jc ' ^h— 1

n,.
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and by successive applications of this formula:

Sk— ' Sk-2 ' (>k-2 ' ^k-1
"4—2 ''k-2 "k-l

W,. _,'A-

^k-3 ^^k

n'k ' / ^1
I

^2
, ,

^k-l \

and, hence, the formula for calculating the position of the II. Image
Point S'^ on the chief emergent ray w'„ is as follows:

' k=m—l s

s„^= -~s,-n^ 2. -7. (48)

97. The Convergence-Ratios of the Meridian and Sagittal Rays.

The Convergence-Ratio of the Meridian Rays,

^•^
~

da,
'

is easily obtained from the third of formulae (45) ; for, since

we find immediately:

da/._i
= d,a

4»

dai w,„ k^i cos a^

In the same way the Convergence-Ratio of the Sagittal Rays,

is found immediately by the third of formulse (47) ; for, since

d\[_i = d\,
we obtain :

In viewing through a system of prisms the II. Image of an illumi-

nated slit, with its length adjusted parallel to the prism-edges, we see

by formula (50) that, provided w'^
=

n^, the apparent length of the

slit will not be altered; whereas, in general, the apparent breadth of

the slit-image will be different from that of the slit itself, depending
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on the direction of the chief incident rays, according to formula (49) ;

exactly as was found to be the case in viewing the slit-image through
a single prism (§§79 and 86).

98. Formula for the Astigmatic Difference. The expression for

the astigmatic difference of the bundle of emergent rays correspond-

ing to an infinitely narrow, homocentric bundle of incident rays re-

fracted, in a principal section, through a system of prisms consisting

of m refracting planes may be found from formulae (46) and (48), as

follows:

c' c _ ' -' _ i' IW cos^i^ _ 1

Wj [ A-=i cos a,^ J

*=1 L.^k lr=/t+lCOS a^ J J

The magnitude of the astigmatic difference depends therefore not only
on the constants of the prism-system and on the direction of the chief

incident ray and on the position of the Object-Point on this ray, but

also on the lengths of the ray-paths within the prisms; in general, it

will be different from zero.

The condition that the astigmatic difference shall be independent
of the ray-distance {s^ of the Homocentric Object-Point S^ from the

incidence-point B^ of the chief ray at the first refracting plane is

evidently :

n
k=l A-=l

"• II I "

n cos a^
= n cos a^;

which, provided the medium of the emergent rays is the same as that

of the incident rays, is the condition that the chief ray shall traverse

the prism-system with minimum-deviation (§ 94).

The magnitude of the astigmatic difference depends essentially, as

was remarked above, on the lengths b^ of the ray-paths within the

prisms. If the condition expressed by the last equation is fulfilled,

and if, in addition, each of the (w —
i) values of b^ is infinitesimally

small (a condition which is hardly practicable geometrically, especially

if there is more than one prism), the astigmatic difference vanishes.

For finite values of
5;^,

the magnitude of the astigmatic difference

is of comparatively less and less importance, the farther the Homo-
centric Object-Point S^ is removed from the incidence-point B^. Thus,
when the incident rays are a bundle of parallel rays (5,

= 00), the

ratio {s^
—

s'„^)lsi is vanishingly small; so that, practically, the astig-

matism is equal to zero in this case. These results are exactly anal-
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ogous to those wliich were obtained in the case of a single prism (§§ 80

and foil.).

99. Homocentric Refraction through a System of Prisms. If the

astigmatic difference of the bundle of emergent rays is equal to zero,

the I. and II. Image-Points 5,'„ and 5,'„ will coincide in a single point

2,', on the chief emergent ray u',„; and in this case the image of a point-
source -1 on the chief incident ray «i will be a point S,'„. Thus, ex-

actly as in Art. 25, where the special case of homocentric refraction

through a single prism was investigated, the condition that the astig-

matic difference shall vanish is found by putting s'„^ —s'„^=o in for-

mula (51); whereby we obtain:

_ "'l'KLS.fe:)-'|]
"'-' ~

'^ /cos' c;\
' *52)

n
iciTs^^j

-
'

where 2, designates the Homocentric Object-Point on the chief inci-

dent ray Wi to which corresponds the Homocentric Image-Point S',,

on the chief emergent ray u'„^. This formula gives the distance -SjSi

as a unique function of the angle of incidence a^ of the chief incident

ray ti^ and the ray-lengths 5^ from one surface to the next; so that

precisely as in the case of a single prism (§ 83), we have also here the

following statement:

On every incident chief ray u^, refracted in a principal section through

a system of prisms with their edges all parallel, there is, in general, one,

and only one, Object- Point Sj to which on the chief emergent ray u'n there

corresponds a Homocentric Image- Point 2,',^.

It is easy to show likewise by the same methods as were used in

the case of a single prism (§§83, foil.) that Object- Points, lying on

parallel incident chief rays, refracted, in a principal section, through a

system of prisms with their edges all parallel, to which on the parallel

emergent chief rays correspond Homocentric Image- Points, are ranged

along a certain straight line a,; and the Homocentric Image- Points are

ranged also along a straight line
o',,,

which may be regarded as the emer-

gent ray corresponding to the incident ray Oj.

The construction of the Homocentric Image-Point 2'„ on the chief

emergent ray m',^ and of the corresponding Homocentric Object-Point

2] on the chief incident ray u^ is performed by a method entirely

analogous in every detail to the method given for the case of a single

prism (§ 84). The system of Object-Points P„, 1, -P,.,!, etc., lying on

parallel incident chief rays «,, v^, etc., may be denoted as the system
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7?i; and this system of Object-Points is in affinity with the system of

corresponding I. Image-Points (system 77,',)
and with the system of cor-

responding II. Image-Points (system %,); and the straight line a,'„,

whereon lie the double-points of the systems 77^, 77^, or the Homocentric

Image-Points of this system of parallel chief rays, is the afihnity-axis

of the systems 77 ^^
and

77^,,.
This straight line a'„ can be constructed,

therefore, by finding the points of intersection of any two pairs of cor-

responding straight lines of the systems 77,'^
and

"77',^.^

tI:-'C

ART. 30. PATH OF A RAY REFRACTED OBLIQUELY THROUGH A PRISM.

100. Construction of the Path of the Ray. In the figure (Fig. 48)

the prism is shown in oblique parallel projection with its refracting

edge Vy vertical and lying in the plane of the paper which is supposed

to coincide with the plane of the second face of the prism. The con-

struction of the ray refracted at the first face, corresponding to a ray

LyB]^ incident obliquely

on this face at the point

J5i, is exactly similar to

the construction given

in § 34. The plane con-

taining the incidence-

point B^ and perpen-

dicular to the prism-edge

will be the plane of a

principal section. The

straight lines B^M and

B^N normal to the two

faces /Xi
and ^u,, respec-

tively, will lie in this

principal section. Let

the incident ray L^B^

prolonged meet the sec-

ond face of the prism
in the point designated

byD; so that BJ)M\s the plane of incidence at the first face. If

the triangle B^DM is revolved about MD as axis until it comes

into the plane of the paper, the point B^ will arrive at a point C

lying on the straight line drawn from iV perpendicular to MD and

at a distance from M which will be the real distance of B^ from M.
^ See L. Burmester: Homocentrische Brechung des Lichtes durch das Prisma: Zft.

J. Math. u. Phys., xl. (1895), 65-90.

Fig. 43.

Construction of the P.\th of a Ray Refracted
Obliquely through a Prism. Vy represents the refract-

ing edge of the prism, and the plane of the paper is supposed
to coincide with the second face of the prism.
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In the diagram, as drawn, the real distance of 5,A^ is supposed to

be twice the length of B^N in the diagram. With the point C as

centre and with radius equal to Wi
•

C7J/«,, describe, in the plane of

the paper, the arc of a circle meeting the straight line drawn through
D parallel to the straight line CAI in the point R; and draw the straight

line CR meeting MD in the point B,; then ZMCD =
a^, AMCB^

=
a\; and the straight line B^B., will represent in the diagram the

path of the ray within the prism.

The plane of incidence at the second face of the prism is the plane

B^B.N, and if we revolve the triangle B^NB.^ about NB^ as axis

until it comes into the plane of the paper, the point J5, will arrive

at a point on the straight line NO perpendicular to NB^, the length

of ON being the real length of B^N, and Z B^ON =
a.^. With the

point as centre and with radius OT =
n'.,-OB.^/n[, describe in the

plane of the paper the arc of a circle meeting the straight line drawn

from B2 parallel to the straight line NO in the point designated by T',

then Z TON =
a'2. KG designates the point of intersection of the

straight lines OT and NB^, then B^G will be the direction of the

emergent ray, and the straight line B^Q'i drawn parallel to B^^G will

represent in the figure the path of the emergent ray.

101. Formulae for Calculating the Path of a Ray Refracted through
a Prism Obliquely. When the path of the ray does not lie in a

principal section of the prism, we must employ the formulae of § § 3 2 , 3 3 .

Thus, if the inclinations to the plane of a principal section of the

incident ray L^B^ and of the ray 5, B2 refracted at the first face of the

prism are denoted by the symbols tjj
and

r][, respectively; and, similarly,

if the inclination of the emergent ray B2Q'.2 is denoted by 1721 we have:

Wj-sin rji
= n[-sm ri[,

w'l-sin r][
=

«2sii^ '72 1

and, hence,

Wi-sin 7] I

=
n'2-sm 7/2. (53)

If, as is usually the case, w, = Wj, we shall have
rji
=

v'-z'^ accordingly,

•when the prism is surrounded on both sides by the same medium, the

incident and emergent rays are equally inclined to the plane of the prin-

cipal section.

Moreover, if, as in §33, the symbols 71, y\ and 73, 72 denote the

angles which the normals to the two faces of the prism make with the

projections in a principal section of the incident and refracted rays
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at the first and second faces, respectively, we have also:

Wi
• cos 77i

• sin 7i
=

w^
• cos

tj^ sin y^ ,

M|
• cos Tji

• sin 72
=

W2
• cos

ri'^
sin 72

T2
=

y[
-

/3-

(54)

These formula (53) and (54) enable us to determine completely the

emergent ray corresponding to a given incident ray.
If the prism is surrounded by the same medium on both sides, and

if we write n =
n'Jn^

=
n'Jn'.,, the formulae will be simplified as follows:

sin
77i
= wsin

T?i,

cos
7?i

• sin 7i
= w cos

ri[ sin y[ ,

T2
=

7I
-

/3,

w cos 7?i
• sin 72

= cos
77^

• sin 72.

(55)

102. Deviation (D) of Ray Obliquely Refracted through a Prism.

If E denotes the Deviation of the so-called "Projected Ray", that is,

the angle between the projections, on the plane of a principal section,

of the incident and emergent rays, then evidently:

-E = 7i-72 -i3; (56)

an equation which is precisely similar to the last of equations (25).

We proceed now to determine the total deviation (D) of a ray obliquely

refracted through a prism in terms of this angle E^
Around a point V (Fig. 49) of the prism-edge yVy as centre, describe

a spherical surface, and draw the radii Vz^ and Vz'., parallel to the

incident and emergent rays, respectively; and let us choose here for

the plane of the paper the plane which is determined by the straight

lines Vz'2 and yV. The plane perpendicular to the prism-edge at V,

which is therefore the plane of a principal section, is the equatorial

plane, and the great circles yz^y and yz'.^y which meet this plane per-

pendicularly at the points A and B, respectively, are meridian circles

of the sphere described on yVy as diameter. Hence, VA and VB
are the projections in the plane of the principal section of the radii Vz^

and Vz'.j, respectively; so that the angles E and D at the centre of

the sphere are subtended by the arcs AB and 2,22, respectively, inter-

secting each other in a point C. Now if we assume that the prism is

' See R. S. Heath: A Treatise on Geometrical Optics (Cambridge, 1887), Art. 29.
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surrounded by the same medium on both sides, then

Zz^VA =
77,
=

r;;
= ZBVz'^;

whence it follows that the arcs ZyA and Bz'2 are equal, and the right-

angled spherical triangles ACz^, BCz^
are congruent; and therefore arc AC
= arc CB, arc zfi = arc Czg. From the

right-angled triangle ACz^ we have:

cos (arc z^ C) = cos (arc A C) cos (arc Az^)^

or

D E
cos - = cos COS J7,.

2 2 ^ (57)

Fig. 49.

Deviation (Z)) of a ray re-

fracted OBLIQUELY THROUGH A
PRISM. Z jE is the projection of Z Z?

on the plane of a principal section

A VB ; y Vy being the refracting edge
of the prism.

This equation, together with (56), enables

us to compute the total deviation £) of a

ray obliquely refracted through a prism.
It will be seen that the angle D is always

greater than the angle E.

The angle R will have its minimum
value £q at the same time that the angle
D has its minimum value D^; and the

condition that R shall be a minimum is

given by the equations:

7i
= -

72
= ^0 + ^

7i =-72=
^.

which are derived exactly in the same

way as the analogous equations (27) for

the case of an actual ray traversing the prism symmetrically in the

plane of a principal section were obtained; only, we must observe

that here for the so-called "projected ray", instead of w, we have the

"artificial" relative index of refraction (see § 33):

«^
= w

so that

cos r?i

cos r/i

{n = n'Jui
=

n'Jn'^)',

sm £o + /3

«,
=

. /3

sin-
2
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which is analogous to the formula :

n

sin
2

sin-
2

which is the third of formulae (27). Here €0 denotes the minimum de-

viation of a ray traversing a principal section of the prism. Hence, we
obtain:

sm
2 n

17

sin
2

In case we have w > i, then
ri[ > tj^ and, therefore, n^> n\ hence,

sin > sin •

2 2

Therefore, the angle E^ (which is the projection on the plane of a

principal section of the angle D^ of the minimum deviation of a ray ob-

liquely refracted through the prism) is always greater than the angle of

minimum deviation e^ of a ray incident on the prism at the same angle a^
but lying in a principal section; and, hence, D^ itself is greater than

e^.

Of all the rays which go through a prism, that one which, lying in a prin-

cipal section, traverses the prism symmetrically will he the least deviated.

The case when n < i may be discusssed exactly in the same way as

was done when the ray was in the principal section (see § 71).

103. The formulae given in this article for the path of a ray ob-

liquely refracted through a prism may properly be attributed to

Bravais, although the same results, in a more general form, were
afterwards derived by geometric methods by Reusch" and CoRNU^
and, analytically, by Stokes^ and Hoorweg.^

' A. Bravais: Notice sur les parhelies qui sont situes a la meme hauteur que le soleil:

Jour, de I'ec. polyl., xviii., cah. 30 (1845), 79- Memoire sur les halos, etc.: Journ. de

I'ec. polyt., xviii., cah. 31 (1847), 27.
^ E. Reusch: Die Lehre von der Brechung und Farbenzerstreuung des Lichts an ebenen

Flaechen und in Prismen in mehr synthetischer Form dargestellt: Pogg. Ann., cxvii.

(1862), 241-284.
'A. CoRNu: De la refraction a travers un prisme suivant une loi quelconque: Ann. ec.

norm., (2) I. (1872), 255-257.
* G. G. Stokes: In a

" Note "
on a paper by Th. Grubb: Proc. Roy. Soc, xxii. (1874),

309.

*J. L. Hoorweg: Ueber den Gang der Lichtstrahlen durch ein Spectroscop: PoGG.

Ann., cliv. (1875), 423-430.
See, also, A. Anderson: On the maximum deviation of a ray of light by a prism:

Camb. Proc, ix. (i896-'8), 195-197.
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The explanation of the curvature of the lines of the spectrum, as

observed through a prism-spectroscope, which appears to have been

remarked for the first time in Gehlkr's Physikalisches Woerterbiich,

is to be found in the fact that the function denoted above by n^ de-

pends on the incHnation (tj,) of the incident ray to the principal sec-

tion of the prism. Bravais^ derived a formula for the radius of cur-

vature at the vertex of the image-line which is given in Kayser's

Handhiich der Spectroscopic, Bd. I (Leipzig, 1900), Art. 321; also, in

F. Loewe's treatise Die Prismen und die Prismetisysteme.'^

ART. 31. HOMOCENTRIC REFRACTION THROUGH A PRISM OF AN INFI-

NITELY NARROW, HOMOCENTRIC BUNDLE OF OBLIQUELY
INCIDENT RAYS.

104. We propose now to investigate the conditions that must be

satisfied in order that to a narrow, homocentric bundle of obliquely

incident rays refracted through a prism there shall correspond a homo-

centric bundle of emergent rays. The solution of this problem was

given first by Burmester,^ whose geometrical method is the one given

here. An analytical deduction of the same results, based on Helm-
HOLTz's formulae for the passage of light through a prism as given in

his Handbuch der physiologischeyi Optik, has been given by Wilsing.*

When a ray of light is refracted through a prism, the plane of inci-

' A. Bravais: Memoire sur les halos, etc.: Journ. de I'ec. polyt., xviii., cah. 31 (1847).

1-280.
^ See Die Theorie der optischen Inslrumente: Herausgegeben von M. von Rohr, Bd. I

(Berlin, 1904), p. 429.

In the same connection, see also the following:

L. Ditscheiner: Ueber die Kruemmung von Spectrallinien : Wien. Ber., li., II.

(1865), 368-383. Notiz zur Theorie der Spectralapparate : Pogg. Ann., cxxix. (1866),

336-340.

J. L. HooRWEG: as cited above.

H. V. Jettmar: Zur Strahlenbrechung ira Prisma; Strahlengang und Bild vonlfucht-

enden zur Prismenkante parallelen Geraden: 35. Jahresb. ueber das k. k. Staalsgymn. im
Bez. Wiens, 1885.

J. V. Hepperger: Ueber Kruemmungsvermoegen und Dispersion von Prismen: Wien.

Ber., xcii., II. (1885), 261-300.
A. Crova: Etude des aberrations des prismes et deleur influence sur les observations

spectroscopiques: Ann. chim. el phys., 5, xxii. (1881), 513-520.
W. H. M. Christie: Note on the curvature of lines in the dispersion spectrum, etc.:

Monthly Notices of the Roy. Astr. Soc, xxxiv. (1874), 263-5.
W. Simms: Note on a paper by Mr. Christie: Monthly Not., xxxiv. (1874), 363-'4.

See also Kayser's Handbuch der Spectroscopie, Bd. I (Leipzig, 1900), Arts. 260, 321,

322 and 323.
'^ L. Burmester: Homocentrische Brechung des Lichtes durch das Prisma: Zfl.f.

Math. u. Phys., xl. (1895), 65-90.
*
J. Wilsing: Zur homocentrischen Brechung des Lichtes durch das Prisma: Zfl. /.

Math. u. Phys., xl. (1895), 353-361.
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dence at the first face and the plane of emergence at the second face

will, in general, not be coincident; in fact, this will be the case only
when the incident ray lies in the plane of a principal section of the

prism, as we have seen. To a homocentric bundle of incident rays

emanating from an Object-Point Sj on the chief incident ray Wj there

corresponds within the prism an astigmatic bundle of refracted rays

whose chief ray is designated by the symbol u[, and which, therefore,

we may speak of as the "bundle u[". If the incidence-point of the

chief ray at the first prism-face is designated by B^, the II. Image-Plane
of the astigmatic bundle u[ will be the plane of incidence u^B^u'i,

and the I. Image-Plane will be the plane which contains u[ and which

is perpendicular to the plane UiBiu[.

On the other hand, let us consider an astigmatic bundle of rays
within the prism whose chief ray may be designated as the ray v[, and

which, therefore, we shall call the "bundle v'i\ Let B^ designate the

incidence-point of this chief ray v[ at the second prism-face. More-

over, let us assume that the bundle of emergent rays corresponding to

the bundle v[ is a homocentric bundle of rays with its vertex at a point

designated by Z'^. The II. Image-Plane of the astigmatic bundle v[

coincides with the plane of incidence v[ B.X'^ of the ray v\ at the second

face of the prism, and the I. Image-Plane of this bundle is the plane
which contains the ray v[ and which is perpendicular to the plane

v'yB^'^.

Now, if these two astigmatic bundles u\ and v[ within the prism are

identical, then the point Sg is the homocentric Image-Point on the

chief emergent ray u'.^
which corresponds to the homocentric Object-

Point Sj on the chief incident ray ti-^.
Now in order that these two

astigmatic bundles of rays shall be identical, it is necessary, in the first

place, that the I. and II. Image-Planes of the two bundles shall be co-

incident; which may happen in either of two ways: (i) The I. Image-
Planes of the two astigmatic bundles of rays may be identical, and

also the II. Image-Planes; in which case the chief rays will lie in the

plane of a principal section of the prism; which was the case investi-

gated in Art. 25; or (2) The I. Image-Plane of one bundle of rays may
coincide with the II. Image-Plane of the other bundle, and this is the

case that interests us at present. In this latter case, if also the I.

Image-Point of one bundle of rays coincides with the II. Image-Point
of the other bundle, and vice versa, the two astigmatic bundles of rays

w, and v\ will be identical (provided we neglect infinitesimals of the

second order, as Is here assumed). Therefore, in order that, corre-

sponding to an Object-Point lying on a chief incident ray which is ob-

10
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liquely refracted through the prism, we shall have on the chief emer-

gent ray a homocentric Image-Point, it is necessary, first of all, that

the planes of incidence and emergence shall be at right angles; that is,

if 11^, H.y designate the chief incident ray and the corresponding chief

emergent ray, respectively, and if the straight line B^B^ represents the

path of the chief ray from the first face of the prism to the second

face, the two planes UyB^B^ and B^B 211-2,
must be perpendicular.

105. In the accompanying diagram (Fig. 50) the refracting edge of

the prism is represented by the vertical straight line Vy lying in the

plane of the paper, which, as in the similar diagram (Fig. 48), is sup-

posed to be the plane of the second face of the prism. From the point

-B, in the first face of the prism draw the straight line B^M normal to

this face and meeting the second face in the point designated by M
and the straight line B^ N normal to the second face at the point des-

ignated by iV; so that B^MN will be the plane of the principal sec-

tion of the prism which is passed through the point B^. On the

straight line MN as diameter, describe in the plane of the paper a

circle, only half of which is shown in the figure; and in the circum-

ference of this circle take any point B^, and draw the straight lines

MB^, NBo, B^B.^. If the straight line B^B^ represents the path within

the prism of the chief ray of a bundle of rays, to which corresponds the

chief incident ray u^B^ and the chief emergent ray BM'2, then B^B^M
will be the plane of Incidence at the first face, and BiB2N will be the

plane of emergence at the second face; and these two planes will be

at right angles to each other, according to the essential condition

which was found In § 104 above.

In order to construct the chief Incident ray u^ and the chief emer-

gent ray mI corresponding to a ray B^B^ (or u[) within the prism, we

proceed almost exactly as in § 100. First, we revolve the triangle

ByB^M around the straight line MB^ as axis until It comes into the

plane of the paper; so that the point B^ falls at a point C In the straight

line NB2 whose real distance from M will depend on the scale of the

oblique parallel projection. In the figure as here drawn, the real

length of B^N Is twice its length as actually shown. With the point

C as centre, and with radius equal to n^- CB^jn'^, describe In the plane
of the paper the arc of a circle meeting the straight line drawn from B^

parallel to the straight line MC In a point designated by E, and let D
designate the point of intersection of the straight lines CE and MB^,
then the straight line BJ) will give the direction of the chief Incident

ray u^ to which within the prism corresponds the ray B^B^.

Again, revolve the triangle B^NB^ around the straight line NB^ as
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axis until it comes into the plane of the paper, and let the point des-

ignated by be the impression in this plane of the point B^, so that

NO is the real length of the straight line B^N, and Bfi =B2C; and

^
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MB., in the point designated by H, and draw the straight line OH
meeting NB., in a point designated by G; then the straight line B^u'.^

drawn parallel to the straight line -B,G, will show the path of the emer-

gent ray u'., corresponding to the ray B^Bo within the prism.

106. Corresponding to an Object-Point 5, lying on the chief inci-

dent ray «,, the I. Image-Point S[ on the chief ray ti[ of the astigmatic

bundle of rays refracted at the first face of the prism can be con-

structed, according to formula (19), by means of the following relation:

_n[co^a[
Wi COS oil

A straight line drawn through S^ perpendicular to the first face of the

prism will determine by its intersection with the refracted ray u[ the

II. Image-Point S[ corresponding to S^.

A straight line drawn through S[ perpendicular to the second face

of the prism will determine by its intersection with the chief emergent

ray u'o the II. Image-Point R., which corresponds to the point S[ (or R[).

The point S[ is the vertex of a pencil of rays lying in the plane B^B^M
which meet the second prism-face in points infinitely near to the point

B2 in the straight line MB2, and which, being refracted at this face,

are transformed thereby into a pencil of rays with vertex at the point

designated by R.^.

If T'2 designates the I. Image-Point on the ray u'.^
which corresponds

to the point ^i (or T[) on the ray u[, this point can be constructed by
the following formula:

< cos^o; ,

^

til cos a^
" '

The point S\ is the vertex of a pencil of rays lying in the plane B^B^N
which meet the second face of the prism at points infinitely near to B.^

in the straight line NB^, and which, being refracted at this face, are

transformed into a pencil of rays with vertex at the point T.,.

Thus, to a range of Object-Points S^,
•

lying on the chief incident

ray w, there correspond, therefore (see § 63), on the chief emergent ray

n'2 two similar ranges of Image-Points Tl, • • and R'o,
• • •

; and the

double-point Sl of these two similar ranges of points lying along the ray

u'2 may be constructed by a method exactly similar to that given in § 84,

as follows: Produce the straight lines S'lR'., and S[T2 until they inter-

sect in a point F; the point ^2 will be the point of intersection of the

straight line YB^ with the emergent chief ray Wj- Through this point

S2 draw a straight line parallel to ByN meeting u[ in the point Si;
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then the straight line drawn through 2J parallel to the straight line

S'lS^ will determine by its intersection with the chief incident ray Ui

the Object-Point Sj to which corresponds the Homocentric Image-
Point S2.

The results of this investigation may be summarized as follows:

On every incident chief ray that meets the first face of the prism at a

point Bi and that is refracted through the prism along a generating line

of the conical surface B^c (where c designates the circle described on

the straight line MN as diameter—see Fig. 50), there is one single

Object- Point to which on the emergent chief ray there corresponds a

Homocentric Image- Point.

107. The analytical expression for the position of this unique

Object-Point Sj on such an incident chief ray u^ may be easily obtained

as follows:

According to formulae (19) and (21), we have:

n[ cos'a; R -c' _ ^' R c .

If we put

we obtain;

' 2 ' '

, W2 cos a.j —, —, w., ,

2 ^

Wi cos ^2 ^h

2

-r, r^' Wo cos

^(--^.B^S^-sX2-^2
—

' 2

Wj COS

„ _ , w., COS a, ^ ^ «„5i
^2^ 2

-
TT ~J -^1-^1

~
Wj cos ai nj

2 ' 2 ' \ ' / 2
5 a2 cos Q!i \ „ <-.

^2 /
cos (

~2 2 I -^l"-^! ' I 2^

n^ \cos ttj cos a^J n^ \cos aj

Putting -^2^2 = o, we obtain finally

whence we find :

^, , r> '7-' r. d' n'j f cos^ a'2 cos^ a'l \ n'.y ( cos" ar,

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

ni\cos"a2 cos ai/
^ ^

WiVc'^"

Wj cos" «! (cos q;2
— cos' ^2) , .

X/i2/|
= r 2 ' 2 ' 2 '

'

"1 • vS^y
Wi cos a^-cos oig

— COS" «!
• cos 0:2



CHAPTER V

Fig. 51.

Ray Incident on a Spherical Surface.

REFLEXION AND REFRACTION OF PARAXIAL RAYS AT A SPHERICAL
SURFACE.

ART. 32. INTRODUCTION. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, ETC.

108. In nearly all forms of optical apparatus the reflecting and

refracting surfaces are spherical; for a plane may also be regarded

as a spherical surface of infinite radius. In our diagrams the centre

of the reflecting or refracting sphere will be designated by the letter

C (Fig. 51). The straight line determined by this point C and another

point M is called the axis of

the spherical surface with re-

spect to the point M, and

the point A where the straight

line MC meets the refracting

(or reflecting) surface is called

the vertex of the surface with

respect to the point M. Evi-

dently, a spherical surface will

be symmetrical with respect

to such an axis, and the plane

of the diagram which contains the axis is a meridian section of the

spherical surface.

Consider now an incident ray lying in this plane, and crossing the

axis, either really or virtually (see § 10), at the point M. If the point

M is situated in front of the vertex A (that is, to the left of A), as

in the figure, the intersection of an incident ray with the axis at the

point M will be a "real" intersection; whereas if the point M lies

beyond A (in the sense in which the incident light is propagated, which

in our diagrams is represented always as being from left to right), the

intersection of an incident ray with the axis at the point M will be

a "virtual" intersection. If B designates the position of the point

where the ray meets the spherical surface, and if on the straight line

CB we take a point N in the medium of the incident ray, the angle of

incidence, defined as in § 14, will be ZNBAI = a. In the figure the

plane of the paper represents the plane of incidence, and after reflexion

or refraction at the point B, the path of the ray will still lie in this

plane.

134
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It will be convenient to take the vertex A of the spherical surface

as the origin of a system of plane rectangular co-ordinates ; the axis

of the spherical surface, defined as the straight line AC, being taken

as the X-axis, and the tangent to the surface at its vertex A, in the

incidence-plane, being taken as the 3'-axis. The positive direction of

the X-axis is the same as the direction which light would pursue if this

line were the path of an incident ray (see § 26). The positive direction

of the 3'-axis is found by rotating the positive half of the x-axis about

the point A through an angle of 90° in a sense opposite to that of the

motion of the hands of a clock; so that in our diagrams where the

.r-axis is represented as a horizontal line with its positive direction

from left to right, the positive direction of the y-axis will be vertically

upwards.
The abscissa of the centre C, which we shall call the radius of the

spherical surface, will be denoted by the symbol r; thus, AC -^ r.

The radius r is positive or negative according as the centre C lies

beyond or in front of the vertex A ; and according as the sign of r is

positive or negative, the spherical surface is said to be "convex" or

"concave".

From the incidence-point B draw BD perpendicular to the x-axis

at the point D; the ordinate h = DB is called the incidence-height

of the ray which meets the spherical surface at the point B. It will

be positive or negative according as the incidence-point B is above

or below the x-axis.

The slope of the ray is the acute angle through which the x-axIs

has to be turned about the point M in order that it may coincide in

position (but not necessarily in direction) with the rectilinear path
of the ray. This angle will be denoted by the symbol 6; thus, in the

figure Z.AMB = d. Here, as always in the case of angular magni-

tudes, counter-clockwise rotation is to be reckoned as positive. The

sign of the angle d may always be determined from the following

relation:

^^" ^ = -
DM- ^59)

The acute angle at the centre C of the spherical surface subtended

by the arc A B will be denoted by the symbol (p. This angle is defined

as the angle through which the radius drawn to the incidence-point B
must be turned in order that the straight line B C may coincide with

A C; thus, if
= Z. BCA. According to this definition, we shall have

always sin <p
=

hjr.
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From the diagram, we derive at once the following important re-

lation:

a = 6 -{- (p. (6o)

109. From the diagram, also, we obtain easily the following re-

lations:

DM DC+CA + AM r(cosip -i) + AMBM =
cos d COS 6 cos 6

In the special case when the point of incidence B is very near to the vertex

A of the spherical surface, the angle of incidence a will be correspond-

ingly small, as will be also the angles denoted by 6 and (p. Now if

these angles a, 6 and (p are all so small that we may neglect the second

and higher powers thereof, and write therefore in place of the sines

of these angles the angles themselves and also put

cos a = cos 6 = cos (p
=

i,

obviously, we obtain in this case BM = AM. Under these circum-

stances, the ray MB is called a Paraxial Ray.
A Paraxial Ray is a ray which proceeds very near to the axis of the

Spherical Surface, which, therefore, meets this surface at a point very

close to the vertex and at nearly normal incidence; the angles a, 6 and <p

being all so small that we can neglect the second powers of these angles.

The ray which proceeds along the x-axis is called the axial ray.

In this chapter, as well as in several chapters following, we shall

be concerned with the special case of paraxial rays only; that is, we
shall consider only such rays as proceed within a very narrow cylin-

drical region immediately surrounding the axis of the spherical sur-

face which is also the axis of the cylinder. The only part of the spher-

ical surface that will be utilized for reflexion or refraction will be the

small zone which has the vertex A for its summit. We may imagine,

therefore, that, physically speaking, the rest of the spherical surface

is abolished entirely, or that it is rendered opaque and non-reflecting

by being painted over with lamp-black; or we may suppose that a

screen with a small circular opening is placed at right angles to the

axis with the centre of the opening on the axis just in front of the ver-

tex A of the spherical surface, so that only such rays as proceed through
this opening and are incident on the spherical surface at points very
close to the point A will undergo reflexion or refraction at the spheri-

cal surface.
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I. Reflexion of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Mirror.

ART. 33. conjugate AXIAL POINTS IN THE CASE OF RELEXION OF PAR-
AXIAL RAYS AT A SPHERICAL MIRROR.

110. In the accompanying diagrams (Figs. 52 and 53) the axis of

the spherical mirror is shown by the straight line MC. The straight

line MB represents an incident paraxial ray meeting the spherical re-

flecting surface at the point B. In Fig. 52 the spherical surface is

convex, and in Fig. 53 it is concave. At the point B the ray is reflected

P(orE)

Fig. 52.

Reflexion of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Mirror. Convex Mirror.

AM=u, AM' = u', AC=r. AF=rl2 = —/, FM= x, FM'=x'.
L AMB = 6, L AM'B = 9'. Z BCA =<(>. Z JVBAf= Z IVBN= a..

In a direction BW, such that Z NBM = Z WBN, where BN is the

normal to the surface at the point B drawn in the medium of the inci-

dent and reflected rays. Designating by M' the point where the re-

flected ray crosses the axis, either really (as in Fig. 53) or virtually

(as in Fig. 52), let us denote by the symbols u and u' the abscissae,

with respect to the vertex A as origin, of the two points M and M'
where the ray crosses the axis before and after reflexion, respectively;

thus AM = M, AM' = u'. Also, as in § 108, AC = r.

Since the normal B N bisects the (interior or exterior) angle at B
of the triangle MBM', we have:

CM M'C,
BM~ BM''

and since the point B Is very close to A, this proportion may be

written :

CM _ M'C
AM~ AM''

where, as we saw above (§ 109), magnitudes of the second order of
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smallncss are neglected/ Now

CM = CA-\- AM = u - r, M'C = M'A }- AC

and, therefore,

= r ti';

II
— r r — u

u u
or

I I 2
-+ ,

= --

u H r
(6i)

Thus, knowing the mirror as to both size and form (which means that

we know both the magnitude and sign of r), and being given the posi-

tion of the point M where the ray crosses the axis before reflexion at

the mirror, we can determine the abscissa of the point M' where the

ray crosses the axis after reflexion.

According to formula (6i), any paraxial ray which crosses the axis

before reflexion at the point M, will cross the axis after reflexion at

Elo.F'} P/orEf

Fig. 53.

Reflexion of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Mirror. Concave Mirror.

AM=u, AM' = 7i'. AC=r. AF=t\2 = —f. FM=x. FM'^x',
Z AMB = 9. Z A.\f'B = 6'. Z BCA = <i>, Z NBM= Z ll^BN= a.

the point M' . Thus, a Jiomocentric bundle of paraxial rays incident

on a spherical mirror remains Jiomocentric after reflexion at the mirror.

According as the sign of the abscissa u' is positive or negative, the

point M' will lie to the right or left of the vertex A. In the former

case the image at M' is a virtual image (Fig. 52), whereas in the latter

case we have a real image at M' (Fig. 53) ;
see § 44.

Moreover, since the formula is symmetrical with respect to u and u'
,

so that the equation remains unaltered when we interchange the letters

u and w', it follows that if M' is the image of M, then M will also be

' In writing this proportion, we must be careful that the two members of it shall have

like signs. Thus, in the diagrams, as here drawn, CM and AM have the same directions,

so that for these diagrams the ratio CM jAM is positive Hence, if the ratio M'C jAM'
is equal to CM jAM, it must be positive also, that is, M'C and AM' must likewise have

the same directions.
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the image of M'; which is merely, of course, an illustration of the

general law of Optics known as the Principle of the Reversibility of the

Light-Path (§ i8). But the symmetry of the equation implies more

than is involved in this principle. It indicates also that, in the case

of Reflexion, Object-Space and Image-Space coincide completely: the

paths of the incident and reflected rays both lying in front of the

mirror; so that an Object-Ray and an Image-Ray are always so re-

lated that when either is regarded as the Object-Ray, the other will

be the corresponding Image-Ray.
The magnitudes denoted by w and u' are the radii of the incident

and reflected wave-fronts at the moment when the disturbance arrives

at the vertex A of the mirror
;
and hence the relation given by formula

(6i) may also be expressed as follows: The algebraic sum of the curva-

tures of the incident and reflected waves at the instant when the disturb-

ance arrives at the vertex of the spherical mirror is egiial to twice the

curvature of the mirror.

The convergence of paraxial rays after reflexion (or refraction) at

a spherical surface is said to be a "convergence of the second order";

which means that the second and higher powers of the incidence-angle

a are neglected. When we neglect magnitudes of this order, the spheri-

cal surface will coincide with every surface of revolution which has

the same curvature at the vertex; so that the formula (6i) applies to

the reflexion of paraxial rays at a surface of revolution of any form,

where r denotes the radius of curvature at the vertex of a meridian

section of the surface.

111. Since CM -.AM = M'C:AM', it follows that

CM AM - _
CM'' AM'

~ ~
''

that is, the anharmonic or double ratio of the four axial points C, A, M
and M' is

{CAMM') = -
i; (62)

consequently, the points C, A, M, M' are a harmonic range of points,

the Object-Point M and its Image-Point M' being harmonically sepa-
rated by the centre C and the vertex A of the spherical mirror. Ac-

cordingly, we have the following simple construction of the Image-
Point M' due to the reflexion at a spherical mirror of paraxial rays

emanating originally from an axial Object-Point M:
On any straight line, supposed to represent the axis of the spherical

mirror, take three points A, C, M (Fig. 54), ranged along the line in
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any order whatever; the letters A and C designating the positions

of the vertex and centre, respectively, of the spherical mirror, and the

letter M designating the position of the given axial Object-Point. On
any other straight line drawn through the point M take two points H
and 7; and draw CH and AJ intersecting in a point P and A H and
CJ intersecting in a point Q. The straight line connecting the points
P and Q will meet the axis in the Image-Point M' conjugate to the

Object-Point M. In making this construction a straight-edge is the

only drawing-instrument
that will be needed. The

proof of the construction

is obtained at once from

the complete quadrangle
A CHJ. If the points A
and C in the diagram are

interchanged, the points

M and M' will evidently

be a pair of conjugate

points also with respect to

this new spherical surface;

thus, if the points M, M' are a pair of axial conjugate points with

respect to a spherical mirror with its centre at C and its vertex at

A, these same points will be conjugate to each other with respect to

a spherical mirror of the opposite kind with its centre at A and its

vertex at C.

112. Focal Point and Focal Length of Spherical Mirror. In the

special case when the axial Object-PointM coincides with the infinitely

distant Object-Point E of the .r-axis, the conjugate point M' will in

this case be situated at a point E', such that

AE'
{CAEE') =

-^,
= - I :

Reflexion of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical
Mirror. Construction of Conjugate Axial Points ^f, M' .

Centre of Mirror at C, vertex at A.

that is,

AE' = E'C.

Hence, a cylindrical bundle of incident paraxial rays parallel to the

axis will be transformed by reflexion at a spherical mirror into a homo-

centric bundle of rays with its vertex at a point E' lying midway
between the vertex and centre of the mirror.

On the other hand, if the Image-Point M' coincides with the in-

finitely distant Image-Point F' of the A;-axis, the corresponding Ob-
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ject-Point M will be situated on the axis at a point F, such that

{CAFF') =H = - I
;

or

AF = FC;

that is, this point F, which is the vertex of a bundle of incident par-

axial rays to which corresponds a cylindrical bundle of reflected rays

all parallel to the axis, is also situated midway between the vertex

and the centre of the spherical mirror. Thus, in the case of a spheri-

cal mirror the two points F and E' are coincident.

The points designated by F and E' are called the Focal Points of

the optical system.

The Focal Length of a Spherical Mirror may be defined as the

abscissa of the vertex A with respect to the Focal Point F; thus, if

the Focal Length is denoted by the symbol /, we have :

FA^f= -r/2.

If the abscissae, with respect to the Focal Point F, of the conjugate

axial points M, M' are denoted by x, x'
, respectively; that is, if we put

FM = X, FM' =
x',

then we have at once :

and substituting these values in formula (6i), we obtain:

xx'=f; (63)

a most convenient and simple form of the abscissa-relation of conjugate

axial points, which contains the whole theory of the reflexion of par-

axial rays at a spherical mirror.

According as the Focal Length / is positive or negative, the mirror

is convex or concave. Thus, in a concave mirror the Focal Point F
lies in front of the mirror, so that incident paraxial rays parallel to the

axis will be converged by reflexion at a concave mirror to a real focus

at F; whereas in a convex mirror the Focal Point F lies beyond the

mirror (to the right of the vertex ^), so that a bundle of incident par-

axial rays which are parallel to the axis will be transformed by reflexion

at a convex mirror into a bundle of rays diverging as if they had come
from a virtual focus at the point F.

Whether the mirror is convex or concave, and whether the bundle

of incident rays is convergent or divergent, the conjugate axial points M,
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M' lie ahcays on the same side of the Foeal Point of the Spherical Mirror;
as is readily seen from formula (63).

ART. 34. EXTRA-AXIAL CONJUGATE POINTS AND THE LATERAL MAGNI-
FICATION IN THE CASE OF THE REFLEXION OF PARAXIAL

RAYS AT A SPHERICAL MIRROR.

113. Graphical Method of Showing the Imagery by Paraxial Rays.
Let M, M' designate the positions on the axis of a spherical mirror of a

pair of conjugate points, constructed according to the method given in

§ III; and connect both of these points by straight lines with a point
V on the surface of the reflecting sphere. In the plane of these lines

draw Ay tangent to the sphere at its vertex A, and let B and G desig-

nate the points where the straight lines MV, M'V meet the straight

line Ay. Also, join the point B with the point M' by a straight line.

If the point V were very close to the vertex A, then the straight line

MV would be the path of an incident paraxial ray proceeding from

Af, and the path of the corresponding reflected ray would be VM'. In

this case, however, the points designated here by the letters V, B and

G would all be so near together that, even when we cannot regard V
as coincident with A, we can regard V, B and G as coincident with

one another; and therefore we might take the straight line BM' as

representing the path of the reflected ray.

In the construction of diagrams exhibiting the procedure of paraxial

rays a practical difficulty is encountered due to the fact that, whereas

in reality such rays are comprised within the very narrow cylindrical

region immediately surrounding the axis of the spherical surface, it is

obviously impossible to show them in this way in a figure, because we
should have to take the dimensions of the figure at right angles to the

axis so small that magnitudes of the second order of smallness in such

directions would no longer be perceptible. On the other hand, if we
were to represent these magnitudes as larger than they actually are,

the relations which we have found above would no longer be true in

the case of such lines; thus, for example, the rays in the drawing would

not intersect in the places demanded by the formulae.

In order to overcome this difficulty, Reusch suggested a method of

drawing these diagrams which has been very generally adopted, and

which in large measure is entirely satisfactory. Without altering the

dimensions parallel to the axis, the dimensions at right angles to the

axis are all magnified in the same proportion. Thus, for example,
if the ordinate h = DB (Fig. 51) is a magnitude of the order i/k, it is

shown in the figure magnified k times; whereas an ordinate of magni-
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tude of the order i jk"^, that is, of the second order as compared with h,

even in the magnified diagram would be shown as a magnitude of the

order ijk; so that if k is infinite, such ordinates as h, which are of the

first order of smallness, will be shown in the figure by lines of finite

length, whereas magnitudes of the second order of smallness will dis-

appear completely in the magnified diagram.

Of course, one effect of this lateral enlargement will be to misrepre-

sent to some extent the relations of the lines and angles in the figure.

Thus, for example, the circle in which the spherical surface is cut by the

plane of a meridian section will thereby be transformed into an infinitely

elongated ellipse with its major axis perpendicular to the axis of the

spherical surface, that is, into a straight line Ay tangent to the circle

at its vertex A . The minor axis of this ellipse remains unchanged and

equal to the diameter of the circle, and, moreover, the centre of the

ellipse remains at the centre C of the circle. The most apparent

change will be in the angular magnitudes which will be completely

altered. Thus, for example, every straight line drawn through the

centre C really meets the circle normally, but in the distorted figure

the axis will be the only one of such lines which meets normally the

straight line which takes the place of the circle. Angles which in

reality are equal will appear unequal, and vice versa. However—and

this after all is the really essential matter—the relative dimensions of

the ordinates and the absolute dimensions of the abscissae will not be

changed at all; and, therefore, lines which are really straight lines will

appear as straight lines in the figure, and straight lines which are really

parallel will be shown in the figure as parallel straight lines. The
abscissa of the point of intersection of a pair of straight lines as it

appears in the figure will be the real abscissa of this point.

In such a figure, therefore, any ray, no matter what slope it may
have, nor how far it may be from the axis, is to be considered as a

paraxial ray. The meridian section of the spherical surface will be

represented in the figure by the straight line Ay (the 3'-axis), and the

position of the centre C with respect to the vertex A will show whether

the surface is convex or concave.

114. If we suppose that the axis of the spherical mirror is rotated

about the centre C through a very small angle MCQ so that the axial

point M moves along the infinitely small arc of a circle to a point Q,

the conjugate axial point M' will likewise describe an infinitely small

arc of a concentric circle, and will determine a point Q' on the straight

line joining Q with C, such that if U designates the point where the

straight line QC meets the spherical surface, the points Q, Q' will be
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hcirinoiilcalh' separated (§ iii) by the points C, U; that is, {CUQQ')
= — I. Thus, the point Q' is evidently the image-point conjugate
to the Extra-Axial Object-Point Q. If the Object-Points lie on the

element of a spherical surface which is concentric with the reflecting

sphere, the -corresponding Image-Points will likewise be found on an

element of another concentric spherical surface, and any straight line

going through the centre C will determine by its intersections with

this pair of concentric surfaces, of radii CM and CM', a pair of con-

jugate points such as Q, Q'. If, as we assume here, the angle MCQ
is infinitely small, the arcs MQ, M'Q' may be regarded as very short

straight lines perpendicular to the axis at M, M', respectively. Ac-

cordingly, on the supposition that the only rays concerned in the pro-

duction of the image are such rays as meet the reflecting surface at

very nearly normal incidence, the following conclusions may be drawn:

(i) The image, in a spherical mirror, of a plane object perpendicular
to the axis is likewise a plane perpendicular to the axis; (2) A straight

line passing through the centre of the spherical mirror intersects a pair of

such conjugate planes in a pair of conjugate points; and (3) To a homo-

centric bundle of incident paraxial rays proceeding from a point Q in a

plane perpendicular to the axis

of the spherical mirror there

corresponds a homocentric bun-

dle of reflected rays with its

vertex Q' lying in the conjugate

Image- Plane.

115. In order to construct

the Image- Point Q' of the

Extra-Axial Object- Point Q,

we have merely to find the

point of intersection after re-

flexion at the spherical mirror

of any two rays emanating

originally from the point Q.

The two diagrams (Figs. 55

and 56), which are drawn ac-

cording to the method de-

scribed above (§ 113), exhibit this construction in the case of both a

concave and a convex mirror. Of the incident rays proceeding from

Q it is convenient to select the following pair for this construction:

the incident ray QC which proceeding towards the centre of the

mirror C meets the spherical surface normally at the point U, whence

-^
Coif»)l Mirror

Fig. 55 and Fig. 56.

Reflexion of Paraxial R.4ys at a Spherical
Mirror. Construction of point Cf conjugate to

extra-axial Object-Point Q. In the diagrams the

meridian section of the mirror is represented by a

straight line Ay perpendicular to the axis of the

mirror at the vertex A. The straight line M' (f per-

pendicular to the axis is the image of the straight
line MQ also perpendicular to the axis.
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it is reflected back along the same path, and the incident ray QV
which proceeding parallel to the axis and meeting the mirror in the

point designated by V is reflected at V along the straight line joining

V with the Focal Point F. The Image-Point Q' will be the point of

intersection of this pair of reflected rays. Moreover, having located

the position of Q', we can draw QM and Q'M' perpendicular to the

axis at M and M\ respectively; then M'Q' will be the image of the

straight line MQ perpendicular to the axis at M. In Fig. 55 the case

is shown where the image Ai'Q' is real and inverted; whereas in Fig.

56 the image M'Q' is virtual and erect. Whether the image is real or

virtual and erect or inverted will depend on the position of the object
with respect to the mirror as well as on whether the mirror is convex

or concave.

116. The Lateral Magnification. If the ordinates of the pair of

extra-axial conjugate points Q, Q' are denoted by y, y', respectively,

that is, if MQ =
y, M'Q' =

y', the ratio y'/y is called the Lateral

Magnification at the axial point M. This ratio will be denoted by F;

thus, Y =
y'/y. The sign of this function Y indicates whether the

image is erect or inverted; if Y is positive, as in Fig. 56, the image
will be erect; whereas if Y is negative, as in Fig, 55, the image will

be inverted. The absolute value of Y depends on the relative heights
of the object and its image; it will be greater than, equal to, or less

than, unity, according as the height of the image is greater than, equal

to, or less than, that of the object. A very simple investigation shows

how F is a function of the abscissa of the axial point M. Since the

triangles MCQ, M'CQ' (Figs. 55 and 56) are similar,

M'Q':MQ = M'C:MC;
and since

M'C = r-u', MC = r-u,

and, by formula (61), we have:

r — u' u'

r — u u'

we derive the following formula for the Lateral Magnification in the

case of a Spherical Mirror:

F = ^-=-^. (64)
y u

Or, in case we wish to obtain F as a function of the abscissa x

11
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(.V
= FM), we obtain from the diagrams directly:

M'Q' M'Q' FM'

MQ AV FA '

and putting FM' =
x', FA =/, and using also formula (63), we have:

Y =
X /' (65)

which of course is likewise easily deducible from (64).

Either of the two pair of formulae (61) and (64) or (63) and (65)
determine completely the Imagery in the case of the Reflexion of

Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Mirror.

117. If the axial Object-Point M is supposed to travel along the

axis of the spherical mirror, and if at the same time the point Q is

supposed to travel with an equal velocity along a line parallel to the

axis, the corresponding manoeuvres of the image M'Q' will be easily

perceived by an inspection of the diagram (Fig. 57), which shows the

Fig. 57.

Reflexion of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Mirror. The numerals 1, 2, 3, etc., ranged
from left to right along a straight line parallel to the axis of the mirror indicate the successive

positions of an object-point, and the numerals 1', 2', 3', etc., show the corresponding positions of

the image-point ranged along the straight line yi^. The case shown in the figure is for a Concave

Mirror. The straight lines 11', 22', 33', etc., all intersect at the centre C of the mirror. If the

object-point is virtual (as at 7 or 8), the image in a concave mirror will be real.

case of a concave mirror with its Focal Point F in front of the mirror.

Let us suppose that the Object moves from left to right starting from

an infinite distance in front of the mirror. The numerals i, 2, 3, etc.,

are used to designate a number of successive positions of the Object-

Point Q, whereas the same numerals with primes show the correspond-
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ing positions of the Image-Point Q' . Evidently, all the straight lines

ii', 22', 33', etc., will pass through the centre C of the mirror. So

long as the Object MQ lies in front of the Focal Point F the image

M'Q' in the concave mirror is real and inverted. As MQ advances

towards the centre C, the Image M'Q' proceeds between F and C also

towards the centre C, and Object and Image arrive together in the

plane perpendicular to the axis at C, the Image being then of the same

size as the Object, but inverted. As the Object proceeds past C
towards F, the real and inverted Image proceeds in the opposite direc-

tion towards infinity; so that when the point Q arrives at the point

marked 4 in the Focal Plane, the point Q' is the infinitely distant point

of the straight line VF. As the Object continues its journey from the

Focal Point F towards the vertex A of the mirror, the Image, which is

now virtual and erect, travels from infinity towards the vertex A,
and Object and Image arrive together at the vertex and coincide with

each other there. If the Object proceeds beyond the vertex, we shall

have then the case of a virtual Object, to which there corresponds a real

erect Image lying between the vertex A and the Focal Point F. The

Image, it will be observed, travels always in a direction opposite to

that taken by the Object; which is a characteristic property of re-

flexion. Moreover, it will be noted that Object and Image lie always
on the same side of the Focal Plane.

II. Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface.

ART. 35. CONJUGATE AXIAL POINTS IN THE CASE OF THE REFRACTION
OF PARAXIAL RAYS AT A SPHERICAL SURFACE.

118. In the diagrams (Figs. 58 and 59) the plane of the paper repre-

sents the meridian section of a spherical refracting surface separating
two isotropic optical media of absolute refractive indices n and n' .

In Fig. 58 the centre C lies in the second medium (w')- so that the

spherical surface is convex; whereas in Fig. 59 the centre C lies in

the first medium (w), and the spherical surface is concave. The axis

of the refracting sphere is the straight line xx which joins the centre C
with the vertex A. The letters in these figures have the same mean-

ings as in the corresponding diagrams for the reflexion of paraxial

rays at a spherical mirror.

An incident ray meeting the spherical surface will be refracted in

a direction such that, if a and a' denote the angles of incidence and

refraction, then, by the Law of Refraction:

wsin a = w'-sin a'.
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If Af, M' designate the points where the ray crosses the axis before and
after refraction at the spherical surface, and if BN is the normal to

Fig. 58 and Fig. 59.

Refraction of Paraslil Rays at a Spherical Surface separating two media of
INDICES n, n'.

AM=u. AM' = ii'. AC=r, FA=f. E'A=e'. FM-=x, E'M'=x'. DB= h,

INBM^a., LCBM'=a!, IAMB = 6. LAM'B = 6', /.BCA = <t>.

the spherical refracting surface at the incidence-point B drawn from

B into the first medium, then in the figures:

ZNBM=a, ZCBM'=a';

also if (p denotes the angle subtended at the centre C by the arc AB,
then, according to the definition of <p given in § io8, ZBCA =

(p.

In the triangles MBC and M'BC we have:

CM:BM = sin a : sin ip, CM' : BM' = sin a' : sin <p,

and, hence, dividing one of these equations by the other, we obtain:

CM BM _fi/
CM'

'

BM'
~

n
'

Since the incidence-point B is supposed to be so near A that we can

neglect magnitudes of the second order of smallness, we may write A
in this equation in place of B; and thus we obtain for the refraction

of a paraxial ray at a spherical surface :

CM AM^ _ w '

CM''aM'~ w'
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or

{CAMM') = -', (66)n

that is, The Double {or Anharmonic) Ratio of the four axial points C, A,

M, M' is constant, and equal to the relative index of refraction of the two

media.

Thus, for a given spherical refracting surface, the axial point M'

corresponding to a given axial point M is a perfectly definite point,

and accordingly we derive the following result:

To a homocentric bundle of incident paraxial rays with its vertex lying

on the axis of the spherical refracting surface there corresponds also a

homocentric bundle of refracted rays with its vertex lying on the axis.

Thus, if M designates the position of an axial Object-Point, its

image produced by the refraction of paraxial rays at a spherical sur-

face will be at a point M' on the axis. In Fig. 58 we have at M' a real

image of the Object-Point M; whereas in Fig. 59 the image is virtual.

The four points M, M', A and C may be ranged along the axis in any
order whatever, depending on the form of the spherical refracting

surface and on whether n is greater or less than n'. If the incident

rays converge towards a point M lying on the axis beyond (or to the

right of) the vertex A, the point M will be a virtual Object-Point;

but in this case, as in all cases, the corresponding Image-Point M' can

be found by formula (66).

Moreover, if {CAMM') = n' jn, then also (CAM'M) =
n/n'.

Thus, if a ray proceeding from an axial point M in the first medium
crosses the axis after refraction at the spherical surface at the point

M' in the second medium (see § 10), then also a ray proceeding from

the point M' in the second medium will be refracted at the spherical

surface so as to cross the axis at the point M. This is in accordance

with the general Principle of the Reversibility of the Light-Path (§ 18).

If M' is the image of M, M will be likewise the image of M'.

119. Construction of the Image-Point M' conjugate to the Axial

Object-Point M. The following is a simple method of constructing
the Image-Point M' corresponding to an Object-Point M lying on the

axis of a spherical refracting surface. Through the centre C draw any

straight line, and take on it two points so situated that their distances

from C are in the ratio n' : n. Instead of drawing any straight line

through C, it will be convenient to take this line perpendicular to the

axis at C, as is done in Fig. 60. Let G, G' designate the positions on

this line of two points whose distances from C are such that we have:
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CG : CG' = ;/' : ;/. Through the vertex A of the spherical refracting
surface draw the straight Hue Ay parallel to the straight line drawn

through C; if this latter is perpendicular to the axis, the straight line

Fig. 60.

Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface. Construction of axial point M'
conjugate to axial Object-point 71/. C is centre, ^ is vertex and ;rjraxis of Spherical Refracting
Surface. CCG 7" is perpendicular to axis ; CG:CG' = ti':n. T'is infinitelydistant pointof :)'-axis.

Ay will be tangent to the spherical surface at the point A. Join the

axial Object-Point M with the point G by a straight line, and let F„,

designate the point where this line meets Ay; then the straight line

joining the points Y^ and G' will meet the axis in the required point M'.

For, evidently, the point Y^ is the centre of perspective of the two

projective point-ranges C, A, M, M' and C, T, G, G'
,
where T desig-

nates the infinitely distant point of the straight line which intersects

the axis at C; and since, by construction,

{CTGG') =

it follows that we must have :

CG TG CG
CG'

'

TG'
~

CG' n

{CAMM') = n

n

In accordance with formula (66).

120. The Focal Points F and E' of a Spherical Refracting Surface.

Evidently, the vertex A and the centre C of the spherical refracting

surface are two self-corresponding points of the two projective ranges
of Object-Points and Image-Points lying along the axis. Let us dis-

tinguish these two ranges of corresponding points by the letters x and

x', and let E and F' designate the infinitely distant points of x and x',

respectively. Thus E is the infinitely distant axial Object-Point and

F' is the infinitely distant axial Image-Point. In order to find the

Image-Point E' conjugate to the infinitely distant Object-Point E,
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we must draw through the point G (Fig. 60) a straight Hne parallel to

the axis meeting the straight line Ay in the point designated by Y/,

and then the straight line Yfi' will determine by its intersection with

the axis the required point E'. Similarly, in order to find the position

on the axis of the Object-Point F corresponding to the infinitely dis-

tant Image-Point F', we must draw through the point G' a straight

line parallel to the axis and meeting the straight line Ay in a point ¥/,

and then the straight line GFy will determine by its intersection with

the axis the required point F.

Thus, a paraxial ray which before refraction is parallel to the axis

of the spherical surface will, after refraction, cross the axis (really or

virtually) at the point designated by £'; and, also, a paraxial ray
which before refraction crosses the axis (really or virtually) at the

point designated by F will, after refraction, be parallel to the axis.

These points F and E' are called the Focal Points; the point F is

called the Focal-Point of the Object-Space or the Primary Focal Point,

and the point E' is called the Focal Point of the Image-Space or the

Secondary Focal Point. The two Focal Points of an optical system
are always of the highest importance.
A mere inspection of the diagram (Fig. 60) shows that the Focal

Points F and E' of a spherical refracting surface are situated so that

FA = CE', E'A = CF; (67)

and, hence, we have the following rule:

The Focal Points of a Spherical Refracting Surface are so situated

on the axis that the step from one of them to the vertex A is identical

with the step from the centre C to the other one.

This result may also be stated in a different way; for, since

FA = CE' = CA + AE\

we have also the following relation :

AF+ AE' = AC; (68)

that is, The algebraic sum of the distances of the Focal Points from the

vertex of the spherical refracting surface is always equal to the distance of

the centre from the vertex.

Another useful relation, obtained from the two similar triangles

AYy^ F and A Y^ E' is the proportion :

FA _ CG'

AE'
~
CG

'
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or

AE' n'

which may be put in words as follows: The two Focal Points F and E'

of a spherical refracting surface lie on opposite sides of the vertex, and at

distances from it which are in the ratio n : n'.

The answer to the question, Which of the two Focal Points lies in

the first medium, and which in the second medium? will depend on

each of two things, viz.: (i) Whether the spherical surface is convex

or concave, and (2) Whether n' is greater or less than n. Thus, for

example, if the rays are refracted from air to glass {n'jn =
3/2), we

find from formula (68) and (69) AF = 2CA, AE' = ^AC; so that,

starting at the vertex A and taking the step CA twice, we can locate

the Primary Focal Point F, and returning to the vertex A and taking

^H- -r
P'

"
""^^ -—^
JU — -ZF

Fig. 61.

Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface. Construction of the Focal Points

/"and E' . In I and II the rays are refracted from air to glass. In III and IV the rays are refracted

from glass to air. In I and III spherical refracting surface is convex. In II and IV spherical

refracting surface is concave. In I and IV incident rays parallel to the axis are converged to a
real focus at E' ; whereas in II and III E' is a virtual focus.

the step A C three times, we can locate the Secondary Focal Point E'.

The two diagrams I and II (Fig. 61) show the positions of the Focal

Points in the case when the rays are refracted from air to glass at a

convex and at a concave spherical surface. It will be seen that for

this case the Primary Focal Point of the concave surface lies in the

second medium (virtual focus), whereas the Primary Focal Point of

the convex surface lies in the first medium (real focus). On the other

hand, in case the rays are refracted from glass to air {n'jn =
2/3),

we have AF = ^AC, AE' = 2CA, and now the Primary Focal Point

of a convex spherical refracting surface will lie in the second medium
and the Primary Focal Point of a concave surface will lie in the first

medium, as is shown in the diagrams III and IV (Fig. 61).
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ART. 36. REFRACTION OF PARAXIAL RAYS AT A SPHERICAL SURFACE.
EXTRA-AXIAL CONJUGATE POINTS. CONJUGATE PLANES. THE

FOCAL PLANES AND THE FOCAL LENGTHS.

121. To an Object-Point Q lying not on the axis, but very near to

it, evidently there will correspond an Image-Point Q' lying on the

straight line joining Q with the centre C of the spherical refracting

surface, the position of which is determined by the equation

(CUQQ') =
n'ln,

where U designates the point where the self-corresponding ray QQ'
meets the spherical surface. Employing here exactly the same reason-

ing as was used in § 114 in the similar case of Reflexion at a Spherical

Mirror, we may copy verbatim the results which were obtained there,

merely changing the words "mirror", "reflexion", etc., to adapt the

statements to the case of refraction at a spherical surface. Thus:

(i) The image of a plane object perpendicular to the axis of a spherical

refracting surface is likewise a plane perpendicular to the axis; (2) A
straight line drawn through the centre of the spherical refracting surface

will intersect a pair of such conjugate planes in a pair of conjugate points;

and (3) To a homocentric bundle of incident paraxial rays proceeding

from a point Q in a plane perpendictdar to the axis of the spherical

refracting surface there corresponds a homocentric bundle of refracted rays

with its vertex Q' lying in the conjugate Image- Plane.

122. The Construction of the Image-Point Q' Corresponding to the

Extra-Axial Object-Point Q may be performed also by a process pre-

cisely similar to that used in § 115. Thus, in the diagrams (Figs. 62

and 63), which are drawn according to the plan explained in § 113, the

points designated by the letters A and C represent the vertex and

centre, respectively, of the spherical refracting surface. In Fig. 62

the surface is convex, and in Fig. 63 it is concave. If the positions

of the Focal Points F and E' are not assigned, they can be determined

directly by the relations given in formulae (68) and (69). Both of the

diagrams show the case when n' is greater than n.

The incident ray proceeding from the point Q towards the centre

C will meet the spherical surface normally and will continue its route

into the second medium without change of direction. Thus, as was

stated also above, the corresponding point Q' must He on the straight

line joining Q with C. To the incident ray QV proceeding from the

Object-Point Q parallel to the axis and meeting the straight line Ay
in the point V there corresponds a refracted ray which passes (really

or virtually) through the secondary Focal Point E' . Thus, the Image-
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Point Q' will be at the point of intersection of the straight lines QC
and VE'.

The intersection of any pair of refracted rays emanating originally

from the Object-Point Q will determine the position of the Image-

Point Q'. Thus, for example, instead of one of those used above, we

Concava 3urfacf U\

Fig. 62 and Fig. 63.

Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface. Construction of Image-Point Cf

corresponding to extra-axial Object-Point Q. The points A and C designate the positions of the

vertex and centre of the spherical refracting surface, and ^and E' designate the positions of the

Focal Points. In Fig. 62 the surface is convex, in Fig. 63 it is concave ; for both diagrams w' > n.

In Fig. 62 M'Q' is a real, inverted image of MQ ; whereas in Fig. 63 the image is virtual and erect.

might have employed the ray which proceeding from the Object-Point

Q towards the primary Focal Point Fand meeting the straight line Ay
in the point designated in the diagrams by W is refracted parallel to

the axis of the spherical surface.

If M, M' designate the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from Q, Q',

respectively, on the axis, then M'Q' will be the image, by paraxial

rays, of the infinitely small straight line MQ. In Fig. 62 this image
is real and inverted, whereas in Fig. 63 it is virtual and erect.

123. The Focal Planes of a Spherical Refracting Surface. If the

Object-Point Q is the infinitel}' distant point of the straight line QC
(Fig. 64), it will be a point of the infinitely distant plane of the Object-

Space to which is conjugate a plane perpendicular to the axis at the

Focal Point E' of the Image-Space. This plane is called the Focal

Plane of the Image-Space or the Secondary Focal Plane. Its trace in

the plane of the paper (which shows a meridian section of the spherical

surface) is the straight line e' which we may call the secondary Focal

Line. Thus, we can say:

To a bundle of parallel incident paraxial rays there corresponds a
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homocentric bundle of refracted rays with its vertex lying in the secondary
focal plane of the spherical refracting surface.

Similarly, the plane perpendicular to the axis at the primary Focal
Point F is called the Focal Plane of the Object-Space or the Primary

Fig. 64 {a).

Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface. Incident Parallel Rays intersect
after refraction in a point of the focal plane of the Image-Space, the trace of which in the plane of
the paper is the focal line ^.

Focal Plane, and its trace in the plane of the paper (Fig. 64) is the

straight line /, which we may call the Primary Focal Line in the plane
of this meridian section. The Image-Plane conjugate to the Primary
Focal Plane is the infinitely distant plane of the Image-Space; and,
hence, if the Object-Point Q lies in the Primary Focal Plane, the cor-

FlG. 64 (5).

Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface. Incident Rays emanating from a

point of the Focal Plane of the Object-Space (the trace of which in the plane of the paper is the

Focal I^ine f) are made parallel by refraction.

responding Image-Point Q' will be the infinitely distant point of the

straight line (2 C. Thus:

To a homocentric bundle of incident paraxial rays, with its vertex

lying in the Primary Focal Plane of the spherical refracting surface,

there corresponds a bundle of parallel refracted rays.

124. The Focal Lengths / and e' of a Spherical Refracting Surface.

In Fig. 65 the points designated by M, M' are the points where a

paraxial ray crosses the axis, before and after refraction, respectively,
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at a spherical surface, ami the pouit B is the incidence-point of this

ray. The vertex of the spherical surface is at the point marked A,
and the Focal Points are at F and E'. Let

ZAMB =
d, ZAM'B =

d',

where 6, 6' denote the slope-angles (§ io8) of the ray before and after

refraction, respectively. Through the Primary Focal Point F draw
FK' parallel to the incident ray MB and meeting the straight line

yl V in the point designated by K', and through the Secondary Focal

Point E' draw GE' parallel to the refracted ray BM' and meeting Ay

Fig. 65.

Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface. The focal lengths of the spherical

refracting surface are :

f=-^. = FA, ^ = -^,=E'A.tan 9 tan »

where FR = s, E'S' — k! denote the intercepts on focal planes of incident ray MB and correspond-

ing refracted ray BM' , and Z AMB =
6, Z AM'B = 6' are the slopes of incident and refracted rays.

in the point designated by G. Through the points G and K' draw

straight lines parallel to the axis of the spherical refracting surface;

the former meeting the incident ray MB in the point designated by
R, which is the Object-Point corresponding to the infinitely distant

Image-Point R' of the refracted ray BM'; and the latter meeting the

refracted ray BM' in the point S', which is the Image-Point corre-

sponding to the infinitely distant Object-Point 5 of the incident ray
MB. The point R will lie in the Primary Focal Plane, and the point

S' will lie in the Secondary Focal Plane. Let us put

FR = AG =
g, E'S' = AK' = k'.

Evidently, we have then the following relations:

g

tan d
-,==E'A,

k'

tan d
FA;

so that whatever be the slopes of the incident and refracted rays, the
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intercepts g and k' will always be such that the above ratios have

constant values. If we denote these constant values by/ and e', that

is, if we put
FA =

f, E'A = e\

these equations can be written:

=
/- ^' = ^'' (70)

tan
•" tan 6'

The constants denoted here by the symbols / and e' are called the

Primary and Secondary Focal Lengths, respectively, of the spherical

refracting surface. The proper definitions of the Focal Lengths (see

§ 178) are given by formulae (70); thus:

The Primary Focal Lefigth (f) is equal to the quotient of the distance

from the optical axis of the point where a refracted ray crosses the Secondary

Focal Plane by the tangejit of the slope-angle of the corresponding inci-

dent ray; and similarly:

The Secondary Focal Length {e') is equal to the quotient of the distance

from the optical axis of the point where an incident ray crosses the Primary

Focal Plane by the tangent of the slope-angle of the corresponding re-

fracted ray.

In the special case where the optical system consists of a single

spherical refracting surface, the Focal Lengths may also be defined as

follows :

The Focal Lengths of a Spherical Refracting Surface are equal to the

abscisses, of the vertex A with respect to each of the Focal Points; that is,

/ = FA, e' = E'A, as above stated.

The Focal Lengths / and e' of a spherical refracting surface may
easily be expressed in terms of the radius r = AC. Thus, in Fig. 60,

from the two pairs of similar triangles A FY,-, G'Y^G and E'AY^,

G'YjY^ we obtain the following proportions:

FAiY^G' = AY^:G'G, E'A:G'Y^=AY,:Y^Y,;

and since

YG' = AC =
r, AY=G'G==CG-CG', CG : CG' = n' -.n,

we derive immediately the following formulae for the magnitudes of

the Focal Lengths in terms of the radius r:

n
,

n' , X

/=^ r, e'=-- r\ (71)
n — n n — n
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whence also we find :

w'/ 4- ne' = o, (72)

which is equivalent to formula (69); and also:

/+e' + ^ = o; (73)

which is equivalent to formula (68).

ART. 37. THE IMAGE-EQUATIONS IN THE CASE OF THE REFRACTION OF
PARAXIAL RAYS AT A SPHERICAL SURFACE.

125. The Abscissa-Equation in Terms of the Constants w, n' and r.

If the vertex A of the spherical refracting surface is taken as origin

of a system of rectangular axes whose :v:-axis is the optical axis deter-

mined by the centre C and the vertex A, the co-ordinates of an Object-

Point Q may be denoted by u, y and of the corresponding Image-Point

Q' by 11', y'', thus:

AM = u, AM' =
u', MQ =

y, M'Q' =
y'.

The problem is to determine u' , y' in terms of 11, y.

Since

CM = CA + AM = u-r, CM' = CA -\- AM' = u' - r,

equation (66) may be written in the following form:

u -
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as the most general expression of the relation between conjugate points

of any paraxial ray which passes through the centre C of the spherical

surface. In a supplement to this chapter it will be shown that this

equation is the analytical expression of Central Collineation in a Plane.

126. The so-called Zero-Invariant. If according to the convenient

method of notation, introduced by Abbe, we denote the difference of

the values of an expression before and after refraction at a spherical

surface by the symbol A written before the expression, formula (74)

may be written also in the following abbreviated form:

n I

A- = - Aw. (75)

The magnitude

which has the same value before and after refraction at the spherical

surface, is called the "Zero-Invariant" or the invariant in the case of

the refraction of paraxial rays at a spherical surface. This magnitude
denoted here by J plays an important part in the Theory of Spherical

Aberrations, and the following formulae, all easily derived from (76),

will be found useful in the investigations of that theory. For example,

we obtain:

a^-=-/a'; (77)

and, also:

Again, we find:

ti n

A— = -A--/A^- (78)nu r n n

I - I 2/ I , .

A-2 = J'A—2 A- (79)u n r n

Combining formulae {yy) and (79), we obtain:

A-, = J'A-2+-A-; (80)
1/ n^ r u

and combining formulae (78) and (79)

/A— = -a'-A-,- (80
nu r n u

Moreover, if 6, 6' denote the slopes of a ray before and after re-

fraction at a spherical surface, and if a, a denote the angles of incidence
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and refraction, and, finally, if ip denotes the central angle {<p
= A B CA,

Fig. 51), then, as in formula (60):

a = a' - 0' = <p.

In the case of Paraxial Ra\s where these angles are all so small that

we may neglect powers above the first, we have (see § 108):

hJ
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128. The Image-Equations in Terms of the Focal Lengths /, e' .

If, by means of formulae (72) and (73), we eliminate n, 11' and r from

the formulae (84), the Image-Equations for the Refraction of Paraxial

Rays at a Spherical Surface may be obtained also in the following

forms :

- + -=-!, - = 7^; (86)

wherein the constants which determine the spherical refracting surface

are the two focal lengths/ and e'.

If, instead of taking the vertex A as the origin of abscissae, both in

the Object-Space and in the Image-Space, we take the two Focal

Points F and E' as origins for the Object-Space and Image-Space, re-

spectively, we may put:

FM =
X, E'M' =

x'',

so that the co-ordinates of the conjugate points Q, Q' referred to axes

with origins at F, E' will be x, y and x', y', respectively. Evidently,

u = AM = AF+FAi = x-f, u' = AM' = AE' + E'M' = x' - e' ;

and substituting these values in place of u and u' in equations (86),

we obtain the Image-Equations in their simplest forms, as follows:

-v' f x'
xx' =fe\ Y=~=^- = --

(87)^
y X e'

^ "

129. The case of the Reflexion of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical

Mirror, which was treated at length in Arts. 33 and 34, may be re-

garded as a special case of the Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spheri-
cal Surface. Thus, according to the general principle explained in

§ 26, we have merely to put n' = — n\n the formulae of i^rts. 35-37
in order to derive at once the corresponding formulae of Reflexion.

Thus, for example, if we put n' = — n'm formulae (71), we obtain/ = e'

=
r/i; which shows that the two Focal Points F, E' coincide in the

case of a spherical mirror (§ 112).

Another interesting special case that may be remarked here also

is obtained by putting r = 00
;

in which case we shall obtain the

formulae for the Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Plane Surface; thus

we find :

w' y'
u' = ~u, Y = —

=1, f=e'=oo,n y

which will be recognized as the same as the results obtained in § 53.

12
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The last of these equations is of special interest, for it shows that the

Focal Points F and E' of a refracting plane are themselves the infi-

nitely distant points of the two ranges of conjugate axial points. Hence,
to a bundle of 'parallel incident rays refracted at a plane there corre-

sponds a bundle of parallel refracted rays. Any optical system which

treats parallel incident rays in this way is called a Telescopic System—a name which is derived from the fact that the Focal Points of a

telescope are both at infinity.

III. Supplement: Cont.\ixing Certain Simple Applications of
THE Methods of Projective Geometry.

ART. 38. central COLLINEATION OF TWO PLANE-FIELDS.

130. In the investigation of the refraction (or reflexion) of paraxial

rays at a spherical surface, we have seen that the imagery is ideal;

so long at least as the ra3's of light are supposed to be monochromatic,
so that the refractive indices «, n' have fixed values. Thus, to a homo-

centric bundle of Object-Rays there corresponds always a homocentric

bundle of Image-Rays, and to each point of the Object-Space, within

the region of the paraxial rays, there corresponds one, and only one,

point of the Image-Space. This unique point-to-point correspon-

dence by means of rectilinear rays between the Object-Space and the

Image-Space, which is the fundamental and essential requirement
of Optical Imagery, is called in the modern geometry

"
Collineation'\

Thus,
Two space-systems 2 a7id w' are said to be "collinear'' with each other,

if to every point P of 1, there corresponds one, and only one, point P' of

S', and to every straight line of S which goes through P there correspoyids

one straight line of S' which goes through P' .

In the theory of optics these two spaces S and S' are designated

as the Object-Space and the Image-Space. They are not to be thought
of as separate and distinct parts of space; they penetrate and include

one another, so that a point or a ray may be regarded as belonging to

either of the two space-systems.

Inasmuch as the problem of the refraction of paraxial rays affords

a simple and at the same time a very useful application of the elegant

methods of the modern geometry, it is proposed to give here a special

investigation of it from this point of view; especially, too, because

this study will prove a good introduction to the general theory of

Optical Imagery which is treated at length in Chapter VII.

Since the optical axis of the spherical surface is an axis of symmetry
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for both the Object-Space and the Image-Space, it will sufifice, as we
have seen, to investigate the imagery in any meridian plane of the

spherical surface; that is, in any plane containing the optical axis.

In this plane in space we have two collinear plane-fields, one belonging

to the Object-Space and one belonging to the Image-Space, which

correspond with each other point by point and ray by ray. The total-

ity of all the points and straight lines situated in an infinitely extended

plane is what is here meant by the term "plane-field".

The distinguishing characteristics of the kind of Collineation which

we have in the case of the Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical

Surface may be said to be two in number, although, indeed, one is a

consequence of the other. These characteristics are contained in the

following statements:

(i) If Q, Q' are a pair of corresponding, or conjugate, points the

straight line QQ' passes through the centre Cof the spherical refracting

surface ; or, the straight lines joining pairs of conjugate points all inter-

sect in one point ( C) .

(2) Since an incident ray and its corresponding refracted ray meet

in the spherical refracting surface, and, moreover, since we are con-

cerned here only with paraxial rays, which, therefore, meet the spheri-

cal surface at points infinitely near to its vertex A, so that the straight

line (3') in the meridian plane which is tangent to the spherical surface

at A may be regarded as the section of the surface made by this plane

(see § 113); it follows, therefore, that any pair of corresponding rays

of the two collinear plane-fields will meet in this straight line {y).

When two collinear plane-fields are so situated relative to each other

that they have in common a self-corresponding range of points, we have

the special case of the ^'Central Collineation" of two plane-fields.

The straight line {y) which corresponds with itself point by point is

called the ''Axis of Collineation". The point C through which every

straight line joining a pair of corresponding points passes is called the

''Centre of Collineation". This point C is a "double point" or self-

corresponding point of the two collinear plane-fields. Hence, every

straight line drawn through C contains two double points, viz., the Centre

of Collineation itself and the point where the straight line intersects

the Axis of Collineation.

131. Projective Relation of Two Collinear Plane-Fields. If P, Q,

R, S (Fig. 66) are a range of four points lying on a straight line s of

one of the plane-fields, the points P', Q' , R', S' conjugate to P, Q, R, S,

respectively, will be ranged along the corresponding straight line s'

of the collinear plane-field, and it is easy to show that we have the
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following relation:

(PQRS) =
iP'Q'R'S')',

Fig. 66.

Central Collineation op Two Plane-
Fields. The centre of collineation (C) and the

axis of collineation (y) are the centre and axis of

perspective ; so that if s, s' are a pair of corre-

sponding rays,

(PORS) = (P'Q'R'S').

that is, ti!.'0 coU'mear plane-fields are in ''projective'' relation to each other.

The proof of this is especially simple when we have Central Collinea-

tion of the two plane-fields; for

then every straight line joining
a pair of corresponding points

passes through the centre of

collineation C, and hence the

two plane-fields in this case

will be in perspective; whence
it follows that any two corre-

sponding straight lines s, s' will

intersect a pencil of rays with

its vertex at C in two projective

ranges of points.

In case, however, the ray 5 itself passes through the centre C, so

that s, s' are, therefore, a pair of self-corresponding rays (Fig. 67), the

above proof of the projective relation of s, s' will not be applicable.

In such a case we may proceed as follows:

Through the point C draw any other straight line, and take on it

a point 0. Connect by straight lines with the Object-Points P, Q,

R, S ranged along the straight line 5. The straight lines joining the

corresponding Image-Points P', Q', R', S' ranged along the straight

line 5' with the points where the straight lines PO, QO, RO, SO, respec-

tively, intersect the axis of collineation (y) will all pass through the

point 0' conjugate to 0, which is a point of the straight line joining

and C. Since, therefore, the Object-Ray OC and the corresponding

Image-Ray 0' C coincide in the straight line joining and 0', the pen-

cils of rays 0, 0' are in perspective with each other; so that /or con-

jugate points P, Q, R, S and P'
, Q' , R', S' of a central or self-correspond-

ing ray s {or s') we have also the projective relation, characterized by the

equation:

{PQRS) = {P'Q'R'S').

The self-corresponding ray at right angles to the axis of collineation

(3') coincides with the optical axis of the system. This ray will be

designated as the ray x of the Object-Space and the ray x' of the

Image-Space. And the point A where it crosses the axis of collinea-

tion will be selected, in the special case of Central Collineation, as the
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most convenient point for the origin of a system of rectangular co-ordi-

nates, the axes whereof are the optical axis and the axis of coUineation.

y

J?-*

Fm. 67.

Central Collineation of Two Plane-Fields. Construction of Conjugate Points of a self-

corresponding or central ray ^ (or s'). The centre of coUineation is at C; the axis of coUineation,

or the perspective-axis, is the straight line designated by y. O. C/ are a pair of conjugate points on

any straight line passing through C. The points P. Q, /?, Sof the range of Object-Points j are pro-

jected by a pencil of rays from O. and the conjugate points P' , Q' , R' , S' of the range of image-

points s' are projected by a pencil of rays from C/ which is in perspective with the pencil O. The

points /', J are points of s' , s conjugate to the infinitely distant points /, J' of s, /, respectively.

The self-corresponding ray .r (or ;i-') which meets the axis of coUineation at^ at right angles is

the optical axis ; and the straight lines parallel to the axis of coUineation which are drawn through

/and /' and which meet the optical axis at right angles at i^ and £', respectively, are the two focal

lines.

132. Geometrical Constructions.

( I ) Given the axis of coUineation {y) and the centre of coUineation ( C) ,

together with the positions of two conjugate points P, P': it is required to

construct the Image- Point Q' of a given Object- Point Q.

Through the two given Object-Points P, Q draw the straight line s

meeting the axis of coUineation in the double point B. Suppose (i)

that the straight line s joining P, Q does not pass through the centre C,

as in Fig. 66. This is the general case. The straight line s' corre-

sponding to 5 will connect B with the given point P', and this straight

line must also pass through the point Q' conjugate to Q. But Q'

must also lie on the self-corresponding ray which goes through Q and

the centre C; and hence the Image-Point Q' will be uniquely deter-

mined by the intersection of the straight lines BP' and QC. Again

suppose (ii) that the straight line s joining P, Q passes through the

centre C, as in Fig. 67; so that 5 (or s') is a self-corresponding ray.
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This is a special case of great importance. In this case the above con-

struction fails, and we may proceed, therefore, as follows: From P
and C draw two straight lines intersecting in a point O. Join by a

straight line the point where PO meets the axis of collineation with the

given point P' conjugate to P, and let 0' designate the point where this

straight line meets the straight line CO. Join QO by a straight line

and from the point where QO meets the axis of collineation draw

through 0' a straight line, which will meet s' in the Image-Point Q'

conjugate to the given Object-Point Q.

(2) Construction of the so-called
"
Flucht" Points J and I' of any

central, or self-corresponding, ray s {or s') ; being given, as before, the

axis of collineation {y), the centre of collineation (C) and the pair of

conjugate points P, P' .

The Image-Point I' conjugate to the infinitely distant Object-Point
/ of the pencil of parallel object-rays of which the self-corresponding

ray is the central ray 5 (Fig. 67) will be a point on s' which may be

constructed exactly as was explained above. For example, knowing
the positions of P, P', we can locate the positions of a pair of conjugate

points 0, 0'
,
as was done above. A straight line drawn through

parallel to 5 will go through the infinitely distant point / of 5. The

straight line joining the point where 01 meets the axis of collineation

with the point 0' will intersect s' in the Image-Point I' conjugate to

the infinitely distant Object-Point /. German writers on geometry
call this point P the

'' Fluchf Point of the ray s'.

Similarly, the "Flucht" Point / of the Object-Ray 5 is that point

of this range which corresponds with the infinitely distant point J' of

the Image-Ray s'. It may be constructed in a way precisely analogous
to the construction of P above, in the manner indicated in the diagram.
The "Flucht" Points / and P are, in general, actual, or finite, points

of the projective ranges of points 5 and s', respectively. In particular,

the "Flucht" Points, designated by Pand E', of the self-corresponding

ray x, x', which coincides with the optical axis, are the points called

the Focal Points of the optical system (§ 120).

(3) Given the axis of collineation (y), together with the positions of the
"
Fluchf Points, J and P, of any central ray s, s', to construct the Image-

Point P' corresponding to a given Object- Point P of s.

Take any point (Fig. 67), and through draw the straight line

01 parallel to s; and draw the straight line joining with /' the point
where 01 meets the axis of collineation. Draw the straight lines JO,

PO, and from the point where JO meets the axis of collineation draw a

straight line parallel to s' meeting in 0' the straight line drawn through
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/'. The straight line which joins with 0' the point where PO meets

the axis of colHneation will meet s' in the Image-Point P' conjugate
to the Object-Point P.

In particular, knowing the positions of the two Focal Points F
and E' on the optical axis, and knowing also the position of the axis

of colHneation, we may, as above, construct any pair of conjugate axial

points M, M'.

(4) Given the axis of colHneation (y) and the centre of colHneation ( C) ,

together with the positions of tivo conjugate points P, P' it is required to

construct the image-ray v' corresponding to a given object-ray v.

Let H (Fig. 68) designate the double point where the given object-

ray meets the axis of colHneation. Through the given Object-Point

^*

Fig. 6S.

Central Collineation of Two Plane-Fields. Construction of Imasre-Ray i/ conjugate to

given Object-Ray v ; also, construction of the
"
Flucht "

l,ines or Focal I,ines/, e'.

P draw any ray s meeting the given ray z' in a point Q and the axis of

colHneation in a point B. The point of intersection of QC and BP'
will determine the Image-Point Q' conjugate to the Object-Point Q;
and hence the straight line HQ' will be the image-ray v' conjugate to

the given object-ray v.

(5) // the given object-ray in (4) is the infinitely distant straight line e

of the Object- Plane, ive can construct the conjugate straight line e' of the

Image-Plane, as follows:

The point of intersection of the infinitely distant straight line e of

the Object-Plane with the axis of colHneation {y) is the infinitely dis-

tant point T (Fig. 68) of y; and hence e' will be parallel to y. Any
ray 5 drawn through the given Object-Point P will meet the infinitely

distant straight line e of the Object-Plane in the infinitely distant

point 5 of s. If the object-ray 5 meets y in B, the corresponding
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image-ray s' will be the straiiiht line BF', and a straight line drawn

thnnigh the centre C parallel to 5 will determine by its intersection

with s' the Image-Point S' conjugate to the infinitely distant Object-

Point 6'. The straight line drawn through S' parallel to y will, there-

fore, be the image-ray e' conjugate to the infinitely distant object-ray e.

This straight line e' which is conjugate to the infinitely distant

straight line c of the Object-Plane is called in Optics the Focal Line of

the Plane-F'ield of the Image-Space (see § 123). Since e' passes through
the point S', which is the "Flucht" Point of any ray of the plane-field

of the Image-Space, it follows that the Focal Line e' is the locus of the

''Flucht'' Points of all the image-rays in this plane-field.

In a precisely similar way, we can construct also the straight line f
in the plane-field of the Object-Space which is conjugate to the infinitely

distant straight line f of the plane-field of the Image-Space, and which

may, likewise, be defined as the locus of the ''Flucht'" Points of all the

rays in the plane-field of the Object-Space.

The focal lines /, e' are, in general, actual, or finite, straight lines.

The}^ are both parallel to the axis of collineation, and perpendicular,

therefore, to the optical axis.

133. The Invariant in the Case of Central Collineation. Since

all the rays of the pencil C are self-corresponding, each of these rays

is the base of two projective ranges of points, a range of Object-Points

and a range of corresponding Image-Points. Moreover, to each of

these self-corresponding rays belongs a pair of double, or self-corresponding,

points (§ 130); one of these double points being the centre of collinea-

tion itself and the other the point where the ray crosses the axis of col-

lineation.

Similarly, each point on the axis of collineation is the common
vertex of two projective pencils of rays, viz., a pencil of object-rays

and a pencil of corresponding image-rays; and each pair of such pencils

of corresponding rays contains two self-corresponding rays, of which the

axis of collineation itself is one, and the ray joining the common ver-

tex of the two pencils with the centre of collineation is the other.

Let P, P' (Fig. 69) and Q, Q' be two pairs of conjugate points of the

self-corresponding ray s, s'
,
and let U designate the double point where

this ray crosses the axis of collineation {y). Since the ray s, s' is the

common base of two projective ranges of points, the double ratio of

the four Object-Points C, U, P, Q on 5 is equal to the double ratio

of the four corresponding Image-Points C, U, P'
, Q' on s'

;
that is,

{CUPQ) = {CUP'Q') ;
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whence it follows immediately that we have also :

{CUPP') = (CUQQ')\

and, consequently, the double ratio of any pair of conjugate points P, P'

with the two self-corresponding points C, U of the two projective ranges

of points which have the common base PP' has a constant value, which

is independent of the positions of the conjugate points P, P'.

Let M, M' be any other pair of conjugate points not situated on

the straight line PP'\ for example, it will be perfectly general if we

Fig. 69.

Central Collineatiox of Two Plaxe-Fields.

{CUPP') = {CUQQ') = {CAMM') = {CALL') = {CAEE') = {CAFF').

take the points M, M' on the optical axis x, x' which crosses the axis

of coUineation {y) at the point A. Let the two corresponding rays

MP, M'P' intersect in a point H on the axis of coUineation. It is

obvious immediately that the two ranges of points C, U, P, P' and

C, A, M, M' are in perspective, since they are both sections of the

pencil of rays which has its vertex at H. Hence, the double ratios

of each of these ranges of four points are equal ;
and if we denote the

value of this double ratio by the symbol c, we have the following re-

markable relations:

c = {CUPP') = (CUQQ') = etc.,

= (CAMAf) ={CALL') = etc.,

= (CAFF') = CF:AF,

= (CAEE') = AE' : CE' ;

(88)
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where, as heretofore, F and E' designate the positions of the two Focal

Points, and F' and E designate the infinitely distant points of .r' and

.r, respectiveh'.

The most striking characteristic of the Central Collineation of two

plane-fields consists, therefore, in the fact which we have here dis-

covered, that it has an invariant:

The Double Ratio of any pair oj conjugate points of a self-corresponding

ray and the two double points of the ray has the same value for all such

rays.

The value of this invariant, as above stated, is:

_ CF _ AE^,^~ AF~ CE'
'

accordingly,

CA+AF _ AC+CE' _ AE' _
AF

~
CE'

~
CA + AE'

~
^'

which gives:

FA = CE', E'A = CF, ^ = - c. (89)

These relations are likewise characteristic of Central Collineation.

The first two of formulae (89)
—which may be derived also directly

from the equation ( CFA E) =
{ CF'A E')

—are identical with formulae

(67) which were obtained for the special case of the Refraction of

Paraxial Rays at a Spherical Surface; whereas the third equation cor-

responds with the relation given in formula (69).

134. The Characteristic Equation of Central Collineation. In par-

ticular, if M, M' designate the positions of any two conjugate points

of the optical axis, the relation

(CAMM') = c

may be written in the following form :

c 1 c — I . ,— _-=
; (90)u u r

where the symbols u, u' and r denote the abscissae, with respect to the

point A as origin, of the points M, M' and C, respectively; thus,

u = AM, u' = AM', r = AC.

This equation, which expresses for the case of any Central Collineation

the relation between the abscissae of conjugate axial points, is a per-
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fectly general expression of the one-to-one correspondence of two pro-

jective ranges of points lying upon the same straight line. The cases

which occur in Optics are comparatively restricted; we shall proceed
to examine them.

// the sign of the invariant (c) is positive, the conjugate points M, M'
are not "separated", in the geometrical sense, by the axis of col-

lineation {y) and the centre of coUineation (C). That is, for c > o,

the points M and M' are either both situated between C and A, or

neither of them lies between C and A. In other words, the points

C, A, M, M' are what is called a "hyperbolic throw", {CAMM') > o.

This case occurs always when the rays are refracted from one medium
to another; so that in Optics a positive value of c indicates Refraction;

whereas, on the contrary, whenever the light-rays are reflected at a mirror,

the imagery is of a kind that corresponds to a negative value of c {c < o);

in which case one of the points M or M' will lie between C and A
,
but

not the other point. In this latter case the points C, A, M, M' are an

"elliptical throw", {CAMM') < o.

Case I. Refraction of Paraxial Rays; c > o.

A. Suppose, first, that r = A C is not equal to zero; that is, that

the centre of coUineation ( C) does not lie on the axis of coUine-

ation (y) .

This is the case of the Refraction of Paraxial Rays at a Spherical

Surface, which has been specially treated in this chapter. The in-

variant c in formula (90) is identical in value with the relative index

of refraction {n' jn) from the first medium to the second medium,
while the other constant r denotes here the radius of the spherical sur-

face, as will be seen by comparing formula (90) with formula (74).

The points A and Care, therefore, identical with the vertex and centre,

respectively, of the spherical refracting surface.

Several special cases included under this head may be -briefly

noticed :

(i) If c = + I (the value of r, as above specified, being different

from zero), the relative index of refraction is equal to unity {n' = n).

In this case equation (90) gives u' = u; and, hence, Object-Space and

Image-Space coincide point by point; in fact, the two spaces are identi-

cal. When n' = n, there is no optical difference between the first

medium and the second medium.

(2) The case when r = 00. An infinite value of r in this case means

merely that the centre C is at an infinite distance away in the direction

of a line at right angles to the axis of coUineation {y) ;
so that now
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the refracting surface is a plauc surface. Formula (90) becomes now;

u = —
li,n

which is the abscissa-relation for the case of the Refraction of Paraxial

Rays at a Plane (§53 and § 129). Since the centre of coUineation (C)
is at an infinite distance in a direction perpendicular to the refracting

plane, the trace of which in the plane of the diagram (Fig. 70) is the

Central Collineation of Two Plane-Fields for the case when (->0 and r^a. The
diagram shows the case -n-hen 71 = c>l. This case (c > 0, r = <=

) is the case of the Refraction of

Paraxial Rays at a Plane Surface. The double point C is the infinitely distant point of the optical

axis;f^-', and the two Focal Points F, E' both coincide with C.

AM=u, AM' MQ=y = M'Q' =y'.

axis of coUineation {y), all straight lines joining pairs of conjugate

points are parallel to the abscissa-axis. In this case the infinitely

distant straight lines of the two collinear plane-fields must pass through
the infinitely distant double point C; and, therefore, the two infinitely

distant straight lines must be a pair of self-corresponding rays, and,

accordingly, the five points designated by C, £, E'
, F, F' must all

be coincident. In the modern geometry two collinear plane-fields are

said to be in affijiity with each other when their infinitely distant

straight lines are conjugate to each other. Hence in this case the two

focal lines / and e' are coincident with the infinitely distant straight

lines e and /', respectively. In Optics this type of imagery is called

telescopic (§ 129).

B. A case of Central CoUineation which is of much importance in

Optics is the case when the invariant c = + i and the other constant

r = o. If r = o, the centre of coUineation (C) is situated on the axis of

coUineation {y), so that the two double points A and C of the optical

axis coincide. In this case we find:

FA = AE', or f + e' = o;

where / = FA
,

e' = E'A denote the focal lengths of the optical sys-

tem. This type of imagery is characterized, therefore, by the fact
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that the two focal points are equidistant from the axis of collineation,

and on opposite sides thereof. In the following chapter it will be seen

that this is the imagery obtained by the refraction of paraxial rays

through an Infinitely Thin Lens, or through any number of such lenses

in successive contact with each other.

In this special case, the expression on the right-hand side of formula

(90) becomes illusory. This leads us to remark here that we can ob-

tain the abscissa-relation of Central Collineation in another form,

which is characteristic not only of Central Collineation, but of the col-

linear relation in general. Thus, since

{MAFE) = {M'AF'E'),
we derive the equation:

xx' =fe',

where x = FM, x' = E'M' denote the abscissae of M, M' referred to

the Focal Points F, E'
, respectively, as origins. In the special case

here under consideration for which we have e' = —
f, this formula

takes the form:

Case II. Reflexion of Paraxial Rays; c < o.

The only negative value of c that has any practical significance in

Optics is the value c = —
i . For this value of c we have :

(CAMAi') = -
i;

so that each pair of conjugate points is harmonically separated by the

centre ( C) and the axis of collineation {y) . This formula will be recog-

nized immediately as the formula for the Reflexion of Paraxial Rays
at a Spherical Mirror (§ iii).

Since {CAMM') = -
\ = (CAM'M), the two ranges of points

lying upon any central ray are in "involutory position"; so that, if,

for example, a point M' of one range x' is conjugate to a point M of

the conlocal range x, the same point M regarded now as a point of

x' will be conjugate to M' regarded as a point of x (see §110). We
find here:

FA = E'A, or f - e' = o-

so that, as was pointed out in § 1 12, the Focal Points F, E' of a spherical

mirror are coincident.

Finally, if r = 00, we have, for c = —
i, u' = —

u, which (see § 50)

is the formula for Reflexion at a Plane Mirror.^

' In connection with Art. 38, see J. P. C. Southall: The geometrical theory of optical

imagery: Aslrophys. Journ., xxiv. (19061, 156-184.



CHAPTER VI.

REFRACTION OF PARAXIAL RAYS THROUGH A THIN LENS, OR THROUGH
A SYSTEM OF THIN LENSES.

ART. 39. REFRACTION OF PARAXIAL RAYS THROUGH A CENTERED SYSTEM
OF SPHERICAL SURFACES.

135. Centered System of Spherical Surfaces. Nearly all optical

instruments consist of a combination of transparent isotropic media,

each separated from the next by a spherical (or plane) surface; the

centres of these surfaces lying all on one and the same straight line,

called the "optical axis" of the centered system of spherical surfaces,

which is an axis of symmetry. The spherical surface which the rays

encounter first is called the first surface of the system; in our diagrams,
in which the light is represented as being propagated from left to

right, the first surface will be the one farthest to the left. The two

media separated by this surface will be called the first and second

media, respectively, in the sense in which the light travels. If the

number of spherical surfaces is m, the number of media will he m -\- i
,

the (m + i)th medium being the last medium into which the rays

emerge after refraction (or reflexion) at the mth surface. The ab-

solute index of refraction of the first medium will be denoted by Wj

(= n'o); and, generally, the index of refraction of the ^th medium

(where k denotes any positive integer from o to m) will be denoted by

n[._i. Thus, the index of refraction of the last medium will be de-

noted by «'„. The centre of the ^th spherical surface will be desig-

nated by Q., and the point where the optical axis meets this surface,

called the vertex of the surface, will be designated by A,^. The cen-

tered system of spherical surfaces is completely determined provided

we know the index of refraction of each of the successive media and

the positions on the optical axis of the centres and vertices of the

spherical surfaces.

136. To a homocentric bundle of incident paraxial rays there cor-

responds a homocentric bundle of rays refracted at the first surface.

The image-point or vertex of this bundle of refracted rays may be

real or virtual; but in either case it is to be regarded as lying in the

second medium, even though the actual position of this point in space

may lie in a region which is occupied by the material of some one of

the other media (see § lo). This bundle of rays refracted at the first

174
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surface will be a homocentric bundle of paraxial rays incident on the

second surface, to which, therefore, there corresponds a homocentric

bundle of rays refracted at this latter surface, with its image-point

lying in the third medium. Proceeding thus from surface to surface,

remaining always a bundle of homocentric rays, and producing a point-

image in each successive medium of the series, the rays emerge finally

into the last medium and form there a point-image, which, with re-

spect to the entire centered system of spherical surfaces, is the point

conjugate to the Object-Point in the first medium from which the

rays originally came. Thus, precisely as in the case of the refraction

of paraxial rays at a single spherical surface, we have also for the re-

fraction of such rays through a centered system of spherical surfaces

strict collinear correspondence between Object-Space and Image-Space.

The accompanying figure (Fig. 71) represents a centered system of

three spherical refracting surfaces; the sections of the surfaces made

Fig. 71.

Imagery BY Refraction of Paraxial Rays through a Centered System of Spherical
Refracting Surfaces. In the diagram, the spherical surfaces are represented by the straight

lines yi, yi, etc.; in the figure all the surfaces are represented as convex, with no two centres C\^

C2, etc., in the same medium. Moreover, each image is represented as a real image formed between

the centre of one surface and the vertex of the next following. The diagram is thus drawn merely

for the sake of simplicity

AiMi = u\, A\Mi u\ A\C\ = r\, A\Ai = d\, AiMx' = U2, AiMj = Ui',

A2C2 = ri, AiA3 = d2, AkMk'-\ = Uk. AkMk Uk AkCk = Vk,

Ak-iAk = dk-i. MiQi=yu Mi'Qi'=yi'. M^Q'i=yI, Mk'Qk'-=yk'.

by a plane containing the optical axis (the plane of the diagram) being

shown by the tangent-lines y^, y^, etc., in accordance with the graphi-

cal method explained in § 113. Consider a ray M^B^ lying in the plane

of the diagram which crosses the optical axis at the point designated

by Ml and meets the first spherical surface at the incidence-point B^.

After refraction at this surface this ray crosses the axis in the second

medium at the point designated by M\, which is, therefore, the axial

image-point in this medium conjugate to the Object-Point M^. Inci-

dent at ^2 on the second surface, the ray is again refracted, and again

crosses the axis at a point M'., which is the image-point in the third
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medium conjugate to the axial Object-Point Mi in the first medium.

Any one of these image-points may be real or \irtual, depending on

circumstances. If the number of spherical surfaces is m, the point ilf,'„

where the ray crosses the axis after refraction at the last surface will

be the image-point which, with respect to the entire system of sur-

faces, is conjugate to the axial Object-Point M^.
The diagram shows also the path of a ray which, emanating from an

Object-Point Q^ near the optical axis, but not on it, traverses the

centered system of spherical surfaces. The actual ray whose path is

drawn is the ray which in the first medium is directed from Q^ towards

the centre Q of the first surface, and which, meeting this surface

normally, proceeds into the second medium without change of direc-

tion; so that the point Q[ in the second medium which is conjugate
to Qi must lie, therefore, on the straight line connecting Qi and Cy.

If the extra-axial Object-Point Q^ is a point on the straight line per-

pendicular to the optical axis at M^, the point Q'l will lie on the straight

line perpendicular to the optical axis at M[, and the straight line M[Q[
will be the image in the second medium of the short Object-Line M^Q^
in the first medium. The image of Q'l produced by the second refrac-

tion will be at a point (21 in the third medium, which is the point of

intersection of (2iQ with the perpendicular to the optical axis at M'2]

thus, M'oQ'o will be the image in the third medium of the Object-Line

M^Qi. The point (2l in the last medium will be the Image-Point,
with respect to the entire system, of the extra-axial Object-Point Qi,

and il/'„(2'„ will be the image, produced by the refraction of paraxial

rays through a centered system of m spherical refracting surfaces, of

a small Object-Line M^Q^ in the first medium perpendicular to the

optical axis.

Thus, exactly as in the case of a single spherical refracting surface,

any plane of the Object-Space perpendicular to the optical axis of a centered

system of spherical refracting surfaces will be imaged by paraxial rays

by a plajie of the Image-Space also perpendicular to the optical axis.

137. The abscissae, with respect to the vertex A,, of the ^th sur-

face, of the points M',._i, M[. where a paraxial ray crosses the optical

axis before and after refraction at this surface will be denoted by

u^, ul, respectively; thus,

where k denotes any integer from i to m. For y^ = i, we have

AyMy =
Ui, since we write here M^ instead of M'q. The radius of the

^th surface is denoted by r,., and is defined as the abscissa, with respect
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to the vertex A^^, of the centre Q. Moreover, the abscissa of the

vertex ^^.+ 1
of the {k + i)th surface with respect to the vertex A^

of the ^th surface, called the thick?iess of the {k + i)th medium, is

denoted by d^. Thus,

Ak^k ~
''a:> Aj^A/^+i

=
d^.

Thus, for the ^th Spherical Refracting Surface, we have, according to

formula (76) :

^'
=
'''(^r«;.)

=
"-'(^.-4)' (91)

wherein, since

A^_,Ml_, + Ml_,A, = A,_,A„

the value of u^ is determined by :

% = %_i-4_i. (92)

In these formulae (91) and (92) we must give k in succession all integral

values from k — i to k = m, where m is the total number of spherical

surfaces (Note that d^
=

o). Thus, provided we know the magnitudes
denoted here by n, r and d, that is, provided we are given the centered

system of spherical surfaces, we can, by means of these recurrent

formulae, eliminate in order the magnitudes denoted by u, and thus

obtain the final value m'„ corresponding to a given value of u^ ; that is,

determine the position of the Image-Point ilf,'„ corresponding to a

given position of the axial Object-Point M^.
The Focal Point BJ of the Image-Space of a centered system of

spherical refracting surfaces is the point where a paraxial ray, which

in the first medium is parallel to the optical axis, crosses this axis after

refraction at the last, or mth, surface. If in the above equations we

put Wj
=

00, then m',^
= A^R' will be the abscissa of the point £' with

respect to the vertex yl„^ of the last spherical surface. We shall have

(2m— I ) equations with (2m — I ) unknown magnitudes, viz., «2, Wg,-
• «„

and Ml, Mj,
• • •

m'„. Accordingly, by successive substitutions we can

find
M,'j. Similarly, the Focal Point F of the Object-Space is the point

where a ray crosses the optical axis in the first medium which emerges
in the last medium parallel to the optical axis. In order to locate

this point F, we must put ii„^
= 00 and find the value of the abscissa

«!
= ^

1
F of the Focal Point F with respect to the vertex A

1
of the

first spherical surface.

13
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138. The Lateral Magnification Y. Putting M'^Ql = yl, and

making use of formula (S5), \vc obtain the following equations:

y'l _ nxu\ y'.^ _ ii[ii^ y^ _ «Li^.
3'i

~
K"i

'

y'l

~
n'.,n.i

'

y'k-i

~
n',,tiu

'

Multiplying these equations together, we obtain:

y'>L _ ^?i "'i-"2-
•

-^('k

yi

~
n'kUy-u^- --Uk

The ratio

M' 0' y•'"
111 Vm. Jjn T7-

is called the Lateral Magnification of the centered system of spherical

surfaces with respect to the axial Object-Point M^. Thus, according
to the formula above, we have:

/..' ,M k=m -/

F = ^- = "^n- (93)
yi n^L\uk

where the symbol 11 means the continued product of the terms ob-

tained by giving k in succession all integral values from ^ = i to ^ = w.

Y is evidently a function of Wj.

139. The Principal Points of a Centered System of Spherical
Surfaces. The pair of conjugate planes perpendicular to the optical

axis for which the Lateral Magnification has the special value Y =
-\- i,

so that for this pair of planes object and image are equal both as to

magnitude and sign, were called by Gauss^ the Principal Planes of

the optical system; and the two conjugate axial points, designated
here by the letters A, A', where the Principal Planes were cut by
the optical axis, were called similarly the Principal Points. Putting
F = + I in formula (93), we have:

which, together with the equations (91) and (92), gives us im equations
with 2m unknown quantities, whereby we can determine the abscissae

u^
= A^A and u'^

= A^A', and thus ascertain the positions of the

Principal Points A, A\
The earlier writers on Geometrical Optics proceeded by computing

the values of ii, u' from surface to surface. Moebius and, especially,

Gauss strove to derive general formulae for finding the position of

the image-point conjugate to a given object-point, without involving
' C. F. Gauss: Dioptrische Unlersuchungen (Goettingen, 1841), p. 13.
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the tedious process of tracing the path of the ray from surface to

surface. It was Gauss who introduced the notion of the so-called

Cardinal Points of the optical system. These are certain distinguished

pairs of conjugate axial points, the most important of which are the

Principal Points A, A', which are briefly referred to here. We may
remark that Gauss's method marked a great advance in the science

of Geometrical Optics, and led to very simple and elegant formulas.

More recently, Abbe (as we shall see in the following chapter), with-

out employing the Cardinal Points at all, has obtained the so-called

"image-equations" by a still simpler method depending only on the

characteristics of the Focal Points of the optical system. Abbe's

theory of optical imagery will be explained at length in the following

chapter; where will be found also a more extended reference to the

Cardinal Points of the system (§ i8o).

The formulae which have been obtained will be applied in this chap-
ter to the problem of the refraction of paraxial rays through an infi-

nitely thin lens.

ART. 40. TYPES OF LENSES; OPTICAL CENTRE OF LENS.

140. A centered system of two spherical refracting surfaces con-

stitutes what is known in Optics as a Lens. In practice the Lens is

usually surrounded by the same medium on both sides, and we shall

assume in this chapter that such is the case. We may denote the

indices of refraction of the two media by the symbols n and n'
; thus.

n =
n^
=

tio, n = n

Since m =
2, we obtain from equations (91) and (92) the following

formulae for the refraction of paraxial rays through a Lens surrounded

by the same medium on both sides:

(94)

where here we use d instead of d^ to denote the thickness A^A^ of the

Lens. Thus, if we know the radii r^, r^ of the two surfaces of the Lens

and the index of refraction of the Lens-medium relative to the sur-

rounding medium {n' jn), together with the thickness d of the Lens,

we can find the position of the Image-Point Al'o conjugate to the axial

n n
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Object-Point M^. The positions of tiic Focal Points F and E' may
be determined by putting, first, u'.,

= oo and solving for «,
= A^F,

and, second, //,
= oo and solving for iC = A^E'.

The Lateral Magnification with respect to the Object-Point ilfj is

obtained at once by putting /;/ = 2 in formula (93); thus, we have:

F = 2-= = ^. (95)

141. Lenses may be conveniently divided into two main classes,

as follows:

(i) Lenses which are thickest along the optical axis. In this group
are included, therefore, such forms of lenses as are shown in the figure

(Fig. 72), viz., the Bi-convex Lens, the Plano-convex Lens and the

Convexo-concave (or Concavo-convex) Lens with a shallow concavity

(the so-called "Positive Meniscus").

(2) Lenses which are thinnest along the optical axis. To this group

belong the Lenses shown in Fig. 73, viz.: the Bi-concave Lens, the

/7J- LOrf^CK

C

c

Fig. 72 and Fig. 73.

Types of I,enses. In Fig-. 72 the lenses are "convergent " or positive ; in Fig. 73 the lenses are
"
divergent

" or negative ; assuming that the lenses are glass lenses surrounded by air and not too

thick.

A\A^=d, A\C\ = r\, AiCi = rt.

Plano-concave Lens and the Concavo-convex (or Convexo-concave)
Lens with a deep concavity (the so-called "Negative Meniscus").
A bundle of incident parallel paraxial rays falling on a Lens of the

first group
—

supposed to be a moderately thin glass lens surrounded

b}^ air—will be converged to a real focus on the far side of the Lens;

whereas, under the same circumstances, a beam of parallel rays will

be made divergent by passing through a Lens of the second group.
On account of this characteristic treatment of incident parallel rays,

the Lenses of the first group are sometimes called "Convergent"
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Lenses, and those of the second group are called "Divergent" Lenses.

But this property depends essentially on the thickness of the Lens

and on the relative index of refraction.

142. Optical Centre of Lens. Any ray, whether paraxial or not,

which leaves the Lens (supposed to be surrounded by the same medium
on both sides) in a direction parallel to that of the corresponding inci-

dent ray, will have passed, within the Lens, (either really or virtually)

through a remarkable point on the optical axis called the Optical

Centre of the Lens. In order to prove this statement, and at the

Fig. 74.

Optical Centre of I<ens at the point marked O, Any ray passing through O emerges from
the lens in a direction parallel to the direction of the incident ray ; the lens being surrounded on

both sides by the same medium.

A\Ci = ri, AiC-i = ri, AiA2 = d, I C\BiO ^ o.{ = I CiBiO = o^.

same time to determine the position of this point, let us draw through
the centres Cj, C^ of the two Lens-surfaces any two parallel radii

Ci^j, C^B^ (Fig. 74) : then the point where the straight line B^B^
crosses the optical axis is a fixed point. For in the similar triangles

C^Bi and C^B^ we have :

or

or

C,0
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and, hence:

A^O AX2 r^
And, since

A.p = A.A^ + Afi = A^O - A,A. = A,0 - d,

where d = A^A^ denotes the thickness of the Lens, we obtain finally:

^,0 = —'—(/. (96)

Thus, for a Lens of given form and thickness, this equation enables us

to determine the abscissa, with respect to the vertex A^ of the first

surface of the Lens, of the point O, which is a fixed point on the optical

axis, since its position is independent of the inclination of the pair of

parallel radii C^B^ and C^B.^ If, therefore, B^B^ represents the path

of a ray within the Lens going through this point 0, the directions of

the corresponding incident and emergent rays must be parallel, since

the angle of refraction a\ at the first surface is equal to the angle of

incidence 0:2 at the second surface. The optical centre will be recog-

nized as the internal centre of similitude (or perspective) of the two

circles in the plane of the diagram which have Q, C^ as centres and

^1, ^2 as radii, respectively.

In the figure, as drawn here, the incident ray QB^ crosses the axis

virtually at the point designated by N, and the emergent ray B^Q'
which is parallel to QB^ crosses the axis virtually at the point desig-

nated by N' . If the ray is a paraxial ray, the points N, N' will be a

pair of axial conjugate points
—the so-called "Nodal Points" of the

Lens.

In case one of the surfaces of the Lens is plane, the optical centre

will coincide with the vertex of the curved surface, as is evident

from formula (96). When the curvatures of the two surfaces of the

Lens have the same sign, as is the case with either the positive or

negative meniscus, the optical centre does not lie within the Lens at all.

ART. 41. FORMUL-E FOR THE REFRACTION OF PARAXIAL RAYS THROUGH
AN INFINITELY THIN LENS.

143. When the Lens is so thin that we may neglect its thickness

{d) in comparison with the other linear magnitudes which are measured

along the optical axis, we have the case of an Infinitely Thin Lens.

In comparison with the other dimensions the thickness of the Lens is

often quite small, but an Infinitely Thin Lens is, of course, unrealiz-

able, so that such a Lens is sometimes called an "ideal Lens". If we
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put A^A^ = d ^ o, this is equivalent to regarding the vertices A^, A^
as coincident, and the Lens-surfaces as, therefore, in contact with each

other. The approximate formulae that are obtained under these cir-

cumstances are often of very great utility, especially in the preliminary

design of an optical instrument; and in many cases such formulae are

quite sufficient to enable us to form a proper idea of the behaviour

and general characteristics of a real Lens of not too great thickness.

144. Conjugate Axial Points in the case of the Refraction of Paraxial

Rays through an Infinitely Thin Lens. In accordance with the graphi-
cal mode of representation explained in § 113, an infinitely thin lens

may be represented in a diagram by a straight line perpendicular to

the optical axis. The point A (Fig. 75) where this straight line crosses

the axis is not only the common vertex of the two spherical surfaces,

but it is also the position of the optical centre of the Lens; for, ac-

cording to formula (96), when d =
o, the optical centre coincides with

the common vertex of

the Lens-surfaces. The
form of the Lens is

shown in the figure by
the positions of the cen-

tres Ci, C2 of the two

spherical surfaces. If

in the second of formulae

(94) we put (Z = o, we
have U2

=
u[. Impos-

ing this condition, and

adding the two other

equations, and at the

same time writing here

u and u' in place of u^

and u'.,, respectively, we obtain the useful abscissa-relation for the

refraction of paraxial rays through an infinitely thin Lens in the fol-

lowing form :

I I W — w , - . . , ,

(97)

Fig. 75.

Refraction of Paraxial Rays through Infinitely
Thin I,ens. Af, M' are a pair of conjugate axial points.

The points designated in the diagram bj- Af, M' , Ci, C« and
A may be ranged along the optical axis in any order what-

ever, depending on the form and optical properties of the

lens and on the direction of the incident ray A/B. The lens

represented in the diagram is a Biconvex I<ens, the lens-

medium being more highly refracting than the surrounding
medium.

ACi = ri, AC3 = n. AM=u, AM' = u'.

U U n K^i rj

The expression on the right-hand side of this equation, involving only
the Lens-constants, r^, r^ and n' jn, has for a given Lens a perfectly

definite value. If we denote this constant by i //, so that

I n — n

n Vi ^2/
(98)
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the furnnila above may be written as follows:

I I I

'u'-u=f' (99)

Thus, having determined by means of formula (98) the value of the

magnitude denoted by /, or else being given its value directly, we can

ascertain the position of the Image-Point M' corresponding to a given
axial Object-Point M; that is, knowing u, we can find ti', and vice

versa.

It may be remarked that equation (99) is symmetrical with respect
to u and —

n'; that is, if — u be written in place of u' and — w' in

place of 11, the equation will not be altered. Hence, if the Object-Point
M is situated on the axis at the point (u, o) and the Image-Point M'
at the point (u', o), and if the Object-Point is then supposed to be

transferred to a new position (— u', o), the new Image-Point will

have the position {
—

11, o). Or, if we adjust the Lens so as to produce
at a given point on the axis the image of a fixed Object-Point, we can

find two positions of the Lens which W'ill accomplish the purpose, viz.,

a position for which the Object-Point has the abscissa « and the Image-
Point the abscissa u' and a second position for which the Object-
Point has the abscissa — u' and the Image-Point has the abscissa — u.

145. The Focal Points of an Infinitely Thin Lens. Putting u = 00

in formula (99), we obtain:

AE'=f,

where E' designates the position on the optical axis of the Secondary
Focal Point of the Infinitely Thin Lens. Similarly, putting u' =

00,

we find:

AF=-f,
where F designates the position of the Primary Focal Point of the Lens.

Thus, the two Focal Points F and E' of an Infinitely Thin Lens are

equidistant from the Lens, and on opposite sides of it.

The imagery of an Infinitely Thin Lens is completely determined
so soon as we know the positions of the three points A, F and E';

and, since the point A lies midw^ay between the Focal Points F and E',

Lenses ma}' also be divided into two classes, as follows:

(i) Lenses in which the points F, A, E' are ranged along the optical
axis in the order named in the sense in which the light is propagated
(therefore, in our diagrams from left to right) ;

so that for Lenses of

this type incident rays which proceed parallel to the axis will be con-

verged to a real focus at the point E' beyond the Lens, as shown in
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the first diagram of Fig. 'jG: and, hence, such Lenses are called Coyi-

vergent Lenses. They are also called Positive Lenses, because FA = f
is positive, if we take the direction along which the light is propagated
as the positive direction of the ray. Assuming that n' > n (as, for

V

—> ,-

Fig. 76.

Diagram on I<eft represents a Convergent l,ens (y> 0) ; diagram on Right represents a Divergent

Lens (/<0).
f^FA, e' = E'A, /=—c'.

example, in the case of a glass lens in air), the sign of/, according to

formula (98), is the same as the sign of {ijr^
—

ijr.^. In the Bicon-

vex Lens (^1 > o, r^ < o), the Plano-convex Lens (r^
= 00, r., < o,

or ^1 > o, ^2
=

00) and the Positive Meniscus (rj > ri > o)
—that is,

for all Lenses which are thicker in the middle than towards the edges
—

the sign of (i/^i
—

1/^2) ^s positive, and, therefore,/ > o; and, hence,

as already stated (§ 141), such lenses (provided n' > w) are convergent.

(2) Lenses in which the order of the above-named points is E'
, A, F.

For lenses of this class incident rays which proceed parallel to the

axis are made divergent by passing through the Lens, and emerge
as if they had come from a virtual focus at the Secondary Focal Point

E'
, lying in front of the Lens, as shown in the second diagram of

Fig. 76. Accordingly, such Lenses are called Divergent or Negative

Lenses, since here FA = / is negative. In case n' > n, the sign of/, as

above stated, agrees with the sign of (i/r^
—

ijr^). In the Biconcave

Lens {r^ < o, r, > o), the Plano-concave Lens (^i
=

00, ^2 > o or rj < o,

^2
=

00) and the Negative Meniscus (r^ < r^ < o)
—that is, for all

Lenses which are thinner in the middle than they are at the edges
—

the sign of {ijr^
—

i/r^) is negative; and, hence (provided n' > n),

such Lenses are divergent.

Several special forms of Lenses may be mentioned here, viz. :

The Equiconvex and the Equiconcave Lens, for which r^
= ~

^i,

for which we have, therefore, / = nrj2{n^
—

n). In the case of the

Equiconvex Lens ^j > o, and, therefore (assuming n' > n), we have

/ > o; whereas for the Equiconcave Lens r^ < o, and, therefore,/ < o.

The Plano-convex and the Plano-concave Lens: Assuming that the

first surface of the Lens is the plane surface, we have here r^
= ^

;
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so that/ = —
vr.J(n'

— n). The sign of / depends therefore on the

sign of r.,.

An interesting limiting case is that of an Ideal Meniscus in which

r,
= To. Such a Lens is neither thicker nor thinner in the middle than

it is at the edges, and, therefore, is neither convergent nor divergent.

For this Lens we have/= oo, and therefore also zi = M'. Accordingly

a bundle of paraxial rays traversing a thin Lens of this description

will be entirely unaflfected so far as changes in the directions of the

rays are concerned.

146. The Focal Lengths / and e' of an Infinitely Thin Lens. If

the Focal Lengths of the Lens are defined exactly in the same way as

the Focal Lengths of a single spherical refracting surface were defined

in § 124, we shall find that the Focal Lengths of an Infinitely Thin

Lens are also equal to FA and E'A
; that is, they are equal to the

abscissae, with respect to the Focal Points F and E', of the common
vertex A of the two Lens-surfaces. If, therefore, we denote the Focal

Lengths here also by/ and e', we have:

/ = FA, e' = E'A;

so that the constant/ introduced above and defined by formula (98),

which we saw was equal to FA, is in fact the Primary Focal Length of

the Lens. Obviously, we have the following relations:

J = - e' = 7-7 ^7 r- (100)

Thus, the focal lengths of an Infinitely Thin Lens are equal in magni-

tude, but opposite in sign. If we reverse a thin Lens, so that the first

surface of the Lens is the surface which was formerly the second sur-

face, we do not alter the Focal Lengths, and hence the character of

the Lens will not be altered; for r^ becomes —
r^, and the formula

above is not altered.

The reciprocal of the Focal Length is called the Power or Strength

of the Lens. If we put i If
=

(p, and if also the curvatures of the two

surfaces of the Lens are denoted by c and c', that is, c = i /^j, c' = i /^j,

formula (98) may be written as follows:

n' - n
,

ip
= —-—

(c-c'); (loi)n

so that the Power of an Infinitely Thin Lens is proportio7ial to the dif-

ference of the curvatures 0* the two surfaces of the Lens.
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Since the Focal Lengths of an Infinitely Thin Lens are equal to

the distances of the Lens from the two Focal Points, the theory of

the refraction of paraxial rays through such a Lens is very similar to

that of the refraction of paraxial rays at a spherical surface; only, in

the case of the Lens the theory is simpler, because the Focal Points

are equidistant from the Lens.

147. Putting u^,
=

u\ in formula (95), and writing u, u' in place

of z<i, Wo, respectively, we obtain for the Lateral Magnification of an

Infinitely Thin Lens :

7 = 5:^ = "^; (102)
y u

that is, the ratio of the linear dimensions of the Object and Image is equal

to the ratio of the distances of the Object and Image from the Lens.

If X, x' denote the abscissae, with respect to the Focal Points F, E',

of the conjugate axial points M, M'
, respectively, that is, if

FM = X, E'M' =
x',

then
u = AM = AF -{- FM = x -

f,

u' = AM' = AE' + E'M' = x' - e'\

and substituting these values in formulae (99) and (102), we obtain

the so-called "Image-Equations" of an Infinitely Thin Lens in the

following simple and convenient forms:

xx'=-f, ^-=L (103)
y ,

X

The abscissa-equation is the same as the characteristic equation of

the Central Collineation of two plane-fields for the case when the

invariant c =
-\- i (see § 134). It may be derived at once from the

projective relation:

(MAFE) = {M'AF'E'),

where E and F' are the infinitely distant points of the two correspond-

ing ranges of Object-Points and Image-Points, respectively, lying upon
the optical axis of the Lens.

148. Construction of the Image Formed by the Refraction of

Paraxial Rays through an Infinitely Thin Lens. In the diagrams

(Figs, yy and 78) MQ represents a very short Object-Line perpen-
dicular to the optical axis at the axial Object-Point M. The Infi-

nitely Thin Lens is itself represented by the straight line y perpendicu-
lar to the optical axis at the point designated by A . Fig. yy shows the
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case of a Convergent Lens, and Fig. 78 shows the case of a Divergent

Lens. Since the point A where the optical axis meets the Infinitely

Thin Lens is also the optical centre of the Lens ( §144), any ray directed

E-r jr », »-/''

/yitrer^e^t Lens.

Fig. 77 and Fig. 78.

Refractio:* of Paraxial Rays through an Infinitely Thin 1,ens. Construction of Image.

AM-=u, AM' = u', FA-=AE'=f, MQ=y. M'Q'^y.

towards A will emerge from the Lens without change of direction,

and, hence, the straight line joining any pair of conjugate points Q,

Q' will go through this point A. Thus, we see that the Object-Space
and Image-Space of an Infinitely Thin Lens are in perspective relation

to each other with respect to the point A as centre of perspective.

This is obvious also from formula (102). As was remarked above

(§ 146), the imagery in the case of an Infinitely Thin Lens is quite

similar to that of a single spherical refracting surface, where the centre

of the surface is the centre of perspective of the Object-Space and

Image-Space.

Knowing the positions of the axial points A, F and E' of an Infi-

nitely Thin Lens, we may easily construct the Image M'Q' conjugate
to MQ. All that we have to do is to locate the position of the point

Q', and then draw M'Q' perpendicular to the optical axis at M'. The

point of intersection of any pair of emergent rays emanating originally

from the Object-Point Q will suffice to determine the corresponding

Image-Point Q'. In the diagrams (which need no farther explana-

tion) three such rays are shown, any two of which are sufficient.

The imagery in the case of the Refraction of Paraxial Rays through
an Infinitely Thin Lens is exhibited in the two diagrams. Figs. 79 and

80, the first of which shows the case of a Convergent Lens and the
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second the case of a Divergent Lens. The numerals i, 2, 3, etc., desig-

nate various successive positions of an Object-Point, which, starting

at an infinite distance in front of the Lens, is supposed to travel towards

the Lens along a straight line parallel to the optical axis. The cor-

responding positions of the Image-Point on the straight line connect-

ing the point V with the Secondary Focal Point E' are designated
in the diagram by the same numerals with primes. Thus the straight

lines 11', 22', etc., connecting each pair of conjugate points, will, if

they are drawn, all pass through the perspective-centre A. In both

types of Lens the Object-Point and Image-Point coincide with each

other at the point V on the Lens itself, and hence the two Principal

Points (§ 139) of an Infinitely Thin Lens coincide with each other at

the point A. If the Object-Point lies beyond the Lens (that is, to

the right of the Lens in the diagrams), it is a virtual Object-Point.

So long as the Object is in front of the Primary Focal Plane of a

Convergent Lens (Fig. 79), we have a real, inverted Image lying on

-F-f

Conyarganf L^rt&

y
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itself, the I mayo is \irtual, erect and niaguifiecl. The Image of a virttial

Object formed by a Convergent Lens is real, erect and diminished,

and lies between the Lens and the Secondary Focal Plane.

In a Divergent Lens (Fig. 80) the Image of a real Object is always
virtual, erect and diminished, and lies between the Secondary Focal

Plane and the Lens. A Divergent Lens, however, will produce a

real image of a virtual Object which is placed between the Lens and

the Primary Focal Plane; but if the virtual Object lies beyond the

Primary Focal Plane, the Image produced by a Divergent Lens will

be virtual and inverted and will lie in front of the Secondary Focal

Plane.

When u ^ — u' (that is, when ylikf = M'A), formula (102) shows that

Image and Object are equal in size but opposite in sign {y' Jy
= —

i).

Putting u' = —
// in formula (99), we find « = —

2/ = zAF; so that

for this special position of Object and Image, the Primary Focal

Point F is midway between the points designated by A and M.
When the Object-Point M has this position, the Image-Point M' is

at the same distance from the Lens on the other side of it, and the

Image M'Q' is equal to QM. If the point M moves nearer to the

Lens, M'Q' becomes larger than QM, and if the point M moves the

other way, the efTect will be exactly opposite. The conjugate axial

points M, M' which are so situated with respect to the Lens that

AM = M'A are the so-called "Negative Principal Points" of the Lens.

149. Refraction of Paraxial Rays through a Combination of Infi-

nitely Thin Lenses. Suppose we have a centered system of spherical

surfaces consisting of a number of thin lenses, whose optical centres,

ranged along the optical axis, are designated by A^, A^, etc., in the

order named; and let

denote the distance between the ^th and the {k + i)th Lenses of the

system. Moreover, let M]. designate the point where a paraxial ray

crosses the optical axis after passing through the ^th Lens, and let

denote the abscissae, wuth respect to Aj„ of the points M[.^-i, M'k

where the ray crosses the optical axis before and after passing through
the )^th Lens. Evidently, we shall have then the following equations:

<_! = % + ^4-1, ,7
- — = 7 ; (104)

"A '*ft Jk

where /^ denotes the Primary Focal Length of the ^th Lens. If the
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number of Lenses is m, we must give k in succession all integral values

from k=i to k = m; noting also that d^
= o. Instead of u'^ we write

Wi
= .41^1, where Ifi designates the position of the axial Object-Point.

By means of these equations, we can determine the abscissa u[^
= A^^Ml^

of the Image-Point M'^^ corresponding to the axial Object-Point M^,

provided we know the positions and Focal Lengths of the Lenses.

The Lateral Magnification of a combination of m Infinitely Thin

Lenses is given by the formula:

7 = ^^ = "^^^^^. (los)

In the special case when the Infinitely Thin Lenses are all in contact,

so that we have

di
= do = • • • =

di^
= o,

we obtain:

and, hence, by addition of all the equations of the type

I /"I
- i/% = I /A.

we derive the following formula :

J J
*="'II'— - - = Z) 7 =

7- (io6)

The combination of Thin Lenses in Contact is therefore seen to be

equivalent to a Single Thin Lens of Focal Length / such that i // is

equal to the sum of the reciprocals of the Focal Lengths of the separate

Lenses.

ART. 42. COTES'S FORMULA FOR THE " APPARENT DISTANCE " OF AN
OBJECT VIEWED THROUGH ANY NUMBER OF THIN LENSES

150. More than twenty year's ago, Lord Rayleigh^ directed at-

tention to the almost forgotten work on Optics published in 1783 by
Robert Smith,^ professor of Astronomy in Cambridge University

'Lord Rayleigh: Notes, chiefly Historical, on some Fundamental Propositions in

Optics: Phil. Mag., (5), xxi. (1886), 466-476.

^Robert Smith: A Compleat System of Opticks in four books, viz. A Popular, a

Mathematical, a Mechanical, and a Philosophical Treatise. To which are added Remarks

upon the Whole. Cambridge, 1738. This work is in two large octavo volumes.

A German translation, edited with Notes and Additions by A. G. Kaestner, was

published by Richter in Altenburg in I7SS- The title of this translation is: Vollstaen-

diger Lehrhegriff der Optik nach Herrn Robert Smiths Englischen mit Aenderungen und

Zusaetzen ausgearheitet von A. G. Kaestner.
In 1757 at Avignon, a French translation by Le Pere Pezenas was published with the
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and afterwards Master of Trinity College. Smith was the literary

executor of his cousin Roger Cotes, the first Pluniian IVofessor of

Astronom\- in Cambridge University and the editor of the second

edition of Newton's Principia, who died in 1716, cct. 34, leaving un-

finished a series of elaborate researches in Optics. "Had Cotes lived,

we might have know^n something!" is a speech attributed to Newton,
with whom he was closely associated. Chapter V of Book II of

Smith's treatise is founded on a "noble and beautiful theorem", said

to have been the last piece of work of Cotes's life. The theorem is

remarkable as being, perhaps, the earliest generalization in Optics,

and it was used by Smith in a masterly fashion in deriving a number
of very important corollaries, which, as Rayleigh observes, were

afterwards "rediscovered in a somewhat difTerent form by Lagrange,
KiRCHHOFF, and von Helmholtz". For these reasons, and, also,

on account of its elegant form and intrinsic value, Cotes's Theorem
should not be omitted from a treatise on Optics

—
especially too as it

is now very hard to obtain a copy of Smith's Optics. The theorem

is given by P. Culmann in his article on Die Realisieriing der optischen

Abbildung, published in the first volume of Die Theorie der optischen

Instrumente, edited by M. von Rohr (Berlin, 1904).

151. Cotes used the term ''Apparent Distance' to mean the dis-

tance at which the Object would have to be placed so as to appear to

the naked eye of the same angular magnitude as its Image appeared
when viewed through the optical system. Although this meaning has

never come into general use, the term will be employed in this sense

in the following exposition of Cotes's Theorem.

In Fig. 81 let MQ represent an Object-Line perpendicular to the

optical axis of a system of Infinitely Thin Lenses whose optical centres

are at the points designated by A^, A^_, etc. In the diagram the sys-

tem is represented as consisting of only three lenses. Let the broken

line QP^F^F^L!^ represent the path of the ray proceeding from the

end-point Q of the Object and entering the eye supposed to be placed
on the axis at the point L3. The points designated by Pj, P^, P^
are the points where this ray meets the lenses ^,, A^, A^, respectively.

The point Lj is the point w^here the incident ray QP^ crosses the optical

axis, and the point L3 is the point where the ray crosses the axis after

title: Coiirs complel d'optique, Iradtiit de Vanglois de Robert Smith, contenant la theorie,

la pratique et les usages de cette science. Avec des additions considerables siir toutes les noii-

velles decouvertes qu'on a faites en cette maniere depuis la publication de I'ouvrage anglois.

Rayleigh mentions another French translation also published in 1767, at Brest, by
Duval Leroy.
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passing through all three of the lenses. In the diagram the inter-

section at Li is represented as virtual, and that at L3 is real. In the

same way Lj and
L!.^ designate the positions of the points where the

Figure used in deducing Cotes's Theorem. A\P\, AiP-i, AzPi represent three infinitely thin

lenses. In the diagram these lenses are all represented as concave or divergent lenses. MQ is

object-line perpendicular to optical axis of system of lenses. QP\PiPiLi is the outermost ray pro-

ceeding from the end-point Q of the object and traversing all the lenses. The eye is supposed to

beplaced on the axis at /-s'. KL% is the "apparent distance " of the object from the eye.

ray crosses the axis after passing through the first and second lenses,

respectively: both of these intersections, as shown in the diagram, are

virtual. From the points Q, P^ and P, draw straight lines parallel

to the optical axis and produce them until they meet the straight line

determined by the emergent ray P^L'^, and from each of these points

of intersection let fall perpendiculars on the axis at the points desig-

nated by K, J and H, respectively.

The "apparent distance" of A^P^, regarded as an object viewed

through the Lens ^3 is HL'^; and from the similar right triangles

of the figure we obtain the following proportions:

A.2P2

^S-f*3 •^3-^2

and consequently:

Since Ll, L3 are a pair of conjugate axial points with respect to the

Lens A^, we have, according to formula (99):

AoL,-2 A^Li

I

7;

where /g denotes the Focal Length of the Lens A^.

14

Introducing this
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value of i/A^L.^ in the above, we obtain:

TJT' at' -^2-^3' -^3-^3
HL3 = ^3^3

- 7

In the same way, the "apparent distance" of A^P^ regarded as an

Object viewed through the Lenses A^ and A^ is JL'^. Here we have

the proportions:

Ji>3 -4 1X^1 AiL^

or

JL' = HL'A I +

11 L,^ A 2^2 A 2^ I

In the same way, also, we have here

I _ I I I A
Ao-Lii An-Lii J2 "-^3 A^

and hence:

jj
' _ A J

> AyA^- A 2-L3 AiA^- A^L^ A^Aq- A^A^- A ^L^
JL,-A,L,-

f,

~
f,

'^
fj.

Again, the "apparent distance" of the Object-Line MQ viewed

through the three Lenses A^, A2 and ^3 is KL'^; and, as before:

or

Also,

KL^ _ MQ^ _ ML,
JL^ A ,F^ A iLi

I I I _ HL3 / I A ^

1-^1 -^1^1 /l •'-^3 \A2-L'2 J 2/A^L, A^Li fi JL^ \A2L2 J 2/ J 3

^ j_ (AJJ, _ HLj\ _1^J_( _AS_ ^\ _ 1
jL'MzK a; /i JL'X h h ) A'

KK =
JL', + MA,{i

- M_3 _
^3

_
:^;y,

and, finally we obtain the following formula for the "apparent dis-

so that
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tance" of the Object viewed through the Lenses A^, A^ and A^\

KL' = ml: - MAi- AyL'^ AIA.y A^Ll MA^- A^L'^
-3
~ -'" -"3 f f f

Jl J2 Js

MA.-A.A^-A^L's , MA,-A,A,-A^L', MA^- A^A^-A^L'^

J1J2 jiJi J2J3

(107)
MA,- A.A.y A^A^- AsL'^

/1/2/3

This is CoTEs's Formula for the case when the system is composed
of three lenses A,, A^, A^; but the law of the formation of the terms

is apparent, and the formula can be immediately written for a system
of any number of Lenses. Thus, if we observe that the piece of the

optical axis included between the Object at M and the eye at L3

may be considered as divided by the Lenses at A,, A
2, A^ into two,

three and four segments in the following ways:

ML'^ = MA, + A,L'^
= MA^ + AJ.'^

= MA^ + A^L'^

= MA, + A,A., + A.,L',
= MA, + A,A^ + A^L'^

= MA2 + A^A^ + A^L'^
= MA, + A,A2 + A^A^ + AJ.'^,

it will be seen that the members of each of these groups when multi-

plied together form the products which are the numerators of the

fractions on the right-hand side of equation (107), while the denomi-

nators are the products of the Focal Lengths of the Lenses which

occur in the numerators; the signs of the fractions being positive or

negative according as the number of factors in the denominator is

even or odd. The "apparent distance" is equal to the real distance

added to the algebraic sum of the set of fractions whose numerators

and denominators are formed according to the rule just explained.

A general proof of Cotes's Theorem was given by Lagrange,^
who was evidently acquainted with Smith's work on Optics, as he

refers to it in his paper.
152. Lord Rayleigh in the article above-mentioned (§ 150) quotes

at length several of the corollaries which Smith derives from Cotes's

Theorem, the first of which is as follows:

"While the glasses are fixt, if the eye and object be supposed to

change places, the apparent distance, magnitude and situation of the

object will be the same as before. For the interval ML'^ being the

^
J. L. DE Lagrange: Sur la theorie des lunettes: Memoires de VAcad, de Berlin (1780),

162-180.
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same, and being ciiviilcd by the same glasses into the same parts,

will give the same theorem for the apparent distance as before."

Thus, in Fig. 8i, if we suppose that the axial point of the Object
is at L3 and that the centre of the pupil of the eye is on the axis at

the point designated by M, then A^P.^ will be proportional to the

breadth at the object-glass A^ of the bundle of incident rays from the

axial Object-Point L3, and MQ will be proportional to the breadth of

the corresponding bundle of emergent rays where they enter the eye
at M, and from the figure we have evidently:

MQ _ KL'^

A3P3 A^L^

whence is derived Smith's Second Corollary, which he states as fol-

lows :

"When an object MQ is seen through any number of glasses, the

breadth of the principal pencil where it falls on the eye at L3, is to

its breadth at the object-glass Ay, as the apparent distance of the

object, to its real distance from the object-glass; and consequently
in Telescopes, as the true magnitude of the object, to the apparent."

This very striking result can be put in a dififerent form. Thus,
from the figure, we obtain:

MQ _ MQ A^ A^ _ ML, AJJ, AJ^ ^

As^s A^Fi A 2^2 A^r^ A^L, -^z-^i -^3-^2

and therefore:

MLi
~

A^Ly- A2L[-A^L'o'

The expression on the right-hand side of this equation, according to

formula (105), is the value of the Lateral Magnification y'^ly, at the

conjugate axial points Ly, L3, so that we have:

KL'^ ^ y^

ML, y,
'

Moreover,

KL'3 _ tan ZAyLyP, _ tan d,

ML,
~

tan Z A^L'^P^
~

tan
d'^

'

and hence we derive the formula:

^3
• tan ^3

=
y, tan 6, ;
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or, if the system consists of m Lenses:

yl-tandl =
y,-tsindi. (io8)

This formula, which was given by Lagrange^ more than fifty years

after the pubHcation of Smith's Optics, is a particular case of the gen-

eral formula usually known in Optics as the Helmholtz Equation

(see § 194).

^
J. L. DE Lagrange: Sur une loi generale d'optique: Memoires de I'Acad, de Berlin,

1803.



CHAPTER VII.

THE GEOMETRICAL THEORY OF OPTICAL IMAGERY.

I. INTRODUCTION.

ART. 43. ABBES THEORY OF OPTICAL IMAGERY.

153. The function of an optical instrument is to produce an image
of an external object. Each point of the object is the base (or vertex)

of a bundle of rays, of which, in general, only a part is utilized in the

formation of the image. These object-rays which are affected by the

instrument are called the "incident" rays. Within the apparatus these

rays undergo a series of refractions (or reflexions) at the plane or curved

boundary-surfaces of suitably disposed optical media; and, thus modi-

fied, they "emerge" into the last medium and form there a more or

less perfect image of the object, which may be "real" or "virtual",

etc. ; the nature of the image in the several respects of position, dimen-

sions, orientation, etc., depending primarily on the peculiarity and

design of the instrument itself. Proceeding from any point P of the

Object, a bundle of incident rays "enters" the optical instrument,

and emerging therefrom, a portion of these rays at least, if not all of

them, will intersect ("really" or "virtually") in the corresponding, or

"conjugate", point P' of the Image. In the case of an ideal, or geo-

metrically perfect, image, all of the emergent rays corresponding to

the rays of the bundle of incident rays P will intersect in the Image-
Point P'; so that a homocentric bundle of object-rays will be (as the

German writers say) "imaged" (abgebildet) by a homocentric bundle

of image-rays.
154. Until comparatively recent times the method of investigation

of the relations between image and object in Optics was to advance

by a process of mathematical induction from simple special cases to

more complex general cases of homocentric imagery. This method
was used with conspicuous success by Roger Cotes (§ 150), first

Plumian Professor of Astronomy in Cambridge University, whose

brilliant and original contributions to optical science were cut short

by his untimely death (171 6) at the age of thirty-four years. The

same method was employed also by C. F. Gauss in his famous Diop-

trische Untersiiclmngen (Goettingen, 1 841), who developed completely

the theory of the refraction of paraxial rays through a centered sys-

198
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tem of infinitely thin lenses. By substituting in place of the original

data, such as the radii, refractive indices, etc., certain constants of a

much more general kind, Gauss obtained remarkably simple formulae,

which marked a great* advance in optical theory and added a new-

encouragement to such investigations. But even Gauss, with his

extraordinary insight and rare gift of analysis, seems not to have dis-

cerned that the general laws of optical imagery are independent of all

special assumptions as to the particular mode of producing the image.

MoEBius,^ indeed, came nearer to the real and essential idea of

an optical image when he pointed out that the unique connection be-

tween Object-Point and Image-Point in the case of the refraction of

paraxial rays at a spherical surface is equivalent to the expression
of the relation of Collinear Correspondence between Object-Space and

Image-Space; and that if this is true in the case of a single spherical

refracting surface, it must be true also for the relation between object
and image in the refraction of paraxial rays through a centered system
of spherical refracting surfaces; and, hence, finally, that all the formulae

showing the relation between object and image in such a case as this

were deducible from the theory of Collinear Correspondence. This

presentment was quickly seized by other investigators (as F. Lippich,^

A. Beck^ and H. Hankel^) who, following the lead of Moebius, and,
like him, employing the methods of projective geometry, extended

this idea of optical imagery to less simple cases. Thus, for example,
F. LiPPiCH^ showed that there is also collinear correspondence of ob-

ject and image in the case of infinitely narrow bundles of rays incident

on a spherical refracting surface at finite slopes. Yet neither Moebius
himself nor any of his followers in this mode of treating the matter

was able to discard entirely the idea that some kind of Dioptric action

was essential for the production of an optical image. At least not one

of them stated distinctly that a purely geometrical assumption was all

that was necessary, viz., that an optical image is produced by rays.

155. A remarkable paper "On the General Laws of Optical Instru-

ments" was contributed in 1858 by James Clerk Maxwell to The

' a. F. Moebius: Entwickelung der Lehre von dioptrischen Bildern mit Huelfe der

Collineations-Vervvandschaft: Leipziger Berichle, vii. (1855), 8-32.
^ F. Lippich: Fundamentalpunkte eines Systemes centrirter brechender Kugelflaechen:

Millheilungen des naturwissenschaflUchen Vereines fiir Steiermark, ii. (1871), 429-459.
^A. Beck: Die Fundamentaleigenschaften der Linsensysteme in geometrischer Dar-

stellung: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xviii. (1873), 588-600.
*H. Hankel: Die Elemente der projeklivischen Geometrie in synthetischer Behandlung

(Leipzig, 1875).

^F. Lippich: Ueber Brechung und Reflexion unendlich duenner Strahlensysteme an
Kugelflaechen: Wiener Denkschr., xxxviii. (1878), 163-192.
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Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, ii., 233-246; it

is reprinted in the collection of Maxwell's Scientific Papers, vol. i.,

271-285. In an introduction to this article, Maxwell describes the

undertaking as follows:

"The investigations which I now offer are intended to show how

simple and how general the theory of optical instruments may be ren-

dered, by considering the optical effects of the entire instrument, with-

out examining the mechanism by which these effects are obtained. I

have thus established a theory of 'perfect instruments', geometrically

complete in itself, although I have also shown that no instrument

depending on refraction and reflexion (except the plane mirror) can

be optically perfect."

A "perfect instrument" is one which is free from "certain defects

incident to optical instruments"; thus, according to Maxwell, "a

perfect instrument must fulfil three conditions:

"I. Every ray of the pencil, proceeding from a single point of the

object, must, after passing through the instrument, converge to, or

diverge from, a single point of the image. The corresponding defect

when the emergent rays have not a common focus, has been appro-

priately called (by Dr. Whewell) Astigmatism.
'TL If the object is a plane surface, perpendicular to the axis of

the instrument, the image of any point of it must lie in a plane perpen-
dicular to the axis. When the points of the image lie in a curved

surface, it is said to have the defect of curvature.

"HI. The image of an object on this plane must be similar to the

object, whether its linear dimensions be altered or not; when the

image is not similar to the object, it is said to be distorted.''

Assuming that the image is free from these three defects, and is

therefore a "perfect image". Maxwell derives formula; for the rela-

tive positions and magnitudes of the object and image which are pre-

cisely equivalent to the formulae obtained by Gauss; but the difference

consists in the fact that, whereas Gauss's investigations are based

on certain physical assumptions not only in regard to the Law of

Refraction of light-rays, but also as to a centered system of spherical

surfaces and paraxial rays, the modus operandi is left out of consider-

ation entirely by Maxwell, who shows that an optical image, how-

ever it may be produced, provided it is free from the geometrical

"defects" above enumerated, must have certain perfectly definite

geometrical relations with the object. This very important idea seems

to have been clearly perceived and distinctly stated by Maxwell
first of all.
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156. The most notable contribution in recent years to the litera-

ture of Geometrical Optics is Dr. S. Czapski's Theorie der optischen
Instrumente nach Abbe, the first edition of which was published in

Breslau in 1893. In this brilliant work, recognized immediately as

an epoch-making book, was set forth for the first time a complete and

masterly exposition of the remarkable theories of Professor Abbe, of

Jena.

Abbe, without a knowledge of the investigations of Moebius and

Maxwell, discerned even more clearly than they that the physical

agency or mechanism which was employed in the actual formation

of an optical image was in no wise involved in the geometrical theory
of optical imagery ;

so that without any special assumptions whatever

as to the construction or constitution of the optical apparatus, and

even without reference to the physical laws of reflexion and refraction,

he deduced in the simplest and most direct way all the laws concerning
the relative positions, dimensions, etc. of the object and image.

Thus, the fundamental and essential characteristic of optical im-

agery is a point-to-point correspondence, by means of rectilinear rays,

between object and image; and from this one assumption—at once

the most natural and the most obvious—Abbe, in his celebrated

university lectures, used to deduce the general laws of optical images.

The advantage of this is that in investigating an actual image pro-

duced by an optical instrument it will be possible to separate what
in the laws of this image depends on the general fundamental laws of

optical imagery and what is due to the particular mode of producing
the image. Moreover, although to-day a certain optical instrument

may be a mechanical impossibility, it is possible to say whether such

a system is theoretically practicable; so that the geometrical theory
will point the way of future inventions.

In the modern geometry this unique point-to-point correspondence

by means of rectilinear rays between image and object is called
"
Col-

lineatiofi"—a term introduced by Moebius in his great work entitled

Der harycentrische Calcul (Leipzig, 1827).

n. the theory of collixeation, with special reference to its
APPLICATIONS TO GEOMETRICAL OPTICS.

ART. 44. TWO COLLINEAR PLANE-FIELDS.

157. Definitions. In this treatment we shall employ the beauti-

ful and appropriate methods of projective geometry. As some readers

may not be entirely familiar with the terms here employed, a brief

introduction may be required.
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The totality of points and straight lines which are contained in a

plane is called a "planc-ficid", and the plane is then said to be the

"base "of this system of points and lines. All the points lying on a

straight line of the field, taken together, form a "range of points'\

the straight line itself being called the "base" of the point-range. A
straight line considered as a whole (that is, without reference to the

points which lie on it) is called a "mv". All the straight lines of a

plane-field which go through one point form a "pencil of rays'\ and

the common point of intersection of these rays may be regarded as

the "base" of the pencil.

Tivo plane-fields t and t' are said to be collinear, if to every point P
of IT there corresponds one point P' of w', and to every straight line p
of IT ivhich goes through P there corresponds a straight line p' of -w' ivhich

goes through P' .

The totality of rays which go through a single point in space
is called a "bundle of rays'', so that a bundle of rays consists of an

infinite number of pencils of rays. We speak also of a "bundle of

planes" , meaning thereby the totality of planes which pass through
one point 0. In either case the point which is common to all the

elements of the bundle is the "base" of the bundle. A "sheaf of

planes'' is the term applied to the totality of planes which all have one

common line of intersection: thus, in a bundle of planes are comprised
an infinite number of sheaves of planes. The common line of inter-

section is the "base" of the sheaf of planes.

A plane-field t and a bundle of rays 0' are said to be collinear ivith

each other if to every point P of t there corresponds a ray p' of 0', and

to every straight line I of ir that goes through P there corresponds a plane
X' of the bundle 0' that contains the straight line p'.

And, again:

Two bundles of rays and 0' are said to be collinear with each other,

if to each ray p of there corresponds a ray p' of 0', and to each plane

\ of that contains p there corresponds a plane \' of 0' that contains p' .

158. Projective Relation of Two Collinear Plane-Fields.

Two collinear plane-fields t and -k' are also called "projective" ,
be-

cause to each harmonic range of four points of it there corresponds a

harmonic rajtge of four points of t'.

Thus, if P, Q, R, S (Fig. 82) are a harmonic range of four points

of the plane-field t, and if P', Q' ,
R'

,
S' are the four corresponding

points of the collinear plane-field ir' ,
in the first place, since the points

P, Q, R, S all lie upon a straight line s, the points P', Q', R', S' must

all likewise lie upon a straight line s' which is conjugate to 5. Let
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A BCD be any quadrangle of the plane-field r, such that the two

opposite sides A B and CD intersect in the point P, and the other two

opposite sides AD and B C intersect in the point Q, while the two

diagonals BD and AC go through the points R and S, respectively.

To this quadrangle of r there will correspond a certain quadrangle
A'B'C'D' of t', such that the two opposite sides A' B' and CD' inter-

sect in the point P\ the other two opposite sides A'D' and B'C

Rl Q\\ S^ ^P'

Fig. 82

Projective Relation of Two Collinear Plane-Fields.

intersect in the point Q' , and the two diagonals B'D' and A'C go

through the points R' and S'
, respectively. Accordingly, the points

P', Q\ R!
,
S' are also a harmonic range of points; and this is the

condition that the two plane-fields tt and -k' shall be projective.

By a similar method we can show also that two collinear bundles

of rays or a bundle of rays and a plane-field in collinear relation are

projective to each other.

159. The so-called "Flucht" Points of Conjugate Rays. Let 5

and s' denote two conjugate rays of the collinear plane-fields tt and

tt'. Since, as has just been shown, the point-ranges 5, s' are projective,

it follows that the Double Ratio (PQRS) of any four points P, Q, R, S

of s is eqital to the Double Ratio {P'Q'R'S') of the four corresponding

points P', Q', R', S' of s'. That is,

PR PS _ P^ P^
QR'Q~S~ Q'R'

'

Q'S''

If we suppose that P, Q and R are three fixed points of 5 and that

6" IS a variable point, the Double Ratio (PQRS) will vary in value

as the point 5 moves along s; and if the point 5 moves away to an

infinite distance until it coincides with the infinitely distant point

'

Every actual straight line contains one (and only one) infinitely distant (or ideal)

point, and all rays having in common the same infinitely distant point are parallel.
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/ of s, we shall have:

(PQRI) =
(P'Q'RT)=-^^,

where I' designates the point on s' which corresponds to the infinitely

distant point / of 5. Since P, Q and R are three actual, or finite,

points of s, no pair of which are supposed to be coincident, the value

of the ratio PR : QR is finite; and hence the point I' conjugate to the

ideal point I of s is a determinate and, iw general, an actual, or finite,

point of s'.

Similarly, if /' designates the infinitely distant point of s', we shall

have:

(PQRJ) = (P'Q'R'J') =
|;|J;

so that the point J which corresponds to the infinitely distant, or ideal,

point J' of s' is, likewise, a determinate and, in general, an actual, or

finite, point of s.

In general, therefore, the points J and /', corresponding to the

infinitely distant points J' and / of s' and s, respectively, are actual,

or finite, points having perfectly determinate positions on 5 and s'
,

respectively. In the German treatises the points / and /' are called

the
"
Fliicht'' Points of the two projective point-ranges 5 and s'.

It will be remarked that we are careful to say that the so-called

"Flucht" Points are "in general" actual, or finite, points; for in one

special case, viz., when

PR P'R'
{PQRJ) = {P'Q'R'D =

;^
= ^'

the "Flucht" Point /' will coincide with the infinitely distant point

/' of s', and the "Flucht" Point J will, likewise, coincide with the

infinitely distant point I oi s\ and in this particular case the infinitely

distant points I and J' of the projective point-ranges s and s' will also be

a pair of conjugate points.

160. The so-called "Flucht" Lines (or Focal Lines) of Conjugate
Planes. In the plane-field r consider now a quadrangle A B CD (Fig.

83) such that the two pairs of opposite sides form two pairs of parallel

straight lines. The two parallel sides AB and CD intersect in the

infinitely distant point P, and, similarly, the other two parallel sides

AD and BC intersect in the infinitely distant point Q; so that if R
and S designate the infinitely distant points of the two diagonals BD
and A C, respectively, the four points P, Q, R, S are a harmonic
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range of points of the infinitely distant, or ideal, straight line i of the

plane tt.

In the collinear plane-field tt' the ray A' B' conjugate to AB will

go through the point P' conjugate to the infinitely distant point P
of the ray AB; so that the point P' is therefore the "Flucht" Point

Fig. 83.

The " Flucht "
I,ine ?' of the Plane-Field w' corresponding to the Infinitely Distant

Straight Line of the Collinear Plane-Field t.

of the ray A'B'. Obviously, the point P' is also the "Flucht" Point

of the ray CD' conjugate to CD. Precisely in the same way, the

point Q', conjugate to the infinitely distant point Q of the parallel

rays AD and BC, is the common "Flucht" Point of each of the rays
A'D' and B' C conjugate to the rays AD and BC, respectively. Let

R' and S' designate the positions of the "Flucht" Points of the rays
B'D' (conjugate to BD) and A'C (conjugate to AC), respectively.

Since (§ 158) the points P', Q', R'
,
S' are a harmonic range of points,

they all lie on a certain definite straight line i' of the plane-field r';

and this straight line i'
,
which is conjugate to the infinitely distant straight

line t of the plane-field t, is the locus of the "Flucht^' Points of all the

rays of the plane-field tt' collinear with t.

Similarly, there is a certain straight line j of the plane-field t, conjugate

to the infinitely distant straight line j' of the collinear plane-field t',

which is the locus of the
"
Fhccht'^ Points of all the rays of r.

German writers call these two straight lines j and i' the "Flucht''

'
All the infinitely distant points of a plane are assumed to lie in an infinitely distant,

or ideal, straight line. The ideal line of a plane must be a straight line, because every
actual straight line of the plane meets it in only one point

— the infinitely distant point
of that line; whereas a curved line may have in common with a straight line more than one

point. Just as a pencil of parallel rays determines one infinitely distant point common
to all the rays, so a sheaf of parallel planes determines one infinitely distant straight line

common to all the planes.
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Lines (or "Gegenaxcn'') o( the two projective plane-fields. We shall

designate them hereafter, from the stand-point of Optics, as the Focal

Lines of the two conjugate planes ir and w'.

If two plane-fields are collinear, then, in general (that is, except in

one particular case considered in § i6i below), to the infinitely distant,

or ideal, straight line of one field there corresponds an actual, or finite,

straight line of the other field, the so-called "Focal Line'' of that field.

To a pencil of parallel rays in one plane-field there corresponds

therefore a pencil of rays in the other field which all intersect in a

point situated on the Focal Line of that field; or, as we might say,

the Focal Line of one plane-field is the locus of the bases of pencils of

rays which are conjugate to pencils of parallel rays of the collinear

plane-field.

161. Affinity of Two Plane-Fields. The exceptional case men-

tioned above cannot be passed over without some explanation. The

points P'
, Q', R'

,
S' of it', corresponding to the infinitely distant

points P, Q, R, S o( IT are, in general (as was stated), actual, or finite,

points, and determine, therefore, an actual, or finite, straight line i';

except in the one particular case when the quadrangle A'B'C'D', as

well as the quadrangle A BCD, has each pair of its opposite sides

parallel. In this special case the points P', Q', R', S' will be ranged

along the infinitely distant straight line j' of the plane-field r', and

the Focal Line i' will therefore coincide with the infinitely distant

straight line j'.

This special case, in which the two Focal Lines j and i' are also the

infijiitely distant straight lines i and j' of the collinear plane-fields r

and t', respectively, is the so-called case of "Affinity'' of the two plane-

fields.

This extremely important special case will be met with again.

Here we merely call attention to it.

ART. 45. TWO COLLINEAR SPACE-SYSTEMS.

162. Two Space-Systems 2 and S' are said to be collinear with each

other if to every point P of X there corresponds one (and only one) point

P' of 2', and to every straight line p of "2, which goes through P, there

corresponds one straight line p' of S' which goes through P'.

It is not necessary to think of S and 2' as two separate and distinct

regions of space; they are to be regarded rather as completely inter-

penetrating one another, so that any point, ray or plane in space may
be considered, according to the point of view, one time as belonging

to the system 2 and another time as belonging to the system 2'. In
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fact, when we say that two space-systems are coUinear with each

other, we mean that the whole of space is in collinear relation with

itself; or in the language of the modern geometry, the whole of space
is the common "base" of the two space-systems S, S'.

In the geometrical theory of Optics the two space-systems S, S'

are distinguished as the Object-Space and the Image-Space, respect-

ively; and the points, rays and planes of space, according as they are

regarded as belonging to the one or the other of these two space-

systems, are called Object-Points, Object-Rays and Object-Planes or

Image-Points, Image-Rays and Image-Planes. Since the relation be-

tween the Object-Space and the Image-Space is perfectly reciprocal,

there is no essential difference between them; whence is deduced at

once the theorem known as the Principle of the Reversibility of the

Light-Path (§ i8).

A direct consequence of the unique point-to-point and ray-to-ray

correspondence between Object-Space and Image-Space is plane-to-

plane correspondence; so that to every plane 7r of the Object-Space
there corresponds a definite plane iv' of the Image-Space, and vice versa.

Thus, using the language of the modern geometry, we may say:

In two Collinear Space-Systems to every plane-field there corresponds

a collinear plane-field; to every bundle of rays or planes, a collinear

bundle of rays or planes; and to every point-range, a projective point-

range.

163. Two Space-Systems 2 and 2' may be placed in collinear cor-

respondence with each other by taking any two bundles of rays A
and 5 of S and associating them with any two bundles of rays A'

and B' of 2' in such fashion that the rays AB, A' B' common to the

two pairs of bundles are corresponding rays, and the sheaf of planes

yl5 of S corresponds with the sheaf of planes A'B' of S'. For if

this correspondence is established, and if P designates a point of 2,

the pair of rays AP, BP determine a certain plane t? of the sheaf of

planes AB to which corresponds in 2' a plane -q' of the sheaf of planes

A'B', and corresponding to the rays AP, BP of 2, which intersect

in P, there will be two rays A' P'
,
B' P' of 2', which determine by

their intersection the point P' of 2' corresponding to any point P
of 2. Moreover, corresponding to any ray 5 of 2 projected from A
and B by the planes As and Bs, respectively, there will be a ray s'

of 2' which is determined by the intersection of the two planes A's'

and B's' corresponding to the planes As and Bs, respectively. And,

finally, if ir denotes any plane-field of 2 whereby the two bundles of

rays A and B are in perspective with each other, with the ray AB
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common to the two buiullos, the two corresponding bimdles of rays,

A' and B', being also in perspective relation with each other, with the

ra\" A' B' in common, will, accordingly, determine a plane-field x' of

I,' collincar with the plane-field tt of w. Therefore, the two Space-

Systems 2i and 2' are placed in complete collincar correspondence.

From this we derive immediately the following rule:

// ice take any five points of one Space-System, no four of which lie

in one plane, and associate them as corresponding with five such points

of the other Space-System, the two Space-Systems will be completely col-

lincar to each other.

Thus, suppose we take five points A, B, C, D, £ of 2, no four

of which lie in one plane, and associate them with five such points

A', B', C, D', E' of 2', then the two bundles of rays AB, AC, AD,
AE and BA, BC, BD, BE oi Z correspond to the two bundles of

rays^'J5', A'C, A'D', A' E' and B'A'
,
B'C , B'D', B'E', respectively,

of S', and to the sheaf of planes ABC, ABD, ABE oiH corresponds

the sheaf of pXdines A' B'C ,
A' B'D'

,
A' B' E' oi S'; and we see, accord-

ingly, that the rule given above is equivalent to the method which

we gave first.

Since each point of a space-pentagon may have a 3 -fold infinitude of

positions, it is obvious that two Space-Systems may have a 15-fold in-

finitude of collineations.

164. The so-called "Flucht" Planes, or Focal Planes, of Two Col-

linear Space-Systems. In two collincar Space-Systems 2 and S' let

TT and x' designate two corresponding plane-fields, wherein KLMN
and K'L'M' N' are two corresponding quadrangles. The quadrangle
KLMN determines a harmonic range of four points P, Q, R, S which

all lie on a straight line 5 of the plane-field x; and, similarly, the

quadrangle K'L'M' N' determines also a harmonic range of four

points P', Q', R', S', which are conjugate to P, Q, R, S, respectively,

and which all lie on a straight line s' of x' which is conjugate to 5.

From a point ^ of 2, lying outside the plane-field x, this field is pro-

jected by a bundle of rays or planes, and from the corresponding

point ^' of 2' the plane-field x' will be projected by a bundle of rays

or planes which is projective with the bundle A
;
so that, for example,

the four rays AP, AQ, AR, AS and the four corresponding rays A'P',

A'Q', A'R', A'S' form two harmonic pencils of rays. The complete

quadrangles KLMN and K'L'AI' N' are projected from A and A',

respectively, by two complete four-edges.

Now suppose that the two pairs of opposite sides KL, MN and

LAI, NK oi the quadrangle KLMN are two pairs of parallel straight
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lines, so that the four points P, Q, R, S are a harmonic range of

points all lying on the infinitely distant straight line i of the plane-

field TT. In the collinear plane-field x' the two pairs of opposite sides

of the quadrangle K'L'M' N' will, in general, not be pairs of parallel

straight lines, so that the harmonic range of points P'
, Q', R', S' con-

jugate to the infinitely distant points P, Q, R, S will, in general,

determine a finite straight line i', the so-called "Flucht" Line, or

Focal Line (§ i6o) of the plane-field tt' corresponding to the infinitely

distant straight line i of the plane-field tt.

To the plane Ai parallel to the plane-field t corresponds the plane
A'i' of S', which, in general, will not be parallel to the plane-field x'.

If now the point A is itself an infinitely distant point of the Space-

System S, the corresponding point A' will be the common "Flucht"

Point of all the rays of the bundle conjugate to the bundle of parallel

rays of S whose direction is determined by the infinitely distant point

A; and. In general. A' will be a determinate and actual, or finite,

point of the Space-System 2'. In this case the plane Ai will be the

infinitely distant plane^ e of S, and the corresponding plane A'i' is

the so-called ''Flucht" Plane d of 2'. It contains the "Flucht" Lines

of all the planes and the "Flucht" Points of all the rays of 2'.

Similarly, there is a certain plane <p of S, conjugate to the infinitely

distant plane ^' of S', in which are contained the "Flucht" Lines of

all the planes and the "Flucht" Points of all the rays of 2.

These two planes ip and e' are the so-called "Flucht" Planes of the

two Space-Systems 2 and 2', respectively. In the geometrical theory
of optical imagery they play a very important part, and are called the

Focal Planes of the Object-Space and Image-Space. Hence:

If we have two collinear Space-Systems 2 and 2', which, in the language

of Geometrical Optics, we shall call the ''Object-Space'' and the "Image-

Space'', respectively, then (except In the so-called case of Telescopic

Imagery, referred to below) to the infinitely distant {or ideal) plane of

one system there will correspond a finite {or actual) plane, the so-called

"Flucht" Plane or Focal Plane, of the other system.

Thus, to a bundle of parallel rays in one space there will correspond
a bundle of rays in the other space which all intersect in a point of

the Focal Plane of that space.

165. Affinity-Relation between Object-Space and Image-Space.
In the exceptional case when the quadrangle K' L'M' N'

,
as well as

^ The infinitely distant points and lines of space are assumed to lie in an infinitely

distant or ideal surface, which, since it is intersected by every actual straight line in only
one point and by every actual plane in a straight line, must be a plane surface—the in-

finitely distant plane of space.

IS
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the quadrangle KLM N, has each pair of its opposite sides parallel,

so that the points P', Q', R', S\ corresponding to the intinitely distant

points P, Q, R, S of the plane-field ir, are themselves also infinitely

distant points lying on the infinitely distant straight line j' of the plane-

field 7r', the plane A'f conjugate to the plane Ai is parallel to the plane
tt'. And if also the two corresponding points A, A' are infinitely dis-

tant points of the Space-Systems 2, 2', respectively, then the tioo Focal

Planes ip and e' are also the infinitely distant planes e and tp' of the Object-

Space and the Image-Space, respectively. This case, which actually

occurs in certain optical systems, is called in geometry the case of

"Affinity" of the two Space-Systems. In Optics it is the important
case known as "Telescopic Imagery''.

ART. 46. GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF OBJECT-SPACE AND
IMAGE-SPACE.

166. Conjugate Planes. The two Focal Planes (p and e' of the

Object-Space and Image-Space, respectively, not only from the optical

but from the geometrical stand-point as well, are the most distinguished

planes of the Space-Systems to which they belong. The exceptional

case of Telescopic Imagery, alluded to in § 165, in which the Focal

Planes (p and e' are themselves the infinitely distant planes of the

Space-Systems S and 2', respectively, will be treated specially and

in detail in a separate division of this chapter. Therefore entirely

excluding this case for the present, and assuming that the Focal Planes

(p and d are finite, or actual, planes, we proceed to enumerate the most

striking general characteristics of the collinear correspondence of two

Space-Systems S and 2'.

1. In general, to a sheaf of parallel planes of one of the two Space-

Systems there will correspond a sheaf of non-parallel planes of the other

Space-System.
The axis of the sheaf of parallel planes is an infinitely distant straight

line of the Space-System 2 to which this sheaf is supposed to belong;

and the axis of the conjugate sheaf of planes will be, therefore, a

straight line lying in the Focal Plane of the other Space-System S'.

Generally speaking, this straight line will be a finite, or actual, line of

2', and such a line can only be the base of a sheaf of non-parallel

planes.

However, there is one very important exception to the above state-

ment, viz.:

2. The two sheaves of parallel planes to which the Focal Planes them-

selves belong are conjugate sheaves.
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The infinitely distant straight lines of the Focal Planes ^p and e'

are the bases or axes of these two sheaves of parallel planes, and since

these infinitely distant straight lines are the lines of intersection of

the Focal Planes with the infinitely distant planes of their respective

Space-Systems, they are a pair of infinitely distant conjugate straight

lines, in fact (the case of Telescopic Imagery being excluded) the only

such pair of conjugate lines. Hence, the two sheaves of parallel

planes which have these two infinitely distant conjugate straight lines

as axes are conjugate sheaves of planes.

Two conjugate planes a and a' which are parallel to the Focal Planes

(f and €, respectively, are in the relation of "Affinity'' to each other,

because their infinitely distant straight lines are a pair of conjugate

straight lines. Since, therefore, to each infinitely distant point of

one such plane there corresponds also an infinitely distant point of

the plane in "affinity" with it, it follows that:

Parallel straight lines of the plane a correspond to parallel straight

lines of the plane g' ; so that a parallelogram in the Object-Plane a

will be "imaged" by a parallelogram in the Image-Plane a' .

Moreover:

Any range of points r of the Object-Space, which is parallel to the

Focal Plane ip, will he "imaged'" in a "projectively similar''^ range of

points r' of the Image-Space, which is likewise parallel to the Focal Plane e'.

167. The Focal Points and the Principal Axes of the Object-Space
and the Image-Space.

^. To a bundle of parallel rays in the Object-Space will correspond,

in general, a bundle of non-parallel rays in the Image-Space, the vertex

of which lies in the Focal Plane of that space; and vice versa.

The particular point of the Focal Plane which will be the vertex

of the bundle of non-parallel rays will depend on the direction of the

bundle of parallel rays. If, for example, the bundle of parallel rays

in one space meets the Focal Plane of that space at right angles, the

vertex of the corresponding bundle of rays in the other space will

determine a certain definite point in the Focal Plane of that space, viz.,

the so-called Focal Point of that space. The Focal Point of the Object-

Space, designated by F, is the vertex of the bundle of object-rays to

which corresponds a bundle of parallel image-rays which cross the

' The peculiarity of
"

projectively similar
"

ranges of points is that the lengths of cor-

responding segments of them are in a constant ratio to each other. Thus, for example,
if r, r' are two projective ranges of points whose infinitely distant points W, IF' correspond
to each other, and ii A, A'; B, B'\ C, C are any three pairs of conjugate finite points of

r, r', then, since (ABCW) = [A'B'C'W), we have immediately :

AC: BC = A'C' : B'C, or A'C : AC = B'C : BC.
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Focal Plane of the Image-Space at right angles; and, similarly, the

Focal Point of the Imaiic-Space, designated by E', is the vertex of the

biuidle of image-rays to which corresponds a btuidle of parallel object-

rays which cross the Focal Plane of the Object-Space at right angles.

The two straight lines drawn through the Focal Points F and E'

perpendicular to the Focal Planes <p and e' arc called the Principal
Axes of the Object-Space and the Image-Space, respectively. This

pair of straight lines will be designated as the axes of x and x'. Since

the ray x' passes through the Focal Point E' (which corresponds to

the infiniteh" distant point E of x) and also through the infinitely

distant point F' (which corresponds to the Focal Point F likewise

situated on x), it follows that the Principal Axes x and x' are a pair

of conjugate straight lines and, in fact, this is the only pair of conjugate

rays which are at right angles to the Focal Planes.

168. Axes of Co-ordinates. An immediate consequence of the fact

that X and x' are a pair of conjugate rays is the following:

To the sheaf of planes in the Object-Space which has for its axis the

X-axis corresponds the sheaf of planes in the Image-Space which has for

its axis the x'-axis.

Of these two projective sheaves of so-called
^^Meridian Planes",

there is, according to an elementary law of projective geometry, one

pair of Meridian Object-Planes at right angles to each other to which

corresponds a pair of Meridian Image-Planes which are also at right

angles to each other. In each space this particular pair of Meridian

Planes at right angles to each other, together with a third plane per-

pendicular to the Principal Axis, and, therefore, perpendicular to each

of the two Meridian Planes, will determine by their intersections a

set of three mutually perpendicular straight lines. Hereafter, when
we come to derive the Image-Equations, we shall find it convenient

to select these two sets of straight lines as the axes of two systems of

rectangular co-ordinates, one in the Object-Space and the other in

the Image-Space. One of these straight lines is, of course, the Prin-

cipal Axis X or x' of the Space-System. But, whereas x, x' will always
be a pair of conjugate straight lines, the other two pairs of straight

lines, designated after the manner of Analytic Geometry, as the y-

axis and z-axis in the Object-Space and the 3''-axis and z'-axis in the

Image-Space, may, or may not, be pairs of conjugate straight lines.

This will depend on whether the ^'z-plane and the ^''z'-plane are a

pair of conjugate planes.^

'
Strict consistency in the matter of notation, which is eminently desirable, especially

in Geometrical Optics, cannot, however, always be observed without sacrificing something
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ART. 47. METRIC RELATIONS.

169. Relation between Conjugate Abscissae. Let s, s' be a pair

of conjugate rays of the two collinear Space-Systems S and S', and

let / and I' designate the points where these rays cross the Focal

Planes </? and e', respectively. Moreover, let I and /' designate the

infinitely distant points of 5 and s' conjugate to /' and /, respectively.

Finally, if P, P' and Q, Q' are two other pairs of conjugate points

of s and s'
,
we shall have:

{PQJI) = (P'Q'JT),
or

PJ' PI _P\r PT
Qj'-QI~ Q'J''-QT'

which, since I and J' are the ideal points of 5 and s', reduces to the

following:
PJ Q'l'

QJ
~ PT '

This equation may be written :

JPI'P' = JQ-I'Q' = 2i constant.

Stated in words this Characteristic Metric Relation of Optical Imagery

may be expressed as follows:

The product of the "ahscissce" of two conjugate points, P and P'
,

with respect to the so-called
"
Fliicht'' Points, J and I', of two conjugate

rays s and s' which go through P and P'
, respectively, is constant.

In this statement the term "abscissa" is employed (for lack of a

better word) to describe the position of a point on a ray with respect

to the "Flucht" Point of the ray as origin. Thus, for example, the

"abscissa" of the point P of the ray 5 is JP, which means the segment
of the ray included between / and P, and reckoned from J to P, that

is, reckoned always in the sense indicated by the order in which the

letters are written. (See Appendix, Art. 4.)

The product of the "abscissae" of pairs of conjugate points of any
one pair of conjugate rays s, s' is constant, but the magnitude of

of greater importance. Thus, according'to the system of notation employed in this chapter
and very generally throughout this book, the designation

"
y's'-plane

"
would naturally

imply a plane in the Image-Space conjugate to the ys-plane in the Object-Space. But
even when these two co-ordinate planes are not conjugate, we shall continue to designate
the plane in the Image-Space as the y'o'-plane rather than complicate and, perhaps, con-

fuse things by introducing a pair of entirely new letters. As a matter of fact, except in

the important case when these planes yz, y'z' are the two Focal Planes 0, c', they are gen-

erally a pair of conjugate planes.
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this constant, will in general, be different for different pairs of con-

jugate rays. In particular, if the two conjugate rays are the Prin-

cipal Axes X, x' themselves, we shall have for a pair of conjugate axial

points M, M':
FM- E'M' = a constant;

so that, if we put
X = FM, x' = E'M',

we obtain the so-called Abscissa- Equation:

xx' = a, (109)

where a denotes the value of the constant for the conjugate rays x, x'.

170. The Lateral Magnifications. In the special case when the

object-ray r was parallel to the Focal Plane (p of the Object-Space,
we saw (§ 166) that the corresponding image-ray / was likewise par-

allel to the Focal Plane e' of the Image-Space; so that, because the

"Flucht" Points of these rays coincide with their infinitely distant

points, the so-called "Abscissa" Relation obtained in § 169 is of no

value when applied to such a pair of conjugate rays. But the fact,

that to a range of Object-Points r which is parallel to the Focal Plane

V? corresponds a "projectively similar" range of Image-Points r' which

is parallel to the Focal Plane e', leads also to a very important metrical

relation concerning the rays r, r'; so that if ^, ^'; B, B'; C, C ai-e

any three pairs of conjugate points of r, r'
, we shall have:

A'C B'C
AC

~
BC '

This is called the Magnification-Ratio for the two conjugate rays r, r'.

Let 0", a' be two conjugate planes parallel to the Focal Planes <p

and e' and containing the pair of conjugate rays r, r', respectively.

The plane-fields a, a', as has been explained (§ 166), are in the relation

of "afifinity" to each other; so that to a pencil of parallel rays of a

corresponds a pencil of parallel rays of a'; and, hence, for all point-

ranges of a which are parallel to r the Magnification-Ratio has the same

value.

In § 168 it was explained that there was one pair of Meridian Planes

in the Object-Space at right angles to each other to which corre-

sponded in the Image-Space a pair of Meridian Planes also at right

angles to each other. The intersection of the plane a wnth this pair

of Meridian Planes in the Object-Space will determine a pair of straight

lines of a at right angles to each other which are parallel to the co-
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ordinate axes y and s; and, similarly, there will be determined in the

Image-Space in the same way a pair of perpendicular straight lines

of a' conjugate to those of a which are parallel to the co-ordinate

axes y' and 2' of the Image-Space. If, therefore, y, z and y', z'

denote the co-ordinates of a pair of conjugate points of a and o-', so

that y, y' and 2, 2' in this sense are used to denote the lengths of cor-

responding segments of point-ranges of cr, a' which are parallel to the

axes y, y' and the axes 2, 2', respectively, the Magnification-Ratios
for rays of a and a' parallel to these axes will be y' ly and 2'/2.

These ratios y' \y and z' Iz are called the Lateral Magnifications for

the pair of conjugate planes cr and a' .

For a given Object-Plane o- parallel to the Focal Plane (^, the two

Lateral Magnifications have perfectly definite values. Thus, for ex-

ample, the value of y'[y for the plane a may be denoted by the symbol

Y, so that

y'

y

which states that the value of Y is independent of the actual magni-
tudes of y and y'.

As origins of the two systems of rectangular co-ordinates of the

Object-Space S and the Image-Space 2' let us select the two Focal

21
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Take any point P of the Object-Space, whose co-ordinates are

.V = FM, z = MN, y = NP, and through P draw the ray p parallel to

the .r-axis. Let P' designate the point in the Image-Space conjugate
to P, and let x' = E'M\ z' = M' N', y'

= N' P' denote the co-ordi-

nates of P' . Corresponding to the object-ray p going through the

Object-Point P, we shall have an image-ray p' which connects the

Image-Point P' with the Focal Point E' . The pair of conjugate

l^lanes perpendicular to the Principal Axes x, x' at the points M, M'
will be designated by a, a', and the value of the Lateral Magnification

for this pair of planes and for rays which are parallel to y and y' will

be denoted by F; so that Y =
y' jy.

If the Object-Point P is supposed to move along a straight line

parallel to the Focal Line y, it is obvious that the Image-Point P'

must also traverse a straight line parallel to the Focal Line y' in

such fashion that the Lateral Magnification y' jy
= N'P'/NP = Y

shall be constant.

Again, if the Object-Point P is supposed to move along the ray p
which is parallel to the :x;-axis, the Image-Point P' will travel along

the conjugate ray p' which connects P' with the Focal Point E'; so

that as the ordinate y = NP remains constant as to both magnitude
and sign, its image y'

= N' P' assumes all values from — oo to + oo.

Thus, it appears that the Lateral Magnification Y has different values

for each pair of conjugate planes a, a' which are parallel to the Focal

Planes tp, e' . That is, the Lateral Magnification Y is a function of

the abscissa x.

It is obvious that the same thing is true also in regard to the Lateral

Magnification z' jz in the direction perpendicular to the Focal Line y.

171. The Image-Equations. We proceed, therefore, to ascertain

in what way the Lateral Magnification Y depends on the abscissa x.

We shall continue to employ the same symbols as in § 170, and shall

use the same diagram (Fig. 84). In addition to the pair of conjugate

planes a, a' parallel to the Focal Planes cp, e and containing the con-

jugate points P (x, y, z), P'{x', y' , z'), respectively, consider also

another pair of such planes (Ti, a[ perpendicular to the Principal Axes

X, x' at the points M^, M[, respectively. And let F, Fj denote the

values of the Lateral Magnification for these two pairs of conjugate

planes a, a' and a^, a[, respectively. Let the object-ray p parallel

to the X-axis cross the plane a^ at the point Q whose co-ordinates are

FM^ =
Xi, ilfi iVi

=
z,
=

2, NiQ =
yi

=
y. Similarly, in the Image-

Space let the ray p' conjugate to the object-ray p meet the plane a^ in

the point (2' whose co-ordinates are E'M[ =
x[, M[N[ = z\,N\Q'

=
y[-
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If the point R of the Focal Plane cp is the "Flucht" Point of the

object-ray p, then, by the abscissa-relation of § 169, we have:

RPE'P' = RQE'Q',

and since RP = FM = x, RQ = FM^= x-^, and since from the figure

we have also:

E'Q' _N\Q' _y\
E'P' N'P' y"

we may write the relation above as follows:

— = ^.
X, y'

Now y'i
= yi-yi = Yi-y, and Y =

y' jy; accordingly, we obtain finally:

F _^.
F,

~
x'

that is,

Y-x = a. constant = b (say).

Thus, we see that the Lateral Magnification Y is inversely proportional

to the abscissa x.

By precisely the same process we should find that the Lateral

Magnification z'/z is also inversely proportional to the abscissa x.

Accordingly, we are able now to express the co-ordinates x', y', z'

of any point P' of the Image-Space in terms of the co-ordinates x, y, z

of the corresponding point P of the Object-Space. Thus, taking the

Focal Points F and E' as the origins of the two systems of rectangular

co-ordinates, and therefore using equation (109) together with the

results which we have just obtained, we can write the Image- Equations
as follows:

r = -, y = --, z = — » (no)
^f »V vV

from which we infer that the most general case of optical imagery, as

defined by these equations, involves at least three constants a, b and c.

' CzAPSKi, in his celebrated book, derives the Image-Equations entirely by the methods

of Analytic Geometry. Taking as the basis of his mathematical investigation the plane-

to-plane correspondence which is characteristic of che collinear relation of the Space-
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HI. COLLINEAR OPTICAL SYSTEMS.

ART. 48. CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTICAL IMAGERY.

172. Signs of the Image-Constants a, b and c. Up to this point

we have developed the theory of Optical Imagery from the stand-

point of pure geometry, and on this account, while keeping steadily

in view the application to the theory of optical instruments, we have

purposely avoided introducing in this general treatment any of the

physical properties of optical rays whereby the problem would become

Systems ^ and -' and denoting the co-ordinates of any point P of 2, with respect to an

arbitrary system of rectangular axes in -, by x, y, s. and the co-ordinates of the conjugate

point P', also with respect to an arbitrary system of rectangular axes in 2', by x', y', z',

CzAPSKi shows that the following equations, involving 15 independent constants (cf. end

of 1 163), are the analytical expression of collinear correspondence between 2 and 2':

,
a ^x -t- b^y + Ci2 + d^

OiX + biy + CiZ + di
'

, a^x + h/y + CjZ + dj

diX + b^y -f C43 + di

/_ «i^ + hy + HZ -f d^

a^x + &,,y -\- CiZ + d^

From this system of equations we may obtain, in general, also a second system which

may be written as follows:

_ a^x^ 4- a.y 4- a^z^ + g^
*

\x' + <iy + '532' + S^

^
'^y + Sy + 6,z' -j- d^-

^ 7ix' 4- ry + y^z^ + n
'

'^y + ^y +<^y + 'h

'

In each of these two sets of equations it will be remarked that the right-hand members
are fractions with linear numerators and denominators, and that the denominators of the

fractions are identical for all three equations in each group. It is obvious that

OiX + b^y + C42 + ^4 = 0,

t\x' -r ("iy + '^33' + f^i
= o

are the equations of the
"
Flucht

"
Planes or Focal Planes 6, e' of the two Space-Systems

2, 2', respectively.

Having thus obtained the equations above, Czapski proceeds to show how by a suitable

choice of axes of co-ordinates the equations may be reduced finalh' to the simpler forms

given in equations (no), where, instead of as many as 15 independent constants in the

case of arbitrary systems of co-ordinates, the number of independent constants is only 3.

See Cz.APSKi: Theorie der optischen Instrumente nach Abbk (Breslau, 1894), pages 27-33.
See also E. Wandersleb: Die geometrische Theorie der optischen Abbildung nach

E. Abbe: Chapter III of Die Theorie der optischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904)
edited by M. vox Rohr.

Also: J.^MEsP. C. South.all: The Geometrical Theory of Optical!magery: Aslrophys.
Joiirn., xxiv. (1906), 156-184.
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more or less specialized. But having obtained the Image-Equations

(§ 171), we shall find it convenient now to call attention to the mani-

fest singularity which distinguishes optical rays from the rays of

ordinary geometry. Along each optical ray there is one direction,

viz., the direction which the light follows, which is the obvious, or

natural, direction of the ray'. First of all, therefore, we may take

advantage of this property by agreeing to define the positive direction

of an optical ray as that direction along the ray which the light takes.

In the case, therefore, of two conjugate ranges of points s, s', there

are two possibilities. Thus, for example, if P, Q, R,- is a series of

points of s which are traversed by the light in the order named, the

series of conjugate points P', Q', R',- lying on s' will be traversed

either in the same or in the reverse order. In the former case (when
the direction of the ray s' is therefore the same as the direction P'Q'),

we shall call 5 and s' a pair of directly projective ranges of points (Fig.

85) ; and in the latter case (when the direction of the ray s' is opposite

to that of P'Q'), we shall call s and s' a pair of oppositely projective

ranges of points (Fig. 86). Obviously, in optical imagery we can have

only directly projective ranges of points, and, consequently, so far as

our purposes are concerned, we may leave out of account altogether

oppositely projective ranges.

If, therefore P, P' are a pair of conjugate points of the directly

projective ranges of points s, s' (Fig. 85), and if /, I and /', J' desig-

FlG. 85.

Directly Projective Ranges of Points ; such as we have always in Optical Imagery.

O, O' are a pair of conjugate points, from which the point-ranges P.Q.R,--- and P' , Q' .R",• lying

on the straight lines s, s' , respectively, are projected. The points P, Q,R, and P' , Q' , R' . are

traversed by the light in the order in which the points are named. / and /' are the
"
Flucht"

Points and / and J' the infinitely distant points of J, s' , respectively. (However, the rays in the

•diagram which are designated as j and /' do not here correspond to the
"
Flucht" I,ines of the

Plane-Fields t and "'.)

nate the "Flucht" Points and the Infinitely Distant Points of 5 and

5', respectively, then, as the point P is supposed to travel along s

from / to / in the direction of the ray s, P' will travel along s' from
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5>^» >-y"'

The range P' , Q' . Ff .

• • of points lyinff on / is

oppositely projective with the rauyre P, 0, R, • •

lyinjr on .\- (sec left-hand side of Fig. 85). This case

cannot occur in optical imajjery.

/' to /' in the positiN'c direction of the ray $' \
so that, supposinsi;, for

example, as is represented in the figure, that the point P lies on the

negative side of the "Flucht"

/' „ Point J {JP < o), the point

J- P' will lie on the positive

side of the "Flucht" Point P
(P P' > o), and vice versa.

Hence, in the case of two di-

rectly, or, as we might say,

"optically", projective point-

ranges, the "abscissae" (§ 169)

JP, P P' always have opposite

signs. Accordingly, recalling

the Abscissa-Relation derived in § 169, we may say:

/;; the case of Optical Imagery, the product JP I' P' = a constant

is always negative.

The value of this constant for the two projective point-ranges lying

along the Principal Axes x, x' was denoted by a; hence, provided the

positive directions of the axes of x, x' are defined as the directions which

light pursues along these rays, the Image- Constant a is negative in all

cases of optical imagery; that is,

a < o.

In the case, however, of a ray which is parallel to the Focal Plane,

the positive direction of the ray, as defined above, is indeterminate,

for the light may be supposed to traverse such a ray equally well in

either of the two opposite directions of the straight line to which the

ray belongs.

With regard, therefore, to the two systems of rectangular co-ordi-

nates of the Object-Space and Image-Space (§ 168), the positive direc-

tions of the Principal Axes x, x' have been clearly defined; but nothing
whatever has been done towards choosing the positive directions of

the secondary axes y, z in the Object-Space and y' ,
z' in the Image-

Space. So far as our previous investigation goes, the positive direc-

tion of each one of these axes is entirely arbitrary; and, accordingly,

the signs of the two constants b and c which enter into the Image-

Equations (no) may be positive or negative and like or unlike, de-

pending only on the choice of the positive directions of the axes of

y, z and of y', z' .

It makes no difference which directions we choose as the positive

directions of the axes of y, z in the Object-Space; but, having chosen
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these, let us contrive so that the positive directions of the axes of

y' ,
z' in the Image-Space shall be thereby determined. Accordingly,

we have merely to make, for example, the following agreement:
The positive directions of the axes of y and y' are to be chosen relative

to each other in such manner that the constant b shall be a positive number.

And in the same way, the positive directions of the axes of z and z'

are to be chosen with respect to each other so that the constant c shall be

a positive number.

Thus,
b > o, c > o.

Hence, assuming the positive directions of the secondary axes to be

determined according to these considerations, it follows that the Lateral

Magnifications y' jy and z' jz always have the same sign, viz., the sign

of the abscissa x.

The signs of the three constants a, b and c which enter into the Image-

Equations are dependent, therefore, only on the choice of the positive

directions of the axes of co-ordinates. If these directions are defined

as above, then the signs of these constants are as follows:

a < o, b > o, c > o.

173. So long as we do not assume any definite position-relation

between the Object-Space and the Image-Space, we shall define the

positive directions of the axes of co-ordinates in this way, so that a

is negative and b and c are positive. For the entirely general case

this is the best choice to make. But when the optical system consists

of a centered system of spherical refracting surfaces, as is usually

the practical case, the corresponding axes of the two systems of co-ordinates

are parallel, and then it will generally be more convenient to define the

positive directions in such a way that the positive directions of cor-

responding, or parallel, axes will be the same. If this method is used,

the signs of the Image-Constants may be different, in some cases, from

the signs which they have above. It is important to bear this in

mind, as the student may be puzzled when he finds that the signs of

the Image-Constants are sometimes difTerent from the signs as given

above; merely because the positive directions of the axes of co-ordi-

nates have been determined by different considerations (see § 176).

174. Symmetry around the Principal Axes. In the most general

case of optical imagery, defined by equations (no), which involve

at least as many as three constants a, b and c, the imagery is not

symmetrical with respect to the Principal Axes of the Object-Space
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and Image-Space; that is, in general, the two Magnification-Ratios

y' jy and z' jz have different values corresponding to the same valtie

of X. However, in most actual optical systems, in fact almost with-

out exception, the Principal Axes are axes of symmetry; and, since

we are concerned primarily with the applications of these laws to the

theory of optical instruments, it will be assumed hereafter that this

is the case. Thus, wc shall put
c = b;

in which case the Image-Equations become:

(III)
' = ^,
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between Object-Space and Image-Space, and that the Principal Axes

are axes of symmetry.
175. The Different Types of Optical Imagery.^ In collinear

bundles of rays there are always two corresponding rectangular three-

edges. Thus, at any point of the Object-Space, let OA, OB, OC
be three rays mutually at right angles to each other, to which there

correspond three rays 0'A'
, O'B', 0'C meeting at the conjugate

point 0' of the Image-Space, and also mutually at right angles to

each other. Let us suppose that the three edges OA, OB, OC oi the

octant 0-ABC form a canonical or right-screw system of axes (so that,

if a right-screw was turned in the direction from OB to OC, the point

of the screw would advance along OA). Two cases may occur, as

follows: (i) The system O'A', O'B', 0' C may also be a right-screw

system; or (2) The system O'A', O'B', 0'C may be a left-screw

(or acanonical) system of axes.

In the first case, we can see how it might be possible, by placing

the points and 0' together, to fit one of the octants into the other

in such fashion that the directions of the three pairs of corresponding

edges of the two conjugate octants OA, O'A'; OB, O'B'; OC, 0'C
agree with one another; so that except for the fact that the pairs of

corresponding points A, A'; B, B'
; C, C will not, in general, be

superposed on each other, we should have ''congruence" of the two

rectangular corners 0-ABC and O'-A'B'C.

In the latter case, when one system is canonical and the other

acanonical, no such "congruence" would be possible. Thus, for

example, if in this case we place the points and 0' in coincidence

with each other, and if we orient the two octants relative to each other

so that the directions of two pairs of conjugate edges, say, OB, 0' B'

and OC, 0'C are the same, the directions of the third pair of edges

OA, O'A' will be exactly opposite to each other. Instead, therefore,

of a so-called "congruence" of the two conjugate octants 0-ABC
and O'-A' B' C, such as was possible in the first case, we shall have

here a certain "symmetry'' of the two octants; although here again
we are employing a term in a sense somewhat different from the pre-

cise meaning attached to it in geometry. Strictly speaking, both

"congruence" and "symmetry" involve the idea of the equality of

corresponding line-segments, which is by no means necessarily implied
in the employment of these terms in the present connection.

' The following discussion is based on the admirable treatment of this matter in E.

Wandersleb's article on " Die geometrische Theorie der optischen Abbildung nach E.

Abbe", which is Chapter III of Die Theorie der optischen Inslrumenle, Bd. I (Berlin.

1904), edited by Dr. M. von Rohr. See pages 92, foil.
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By virtue of the Principle of Continuit>', it is obvious that if we
have "congruence", or "symmetry", between one pair of conjugate

octants, we shall have "congruence", or "symmetry", between all

pairs of conjugate octants. It is true that possibly at the Focal

Planes (which are sometimes called the "Discontinuity Planes") of

the two Space-Systems, the imager}- might change from "congruence"
to "symmetry", or vice versa. That this change does not occur in

crossing from one side of the Focal Plane to the other, we shall now

proceed to show.

Let us assume that the two pairs of conjugate points 0, 0' and

A, A' are situated on the Principal Axes x, x'
;
so that OB, O'B' and

OC, 0'C are parallel to the co-ordinate axes y, y' and z, z'
, respectively.

Moreover, let us assume also that the points A, B, C are all infinitely

near to 0; and, consequently, the points A', B', C will also be

infinitely near to 0' . Hence, if

X = FO, x' = E'O'

denote the abscissae of the points 0, 0' with respect to the Focal Points

F, E'
, respectively, as origins, we shall have:

OA = dx, OB =
dy, OC = dz;

O'A' = dx', O'B' =
dy', 0'C = dz'.

And, finally, let us suppose that the directions OA, OB, OC agree

with the positive directions of the axes of x, y, z, respectively (no

matter how these directions may have been defined), so that the magni-
tudes denoted here by dx, dy, dz are all positive. If we write the

Image-Equations (no) in the differential form, as follows:

dx' = — —
dx, dy' = ^

dy, dz' = ~
dz,

wV wV \'

we see that, as the point is supposed to cross the Focal Plane at

F, whereas the abscissa x changes its sign, the sign of dx' remains the

same; but the signs of dy' and dz' both change with change of the

sign of X. Consequently, the octant O'-A' B'C remains of the same

type, so that if it was "congruent" (or "symmetric") with the octant

0-A B C when the point was on one side of the Focal Plane, it will

remain "congruent" (or "symmetric") with it when the point is

taken on the other side of the Focal Plane.

Accordingly, from this purely geometrical standpoint, and entirely

without reference to the actual signs of the Image-Constants a, b, c,
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it appears that there are these two essentially different types of optical

imagery, which may be conveniently distinguished as follows:

1. Right-Screw Imagery—the case when the two conjugate octants

are "congruent"; in this case the image of a right-screw will be a

right-screw, but, in general, distorted; and

2. Left-Screw Imagery—the case when the two conjugate octants

are "symmetric"; in this case the image of a right-screw will be a

left-screw, although, in general, distorted.

These two types of imagery may be exhibited by diagrams (Figs.

87, 88 and 89) as follows:

In the Object-Space parallel to the :\j-axis draw two pairs of rays,

viz., two rays b, b (Fig. 87) in the xy-plane at equal distances from,

I B, 3, Bn
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axes of y' and c'; the end-poiiUs of these arms lying in the pairs of

rays h', h' and c'
,
c'

,
as shown in Figs. 88 and 89. The points 0\, 0'^,

etc., corresponding to the axial Object-Points Oj, 0^, etc. (Fig. 87),

Fig. 88.

Types of Optic.'VL Imagery : Image-Space. This figure is to be taken in connection with Fig.
87. It shows the case of Right-Screw Imagery.

will be ranged along the x'-axis, and will lie nearer to the Focal Point

E' in the same proportion as the object-points O^, 0^, etc. are farther

from the Focal Point F, and vice versa.

In Figs. 87 and 88 the imagery is right-screw imagery; whereas in

Figs. 87 and 89 the imagery is left-screw imagery. The directions of

the line-segments are shown by the arrow-heads. In these diagrams

>.*•

Fig. 89.

Types of Optical Imagery : Image-Space. This figure is to be taken in connection with Fig.

87. It shows the case of L,eft-Screw Imagery.

the positive directions of the axes are chosen so that the signs of the

Image-Constants (§ 172) are given by the following relations:

a < o, b > o, c > o;

and, consequently, corresponding to positive values of the co-ordinates

X, y, z, we shall have x' negative and y' and z' positive; whereas if

y and z are both positive, but x negative, x' will be positive, and y'

and s' both negative.
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One of the most obvious and characteristic features of optical

imagery is the symmetry of the imagery with respect to the two Focal

Planes. Each of the two space-regions is divided by its Focal Plane

into two equal halves, and to each half of the Object-Space corre-

sponds one of the two halves of the Image-Space.
176. In order not to affect the generality of our results, up to

this point we have purposely nowhere assumed any definite position-

relation between the Object-Space and the Image-Space. As a matter

of fact, however, practically all optical instruments consist of a

centered system of spherical refracting {or reflecting) surfaces, so that

the system is perfectly symmetrical with respect to the optical axis

(§ 13s), or straight line along which lie the centres of the spherical

surfaces. In such a system the Principal Axes x, x' of the Object-

Space and the Image-Space are both coincident with the optical axis.

A ray lying in a Meridian Plane of the Object-Space must in its transit

through the system continue to lie always in this same plane in space,

so that a Meridian Object-Plane and its conjugate Image-Plane are

the same plane in space. Thus, for example, the two Meridian Planes

of the system of co-ordinates of the Object-Space, viz., the planes xy
and xz, are coincident with the planes x'y' and x'z'

, respectively, of

the Image-Space. Hence, the axes of y and z in the Object-Space are

parallel to the axes of y' and z'
, respectively, in the Image-Space. This

being the case, it is usually found convenient to select the positive direc-

tions of the axes of x'
, y' ,

z' so that these directions shall be the same as

the positive directions of the axes x, y, z, respectively. Thus, while we
shall always select the positive direction of the x-axis as the direction

taken by the incident light along that line (§ 172), the positive direc-

tion of the ric'-axis may, or may not, be the direction pursued by the

light along it. And, therefore, the constant a may in a case of this

kind be either positive or negative, depending on which direction of

the :\;'-axis is the positive direction (see § 173).

In an optical system composed of a centered system of spherical

surfaces, it is important to emphasize the fact that the positive direc-

tion along the optical axis is always the direction of the incident light;

so that, for example, if one of the spherical surfaces is a reflecting

surface whereby the original direction of the light along the optical

axis is reversed, notwithstanding, we must continue to reckon as

positive that direction which was originally the positive direction;

and all axial line-segments, irrespective of any subsequent change of

the direction of the light, are to be reckoned as positive or negative

according as they have the same direction as, or the opposite direction

to, the incident axial ray (see §§26 and 108).
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So also in regard to the other Image-Constant b = c: since here

we do not, as in the general case, choose the positive directions of

the secondary axes of y' and z' so that b = c shall be positive, the

Image-Constant b = c may, therefore, be positive or negative. In

brief, in these special circumstances, the two systems of axes are

chosen with respect to each other so that a mere displacement along
the optical axis of the origin of co-ordinates of the Image-Space is

all that is needed in order to bring the axes of co-ordinates of the

Image-Space into coincidence with the axes of co-ordinates of the

Object-Space.

If we write again the Image-Equations in their differential forms,

viz.:

dx' = — —
. dx, dy' = -

dy, dz' = dz,«•* ""^

-Y* 'V*•V vV wV

and assume always that dx, dy, dz are positive, we may consider the

following cases:

I. As to the sign of the constant a:

(i)Ifa<o, then whatever may be the sign of the abscissa x, the

sign of dx' must be positive. The signs of dy' and dz' are always
either both positive or both negative, depending on the sign of x.

Consequently, the two conjugate octants which have dx, dy, dz and

dx', dy', dz' as corresponding edges are "congruent", and, hence, when
a < o, we have Right-Screw Imagery (§ 175).

(2) When a > o, the sign of dx' must be negative for both positive

and negative values of x; whereas, as before, the signs of dy' and dz'

are either both positive or both negative, depending on the sign of x;

so that the two conjugate octants which have dx, dy, dz and dx', dy',

dz' as corresponding edges are "symmetric" (§ 175). Hence, when
a > o, we have Lefi-Screw Imagery.

II. As to the sign of the constant b = c:

(i) When b > o, the signs of dy' and dz' are the same as that of x.

Accordingly, for positive values of x, we have erect images, and for

negative values of x, we have inverted images. An optical system of

this kind is called a convergent system.

(2) When b < o, the signs of dy' and dz' are opposite to that of .r;

so that the positive half of the Object-Space is portrayed by inverted

images, whereas the other half (the negative half) is portrayed by
erect images. This case is, accordingly, precisely opposite to the one

above, and a system of this kind is called divergent.

These results may be summarized as follows:
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A centered system of spherical refracting {or reflecting) surfaces is

convergent or divergent according as the Image- Constant b > or < o;

and the Imagery is Right-Screw or Left-Screw Imagery according as the

other Image- Constant a < or > o.

ART. 49. THE FOCAL LENGTHS, MAGNIFICATION-RATIOS, CARDINAL
POINTS, ETC.

177. Analytical Investigation of the Relation between a Pair of

Conjugate Rays. Let the Focal Point F (Fig. 90) be the origin of

p^
^'Q-i:

XT

Fig. 90.

Relation of Object-R.\y and Conjugate Image-Ray. The figure shows only the object-ray ;

a similar diagram, with letters suitably changed, may be imagined for the image-ray. PQ (or s)

represents an object-ray which crosses the Focal Plane yz at the point designated by R. FR = g,

this distance being reckoned positive or negative according as R is above or below the jr^--plane.

The angle S may have any value between t/2 and — 'r/2 ; the sign of this angle being always the

same as that of the angle il*
= Z FLU, where PU is the projection of PQ on the .rj'-plane.

the system of rectangular co-ordinates of the Object-Space, the Prin-

cipal Axis of the Object-Space being the x-axis, and the Focal Plane

(p being the 3'z-plane. Similarly, in the Image-Space (not represented

in the figure) the Focal Point E' is the origin of a system of rectangular

axes, the Principal Axis of the Image-Space being the x'-axis, and the

Focal Plane e' being the ^''z'-plane. Consider a pair of conjugate

rays, an Object-Ray (5), which crosses the co-ordinate-planes xy, xz,

yz at the points designated in the figure by the letters P, Q, R, re-

spectively, and the corresponding Image-Ray (s'), which crosses the

co-ordinate-planes x'y', x'z', y'z' of the Image-Space at the points

iV', 0', 5', respectively. Draw R U perpendicular to the 7-axis and

S'V perpendicular to the /-axis; then the straight lines PU and

N'V meeting the x-axis in the point L and the x'-axis in the point
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M', will be the projections on the xy-plane and the jc'3''-plane of the

conjugate rays s, s'
, respectively.

The co-ordinates of the points R and S' where the object-ray (5)

and the image-ra}' {s') cross the Focal Planes <p and e', respectively,

will be:

(o, FU, UR) and (o, E'V , V'S') ;

and, hence, if /, m, n and /', w', n' are the direction-cosines of the

straight lines s, s', respectively, the Cartesian equations of these

straight lines will be:

^ _ y- PU _ z- UR
I m n

^' ^ y - E'V _ z' - V'S'

l'~ m'
~

n'
'

respectively.

Assuming that the imagery is symmetrical with respect to the

Principal Axes x, x', so that 6 = c (§ 174), we can express the relations

between the co-ordinates x, y, z of an Object-Point and the co-ordinates

x', y', z' of the conjugate Image-Point by means of the Image-Equa-
tions (ill); in consequence whereof the second pair of the above

equations may be written as follows:

^~
b ""^b I'

'
^~

b
""^

b V
Comparing this pair of equations with the first pair above, we obtain

immediately the following relations for the co-ordinates of the two

points R and S' in the Focal Planes yz and y'z' , respectively:

- = ^y.
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equations in the lower line, and introducing the symbols which we

have just defined, at the same time remarking that we have also:

/" + m' + 7t' = V' + m'^ + «''=!
and

/ = cos d, r = cos d',

we obtain immediately the following results:

Thus, we find :

g'
=

%, tan' d\ U' = b' tan' 9.

? = i 7 -tan^', ife'
= ±6tan^.

In order to avoid ambiguity of signs in this pair of equations, it

is necessary to define more precisely the linear magnitudes g and k'

and the angular magnitudes 6 and 6' .

1. As to the signs of the linear magnitudes g and k' : The focal

distances g and k' are to be reckoned positive or negative according

as their projections FU and E'V on the ^'-axis and 3''-axis, respec-

tively, are positive or negative. Thus, according as the point U lies

on the positive or negative half of the j-axis, the sign of g will be plus

or minus; and, according as the point V lies on the positive or

negative half of the 3''-axis, the sign of k' will be plus or minus.

2. As to the angular magnitudes B and 6': If through the point

P where the object-ray meets the xy-plsine a straight line is drawn

parallel to the x-axis, in the same direction as the positive direction

of the rv:-axis, the angle 6 is the acute angle through which this straight

line has to be turned about P in order to bring it into coincidence

with the straight line PQ. The s'gn of this angle may be positive or

negative, its value being comprised between 6 = irJ2 and 6 = —
t/z.

The sign of the angle 6 can always be ascertained by the following

rule: li \p
= ZFLP denotes the acute angle through which the x-axis

must be revolved about the point L in order to make it coincide in

position with the projection PL of the object-ray PQ on the x^'-plane,

and if the sign of the angle \p is determined by the relation

FU
tan

r/'
=
-y^y

let us agree that the signs of the angles here denoted by and ip shall

ahvays be the same. Thus, for example, in the figure, as it is drawn,
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both F U and FL are positive, since their thrections are the same as

the positive directions of the axes of y and x, respectively; and hence

the angle 6 in the figure is negative.

The angle 6' in the Image-Space is defined in an entirely similar

way.
Tf the pair of conjugate rays lie in a pair of conjugate Meridian

Planes, we shall find, on investigation, that it will not be necessary

to extract a square-root, as it was in the general case above, and that,

with the above definitions of the magnitudes denoted by g, k', 6, 6',

the positive sign in the two formulae is alone admissible. Thus, the

ambiguity disappears, and we must write:

g = T-tan^', k' = b-tand. (112)

From these formulae we derive the following :

To object-rays, whose inclinations {6) to the Principal Axis (x) are

all equal, correspond image-rays which cross the Focal Plane (e') of the

Image-Space at equal distances {k') from the Focal Point E' ; and,

similarly, to object-rays, which cross the Focal Plane (cp) of the Object-

Space at equal distances (g) from the Focal Point F, correspond image-

rays whose inclinations {d') to the Principal Axis {x') are all equal.

We had already perceived (§ 167) that to a bundle of parallel rays

of one Space-System, say, S, there corresponds a bundle of non-

parallel rays of the other Space-System, the vertex of which lies in

the Focal Plane of 2'. We see now that this fact is merely a particu-

lar case of a more general law of optical imagery, as given in the above

statement. The absolute value of the focal distance of the point R
or S', where the object-ray or image-ray crosses the Focal Plane tp

or e', depends only on the magnitude of the inclination d' or 6 of the

conjugate ray to the x'- or x-axis, respectively.

178. The Focal Lengths / and e'. Equations (112) obtained in

the last section, which may be written:

g a k' =
0,

tan d' 6
'

tan

afford us a new way of defining the Image-Constants a and b. Thus,

the constant b may be defined as the ratio of the Focal distance k'

of the point where an image-ray crosses the Focal Plane of the Image-

Space to the tangent of the angle of inclination 6 of the corresponding

object-ray to the Principal Axis x of the Object-Space; and, similarly,
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the magnitude ajh may be defined as the ratio of the Focal distance

g of the point where an object-ray crosses the Focal Plane of the

Object-Space to the tangent of the angle of inclination d' of the cor-

responding image-ray to the Principal Axis x' of the Image-Space.

From the equations above, as well as from the Image-Equations them-

selves (§ 174), it is apparent that the dimensions of the Image-Constants
a and b are different; thus, whereas h denotes a length, a denotes an

area. For this and other reasons it is convenient to introduce at this

point a new pair of symbols / and e' instead of a and h, and to write :

I=h, e' =
^.

(113)

Thus, the Image-Constants denoted by / and e' will be defined by
the following formulae:

The constants / and e' are called the Focal Lengths of the optical

system. According to Abbe, the proper definitions of these character-

istic constants of the optical system are given only by formulae (114).

So soon as the magnitudes denoted by / and e' are ascertained, the

optical system may be regarded as completel}^ determined.

The definition of the Focal Lengths of a system of lenses, as given

by Gauss,
^

is essentially the same as Abbe's definition by means of

the above equations; thus:

The Focal Length of the Object-Space (denoted here by /) is equal

to the ratio of the linear magnitude of an image formed in the Focal

Plane of the Image-Space to the apparent {or angular) magnitude of the

corresponding infinitely distant object; and

The Focal Length of the Image-Space (denoted by e') is equal to the

ratio of the linear magnitude of an object lying in the Focal Plane of

the Object-Space to the apparent magnitude of its infinitely distant image.

Introducing the Focal Lengths / and e'
,
we may now write the

Image-Equations (iii) as follows:

, y' z' f x'
,

.

xx'=fe',
^ = - = '- = -,. 115)
y z x e

Provided we adhere to the choice of the positive directions of the

axes of co-ordinates which was made in § 172 (where we had a < o.

See S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der oplischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), p. 40.
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b > o), we shall have always:

/ > o, e' < o.

179. The Magnification-Ratios and their Relations to one another.

1. The Lateral Alagnification Y. This, as has been already defined

(§ 170), is the ratio of conjugate line-segments lying in planes at right

angles to the Principal Axes. Thus,

y' f x'
F= - = =

,-; (116)y X e

whence we see that the Lateral Magnification Y may have any value

from — 00 to + '^t depending on the value of the abscissa x.

2. The Axial or Depth-Alagnification X. By differentiating the

abscissa-equation
xx' —

fe'y

we obtain for the ratio of infinitely small conjugate line-segments dx,

dx' of the Principal Axes:

dx' fe' x'

^=d:^=-7=-p' (^^7)

This ratio, denoted by X, is called the Axial or Depth-Magnifica-

tion. It is inversely proportional to the square of the abscissa x.

If we choose the positive directions of the axes of co-ordinates so that

f > o, e' < o (see § 178), then X will be necessarily positive, and may
have any value comprised between o and + 00.

Comparing formulae (116) and (117), we obtain the following rela-

tion between the Axial Magnification (X) and the Lateral Magnifi-
cation ( Y) :

X e'
, „,

y2=-y; (118)

and, hence, we can say: At each point the Axial Magnification is pro-

portional to the square of the Lateral Magnification.

3. The Angular Magnification Z. Let M, M' (Fig. 91) designate
the positions of two axial conjugate points, whose abscissae with respect
to the Focal Points F, E' are denoted by x, x'

, respectively; so that

FM = X, E'M' = x'.

Let the straight line MR represent an object-ray crossing the Focal

Plane of the Object-Space at the point R and making with the Prin-

cipal Axis X of the Object-Space an angle xMR = 9. Let S' designate
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the point where the conjugate ray S'M' crosses the Focal Plane of

the Image-Space, and let 6' = Z. E'M'S' denote the inclination of

this image-ray to the Principal Axis x' of the Image-Space. Putting

FR =
g, E'S' =

k',

we have, in accordance with our agreement in § 177 concerning the

signs of the angles d, d' :

tan = — -
, tan 9 = — —..

X X

The Focal Lengths/ and e', by definition, are given by the formulae:

/=
k'

tan0'
.'=

«

tan d'

And, hence, if Z denotes the ratio of the tangents of the angles of

inclination to the Principal Axes of a pair of conjugate rays in any two

conjugate Meridian Planes, we have:

Z =
tan0'

tan0

X

e

f
X (119)

whence it will be seen that Z is independent of the values of d, 6'

themselves; so that for a given value of x, the ratio denoted by Z

£'

tr

M/

'-A—»*-

Fig. 91.

ANGULAR Magnification.

FM=x, E'M'^x', FR = s, E'S' = k'\

tan e^— FRIFUf. tan0' = -E'S'lE'M' ,
^= tan fl'/tan 9,

where .^^ denotes the angular magnification for the conjugate axial points M. M' .

has a constant value. Thus, for all rays which pass through the axial

point M, the ratio tan d' : tan 6 is constant.

This ratio denoted by Z is called the Angular Magnification, or

the
"
Convergence-Ratio'', and is an important magnitude in the theory

of optical instruments.
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Comparing the values of the Magnification-Ratios X, Y and Z,

as given by formuhx; (ii6), (117) and (119), we have the following

relations between them:

X c' f f Y

180. The Cardinal Points of an Optical System. As we see from

formula (116) and (119), the Magnification-Ratios Fand Z may have

any values comprised between — 00 and -\- ao, depending on the

value of the abscissa x\ whereas the Depth-Magnification X, as is

shown by formulae (117), may have any value between o and -f 00;

since we assume in this discussion that the positive directions of the

axes of X, x' are so chosen that the Focal Lengths / and e' have always

opposite signs. Each of these ratios is a function of the abscissa x,

so that by assigning any particular value to one of these ratios, we
shall thereby determine at least one pair of conjugate axial points.

Those pairs of conjugate axial points for which one or other of the

magnitudes denoted by X, F, Z has the absolute value unity are all

of more or less interest, and certain of them are especially distin-

guished in the theory of optics. They may be enumerated in the

following order:

I. The two pairs of conjugate axial points for which the Depth-

Magnification X has the value -}- i
; for, since X is a function of x^,

we shall obtain always for a given value of X two equal and opposite
values of the abscissa x. Thus, putting X = + i in formulae (117),

we find:

x= ^ V -je\ x' = =F V-fe';

so that there are two pairs of conjugate points on the Principal Axes
of the optical system for which an infinitely small displacement dx
of the object-point will correspond to an equal displacement dx' of

the image-point. Moreover, it will be remarked that the Focal Points

F and E' are midway between the two axial object-points and the two
axial image-points, respectively. However, these two pairs of axial

conjugate points are of slight importance, and need not detain us any
longer, except merely to add that the Lateral and Angular Magnifi-
cations at these points are equal. Thus, we have:

Y = Z= ±
Vf/e'.

2. The most important and the most celebrated of all these pairs
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of conjugate axial points is the pair named by Gauss ^

the Principal
Points (see § 139) of the optical system, which in our diagrams will

be designated by the letters A and A' (Fig. 92). The Principal

IT

F N

Fig. 92.

Cardinai. Points of Optical System. Focal Points F. E' ; Principal Points A, A'; Nodal
Points A'. N'.

FA=N'E' =f; E'A'=NF=e' ; NA= N'A' ; AV=A'V'\ ^ ANV=6= L A'N'V = 6' .

Points are defined by the value F = + i. Putting Y =
y'jy = + i

in the equations (ii6), we obtain for the abscissae of the Principal

Points :

^ = -pA =
j, x' = E'A' =

e'\ (i2i)

and, hence. The Focal Lengths f, e' of an optical system may also be

defined as the abscissa, with respect to the Focal Points F, E', of the

Principal Points A, A'
, respectively.

If the positive directions of the Principal Axes are determined by
the directions pursued by the light in traversing these lines, then, as

has been repeatedly stated, / will be positive and e' negative (see

§ 178); hence, the Primary Principal Point A will lie always on the

positive half of the :x;-axis, and the Secondary Principal Point A' will

lie on the negative half of the x'-axis.

The pair of conjugate planes at right angles to the Principal Axes

at the Principal Points A, A' were likewise named by Gauss the

Principal Planes of the system. These planes are characterized by
the fact that to any point V in the Principal Plane of the Object-

Space there corresponds a point V in the Principal Plane of the Image-

Space, such that AV = A'V; so that an object lying in the Primary

Principal Plane will be portrayed by an image lying in the Second-

ary Principal Plane, which is equal to the object in every particular.

We may remark also that at the Principal Points x =
f, x' = e'

we have also:

' C. F. Gauss: Dioplrische Untersuchiingen (Goettingen, 1841), § 7.
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The points A, A' are sometimes called also the Positive Principal

Points in order to distinguish them from another pair of axial conju-

gate points called by Toepler '

the Negative Principal Points, which

are defined b\" the value Y = — i. These points are, however, of

no particular importance.

3. The conjugate axial points N,N', for which the Angular Magni-
fication has the value Z = tan9' : tan6=-\-i, were named by Listing^

the Nodal Points of the system. These points, which are next in

importance to the Principal Points, are characterized by the following

property:
To an object-ray crossing the x-axis at the Primary Nodal Point N

at an inclination 6 there corresponds an image-ray crossing the x'-axis

at the Secondary Nodal Point N' at an inclination d' = 6.

Putting Z =
-\- I \n formulae (119), we find for the abscissae, with

respect to the Focal Points F, E'
,
of the Nodal Points N, N' :

X = FN = -
e', x' = E' N' = -

f;

or (Fig. 92) :

FA = N'E' =/; E'A' = NF = e'. (122)

Moreover, since

AN = AF+ FN = -
if + e'), A'N' = A'E' + E'N' = -

ij+e'),

we have:

AN=A'N'. (123)

Hence, the two Nodal Points are equidistant from the Principal Points;

and, since the abscissae of N, N', with respect to A, A', respectively,

have the same sign, the Nodal Points lie always either both to the

right or both to the left of the corresponding Principal Points. And
if ^ iV = o, then A' N' = also.

For Z =
-1- I, we have:

/X = Y= -~.
e

The planes perpendicular to the Principal Axes at the points N, N^

are called the Nodal Planes of the system. Toepler likewise dis-

tinguished a pair of Negative Nodal Points defined by Z = — i .

These distinguished pairs of conjugate axial points are called the

' A. Toepler: Bemerkungen ueber die Anzahl der Fundamentalpuncte eines beliebigen

Systems von centrirten brechenden Kugelflaechen: Fogg. An7t., cxlii. (1871), 232-251.
^
J. B. Listing: Beitrag zur physiologischen Optik: Goellinger Stiidien, 1845. See

also article by Listing on the Dioptrics of the Eye, published in R. Wagner's Handwoer-

terbuch d. Physiologic (Braunschweig, 1853), Bd. iv., p. 451.
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Cardinal Points of the optical system; and some writers include also

under this designation the Focal Points F, E' . Knowing the positions
of one pair of the Cardinal Points, and knowing also the Focal Lengths
of the optical system, we can determine completely the character of

the imagery.'

181. The Image-Equations referred to a Pair of Conjugate Axial

Points. It will be convenient sometimes, and always in the case of

Telescopic Imagery (Art. 50), to select as origins of the two systems
of co-ordinates some other pair of axial points besides the Focal Points

which have been used hitherto for this purpose. Thus, suppose we
take two conjugate axial points 0, 0' as origins, and let the co-ordi-

nates of the conjugate points Q, Q' with respect to 0, 0' be denoted

as follows:

0M =
^, MQ =

y, O'Af =
^', M'Q' = y;

where M, M' are the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from Q, Q' on

the axes of x, x'
, respectively. Moreover, let

FM = X, E'M' =
x', FO = x„ E'O' =

x[ ;

so that
'V'V — 'Y* 'Y*

— T £>

Now
X Xq ~p ^, X Xq ~r" ^ J

and, therefore:

which may be written :

/

Xq X^y

T + F + i=°' (124)

which is the required relation between the abscissae ^ and |'. The
constants .Tq, x'q which occur in this formula are the distances of the

origins 0, 0' from the Focal Points F, E'
, respectively.

^ In connection with this subject, the following writers may be consulted (in addition

to those already named):
C. G. Neumann: Die Haupt- iind Brenn-Ptinkte eines Linsen-Systems. Elemenlare

Darstellung der durch Gauss hegruendelen Theorie (Leipzig, 1866).

J. A. Grunert: Ueber merkwuerdige Puncte der Spiegel- und Linsen-Systeme: Grun.

Arch. f. Math. Phys., xlvii. (1867), 84-105.
F. Lippich: Fundamentalpunkte eines Systemes centrirter brechender Kugelflaechen:

Mitt, des nalurw. Ver.f. Steiertnark, ii. (1871), 429-459.
L. Matthiessen : Grundriss der Dioptrik geschichleter Linsensysleme. Malhematische

Einleitung in die Dioptrik des menschlichen Auges (Leipzig, 1877). Also, Ueber eine

Methode zur Berechnung der sechs Cardinalpuncte eines centrierten Systems sphaerischer

Linsen: Zfl. f. Math. u. Phys., xxiii. (1878), 187-191. Also, Bestimmung der Cardinal-

puncte eines dioptrisch-katoptrischen Sy^ems centrirter sphaerischer Flaechen, mittels

Kettenbruchdeterminanten dargestellt: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xxxii. (1887), 170-175.

The above is only a partial list of the writers on this subject.
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For the Lateral Magnification at M, M' we obtain:

,. y f x'o-\- ^'
1 = = —7-7 = — -'

—
.

y -v, + ^ e

I §181.

(125)

The Angular Magnification, in terms of the abscissae ^, ^', is given

as follows:

tan 9' _ Xq-]- ^ _ /

tan 6
~

e x^ + ^'

'Z = (126)

If Fq denotes the Lateral Magnification at the points 0, 0', then

Y^^
=

f/x^
=

x[Je'. Hence, if we choose, we may eliminate the con-

stants .To, .^0
in the above equations by putting:

Xr. — -tr t Xq e 2
q ,

thus,

/

F,

e'K
+ V + I = o.

Y =
f+Y,^

f

e' ^ Y,'

- = ^Y
e'Y, e'Y, + ^ ^

(127)

In particular, if the origins of the two systems of co-ordinates are

the pair of conjugate axial points A, A' called the Principal Points

(§ 180), and if for this special case we denote the abscissee of the points

Q, Q' by u, u', so that

AM = u, A'M' =
u',

then, writing u, u' in place of ^, ^', respectively, in formulae (127), and

putting F,j
=

I, we obtain the Image- Equations referred to the Prin-

cipal Points as origins, as follows :

/ e'- + ^+i =0,
u u

Y =

Z =

y'
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182. Geometrical Constructions of Conjugate Points of an Optical

System.
I, Construction of Conjugate Axial Points. The equation

/ e'

u u

suggests a simple method of construction of the pair of conjugate axial

points M, M' , provided we know the positions and directions of the

Principal Axes x, x'
,
the positions of the two Principal Points A, A',

and the magnitudes of the Focal Lengths /, e' of the Optical System.

For since/ = FA, e' = E'A', the equation above may be written:

AF A'E'

u + w
= i;

and, hence, if we suppose the two Principal Points A, A' (Fig. 93) are

placed in coincidence with each other so that the positive directions

of the Principal Axes x,

x' make with each other

at A (or A') any angle

xAx' different from zero,

and if through the Focal

Points F and E' we draw

straight lines parallel to

x' and X, respectively, in-

tersecting each other at a

point 0, then any straight

line drawn through O will

make on the axes x,

x' intercepts AM = u,

A'M' = u'
, respectively,

which will satisfy the

above equation. In fact the point is the centre of perspective of

the two point-ranges x, x' .

2. Construction of Conjugate Points Q, Q not on the Principal

Axes. Suppose that the optical system is given by assigning the

positions and directions of the Principal Axes x, x' (Fig. 94), the posi-

tions of the two Focal Points F, E' and the Focal Lengths/, e' . The

Principal Points A, A' may be located at once, since FA =/, E'A' = e'

(§180); and the planes through these points perpendicular to the

Principal Axes are the Principal Planes. The point (^ is the vertex

17

Fig. 93.

Construction of Conjugate Axial Points M, Af

(or L, L') of an Optical System.

FA=f\ E'A' = e'; AM=u; A'M' = ti'.
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of the bundle of image-ra>s corresponding to the bundle of object-

rays whose vertex is the Object-Point Q. If, therefore, we can deter-

mine two of the rays of the bundle of image-rays, they will suffice to

determine by their point of intersection the Image-Point Q'. Thus,
for example, to tlio object-ray Q V which is parallel to the jc-axis

there corresponds an image-ray which goes through the Focal Point

E'; and moreover, this image-ray will cross the Principal Plane of

the Image-Space at a point V conjugate to the point V where the

Fig. 94.

Construction of Conjugate Points Q, Q' of an Optical System, i^and E' are the Focal
Points ; A and A' are the Principal Points; and TVand N' are the Nodal Points.

FA=N'E' =f; E'A' = NF=e'; AN=A'N':
/ ANU= LA'N'lf ; AV=A'V'; AC/=A'cr'; AIF=A'IV'.

corresponding object-ray crosses the Principal Plane of the Object-

Space, determined, according to the property of the Principal Planes

(§ i8o), by the fact that AV = A' V . Again, the object-ray QW,
which goes through the Focal Point F, and which meets the Principal
Plane of the Object-Space at the point W, must correspond to an

image-ray, which, crossing the Principal Plane of the Image-Space at

a point W such that AW = A'W, proceeds parallel to the Principal
Axis x'; and the intersection of this ray with the other image-ray
V E' will determine the Image-Point Q' conjugate to the Object-
Point Q.

If we know the positions of the two Focal Points F, E'
,
and if we

know also the Focal Lengths /, e'
,
we may locate the Nodal Points

N, N' (§ i8o). To an object-ray QN meeting the Principal Plane

of the Object-Space at a point U there corresponds an image-ray,

which, crossing the Principal Plane of the Image-Space at a point U'

such that A U = A' U'
,
has the same inclination to the :!c'-axis as the

object-ray QN has to the x-axis; that is, ZANU=/.A'N'U'.
Thus, the point Q' may be determined as the point of intersection of

any pair of the three image-rays V'Q', U'Q' and W'Q'.
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ART. 50. TELESCOPIC IMAGERY.

183. The Image-Equations in the Case of Telescopic Imagery.
In the special and singular case of Telescopic Imagery (§ 165), the

Image-Equations (no) referred to the Focal Points F, E' are not

applicable, because in this case the Focal Planes ip and e' are no longer

actual, or finite, planes, but they are the infinitely distant planes e

and if' of the Object-Space S and the Image-Space 2', respectively.

The infinitely distant planes are not only the Focal Planes, but they
are also a pair of conjugate planes; so that, if we were consistent in

our notation, and if we designated the Focal Plane of the Object-

Space by <p, in the case of Telescopic Imagery we should designate

the Focal Plane of the Image-Space by <p'. In the language of geom-

etry the two Space-Systems S, S' are said to be in ''affinity with

each other. Each pair of conjugate plane-fields tt, tt' of 2, 2' are

also in affinity with each other, because to every infinitely distant

straight line of 2 there corresponds an infinitely distant straight line

of 2'. Thus, also, each pair of conjugate point-ranges of 2 and 2'

are "projectively similar", so that corresponding segments of them
are in a constant ratio to each other (§ 166). Hence, the image in

2' of a parallelogram of 2 will likewise be a parallelogram; and so,

also, the image of a parallelepiped will be a parallelepiped. To a

bundle of parallel object-rays will correspond a bundle of parallel

image-rays.

Since corresponding point-ranges are "projectively similar", we
can say:

In the case of Telescopic Imagery, the Magnification-Ratio has the

same value for all parallel rays.

This fundamental characteristic of Telescopic Imagery will enable

us to deduce the Image-Equations immediately. Thus, selecting as

origins of the two systems of co-ordinates any pair of conjugate points

0, 0', let us take as axes of x, y, z any three straight lines meeting in

0, and let the three straight lines conjugate to x, y, z which meet in

0' be selected as axes of x', y', z'. If the magnification-ratios for the

three bundles of parallel object-rays to which the axes of x, y, z belong
are denoted by the constants p, q, r, we may write the Image-Equations

for the case of Telescopic Imagery, as follows :

x' =
px, y'

=
qy, z' = rz. (129)

If we select a set of rectangular axes in the Object-Space, the axes of

x\ y', z' in the Image-Space will in general be oblique. But in the
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two projective bundles of rays 0, 0', there is always one set of mutually

perpendicular ra>s of O to which corresponds also a system of three

mutiialK perpendicular rays of 0'; so that if we choose these two

particular sets of corresponding rays as axes of co-ordinates of the

two Space-Systems, the equations above will be the general Image-

E(]uations, referred to rectangular axes, for the case of Telescopic

Imagery.
It will be remarked that in the general case of Telescopic Imagery

the Image-Equations involve at least three independent constants.

A striking difference between Telescopic Imagery and Optical Imagery
in general is to be noted in the fact that in the former there are no

Principal Axes; so that it is merely a matter of preference which of

the axes of co-ordinates is selected as the axis of x.

However, if (as is practically nearly always the case) the Imagery
is symmetrical with respect to one pair of the conjugate axes of the

two systems of rectangular co-ordinates, it is usual to select these

as the axes of x and x'. In this case putting r = q, we may write

the Image-Equations as follows:

x' = px, y'
=

qy, z' = gz. (130)

184. Characteristics of Telescopic Imagery. In the case of Tele-

scopic Imagery, both the Lateral Magnification Y and the Depth-

Magnification X are constant. Thus:

y' dx' x'
r =

^
= 2=F., x = ^=^=^ = X,, (,31)

In regard to the Focal Lengths / and e'
,
defined as in § 178, it is

obvious that we have here:

j = e' = oc.

But by formula (118) we have XfY"^ = — e' lj\ hence, here:

Accordingly, we may say that the characteristic of Telescopic Imagery
is that, whereas the Focal Lengths f and e' are infinite, the ratio of the

Focal Lengths is finite.

Introducing this finite ratio as one of the image-constants and the

Lateral Magnification F = g =
Fq as the other constant, we may

write the Image-Equations for the case of Telescopic Imagery as
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follows :

x' e' V

The Angular Magnification Z is given by the formula :

_ tang^ _ F
^ ~

tan 9 ~X'

Hence, for the case of Telescopic Imagery:

^ =
p =-e'Y,' ^^34)

Thus, the Angular Magnification in Telescopic Imagery is constant

also. It may be remarked that the Angular Magnification is an

especially important magnitude in this kind of imagery; for when we
are considering the infinitely distant image of an infinitely distant

object, the Angular Magnification is the only kind of magnification

that conveys any meaning. If in the Image-Equations we introduce

^ —
9.1P —

-^0 and the ratio e' If
= —

p/(f as the two image-con-

stants, these equations may also be expressed as follows:

X e' ZV y e' Z,
2. ..--„/ V • (135)

ART. 51. COMBINATION OF TWO OPTICAL SYSTEMS.

185. The Problem in General. A series of Optical Systems may
be so arranged one after the other that the Image-Space of one system

is at the same time the Object-Space of the following system, and so on.

The resultant effect of all these successive imageries will be an imagery
which may be regarded as due to a single optical system which by
itself would produce the same effect. An optical instrument, whose

function is to produce an image of an external object, is, in fact, nearly

always a compound system or combination of simpler systems. Pro-

vided we know the Focal Lengths and the positions of the Focal

Points and of the Principal Axes of each of the component systems,

it is always possible to ascertain the Focal Lengths and the positions

of the Focal Points of the compound system. In case the system is

composed of spherical refracting (or reflecting) surfaces with their

centres ranged along a straight line, the Principal Axes of each of

the elements of the system will coincide with the "optical axis" (§ 135).

This is usually the case in an actual optical instrument, and the
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problem is greatly simplified by this condition. However, following

CzAPSKi,' and supposing at first that we have only two comp07ient

systems, we shall consider here a rather more general case than the

one above-mentioned. Thus, the only restriction which we shall

make is the following:

The Principal Axis {x\) of the Image-Space of System (I) shall be also

the Principal Axis (x.,) of the Object-Space of System (II).

(Since this condition is usually satisfied in the case of imagery by
means of narrow bundles of rays inclined to the Principal Axes at

finite angles, the results which we shall obtain here will be directly

applicable also to this case, as we shall have occasion of seeing in

a subsequent chapter. See § 248.)

Let F,, £'1 and F^, E'., (Fig. 95) designate the positions of the Focal

Points of the systems (I) and (II), respectively; and let/j, e[ and/2, e'^

Fig. 95.

Combination of Two Optical Systems. .Fi and Ei' and F2, E^ mark the positions of the Focal

Points, and A\, A\ and Ai., An' the positions of the Principal Points of systems (l) and (II), re-

spectively; and F, E' mark the positions of the Focal Points of the compound system (I + II).

f\ = F\A\, e\'
= E\'A\' , and/2 = EiAn. e-l

= E«'Az denote the Focal I,engths of systems (l) and (ll),

respectively; whereas/, e' denote the Focal I,engths of the compound system. The "interval"

between the two systems (l) and (II) is E\ F-i
= A.

denote the Focal Lengths of the two systems. Since we have assumed

that the Principal Axis (xj of the Image-Space of (I) is coincident

with the Principal Axis (x^) of the Object-Space of (II), the Focal

Planes at F!^ and P., will be parallel. The relative position of the

two component systems may be assigned by giving the distance of

the point F.,_
from the point Ej, that is, the abscissa of F.^ with respect

to £j. This magnitude, usually denoted by writers on Optics by the

symbol A, that is,

A = £j F2,

and reckoned positive or negative according as the direction from E^

^
S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der oplischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), pages 46,

foil.
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to F^ is the same as or opposite to that along which the light travels,

is called the interval between the two systems.

The Focal Points of the compound system will be denoted by the

letter? F and E' (without any subscripts) ; and, similarly, the Focal

Lengths of the compound system will be denoted by the symbols /
and e' .

The problem is, therefore, with the data above-mentioned defining
the component systems, to determine the Focal Points and the Focal

Lengths of the compound system.

In the first place, it is obvious that the Focal Planes at the points
F and F^ are parallel, as is also the case with the Focal Planes at the

points E' and E'.^. For in the system (I), to the sheaf of planes which

are parallel to the Focal Plane at 7^^ there corresponds a sheaf of

planes which are parallel to the Focal Plane at E\ (§ i66), and which

are therefore, by hypothesis, parallel likewise to the Focal Plane at

7s; and to this sheaf of planes in the Object-Space of system (II)

there corresponds a sheaf of planes which are parallel to the Focal

Plane at E'o. Hence, to planes which are parallel to the Focal Plane

at Fi there correspond planes which are parallel to the Focal Plane

at E'2. But we have seen that in an optical system, in general, the

only two sheaves of parallel planes which are conjugate sheaves of

planes are the sheaves to which the Focal Planes belong. Hence,

the Focal Planes at F and E' are parallel to the Focal Planes at F^

and E'.,, respectively.

Moreover, the Principal Axis {x^ of the Object-Space of system (I)

is also the Principal Axis {x) of the Object-Space of the compound

system; and, similarly, the Principal Axis (.tI) of the Image-Space of

system (II) is also the Principal Axis {x') of the Image-Space of the

compound system. For since x^ and x' are obviously a pair of conju-

gate rays with respect to the compound system, and since the Principal

Axes of an optical system have been defined (§ 167) as that pair of

conjugate rays which meet at right angles the Focal Planes of the sys-

tem, it follows that x^ and x'.^
must coincide with x and x'

, respectively.

We proceed, in the next place, to ascertain the positions of the Focal

Points F, E' of the compound system. Consider, for example, an object-

ray proceeding in the direction QV^ parallel to the Principal Axis

(x) of the Object-Space. Emerging from the first system, this ray

will go through the Focal Point E[ of the Image-Space of this system,

and, traversing the second system, will finally cross the Principal Axis

{x') of the Image-Space of the compound system at the point £';

so that, with respect to system (II), the points E[ and £' are a pair of
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conjugate points, and therefore, according to the first of formulae (115):

F.,Ei- E.,E' =
f.,e'.2 ;

that is, •

Since we know the position of the point E2, this equation enables us'

to determine that of the Focal Point E' of the Image-Space of the

compound system.

Again, consider an object-ray QF going through the Focal Point F
of the Object-Space of the compound system. This ray, after travers-

ing the entire system, must emerge parallel to the Principal Axis {x')

of the Image-Space of the compound system. And, therefore, it must

have passed through the Focal Point F., of the Object-Space of system

(II), and, hence, the points F and Fg must be a pair of conjugate axial

points with respect to system (I). Accordingly, in the same way
as above:

F,F • E[F, =
f,e[;

that is,

whereby the position of the Focal Point F of the Object-Space of the

compound system can be located with respect to the position of the

given point F^.

Thus, having located the positions of the Focal Points F, E' of the

compound system, we have next to determine the Focal Lengths f, e' .

Recalling the definitions of the Focal Lengths as given by formulae

(114), viz.:

^ tan 9'
^

tane'
'

let us consider again the two rays which we have already employed.
The ray QV^^ which proceeds parallel to the Principal Axis {%) of

the Object-Space of the compound system, crosses the Focal Plane ^
at the height g =

.^jFi, and after traversing the entire system,

emerges so as to cross the Principal Axis (jc') of the Image-Space at

the Focal Point E' at an angle Q' = Z. A'.^ElV'.,, so that e' = gjtan d' .

This ray crosses the Principal Axis {x\) of the Image-Space of sys-

tem (I) at the point E\ (Fig. 95), so that

g =
e'l

• tan /. A[E[V\.
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And since E\ and E' are a pair of conjugate axial points with respect

to system (II), the ratio tan 6' : tan ZA[E[V[ is the value of the

Angular Magnification (Z^) of system (II) for this pair of conjugate

points. Applying, therefore, formula (119), we obtain:

tan 6' F.rE\ A

tan /.A[E[Vi e.^ e^

Thus, the formula e' = g/tan d' becomes:

e = -—

whereby the magnitude of the Focal Length e' of the Image-Space of

the compound system is determined in terms of the known magnitudes

e[, e'2
and A.

Similarly, if ZA^FXi = 9 Is the inclination to the x-axis of the

object-ray QX^, which goes through the Focal Point F of the Object-

Space, and which, after traversing the entire system, emerges in the

direction X'.^Q' parallel to the x'-axis, and if k' denotes the height at

which the emergent ray crosses the Focal Plane e' of the Image-Space,

then / =
yfe'/tan 6. This ray crossed the Principal Axis (Xg) of the

Object-Space of system (II) at the point F.,, so that

k' =f,- tan ZA.,F.,X,.

The points F and F.. are a pair of conjugate axial points with respect

to system (I), and the value of the Angular Magnification (Zj) of this

system for this pair of conjugate points is given by the ratio

tan ZA.^F.yX^ : tan 6.

Thus, by formula (119), we obtain:

tan ZA2F2X2 /i
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goes ihrough the Focal Point b\ of the Object-Space of system (I),

and which, therefore, emerges from system (II) so as to cross the .x'-axis

at the Focal Point E' of the Image-Space of system (II). Thus, from

Fig. 95, we have:

/i
=

tan ZA,F,W,
' ' tan ZA'.E'.W^'

Now A[Wi =
A.iW.2, and therefore:

tan ZA'.E'jr, _ /,

tan LA^F[w\
~~

e'.;

Btit since F^ and E'., are conjugate axial points with respect to the

compound system, we have by formula (119):

Hence :

tan z^;£;pr;
tan ZA,F,W,

} FF,

E'E'

/i

e:e:

FF,
_/ »

and, therefore, as before

^ ~
A ' A

•

The formulae derived above may be collected as follows :

Positions of the Focal Points F, E' :

7rz7=iii -p'-p' =^^ .

^1-^ A ' ^ A

Magnitudes of the Focal Lengths f, e' :

e.Co
r _ _ J1J2 , _ ^2
^ ~ A '

^ ~
A

(136)

The influence of the interval A between the two systems, which

forms the denominator of the right-hand member of each of these for-

mulae, is at once apparent. Two given systems (I) and (II) may be

combined in an infinite number of ways by merely altering the inter-

val A either as to its magnitude or as to its sign or as to both. So

long as this magnitude A is different from zero, and none of the Focal

Points of the component systems are situated at infinity, we shall have

a compound system with finite Focal Lengths/, e' .
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186. Special Cases of the Combination of Two Optical Systems.
We may consider several special cases of the combination of two optical

systems as follows:

I. The Case when the ''Interval" is zero (A =
o), the Focal Lengths

/i, e[ and f.,, e.^ of the component systems (/) and {II) being all finite.

In this case the compound system will be telescopic, since according
to equations (136), we have here f = e' = 00, whereas the ratio

jje'
= —

fJzle'^e'.^ is finite by hypothesis (see § 184).

In a telescopic system the three magnification-ratios X, Y and Z,

as we saw in § 184, are all constant; let us denote their values here

by the special symbols Xq, Y^ and Z^, respectively. So soon as we
know the values of any two of these magnitudes, the system will be

completely determined. In fact, since we know already the value of

the finite ratio of the Focal Lengths of the Telescopic System, it will

be sufficient if we know also only one of the magnitudes denoted by

The diagram (Fig. 96) represents the case of the combination of

two non-telescopic systems into a telescopic system, which is the case

N

\ r'
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and since A = o, so that the points E\ and F., arc coincident, it follows

that

and, hence:

Similarh-, the Angular Magnification Z =
Z,,, in terms of the Focal

Lengths of the component systems, may be obtained as follows:

Consider the axial points Fy and K, which, with respect to the com-

pound system, are a pair of conjugate points; evidently, we have:

_ tan ZA'.KW'^
^~^^'~ tan ZA.FyWy

'

and since

tan Z A:e:W', =^
,

tan Z A,F,W, = ^^, A,W,= A[W[,

we find:

And, finally, for the Axial Magnification, X = dx' jdx = x' jx
= X^,

we have, since, by the last of formulae (120), X = YjZ,

V — V — h^

2. Combination of Telescopic System (7) with Non-Telescopic, or

Finite, System {II).

Let the Telescopic System (I) be given by the values of the constant

axial and lateral magnification-ratios X^, Fj, respectively, and by the

positions of the conjugate axial points ikf,, M\ (Fig. 97). Here, as

in the preceding case, we assume that the Principal Axis {x\) of the

Image-Space of system (I) and the Principal Axis {x.^ of the Object-

Space of system (II) are coincident. If F., designates the position of

the Focal Point of the Object-Space of system (II), the relative

positions of the two systems may be assigned by the value of the

abscissa of the point F., with respect to the point M[. Let us denote

this abscissa by the symbol a, so that M\F., — a.

A ray proceeding parallel to the Principal Axis (Xj) of the Object-

Space of system (I) will also be parallel to the Principal Axis {x\)

of the Image-Space of this system, and, emerging finally from system
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(II), will cross the Principal Axis (x') of the Image-Space of the

compound system at the Focal Point E'., of the Image-Space of system

(II), which is likewise also the Focal Point E' of the Image-Space of

the compound system. And since the position of E'^ is given, we know,

therefore, the position of E'.

The position of the other Focal Point F of the compound system
will be determined if we ascertain its position with respect to the

Fig. 97.

Combination of a Telescopic with a Non-telescopic System into a Non-Telescopic
Compound System.

given axial Object-Point M^. An image-ray which emerges from the

compound system in a direction parallel to the rt'-axis corresponds
to an object-ray which crosses the :>:-axis at the required point F, and
which must also have passed through the Focal Point F., of the Object-

Space of system (II). Hence, the points F and F., must be a pair of

conjugate axial points with respect to the telescopic system (I). And
since, by the second of equations (131),

^1 = a

we obtain immediately :

M[F, _
M,F

~
M,F'

M,F =
a

X,'

whereby the position of the Focal Point F is ascertained.

It only remains therefore to determine the magnitudes of the Focal

Lengths / and e' . From the figure we obtain :

A'X., =f,-tan ZA.,F,X,,

f =
A'Xo /o-tan Z^oFoZo _ . ^ ,

tan Z M^FQ tan Z MJ^Q

where Z, denotes the constant value of the Angular Magnification of

the telescopic system (I). Since Z,
=

Y^jX^, we have, therefore:

/ =
z,
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where / is determined in terms of the known constants /a, Xi and Fj.

Again,

_ Ml^ _ A^Ij _ e',
tan ZA'My',

^^IiQ-
Y^

-
F,

~
Y,

2

>

c =
tan /.A'.KV'

and, hence:

e =
j7

;

whereby the Focal Length e' of the Image-Space of the compound

system is determined in terms of the given constants e.^
and Fj.

Since the magnitudes denoted by X^, Y^, f. and
e'.^

are all finite,

it is evident from the formula here obtained that the combination

of a telescopic system with a non-telescopic system is a non-telescopic

system. If the system (II) were the telescopic system, the procedure

would be entirely similar to that given above.

3. Both Systems Telescopic.

Let us suppose that the two component telescopic systems are given

by the values of their constant Axial and Lateral Magnification-Ratios

Fig. 98.

Combination of Two Telescopic Systems into a Telescopic System.

Xj, Fi, and Xo, F^; and that the relative position of the two systems
is given by the positions of a pair of conjugate points L, L[ (Fig. 98)

of system (I) and the positions of a pair of conjugate axial points

M.,, M' of system (II). Let us write a = L\M.2.

To begin with, it is obvious that the compound system is also tele-

scopic. Thus, the Lateral Magnification of the compound system is:

L'O' L'Q' L\Q\Y =
-jyr

=
jjyy

•

-yyr
= Fj

• F, = a constant ;

and the Axial Magnification of the compound system is:

^ L'M' L'M' L\M. ^ ^X = -^rrv = ^r^^^ • "TTT = A
,

• A ,
= a constant.LM LyM^ LM ^ '

Here the letters M and L' designate the positions of the points, which,

with respect to the compound system, are conjugate to the given
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points M' and L, respectively. The positions of the points M and
L' may be determined as follows:

Since L'^M^ : LM = X^, and L\M = a, we find:

LM = a

whereby the position of the point AI is determined relative to that

of the given point L. Again, since M' L': M2L[ = X2, we have:

M'L' = -a-X.^;

whereby the point L' may be located with respect to the given point M'.

ART. 52. GENERAL FORMULA FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE FOCAL
POINTS AND FOCAL LENGTHS OF A COMPOUND OPTICAL SYSTEM.

187. We shall suppose that the compound system consists of m
component systems, and we shall assume that the Principal Axis (x'k)

of the Image-Space of the kth system is likeivise the Principal Axis (x^^^)

of the Object-Space of the (k + i)th system. In this statement the

symbol k denotes an integer, which is supposed to have in succession

every value from ^ = ito^ = m— i.

In the diagram (Fig. 99), F^,.
and E'k designate the Focal Points of

the ^th system, and A^^ and A'u designate the Principal Points of this

>.)c
Xlc»f

%1c-i

Fig. 99.

Determination of Focal Points (.F, £') and Focal I,engths (/, e') of a Compound
Optical System. The diagram shows the Principal Axes {xk, xk'), the Principal Points {Ak, Ak')

and the Focal Points (Fk, Fk') of the ^th member of the sj-stem, and the path of a ray traversing
this component.

FkAk=fk. Ek'Ak' = ek', Ek'Fk+\ = \k.

FkMk'-\ = xk. Ek'Mk' = xk', AkBk^hk = Ak'Bk' = hk'.

L Ak'-iAfk'-iBk'-i = fli'-i, Z Ak'Mk'Bk' = Sk'.

system. To an axial Object-Point Mi lying on the Principal Axis

(x,) of the Object-Space of the first system there corresponds an axial

Image-Point AI'^ lying on the Principal Axis (xU of the Image-Space
of the last, or wth, system. A ray proceeding originally from the

point ikf, will cross the Principal Axis (x^.) of the Object-Space of the

^th system at the point M'k_i and the Principal Axis (x'k) of the
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Image-Space of this sysicni at the point Ml. Moreover, let B^ and

B'h designate the points where this ray crosses the Principal Planes of

the ^th system, and let us write

A,B^ = h„ A',Bl
=

hi ]

and, also:

FiM',_, =
.r,, E',M',

=
x',.

The slope of the ray at Al'k-i is:

Z^LiAfLi^I-i =
d',_,

= ZA,M-iB,.

The Focal Lengths of the ^th system will be denoted by fu, el-; thus,

and, finally, the interval between the ^th and the {k + i)th systems

will be denoted by
Aa-

= E^Fk+i.

Evidently, we have the following two systems of equations:

XkX',,
= f,A, (^=1,2, • •

•, m), (137)

and
x'k
=

Xk+i -\- Ai; (k
^

I, 2,
•

-, m -
i). (138)

I. Determination of the Positions of the Focal Points F, E' of the

Compound System.

From the two systems of equations (137) and (138), we obtain by

process of successive elimination:

_ Wi /a

Now if the Object-Point M^ coincides with the Focal Point F of the

Object-Space of the compound system, the Image-Point Ml will be

the infinitely distant point of the Principal Axis (x') of the Image-

Space of the compound system; and in this case:

^1
= F,F, xl = 00.

Introducing these values, we obtain the abscissa of the Focal Point

F of the compound system in the form of a continued fraction as

follows;
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F,F =
Wi

A.+
J2^2

(139)

A,+
'm—2 +

/,m-l^m-1

*m-l

On the other hand, if we suppose that the Image-Point M'„, coincides

with the Focal Point E' of the Image-Space of the compound system,

the Object-Point M^ will be the infinitely distant point of the Principal

Axis (x) of the Object-Space of the compound system; so that in

this case we shall have :

:«i
= 00

, x,n = E',nE' ;

and, by a process precisely analogous to the above, we obtain;

E'E' = - Jnfim

A.-1 +
/m-l^m-l

(140)

A„_2 +
A2 +

Ai

whereby the abscissa of the Focal Point E' of the compound system

with respect to the Focal Point E'„, of the wth system is expressed

also in the form of a continued fraction.

The continued fractions which form the right-hand sides of equations

(139) and (140) may be expressed in the form of determinants. Thus,

writing

A , , A'
F,F = ^ and E^E' = —,

,

we have for the numerators A, A' and the denominators B, B' the

following determinant-arrays :

A =

/l
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A' =

B =

B' =

L
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e' =
tan0„

'

where 01= Z^lE'^l-
This equation may be written:

e = \ tan d\ tan d'o tan dm—\

tan dy tan ^2 tan d^ tan
0,,^

and since e[
=

hjta.n6[, and since, also, by formula (119):

tan e'k x^

we have:

tan ^/,_i e'k

'
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a =

\-i -
o._i o

Ik-\ -K-i
-

e'k.

Jk-i 'k-i

o

o

e'k-3

o

o

o

o

o

o

—
Co

o o o o • • •

/a Ai

A mere inspection of these two determinants shows that we have:

Vft+l
~

Pk'^

accordingly,

«^2-^3---^m
= (-0

pm— 1 m—\

Qy
= (- iT-'P.m-l»

since we must put Q^
= i. Thus, we find:

6]^- 62'
' '

6n
e = —

;^

m—\
(142)

Again, in order to determine the Focal Length / of the Object-Space
of the compound system, consider an image-ray parallel to the Prin-

cipal Axis {x') of the Image-Space; to which corresponds an object-

ray which goes through the Focal Point F of the Object-Space.

Accordingly,

Xi
= FyF, x'„,

= 00.

By the definition of the Focal Length/, we have:

/ =
h'

tan d[
'

where 0j
=

/.A-^FB^^. This equation may be written :

tan S\ tan B'^ tan d'm-i h'm

/=

and since

tan 01 tan d[ tan 6'm-2 tan d'm-i
'

hL ,

tan d,n-i

and since, also, by formula (119), we have:

tan dk

tan 0/,_i
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we obtain here :

/=(-!) n_l J I 'J2
' ' '

Jn

261

(143)

Putting :x;^
= 00, we derive from the two systems of equations (137)

and (138):

f /

X\ ' X2
' ' ' Xm—1 ^^

A,+ r

'm—2 +
Jm~l"m—1

= R\- R2 • •

R,n-1,

*m-l

where R'^. is used to denote the ^th term of this product of continued

fractions. Writing

7?' - —^

we may express each of these continued fractions as the quotient of

two determinants as follows:

p; =

Ai-
—

e,,+i 000
fk+i Aft+i

—
e'k+2 o o

O fk+2 ^k+2
—

eI+3 O

/ft+3 Ai+s
—

ek^4

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

—
e..m—l

Ql =
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P'

since we must put ()|„_i
= i. Thus, wc find:

/-(-ir-'-^''^;'-^'"-
(144)

Comparing the two determinant-arrays denoted by P^ and P/„

we see that P^-x '^^'^ -^i 'i^e equal; if, therefore, we write:

p„,_i
= p; = D,

formula (142) and (144) may be written:

e' = '^^^^. /==(-Ir-'•^-^^=^^ (145)

Consequently, also:

4 = (- i)'"-i-^rA'"4 . (146)
e «!

•

^2
• • •

e,„

If, therefore, we know the determination-constants and the rela-

tive positions of the members of the compound system, the formulae

which we have here obtained will enable us to determine the Focal

Points and the Focal Lengths of the compound system.^

' In regard to the literature dealing with the subject of Art. 51, the following is a partial

list of the writers:

With reference to the matters treated in W 185 and 186, consult: S. Czapski: Theorie

der oplischen Inslrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), pages 46-51. Also, with reference

to § 187, see Czapski, pages 51-53. See also E. W.andersleb: Die geometrische Theorie

der optischen Abbildung nach E. Abbe, Chapter III of Vol. I of Die Theorie der oplischen

Inslrumente (Berhn, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr; pages 112- 121. Also, Dr. J. Clas-

sen's Mathemalische Optik (Leipzig, 1901), Art. 46.

With special reference to § 187:

A. F. Moebius: Beitraege zu der Lehre von der Kettenbruechen, nebst einem Anhang
dioptrischen Inhalts: Crelles Joum., vi. (1830). 215-243.

F. W. Bessel: Ueber die Grundformeln der Dioptrik: Aslr. Nach., xviii. (1841),

No. 415, pages 97-108.
F. Lippich: Fundamentalpuncte eines Systemes centrirter brechender KugeWaechen:

Mill, naturw. Ver. Steiermark, ii. (1871), 429-459.
S. Guenther: Darstellung der Naeheningswerte von Kellenbriiechen in independenler

Form: Habil.-Schr. Erlangen, 1873.

O. Roethig: Die Probleme der Brechung und Reflexion (Leipzig, 1876).

F. AIonoyer: Theorie generale des systemes dioptriques centres: Paris, Soc. Phys.

Seances, 1883, 148-174.
L. Matthiessen: Allgemeine Formeln zur Bestimmung der Cardinalpunkte eines

brechenden Systems centrierter sphaerischer Flaechen; mittels Kettenbruchdetermin-

anten dargestellt: Zfl. f. Math. u. Phys., xxix. (1884), 343-350-



CHAPTER VIII.

IDEAL IMAGERY BY PARAXIAL RAYS. LENSES AND LENS-SYSTEMS.

ART. 53. INTRODUCTION.

188. The geometrical theory of optical imagery, as developed in

the preceding chapter, is entirely independent of the physical laws of

Optics. The fundamental and single assumption on which the theory
rests is that of point-to-point correspondence, by means of rectilinear

rays, between Object-Space and Image-Space. With regard to the

angular apertures of the bundles of rays employed in the production
of the image, as also with regard to the dimensions of the object to be

portrayed, absolutely no conditions were imposed. In that chapter
we were not at all concerned with the mechanism whereby an image

may be realized; we merely assumed that such imagery was possible

and investigated the laws thereof. Whatever practical difficulties may
lie in the way of realizing the geometrical condition of coUinear cor-

respondence, we have not yet encountered them, as we shall have to

do hereafter.

The investigation of the Refraction of Paraxial Rays of monochro-

matic light through a centered system of spherical refracting surfaces

had prepared the way for the geometrical theory of optical imagery;
for in this special, and, to be sure, more or less impractical, case we
saw that there was strict collinear correspondence between Object-

Space and Image-Space. Hence, here at any rate, the formulae of the

preceding chapter are immediately applicable. The theory of the re-

fraction of paraxial rays through a centered system of lenses was first

fully worked out by Gauss^; and, hence, the imagery which we have

under these circumstances is frequently called "GAUSsian Imagery".
The determination-data of a centered system of spherical surfaces

are usually the refractive indices of the successive isotropic media,

the radii of the spherical surfaces, and the distances between the con-

secutive vertices. If we introduce these constants into the general

formulae of the preceding chapter, we shall obtain not only all the re-

sults which for the case of Paraxial Rays we have previously obtained

by independent methods, but also a number of new and useful formulae,

' C. F. Gauss: Dioptrische Untersuchiingen (Goettingen, 1841). See also paper by
F. W. Bessel, entitled

"
Ueber die Grundformeln der Dioptrik

"
{Astr. Nach., xviii., 1841,

No. 415, pages 97-108).

263
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particularly in regard to the Focal Lengths and the Magnification-
Ratios of the optical system.

189. In the case of a Single Spherical Surface, of radius r, separating
two media of refractive indices w, ;/', we found (§ 124) that the focal

lengths/, c' were given by the following formula?:

If the vertex of the surface is at the point designated by A, and if

the positions of the focal points are designated by F, E', then/ = FA,
e' = FJA', and, consequently (§180), the Principal Points coincide

with each other at the vertex A. The Nodal Points, evidently, coin-

cide at the centre C
If, therefore, M, M' designate the positions of a pair of conjugate

axial points of the Spherical Surface, and if, according to our previous

system of notation, we put AM = u, AM' =
u', we obtain at once

from formulae (128):
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the centered system of spherical surfaces; and we have:

A^M',_, = u^, A„M'^ = ul A,£^ = r„ A^A^^^ =
d^.

Also, in accordance with our previous notation, let us write:

A,B, = h„ z a,m:b, = el

Here A^ and C^ designate the vertex and centre of the ^th spherical

surface, and Ml- designates the

point where the paraxial ray
crosses the axis after refraction

at the ^th surface.

In order to determine the

Focal Length e' of the Image-

Space of the system of m spher-
^'^^- ^oo-

1 r .
, f ^ 1

Path of a Paraxial Ray between >6th and
ical surfaces, m terms of the

(^ + i)th surfaces of a centered system of

magnitudes denoted by r, n and spherical surfaces.

<f, let us consider a rav which in Ak.w = u,', Am.W = um, A,A,^i = d,.

the Object-Space is parallel to
^>'^^= -^' ^^bu^Hu. a..,b,., = h,,,,

the optical axis \u^
=

oo), and

which, therefore, in the Image-Space crosses the optical axis at the

Focal Point E'{u'„,
= A„,E'). By the definition of the Focal Length

e' given in § 178, we have:
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191. Fornuihu (,149) ^i'i<-l U5o) ii^-i)' L)o writlcii in the following

forms, adapted to the logarithmic computation of the path of a paraxial

ray through a centered system of spherical surfaces:

I I

Uk Uk
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but if the system consists of both refracting and reflecting surfaces,

and if the number of the reflecting surfaces is odd, the formula will be :

4=+^. (153a)
e n,n

^^

In connection with these formulee, it is well to remind the reader

again, as was stated in § 176, that in the case of a centered system of

spherical surfaces, the positive direction along the optical axis is deter-

mined by the direction of the incident axial ray; and no matter if the

direction of this ray should be reversed by one or more reflexions, the

positive direction of the optical axis remains unchanged. Thus, the

Focal Lengths, Radii, etc., are to be reckoned positive or negative,

according as they are measured in the same direction as, or in the

opposite direction to, the direction of the incident axial ray (see § 26).

The useful result, which we have just found, may be stated as follows:

In any centered system of spherical surfaces, the absolute value of the

ratio of the two focal lengths is equal to the ratio of the indices of refraction

of the first and last media. This ratio is negative, except in the case

when an odd number of the m spherical surfaces are reflecting. In

this exceptional case the ratio fje' is positive.

In particular, if the media of the Object-Space and Image-Space
are identical in substance, that is, if n^

= wl, the absolute values

of the focal lengths are equal. In this case, which is so often realized

in optical instruments, if we suppose that all the surfaces are refract-

ing, or that an even number of them are reflecting, we shall have

/ = — e'
, and, therefore, the nodal points N, N' will coincide with

the principal points A, A', respectively; for, according to § 180, we
have :

FN = A'E' = -e' =f = FA, and E'N' = AF = - f = e' = E'A' .

ART. 55. SEVERAL IMPORTANT FORMULA FOR THE CASE OF THE RE-
FRACTION OF PARAXIAL RAYS THROUGH A CENTERED SYSTEM

OF SPHERICAL SURFACES.

194. Robert Smith's Law.

According to the second of formulae (120), we found that in an optical

system the product of the Lateral Magnification Y =
y' jy and the

Angular Magnification Z = tan 9' Itan 6 is constant; that is,

Y-Z=-f/e',
or

y' tan 9' _ f

y tan 6 e
'
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If the indices of refraction of tiie Object-Space and Image-Space are

denoted by n and n'
, respectively, formuUx} (153) and (153a) may be

written as follows:

/- = =F
—

;

e n

and combining this with the preceding equation, we obtain one of the

most important relations of Geometrical Optics, as follows:

w'ytan 0' = ± ny tan d, (154)

or

n'y' e' = ^ nyd, (154a)

where the lower, or negative, sign applies only in case we have an odd

number of reflexions.

In most German books on Optics this formula is called the "La-

grange-Helmholtz" Equation. A very interesting account of the

history of this celebrated law of Optics is given in a note at the end of

P. Culmann's article on "Die Realisierung der optischen Abbildung",
which is Chapter IV of the first volume of Die Theorie der optischen

Instrumente, edited by M. von Rohr (Berlin, 1904). Culmann con-

cludes that the formula should be called the "Helmholtz Equation",
inasmuch as Helmholtz^ gave the equation in the form in which it

is now used. He suggests also that it might be called the "Smith-

Helmholtz" Equatioji. Helmholtz himself attributed the law to

Lagrange, who published, in 1803, a special case of the law.^ But

Lord Rayleigh^ has pointed out that Robert Smith,
^
with whose

work Lagrange was undoubtedly acquainted, had enunciated the

law for the special case of a system of infinitely thin lenses as early as

1738, deducing it from Cotes's Theorem (see Art. 42, especially § 152).

Smith treats the whole subject in a very masterful way, and recog-

nizes fully the importance and the consequences of the law, although
it is true he did not establish it for the most general case. The for-

mula, as applied to a centered system of spherical surfaces, was given

by LuDWiG Seidel, in 1856, in his paper "Zur Dioptrik," etc., pub-
lished in Vol. xliii.. No. 1027, of Astronomische Nachrichten (pages

290-303): see formulae (8) in Seidel's paper.

^ H. Helmholtz: Handbnch der physiologischen Optik (1867), p. 50.
'^

J. L. DE Lagrange: Sur une loi generale d'optique : Memoires de I'Academie de

Berlin (1803), 3-12.
^
J. W. Strutt, Lord Rayleigh: Notes, chiefly Historical, on some Fundamental

Propositions in Optics: Phil. Mag. (5), xxi. (1886), pp. 466-476.
* Robert Smith: A Comp'eat System of Opticks (Cambridge, 1738); Book II, Chap. V.
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195. Formulae of L.Seidel. The following formulae, clue to L.Seidel/
will be frequently employed in the Theory of Spherical Aberration.

Let Ml, Ml designate the positions of two points on the optical

axis of a centered system of spherical refracting surfaces, and let

A^M^ =
u^, AJ\/Ii

=
Ui, where A^ designates the vertex of the first

surface. Consider two Paraxial Rays, which, before refraction at the

first surface, cross the optical axis at M^ M^, and which, before re-

fraction at the y^th surface, cross the optical axis at the points desig-

nated by ilfl-i, M'k-\, and which are incident on the ^th surface

at points designated by B,., B,., respectively. In agreement with our

previous notation, we shall write:

^X-i = %. ^X = <. ^A = K ^ A,M',B, =
el;

AM-x =
»jc, AM =

^'k, A,B, = K ZA,M[B, = Ql

Since, by formulae (149),

%-i - ^h
= "I-i

-
"k = ^k-v

n,

n

we obtain:

Also, since

and

we find:

^A-l ^k
fl' ^itzi -^ - ft'

and combining the two equations thus obtained, we derive the first

of Seidel's formulae, as follows:

*L. Seidel: Zur Dioptrik : Astr. Nachr., xxxvii. (1853), No. 871, pages 105-120.
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= nji^h^ I
-

).

If we Introduce here the so-called "zero-invariant" (see §126), and

write

w(i/r
—

iju)
= n'iijr

—
i/u')

= J,

n(i/r
-

i/u) = n'ii/r
-

i/u')
= J,

the formulae above may be written as follows:

fhAiJk
-

Jk)
= h_,h,_i(J,_,

-
J,_,)

= • • •

= hXU.-Jd- (155)

Moreover, as can be seen easily from Fig. 100, we have:

K-\ wl-i' ^k-i "A— 1

and, hence, combining these equations, and using formula (155), we
obtain:

^--S =
(Jk-,

-
Jk-.) -^ = KKiJ. - J.) '

f'"^ A '

or

y^k-x ^k
' ' ' '

n^-x-'^k'^k-x

Giving jfe In succession the values 2, 3,
• • •

^, and adding all the

equations thus obtained, we derive the second of Seidel's Formulae,

as follows:

^
-

^'
=

;,,ft,(/,
-

y,) 'f^f^ . (156)

Moreover, since

/.,/i,(/a
-

-^A.)
= KKUx - J^

and

we can write:
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or

hK Khk h\h.'Jli ( r _ J \ _''hhy ( h ^ ^

and, hence, by (156), we derive also the following;

which is the third of Seidel's Formulae.

The expression

"k-i

which occurs frequently, especially in Seidel's optical formulse, may
be transformed as follows:

K\ni n'J hl\n[ n'.J ^'I- V^a-i n'J n'Jil n^h\

u'j. w, Y^'
I / Uf. u',.

\

_ u'^ J^ , V ^-^ I
^ -J— \ .—

'72 7 2 T ^ •
7 2 I

' ' '
I !«A «1«1 A=l ^^A \«A-]% «A«a/

and, finally:

where A is the symbol of operation introduced in § 126; so that here

A(i/w)^
=

i/wl
-

i/«I.-i.

196. In order to illustrate some of the uses of these formulae, we
shall apply them, as Seidel does, to determine the positions of the

Focal Points F, E' and of the Principal Points A, A' and the magni-
tudes of the Focal Lengths/ = FA, e' = E'A' of a centered system of

m spherical refracting surfaces.

We shall suppose that we know completely the path of a certain

paraxial ray through the system, for example, the ray which in the

object-space crosses the optical axis at the point designated by M^,
and which meets the first spherical surface at the point designated by
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By. Thus, instead of the usual determination-constants of the optical

system, \iz., the radii (r) and the axial thicknesses (d), we shall suppose
that we have given here the elements of this ray, so that the system
is determined by the intercepts (it) of the ray on the optical axis

and b\- the incidence-heights (//) ; as is perfectly possible, since the

former magnitudes can be expressed in terms of the latter, as follows:

r^
= (;).

dk
=

u,c
-

«,k+i

nji. w ,._,«,

In deriving the following formulae, we shall, chiefly for the sake of

brevity in writing, introduce a constant of the optical system, denoted

by the symbol F, and defined by the expression:

which may be written also as follows:

(159)

A, h„
k=m

UkUu

UxU„,k=i K (159a)

as is evident from the transformation given in formula (158).

The positions of the Focal Points F, E' can be found by means of

formula (157). Thus, if in this formula we put, ist, u^
=

A-^F,u[^ = ^,
and, 2nd, u^ = 00, u',,

= A„^E', we obtain

(160)

In order to determine the positions of the Principal Points A, A'

of the centered system of spherical surfaces, we recall (§139) that this

pair of conjugate points is characterized by the condition:

n,r, k=l u„

where u^ = A^A, u[^
= A,„A'; which, since

k=m '

^1 u.

u,
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may be expressed by the following relation:

u, u„

In formula (157), therefore, we must, ist, substitute n^hJnl^Ui for

h„Ju'„^, solve for Uy, and put Uj
= ^^^ ; and, 2nd, substitute n'„}i,^ln^u[,^

for hju^, eliminate (J^
—

J^) by (155), solve for u'„, and, finally, put

u'„= A^A'. Performing both of these op( rations, and making use of

formula (159) each time, we obtain the following formulae:

n, w„. h^ Wi /7)1 "m

(161)

Having determined the positions of the Focal Points and of the

Principal Points, we can find at once the magnitudes of the Focal

Lengths/, e'
;
for

f= FA = FA, + A,A,

e' = E'A' = E'A„, + A^A',

and, hence, by formulae (160) and (161):

/ = F/nl e' = -
Fin,. (162)

If the given ray, to which the symbols m, h refer, is incident on the

first surface of the system in a direction parallel to the optical axis,

we must put Wi
= 00 in the above formulae, whereby we obtain for

the Focal Lengths:

f = -r •

,
e =

] (163)

in agreement with the results as expressed by formulae (150) and (153).

LENSES AND LENS-SYSTEMS.

ART. 56. THICK LENSES,

197. A centered system of two spherical refracting surfaces (m = 2)

is called a Lens. In the following discussion of Lenses it will be as-

sumed that the media of the incident and emergent rays are identical

in substance, and the symbol

n =
n'Jtii

=
n'i/n'2

19
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will be employed to denote the re'lative index of refraction of the

medium of the lens-substance and ihc surrounding medium. A Lens

is usually described by assigning: (i) The magnitude of the relative

index of refraction («); (2) The positions A^, A., of the vertices of

the two spherical surfaces, whereby the optical axis of the lens may
be directly determined, both as to its position and as to its direction,

by drawing the straight line from A^ to A.2- The distance

A^A., = d,

called the "thickness" of the Lens, is reckoned always in the positive

direction of the optical axis, so that d is essentially a positive magni-

tude; and (3) The magnitudes and signs of the radii r^
= A^Ci,

r.y
= A2C2. Employing the same letters and notation as are used in

the preceding portion of this chapter, we shall regard a Lens as a com-

pound system consisting of two single spherical refracting surfaces,

whose focal lengths, in terms of the above data, will be expressed as

follows:

F,A,=f,= -^, E\A, = e\=-
'

w — I n

FA = / = - ^^ E'A =e' = -''—
(164)

In order to determine the positions of the Focal Points F, E' and

the magnitudes of the Focal Lengths /, e' of the Lens, we shall employ
formulae (136), in which the determination-data are the Focal Lengths

/i, e\ and/2, 4 of the two partial systems and the "interval" A between

them. This latter magnitude is defined as follows:

A = E[F, = E\A,^A,A,-\-A,F,,
that is,

A = 4-/2 + ^; (165)

and, accordingly, expressed in terms of the original data, this magni-

tude is as follows:

A = n{r^-r^l±di;n^-j) ^ N
^^^^^

n — I {n
—

I)

where

N = (n
-

1) {n{r.,
-

r,) + d{n
-

i)} (167)

denotes a constant of the Lens.
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198. (i) The ahscisscB of the Focal Points F, E' of the Lens with

respect to Fi, E'^, respectively:

These are obtained immediately from the first two of formulae (136)

as follows:

F,F=-^^', KE'=-'^\ (.68)

(2) The Focal Lengths f, e' of the Lens:

Likewise, from the last two of formulae (136), we obtain:

FA=f =
'^~= -e' = A'E'-, (169)

where A, A' designate the positions on the optical axis of the two

Principal Points of the Lens. We see that in every Lens, surrounded

by the same medium on both sides, the Focal Lengths f, e' are equal in

magnitude, but opposite in sign. (This is true of an optical system

consisting of any number of spherical surfaces, provided n^
=

«,„;

see § 193.)

Hence, also, the Nodal Points N, N' of the Lens coincide with the

Principal Points A, A', respectively; which is characteristic likewise

of any optical system for which the media of the incident and emergent

rays are identical (§ 193).

(3) Abscissa of the Focal Points F, E' of the Lens referred to the

vertices A^, A^, respectively:

Since

A,F=A,F,+F,F= -f,+F,F,

A,E' = A,E',-\-E',E'
= -

e',+E',E',

we derive, by means of formulae (164) and (168), the following form-

ulae for locating the positions of F and E' :

Nr, + n(n- i)rl Nr^
- njn - i)rl

^^^=- N(n-i)
—

' ^^^ = -
Nin-i)

—
- ^^^o)

(4) AbscisscB of the Principal Points A, A' of the Lens, reckoned

from the vertices A^, A.2, respectively:

Since

A,A = A,F-\-FA, A,A' = A.,E' +E'A',

formulae (169) and (170), together with formula (165), give the fol-

lowing formulae for determining the positions of A, A':

, .
w — I, ^ ,, n — I

^ A^A ri .
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whence we see that the abscissir of the Principal Points are in the same

ratio to each other as the radii of the surfaces of the Lens.

The distance A A' between the two Principal Points may be ex-

pressed as follows:

AA' = AA,+A,A, + A,A\
whence we obtain :

•

199. Character of the Different Forms of Lenses.

An inspection of formulae (167) and (169) will show that the sign

of the Focal Length /, which determines the character of the Lens,

depends not only on the magnitudes and signs of the radii r,, ^2, but

also on the thickness d of the Lens. It will depend also on whether n

is greater or less than unity, but in the following discussion it will be

assumed that the Lens is of the type of a glass lens in air, that is,

w — I > o.

Evidently, with this assumption, the magnitude denoted by N will be

greater than, equal to, or less than, zero, according as

,> njr^
-

r^
d ^ . (173)

Now d itself is always positive; and hence in any form of Lens, for

which ^1
—

r.2
is negative, the two lower signs in formula (173) cannot

possibly occur, so that for any Lens of such form, the sign of N will

necessarily be negative.

How the sign of the Focal Length / of the Lens depends on the

magnitude of the thickness d, will be apparent in the following clas-

sification of the different forms of Lenses.

(i) Biconvex Lens {r^ > o, r, < o). In a Biconvex Lens the radii

rj, ^2 have opposite signs, and hence the Focal Length

of a Biconvex Lens is positive, so long as the thickness

n(ri
-

r^d<
n — 1

so that a Biconvex Lens whose thickness d does not exceed this limiting

value is a convergent Lens. This is the usual character of a Biconvex
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glass Lens in air, an example of which is shown in Fig. loi, where

r^
= + lo, ro = —

15 and d = +3. For comparatively small

values of d, as here, the Principal Points A, A' are situated within the

Lens itself. If the Lens is made thicker, the two Principal Points

c. £•

Fig. 101.

Convergent Biconvex Glass Lens in Air.

w = 3/2; n= ^iCi = + 10; r2 = ^2C2 =— 15; d = AiA2= + 5; ^1/"=— 11.66;

AiE' = + 11.25; AiA = + 0.S33; A2A' = —1.25; f= FA =-— e' = A'E' = +12.5.

will approach nearer to each other, until when d attains the value

^ =
f^
—

r^^ so that the two surfaces of the Lens have a common

centre, the Principal Points A, A' coincide with each other at this

common centre. Fig. 102 shows a Biconvex Lens with concentric

surfaces; such a Lens, made of glass and surrounded by air, will be

convergent. Here, likewise, belongs the Spherical Lens, character-

C,=C;,

A^A' £

Fig. 102.

Convergent Biconvex Glass Lens in Air: Special Case—Two Surfaces Concentric.

M=3/2; n=+5; r2 =— 3; rf=-|-8; AiF=— 0.625; AiE' = -\- 2.625 ;

AiA=AiCi= AiC2= + 5; A-iA' = A2C-i= AiCi^— Z; f=FA=— e' = A'E' = +5.625.

ized by the value d =
r^
—

r^
=

ir^. The Spherical Lens is also to be

regarded as a particular case of the Equi-Biconvex Lens (r^
= —

r^,

^1 > o). A Spherical Lens is shown in Fig. 103.

If we suppose the thickness of the Biconvex Lens to be greater

than (^1
—

n), the Lens continues at first to be convergent, but the

Primary Principal Point A will lie now beyond (or to the right of)

the Secondary Principal Point A'; and as the thickness d is increased,

these points separate farther and farther from each other, so that at

length we shall find the Secondary Principal Point A' in front of the
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Lens and the Primary Principal Pciint A beyond the Lens, the Lens
still being convergent. And when (/ attains the value

d = n{ri- r.;)/{f,
-

i),

Fig. 103.

Convergent Equibiconvex Glass I^ens in Air: Special Case— Spherical Lens.

w=3/2; 7-i
= AiC\ = — r2=CA2=+3: d = AiA2=+6: AiF= E'A2= + 1.5;

AiA=^ AiC= A'Ai = CAi =+3; f=FA=— e!= A'Ef = + 4.5.

the Biconvex Lens becomes a Telescopic Optical System, with its

Focal Planes, and its Principal Planes also, at infinity. The case of

a Telescopic Biconvex glass Lens in air is shown in Fig. 104; for

F-*

Fig. 104.

Telescopic Biconvex Glass L,en-s in Air.

w-3'2; n = ^ia = +3; r2 = A-iC-2 = —l\ d = A\A2=^-Vi\ ^lO = + 9 ; /= — ^ = od.

which the determination-constants have the following values:

7-1= +3, ^2= —
2, d = +15. The Optical Centre of this Lens

coincides w4th the Focal Point Ei of the first surface of the Lens and

with the Focal Point F.^ of the second surface of the Lens. ^

And, finally, in case d > n{r^
—

r.^/{n
—

i), a Biconvex glass Lens

in air will be divergent (/ < o). But no matter how great the thick-

ness d becomes, we shall find that the Focal Point 7^ of a Biconvex

Lens lies always in front of the Lens.

(2) Biconcave Lens (r.^
> o > r^). Here also, as in the case of the

Biconvex Lens, the radii of the two surfaces have opposite signs, r,

being negative and r.^ being positive. Hence, assuming that w is

greater than unity, we find in the case of a Biconcave Lens that the

constant N is always positive, and, therefore, / is negative; so that
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a Biconcave glass Lens in air is always a divergent Lens. The Prin-

cipal Points A, A' o( a Biconcave Lens lie always in the interior of

the Lens, the Primary Principal Point A being situated in front of the

Secondary Principal Point A'. Fig. 105 shows a Biconcave glass Lens

C. AiA A
\Ai F c»

Fig. 105.

Divergent Biconcave Glass I<ens in Air.

M=3/2; r\ = A\Ci= — 10; r2 -= A2C2 = + 15 ; d =- AiAi = + Z ; AxF=+\2.Z;

A2E'= — \2.7; ^i^ = +0.77; A2A' = — l.\5'[; f= FA =-—e' = A'E' = — nM.

in air, for which the constants have the following values : r^
= —

10,

^2
= + 15, (^ = + 3.

In an Equi-Biconcave Lens we have ro=— r^, r., > o.

(3) Lens with One Surface Plane. In this case, therefore, one of the

radii r^, r^ is infinite.

If the first surface is the plane surface, then r^
= 00, and we find:

•' w — I

so that the character of the Lens depends on the sign of the curvature

of the curved surface. Thus, for example, in a Piano- Convex Lens

(^r^
= oc, r.2 < o), f is positive, and the Lens is a convergent Lens.

On the contrary, in a Plana- Concave Lens (r^
= co, ^3 > o), / is negative,

and the Lens is a divergent Lens. (In these statements it is assumed,

as always in this discussion, that n > i).

For r^
= 00

,
we find also :

^

n{n — i)
^ « — I

A^A = d/n, A^A' = o.

When one surface of the Lens is plane, one of the Principal Points

will coincide with the vertex of the curved surface.

The diagrams (Figs. 106 and 107) show the cases of a Piano-Convex

Lens and of a Piano-Concave Lens (n =
3/2). The two Lenses are
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represented as ha\ing the same thicknesses, and the absolute value

of the radius of the curved surface is the same for both Lenses. In

the figures the first surface is the plane surface (r,
=

oo); but if the

light is supposed to go from right to left, so that the curved surface

Fig. 106.

Plano-convex Glass I,ens in air. This I<ens is always Convergent.

M=3/2; ji = A\Ci = 'o; ra = --laCg = — 6; rf = ^i^2 = + 3; AiP= — 10; A2E'= + 12;

AiA = + 2; AiA' = Q; /= FA=-e' = A'E' = + \2.

is the first surface, the figures, except for certain obvious changes in

the letters, will be correct.

(4) Concavo- Convex, or Convexo- Concave, Lens. In a Lens of this

form the two radii r^, r^ have the same sign, and, hence, the sign of the

Focal Length / = nr-{rjN will be the same as the sign of the constant

N. If, therefore, N is positive, the Lens will be convergent; if N
is negative, the Lens will be divergent; and if iV = o, the Lens will

c.

Fig. 107.

Plano-Concave Glass Lens in Air. This Lens is always Divergent.

n = 3/2: r\ = A\C\=<B;r2=AtC2=+(>; d=AiAi=+$; AiF=+U: AiE'

A1A--+2; A2A' = 0; /=EA = —e' = A'E' = — 12.

'—12:

be telescopic. According to (173), the sign of N will depend on the

value of d.

Let us suppose that both radii are positive, so that the first surface

of the Lens is convex (^i > o) and the second surface is concave

(^2 > o). It will be necessary to consider only this case, since we

have merely to suppose that the direction of the light is reversed in

order to obtain the opposite case.

Accordingly, assuming that both radii are positive, we have to

consider the following three cases of the Convexo-Concave Lens:

(a) Positive Meniscus (r, > ^i > o).

Since in this case (^i
—

r,) is negative, and since d is always positive.
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it follows that d > n(ri
—

r^ j {n
—

i), and, therefore, N is positive.

Hence, a Lens of this form, called a "Positive Meniscus", is always
a convergent Lens (Fig, io8). It will be remarked that the Primary

r A U, u, c a E'

Fig. 108.

Positive Meniscus (Glass Lens in Air). This Lens is always Convergent.

n = Z\l; n = ^ha=+6; ^2= ^2^2= + 12; d = A\Ai=+2; AiF=—22.?,: AiE' = -V\9.2;

AiA=—1.2; A2A' = —2A; f= FA =—e' = A'E' = +21.6.

Principal Point A lies to the left of the vertex A^, and the Secondary

Principal Point A' lies to the left of the vertex A
2',

and that the line-

segment ^^' is always positive.

(b) The case when r^ > r.y > o. In this case (r^
—

r.^ is positive,

so that the Lens may be divergent, convergent or telescopic, depend-

ing on the value of the ratio dj {r^
—

r.j).

The most common case under this head is that for which

d < nir^
—

r.^l{n
—

i).

When this is the case, we have a divergent Lens, called a
"
Negative

Meniscus'' (Fig. 109). The Principal Points A, A' lie beyond (that

Fig. 109.

Negative Meniscus (Glass Lens in Air).

M = 3/2; n = ^iCi=+12; ni = Aid^ + 6; d=AiAi=+2; AiF=+3Q; A2E' = — 25.5;

AiA = +3; AiA'= +1.5; f=-FA=—e! = A'E'^—21.

is, to the right of) the vertices A^, A.,, respectively. U d =
r^
—

r,,

the two Principal Points coincide at a point which is also the com-

mon centre of the two surfaces of the Lens (Fig. no). An infinitely

thin Lens of this kind is not divergent, but telescopic.

Again, if when
r^^ > r^ > o, we have also

n(r,
-

r^
d =

,n — I
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the Lens will be of the kind represented in Fig. 1 1 1
,
where the constants

have the following values: ?z = 3/2, /"j
= +12, r.^= +6, d = +18;

AcA
'. cr

Fig. no.

CoxvExo-CoNCAVE GLASS lyENS IN AiR : SPECIAL CASE OF NEGATIVE MENISCUS. Two Surfaces

of IvCns have the same centre : I,ens is Divergent. (Focal Point /^ not shown in the diagram; it

lies far to the right.)

« = 3'2: rx = A\C\ = A\C«= AxA = A\A' = +5; r-i
= AiCi = AiC\ = A2A= A2A' = + 3;

</ = .-li.-l3
= n — >-2= +2; .•hJ^= +27.5; ^2^^ = — 19.5; f= FA = —e' = A'E' = —22.^.

whence we find / = — e' = oo. This type of Lens may, therefore,

be called a "Telescopic Meniscus".

As d increases from the value d ^
ry
— r.,to the value

d =
n{ry

—
r.j/{n

—
i),

the Principal Points, which, as we saw above, were coincident, sepa-

rate farther and farther from each other, both moving along the optical

r* -U

Fig. 111.

CoNVEXO-CoNCAVE Glass I,ens in Air: Special Case— Telescopic Meniscus.

« = 32; ri = .4iCi= CiC2= +12; >-» = .-leG = Cu-l2 = + 6 ; /= —^ = 00.

axis in the positive direction of that axis, but A' keeping ahead of A
until they both arrive together at infinity.

And, finally, if, when r^ > r., > o, we have also

d > n{r^
—

r.^l{n
—

i),

as in the case of the Lens represented in Fig. 112, where the constants

Fig. 112.

Convergent Meniscus (n > ';; > 0) : Gl.\ss Lens in Air.

w = 32; ri = ^iCi= +3; ;-2
= ^2C2= +2; d= AiAi= A- 6; A\F=—2^;

Ai£' = +4: AiA = -l2; A-iA' = —S; f= FA = —/ = A'E' = +U.
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have the following values: n =
-^jz, r^

= +3, r.^
= +2, d = +6,

the Lens will again be a convergent

Lens, and now the Principal Points A,
A' will lie in front of the vertices A^^,

A.2, respectively, and A will lie in front

of A'.

(c) The last case to be considered is

the case when
f],
= f2> o. In this form

of Lens, sometimes called "Lens of Zero-

Curvature", the curvatures of the two

surfaces are equal; and since r^, r^ have

the same sign, and N is positive, the

Focal Length / is positive, so that this

Lens is always convergent. The diagram

(Fig. 113) represents the case of a Lens

of Zero-Curvature, determined by the values: n = 3/2,/= — e'

=
6rl/d. Obviously, in this Lens we have

Fig. 113.

Convergent Convexo-Concave
Glass L,ens in Air: Special Case—
Two surfaces have equal cur^'ature :

Called
"
I,ens of Zero Curvature.'"

a
d— A\A2= C1C2.

A.iA.2
—

^\^2'

In the limiting case when d = o, this Lens will be an infinitely thin

telescopic Lens.

ART. 57. THIN LENSES.

200. Practically speaking, the thickness of a Lens is almost always
small in comparison with the other linear constants of the Lens. And

(except in the case of the so-called "Lens of Zero-Curvature", for

which
r^^
=

r.^ the term (n
—

i)d which occurs in the expression of the

constant N is generally quite small in comparison with the other

term ^(^2
—

rj. The value of N may be written:

N = n{n- i){r.,-r,)\i +
(n- i)d \

and, hence, if we neglect terms involving powers of d higher than the first,

we have:

(n
—

i)d ]

N n(n — i)(r.2
—

ri)

I
—

W(^2
~

''1)

Substituting this value of i/N in formulae (169) and (171), we obtain

the following approximate formulcB of Thin Lenses:
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/=-/ = r,r,
I
—

v{r.,
-

r,)
. A,A' = - r.d

iJir., -/•,) J

(174)

These formula? are useful for approximate determinations of the magni-
tudes of the Focal Lengths and of the positions of the Principal Points.

201. Infinitely Thin Lenses. If the Lens is infinitely thin, the

formulae above may be still further simplified by putting d = o. Thus,
we obtain:

d =
AiA.2

= 0, f = — e' =

A,F=-

^^2

^1^2

(n
-

i)(r,,
-

r,)

{n
-

i)(r,
-

r,)'

E'A,, A,A= A.,A' = 0.

(175)

These formulae, which are identical with those formerly obtained in

Chapter VI, need no further remark here.

ART. 58. LENS-SYSTEMS.

202. Consider a com.pound system consisting of two Lenses with

their optical axes in the same straight line, and let A^, A[ and F^, E[

designate the positions of the Principal Points and of the Focal Points,

respectively, of the first Lens; similarly, let A.
2, A'., and F.^, E'.^ designate

the positions of the Principal Points and of the Focal Points, respt ct-

ively, of the second Lens. Thus,

F,A, =/, = -e[ = A[E[, F,A, = f,
= -

e,
=

A'.E'.^',

where /j, e\ and f.,, e'.^
denote the Focal Lengths of the two Lenses.

Moreover, here let us put

A\A., = d, E[F.2
= A.

Then, since

A = E[A[ + A[A, + A,F,,
we have:

A= - (L+f,-d).

Finally, let F, E' and A, A' designate the positions of the Focal Points

and of the Principal Points, respectively, of the compound system of

the two Lenses, and let/, e' denote the Focal Lengths of the compound
system. Then, by processes entirely similar to those employed above

in Art. 56, we derive the following system of formulae for an Optical
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System composed of two Lenses:

f=-e' J1J2

/l+/2-^'
r2 r2

F,F= , /; -^, E',E' ^ - ^'

f,+f,-d'
-

fy-hf,-d'
(176)

f,+f,-d'
^' A-^h-d

Thus, being given the two Lenses and their positions relative to each

other, we can, by means of the above formulae, determine completely
the compound system.

203. If, instead of two Lenses, we had Tiuo Systems of Lenses, the

formulae (176) can be employed to determine the compound system,

provided the letters with the subscript i and the letters with the sub-

script 2 be understood as applying to the first and second systems of

Lenses, respectively.

204. A case of considerable interest is an Optical System composed

of Two Infinitely Thin Lenses. Since the two Principal Points of an

infinitely thin Lens coincide at the optical centre of the Lens, the

letters A^ and A'2, as employed in formulae (176), will designate for

this case the positions of the optical centres of the two Lenses, and,

therefore,

(L ^ ^Y-^2 ^ 12 ^ 12

denotes now the distance of the second Lens from the first. If the

two infinitely thin Lenses are in contact (d =
o), we find:

in agreement with the general formula (106).

Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that the optical system con-

sists of two infinitely thin Lenses, we may discuss formulae (176)

briefly, as follows:

(a) Suppose that both Lenses are convergent {f^> o, fo> o.) If the

two Lenses are in contact {d = ^o) , we have :

fi+f.'

and, consequently,/ > o. But this is the smallest positive value of/;
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so that as wo increase the distance d between the two Lenses, the

resulting system is less and less convergent; imtil, when d =
fi + /;,,

wo liave / = oc, in which case the compound system is telescopic.

It' we continue to separate the Lenses still farther, we have at first a

feebly divergent system; but the divergence increases as d is made

greater and greater.

(b) In case both Lenses are divergent (/i < o,/^ < o), we have always

/ < o, so that the compound system will be divergent. The diver-

gence will be greatest when the two Lenses are in contact, and will

decrease as the Lenses are separated farther and farther.

(c) Finally, suppose that owe of the Lenses is convergent, and the

other divergent. For example, let us assume that /, > o and J., < o.

In this case the compound system will be divergent, \i d < (/i + J.^ ;

convergent, \i d > (/^ + f.^ ; and telescopic, if J =
/i + A- Since /,, /^

have opposite signs, there are two cases here to be considered, as

follows :

ist. The case when (/, -{- f.^ < o: that is, the absolute value of the

Focal Length of the convergent Lens is less than that of the divergent

Lens. Since d is essentially positive, the only possibility here is

d > (/i -{-/-,), and hence this system will also be convergent. The

greatest value of / is obtained by placing the two Lenses in contact

{d
— o); and as the Lenses are separated farther and farther apart,

the convergence increases.

2nd, The case when (/i + f-,) > p: that is, the absolute value of /j

is greater than that of/.. When the two Lenses are in contact (d
= o),

the system is divergent and / has its least negative value. As d in-

creases, the absolute value of/ increases, its sign remaining negative;

until, w^hen d =
/, + /j, / is infinite, and the system is a telescopic

system. For values of d greater than (/i +/2). the sign of / will be

positive, and the system wull be convergent, the convergence increasing

with continued increase of d.



CHAPTER IX.

EXACT METHODS OF TRACING THE PATH OF A RAY REFRACTED AT
A SPHERICAL SURFACE.

ART. 59. INTRODUCTION.

205. In the preceding chapter we have seen how an ideal image is

produced by a centered system of spherical surfaces so long as the

rays concerned are the so-called "Paraxial Rays" which are all con-

tained within the infinitely narrow cylindrical region immediately

surrounding the optical axis of the system. In this case to a homo-

centric bundle of incident rays corresponds a homocentric bundle of

emergent rays.

But, according to the Wave-Theory of Light, in order to have an

optical imagery, a mere homocentric convergence of the rays is not

sufficient. This theory requires not only that the wave-front after

the light has traversed the optical system shall be spherical, so that

the rays of light proceeding originally from a point shall meet again

in a point, but that the effective portion of the wave-surface shall be

as great as possible in comparison with its radius, which means that

the effective rays shall constitute a wide-angle bundle of rays (see § 45).

Only when this last condition is complied with will the resultant effect

of the spherical wave be reduced approximately to a point at the centre,

so that there will be point-to-point correspondence between object

and image.

Moreover, there is also still another practical reason why we find

it necessary to use wide-angle bundles of rays in the production of

an image. For if the wide-angle bundle of rays is a condition of a

distinct, clear-cut image, it is equally essential for the production of

a bright image, since the light-intensity will evidently be greater in

proportion as the effective portion of the wave-surface is larger.

Both theoretically and practically, therefore, we require to have an

optical system which will, if possible, converge to a point a wide-angle

homocentric bundle of incident rays, so that not merely those rays

which we call Paraxial Rays but those rays which have finite inclina-

tions to the optical axis will be converged again to one and the same

image-point. Generally speaking, this requirement is found to be

impossible of fulfilment. Indeed, there may be said to be only one

actual optical system which perfectly satisfies the condition of collinear

287
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correspondence, viz., the Plane Mirror; which, inasmuch as it pro-

duces only a virtual imago without magnification, hardly deserves to

be ranked as an "optical instrument" at all. The "Pin-Hole Camera'^

is no exception to this statement, because only when the aperture

through which the rays enter the apparatus is a mathematical point

will there be strict point-to-point correspondence of object and image—even then assuming that there were no exceptions to the Law of the

Rectilinear Propagation of Light such as we encounter in Physical

Optics.

Instead of the ideal case of collinear correspondence of Object-

Space and Image-Space, the theory of optical instruments is compli-

cated by numerous practical and, for the most part, irreconcilable

difficulties, due chiefly to the so-called "aberrations''—some of which

are aberrations of sphericity, while others are chromatic aberrations—
and due also, in a less degree, to the assumptions at the foundation of

Geometrical Optics, which, as we have pointed out, are not entirely

in accordance with the facts of Physical Optics. It is not our purpose,

however, to enter into a discussion of these questions here, as they

will be extensively treated in subsequent chapters of this treatise.

In this chapter we propose to investigate the path of a ray which

makes a finite angle with the axis.

ART. 60. GEOMETRICAL METHOD OF INVESTIGATING THE PATH OF A RAY
REFRACTED AT A SPHERICAL SURFACE.

206. Construction of the Refracted Ray.
In § 29, w^e showed how to construct the path of a ray refracted at

a surface of any form, and that method is, of course, applicable to

the refraction of a ray at a spherical surface. The following elegant

and useful construction of the path of a ray refracted at a spherical

surface was first given by Thomas Young in his lectures on Natural

Philosophy.^ Weierstrass," in 1858, and Lippich,^ in 1877, gave

the same construction, each entirely independently.

Let C (Figs. 114 and 115) designate the position of the centre, and

let r denote the radius, of the spherical refracting surface fx, and let

^ A course of lectures on Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts, by Thomas

Young, M.D., London, 1807 (two volumes); II, p. 73, Art. 425.
^ See article by K. Schellbach entitled

" Der Gang der Lichtstrahlen in einer Glas-

kugel ": Zft. phys. chem. Unt., 1889, II, 135.
^ F. Lippich: Ueber Brechung und Reflexion unendlich duenner Strahlensysteme an

Kugelflaechen: Denkschriften der kaiserl. Akad. der Wissenschaften zu Wien, xxxvil

(1878), pp. 163-192. See also a paper published by F. Kessler in Wied. Ann. Phys.,

XV (1882).
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QB represent the path of the incident ray meeting /x at the point B\
and let n, n' denote the absolute indices of refraction of the first and

second medium, respectively. Concentric with the spherical refracting

surface n, and with radii equal to n'rjn and nrjn', describe two spheri-

cal surfaces t, r', respectively. Let Z designate (as shown in the

diagram) the point where QB, produced if necessary, meets the auxil-

iary spherical surface r. Join Z by a straight line with the centre C,

and let Z' designate the point where this straight line intersects the

Fig. 114.

Young's Constructiox of the Path of a
Ray Refracted at a Spherical Surface.
The figure shows the case when the surface is

convex and the second medium more highly

refracting than the first W > «). If the

letters Q and R' , Z and Z" and t and t' are

interchanged, and if the arrow-heads are re-

versed, the same diagram will show Young's
Construction for the case when the ray is re-

fracted at a concave spherical surface into an
optically less dense medium.

Fig. 115.

Young's Construction of the Path of a
Ray Refracted at a Spherical Surf.\ce.

The figure shows the case when the surface is

concave, and the second medium more highly

refracting than the first (w'>n). If the

letters Q and R' , Z and Z" and t and t' are

interchanged, and if the arrow-heads are re-

versed, the same diagram will show Young's
Construction for the case when the ray is re-

fracted at a convex surface into an optically

less dense medium.

other auxiliary spherical surface r'. The path BK of the refracted

ray is determined by the straight line which joins B and Z'. In

making this construction, we must be careful to select for the point
Z that one of the two possible points of intersection of the incident

ray QB with the spherical surface /x which will make the piece of the

incident ray which lies in the first medium and the piece of the re-

fracted ray which lies in the second medium fall on opposite sides of

the incidence-normal CB, in accordance with the Law of Refraction.

The proof of the construction is very simple. Since

CZ : CB = CB : CZ' = n' :n,

20
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the triangles CBZ, CBZ' are similar, and, hence, Z CBZ = Z BZ'C.
But in the triangle CBZ,

sin I CBZ CZ n'

sin /.BZC~ CB~n'

and, since by the Law of Refraction

sin a/sin a = n' Jji,

where a = A CBZ, it follows that ABZC = Z CBZ' = a' and,

therefore, BR' is the path of the refracted ray.

In both diagrams (Figs. 114 and 115) the case represented is that

in which the first medium is less dense than the second {n' > n) ;

but by a suitable change of the letters and a reversal of the arrow-

heads, the same diagrams will suffice to exhibit the case when the ray
is refracted into the less dense medium {n' < n). In this latter case

the spherical surface r will be the inner, and the spherical surface r^

will be the outer, of the two auxiliary spherical surfaces; thus, in this

case, a ray may be incident on the spherical refracting surface
jj. with-

out meeting at all the auxiliary surface t; which means that such a

ray will be totally reflected.

207. "Aplanatic" Pair of Points of a Spherical Refracting Surface.

The first point to be remarked in connection with Young's Con-
struction is the extraordinary property of every pair of such points
as Z, Z'. Any straight line drawn through the centre C of the spher-
ical refracting surface will determine by its intersections with the

auxiliary spherical surfaces t, t' a pair of points Z, Z', at distances

from C equal to n'r/n, nr/n', respectively, characterized by the prop-

erty that to a homocentric bundle of incident rays Z corresponds a

homocentric bundle of refracted rays Z'. Moreover, this property
is entirely independent of the angular opening of the bundle of inci-

dent rays, and is true, therefore, of a bundle of rays of finite aperture.
The pair of conjugate points Z, Z', which lie on the axis of the

spherical refracting surface (Fig. 116), and which are situated as above

described, are called the "aplanatic'' pair of points of the spherical

refracting surface; with respect to these points the spherical refracting

surface is an "aberrationless" surface.

Since rays which are directed towards the centre C enter the second

medium without being changed in their directions, the point Cmay also

be regarded as a pair of coincident conjugate points (§44) which possess

a property similar therefore to that of the aplanatic points. Moreover,
each point on the surface of the refracting sphere is a "self-correspond-
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ing", or "double", point. But the only pair of such points that are

separated is the pair Z, Z'.

Since Z BZ' C ^ a, Z. BZC = a
,
it follows that the angles of in-

clination to the axis of the incident and refracted rays are equal to

the angles of refraction and incidence, respectively; so that the aplan-

FiG. 116.

So-called Aplanatic (or Aberrationless) Points of a Refracting Sphere.

atic points are likewise characterized by the fact that the sines of the

angles of inclination to the axis of any pair of conjugate rays crossing

the axis at Z and at Z' have a constant ratio. Another way of re-

marking this characteristic property of the aplanatic pair of points

of a spherical refracting surface is by the relation:

Moreover, since
BZJBZ' =

n'/n.

CZCZ' = r\

the geometer will recognize that Z, Z' are the so-called "inverse"

points with respect to the spherical surface of radius r, which are

harmonically separated by the end-points of the diameter on which

they lie.

The points Z, Z' lie always on the same side of the centre C of

the spherical refracting surface, so that whereas the rays will pass

"really" through one of these points, the corresponding rays will pass

"virtually" through the other point. Thus, one of the spherical sur-

faces r, T is the virtual image of the other.
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The circle oi contact, in which the tangent-cone, drawn from that

one of the points Z, Z' which Hes outside the spherical refracting

surface, touches this surface, divides it into two portions, and the

incidence-point B lies always on the greater of these two portions of

the surface.

In the case of Reflexion at a Spherical Mirror (»'
= —

«). Young's

Construction evidently fails. A Spherical Mirror has no pair of "apla-

natic" points corresponding to Z, Z'
\ or, more correctly speaking, the

points Z. Z' coincide at the vertex of the mirror.

208. Spherical Aberration.

In general, however, a homocentric bundle of rays incident on a

spherical refracting surface will not be homocentric after refraction.

Consider, for example, a bundle of rays diverging from a point L
(Fig. 117), and incident directly on a Spherical Refracting Surface,

so that the chief ray of the bundle is directed, therefore, towards the

centre C. Since there is symmetry around LC as axis, it will be

sufficient to trace the paths of those rays which lie in a meridian section

of the bundle, for example, the section made by the plane of the dia-

Fig. 117.

Spherical Aberration, ^\'^^e^eas the incident rays all cross the axis of the spherical surface

at one point L, the corresponding refracted rays cross the axis, in general, at different points L'

L". etc.

gram; for it is obvious that the entire bundle of rays may be regarded
as generated by the rotation of this meridian pencil around the chief

ray L C as axis.

If LB is an incident ray, and BL' the corresponding refracted ray

meeting the straight line LC in L', and if LBL' is revolved around LC
as axis, to the incident rays lying on the surface of the right-circular

cone CLB will correspond a system of refracted rays lying on the

surface of the right-circular cone CL' B.

The position of the point L' can be seen to depend, in general, on

the slope of the incident ray LB, so that different rays of the pencil
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of incident rays L will determine different positions of the point L' .

Accordingly, whereas all the rays of the bundle of incident rays L

will be grouped in cones, which have a common vertex at L, the

Fig. 118.

Spherical Aberration. Case when a Pencil of Parallel Incident Rays is Refracted at a

Spherical Surface.

corresponding refracted rays will be grouped in cones, which, while they

have all a common axis LC, will, in general, have different vertices L' .

This variation of the position of the point L' corresponding to a fixed

Fig. 119.

SPHERICAL ABERRATION. Case when a Pencil of Parallel Incident Rays is Refracted through

an Equi-biconvex I,ens (glass lens in air).

position of the point L is called Spherical Aberration (see § 260) : which

will be treated at length in a special chapter devoted to that subject.
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The (liai;rain (Fit:;. ii8) shows the case of a meridian pencil of in-

cident rays parallel to the axis of the spherical refracting surface.

The paths of the refracted rays have been traced by Young's Con-

struction. The outermost ray of the pencil is refracted so as to cross

the axis at a point marked L'
, whereas a Paraxial Ray will be refracted

to the Focal Point £' of the Image-Space, l^ie line-segment E'V is a

measure of the so-called Longitudinal Aberration along the axis.

Fig. 119 shows in the same way the Longitudinal Aberration along

the axis of an Equi-Biconvex Glasp Lens in Air.

TRIGONOMETRIC COMPUTATION OF THE PATH OF A RAY OF FINITE
INCLINATION TO THE AXIS, REFRACTED AT A

SINGLE SPHERICAL SURFACE.

Case I. When the Path of the Ray Lies in a Principal Section of the
Spherical Refractinc; Surface.

ART. 6L THE RAY-PARAMETERS, AND THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THEM.

209. Any section made by a plane containing the optical axis will

be called a Principal Section of the spherical refracting surface, and

under Case I we shall consider only such rays as lie in the plane of a

principal section.

In the diagram (Fig. 120) the plane of the paper represents a prin-

cipal section of the spherical refracting surface, the centre of which

Q

Fig. 120.

Trigonometric Calculation of the Path of a Ray Refracted at a Spherical Surface :

Case when the ray-path lies in the plane of a Trincipal Section. The straight line QB
shows the path of the incident ray, and the straight line BR' shows the path of the corresponding

refracted ray.

AC=r. AL = v, AL' =
1/. CL =

c, CL' = c' . DB = h, I CBL = a, I CBL' = a',

LBCA = ^. lALB=e, lAL'B =
e'. BL =

I, BL' = I' , CH=^b. CH" = b' .

is at the point designated by the letter C. Through C draw a straight

line in the plane of the paper meeting the spherical surface in the

point A. This straight line we shall take as the optical axis, so that

the point designated by A will be the vertex of the surface. Let the

straight line QB, intersecting the optical axis at a point L, represent
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the path of a ray of light incident on the spherical refracting surface

at the point B, and draw the radius B C.

We shall employ here pretty nearly the same letters and symbols
as were used in Chapter V, with such changes, however, as will be

necessary in order to distinguish the present case from that of a Parax-

ial Ray. Moreover, as we shall also have to introduce symbols for

several new magnitudes, and as the relations derived below will be

frequently referred to in the course of this work, it will be well to

define clearly the precise meaning that is to be attached to each of the

symbols employed; which we therefore proceed to do.

I . Notation of the Linear Magnitudes.
The abscissa of the centre C, with respect to the vertex A, will be

denoted by r; thus, AC = r.

The abscissae, with respect to the vertex A
,
of the points designated

by L, L' , where the ray crosses the axis, really or virtually, before and
after refraction, will be denoted by v, v'

, respectively; thus, AL =
v,

AL' = v'.

The abscissae, with respect to the centre, of the points L, L' will

be denoted by c, c'
, respectively; thus, CL =

c, CL' =
c'; and,

consequently,

c = V — r, c' = v' — r.

In regard to the signs of these abscissae, they are to be reckoned

positive or negative according as they are measured in the positive or

negative direction of the axis: the positive direction of the axis being
determined by the direction of the incident axial ray (§193).

The ^'ray-lengths'' are the segments of the incident and refracted

rays, measured from the point of incidence B to the points L, L' where

the incident and refracted rays, respectively, cross the axis. These

magnitudes will be denoted by the symbols I, V \ thus, BL =
l, BL' = 1'.

These magnitudes are to be reckoned positive or negative according as

they are measured along the ray in the same direction as the light

goes or in the opposite direction.

If D designates the foot of the perpendicular let fall from the inci-

dence-point B on the axis, the magnitude DB = h is called the "in-

cidence-height" of the ray, and is reckoned positive or negative accord-

ing as the point B lies above or below the axis.

The perpendicular to the optical axis erected at the centre C of

the spherical and refracting surface will be called the "central perpen-

dicular", and the intercepts CH, CH' of the incident and refracted

rays on the central perpendicular will be denoted by the symbols b, b' ;
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thus, CH =
b, CH' = //. Tliis intercept h is to be reckoned positive

or negative according as the jioint // lies above or below the optical

axis. And a perfectly similar rule obtains with regard to the sign of h' .

2. Notation of the Angular Magnitudes.

The angles of incidence and refraction are denoted by the symbols
a and a

\ thus, in the diagram, Z CBL — a, A CBL' = a'. These

angles are the acute angles through which the radius CB must be

rotated around the point B in order to come into coincidence with the

straight lines to which the incident and refracted rays belong.

The ''Slope'' of the incident ray, or its inclination to the axis, is

denoted by the symbol 6; and, similarly, the symbol 6' is used to

denote the "slope" of the corresponding refracted ray. Thus,

ZALB =
d, ZAL'B = d'.

These are the acute angles through which the axis must be turned

around the points L, L', in order to be brought into coincidence with

the straight lines to which the incident and refracted rays, respectively,

belong. Moreover, since

tan = - hjDL, tan 6' = -
h/DL',

the signs of 6 and 6' are the same as the signs of —
h/v and —

h/v\

respectively.

The acute angle through which the radius CB drawn to the inci-

dence-point B has to be turned around C in order for it to coincide

with CA will be denoted by the symbol (p; thus, Z BCA =
(p.

210. We proceed now to remark a number of useful relations be-

tween the magnitudes denoted by the symbols v, I, b, h, a, d and (p.

The position of a straight line is determined so soon as we know
the positions of two points on the line or the positions of one point

together with the direction of the line. The equation of a straight
line lying in a given plane

—for example, the plane of a Principal
Section of the spherical surface—involves at most two arbitrary con-

stants or parameters ; and to each set of values of any such pair of

parameters there corresponds a perfectly definite straight line of the

given plane.

Thus, for example, the position (but not the direction) of the in-

cident ray LB lying in the plane of the Principal Section will be

completely determined provided we know the values, say, of the param-
eters V, 6, which are called by some writers the "ray-co-ordinates".

Instead of using v, 6, we might also define the position of the ray by
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means of various other pairs of the magnitudes denoted by the symbols

V, I, b, h, a, 6 and (p. L. Seidel, for example, uses in his system of

optical formulae ray-parameters that are equivalent to h, 6.

The relations between these magnitudes are obtained easily by an

inspection of the triangle LBC. Evidently,

a = 6 -\- (p. (^77)

This formula exhibits the connection between the angular magnitudes.

By the so-called Law of Sines, we derive from the triangle LBC
the following formulae:

Z-sin 6 = — r-sin (p,

— r-sin a =
(v
—

r) sin 6,

(v
—

r) sin (p
= I -sin a;

and by the so-called Law of Cosines:

I' = (v
—

r)' + r + '2.r{v
—

r) cos tp,

'

(v
—

r)'
= r~ -\- 1'

— 2rl-cos a,

r^ = (v
—

r)' + /' — 2l(v
—

r) cos d. ^

(178)

(179)

Finally, by projecting two of the sides of the triangle LBC on the

third side, we obtain:

r = I -cos a — (v
—

r) cos <p,

V — r = I -cos 6 — r-cos <p,

I = r-cos a -{- (v
—

r) cos 6.

Also, in the right triangles CBD, LBD, we have:

sin (f
=

h/r,

sin 6 = — h/l.

(180)

and
(181)

(182)

Finally, if Y designates the foot of the perpendicular let fall from

the centre C on the straight line B H, we have evidently :

CY = r-sin a = b-cos 6. (183)

By priming the magnitudes denoted by v, I, b, a and 6 in the above

formula (177), (178), (179), (180), (181), (182) and (183), we shall

obtain the corresponding relations for the refracted ray BL'.
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ART. 62. TRIGONOMETRIC COMPUTATION OF THE PATH OF
THE REFRACTED RAY.

211. The probloni is as follows: Given the spherical refracting

surface and the values of the indices of refraction //, ?/' of the two

media separated by it, and tho jiosition of the incident ray, to deter-

mine the position of the corresponding refracted ray. In other words,

being given the constants denoted by n, n' and r, and the co-ordinates

V, 9 of the incident ray, we are required to find the co-ordinates v', d'

of the refracted ray.

By the Law of Refraction:

71 sin a = n' sin a' .

Moreover, since

a = 6 -\- if, a' = 6' -\- (p,

we have the invariant-relation :

a - e = a' - d\

By means of these equations and the second of equations (178) above,

we obtain easily the following system of equations for calculating the

values of v', 6' :

sin OL = (i
—

vjr) sin 0, sin «'= w-sin ajn' ,

e'=e-\-a'-a, v' = r{i-s\na jsmd').
(184)

We may also remark here a number of other useful relations between

the parameters of the Incident and refracted rays. For example,

since the Incidence-height has the same value for both rays, we have

the following Invariant relation :

Z-sIn^ = r-sln^'; (185)

and, since

sin a/sin 6 = —
c/r, sin a' /sin 6' = — c' jr,

and, therefore,

sin 6' /sin 6 = nc/n'c',

we obtain from (185):

nc/l
=

n'c'/V,

which may also be written:

V — r ,v'
— r

This formula Is, In fact, a mere transformation of the Optical Invari-

ant (§ 25)
K = w • sin a = n' sin a'
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for the special case of Refraction at a Spherical Surface. The magni-
tude

7i(v — ;-) n'iv' — r)

(i86)

or

Ir

I =

I'r

K
r • sin cp

which remains unchanged as the ray is refracted from one medium
into the next, and which may be called the "invariant of refraction

at a spherical surface", plays an important part in Abbe's Theory of

Spherical Aberration.

Note I. In the special case of Reflexion at a Spherical Mirror,

we have only to put n' = — w in the above formulae (see § 26). For

example, putting n' = — n in formulae (184), we obtain:

sin a = sin d{i
—

v/r),

a = —a,

e' = e - 2a,

v' = r(= M 1 +
sm (X

sin {6
—

2a) )

Reflexion at

Spherical Mirror.

Note 2. The following formula, adapted to logarithmic computation,
is convenient as a "check" formula in calculating the magnitude v':

v' = AV = AC + CD + DV
= r — r cos if

— h cot Q'

= 2r sin^ <p/2
— r sin ip

• cos 9'/sm 6'

f . <P <p cosd'\ . <p= 2r\sin~ — cos - • -—
-. I sm -

;

V 2 2 smd J 2

so that, finally, we may write:

2r-sm

V = —

and, similarly

V = —

sin e'

2r sm - • cos
2 2

'

sine'
'

. <P ( a \ '^\2?'-sm- • cos I + ^12\2j
sin 6

2r-sm- • cos
2 2

sin Q
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Uivkling one of tliosc lorniuku by the other, we obtain:

,.,
sin d cosld'

-{-"^jV

sin 0' • cos
(
+ ^ j

In the special case of Refraction at a Plane Surface, putting r = oo,

we have <p
= o, and the above formula becomes:

ii'-tan^' = f-tan0, (Refraction at Plane Surface),

which may also be easily derived directly (§ 52).

Note 3. Spherical Aberration. The co-ordinates v'
,

6' of the re-

fracted ray BR' can be found, as we have shown, in terms of the co-

ordinates V, 6 of the incident ray. If in the formula

n(v
-

r)ll
=

n'{v'
-

r)lV

we substitute for I, I' their values as given by the first of formulae (179),

it is obvious that v' will thus be expressed as a function of n, n'
, r, v

and <p. The magnitudes w, n' and r are constants, so that v' is, in

fact, a function of the variables v and (p; and, therefore, if v is kept

constant, it is obvious that we shall, generally, obtain different values

of v' by merely changing the value of (p. This is the analytical state-

ment of the fact of Spherical Aberration mentioned in § 208.

The positions on the axis of the so-called "aplanatic" pair of points

Z, Z' (§ 207) can be found easily by means of the formulae obtained

above. The condition that the abscissa v' corresponding to a certain

fixed value of v shall be independent of the angle <p must be imposed

upon the equations. Since

nc/l
=

n'c'/l\
and

l^ = c^ -{- r^ -\- 2rc cos (p,

V = c' + r^ + 2rc'-cos ^,

we obtain:

n — n'jCc -\- [n c — n c )r + 2rcc {n c — n c) cos ^ = o.

If, for a given value of c, the value of c' derived from this equation
is to be independent of ^, we must have:

._^
c —

2 ^>
n
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which shows that for this particular pair of values c, c' must have the

same sign; that is, the points Z, Z' must lie on the same side of the

centre C. If in the equation above we substitute this special value

of c' , we obtain
,2

2
W

2

n"

This equation gives two values of c, of which only the value

n
c = -\- —r

n

is admissible here where we have to do with optical rays as distin-

guished from mere geometrical rays. (The value c = —
n'rjn cor-

responds to the other intersection of the ray with the auxiliary spheri-

cal surface r in Figs. 114 and 115.) Thus, we find:

V ^ r -\- n'rjn, v' = r -\- nr/n'

for the abscissae AZ, AZ' of the pair of aplanatic points of a spherical

refracting surface; in agreement with the results of § 207.

A characteristic property of the aplanatic points of a single spheri-

cal refracting surface, which was also remarked in § 207, may be stated

as follows: If 6, 6' denote the slopes of the incident and refracted

rays BZ, BZ', then

sin 6/sin 6' = n/n';

that is, the ratio of the sines of the "slope"-angles is independent of

the magnitude of the angle of incidence, and constant, therefore, for

all pairs of corresponding incident and refracted rays. If Y denotes

the value of the Lateral Magnification by means of Paraxial Rays for

the pair of conjugate points Z, Z', we shall find that:

Y —
n^/n ,

and, hence, the relation obtained above may be written:

sin0/sin9' = n'Y/n.

Expressed in this form, this relation, which we have obtained for the

aplanatic points of a single spherical refracting surface, represents
a very important general law of Optics known as the Si?ie- Condition

(Art. 86), which will be fully considered in a subsequent chapter.

Note 4. If the position of the ray is defined by means of its slope-
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angle 6 and its intercept b on the central perpendicular, then by
formula (.1^3):

r-sin a = b- cos 6, r sin a ~ b' cos d' ;

and, hence, since

n • sin a = n' sin a',

we obtain the following invariant-relation:

nb- cos 6 = n' -b' cos d' .

Thus, being given the parameters b, d of the incident ray, we can find

the parameters b', 6' of the refracted ray by means of the following

system of equations:

b cos 6 . .
n-sina

sin a =
,

sm a =
y-

r n

n cos^
,

e' = d - a + a, b' = - -, b.
n cos d

(187)

Since CH =LC- tan 6, the connection between the intercept AL = v

on the optical axis and the intercept CH = b on the central perpen-

dicular is given by the formula:

b = {r
—

v) tan d.

ART. 63. FORMULAE FOR FINDING THE POINT OF INTERSECTION AND
THE INCLINATION TO EACH OTHER OF A PAIR OF REFRACTED

RAYS LYING IN THE PLANE OF A PRINCIPAL SECTION
OF THE SPHERICAL REFRACTING SURFACE.

212. Let one of the incident rays, distinguished as the chief of the

two, cross the optical axis at the point L (Fig. 121) ; which, when the

ray is the chief of a bundle of incident rays, will coincide with the

position of the centre of the "stop", or circular diaphragm, which is

used to limit the bundle of object-rays that are permitted to pass

through the optical system; and let the incidence-point of the chief

ray be designated by the letter B. The other ray (which we may
call the "secondary"ray) crosses the optical axis at the point L, and

meets the spherical surface at the point B. The positions of both of

these rays are supposed to be known, so that we may consider that we
know their "slopes",

e = /.ALB, Q^ZALB,

and their intercepts on the optical axis,

V = AL, V = AL;
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so that we also know (or can find) the angles of incidence,

a = Z CBT, a = Z CBT,

the point of intersection of the secondary ray with the chief ray being

designated in the diagram by the letter T. The magnitudes

BT =
t, ZBTB = \

may be regarded as the co-ordinates of the secondary ray with respect

to the chief ray. This intercept / on the chief ray is measured always

from the incidence-point B as origin, and is to be reckoned positive

^V^-Ver

u
Fig. 121.

Figure represents a pair of rays, lying in the plane of a principal section of a spherical refracting

surface, and incident on this surface at the points designated by B and B. These rays cross the

optical axis at the points designated by L and Z, and intersect each other at the point designated
by T. The refracted rays are not shown.

AI.= v, AL = v, AC=r. BT= i. ZBCA =
<i>. /LBCA=<(>,

IBCB=X, I ALB =6. /ALB=Q, I BTB = K.

or negative according as the light travels along the straight line BT
in the direction from B towards T or in the opposite direction. The

"aperture-angle" X is defined as the acute angle through which the

chief ray BT must be turned around the point T in order to bring it

into coincidence with the secondary ray BT.

Putting
ABCA =

if, ZBCA =
<j),

we have:

<P
=

<^ + x, (i88)

where x = Z 5 CB denotes the increase of the central angle <|>.

From the figure we have evidently:

a -\= a + X- (189)
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From the centre C draw CY perpendicular to the straight line BT
at Y. The orthogonal projection of the radius CB on the straight

line CY is equal to the sum of the orthogonal projections on CY of

the line-segments CB and BT; and, since these projections are equal
to r-sina, r-sinCa + X) and — /sinX, respectively, we obtain the

relation :

rsin a = rsin (a + X)
— /sin X,

or

/ • sin X . .= sm (a + X)
— sin a. (190)

If in formula? (189) and (190) we prime the symbols /, X, a and a,

we shall obtain the formulae for the corresponding pair of refracted rays.

Knowing, therefore, the positions of the pair of incident rays, and

being given the values of the magnitudes denoted by /, X, we can

find the values of the magnitudes denoted by /', X'. Thus, since

a — X — a = a' — X' — a' = X)

and

^ • sin X . /
,

.N . ^' sin X'
, , , .,^ • ;= sm (a + X)

— sm a, = sm (a + X )
— sm a

,

r r

and, also, since

a' + 0.' + y
sm (a + X )

— sm a 2

sm (a + X)
— sm a « + a + X

cos
2

we derive the following formulae:

X'= X + (a- a')
-

(« + «'),

a' + a' + X'

,/
• ^ cos

/ sm X 2

/ sin X' a + a + X
cos

(191)

Case II. When the Path of the Ray Does Not Lie in a Principal

Section of the Spherical Refracting Surface.

ART. 64. PARAMETERS OF OBLIQUE RAY.

213. The equation of a straight line in space involves as many as

four arbitrary constants, and the forms of the refraction-formulae which

we shall obtain will depend on how these ray-parameters are chosen.

Let us take the centre C of the spherical refracting surface as the
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origin of a system of rectangular co-ordinates. Naturally, also, we
shall take the optical axis itself as the x-axis. The plane of a prin-

cipal section of the spherical surface may be conveniently selected as

the X3'-plane; nor will it at all affect the generality of the following

treatment if for this plane we take that meridian section of the spher-

ical surface which contains also the object-point. The plane of the

principal section, which is perpendicular to the x^'-plane, will then be

the xs-plane, and a transversal plane at right angles to the optical

axis will be the >'2-plane. For convenience, we may suppose that the

axis of y is vertical, and that the axes of x and z are horizontal.

The letters G, H and 1 will be used to designate the points where

the incident ray, prolonged if necessary, crosses the xy-, yz- and xz-

planes, respectively; and the rectangular co-ordinates of these points
will be denoted by

Xg, y^, o; o, y_^, z„ and
.r,., o, 2,.,

respectively.

In the following we shall explain the methods of A. Kerber and
L. Seidel of calculating the path of a ray refracted obliquely at a

spherical surface.
^

214. Method of A. Kerber.

In the calculation-system of A. Kerber,^ the position of the ray
is determined by the co-ordinates of the points G and I, where the

ray crosses the vertical plane of the principal section (x^'-plane) and
the horizontal meridian plane (.rz-plane). In the figure (Fig. 122)
the spherical triangle AA^A^ represents a piece of the spherical re-

fracting surface. The point A, where the optical axis crosses this

surface, is the vertex of the surface; AA^Cis the plane of the principal

section, and AA^C is the meridian section perpendicular to the prin-

cipal section. Let

ZACAg =
<p,^, Z.ACA, =

^,.

These angles are precisely defined by the following relations:

y z
tan <p,=

-
r-' , tan ,p.

= - -'
. (192)

Also, regarding the radius ^^C as a secondary axis of the spherical

surface, let us denote the abscissa of the point G, with respect to Ag
as origin, by v^; and, similarly, regarding the radius yl^C as another

secondary axis, we shall denote the abscissa of the point /, with respect
to Ai as origin, by i*^; thus, v,j

=
Afi. v^

= AJ. From the figure,

'A. Kerber: Beitraege zur Dioptrik, Heft II (Leipzig, GustavFock, 1896), pages 5-8.

21
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we obtain:

and, since,

we have:

Geometrical Optics, Chapter IX.

Xg
= CG • cos

tf^, Xi
= CI • cos (fi,

[§214.

CG = V —
r, CI =

i\

x„

r,

X:

v^- r = V,
— r = (193)

cos
(Py

COS <Pi

The projection of the incident ray in the plane of the principal

section (.v_>'-planc) makes with the optical axis an angle «, and with

— X

Fig. 122.

Kerber's Method of Dealing with the Oblique Ray. The plane of the paper (jry-plane)

represents a principal section of a spherical refracting surface, centre at C, and optical axis

coinciding with the jr-axis of co-ordinates. A ray, whose path does not lie in the plane of the

principal section, is incident on the spherical surface at the point B. This ray crosses the xy-plaae

at the point designated by G and the :irz-p\ane at the point designated by /. The spherical triangle

AAgAi is formed by the intersections of the vertical jrj'-plane, the horizontal a^-plane and the

plane of incidence with the spherical refracting surface.

lACAg=^g. lACAi=<i>i, ^AjGB^Sg. ^ AiTB = Oi, /.GBC=-cl, AgG =
Vg. AJ=vi.

the ray itself an angle 8; these angles being exactly defined by the

following formulae:

tan € tan 5
z- cos e

Xg
-

Xi
(194)
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Moreover, let B designate the point where the ray meets the spheri-

cal refracting surface, and let us put

ZA^GB =
d^, ZAJB =

e,.

The angle d may be determined from the following relation :

cos
dg
= COS (e

-
iPg)

COS 5, (195)

which may easily be derived from the figure; and the angle d^ may be

determined in terms of
d^ by means of the formula:

sin^i =^^^sm9g, (196)

which may also be derived without difficulty.

The plane AgA^C contains the incident ray GI and the incidence-

normal B C, so that this plane is the plane of incidence. The radii

AgC, A^C both lie in this plane, as do also the line-segments denoted

by Vg, Vf and the angles denoted by 6^, 6^; and, consequently, regarding

AgC and AiC each as axes of the spherical surface, we have evidently

the following relations exactly similar to the relations expressed by

equation (177) and the second of equations (178):

a =
6^ + ipg

=
di + ifi, (197)

and
— r • sin a =

{Vg
—

r) sin
dg
=

(y^
—

r) sin 6^, (198)

where a denotes the angle of incidence.

If in the figure the letters G and / are primed, the diagram will

answer to show the corresponding case of a ray refracted at a spherical

surface, and by priming all the symbols x, y, z, v, 9, a, e and 8 in the

formulae (192) to (198) above, we shall obtain the corresponding rela-

tions between the parameters of the refracted ray.

215. Method of L. Seidel.

Instead of determining the position of the ray by its points of inter-

section with two selected planes, L Seidel
^ makes use of only one

such point, and, in place of the co-ordinates of a second point, employs
two angular parameters to define the direction of the ray. The point
of the ray which he selects is the point designated by H (Fig. 123)

^L. Seidel: Trigonometrische Formeln fur den allgemeinsten Fall der Brechung des

Lichtes an centrirten sphaerischen Flaechen: Sitzungsher. der malh.-phys. CI. der kgl. bayr,

Akad. der Wissenschaften, vom 10. Nov. 1866. Reprinted in Beilage III of Steinheil &
Voit's Handbuch der angewandlen Optik, Bd. I (Leipzig, B. G. Teubner, 1891), pager

257-270.
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where the ray crosses the transversal (or yz-) plane. Moreover, in-

stead of using the rectangular co-ordinates {y,^, z^) of this point, he

introduces a system of polar co-ordinates (p, t) in the 3'z-plane. Em-

ploying other symbols than those used by Seidel himself, we shall

write:

p = CH, TT = Z IlCy,

which magnitudes are connected with the rectangular co-ordinates of

H by the following relations:

y^
= p-cosT, z,^

= p-sinT. (199)

Both the radius-vector p and the polar angle x are to be considered as

always positive in sign. The angle t, which may thus have any value

Method of I,. Seidel. The straight line ^Z/' represents a ray incident obliquely at the point B
on a spherical refracting surface, whose centre is at the point designated by C. The optical axis

coincides with the jr-axis of co-ordinates, and the plane of the paper is the plane of a principal

section (^j-plane) ; Al^- being the section of the spherical surface made by this plane. CB is the

incidence-normal, and ACB is the plane of incidence. The ray 5^ crosses the ;trj'-plane at the

point designated by G, and the j'^'-plaue at the point designated by //. The polar co-ordinates of

the point ,// are p — CH, v = L HCy. The angle at B is the angle of incidence a. The acute angle

made by the ray with the A'-axis is the angle denoted by t
; and the angle made by the projection

of the ray on the :^'^•-plane with the positive direction of the>'-axis is the angle denoted by '^.

comprised between o° and 360°, may be defined as the angle through
which CK has to be turned about C, always in the sense of positive

rotation, in order that it may come into coincidence with the positive

direction of the >'-axis.
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One of the two angular magnitudes that define the direction of the

ray is the acute angle (r) between the direction of the ray and the

positive direction of the .x-axis; this angle being reckoned always as

positive.

The other angular magnitude selected for this purpose by L. Seidel

is the angle (i/') made with the positive direction of the ^'-axis by the

projection of the ray on the transversal (or yz-) plane. This angle,

likewise, is always reckoned as positive, but it may have any value

comprised between o° and 360°.

If the direction-cosines of the straight line HI are denoted by a,

i3, 7, then

a j8 _ 7

and, since

tan -^
=

y/jS

(as may be easily verified) ,
we obtain :

tan \P
=

, (200)
yh

whereby the angle \l/
is precisely defined.

Moreover, since

a" + |3' + 7^ = I
,

and a = cos t,

we find (taking the minus sign, which is in agreement with the defi-

nitions above) :

/3
= — sin r-cos \}/;

and, hence:

tan T = —-'^-Ty <'20i)
Xi cos

\f/

or

tan T = , (201a]
Xi

which is, therefore, the definition-equation of the angle r.

An auxiliary angle (^) is also employed in the calculation-scheme

of L. Seidel, Let B designate the point where the ray meets the

spherical surface; in the triangle BHC, the angle at H, but not

necessarily the interior angle, is the angle denoted by ijl. This angle,

which is also reckoned as positive, may have any value comprised
between 0° and 180°, and is defined exactly by the following formula:

cos n = — sin r-cos {yp
—

tt), (202)
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a relation which may easily be verified from the above definitions of

the angles denoted by w, r and \p.

From the triangle BIIC we derive also the following formula con-

necting the angle of incidence a at B and the auxiliary angle fj, at H:

rsina = p-s\nn; (203)

wherein it should be noted that, according to this formula, since by
definition both p and sin

jj. are positive magnitudes, and the angle a
is an acute angle, the sign of the angle a must he reckoned always as the

same as the sign of the radius r}

The point where the refracted ray crosses the transversal 3'2-plane

is designated, similarly, by H'
;
and if the symbols :x;, y, 2, p, t, t, \{/, fj.

and a in formulae (199) to (203) above are primed, we shall obtain

at once the relations between the corresponding magnitudes which
relate to the refracted ray.

ART. 65. TRIGONOMETRIC COMPUTATION OF PATH OF RAY REFRACTED
OBLIQUELY AT A SPHERICAL SURFACE.

216. The Refraction-Formulae of A. Kerber.

The problem is as follows: Being given the rectangular co-ordinates

{Xg, y^ and {x-, z^ of the points G and / where the incident ray crosses

the xy- and A:2-planes, respectively, to determine the co-ordinates

{x'g, y'g)
and (x', z\) of the corresponding points G' and /' where the

refracted ray crosses these same planes.

By the Law of Refraction, we have:

w-sin a = n' -sin. a';

and, moreover, since

a =
0, + V",

- 9. -F cp„ a = d' -f <p„
=

9\ + ^,,

we have:

a —
dg
= a —

9g,
a — 9i

= a —
9^.

By means of these formulae and the formulae (192) to (198), we obtain

A. Kerber's' Syste^n of Refraction-Formulce, as follows:

' This is practically equivalent to the method used by B. Wanach in a paper entitled

Uebf.r L. v. Seidel's Formeln zur Durchrechnung von Strahlen durch ein zentriertes Lin-

sensystem, nebst Anwendung auf pholographische Objective, published in Zeilschrift fiir In-

strumentenkunde. xx. (1900), pp. 162-171. In Seidel's formulee, as originally published.

the symbol R is used to denote the absolute value of the radius of the refracting surface,

so that Seidel has to employ the double sign in order to include the cases of both convex

and concave surfaces. Seidel adopted this method by preference, as being, in his opinion,

practically the most convenient.
* A. Kerber: Beitraege zur Dioptrik. Zweites Heft. (Leipzig, Gustav Fock, 1896),

pages s-8.
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tan
<p„

= -
yjxg,
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218. In case the angle 0,,
is very small, the determination of this

angle by means of the formula

cos
6^
= cos (e

—
<p,)

cos 5

is not satisfactory, and a greater numerical accuracy will be possible

by determining, first, the value of the angle jS between the plane of

incidence and the vertical plane of the Principal Section by means of

the following formula:'

tan 5
, ^^

tan /3
= -.
—

7 r ; (206)
sin (e

-
ipy)

whence we can find afterwards :

sin 5 .
^sm^ = - ^-,. (207)

In connection with Kerber's Refraction-Formulae, the following

suggestion, also due to Messrs. Koenig and von Rohr,^ is worthy of

remark :

By taking as the ray-parameters the co-ordinates
x,j, y,^

and the

angular magnitudes denoted by 8 and e, the calculation of all of the

magnitudes denoted above by symbols with the subscript i can be

entirely avoided. Since, by (207), we have:

we obtain :

sin 5 sin 8'
sm jS

= — ^—- = — -^—7
,sm 6 sm 6

. smdgsm 5' = -—- sm 5, (208)
sin

Qg

whereby we can determine the angle 5'; and the value of the angle t

may be found by the formula:

,
. cos d'g

cos (e
-

<p) = ——7 ,^ cos

or by the formula :

tan 5'
sin (e

—
<pj = .^ ^^^ tan ^

* This suggestion is found in Die Theorie der oplischen Instrumente (Berlin, Julius
Springer, 1904), Bd. I, II Kapitel, "Die Durchrechnungsformein

"
: von A. Koenig und

M. VON RoHR, p. 65.
* Same reference as preceding.
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219. The Refraction-Formulas of L. Seidel.^

Here the problem is as follows: Being given the angular magnitudes

(r, \p), which define the direction of the incident ray, and the polar

co-ordinates {p, tt) of the point H where this ray crosses the yz-plane,

to find the corresponding parameters (r', xp') and {p', tt') of the re-

fracted ray.

Since the plane of the triangle BHC contains the incident ray BH
and the incidence-normal BC, this is the plane of incidence, which

likewise, therefore, contains the refracted ray B H'. That is, the two

planes BHC and BH' C coincide, and, consequently, their lines of

intersection with the 3'2-plane coincide also. Hence, the three points

C, H and H' all lie on one and the same straight line; accordingly,

the radii vectores CH, CH' have the same (or opposite) directions,

so that the polar angles tt, tt' are either equal or dififer by 180°. In the

case of a refracting surface, we shall have:

X =
tt;

and for a reflecting surface:

t' = 180° -f TT.

By formula (203), we have:

r-sin a = p-sln fj.,
r-sin a' = ^'-sin fj,',

where fx, n' are the two auxiliary angles at the vertices H, H' of the

triangles BHC, BH'C; and hence, by the Law of Refraction, we
derive the invariant relation:

n- p-sin n = n' -p' -sin fi.'. (209)

Moreover, since the angle at C is common to these two triangles, we
obtain also another invariant relation as follows:

V

H -\- a =
ix' + a . (210)

By means of the above formulae, the position of the point H' may be

determined.

Still another invariant relation, depending on the fact that the

plane of incidence and the plane determined by the optical axis and

the radius vector CH coincide with the plane of refraction and the

plane determined by the optical axis and the radius vector CH', re-

^L. V. Seidel: Trigonometrische Formein fiir den allgemeinsten Fall der Brechung
des Lichtes an centrierten sphaerischen Flaechen: Silzungsber. der malh.-phys. CI. der kgl.

bayr. Akad. der Wissenschaflen, vom 10. Nov. 1866. Reprinted in Beilage III of Bd.

I of Steinheil & Voit's Handbuch der angewandten Optik (Leipzig, B. G. Teubner, 1891).
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spectivel}", which ina> also be easil> dcri\cd, is the following:

sin r'-sin (\p'
—

tt) sin r-sin (^
—

tt)

sin
fj. sin ju

(211)

Moreover, the following relation, also, is obvious:

cos t' cos t

sin fi' sin /x

'

but this formula, which is convenient by reason of its simplicity, is not

a very practical formula for numerical calculation in case the angles

T, t' are small, as, in fact, they usually are. But if we combine this

formula w'ith (211), we obtain:

tan t' sin {\p'
—

it)
= tan t • sin {\p

—
tt); (212)

whereby we can find the tangent of the angle r'.

Finalh', arranging the above formulae in the order in which they are

used, we have L. Seidel's Calculation-Scheme for determining the

refracted ray corresponding to a ray incident obliquely on a spherical

refracting surface, as follows:

(i) Determination of the Position of H' by means of its Polar Co-

ordinates {p'j r') :

cos p.
= — sin r-cos (1/'

—
tt).

sin a = psin n

sin a = n-sm a

n'

n' = fj. + a — a,

sin a' n sin u

sin n n sin /i

TT = TT.

f2I3)

Note.—As we shall have to calculate below the quotient sin fx' /sin ix,

it is worth w'hile to compute the value of p' by means of each of the

two formulae above; as this will afford us some way of checking the

values obtained for the angles a, a'.
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(2) Determination of the Direction (r', i/'') of the Refracted Ray-

sin r'-sin (\p'
—

tt)
=

tan (t
-

\P')
=

sin /i

•sin r-sin (\j/
—

t),
sin

/J,

sin r'-sin (\}/'
—

r)

tan t' = tan r

cos fX

sin (i/'
—

tt)

sin (i/-'
—

t)
'

(214)

A^o/g.—The second of these formulae is obtained by combining for-

mula (212) with the formula:

cos ix
= — sin T cos (i/''

—
tt) ;

and it enables us to find the magnitude of the angle \J/'.

220. In the special case of a Plane Refracting Surface, for which

the centre C is the infinitely distant point of the optical axis, the plane
surface must be taken for the 3'z-plane, and hence the three points

B, H and H' coincide. Accordingly, for this special case we have:

p'
—

p, t' = T.

And since the incidence-normal is parallel to the optical axis, we have

also a =
T, a =

t'; and, therefore,

n
sin T = -:sin T

n

is the equation for determining the magnitude of the angle r'. More-

over, since both the incident and refracted rays lie in the plane of

incidence, containing the incidence-normal, which here is parallel to

the X-axis, the projections of these rays on the 3'z-plane must coincide

with each other; and, therefore,

By means of the above equations, we can find the four parameters

p', tt', t and yp' of a ray refracted at a Plane Surface.



CHAPTER X.

TRIGONOMETRIC FORMUL.E FOR CALCULATING THE PATH OF A RAY
REFRACTED THROUC.H A CENTERED SYSTEM OF SPHERICAL

REFRACTING SURFACES.

Case I. When the Ray Lies in the Plane of a Principal Section.

ART. 66. CALCULATION-SCHEME FOR THE PATH OF A RAY LYING IN THE
PLANE OF A PRINCIPAL SECTION OF A CENTERED SYSTEM

OF SPHERICAL REFRACTING SURFACES.

221. In order to compute the path of a ray, which undergoes suc-

cessive refractions (or reflexions) at a series of centered spherical

surfaces, whose optical axis lies in the plane of incidence of the first

surface, it is sufficient to obtain the set of formula? for one of the

surfaces, say, the ^th; for the calculation will consist merely in the

repeated employment of this set of formulae for each of the surfaces

in succession. We shall require also a so-called "transformation-

formula", which will enable us to pass from one surface to the next.

The points where the ray crosses the optical axis, before and after

refraction at the ^th surface, will be designated by L'k-i, L'/., respect-

ively, and the abscissae of these points, with respect to the vertex Aj^

(Fig. 124) of the ^th surface, will be denoted by v,^, z;^; thus.

The "transformation-formula", by which we transform from the origin

of abscissae A,^ of the ^th surface to the origin Aj^j^^ of the next sur-

face is:

dk
=

v'k -%+u

where d^^
=

A,.Aj.^^ denotes the so-called "thickness" of the medium
which lies between the ^th and {k + i)th spherical surfaces, and

whose absolute index of refraction is denoted by «^.

The radius of the ^th surface will be denoted by r^, (
= Af.C^);

and the angles of incidence and refraction at the ^th surface will be

denoted by a^., a'^. The "slope"-angles of the ray before and after

refraction at the y^th surface will be denoted by 0^._i, 6^, respectively;

thus,

Z A,_,L',_,B,_,
= Ci, ^ ^kKB, =

0;.

316
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The following system of formulae (see § 211) may now be written:

«.= (.-^)si,
sm sin^;,

n,.

sm a,.
= A— 1

n,
sm a,^,

^'k
=

Q'k-i + oi'k
—

oi,„

Vi.
=

r,.

(215)

^k+i
= v'k- dk-

In these formulae we must give k in succession all integral values

from ^ = I to ^ = m, where m denotes the total number of spherical

Fig. 124.

Path of a Ray in a Principal Section of a Centered .System of Spherical Refracting
Surfaces.

AkLk'-\ = Vk, AkLk' = vk , AkCk= Vk, DkBk— hk, Ak-\Ak = dk-\. Bk-\Bk = ^k-\,

BkLk'-i = Ik, BkU =
/i', L Ak-\Lk'-\Bk-\ = Si'-i, Z AkLk'Bk = Ok'. Z BkCkAk = <t>k.

surfaces. If we know the values of the constants nl_i, nl and r^

for the ^th refracting surface, and if we have determined the ray-co-

ordinates V;., 9'j._i of the ray incident on this surface, the first four

of the formulae (215) above enable us to find the ray-co-ordinates

v'j., dl of the ray after refraction at the ^th surface
;
whereas the last of

these formulae enables us to pass to the next surface, provided we
know the axial "thickness" d;, between the ^th and the (k + i)th

surfaces. Thus, having found the magnitude ^^.4.1, we can proceed
to make the same calculation for the {k -f i)th surface, and so on,

until we obtain, finally, the co-ordinates of the emergent ray, viz.,

v^ =
A^L„^, 6'^

=
Z^„^L'„jB„,. An actual numerical example, illus-

trating the calculation-process by means of formulae (215), is given
in Art. 67.
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222. Wc have also a number of other relations, which are often

ver>- useful and convenient. Thus, if the symbols ^^, h,^, I,., I',,
have the

following significations:

^,
= ZB,C,A,, h,

= D,B,, I,
= B,Ll_v ll

=
B,L',,

where the letters designate the points shown in the diagram (Fig, 124),

we have immediately, in connection with formulae (215):

k = -
/^i/sin el_„ l[= - hjsm d[, (216)

223. If the position of the ray is defined by its "slope" (^^-i)

and its intercept b,. {= C^H,) on the "central perpendicular", we
obtain (see § 211, Note 4) the following calculation-scheme:

sm a^
b, cos dl_i

r,.

n,.
sm a^ =

k-l

n,.

sin a^, el
=

d'„_i + a[
-

a^,

, n[_i cos d',_.

n. cos 6,.

(217)

together with the following "transformation-formula'

from the ^th to the (k + i)th surface:

where
^k+\ b',^-\-a^

•

tane^;

«/.
=4+ ^^+1 -^i-

for passing

(218)

(219)

denotes the abscissa of the centre C;_.+i with respect to the centre Q.;

that is, a^.
= Q.Q+i-

The relation between the intercepts b^ and
V/. is given by the fol-

lowing formula:

h = (h - ^k) tan dl_-^. (220)

ART. 67. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION.

224. By means of the formulae (151), we can find the position of

the image-point ilf'„ ,
which corresponds by Paraxial Rays w^ith the

axial object-point AI^ (or L,), and by means of formulae (215) above

we can determine the position on the axis of the point L',^ where the
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extreme outside ray, or so-called "edge-ray", of the bundle of rays

crosses the optical axis after emerging from the centered system of m
spherical refracting surfaces: and thus we can compute the longitudi-

nal aberration along the axis:

M'„X, =
v'„,
-

wl.

In practice this is found to be a very useful way of computing the

magnitude of this aberration, especially in the case of optical systems
of comparatively wide apertures, to which the theory of aberrations

of the first order does not apply very well. By repeated trials in this

fashion, it is possible, also, to discover how the thicknesses and radii

will have to be altered so that, for example, the edge-ray will emerge
so as to cross the optical axis at a point L',,, which coincides, very

nearly at least, with the so-called "GAUSsian" image-point M[_^; in

which case for this pair of rays (that is, for a paraxial ray and the edge-

ray), we shall have v[^
—

w,',
= o, approximately. In the design of

optical instruments this calculation-process is found to be extremely
serviceable. In order to exhibit the use of the formulae, we shall give
here a rather simple numerical illustration.

For this purpose, we shall select an example given in Taylor's

System of Applied Optics (London, 1906), page loi, as follows:

The optical system is a large Telescope Object-Glass, of 12-in.

aperture (/^i
= 6 in.), consisting of a biconvex crown-glass lens and

a biconcave flint-glass lens, with the following radii and thicknesses

(all measured in inches) :

''i
= + 59-8; <^i

= +i; ^2=- 90-15; ^2
=

0-013;

^3
= -

84.7; c?3
=

-f- I
; and r^

=
-|- 410.

The values of the refractive indices, for rays corresponding to the

FRAUNHOFER-Line C, are as follows:

Wi
= n, = n\ = i\ n\

= 1.5146; n[
= 1.6121.

The incident rays are parallel to the optical axis, so that

Ml
=

f,
= 00, and ^1

= o.

According to the first of formulae (216), we have, therefore, in such

a case as this:

sinai = —
, (^1

=
00), (221)

11

which is the formula we must employ here in order to determine the

value of a,.
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The calculation will be divided into two parts, as follows:

(i) The calculation of the Path of a Paraxial Ray, by means of

fornuilcT (151); and

(2) The trigonometric calculation of the Path of the Edge-Ray by
means of formula? (215) above, together also with formula (221) above.

The sign -f or — written after a logarithm indicates the sign of the

number to which the logarithm belongs. Each vertical column contains

the calculation for one surface: accordingly, in the present example,
where there are four refracting surfaces, each table will contain four

such columns.

For the Edge-Ray: //,
= 6 inches, z)j

= 00 and 6i= o: hence, ac-

cording to formula (221) above, we have:

Ig/;,
= 0.7781513 -f

clg ry
= 8.2232988 +

Ig sin «!
= 9.0014501 +

This forms the starting point for the calculation of this ray.

The two parts of the calculation follow.

I. Paraxial Ray:
ii^

Formulae:

00.

n

u. Ur

A— 1

n',.

+
I
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Formula for the Focal Length e':

i/e'
= -

(i
-

dju\){i
-

dju'.;){i
-

dju'^){ilu\).

Ig (i -dju[) = 9-9975255 +
Ig (i

—
d.Jii'.^

= 9.9999189 +
Ig (i

—
d^/u'^)

= 9.9980726 +
clg ti\

= 7.7541648 +
clge' = 7.7496818

—

e' = — 177.9583 inches.

II. Edge-Ray : See formulee (215) of this Chapter.

Ig {i—Vkjrk)
Ig sin f^*—1

Ig sin at

Ig nk-\ln'k

Ig sin a*

—
CLk

B'ii_x
—

ate

a*

Ig sin at

clg sin (^'k

Ig (sin a'i/sin ^!t)

sin ai/sin di

1
— sin a&/sin d'k

,
/ sin ak\

'^ V
~
si^ij

hrk

Igv'k

v'k

-dk

Ig ft+i

clg rk+i

IgVk+l/rk+l

Vk+i/rk+i

I — vk+\/rk+i

k = 1
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Case II. When the Path of the Ray does not Lie in the Plane of a Principal

Section of the Centered System of Spheru ai. Refracting .Surfaces.

ART. 68. TRIGONOMETRIC FORMULiE OF A. KERBER FOR CALCULATING
THE PATH OF AN OBLIQUE RAY THROUGH A CENTERED

SYSTEM OF SPHERICAL REFRACTING SURFACES.

225. In the calculation-scheme of A. KEKiiiiR* (sec §§ 214 and 216)

the parameters of the ray before refraction at the ^th surface of the

system of spherical refracting surfaces are the co-ordinates (xg^k, yg,k)

and (v,, k, -,. a) of the points G^ and I^ where the ray crosses the two

meridian co-ordinate planes, viz., the xy-p\ane and the :x;s-plane, re-

spectively; and, similarly, the parameters of the ray after refraction

at this surface are the co-ordinates
(x'^j^k, y'g,k) and

(x'i^k, z^k) of the

points Gl (or G^.+ i) and I',, (or Z^.+ i) where the refracted ray crosses

the .vv- and .rz-planes, respectively. In order to obtain the refract-

ion-formulae for the ^th surface, we have merely to affix to the sym-
bols in formulae (204) the ^-subscript to indicate that the formulae are

to be applied to the ^th refracting surface.

It will also be necessary to obtain a system of
"
Transformation-

ForniulcB", whereby, having ascertained the values of the co-ordinates

(x'g,k, y'g.k) and {x'i,k, z'i,k) of the points Gl (or G^.+ i) and l'^ (or 4+1), re-

ferred to the centre Q. of the ^th surface as origin, we can compute
the values of the co-ordinates (Xg^k+u yg,k+i) and (xt^k+i, Zi^k+i) of these

same points referred to the centre Q.+ i
of the (k -f i)th surface as

origin. This shifting of the origin along the x-axis will affect only

the :ic-co-ordinates. Thus, evidently, we shall have:

Xg,k+1
^

Xg^k <^t» Xi^k+1
^

Xi^k O-k}

where

«A-
= Q-Q-+1

= 4 + h+l
-

I'k' (222)

Accordingly, in the Calculation-Scheme of A. Kerber, we have the

following system of formulae:

(i) Refraction- Formidce for Finding the Values of the Parameters

x'g, k, y'g, k, x'i^ k and Zi^ k of the Ray After Refraction at the kth surface :

tan (Pg,k
= —

yg,k/xg,k, tan <pi,k
= —

Zi^^jxi^k',

yg,k
tan e^._i

=

tan 5/'_i
=

Xi^ k Xg^ k

2;, ft -COS e[_i

(223)

Xg^ k Xi^ k

' A. Kerber: Beitraege zur Dioptrik, Heft II (Leipzig, Gustav Fock, 1896), pages 5-8.
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^k
—

Vg^ k
•^g, k

rk
— Vi k

= — Xi,k

cos (Pg,fc'

' COS
(Pi, k

COS
d'g, k-1

= COS (e'k-i
—

<Pg, k) cos 8'k-i ;

Tk
—

Vg, k
sin 6, k-i

sin a^.
=

rk
-

Vi^k

fk
—

i^ff, k

'

sin 0,g, k-\ J

rk

n

sin0;,_i;

sin ai. = /c-l

n,.
sina^;

B'g,k
=

Gg,k-\
—

«/t + Oik, di,k
=

di,k-l
—

CCk + Oik',

rk sin al , r,,
• sin a^

rk Vg, k
= Tk

-
V, k

(223, con-

tinued)

sin^^,fe sin ^i, ft

Xg,k
=—

{rk
—

Vg^k) -cos (fg^k, x'i^k
=—

{rk
—

J'/.j) -cos (piX,

y'g, A-
= —

x'g, k tan
(pq, k, Zi^k

= —
x'i^k- tan ^,:, j.

(2) Transformation- Formulae for Determining the Parameters Xg^k+\,

jgjc+i, Xij,+i and Zi,k+i of the Ray Before Refraction at the {k -\- i)th

surface :

Xg, i-+i
=

Xg,k-\- rk
—

rk+i
—

dk, Xj, k+i
=

x^ ^ + r;,
—

rk+i
— dk ; 1

Zi,k-

Y (224)
yg, k + 1

—
yg, k, 2j_ k+l

226. The Initial Values,

The position of the ray incident on the first surface of the centered

system of spherical refracting surfaces will be defined generally by

giving the co-ordinates of the object-point P,, whence the ray ema-

nates, and the co-ordinates of the point P^, where the ray crosses

the plane of the so-called "Entrance-Pupil" (see § 257 and § 361).

Usually, it will be possible to select as the plane of the principal sec-

tion (xy-plane) the meridian plane of the optical system which con-

tains the object-point Pj, so that this point will, therefore, coincide

with the point designated by G^. If M^ designates the foot of the

perpendicular let fall from P•^ on the optical axis, and if we put

Ml
= A,M„ 17,

= M^P„

the co-ordinates of the point Pj, referred to a system of rectangular

axes with origin at C,, will be:

Xg^i
= C^Mi = Ui

—
r,, x^. 1

= M,Pi =
rji, s^,i

= o.
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In every actual optical instrument the anj^ular opening of the

bundle of "eftective" rays, which, emanating from the object-point

P,, traverse the system of lenses, is limited in some way, usually by a

"stop", consisting of a plane screen perpendicular to the optical axis

with a circular opening in it, whose centre (called the "stop-centre")

lies on the optical axis of the instrument. Even when no screen of

this description is employed, the cone of effective rays will be deter-

mined by the rim of one of the glasses
— in some instances, also, by

the iris of the eye of the observer. The "stop" is not always situated

in front of the entire system of lenses; it may lie between one pair

of them, or it may even be placed beyond them all. Let us take the

most general case and assume that the "stop" is situated between,

say, the bth and the (b + i)th surfaces of the system of m spherical

surfaces, and let us designate the position of the stop-centre by Mj.
This point Ml will be the image, formed by Paraxial Rays, after

having traversed the first b surfaces of the system, of a certain axial

object-point M, ; which latter point is the centre of the so-called

"Entrance-Pupil". The transversal plane cTi perpendicular to the

optical axis at M
, (which in any given optical system will always be a

perfectly definite plane) is the Plane of the Entrance-Pupil. And the

point where an object-ray, emanating from the object-point Pj, crosses

this plane will be designated here by Pj, as has been stated above.

Moreover, we shall put A^M^ =
Uj, and shall denote the co-ordinates

of Pi, referred to rectangular axes with C^ as origin, as follows:

As has been remarked, the position of the object-ray is usually

given by assigning the values of the magnitudes denoted here by the

symbols w,, tji
and

t|i, X^^. By drawing a simple diagram, the reader

will easily perceive that, if K designates the projection of the point I^

on the ;c>'-plane {CiK =
Xi^i, KIi =

Zi^i), we have the following re-

lations :

W'hence, since

MrK = M^A, + A^C: + QK =
.%-,-, + ri

- Uu

MiK = MrAr + A,Q + CiK =
x,, i -f n - a„

and

MjMi =
ilfi^i + A^M^ = "i

—
liv
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we obtain:

^1

Xi, 1 + ri
-

Ui Xi, i + n — ui

Xi, 1 + ^-i
- Ui Ij Ui - Wi

Thus, we obtain the initial values x»,i, Sf, i as follows:

Xi^l
—

Zi,i
=

Vi^l-T]iUi

Vi -111

Xj, 1 + ^1-^1
Ul — Ui

-ri,

Vi

'
'71-111

(225)

In case the object-point P^ is infinitely distant, the object-rays will

constitute a bundle of parallel rays; and, since, in general, r]^, as well

as Ml, will be infinite, the value of Xi^i, as given by the first of formulae

(225), will be illusory. Under these circumstances, we shall require

to know the direction of the object-ray, and, since all the object-rays

proceeding from one and the same point of the object are parallel, it

will be sufficient if we are given the slope-angle Gj of that one of the

bundle of object-rays which crosses the optical axis at the centre Mi
of the Entrance-Pupil.^ Now, evidently.

tan 01
= Vi

M^Mi u, — u,

if, therefore, in the expression for Xi^-i given in (225), we substitute

the value of the ratio tijvv &s obtained from this last equation, and

then put Wi
=

77i
= 00, we shall derive the first of the two following

formulae :

Xi, 1
= Ui - "Hi

• cot 9i
-

ri ;

Zf.i =^1-
(wi

= 00) (226)

The latter formula is obvious immediately from the second of formulae

(225).

ART. 69. THE TRIGONOMETRIC FORMULAE OF L. SEIDEL FOR CALCULATING
THE PATH OF AN OBLIQUE RAY THROUGH A CENTERED

SYSTEM OF SPHERICAL REFRACTING SURFACES.

227. Employing here the same notation as was used in §§215
and 219, where the calculation-scheme of L. Seidel for the case of

the refraction of an oblique ray at a single spherical surface was given,

' This will not be the Chief Ray of the bundle, unless the stop-centre coincides with

the centre of the Entrance-Pupil; or unless, with respect to these two points, the spherical

aberration of that part of the optical system which precedes the stop-centre has been

abolished.
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we shall designate the points where the ray crosses the ^th transversal

(or yz-) plane, before and after refraction at the i^th surface, by 11^,

Hi, respectively; and shall denote the rectangular co-ordinates of

these points by (o, Va,*, -a, a), (o, /a, a-, si, a), and their polar co-ordinates

by (Pkr TT^), {p[., TT;.), respectively: the relations of these two sets of co-

ordinates being defined as follows:

Jh,?:
=

Pk-COS TT^, Za,a.
= p,,Sm

TTjt,-^

I (227)
•

Va.a-
=

/'a- -COS ttI, Zh,k
=

p'k-s\mr'k,J
where

TtI-
=

TT^ (228)

(or, in case the ^th surface is a reflecting surface, -k',.
=

t,. -f- 180°).

The directions of the ray, before and after refraction at the yfeth

surface, are defined by two pairs of angular magnitudes denoted by
Tf., xp,. and T;., \p',., respectively. Since the direction of the ray after

refraction at the ^th surface is identical with its direction before re-

fraction at the {k -f- i)th surface, we have:

r,. = T
A-+1' '/'I-

=
'Ai+i; (229)

which are, therefore, the "Transformation-Formulae" for Seidel's

Direction-Parameters. These Direction-Parameters are defined, pre-

cisely as in § 215, by the following formulae:

tan
xPi^

= —-r = tan r/'^+i
=

Jh, h Jh, *+l

r

tan r^.
=

-7
—

,.
= tan t^.+i

=
Xi^k- cos ypk Xi^k+\- cos ^

\
(230)

i-+i

It remains to obtain L. Seidel's Formulae for the transformation

from the parameters -k,., p\. to the parameters 7r;^+i, ^^+1; which we

proceed to do.

If the Direction-Cosines of the ray after refraction at the ^th surface

are denoted by a, /3, 7, then, precisely as in § 215, we have:

^
= - tan T^ cos

lAi.,

- = - tan
r^.

• sin i^\ ;

and since this ray goes through the two points H^ and ^^+1, whose

rectangular co-ordinates, referred to the centre of the ^th surface as

origin are:

(o, p',,
cos

TT,,, pI sin
TT/,)

and (%, /);,.+i
• cos 7r;,.+i, p^+-^ sin tt^.+i) ,
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respectively, we have:

Oj, ^ />fe+rCOs TT^+i
-

pj-cos Tfc ^ ^A+i
• sin r^+i

-
pi sin t,^

a P 7
*

Eliminating a, j8, y from these two sets of equations, we obtain:

pf,+i cos x;^.^i
-

pI cos
TT^.
= - % • tan

r^
• cos

^J.,

^A+i-sin TT/^+i
-

p'^-sin ir^
= -

a^-tdin ri^-sin i/^^..

Combining these equations, we obtain easily the Transformation-

Formulae of L. Seidel,' as follows:

Pi-+rsin (lAl.
-

7r;,.+,)
=

i>/,-sin ()/'^.

-
x^.), 1

h (231)
A+rcos {xPl

-
7r;,.+i)

= p[-cos (ip'^
-

IT,)
-

^^.-tan tU

Accordingly, in the Caladation-Scheme of L. Seidel for the re-

fraction of an oblique ray through a centered system of spherical

surfaces we have the following formulae (see formulae (213) and (214)):

(i) Determination of the Position of the Point H'/. by means of its

Polar Co-orditiates (p[., t,.) :

cos
/xj.
= - sin T^._i

• cos {\p[._i
-

tt;,) ;

sinafc
=

pj,- sin fiJ fj^;

n
sm a^.

= A— 1

n.
sm a,.;

(232)

Ma
=

i^k + «i-
-

«!•;

sinoffe nl_i sin
/X;,-

Pk =
''a-

^ = Pk
—

' • '

sin a^ n,. sm ju^

(2) Determination of the Direction {t[, \j/[) of the Refracted Ray:

sin /i;.

sin T,^ sin {yp,^
- xJ =

tan {Tk
-

yp[)
=

sinT;_i-sin (^p',_^
-

ttJ ;sm M^.

sin Ti.
• sin (4^[.

-
tt,)

tan T,. = tan tA— 1

COS Ma-

sin (;Al-i
-

ttJ

sin
{\l/[

-
ttJ

(233)

' L. iJEiDEL: Trigonometrische Formeln fiir den allgemeinsten Fall der Brechung des

Lichtes an centrierten sphaerischen Flaechen : Sitziingsber. der malh.-phys. CI. der kgl.

hayr. Akad. der Wissenschaften, vom lo. Nov. 1866. Reprinted in Beilage III of Stein.

HEiL & Voit's Handhuch der angewandlen Oplik, Bd. I (Leipzig, B. G. Teub.ver, 1891),

pages 257-270.
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(3) Transformation- Forfuuhc Jar finding the parameters p^+u 7r;,+j

of the Ray Before Refraction at the (k + i)th Surface:

ak = d,
-

r, + r,,+ i;

/'A+rsin {\p[
—

7r;_.+ ,)
=

p'u-s\n (4^1
-

X;,);

^^.+ ,-cos i^Pl
-

7r/,.+ ,)
=

A, -cos (rPl
-

ttJ
-

a,,
• tan

t',^.

(234)

228. Seidel's "Control" Formulae.

In order to chock tlic numerical work from time to time, and thereby
to avoid the disagreeable necessity, in case of arithmetical errors, of

having to repeat sometimes a very considerable portion of the calcu-

lation, L. Seidel has proposed, in connection with the above formulae,

several so-called ''ControV FormulcB, the first of which is as follows:

sin^fe-sinMl ^
sin y.[ sin tI_i ^ sin (g^^

"
«!) , s

sin {iP',_^
-

ttJ sin (ypl
-

ttJ sin (rp[._-^
-

yp[y

The equality of the two expressions on the left follows from the first

of formulae (232); and the equality between each of these and the

third expression can be deduced easily from the first of formulae (232)

and the first of formulae (233). Accordingly, this "control" formula

(235) ser\-es to test only the accuracy of computations by these for-

mulae from which it is derived.

The values of the sines of the angles of incidence and refraction

are checked, along with the value of p' , by the double calculation of

this latter magnitude by means of the two expressions for p' in formulae

(232). But as it is possible that, even though we have found the

correct value of the sine of an angle, an error may be introduced in

determining the value of the corresponding angle itself, or that a

mistake may be made in obtaining the difference a — a'
, thereby

involving also a mistake in the value obtained for the angle ix ,
and as

the "control" formula (235) would not enable us to detect an error of

any of these kinds, Seidel suggests also a second "control" formula,

as follows:

sin {a^ -h a[) sin (a^
—

a^) n'^ n'^^i

sma/^-smaj^ %_i % (236)

which is a simple consequence of the Law of Refraction. The magni-
tude on the right is constant for all rays of the same wave-length

refracted between the same two media; so that in case the calculation

has to be made for a number of such rays (as usually happens in such

calculations), it will not be necessary to calculate at all the value of
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the left-hand side of the equation, but it will be sufficient merely to

see that the values of the expressions on the right are the same for all

the rays. Moreover, in the usual case of an optical system consisting

of a series of glass lenses, each surrounded by air, where, therefore,

the ray proceeding from a medium {n) into a medium (n'), emerges

again into the medium (»), the values of the constant on the right-

hand side of (236) for two successive refracting surfaces will be equal
in magnitude, but opposite in sign; and in such a case it will merely
be necessary to calculate the values of the expression on the left-

hand side for each surface, and see that the condition above-mentioned

is fulfilled.

Finally, a third "control
"

formula, deduced from the two trans-

formation-formulae (231), is as follows:

sin {^Pl
-

ttJ sin (x^.
-

7r;t+i) sin (i^;
-

tt^.^!)

" ^^

In Steinheil «& Voit's Handbuch der angewandten Optik, I. Bd.

(Leipzig, B. G. Teubner, 1891), the reader will find numerous complete
calculations by means of the trigonometric formulae of L. Seidel.

229. The Initial Values.

The position of the object-ray will usually be defined by the posi-

tion of the object-point Pi(u^ ~^ u Vi, o) and the position of the point

Pi(Ui
—

r^, -qi, 1^1)
where the ray crosses the plane of the Entrance-

Pupil (see § 226). This ray crosses the first transversal (or yz-) plane
at Hi(o, y^i, Zf,^i) and the horizontal a"2-plane at I\{Xi^i, o, Zj, 1).

The positions on the x-axis of the points designated below by C^, M^,

Ml and K are defined as follows :

ri
= Aid, Ui = AiMi, Ui = AiMi, Xi^i

= CiK.

By drawing a figure, the following relations will be immediately
obvious :

Here

and

Tit MrK' li MiMy'

MiK = M,Ai + AiCi -f CiK =
x^,: -^ rj

-
Ui,

and if for
Xi^ 1 we substitute its value as given by the first of formulae
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(225), we obtain:

-^•"•'
=

^^;^^,
'

^^-'^-^'u,-.,-
(^38)

By means of formulae (238), together with (225), we can determine

now the magnitudes of the direction-parameters (r,, i/',)
of the object-

ra\"; for according to the definition-formula? of these angles we have:

tan i/'i
=

, tan ti
=

yh, 1 Xi, 1

and, consequently:

tan yp,
=

-^ -^
,

tan t,
= . (239)

11,
-

77, Ui
—

Ui

The initial values pi, xi of the other two SEiDEL-parameters may be

determined by the equations:

pi-sin (i/'i
-

TT,)
-±

77,-sini/',, 1

f (240)
pi cos i\pi

—
Ti)

= ±
Tji

• cos \pi
—

(^1
-

Ml)
• tan r^, I

wherein the upper sign must be used in case the object-point lies

above the optical axis, and the lower sign in the opposite case.

In the special case when the object-point Pi is the infinitely distant

point of the object-ray, then, in general, both 771 and «i will be infinite.

In this case, instead of being given the co-ordinates u^, r?,, we shall be

given the direction of the ray
—which will usually be done by assigning

the value of the slope-angle 9i of that one of the bundle of parallel

object-rays which crosses the optical axis at the centre M, of the

Entrance-Pupil, and which, therefore, crosses the first central transver-

sal plane at a point whose distance from the optical axis is:

{fi
—

U]) -tan 61.

If
T|i, 1^1

denote the co-ordinates of the point where the general object-

ray lying outside the plane of the principal section crosses the plane

of the Entrance-Pupil, we shall have In this case the following formulae

for determining the parameters pi, tti:

yh,i
= pi-cosTi =

r\i-{- {fi
-

Ui)-tanQu] , ^ , ^

. (7f,
=

77,
= 00). (241)

z^, \
= pv sm 7ri

=
1^1

J

Evidently, also, for the case of an infinitely distant object-point, we

have i/'i
= 0° or 180° and ti

= ±
0i.



CHAPTER XI.

GENERAL CASE OF THE REFRACTION OF AN INFINITELY NARROW
BUNDLE OF RAYS THROUGH AN OPTICAL SYSTEM.

ASTIGMATISM.

ART. 70. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A NARROW BUNDLE OF RAYS
REFRACTED AT A SPHERICAL SURFACE.

230. Meridian and Sagittal Rays.
To an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of incident rays re-

fracted (or reflected) at a spherical surface there corresponds, in

general, an astigmatic bundle of refracted (or reflected) rays, which,

provided we neglect magnitudes of the second order of smallness, is

characterized by the following properties:

The chief ray ti' of the bundle of refracted rays is that one of the

refracted rays which corresponds to the chief ray « of the bundle of

incident rays. All the refracted rays meet two infinitely short straight

lines, the so-called Image- Lines (§ 47), which lie in two perpendicular

planes both containing the refracted chief ray u', and which are perpen-
dicular to ti'. These two planes are the planes of Principal Curvature

of the element of the refracted wave-surface at any point P' of the re-

fracted chief ray u', which pierces the surface-element at P' normally,
and their traces on the element of wave-surface at P' are two elements

of arc intersecting at right angles at P'. The two pencils of rays of

the bundle of refracted rays which lie in the planes of Principal Curva-

ture have their vertices on the refracted chief ray u' at the centres

of curvature S' and S'. Thus, to an object-point S lying on the

incident chief ray u, which is the vertex of an infinitely narrow homo-
centric bundle of incident rays, correspond two image-points S', S'

lying on the refracted chief ray u', which we shall call the Primary
and Secondary Image-Points, respectively. The two Image-Lines are

perpendicular to the refracted chief ray tc' at these Image-Points.

Thus, the I. Image-Line is perpendicular to the refracted chief ray
at 6", and lies in the plane of Principal Curvature of the refracted

wave-surface for which the II. Image-Point S' is the centre of curva-

ture; and, similarly, the II. Image-Line is perpendicular at S' to the

chief refracted ray u', and lies in the plane of Principal Curvature of

the refracted wave-surface for which the I. Image-Point S' is the centre

of curvature.

331
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When tlie plane delerniined by the chief rays u, u', which we shall

call the Plane of Incidence, is at the same time a plane of Principal

Curvature of the refracted wave-surface, one of the image-lines will

lie in this plane, and the other will lie in a plane perpendicular to the

plane of incidence.

The special problem which we have to consider presents a compara-

tively simple case; for, since the refracting surface is spherical, the

two systems of incident and refracted rays are symmetrical about an

axis. Thus, if C designates the centre of the spherical refracting

surface, not only this surface but the incident and refracted wave-

surfaces as well are surfaces of revolution around the straight line

SC as axis. The plane of incidence uC, containing the common axis

of these three surfaces of revolution, is a meridian plane of each one

of these surfaces, and is, therefore, also a plane of Principal Curvature;
so that one of the Image-Lines will lie in the plane of incidence,

and the other will lie in the plane perpendicular to the plane of inci-

dence which contains the refracted chief ray u'. According to the

usage of most writers on Optics, we shall designate the latter as the

I. Image-Line and the former as the II. Image-Line.^ The II. Image-
Line is perpendicular to the chief refracted ray u' at the point S'

where this ray crosses the axis of symmetry SC.

Thus, in the case of an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of

incident rays refracted at a spherical surface, the directions of the

Image-Lines of the astigmatic bundle of refracted rays will depend
only on the position and direction of the chief refracted ray u'; so

that to a range of object-points lying on a given incident chief ray u

there will correspond a series of parallel I. Image-Lines and a series

of parallel II. Image-Lines.
The planes of Principal Curvature of the wave-surface determine

two principal sections of the infinitely narrow bundle of rays. The

plane of incidence u C, which in the case of a spherical refracting sur-

face coincides with one of these planes, cuts the infinitely narrow

homocentric bundle of incident rays and the corresponding astigmatic
bundle of refracted rays in a pencil of incident rays with its vertex

at the Object-Point 5 and in a pencil of refracted rays with its vertex

at the I. Image-Point S'. These are the so-called Meridian Rays;
since the plane of incidence u C is at the same time a meridian plane
of the spherical refracting surface.

If the incident chief ray u is supposed to be revolved about SC
1 Some writers, however, for example, Lippich, use the contrary method of designating

these lines.
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as axis through an infinitely small angle to one side and the other of

its actual position, it will coincide in succession with all the rays
which lie on the surface of a right circular cone of which ^C is the

axis and the straight line SB (where B designates the point where

the chief ray meets the refracting surface) is an element. The corre-

sponding refracted rays will likewise lie on the surface of a right cir-

cular cone generated by the revolution of the chief refracted ray BS'

about the same line as axis. Provided we neglect infinitely small

magnitudes of the second order, this group of incident rays may be

regarded as lying in a plane tt which contains the incident chief ray
and is perpendicular to the plane of incidence uC (or tt); and, simi-

larly, the corresponding refracted rays may also be regarded as lying

in a plane t' which contains the chief refracted ray u' and is likewise

perpendicular to the plane tiC. These planes are evidently tangent
to the conical surfaces generated by the revolution of u, u' around SC
as axis. Following the usage of most modern writers, we shall call

the incident and refracted rays lying in the planes tt, tF', respectively,

the Sagittal Rays.^

231. Different Degrees of Convergence of the Meridian and Sagit-

tal Rays.
The diagram (Fig. 125) shows a meridian section of the spherical

refracting surface m containing the chief incident ray u and the chief

S

Fig. 125.

Convergence of Meridian Rays after Refraction at a Spherical Surface. All the

lines in the figure lie in the plane of a meridian section of the refracting sphere.

refracted ray u'
, the plane of the diagram being, therefore, the Plane

of Incidence. The numerals i and 2 in the figure are used to desig-

nate two points of the meridian section of the spherical surface both

very close to the incidence-point B of the chief incident ray and lying

1 "
Sagittal

"
is a term borrowed from Anatomy. Many writers use the antonym

"tangential" instead of "meridian". On the other hand, some writers, who use the

term "
meridian ", prefer to be more consistent and use therefore the word "

equatorial
"

instead of "sagittal ".
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on opposite sides of this point. Thus, 5i, 52 belong to the pencil of

meridian incident rays. Afirr refraction, these rays will intersect the

chief refracted ray // in the pt)ints designated in the figure by S"
, S"\

which, while they are infinitely close together, cannot, in general, be

regarded as coincident unless we neglect infinitesimals of the first

order. In fact, the position of the I. Image-Point S' depends on the

arc B\, so that for different rays of the meridian pencil we shall obtain

values of BS' which differ from each other by magnitudes of the same

order of smallness as the arcBi. Hence, the convergence of the re-

fracted rays in the meridian section is said to be a "convergence of the

first order".

The convergence of the refracted rays in the sagittal section is of

a higher order than the first. Thus, in Fig. 126, which is the corre-

FiG. 126.

Convergence of Sagittal Rays after Refraction at a Spherical Surface. The plane
of the paper represents a meridian section of the refracting sphere. The points designated in the

diagram by the letters S, S" , B and C lie in this plane. The points designated by the Roman
Numerals I and II are both infinitely near to the point B; these points lie on the line of inter-

section of the two planes which are perpendicular to the plane of the paper and which contain

the incident ray SB (or u) and the corresponding refracted ray BS' (or u'), respectivelj-.

sponding diagram for the case of the sagittal rays, if the triangle

SBS' is supposed to be revolved about the central line SCS' as axis

through an infinitely small angle above and below the plane of the

paper, the chief incident ray and the chief refracted ray wull coincide

in succession with the rays of the bundles of incident and refracted

rays, respectively, which He on the conical surfaces generated by this

revolution. These refracted rays all intersect exactly at the point S'

and these rays are very nearly identical with the sagittal rays them-

selves. In fact, it is easy to see that the convergence of the sagittal

rays at S' is a "convergence of the second order", and is optically
more effective than that of the meridian rays.

232. The Image-Lines.
The astigmatic bundle of rays may be regarded as composed either

of pencils of meridian rays whose chief rays all meet in the II. Image-
Point S'

,
or as pencils of sagittal rays whose chief rays all meet in the
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I. Image-Point S'. The vertices of the meridian pencils form the

I. Image-Line, and the vertices of the sagittal pencils form the II.

Image-Line.
An incident ray proceeding from S, lying in the plane of the meridian

section, and meeting the spherical refracting surface at a point i a

little above B (Fig. 125) will be refracted so as to intersect the central

line SC at a point slightly to the left of S' (Fig. 126); and this

point will be the point of convergence of all the refracted rays which

correspond to incident rays Ijing on the conical surface generated by
the revolution about ^C as axis of the incident ray Si. And, simi-

larly, if the point of incidence lies in the meridian section at a point

2 slightly below B, the rays incident on the spherical surface at points

in the arc of the circle described by 2 when the figure is revolved about

SC as axis will be refracted so as to cross the central line at a point

a little to the right of S'. Thus, all the rays of the infinitely narrow

astigmatic bundle of refracted rays will cross the central line 5 C within

an infinitely short piece of it lying on either side of the II. Image-
Point S'. This line-element may be regarded, and, indeed, from a

purely geometrical point of view, should be regarded, as in reality

the II. Image-Line.^ However, this line is not perpendicular to the

chief refracted ray w', and it is more convenient and quite permissible

to consider both of the Image-Lines, according to Sturm's definition,

as perpendicular to the chief ray of the astigmatic bundle (see § 49).

In fact, as Czapski^ and others have pointed out, a section of the

bundle of rays made by a plane through S' perpendicular to the chief

ray u' differs very little from a straight line; the actual shape of the

section is a curve with two loops, not unlike a slender figure 8. It is

easy to see that this is so; for whereas the rays of the sagittal section

proper all intersect in S', the rays of the other so-called sagittal sec-

tions intersect in points which lie on the axis to one side and the other

of S', and, hence, the rays of each of these latter pencils will meet the

plane, which is drawn perpendicular to m' at S', either before or after

they meet each other at the vertex of the pencil on the central line

SC, according as this vertex lies to the one side or the other of the

II. Image-Point S'. Thus, we see that the section of the bundle

made by this plane opens out on each side of S'. Moreover, it can

very easily be shown that the width of this section is a magnitude of

* See, particularly, L. Matthiessen: Ueber die Form der unendlich duennen astig-

matischen Strahlenbuendel und ueber die KuMMER'schen Modelle: Silzungber. der malh.-

phys. CI. der koenigl. haver. Akad. der Wissenschaflen zu Muenchen, xiii. (1883), 83.
2 S. CzAPSKi: Zur Frage nach der Richtung der Brennlinien in unendlich duennen

optischen Buescheln: Wied. Ann., xliii. (1891), 332-337.
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the second order of smallness, and hence the section itself may be

regarded as a straight line, since we are neglecting infinitesimals of

the second order. As Czapski sa>s, the two S-shaped sections, which

we have at both the I. Image-Point S' and the II. Image-Point S',

with the axes of the 8's at right angles to each other, are as near an

approach to wiiat may be called the Image-Lines of the astigmatic
bundle of rays as any other pair of lines.

ART. 71. THE MERIDIAN RAYS.

233. Relation between the Object-Point 5 and the I. Image-Point S'.

Let tlic chief ray ic of an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle

of incident rays proceeding from an Object-Point 5 meet the spherical

refracting surface /x in the point B (Fig. 127), and let the refracted

chief ray 11' corresponding to u be constructed as in Young's Con-

struction (§ 206) by means of the concentric spherical surfaces r, r'

described around C as centre with radii equal to n'r/n, nr/n', respect-

ively, where C designates the centre of the spherical refracting surface,

and r denotes its radius, and n, n' denote the absolute indices of refrac-

tion of the first and second medium, respectively. Let G designate a

point of the spherical refracting surface in the plane of incidence uC
and infinitely near to B,so that SG will represent a secondary ray of

the pencil of incident meridian rays. This ray will meet the auxiliary

spherical surface t in a point N infinitely near to the point Z where

the chief incident ray u meets this surface, and the refracted ray cor-

responding to the incident ray SG will meet the spherical surface r'

in a point N' infinitely near to the point Z' where the chief refracted

ray u' meets this surface. The point of intersection of this refracted

ray with the chief refracted ray will determine the I. Image-Point S' ,

which is the vertex of the pencil of meridian refracted rays.

The relation between the Object-Point S and its I. Image-Point S'

may be found in various ways, either analytically or geometrically.

A very elegant geometrical method, involving however certain kine-

matical notions which appear to be a little foreign in a treatise on

Optics, is given by L. Burmester in his interesting paper, "Homo-
centrische Brechung des Lichtes durch die Linse" {Zs. f. Math. u.

Pliys., xl., 1895, 321). The method which is given below is in some

ways very similar to that used by F. Kessler in a paper entitled
"
Beitraege zur graphischen Dioptrik" (Zs. f. Math. u. Phys., xxix.,

1884, 65-74).
On BC (Fig. 127) as diameter, describe a semi-circle meeting the

chief incident ray u in a point Y and the chief refracted ray «' in a
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point F', and let us imagine that straight lines are drawn connecting
the points Y, Y' with each of the points G, Z and Z'. Since the

<
o
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directly below it, we obtain:

j^YB _ BS- YZ AGY'B _ BS'Y'Z'

ANYZ~ BYSZ' IN' Y'Z'
~
B Y'-S'Z'

'

Since we are neglecting here infinitesimals of the second order, we can

regard the point G as lying on the circumference of the circle BYY'C,
and therefore we can write:

ZGYB = ZGY'B.
Moreover, since

ZBYC = ZBY'C =
90°,

the semi-circles described on CZ and CZ' as diameters will go through
Y and Y', respectively. These semi-circles may also be regarded as

going through the points N and N' which are infinitely near to Z
and Z', respectively. Accordingly,

ZNYZ = ZNCZ = ZN'Y'Z';

and, thus, we obtain the following relation:

BSYZ _ BS' Y'Z'

BYSZ~ BY'S'Z"
or

(BZSY) = (BZ'S'Y').

In this equation the points designated by the letters B, Z, Z', Y and

Y' are all fixed points lying on the given incident chief ray u or on the

corresponding refracted chief ray u'; whereas S' is the I. Image-Point
on u' corresponding to an Object-Point S lying on ti. Interpreting
the equation, we can say:

To a range of Object- Points P, Q, R, S,
• •

lying on the chief inci-

dent ray u, there corresponds a projective range of I. Image- Points P'
,

Q' ,
R'

, S',
• • •

lying on the chief refracted ray u' . And, moreover,

since the two ranges have the incidence-point B in common, they are also

in perspective.

That the points F, Y' are in the relation to each other of Object-
Point and I. Image-Point is evident not only from the above equation,
but geometrically also; for if we imagine an infinitely narrow pencil

of meridian incident rays with its vertex at F, these rays will meet

the spherical refracting surface at points infinitely near to B which

may all be regarded as lying on the circumference of the semi-circle

BYC; so that for all rays converging to F, the angles of incidence,

being all subtended by the arc CY, will all be equal, and hence, the
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angles of refraction also must all be equal, and be angles in the circum-

ference standing on the arc CY'.

234. The Centre of Perspective K is determined by the inter-

section of the straight lines YY', ZZ'. The existence of this point

seems to have been recognized first by Thomas Young. ^ The point

K was afterwards found again, independently, by Cornu^ in 1863

and by Lippich^ in 1878.

Since Z CBZ' = Z CYY', both being inscribed angles standing

on the same arc CY', it follows that YY' is perpendicular to CZZ'
at K. Thus, we have the following simple Construction of the

I. Image- Point S' corresponding to an Object-Point 5 on the chief

incident ray u :

Having constructed the refracted chief ray u' corresponding to the

chief incident ray u, draw CY perpendicular to w at F and YK
perpendicular to CZ at K; the straight line connecting 5 with K
will intersect the chief refracted ray u' in the I. Image-Point S'.

The position of the Centre of Perspective K may also be computed
as follows:

Since

CY = r-sin a, CK = CF- sin a' = r-sin a sin a',

we obtain:

^^, nr-sin'a n'r sin^ a' ,CK = J— =
. (242)n n

If we draw the straight line BK (Fig. 127), then

Z CBK = Z CBZ' - ZKBZ' - a' - ZKBZ'

= a' - (ZBKC- ZBZ'C) =a-\-a' - ZBKC;

thus, in the triangle BKC we obtain:

BC _ sin ZBKC _ sin ZBKC
CK

-
sin' Z CBK

~
sin (a -f a' - ZBKC)

'

^ Thomas Young: On the Mechanism of the Human Eye: Phil. Trans., 1801, xcii."

p. 23. This paper is reprinted in The Works of Thomas Young, in three volumes, edited

by Geo. Peacock, D.D. (London, John Murray, 1855); Vol. I, pages 12-63. See "Prop.

IV." on p. 16.

2 A. CoRNu: Caustiques — Centre de Jonction: Nouv. Ann. de Math., 1863, (2), li.,

311-317. See also A. Cornu: Construction geometrique des deux images d'un point

lumineux produit par refraction oblique sur une surface spherique; Journ. de physique,

Ser. ni, X. (1901), 607.

3F. Lippich: Ueber Brechung und Reflexion unendlich duenner Strahlensysteme an

Kugelflaechen : Wiener Denkscht., 1878, xxxviii., 163-192.
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And since

we have also:

so that

YC . CK . ,^ = sin o-,
—- = sin a

,

BC
CK sin a sin a''

sin /.BKC
sin a sin a' sin (a + a' — Z BKC)

'

whence we find :

tan /.BKC = tan a + tan a. (243)

Commenting on this result, we observe that /.BKC, and, hence, also

Z CBK — a -\- a' — /.BKC, is independent of the radius of the

spherical refracting surface, so that the values of these angles will

depend only on the angle of incidence a and on the indices of refrac-

tion w, n' .

Indeed, it is obvious also from the geometrical relations in the dia-

gram, that if, keeping the incidence-angle a unchanged, we suppose
the radius of the refracting sphere to be variable, although the actual

distances from B of both C and K will vary, the directions of the

straight lines B C and BK will remain unaltered. Perhaps, the easiest

way of seeing this is by drawing through any point on BC s. straight

line parallel to CZ, and constructing a point on this line exactly in

the same way as the point K was constructed on CZ. It will be seen

that the point thus determined will lie always on the straight line B K.

235. The Focal Points / and /' of the Meridian Rays.
If the Object-Point S is the infinitely distant point I of the chief

incident ray u, the meridian incident rays will be a pencil of parallel

rays to which will correspond a pencil of meridian refracted rays meet-

ing the chief refracted ray ti' in the
"
Flucht

"
Point /' of the range

of I. Image-Points. And, on the other hand, if the I. Image-Point
S' is the infinitely distant point J' of the chief refracted ray u'

, the

meridian incident rays will intersect in the
"
Flucht

"
Point / of the

range of I. Object-Points lying on the chief incident ray u. The
"
Flucht

"
Points / and /', or, as we shall now call them, the Primary

and Secondary Focal Points of the Meridian Rays, may be located by

drawing through K (Fig. 128) straight lines parallel to u' and u meet-

ing u and u' in the points J and /', respectively.

According to a well-known law of projective ranges of points, we
have evidently:

JBI'B = JSrS' - {JB + BS) {I'B -f BS');
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and if we put

BS =
s, BS' = s\

we obtain the following equation :

BJ BI'

^" + ^r =
I, (244)

which, as the reader will remark, is completely analogous to the

relation

AF/u + AE'/ti'
=

J, or f/u + e'/u'
= -

i,

which we found for the case of an infinitely narrow bundle of normally
incident rays refracted at a spherical surface; see formulae (148).

Fig. 128.

Refraction at a Spherical Surface of an Infinitely Narrow Bundle of Rays. Per-

spective Relations of the Range of Object-Points lying on the chief incident ray u and the Ranges
of I. and II. Image-Points lying on the corresponding refracted ray u'.

The positions of the Focal Points /, I' may be calculated as follows:

From the figure (Fig. 128), we obtain:

BJ = I'K = - KZ'- ^'i^^ = - CZ'. $*
""''' "

sin (a
—

a') sin (a
—

a')

BI' = JK = KZ- . ^.'"'' ,,
= CZ"^

sin a' • cos^ a'

and since

sin (a
—

a')
"""

sin (a
—

a')

CZ =
7i'r/n, CZ' =

nr/n',
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the above formuhx? may be written:

r • sin a' • cos^ a
3J = —

BI' =

sin (a
— a)

r-sin a cos" a'
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we saw above that

ZBSG = ^ ZBYG, ZBS'G='^ ZBY'G, ZBYG= ZBY'G;

and, accordingly:
Z BS'G BY' BS
Z BSG

~
BY

'

BS''

Hence, since

BY = 2r-cosa, BY' = 2rcosa',
we obtain:

^X' 5 • cos a'

ART. 72. THE SAGITTAL RAYS.

238. Relation between the Object-Pomt S and the II. Image-
Point S\

Let S designate the vertex of the pencil of sagittal incident rays.

If the bundle of incident rays is homocentric, S will coincide with 5.

We have seen that the vertex S' of the pencil of sagittal refracted rays

is the point of intersection of the chief refracted ray u' with the central

line SC; and, hence, without further study, we may make the fol-

lowing statement :

The range of Object- Points P, Q, R, S,
• • •

lying on the incident

chief ray u is in perspective with the corresponding range of II. Image-
Points P'

, Q' ,
R'

,
S'

,

•

lying on the chief refracted ray u' ; the centre

C of the spherical refracting surface being the Centre of Perspective of

these two corresponding ranges, since the straight lines PP', QQ', RR',

SS', • • all pass through the centre C.

239. The Focal Points J, T of the Sagittal Rays.
If the Object-Point 5 is the infinitely distant point J (or /) of the

chief incident ray u, the sagittal incident rays will be a pencil of

parallel rays to which will correspond a pencil of sagittal refracted

rays with its vertex at the "Flucht" Point T of the range of II. Image-
Points lying on the chief refracted ray u' ; and, similarly, if the II.

Image-Point S' coincides with the infinitely distant point J' (or J)

of the chief refracted ray u'
, the sagittal refracted rays will be a pencil

of parallel rays to which will correspond a pencil of sagittal incident

rays with its vertex at the "Flucht" Point / of the range of II.

Object-Points lying on the chief incident ray u.

The positions of the "Flucht" Points J and /', or, as we shall now
call them, the Primary and Secondary Focal Points of the Sagittal Rays,
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may be found by drawing throtigh C straight lines parallel to u' and
u which will meet u and u' in the points J and 7', respectively.

Since the ranges P, Q, R, S, and F', Q' ,
R'

,
S'

,

• • • are pro-

jective, and since the point J5 is a double-point of the two ranges, we
have the following relation:

JBTB = JSTS' = {IB -f BS)Q'B + BS');

and, hence, if we put _ _
BS =

5, BS' = 7,

we derive an equation exactly analogous to formula (244) which was
obtained for the meridian rays, viz. :

BJ BT
, ^

The positions of the Focal Points J, I' may be calculated as follows:

Since

BJ^I'C, BT = JC,

we obtain directly (Fig. 128):

Bl =

Br

r-sin a'
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infinitesimals of the second order. If we retained infinitesimals of the

second order, the formula which would be obtained for the meridian

rays would give values of s' which depend on the inclinations of the

secondary rays to the chief ray of the pencil of meridian rays: that

is, the values of s' would differ from each other by infinitesimals of

the first order. Thus, as has been stated above (§ 231), the conver-

gence of the meridian rays at the I. Image-Point is a "convergence of

the first order", whereas the convergence of the sagittal rays at the

II. Image-Point is a "convergence of the second order".

241. Convergence-Ratio of the Sagittal Rays.
Let d\, d\' denote the angular apertures of the pencils of sagittal

incident and refracted rays. Obviously, we have the following re-

lation:

- d\' s

^^ =
dx=f' (^51)

where Z„ denotes the Convergence-Ratio of the Sagittal Rays.

ART. 73. THE ASTIGMATIC DIFFERENCE, AND THE MEASURE OF THE
ASTIGMATISM.

242. If the bundle of incident rays is homocentric, the Object-
Points 5 and S on the chief incident ray u are coincident, and in this

case, therefore, we shall have 5 = 5. Thus,
To a range of Object- Points P, Q, R, S,

•

lying on the chief inci-

dent ray u there corresponds a projective range of I. Image- Points P', Q',

R', S\ • • • and a projective range of II. Image- Points P', Q', R', S\
• •

•, both lyifig on the chief refracted ray u' ; and, hence, also, the two

ranges of Image- Points are projective with each other.

The points designated in the figures by the letters B and Z' are

the double-points of these two projective ranges of Image-Points. At
the incidence-point B the Object-Point and its two Image-Points coin-

cide. The point Z'
,
as we saw, is the vertex of the bundle of refracted

rays corresponding to a homocentric bundle of incident rays
—which

need not be an infinitely narrow bundle—with its vertex at the Object-
Point Z where the chief incident ray meets the auxiliary spherical

surface r (see § 207).

In the case of an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of Object-

Rays proceeding from the Object-Point S and undergoing refraction

at a spherical surface, the astigmatic difTerence is the segment

s'S' = s' -y
of the chief refracted ray u' comprised between the II. Image-Point
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and the I. Image-Point. The astigmatic difference may also be defined

as the central projection from the homocentric object-point 5 of the

line-segment CK on the chief refracted ray u'.

Ho\ve\er, as the Measure of the Astii^watism of the astigmatic bundle

of refracted rays, it is found more convenient to take, not the length

of the segment of the chief refracted ray comprised between the two

Image-Points, but the value of the expression

n'\s' yj

Thus, let us suppose that the bundle of incident rays is not homo-

centric, but that, in consequence, perhaps, of previous refractions, it

also is an astigmatic bundle. In this general case the magnitudes
denoted by 5 and 5 will not be equal. Combining equations (246)

and (250), and using the relations

2 '2 2/_ ' 2 /
cos a = I

— sm a, cos a = I — sm a
,

we obtain:

,
/ I I \ / I I \ n' • sin" a n sin^ ot ,

which equation, by introducing the so-called "Optical Invariant"

K = w-sino: = w'sina',

may be written in Abbe's method of notation as follows:

=

r.A(j^).
{.5.a)

This formula gives the expression for the measure of the Change 0}

Astigmatism produced by the refraction of the bundle of rays at the

spherical surface.

In particular, we may observe that in the special case when we have

n's' — ns, the change of astigmatism is equal to zero. Thus, for

example, if the bundle of incident rays is homocentric (s
=

s), the

bundle of refracted rays will be homocentric also (s'
—

s'), provided
7i's' = ns. We have seen that Z' is the homocentric Image-Point of

the Object-Point Z; and, therefore, we must have n'-BZ' = n-BZ
(see § 207). Thus, for the pair of points Z, Z' we obtain from equa-
tion (246) :

BZ ^ r(cos a -f «'-cos a In)A
Y (253)

BZ' =
r{n- cos ajn' -\- cos a').)
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The points Z, Z' are the so-called aplanatic points of the spherical

refracting surface.

ART. 74. HISTORICAL NOTE, CONCERNING ASTIGMATISM.

243. The theory of Astigmatism, at least in its beginnings and

early development, is due almost entirely to British men of science.

The earliest investigations along this line, of which we have any
record, are to be found in the optical writings of the distinguished

mathematician Isaac Barrow, professor of Geometry in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge (1663-1669) and the preceptor of Newton, who
succeeded to his chair in the university, and who aided Barrow in

preparing for publication his Lectiones OpticcB (London, 1674). In

this excellent and interesting work, Barrow investigates very skil-

fully the paths of rays lying in the meridian plane of a spherical

refracting surface, and shows how to construct the I. Image-Point.
But the real discoverer of Astigmatism was Sir Isaac Newton

himself, who in his Lectiones Opticce Annis 1669, 1670, 1671 (London,

1728) deals with the problem of the refraction of a narrow bundle of

rays at both plane and spherical surfaces, and who not only recognizes

the existence of the two Image-Points, but seeks also to determine what

intermediate point is selected by the eye as the place of the image.

The next most important advances in this study were made by
Robert Smith, who investigated very thoroughly the properties of

caustics both by reflexion and by refraction at spherical surfaces, and

who showed clearly the relations between the Object-Point and the

I. Image-Point, not merely for the case of refraction or reflexion at a

single spihercal surface, but for the general case of refraction through
a centered system of spherical surfaces. See especially Chapter IX
of Book 2 of Smith's Compleat System of Opticks (Cambridge, 1738).

Thus, in Sec. 423 (Vol. i., p. 165) Smith finds that

JSrS' = JBI'B,

where the letters here used refer to Fig. 128. This result is a direct

consequence of the fact that if P'
, Q' ,

R'
,
S'

, etc., lying on the chief

refracted ray u'
, are the I. Image-Points of P, Q, R, S, etc., respect-

ively, lying on the chief incident ray ti, these two ranges of points,

as we found in § 233, are projective with each other, so that we have :

{PQRS) = {P'Q'R'S').

For example, according to this relation, we have (Fig. 128) :

JS'I'S' = JY-I'Y' ^ JZ-rZ' = JB-PB = a constant.
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For the Construction of the Focal Points J, I', Smith gives (Sec.

419, Vol. i.. p. 164) the following convenient method: From the

centre C (Fig. 128) of the spherical refracting surface draw CY, CY'

perpendicular at F, Y' to the chief incident and refracted rays «, u'
,

respectively; and draw the radius CB to the point of incidence B.

From ]', Y' drop perpendiculars on CB, and through the foot of the

perpendicular let fall from Y draw a straight line parallel to u'
,
and

through the foot of the perpendicular let fall from Y' draw a straight

line parallel to //. These straight lines will intersect u and u' in the

required points / and /', respectively.

Among the most important contributions to this subject are those

of Thomas Young, who recognized clearly and distinctly the value

of Newton's discovery of Astigmatism. In Young's celebrated paper
"On the mechanism of the eye" {Phil. Trans., 1801, cii., 23-88; re-

printed in the Alisccllaneous Works of the late Thomas Young, London,

1855), he gives the formula, obtained first by l'Hospital ("Analyse
des infiniment petits'\ Second Edition, Paris, 1716), for calculating

the intercept s' on the chief refracted ray of the meridian rays, and

shows how to find the positions of the Focal Points /', /' of both the

meridian and the sagittal rays. Moreover, YoUNG perceived the per-

spective centres K and Cof the rays of the meridian and sagittal sect-

ions of the narrow bundle of rays, and also discussed very thoroughly
the astigmatism of the eye. In his Lectures on Natural Philosophy

(London, 1807), Young gives, likewise, the formula for the intercept

s' of the sagittal refracted rays and applies all these various formulae

to a number of important special cases. He seems also to have been

the first to recognize the existence of "image-lines". Moreover,
Young was cognizant of the so-called "aplanatic" points of a refract-

ing sphere.

The contributions of Airy^ and of Coddington' to the theory of

astigmatism deserve also to be ranked among the most important.
For a complete and very learned account of the theory of Astigma-

tism from the earliest times to the present, the reader is referred to

the historical note, "Ueber den Astigmatismus", at the end of P.

Culmann's article entitled "Die Realisierung der optischen Abbild-

ung", which is Chapter IV of Die Theorie der optischen Instrumente,

edited by M. von Rohr (Berlin, 1904).

1 G. B. Airy: On a peculiar defect in the eye and mode of correcting it: Camb. Phil.

Trans. (1827), ii., 227-252. Also: On the spherical aberration of the eye-pieces of tele-

scopes (Cambridge, 1827); and in Camb. Phil. Trans., iii. (1830), 1-64.
^ H. Coddington: A Treatise on the Reflexion and Refraction of Light: London, 1829.
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ART. 75. INQUIRY AS TO THE NATURE AND POSITION OF THE IMAGE OF
AN EXTENDED OBJECT FORMED BY NARROW ASTIG-

MATIC BUNDLES OF RAYS.

244. It appears, therefore, that, in general, when an infinitely

narrow homocentric bundle of rays is refracted at a spherical surface,

the bundle of refracted rays will not be homocentric, but will be astig-

matic; so that to an Object-Point there corresponds, not a single

Image-Point, such as we have in the case of ideal imagery, but a pair

of infinitely short Image-Lines at right angles to each other and lying

in different planes. An eye placed on the chief refracted ray may
accommodate itself to regard either of these two Image-Lines as the

image of the Object-Point whence the rays emanate.

If, instead of one single Object-Point, we have an aggregation of

such points forming an extended object, each of these points being the

vertex of an infinitely narrow bundle of incident rays whose chief rays

(we may suppose) all meet the spherical refracting surface at the same

point B, the image of the object will be more or less blurred and

distorted. Thus, if the eye is accommodated to view the primary

Image-Lines, the dimensions of the object parallel to these lines will

be exaggerated in the image, whereas when the eye is focussed on

the other set of Image-Lines, there will be a similar exaggeration

parallel to these lines, so that in either case the quality of the image
will be defective. Thus, as a rule, we do not obtain either faithful or

distinct images by means of astigmatic bundles of rays. It is assumed

by most writers that on the whole the best image in such a case will

be obtained by accommodating the eye to view neither of the two sets

of Image-Lines of the astigmatic bundle of rays, but a place lying

somewhere between these, the place of the so-called "Circle of Least

Confusion '. In fact, it is said, the eye unconsciously selects these

sections of the astigmatic bundles of rays.^ Corresponding to each

point of the object, the eye will thus see a small area, so that according

to this view of the matter, the image of an object, as Heath expresses

it, "is taken to be the aggregation of the overlapping 'Circles of least

confusion'." In general, this is no doubt a correct explanation, but

in some special cases a more perfect and satisfactory image may be

obtained by viewing the Image-Lines directly.

CzAPSKl^ considers, for example, the case of an infinitely short

1 See, for example, Heath's Geometrical Optics (Cambridge, 1887), Art. 145. Also,

O. Lummer's work on Optics, published as Vol. II of the Ninth Edition of Mueller-
Pouillet's Lehrbuch der Physik, Art. 183.

— The designation of this section of the

bundle of rays as the place of "least confusion" is rather misleading, as the definition is

better at either of the two Image-Lines.

"S. CzAPSKi : TheoriederoplischenInslrumentenachABBK(Bres\diU, 1893), S. 76. Seeg
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Object-Line a perpendicular, say, at >S to the incident ray SB (or n)

which wo may consider here as a "mean" incident chief ray. From
each point of the Object-Line a there proceeds a bundle of object-rays

which all meet the spherical refracting surface in points closely adjacent

to the incidence-point B of the "mean" incident chief ray. We
shall regard as the chief rays of all these bundles of rays those rays

which meet the refracting surface at the point B. Thus, as Czapski

says, the conditions are very nearly the same for all these bundles of

object-rays, and, therefore, we shall have very nearly the same phe-

nomena. It is true that the chief rays of the bundles will meet the

spherical refracting surface at slightly different angles of incidence,

and, consequently, the astigmatic differences of the corresponding

bundles of refracted rays will be also slightly different; but the L

Image-Lines will all be very nearly parallel, and the same is true also

of the II. Image-Lines. Moreover, the lengths of the lines in each

group will not be very different from each other.

The image of the Object-Line a will appear, therefore, as the as-

semblage of the I. Image-Lines a' (Fig. 129) or of the II. Image-Lines
a' (Fig. 129), according as the eye is focussed to view one or the other

of these aggregations. In either case, the

image will evidently be an unsatisfactory
.

, ,,,,, representation of the object.

But if the Object-Line is a short line b

lying in the plane of incidence of the "mean"
chief ray (Meridian Plane), and perpendicu-
lar to this ray, we have a special case that

is worth considering. Now all the chief

rays of the bundles of object-rays will lie

in the Meridian Plane, so that the I. Im-

age-Points S' and the II. Image-Points 5'

m b'

pj^ pg
c' corresponding to the points of the Object-

iMAGEs OF A SMALL OBJECT- Littc & all He iu thc plane of incidence. The
1.1NE PERPENDICULAR TO THE

j^ Imagc-Liucs are perpendicular to the" Mean " Chief Incident Ray, . . . , 1 t t t-> •

as produced by means of Narrow plane of mCldcUCe at the 1. ImagC-PoiUtS,
Astigmatic Bundles of Refracted gQ ^^^t the Image produccd by this assem-

blage of Image-Lines will have the form of

a rectangle 5' (Fig- 129) perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The
II. Image-Lines, on the other hand, lie in the plane of incidence, being

also, P. Culmann's article "Die Realisierung der optischen Abbildung", which forms

Chapter IV of Theorie der optischen Instrumente, edited by M. von Rohr (Bd. I, Berlin,

1904), S. 167. Also, Theorie und Geschichle des Photographischen Objektivs, by M. von

Rohr (Berlin, 1899), 42, 43.
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spread over a small area in this plane, so that if a screen were placed
at right angles to the "mean" refracted chief ray at S', it would inter-

sect the bundles of refracted rays in a line. Thus, an eye placed on
the "mean" refracted chief ray and accommodated to the II. Image-
Point S' would view there a linear image b' (Fig. 129) of the linear

object b.

An entirely analogous case is presented when the Object-Line is

a small line c lying in the plane containing the "mean" incident chief

ray and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. An eye placed an the

"mean" refracted chief ray and accommodated for the I. Image-Point 5'

would see there an image of c in the form of a straight line c' (Fig. 129)

parallel to c itself; whereas if the eye were focussed on the II. Image-
Point S', the image of c will be found to be a rectangular figure c'

(Fig. 129) perpendicular at S' to the plane of incidence.'

ART. 76. COLLINEAR RELATIONS IN THE CASE OF THE REFRACTION OF
A NARROW BUNDLE OF RAYS AT A SPHERICAL SURFACE.

24S. The Principal Axes of the Two Pairs of Collinear Plane

Systems.
To the chief ray u of an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of

incident rays which meets the spherical refracting surface at the inci-

dence-point B corresponds the chief refracted ray u' of the astigmatic

bundle of refracted rays. Both the incident meridian rays and the

refracted meridian rays proceed in the plane uu\ which may, therefore,

be designated as the plane t or t\ Similarly, the planes of the inci-

dent sagittal rays and the refracted sagittal rays may be designated by
the symbols tt, tt', respectively.

Consider, first, a point V lying in the plane tt of the meridian rays

and very near to the chief incident ray u; and let us suppose that V
itself, regarded as an Object-Point, is the vertex of a narrow bundle

of incident rays all meeting the spherical surface at points nearly

adjacent to the incidence-point B. The incident ray VB (or v)

lying in the plane tt may be treated as the chief ray of this bundle.

The angle at B between the rays u, v being an infinitesimal angle of

the first order, so likewise is the angle between the corresponding re-

fracted rays «', v'; and, since v lies in the plane tiC or tt, v' will lie in

the plane u' C or x', which is coincident with x; and to the pencil of

incident rays proceeding from V and lying in the plane tt will corre-

* For a very clear and interesting treatment of the images formed by astigmatic bundles

of rays see L. Matthiessen: Ueber die Form der unendlich duennen astigmatischen

Strahlenbuendel und ueber die KuMMER'schen Modelle: Silziingher. der math.-phys. CI.

der k. bayer. Akad. der Wiss. zu Muenchen, xiii. (1883), 35-51.
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spend a pencil oi rcfractotl rays lyini; in the plane tt' and converging to

iho I. Imagc-Poinl l' on v'. Tluis, if wo utilize only such rays as

before and after refraction proceed infinitely near to u and u', respect-

iveh'. the jilane-tields tt, tt' will be characterized by the property that

to a hoiuocentric pencil of rays of w there corresponds by refraction a

homoccntric pencil of rays of tt'.

In the next place, let us consider a point IF lying in the plane of the

sagittal section and also infinitely near to the chief ray u of the bundle

of incident rays. Regarding W as an Object-Point, we shall suppose
that it is the vertex of a narrow bundle of incident rays whose chief ray
ic meets the spherical refracting surface also at the point B so that

the angles between the two incident chief rays u and w and between

the corresponding refracted chief rays ti' and w' are both infinitesimal

angles of the first order. If we use Young's Construction (§206) for

drawing the refracted ray w', it wmU be obvious that, if we neglect

infinitesimals of the second order, w' will lie in the plane w'; and,

with the same degree of exactness, all incident rays proceeding from

W and lying in the plane tt will, after refraction, lie in the plane tt',

and will converge to the II. Image-Point W on w' corresponding to

the Object-Point W on w.

Thus, within the infinitely narrow region surrounding the so-called

"mean" incident chief ray u in the Object-Space and the corresponding
refracted chief ray u' in the Image-Space, we have a colUnear relation

between the plane-fields tt, tt' and also between the plane-fields tt, t';

because to every incident ray in tt (or tt) there corresponds a refracted

ray in tt' (or tt'), and to every Object-Point of tt (or tt) there corre-

sponds a I. (or II.) Image-Point of it' (or tt')-

It may be remarked also that the plane-fields tt, tt' have in common
the range of points which lie in the plane of incidence x along the

tangent to the spherical refracting surface at the incidence-point B\

whereas the plane-fields tt, tt' have in common the range of points

which lie in the line of intersection of these planes.

These results, which appear to have been first obtained by Lippich,^

may, accordingly, be stated as follows:

(i) The plane-fields tt, tt' lying in the plane of incidence are in

perspective with each other; and

(2) The plane-fields tt, tt', which are both perpendicular to the

plane tin'
, and which contain u, u'

, respectively, are likewise in per-

spective with each other.

1 F. Lippich: Ueber Brechung und Reflexion unendlich duenner Strahlensysteme
an Kugelflaechen: Denkschriflen der kaiserl. Akad. der Wissenschaflen zii Wien, xxxviii.

(1878), 163-192.
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In order to get a proper idea of the imagery which we obtain by means
of the meridian rays, suppose we consider an infinitely short object-

line SV lying in the plane of incidence SBC and perpendicular at

5 to the "mean" incident chief ray SB (or m). To the narrow pencil

of meridian object-rays with its vertex at V will correspond a pencil

of meridian image-rays with its vertex at the I. Image-Point V" on

the refracted ray BV" corresponding to the incident chief ray VB;
and if S' is the I. Image-Point on u' corresponding to the Object-Point
5 on u, the infinitely short line S'V", which is the image of the object-

line 5F will, in general, not be perpendicular to the "mean" refracted

chief ray u' (or BS'). Accordingly, let us draw S'V perpendicular
to BS' at S' and meeting BV" in the point V. Now the distance

between the two points V and V" and also the angular aperture
of the pencil of image-rays V" are infinitesimals of the first order,

and, therefore, the piece of S'V intercepted between the two extreme

rays of this pencil will be an infinitesimal of the second order, and,

consequently, may be treated as a mere point, since here we neglect

infinitesimals of order higher than the first. Thus, according to Abbe,
we may regard the point V as the vertex of the pencil of image-rays

corresponding to object-rays proceeding from V and S'V, therefore,

as the image of SV. In brief, provided we neglect infinitesimals of

the second order, we have a right to say that the image, by means of

meridian rays, of an infinitely short object-line perpendicular to the

"mean" incident chief ray is an infinitely short line perpendicular to

the "mean" refracted chief ray.^

If dX denotes the inclination to the chief ray w of a secondary ray

of the pencil of meridian object-rays whose vertex is at S, and if d\'

denotes the inclination to the chief refracted ray u' of the corresponding

refracted secondary ray, it is a very simple matter to show that

(always neglecting infinitesimals of the second order) we have for the

meridian rays the following relation:

n-SVd\ = n'-S'V-dy;

which will be recognized as perfectly analogous to the Law of Robert
Smith for the refraction of paraxial rays, the so-called Lagrange-

Helmholtz Formula, § 194.

And, finally, if we consider in the same way the imagery in the

1 See CzAPSKi's Theorie der optischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), S. 78.

Also, P. Culmann's " Die Realisierung der optischen Abbildung ", which forms Chapter
IV of Die Theorie der optischen Instrumente, edited by M. von Rohr (Bd. I, Berlin, 1904).

S. 171.

24
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planes TT, tt', it will be obvious, on mere grounds of symmetry, that the

image, by means of the sagittal rays, of an infinitely short object-line

5TP lying in the plane tt and perpendicular at .S to the "mean" incident

chief ra\- ii will be an infinitely short line ^'W in the plane tt' aiid

perpendicular to the refracted chief ray u' at the II. Image-Point 5'

corresponding to the object-point S; provided that here also we neglect

infinitesimals of the second order.

Thus, according to Abbe, the "mean" incident chief ray u and the

corresponding refracted ray u' are to be regarded as the Principal

Axes of the narrow coUinear plane-fields tt, it' and also of the narrow

collinear plane-fields tt, tt', since in both cases to an object-line perpen-

dicular to II there corresponds, as we have seen, an image-line perpen-

dicular to u' . This was not the case in Lippich's mode of treating

this matter, but it will be found to simplify the problem very greatly

to be able to consider the chief rays u, u' as the Principal Axes of the

two pairs of collinear plane systems.

Fig. 130.

Figure for finding the Secondary Focal 1,ength {eu) of the System of Meridian
Rays.

246. Having determined the Principal Axes, we can now proceed
to obtain the formulae for calculating The Focal Lengths of the two

plane systems of rays; the Focal Lengths being defined as in § 178.

For example. Fig. 130 represents the case of a narrow pencil of

parallel meridian incident rays to which corresponds a pencil of re-

fracted meridian rays with its vertex at the Focal Point /'. The

incidence-points of the chief ray u and a secondary ray of the pencil

of incident rays are designated in the diagram by the letters B and G,

respectively; the corresponding refracted rays are BI' (or u') and GI'.
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At B erect BU, BU' perpendicular to u, u' and meeting the secondary
incident ray and the secondary refracted ray in the points U, U\
respectively. If, then, we put dy<! = Z BI'G, and if

e'^ denotes the

Secondary Focal Length of the system of meridian rays for which

u and u' are the chief incident and refracted rays, according to the

definition referred-to above, we shall have:

Similarly, in the case of a pencil of parallel meridian refracted rays

emanating before refraction from the Focal Point J on the chief inci-

dent ray u, the Primary Focal Length /„ will be given by the formula :

_mr
'^"
~

d\ '

where d\ = A BJG.
If a, a' denote the angles of incidence and refraction of the chief

ray, we have evidently the following relations:

BU = BG-cosa, BU' = BGcosa',

BU BGcosa
^^--BJ-- BJ '
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/

lioint B from the Focal Points J and /' are eciiial to the Focal Lengths.

Thus, employing formula (249), we obtain:

7= ^r
-,' = _ ^

, (,^^)
w'-coso;' — w-coso:

' "
w'-cos a' — «-cos a

For given values of the constants n, n' and r, the F^ocal Lengths /„, e'^

and 7„, e[, as we see from formula; (254) and (255), depend only on

the angle of incidence (that is, therefore, on the slope and position)

of the chief incident ray «. In the special case when the chief inci-

dent ray meets the spherical surface normally at the vertex A, by

putting a = o, in the formulae (254) and (255), and writing Fin place

of / or J and E' in place of /' or I' and A in place of B, we obtain:

For a = o: j^=]^=J=FA= nrjin'
-

n),

e' =
e', =e^=E'A =

—n'rl{n'
—

n)\

as in formulae (147) of Chapter VIIL

Moreover, we find also:

fule'u =fJK = -
njn', (256)

which corresponds with the relation already found in Chapter VIII,

viz., f/e'
= —

njn' .

The magnification-ratios for the meridian and sagittal rays may be

derived without difHculty by means of the formulae given in Chap.
VII, § 179-

ART. 77. REFRACTION OF NARROW BUNDLE OF RAYS THROUGH A CEN-
TERED SYSTEM OF SPHERICAL REFRACTING SURFACES.

247. Formulae for Calculating the Astigmatism of the Bundle of

Emergent Rays.
We shall consider here only the simple case when the chief incident

ray «, lies in a plane which contains the optical axis of the centered

system of spherical surfaces. Thus, all the meridian sections of the

astigmatic bundles of rays arising by refraction at the successive sur-

faces will lie in this plane.

Let Bj. designate the point where the chief ray meets the y^th spheri-
cal refracting surface, and let

denote the length of the path of the chief ray comprised between the

incidence-point B,. at the ^th surface and the incidence-point 5;,+,

at the (k + i)th surface. Moreover, let S[., S';. designate the positions
on the chief ray of the I. and II. Image-Points, respectively, after
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the refraction of the ray at the ^th surface. We shall employ also

the following symbols:

^k'^k-l
~

^kJ ^k'^k
~

^k'

The relations between these intercepts on the chief ray before and

after refraction at the ^th surface are given, for the meridian rays,

by formula (246) and, for the sagittal rays, by formula (250) of this

Chapter. Thus if r^ (= A,.C^) denotes the radius of the ^th spherical

surface, and if a;., a^ denote the angles of incidence and refraction of

the chief ray at this surface, we shall have:

«;(.-cos a n^._i-cos a^

s,. s,.

_ ^ !^i _ T/— -' ~
-r

~ ^ ki

where, by way of abbreviation, we have put:

n^-cosa^t
-

Wfe-i-cosa;;. = F,;

(257)

(258)

this magnitude being called sometimes the "astigmatic constant" of

the ^th spherical surface for the ray incident on it at the angle a^..

For the Logarithmic Computation of the positions on the emergent
chief ray of the I. and II. Image-Points S',^ and S[^ corresponding to

an Object-Point Sy on the chief incident ray, it will be necessary, in

the first place, to determine, by means of the system of formulae (215)

of Chapter X, the path of the chief ray through the centered system
of m spherical refracting surfaces, whereby we shall obtain the values

of the angles of incidence a, «' at each surface in succession. We may
then proceed to employ the following system of formulae, which are

written in a form adapted to logarithmic work :

n= «4._i
• sin (a^

-
a[)

I. Meridian Rays.

''i-sino!;^.

I

s.

nl_,
• cos'' ai, i_ Yj^

~r ' 2

II.

,;t W;fc-cos a^ s^ Wfc-cos a^

^k+i
~

^k
~

^k-

Sagittal Rays :

n,,-i

s[.

^t+i

n, s^ n,.

si
-

5,.

(259)
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In those lormukie k must receive in succession all integral values from

^= I to k = m (5,„=o). Accordingly, if wc are given the values of the

constants of the optical system, that is, the magnitudes denoted by n,r

and d, and if we are also given the ray-co-ordinates {i\, 0,) of the chief

ray incident on the first spherical surface, so that we have the data for

determining, by means of formuKne (215) of Chapter X, the magnitudes
denoted by a, a' and 8; and, if finally, we are given the positions on the

chief incident ray of the I. Object-Point S^ and of the II. Object-

Point 5,, that is, if we are given the values of the intercepts 5,(
=

.8,5,)

and 5, (= B^Si); we can, by successive substitutions in formulae (259),

obtain the values of the magnitudes 5',, (
=

B,,^S',J and 5',, (
=

5,„5','„), and

thus determine the positions on the emergent chief ray of the I. and

II. Image-Points 5,', and S',„, and the magnitude of the Astigmatic
Difference S'„^S'„^

=
5,',,

—
5',,.

The calculation, to be sure, is quite long

and tedious, especially if the system consists of as many as four or five

refracting surfaces; but there is no shorter process of solving the

required problem.'

The condition that the Astigmatic Difference of the bundle of emer-

gent rays shall vanish is Sl^S',^
= o, or

s'„^
=

s',n-
If the Optical System

consists of a single Lens (m =
2), it is not difficult to show that this

condition leads to a quadratic equation for determining 5i(= s^).

The problem of the Homocentric Refraction of Light-Rays through
a Lens has been beautifully and completely investigated by L. Bur-

MESTER.^ By a simple process of geometrical reasoning, he shows

that when an infinitely narrow bundle of rays is refracted through a

Lens, there are two object-points (which may be real or imaginary,

and which may be coincident) lying on the chief object-ray, to each

of which there corresponds on the chief image-ray a "Homocentric"

Image-Point. Moreover, the same reasoning can be extended imme-

diately to show that the same thing is true also in the case of a centered

system of any number of spherical refracting surfaces. Burmester
shows also how to construct the two object-points and the corre-

sponding "Homocentric" Image-Points in the case of a Lens, and

discusses a number of interesting special cases.

248. CoUinear Relations.

Within the infinitely narrow region surrounding the chief ray before

and after refraction at the ^th spherical surface, we have a collinear

' See A. Gleichen: Lehrbuch der geometrischen Oplik (Leipzig und Berlin, B. G. Teub-

NER, 1902), pages 441-467, for the complete calculation of the "Astigmatische Bildpunkte"
of P. GOERz's Double Anastigmatic Photographic Objective.

' L. Burmester: Homocentrische Brechung des Lichtes durch die Linse: Zft. f. Math.

II. Phys., xl. (1895), 321.
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relation between the plane-systems 7r^._i and irl, which lie in the

plane of the meridian section of the centered system of spherical re-

fracting surfaces; and, likewise, a collinear relation between the plane-

systems 7r^._i and TTf., which lie in the planes of the sagittal sections

of the astigmatic bundles of raj^s before and after refraction at the

ifeth surface. In Art. 76 we saw that the chief rays before and after

refraction at this surface were to be regarded as the Principal Axes

of each of these two pairs of collinear plane systems. And since the

chief ray after refraction at the ^th surface is identical with the chief

ray before refraction at the {k + i)th surface, the following is the

state of things which we have here :

The Principal Axis of the Image-Space of the ^th surface is at the

same time the Principal Axis of the Object-Space of the {k -f i)th

surface; and it will be recalled that this is precisely the one condition

that was assumed in Chapter VII, Art. 52, in deriving the formulae

for finding the determining-constants of a compound system due to

the combination of any number of given simpler systems. Thus, if

we know the positions of the Focal Points /;,., I,, and /;,, 2^. and the

magnitudes of the Focal Lengths /„, t, e„, k and /«, it, e'u, k for the Meridian

and Sagittal Rays, respectively, for each one of the m spherical surfaces

of the centered system, we can employ straightway the formulae re-

ferred-to above, in order to determine the positions of the Focal Points

J, 7' and /, I' and the magnitudes of the Focal Lengths /„, e'^ and /„, el

of the entire compound system.

Obviously, we may also employ here exactly the same method as

was used in Chapter VIII, Art. 54, for finding the Focal Lengths of a

centered system of spherical refracting surfaces for the case of Paraxial

Rays. Thus, for the Sagittal Rays we should find without difficulty :

e:=i'B^- ^'':'^ "'r\ (260)

For the case of the Meridian Rays, since (Fig. 130)

B,.Ul cos a',.

BkUk
~

cos a/

we should find, in the same way, the following formula:

^,^ cos a,
• cos 0:2

• • • cos « „, s\-s',- s',„_y

cos «!
• cos ag

' cos a,„ ^2
•

53
• • •

S,^

Thus, having found by means of formulae (260) and (261) the magni-
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tudes of the two Secondary Focal Lengths e'„ and e[, the magnitudes of

the Primary Focal Lengths /„ and /„ can be calculated from the fol-

lowing relations:

/ •

^u ^u '^m

ART. 78. SPECIAL CASES.

(262)

249. The Special Case of the Refraction of a Narrow Bundle of

Rays at a Plane Surface.

When we are given a chief ray u incident at a certain point B of

a spherical refracting surface, we have seen how we can construct the

corresponding refracted ray u' (Chapter IX, § 206) and determine the

position of a certain fixed point X (§ 234), which is the centre of per-

spective of the range of Object-Points lying on u and the corresponding

range of L Image-Points lying on u'
, just as the centre C of the sphere

is also the centre of perspective of the range of Object-Points lying

on u and the range of II. Image-Points lying on u'. We saw also

that when the radius of the spherical surface varies, these points C
and K do not remain fixed, but move along two fixed straight lines. In

particular, if the radius of the refracting surface becomes infinite, so

that this surface is, therefore, a Plane Surface, the points C and K
will be the infinitely distant points of the two fixed straight lines.

And, hence, in the case of a Plane Refracting Surface, as was shown
in Chapter III, Art. 20, the straight lines joining the Object-Points

lying on the chief incident ray u with their corresponding II. Image-
Points lying on u' will all be parallel to the fixed straight line BC
normal to the refracting plane; and, similarly, the straight lines join-

ing the Object-Points lying on ti with their corresponding I. Image-
Points lying on u' will all be parallel to the other fixed straight line B K.

In this special case, therefore, the range of Object-Points on u and the

two ranges of I. and II. Image-Points on u' are three similar ranges of

points}

The refracted ray u' corresponding to a given ray u incident on

a plane refracting surface ju^t at the point B (Fig. 131) may be con-

structed by using Young's Construction, as follows:

On the incidence-normal take a point 0, and with this point as

centre and with radii equal to n'-OBJn and n-OBJn' describe in

1 See F. Lippich: Ueber Brechung und Reflexion unendlich duenner Strahlensysteme
an Kugelflaechen: Denkschr. der kaiserl. Akad. der Wissenschaften zm Wien, xxxviii. (1878),

163-192.

Also, F. Kessler: Beitraege zur graphischen Dioptrik: Zft. J. Math. u. Phys., xxix.

(1884), 65-74.
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the plane of incidence the arcs of two concentric circles c^, c.y. If Zj

designates the point of intersection of the incident ray u with the

arc
<:,, and if Zg designates the point of intersection of the straight

line OZ^ with the arc c,, the straight line -SZj will be the path of

the refracted ray u'.

The normal to the plane refracting surface gives the direction of

the infinitely distant point C. The direction of the infinitely distant

5L-- - - -

Fig. 131.

Refraction of Infinitely Narrow Bundle of Rays at a Plane Surface. Construction

of Chief Refracted Ray ii' Corresponding to Chief Incident Ray u ; and Construction of I. and II.

Image-Points S' and S' corresponding to a given Object Point S on u. Centres of Perspective Cand
A' both at infinity. Plane Surface is regarded as a Spherical Surface with Infinite Radius.

point K is found by drawing OY perpendicular to BZ^ and YH per-

pendicular to OZj. Then the point K will be the infinitely distant

point of the straight line B H.

The I. Image-Point S' and the II. Image-Point S' corresponding to

an Object-Point S on the chief incident ray u are found by drawing

through S straight lines parallel to BK and BC, which will meet the

chief refracted ray u' in the required points S' and S' respectively.

The Focal Points of the Meridian and Sagittal Rays coincide with

the infinitely distant points of the chief incident and refracted rays.

By putting r = oo in the formulae of Arts. 71 and 72 of this chapter,

we shall derive immediately the same formulae as were obtained in

Chapter III, Art. 19.

250. Reflexion at a Spherical Mirror Treated as a Special Case

of Refraction at a Spherical Surface.

In the case of Reflexion {n'/n = —
i), we cannot use Young's
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Construction for constructing the reflected ray u' corresponding to a

ray ii incident on a spherical mirror, for the obvious reason that the

auxiliary spherical surfaces t and t
, and with them the Aplanatic

Points Z, Z'
,
used in this construction (§§ 206, 207), have here no

meaning. Except, however, such properties as depend on these par-

ticular features, we have in the case of Reflexion at a Spherical Mirror

relations corresponding precisely to those which we found in the in-

vestigation of Refraction at a Spherical Surface. It is very easy to

obtain these relations independently, but it is also instructive to con-

sider the problem as a special case of refraction (§ 26).

If in Fig. 132, where C designates the position of the centre of

the Spherical Mirror jijjl, the chief incident ray ti meets the mirror

at the point B, the corre-

sponding reflected ray m' will

have a direction such that

Z CBu = lu'BC. On CB
as diameter describe a circle

cutting u, u' in the points F,

F', respectively. O b v i-

ously, exactly as was the

case in refraction, the point

Y' on u' is the I. Image-
Point of the Object-Point F
on « (§ 233); and, hence, the

centre of perspective K
(§ 234) of the range of Ob-

ject-Points on u and the

range of corresponding I.

Image-Points on u' will lie

on the straight line YY' .

The actual position of K is found by drawing CK perpendicular to

YY'\ thus, K is seen to be the point of intersection of the straight lines

YY' and CB.
The I. and II. Image-Points S' and S' on the chief reflected ray u'

corresponding to an Object-Point 5 on the chief incident ray u are

determined by drawing from 5 straight lines through K and C; the

intersections oi SK and 5C with u' will determine the points S' and S' ,

respectively. Straight lines drawn through K and C parallel to the

ray u will determine by their intersections with the reflected ray u'

the Focal Points /' and J', respectively. Similarly, the Focal Points

/ and J on M are found by drawing through K and C, respectively,

straight lines parallel to u' .

Fig. 132.

Reflexion of Infinitely Narrow Bundle of
Rays AT A Spherical Mirror, u, u' Chief Incident

and Reflected Rays, respectively.

^CBS=<i= /LS'BC, BS=s, BS' = s', BS' = -S'.
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The Metric Relations which we have for the case of the Reflexion

of a narrow bundle of rays at a Spherical Mirror can be derived from

the corresponding Refraction-Formulae, which have been obtained in

this chapter, by merely putting n' = —n and a = — a. However,
in the formulae derived in this way, the reader should bear in mind,

that, according to the convention we made in § 26, the positive direction

of any straight line is the direction along that line which light would

pursue if the line were the path of an incident ray, and, accordingly,

the positive direction along a reflected ray is the direction exactly

opposite to that in which the reflected light is propagated along it.

Failure to note this point has been a source of frequent confusion

with writers on Optics.

We derive, therefore, the following set of FormulcB for the Reflexion

of a Narrow Bundle of Rays at a Spherical Mirror:

I. Meridian Rays:

CK = r-sm^a, ZBKC = o;

f^
=

e,
= JB=IB= —

II 2- + -, =
5 5 r- cos a

; ^u-y
II. Sagittal Rays:

l =
e:
= JB= TB = -

2 cos a

112 cos a — s

5 5 r
"

5

(263)

251. Astigmatism of an Infinitely Thin Lens.

Provided we assume that the length of the path of the chief ray

within the Lens is negligible (which may sometimes be a rather big

assumption, even though the Lens is infinitely thin), and accordingly

put B]^B.2,
= o, we shall have:

/ — / —

and since here there is no possibility of confusion, we shall find it

convenient to write: 5 = ^1, 5 5,, and s = s. S' s.y- Moreover,

since the Lens is supposed to be surrounded by the same medium on

both sides, we may also write: w, n'o = w, n[
= n' . Thus, for the

case of an Infinitely Thin Lens (m =
2), formulae (259) give the fol-
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lowing relations:

M • cos a,
— « • cos a

Vi

I. Meridian Rays

V,=
n • cos a2

— n • cos a^

cos" a,
• cos' a.y I cos a.y / F,

L'
' 2 '

~
I 2 ' I 2 ~' "T 2

COS a,
• cos a.^ s n- cos aj \ ^o^ "i cos

2 1 I

S «2/

II. Sagittal Rays

i-' + -(l^ + F.).

(264)

The conditions that to an Object-Point 2 lying on the chief object-

ray u there shall correspond a
"
Homocentric'' Image-Point S' lying on

the chief image-ray u' are 5 = 5= B^, s' = s' = BI,', whence we find :

B^ = (2 2 2 ' 2 ' \
cos a^-COS 0:2

— COS a, -COS ttg)

Fi(cos" a'l -cos^ QTg
— cos^ ttg)

"
Fj-cos^ aj sin a2

(26s)

In general, therefore, on every incident chief ray u there is one such

Object-Point S to which on the corresponding emergent chief ray w'

there corresponds a "Homocentric" Image-Point 2'.

A case of both theoretical and practical interest occurs when the

chief ray goes through the Optical Centre of the Infinitely Thin Lens

(which is easily contrived by placing a screen with a small circular

opening right in front of the Lens). In this case the paths of the

incident and emergent chief rays are along the same straight line, and,

accordingly, we have:

(Xi
=

0:2; and also a^
=

a.^',

and, therefore,

r,Vy + r.^^,
= o.

Introducing these values in formulae (264) above, we obtain for this

special case:

FormulcB for Calculating the Astigmatism of an Infinitely Thin Lens

for the case when the Chief Ray goes through the Optical Centre :

I. Meridian Rays:

II. Sagittal Rays :

I
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The positions of the Secondary Focal Points /' and T of the systems
of Meridian and Sagittal Rays of the astigmatic bundle of emergent

rays may be found by putting s = 1 = 'X) in the above formulae.

Thus, if A designates the position on the axis of the Optical Axis of

the Thin Lens, we have

AI =
^fTT :COS-q;i, ^/ =

r-^ r. (267)

If in formulae (261) and (262), we introduce the special conditions

which we have in the present case, viz. : w =
2, 5'i

=
^2, a^

=
a'2, a[

=
a.,

and Wi
=

n'.y, we find for the Focal Lengths of the system of Meridian

Rays :

/„
= -e: = AI'.

In the same way, formulae (260) and (262), give for the Focal Lengths
of the system of Sagittal Rays :

J„
^ -e: = AT.

Accordingly, in the special case which we have here the Focal Lengths
of both systems of rays are equal to the distances of the Focal Points

from the incidence-point A. Thus, we have:

r f 2 ' -'2 ^^2 2 / rexk =/«-cos «!
= -

e„
= -

e„-cos a^
=
^ ^^^

_ ^ ^

-cos a^\ (268)

so that now formulae (266) may be put in the following forms:

I. Meridian Rays : 1/5'
—

1/5
=

i//„;

"

>-

II. Sagittal Rays: i/s'
—

i/I
=

i//,. ,

(269)

These equations, as will be immediately recognized, have precisely the

same form as the formula for the Refraction of Paraxial Rays through

an Infinitely Thin Lens, formula (99) of Chap. VI. The Focal Lengths

/„ and /„ are both functions of the slope-angle a^ of the chief ray, and

for the value a, = o we obtain:

(«!
=

o), /„ =f„=f =
nr,rj{n'

-
n)(r.,

-
r,).

When the chief ray goes through the Optical Centre of the Infinitely

Thin Lens, the Astigmatic Difference vanishes, in general, only for
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the case when the Object-Point is in contact with the Lens; but for

a,
= o it \anishes for all positions of the Object-Point/
Another interesting special case which has been investigated by H.

Harting" is the case when the chief ray crosses the optical axis at

the common vertex of a System of Thin Lenses in Contact.

' See Die Thcorie der optischcn Instriimente, edited by M. von Roiir (Bd. I, Berlin,

1904); I\'. Kapitel,
" Die Realisierung der optischcn Abbildung", von P. Culmann, S. 179.

' H. Harting: Einige Bemerkungen zu dem Aufsatze des Hrn. B. Wanach: Ueber L.

V. Seidels Formeln zur Durchrcchnung von Strahlen u. s. w.: Zfl. f. Instr., xx. (1900),

234-237. See also Die Theorie der oplischen Instrumenle, edited by M. voN Rohr (Bd. I,

Berlin, 1904); V. Kapitel,
" Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen", S. 254.



CHAPTER XII.

THE THEORY OF SPHERICAL ABERRATIONS.

I. Introduction.

ART. 79. PRACTICAL IMAGES.

252. The requirements of a good image are (i) that it shall be

sharp or distinct, corresponding, therefore, to the object point by point,

(2) that it shall be accurate, that is, completely similar to the object,

and thus faithfully reproducing it, and (3) that it shall be bright.

This last condition necessarily implies the use of wide-angle bundles

of rays, because obviously the light-intensity at any point will be

greater in proportion to the number of rays that unite at that point.

On the other hand, the first two requirements, which are both purely

geometrical, will, in general, be fulfilled by an optical system only in

the special and unrealizable case when the bundles of rays concerned

in the production of the image are infinitely narrow. Thus, in the

theory of the Imagery by means of Paraxial Rays, which was developed

according to general laws first by Gauss, and which has, therefore,

been appropriately called "GAUSsian Imagery" (§ 188), we have seen

that for an optical system of centered refracting (or reflecting) spher-

ical surfaces a distinct and accurate image was formed only when the

rays concerned were all comprised within an indefinitely narrow cylin-

drical space immediately surrounding the optical axis; this region be-

ing more explicitly defined by the condition that a "paraxial" ray is one

for which both the angle of incidence a and the central angle <p were

so small that all powers of these angles higher than the first could be

neglected (§ 109).

In general, even with infinitely narrow bundles of rays, stigmatic

imagery, except in the case of normally incident rays just mentioned,

is possible only for certain special positions of the object-point.

It goes without saying that from the standpoint of the optician the

formation of images under such impracticable restrictions is almost

without interest. Without dwelling on the obvious objection that

such images would be of infinitesimal dimensions (as would be like-

wise true of the objects to be depicted), we encounter a still greater

difhculty in the fact that Physical Optics
—which in all optical ques-

tions is the court of last resort—pronounces that these images are

not true images at all. For according to the Wave-Theory of Light,

367
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a mere homoccntric convergence of the image-rays is not of itself suf-

ficient for ilu" formation of a distinct optical image. If the wave-surf-

ace in the Image-Space is spherical
—so that the image-rays all meet

in one point. \iz., at the centre of the spherical wave-surface—instead

of an image-point, we shall obtain a resultant effect (in the plane

perpendicular to the optical axis through the centre of the spherical

wave-surface) consisting of a central luminous disc surrounded by
alternate dark and diminishingly bright rings. The brightness of this

disc fades from the centre out towards the circumference. The greater

the extent of the effective portion of the spherical wave-surface as

compared with its radius, that is, the wider the angle of the homo-

centric bundle of image-rays, the smaller will be the diameter of the

diffraction-disc, which therefore tends to be reduced more and more

nearly to a point as the angular aperture of the bundle of image-rays
is increased. From the point of view of Physical Optics, as Lummer^

remarks, this is the only sense in which the term "point-image" can

have any meaning. Thus, both for a clear and distinct image as well

as for a bright image, theory insists that wide-angle bundles of rays

must be employed (see §45).

On the other hand, from the geometrical standpoint the fundamental

requirement of optical imagery is the convergence of the rays to one

point; and, in general, this requirement in the case of bundles of finite

aperture is impossible.

Consequently, actual optical images, which are necessarily formed

by bundles of rays of finite aperture, are, in general, more or less

faulty. These faults—which are called aberrations—may sometimes

escape unnoticed merely because the eye which views the image cannot

or does not distinguish the defects which it contains. But to the

practical optician who strives to obtain an image as nearly perfect as

possible it is of the highest importance to ascertain the nature of these

various so-called aberrations, to distinguish them the one from the

other, and to perceive clearly what factors contribute to produce them
in each instance, so that in the design of an optical instrument he may
contrive to reduce, perhaps to abolish entirely, at any rate those

aberrations which for the particular type of instrument are to be re-

garded as the most objectionable. Along these lines, and especially

since the rise of Photography, wonderful progress has been achieved

in the design and construction of optical instruments.

The plan that is employed is to combine optical systems in such a

way that, although each single refracting or reflecting surface gives

1 See Mueller-Pouillet's Lehrhuch der Physik (neunte Auflage), Bd. II, 447.
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by itself a point-to-point imagery only within the narrow region to

which the paraxial rays are confined, in the compound system these

limitations are very considerably extended in one direction or another

or perhaps in several directions simultaneously. The duty of refract-

ing the rays so that they will emerge finally in suitable directions is

not assigned to a single surface, but is distributed over a number of

separate surfaces. By suitable combinations, it has been found pos-

sible in this way to construct systems which by means of wide-angle

bundles of rays will give a true image of an axial object-point or of

a small surface-element placed at right angles to the optical axis.

The objective of a microscope, for example, is a system of this kind.

In the eye-piece, or ocular, on the other hand, we have an illustration

of a system which by means of relatively narrow bundles of rays pro-

duces the image of a large object. Thus, in the compound microscope
the duty of the objective is to produce an image of a small object by
means of wide-angle bundles of rays, whereas the duty of the ocular

is, by means of narrow bundles, to spread over the large field of vision

the image produced by the objective. In the case of the photographic

objective, we must have both wide aperture and extensive field of

vision, and in order to meet both of these requirements at once, some-

thing else has to be sacrificed, and, accordingly, we are obliged to be

content with a less distinct image than we require in the case of the

objective of a microscope.

Of course, it would be idle for the optician to seek to produce an

image which is free from faults that could not be detected by the eye
if they were present. The resolving-power of the human eye is com-

paratively poor {cf. § 377). Thus, for example, details in the object

which are separated by an angular distance, say, of one minute will not

be recognized by the eye as separate and distinct. Accordingly, the

practical image need be perfect only to the degree that in it those

elements of the object which are to be preceived as separate must be

presented to the eye at a visual angle of not less than one minute of arc.

ART. 80. THE SO-CALLED SEIDEL IMAGERY.

253. The theory developed by Gauss^ in his Dioptrischen Unter-

suchungen proceeds on the assumption that the central angle ip is so

small that the second and higher powers thereof are negligible. The

theory is applicable, therefore, only to optical systems of narrow aper-

ture, and of small visual field, since both the incidence-points of the

rays and the object-points whence they emanate must all lie very close

1 C. F. Gauss: Dioptrische Untersuchungen (Goettingen, 1841).

25
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to the optical axis of the centered system of spherical surfaces. The

investigations of Euler.' Schleiermaciier," Seidel^ and others

were first directed towards taking account of the aberrations due to

increase oi the aperture of the system; but, later, with the rise of

Photography and the development of the Photographic Objective,

it became necessary to take into consideration not only a wider aper-

ture but a greater field of vision, in order to portray objects which

were at some distance from the optical axis. The complete theory of

spherical aberrations was worked out by J. Petzval^ and L. Seidel,'^

and in the following sections of this article the methods of these two

investigators form the basis of the mode of treatment.

254. Order of the Image, according to J. Petzval. Taking the

optical axis of the centered system of spherical surfaces as the .\--axis

of a system of rectangular co-ordinates, let us denote the co-ordinates

of an object-point P by ^, rj, f . The transversal plane c, which passes

through P and is perpendicular to the optical axis, will be called the

Object- Plane. Let P (|, t\, t^) designate the position of the point where

the rectilinear path of an object-ray, proceeding from the object-point

P, crosses a second fixed transversal plane c parallel to the object-

plane a. The position of this object-ray will be completely determined

by the four parameters r?, f , t|, X^.
In the image-space let a', a' designate

a pair of fixed transversal planes perpendicular to the optical axis; we
shall call the plane a' the Image-Plane. Let P', P' designate the posi-

tions of the points where the rectilinear path of the image-ray, corre-

sponding to the object-ray PP, crosses the planes tr', c', respectively,

and let the rectangular co-ordinates of P', P' be denoted by (^', rj', f ')

and by (|', t]' , t^'), respectively. The position of the image-ray will,

therefore, be defined by the four parameters j?', f', t)', X/.

Since to every object-ray there corresponds one, and only one,

* L. Euler: Dioplricce pars prima (Petersburg, Akad. Wiss., 1769); pars secunda

(ibid., 1770); pars lerlia {ibid., 1771).
^ L. ScHLEiERMACHER : Ueber den Gebrauch der analylischen Oplik bei Construction

optischer Werkzeuge (Pogg. Ann., 1828, xiv.); also, Analytische Optik (Baumgartners
und VON Ettingshausens Zfl. f. Phys. u. Math., 1831, ix., 1-35; 161-178; 454-474:

1832, X., 171-200; 329-357)-
* L. Seidel: Zur Theorie der Fernrohr Objective: Astr. Nachr., 1853, xxxv. No. 836,

301-316.
*
Joseph Petzval : Berichl ueber die Ergebnisse einiger dioptrischer Untersuchungen

(Pesth, 1843). See also: Bericht ueber optische Untersuchungen. Sitzungsber. der math.-

naturwiss. CI. der kaiserl. Akad. der Wissenschaften, VVien, xxvi. (1857), 50-75, 92-105,

129-145. (See especially page 95, in regard to the
*'
order

"
of the image.)

^ L. Seidel : Zur Dioptrik. Ueber die Entwicklung der Glieder 3ter Ordnung,
welche den Weg eines ausserhalb der Ebene der Axe gelegenen Lichtstrahles durch ein

System brechender Medien bestimmen: Astr. Nachr., 1856, xliii., No. 1027, 289-304;

No. 1028, 305-320; No. 1029, 321-332.
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image-ray, it is obvious that each of the four parameters of the image-

ray must be a definite function of the four parameters of the object-

ray, so that we may write:

V =
M'n^ r, "n. i)> V = AU. r. -q, l) ;

where the functions/i,/2,/3,/4 can be deduced by the laws of refraction.

Moreover, taking account of the symmetry with respect to the

optical axis, we observe that if the signs of the parameters tj, ^, t], t,

are all reversed, the signs of the parameters rj', ^', t)', X^'
will all like-

wise be reversed; and, consequently, if each of the functions above is

developed in a series of ascending powers and products of rj, f, t], t,,

each of these series can contain only the terms of the odd degrees.

And, hence, if the parameters of the ray are regarded as magnitudes
of the first order of smallness, these series-developments will contain

only terms of the odd orders of smallness.

Now, if for all rays proceeding from the object-point P we obtain

exactly the same values of the co-ordinates r]', f', we shall obtain at

P' a perfect image of the object-point P. In general, however, this

will not be the case, and for a second object-ray coming from P, whose

parameters are, say, r], ^, t] -\- St], X^ -\- 8t^,
we shall obtain a new set

of values v + ^v', T' + 5f', r\' + 5t]', I' -f dX,'
for all four of the par-

ameters of the corresponding image-ray. Obviously, in the series-

developments the differences 8r]', 5f' will contain also only the terms

of the odd degrees. If, as compared with the magnitudes 77, f, t], i^,

these differences 5??', 5f' are, say, of the {2k + i)th order of smallness,

then, according to J. Petzval, the spot of light formed around P'

by the totality of all such points as P' is to be considered as an "intake''

of the {2k -f- i)th order in the image-plane a' corresponding to the

object-point P. The higher the order of the image, the more nearly

perfect it will he. An image of the 3rd order is one in which there

are uncorrected faults of the 3rd order.

255. Parameters of Object-Ray and Image-Ray, according to L.

Seidel. A complete development of the theory of Spherical Aberra-

tions was first published by L. Seidel, who extended Gauss's theory
so as to take account of magnitudes of the 3rd order of smallness,

neglecting therefore the terms of the 5th and higher orders. Thus,
in the so-called Seidel Imagery, the image is of the fifth order.

The comparative simplicity and elegance of Seidel's methods are

due to his choice of the four parameters which define the rectilinear

path of the ray, viz., the two pairs of rectangular co-ordinates (77, f)
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and (i], p of the points P, P where the ray crosses the two fixed trans-

versal planes a, a. In order to make this clear, let us suppose now
that PP represents the path, not of the object-ray itself, as formerly,
but of this ray before refraction at, say, the ^th surface of the optical

system, and, in the same way, let P'P' represent the path of the ray
after refraction at this surface. The actual locations of the four trans-

versal planes a, a' and a, a' have not been specified; and, accordingly,
we may establish an arbitrary connection between, say, o- and c', on

the one hand, and between a and a-', on the other hand. If, for

example, M, M' designate the points where the optical axis meets the

planes a, a' , respectively, these points may be selected w^ith reference

to each other so that, in the sense of Gauss's Theory, M, M' are a pair

of conjugate axial points with respect to the spherical refracting sur-

face which is here under consideration. And the same relation can

be established between the pair of points M, M' where the optical

axis crosses the transversal planes cr, a', respectively. Thus, by
Gauss's Theory, the transversal planes o-, c' and a, c' will be two pairs

of conjugate planes with respect to the spherical surface in question.

If A designates the vertex and C the centre of this spherical surface,

and if we put:

AC =
r, AM = u, AM' = u\ AM = u, AM' = u',

the relations between M and M' and between M and M' will be

expressed as follows (see § 126) :

n\ -

n

(--)='''0-^)=-^'

\r u J \r u J

(270)

The co-ordinates of the four points P, P, P', P' may now be ex-

pressed as follows:

rj
= y-{-8y, f = 2 -f 5z, r^

= y -\- 8y, %
= z + dz;

v'
= y'-\-^y\ r = s' + 5s', v=y + 5y, i'

= z' + 8z';
(271)

wherein the first term on the right-hand side of each of these equations
denotes the approximate (or "GAUSsian") value of the parameter ob-

tained by neglecting the terms of the 3rd order, and the second term

denotes the correction of the 3 re? order, which, being added to the prin-

cipal, or approximate, value, gives a value which will be exact except
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for residual errors of the 5th and higher orders. Evidently, the points

Q{y, z) and Q'{y', z'), lying in the planes a, a' and not far from the

points P, P'
, respectively, are a pair of conjugate points according

to Gauss's Theory; and the same thing is true also of the pair of

points Q{y,z) and Q'(3'', z'). which lie in the transversal planes a, a'

and not far from the points P(t|, ^), P'(t|', y), respectively.

256. The Correction-Terras or Aberrations of the 3rd Order.

Thus, Seidel employs two independent systems of transversal planes

perpendicular to the optical axis of the centered system of spherical

surfaces, so that for each medium traversed by the ray there is one

plane of each system. The position of the object-ray before refrac-

tion at the first spherical surface is given by assigning the co-ordinates

{Vv Ti). ("Hi-I^i)
of the points P^, P^ where the ray crosses two arbitrary

transversal planes a^, ctj.

For the plane cti naturally we shall select the transversal plane
which contains the object-point Pi(j7i, Ti); this is the so-called Object-

Plane mentioned above (§ 254). Moreover, without affecting at all

the generality of the discussion, we may select the x^'-plane of the

system of rectangular co-ordinates so that the object-point Pi lies in

this plane, in which case we shall have fi
= o. Since the bundle of

object-rays is homocentric, the point Qi(yi, sj will coincide with P^;

that is, 5^1
= o, Sz^

= o.

The plane o-^ is the transversal plane, which, according to Gauss's

theory, is conjugate, with respect to the first k spherical surfaces of

the optical system, to the Object-Plane o-j. After refraction at the

^th surface, the ray (prolonged either forw^ards or backwards, if neces-

sary) will cross the plane c',.
at the point PKvI, TD- If ^ denotes the

total number of spherical surfaces, the corresponding image-ray,

emerging from the optical system, will cross the Image-Plane (r^„ at

the point P'„^, whose co-ordinates are:

where y[„ 2^, denote the co-ordinates of the point (2l which, by Gauss's

theory, is the image of the object-point Pi (or Q^). The magnitudes

x',, 2I can be determined by the approximate formulse of Gauss.

Obviously, the point Q'„, will lie in the meridian plane through the

point (2i, and since Q^ is coincident with Pj, if the meridian plane

containing the object-point is taken as the xy-p\ane, we must have:

f 1
=

2l
=

<» =0;
and, hence, f'

=
Sz',^.
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The magnitudes denoted 1)>- 8y'„„ 5z'„ arc the correction-terms, or

aberrations of the ^rd order, which measure the errors of the image.

R\- some writers by[^, Sz',, are called the ''Tangential and ''SagittaV

aberrations, respectively, in the GAUSsian Image-Plane a],,. We may
also call them the y-aberration and the z-aberration in this plane.

257. Planes of the Pupils of the Optical System. So far as the

meanings of the magnitudes by'„„ 5s,'„
are concerned, it is a matter of

no consequence what plane (t^ is selected for the initial plane of the

other system (or c-system) of transversal planes. In all optical in-

struments the aperture of the cone of effective rays is limited by cer-

tain diaphragms or circular openings, called "stops", which are placed

with their planes perpendicular to the optical axis and with their cen-

tres on this axis. Even in case there is no such artificial diaphragm,
the rims or fastenings of the lenses themselves will act as such, so

that of all the rays emitted from an object-point only a certain limited

number succeed in making their way through the entire apparatus.

When there are several diaphragms, the effective stop is that one

which permits the fewest rays to pass. This stop may be situated, ac-

cording to circumstances, in front of the entire system or somewhere

within the system or even beyond the entire system. It is found to be

most convenient to select the plane o-i so that one of the planes of this

series of transversal planes shall coincide with the plane of the effect-

ive stop. In the most general case, when the stop is situated within

the optical system, say, between the ^th and the {k -\- i)th spherical

surfaces, the plane of the stop will be the transversal plane a^., and the

stop-centre will be at the point M]. where the optical axis crosses this

plane. The axial point Mj, whose image produced by the refraction of

paraxial rays through the first k spherical surfaces of the optical system
is M',., will determine, therefore, the position of the initial transversal

plane (Ti. All the object-rays cross the plane (Tj at points lying within

the space which would be covered by a thin circular disc placed with

its centre on the optical axis at M^ and perpendicular to the optical

axis and of such dimensions that, with respect to the first k surfaces

of the optical system, its GAUSsian image at M,. exactl}^ coincided

with the effective stop there. This circle around Mj in the plane <Si

has been well called by Abbe the Entrance-Pupil (see § 361) of the

optical system; and we shall, therefore, speak of the initial plane (Ti as

the "Plane of the Entrance-Pupil". Similarly, all the image-rays will

cross the last transversal plane <j'„^
in points contained within a circle

around M,'„, which, with respect to the entire system, is the image,

by Gauss's theory, of the Entrance-Pupil. This circle is called the
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Exit- Pupil, and the plane o-',,
is called the "Plane of the Exit-Pupil".

Obviously, by this method of selecting the initial plane (Ty we have

the advantage of knowing the greatest possible values which the co-

ordinates ^'i, Zi can have in the case of a given optical system, and,

since the values of by,^„ 5z,'. depend also on the values of y^, Zj, this

knowledge will be of service in considering the relative importance of

the various terms in the series-developments.

258. Chief Ray of Bundle. Of all the rays proceeding from the

object-point P^ there is one, which, lying in the meridian plane through

Pj, will, in traversing the medium in which the stop is situated, go

through the centre of the stop. This ray, distinguished as the chief

ray of the bundle, will, in general, cross the optical axis for the first

time at a point L, not very far from the centre My of the Entrance-

Pupil. The slope of the chief ray of the bundle of object-rays emanat-

ing from P, is

AM,L,P, =
Gi,

more exactly defined by the following equation :

where Vy
= A^L^ denotes the abscissa, with respect to the vertex Ai

of the first surface, of the point Lj. Of course, under certain circum-

stances the point Lj may coincide with Mj, as is often the case.

259. Relative Importance of the Terms of the Series- Develop-
ments of the Aberrations of the 3rd Order. The maximum value

of yi will be fixed by the limits of the required field of vision, and in

the same way the maximum values of y^, Zy will depend on the size

of the aperture of the optical system. Thus, for example, in the case

of an optical system of relatively small field of vision, and, on the

other hand, of relatively large aperture, the most important terms in

the series-developments of the aberrations by[^, 5z',^ will be the terms

which do not contain y^ at all, that is, the terms y\, y\zy, yyz\ and

z\. Next in importance will be the terms which contain the first

power of y^, viz., yiy\, yiyiZ^ and y^zl', and then the terms which con-

tain the second power of y^, viz., yly^ and y\zy', and, finally, least

important of all for this particular case, the term which contains

y\. In the developments of the aberrations of the 3rd order, where

3/1, Zj
= o, y^ and z^ denote the approximate values of the parame-

ters of the object-ray, the ten terms above-mentioned are all that can

occur.
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The expressions for the aberrations 5v,',, 5c,'„, which are developed

by Seidel (see Art. 102), enable us to compute the resultant defects

of the 3rd order of the image of an objcrt-point, and by specializing

these general formula? (as Seidel himself does), we can ascertain the

nature of the various component defects which go to make up this

resultant. However, in order to obtain a clear comprehension of these

errors, it is best to follow the plan adopted by Koenig and von Roiir^ in

their admirable and exhaustive treatise on the Theory of Spherical Aber-

rations, and thus, first,to develop separately the formulae for each one

of these special aberrations, and afterwards to give, at the end of the

chapter, Seidel's general theory (Arts. 102, foil.). Accordingly, this

method will be pursued here also.

II. The Spherical Aberration in the Case when the Object-Point Lies on the
Optical Axis.

ART. 81. CHARACTER OF A BUNDLE OF REFRACTED RAYS EMANATING
ORIGINALLY FROM A POINT ON THE OPTICAL AXIS.

260. Longitudinal Aberration, or Aberration along the Optical

Axis. The simplest case of all is the case when the object-point lies

on the optical axis of the centered system of spherical surfaces, so

that the point designated by Pi coincides with M^, that is, 3^1
= o.

When the bundle of image-rays is symmetrical about an axis, as is the

case when the rays emanate originally from a point on the optical axis,

one of the caustic surfaces (§ 46) is a surface of revolution around the

axis and is touched by each ray of the bundle; whereas the other caustic

surface, in this particular instance, collapses into the segment of the

axis comprised between the point M' (Fig. 133) where the paraxial

rays cross the axis and the point L' where the outermost rays of the

bundle meet the axis.^ All the rays of the bundle will intersect the

axis at points which are comprised between the two extreme points

M' and L'. This axial line-segment M' L' is called the Longitudinal

Aberration of the outermost ray. Let A designate the vertex of the

spherical surface, and let us put AM' =
u', AL' = v' . If the Spheri-

' A. Koenig und M. von Rohr: Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen; being

Chapter V (pages 208-338) of Die Theorie der optischen Instrumente, Bd. I, edited by
M. von Rohr (Berlin, 1904). This treatise of Messrs. Koenig and von Rohr has been

of inestimable service to the author in the preparation of the present chapter of this

work.
^
All the letters in the figure should, as a matter of fact, be written with the subscript

m, to indicate that the letters relate to the rays after refraction at the last, or mth, surface

of the system. But in all such cases as the one here considered the surface-numerals

written as subscripts may be conveniently omitted where only one of the surfaces of the

system is being treated, since there is no risk of confusion.
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cal Aberration along the axis, or the Longitudinal Aberration M' L'

is denoted by Bu'
, we shall have:

hu' ^ v' — ii' .

Now if d' = /.AL'B denotes the slope of the ray which, in the plane
of the diagram, crosses the optical axis at the point designated by L'

,

it is evident that bu' is a function of this angle d'\ and, moreover, it

is also evident that if the function bu' is developed in a series of as-

FiG. 133.

Character of Bundle of Rays Symmetrically Situated with respect to the Optical
Axis.

AM'-=u'. AU^t/, M'U^W. M'y'^h', DB = h, /.AL;B=0'.

cending powers of 6'
, only the even powers will occur, because for a

ray lying in the same meridian plane and symmetrically situated on

the other side of the optical axis, so that its slope-angle is equal to

— d'
, we shall obtain the same value of the function bu' . If, there-

fore, B' may be regarded as a magnitude of the ist order of smallness,

we can write :

bu' = v' - u' = a'e'\ (273)

since all the succeeding terms of the series, involving magnitudes of

the orders of smallness higher than the 3rd, are, by the limitations

of this investigation, to be neglected.

The co-efKicient a' is entirely characteristic both of the magnitude
and of the nature, or sign, of the aberration bu', since, for a given

value of 6', we can determine bu', so soon as we have ascertained

also the value of a'. Thus, if a' = o, we have v' = u', in which case

we say that the system is "spherically corrected" for this ray. Ac-
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cording as the sign of the co-efficient a' is positive or negative, the

optical system is said to be "spJicrically over-corrected" or "spherically

undcr-corrccteiV for the particular ray in question.

261. Least Circle of Aberration. If the rays of the bundle are

received on a plane screen placed at right angles to the optical axis,

and if this screen is gradually translated along the axis from the posi-

tion G'H' in the figure towards the point M'
,
we shall see on the

screen at first a circular patch of light surrounded on its outer edge

by a brighter ring, which will gradually contract as the scre'en ap-

proaches the point L', where now the effect of the other caustic will

begin to be manifest, and as the screen is advanced still farther

from L' towards M'
,
we shall see at the centre of the circular patch

of light an increasingly bright spot. A plane perpendicular to the

optical axis at the point N' in the figure will meet the outside rays

of the bundle at the points where these rays cross the caustic sur-

face of revolution, and in this plane we shall evidently have, there-

fore, the narrowest contraction of the bundle of rays. By some writers

on Optics the circle of light which appears on the screen when it is

placed at A^' is called the Least Circle of Aberration.

Let h = DB denote the incidence-height at the last spherical surf-

ace of the extreme ray of the bundle, whose slope-angle is

e' = AAL'B;

and let L" (not shown in the figure) mark the position of the point

between L' and M'
,
where some other ray of the pencil of image-rays

lying in the plane of the figure crosses the optical axis. The slope-

angle of this ray may be denoted by 6" . Finally, let i denote the

ordinate of the point of intersection of this general ray with the outer-

most ray. The least value i^ of i will be the radius of the Least

Circle of Aberration. Evidently,

L"L' = i(cote" - cote');

moreover, if a' denotes the so-called aberration-co-ef^cient (§ 260) :

L"L' =
a'{d''

-
e"'):

so that we obtain the following relation:

i(cote"
-

cote') =
a'(e''

-
e"').

Differentiating this equation with respect to d", and putting dijdd"
= 0,
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we obtain:

20"-siir0"(cot0"
-

cot^') = r -
6"']

and expanding the trigonometric functions in series/ and neglecting

terms involving powers and products of 6', 6" higher than the 3rd,

we find:

e"i26"
-

d')
= d'\

which is satisfied by the values 6" = d' and d" = — 6' 1 2. The first

of these values corresponds to the maximum value of i represented in

the diagram by the ordinate G' H'; whereas the second value

d" = -
d'/z

gives the slope of the ray for which i = i^ is a minimum. The inci-

dence-height of this ray is, therefore, approximately half that of the

outside ray, but opposite in sign. If this value of 6" is substituted in

the above equation connecting i and 6", we shall find (neglecting, as

before, powers of 6' above the 3rd) for the radius of the Least Circle

of Aberration:

i,
= -

a'd'^U.

The position on the axis of the point iV' can be determined from

the fact that N' L' must be equal to —
^-cot^'; hence, to the same

degree of approximation, we find :

N'L' =
a'e''/4

= M'L'li.

Accordingly, the distance of the Least Circle of Aberration from the

GAUSsian Image-Point M' is equal, approximately, to three-fourths

of the Longitudinal Aberration of the extreme outside ray.

262. The so-called Lateral Aberration. Exactly what point on

the axis is to be regarded as the image of the axial object-point M in

such a case as that which we are here discussing is a question that

cannot be decided by merely theoretical considerations; especially,

too, as there is some diversity of opinion on the subject. In order to

be answered, the matter, as Czapski observes, needs to be considered

rather from the point of view of Physical Optics than from that of

Geometrical Optics. Most optical writers are agreed, however, that

the place probably selected by the eye as most nearly reproducing the

axial object-point is the place of the least circle of aberration. This

^ The development of the cotangent in series is as follows:

cot X = I /x
—

x/3 — xV45 — 2x^/945 •
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circle is pierced by all ilio ra\s of the buiidlo, and the radius of it

might be considered as the measure of the spherical aberration. In-

stead of this magnitude, Abbe employs the radius of the circle in the

CiAUSsian Image-Plane a' (§ 254), inside of which all the rays of the

bundle cross this plane. This radius

M'V =
by'

is called the Lateral Aberration of the extreme ray, and its magnitude
is equal to M' L' j N' L' times the radius of the least circle of aberration:

that is,

5v' = - d'-bii' = - a'd\ (274)

Thus, we see also that, whereas the Longitudinal Aberration bu' is of the

2nd order of smallness, the Lateral Aberration by' is of the 3rd order.

ART. 82. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMULA FOR THE SPHERICAL ABER-
RATION OF A DIRECT BUNDLE OF RAYS.

263. Since the bundle of rays emanating originally from a point on
the optical axis of the centered sytem of spherical surfaces is sym-
metrical with respect to this axis, it will be sufihcient to investigate

the rays in any meridian plane. Consider, therefore, any ray of the

bundle, and let the meridian plane containing this ray be the xy-

plane of the system of co-ordinates. Hence, for this ray not only do
we have y^

=
z^
= o (as is the case for all the rays of the bundle),

but also Zi =0; so that the only term in the series-development of

the Lateral Aberration by'„^ will be the 3'1-term (see § 259).

Discarding for the present the subscript-notation, let us designate

by L, L' the points where the path of this ray crosses the optical axis

before and after refraction at the ^th spherical surface. Employing
here the same letters and symbols as in § 209, viz. :

r = AC, v = AL, v' = AL\ ZBCA=<p, ZALB=d,
AAL'B =

6',

denoting also the angles of incidence and refraction by a, a', respect-

ively, and the indices of refraction by n, n', we may write the funda-

mental formulae for the refraction of the ray at the spherical surface

in question, as follows (see § 210):

r sin a = —(v — r) sin 6,

r • sin a' = — {v'
—

r) sin 6',

w'-sin a' = n-sin a,

a - e = a' - e' = ip.

(275)
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If, also, M, M' designate the points where the path of a paraxial ray
crosses the optical axis, before and after refraction, respectively, at

the ^th spherical surface, and if

then (§ 126)

n

Moreover,

AM = u, AM' =
u',

\r u } \r u J

ML = 8u = V — u, M'L' = 8u' = v' - ti'

will denote the magnitudes of the Longitudinal Aberration of the ray
before and after refraction at the spherical surface.

If we neglect all magnitudes higher than those of the second order,

the approximate values of the slope-angles d, 9', expressed in terms

of the central angle (p, are 6 = —
r(p/u, 6' = —

rtp/u'. But if, as we

propose to do here, we take account also of the terms of the 3rd order,

the expressions for 6, 6' must evidently have the following forms:

e= -
-<p + Aip\u

d' = —
—,<p + A'ip^,u

(276)

wherein the co-efficients A, A' are undetermined. Moreover, since

a = d -{- (f, a' = 6' -\- (p,

we may expand a, a likewise in a series of odd powers of (p, as follows:

Jr ^3a = --<p + Aip ,

n

Jr
a = -j<p -\- A (p ,

n

(277)

where the co-efficients A, A' have the same meanings as in formulae

(276).

If X denotes a small magnitude of the ist order, and if we take

account of terms as far as x^, then

sin X = X — x^/6;

and, hence, employing formulas (276) and (277), we have here the fol-
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lowing series-devclopinonls for the sines of the angles a, a, 0, 0':

Jr
sin a =

ip

'""' = -^" +
(67=+^')^'

Sin

sin

(278)

Substituting in the first three of equations (275) these values of the

sines of the angles a, 6, etc., putting

V = u -\- 8u, v' = m' + hii',

and neglecting all magnitudes of orders higher than the 3rd, we

obtain, after some reductions:

u b \ n \n uj r i

u 6 i n \n u ) r \

6{n'A'-nA) = JV ( ^, - \\

If, now, we multiply the first of these equations by n/u and the second

by n' ju', and then subtract the first from the second, we obtain:

5m'

u
'2 u

" =
-?4^fc-,^)-(7-3->^'-«^^} =

and, accordingly, by means of the third of the equations above, we
can eliminate at the same time both of the unknown co-efificients A, A'.

Thus, employing Abbe's convenient Difiference-Notation, whereby the

difference q'
—

q between the values q, q' of a magnitude before and

after refraction is denoted by Aq, we derive the following equation:

n-hu r^^p , / I I ^„ I \A—y- =-^J\ J. A A-2- J^'-A-a ,u 6 \ nu u n /
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which, since (§126) III I

J'A—o = - A- — A—
,

n' r n nu
and

I

u

I I i\
+ -A

,nu r nj

may be still further simplified as follows;

A^2- = - I^W -A— . (279)

Thus, provided we know the Longitudinal Aberration hu of the given

ray before refraction at the spherical surface in question, we may, by
means of formula (279), compute the magnitude hu' of the Longitudi-

nal Aberration after refraction.

264. From the incidence-point B draw BD perpendicular to the

optical axis at B, and put DB = A, so that h denotes the ordinate of

the incidence-point B, that is, the incidence-height of the ray of slope

Q. Then, since

h = r-sin (p,

to the degree of approximation required in this investigation, we may
write :

h = rep
— r —; (280)o

and, consequently, in formula (279) we can put rV^ = h^. If we do

this, and if now at the same time we attach to the symbols the surface-

number in the form of a subscript, noting also that the point L;. where

the ray crosses the axis before refraction at the ^th surface is identical

with the point L[._^ where the ray crosses the axis after refraction at

the (k
—

i)th surface, so that

du,.
= 5%_i;

we may write the formula for the ^th surface as follows:

w; ul
-

''Kn^U;, n,_,uj

or in Abbe's abbreviated notation:
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265. B\' moans of this recurrent formula (281), we can obtain

finall\ the value of the Longitudinal Aberration 8u'„, of the ray after

refraction at the last surface of the centered system of m spherical

surfaces. How this is done, we proceed now to show.

By combining formuUie (276) and (280), we find:

/; = - «0 + Uw - M
^-^
= _ ti'd' + (a'u' -

^ j
<p\ (282)

and, hence, again introducing the subscripts, and remarking that the

angles denoted by 9/. and d[._i are identical, we may write, taking
account of the terms of the 3rd order:

*'-^'-'
(.S3)

^4 %-l

If, therefore, we multiply both sides of equation (281) by hi, and

at the same time use the relation (283), we shall derive the following

formula:

n',.
• hi 8u',. n,

Uk

If, now, in this formula we give k in succession the values 1,2, • • • m,

and add together the equations thus obtained, and note also that,

since the bundle of object-rays is supposed to be homocentric, we must

put Sz^i
=

o, we obtain finally:

, u
5«. = - -mm'^AA- '""

In this formula we need to know, in addition to the constants

which determine the optical system (refractive indices, radii, thick-

nesses, etc.), only the position on the axis of the object-point M, and

the incidence-height h^ of the object-ray; for then we can compute
the values of all the other magnitudes that occur on the right-hand

side of the equation. Practically, the formula is very convenient,

because it exhibits the effect on the Longitudinal Aberration 5/^',^ which

is produced at each refraction. For a given axial object-point, it will

always be theoretically possible, by employing a sufficient number of

surfaces, to contrive so that the aberration 5m,',
= o; the condition

whereof is:
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It must be remembered, however, that the accuracy of this formula

for the abolition of the spherical aberration along the axis depends on

the magnitude of the aperture of the bundle of rays; for it has been

assumed throughout that we can safely afford to neglect the powers
of the slope-angle d higher than the 3rd. Thus, for example, in the

case of the objective of a telescope, the aperture of which, although

by no means negligible, is relatively small, the formula will usually

give a very high approximation. On the other hand, in the calcula-

tion of a photographic objective the formula would generally not be

very accurate. In the objective of a microscope the magnitude of

the angle d is often equal to nearly 90°, and the approximate formulae

here derived are not applicable to wide-angle systems at all.

266. Abbe's Measure of the "Indistinctness" of the Image. By
means of formulae (274) and (282), we find for the Lateral Aberration:

U..

and hence

u
8y,n

= -
4a(»'^-(i); ^-'

If
^i,it

denotes the length of the object-line perpendicular to the

optical axis at M^, whose GAUSsian image at M^ is equal to the value

of the Lateral Aberration 8y[. after refraction at the ^th surface, it is

evident that details in an object at Mi which are separated by an inter-

val greater than Ci^k will, on account of the spherical aberration, not

appear separated in the image formed after refraction at the ^th

surface. Thus, according to Abbe, the magnitude denoted by ei^k,

measured at the object, affords a convenient measure of the lack of

detail, or "indistinctness'', of the image.

The approximate value of the slope-angle d'/.
is:

()'=——= — -^ •

and. hence by the Law of Robert Smith (§ 194):

that is,

Ml %

h,. n',. u, , , „ X

26
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Thus, from formula (286) we obtain:

which shows that the "indistinctness" is proportional to the cube of

the aperture hy of the bundle of object-rays.

In case the object-point ilf, is very far away, it will be convenient

to determine the angle ei,,„ subtended at the vertex A^ of the first

surface by the linear magnitude fi,^; thus, since

we have:

«!,'

and, hence, the angular value of the lack of detail in the image, on

account of spherical aberration, is proportional to the cube of the

linear aperture h^ of the bundle of object-rays. For example, in the

case of the objective of a telescope, it is proportional to the cube of the

diameter of the objective.

ART. 83. SPHERICAL ABERRATION OF DIRECT BUNDLE OF RAYS IN
SPECIAL CASES.

267. Case of a Single Spherical Refracting Surface.

If the optical system consists of a single spherical surface (m =
i),

we have for the Longitudinal Aberration of the bundle of image-rays

corresponding to a bundle of object-rays proceeding from the axial

point M (u = AM):
J%Si / I I \

bu' = 7- I ^-, I ;

2w \nu nu J

and if we substitute for J its value, viz.:

_ n'iti'
—

r)

m
we obtain:

Ji'in'
—

r)''{nii
—

n'u')
bu' = ^ ^-^ -' • (289)

2nr uu

In each of the following three cases the Longitudinal Aberration will

be equal to zero :

(i) When u = u' = o, in which case object-point M and image-

point M' coincide at the vertex A of the sphere;
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(2) When u = u' =
r, in which case object-point M and image-

point AI' coincide at the centre C of the sphere; and

(3) When nu = n'u\ in which case:

u = {n -\- n')r\n, u' = in -\- n')rln',

and the points M, M' coincide with the aplanatic points Z, Z'
, re-

spectively (§ 207, § 211, Note 3). This latter case is the only one that

may be said to have any practical importance.
For all other positions of the object-point M the point L' will not

coincide with M'. The sign of bu' will depend on the sign of the factor

I 11
—

11 f I n -\- n

nu nu n' \^ ^ uj'

and for any given spherical surface may be positive or negative de-

pending on the sign of u. If the object-point M is at an infinite

distance, the sign of du' will depend on that of (n'
—

n)/r. If this

expression is positive, the refracting surface will be a convergent sur-

face, the sign of 8u' will be negative, and the spherical surface will be

"spherically under-corrected" (§ 260).

268. Case of an Infinitely Thin Lens.

When the optical system consists of two spherical surfaces, we must

put m = 2 in formula (284). Assuming that the Lens is surrounded

by the same medium on both sides, we may conveniently write:

n =
n'l/n^

=
n'Jn'o,

so that in the following discussion n will be used to denote the rela-

tive index of refraction for the two media concerned. Moreover, in

the case of an Infinitely Thin Lens, we have:

Wj
=

U2,

and we may therefore afford to dispense with the subscripts in the

symbols «, and u'2, and write these u and u, respectively. Likewise,
we shall write: h =

h^
=

h^. Under these circumstances, we obtain

by the general formula (284) the following expression for the Longitu-
dinal Aberration of an Infinitely Thin Lens:

^1 uj \nu^ u) \r., u J \nu^ u J]
^ ^

For the case of an Infinitely Thin Lens we shall employ a special

notation, as follows: Thus, let x =
i/n, x' = i j u' denote the recip-
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rocals of the intercepts on the axis of the paraxial object-rays and

image-rays, respectively, and let c = i//'i, c' = i/r., denote the curv-

atures of the bounding surfaces of the Lens. Finally, let (p
=

i/f
denote here the reciprocal of the primary focal length of the Lens.

With this system of symbols the formulae of Chapter VI, Art. 41,

for the Refraction of Paraxial Rays through an Infittitely Thin Lens

will have the following forms:

ip
= (n- i)(c

-
c'),

X = X -\- (f,

I X -\- (n
—

i)c

ti n

(291)

Employing these relations, we can eliminate from formulae (290) the

magnitudes denoted by u\, x' and c'
,
and thus we shall obtain:

' =
-~2^[(«^)^'+(«^){"^-("'^+^^^'-^^r

bu =

-\- {c
—

x) \ (w + 2) (c
—

jc)
— 2nx \

or

bu = —
,2

h u if

{\n — I J \ n — I n — I J

3n + 2
2 4(w + i) w + 2

2
-{- X ex -f- c

I-
(292)

If the object-rays are parallel to the axis (x
= o, x' =

(p), the image-

point M' coincides with the secondary focal point E', and for this

special case we obtain:

E'V = - h'<P (n
—

i)(w + 2) c n

n 2-(2W-fl)- +
<p <p n — I

(293)
2(W — l) [

In the case of a Thin Lens of semi-diameter h and focal length/, whose

thickness is greatest along the optical axis, one can easily see from

the geometrical properties of the circle that the thickness of the Lens

is very nearly equal to

h^ { I I \ h' h'<p

2 \ri rn) 2 2(w
—

i)

and thus for a Lens of this character the expression within the large
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brackets of formula (293) is the factor by which the thickness of the

Lens has to be multipHed in order to obtain the spherical aberration

along the axis for an infinitely distant axial object-point. If the Lens

is a convergent glass Lens in air {n =
3/2), its thickness is very nearly

equal to Ji^/f.

By way of illustration, let us compute by formula (293) the Longi-
tudinal Aberration for Lenses of special forms; thus, we shall find :

(i) In case the first surface of the Lens is plane (c
= o) :

E'L' = -
I
—-

)
''- • for n = ^h, E'V = _ 9 ^'

\^--,)-2f'
^°^ ^ =

3/2, ^^
^j

(2) In case the second surface of the Lens is plane {c
= ^/(w

—
i)):

n' -2n' + 2 h' 7 h'
E L' = — —

-. ;:2~-~^; for « = 3/2, £L =— 7— .

n(n — i) 2/
•" 6 /

(3) In case of an Equi-Biconvex Lens (c
= — c' = (p/2(n

—
i)):

EL'=— ^-7 ^2 -^; for w = 3/2, E'L=-~-j>

Assuming, therefore, that the focal length / of each of these Lenses has

the same numerical value, we see that the Longitudinal Aberration is

greatest in the Lens with its plane side turned towards, and least in

the Lens with its plane side turned away from, the object-rays.

269. The next question to be investigated is, What are the conditions

that the Longitudinal Aberration of a Thin Lens shall vanish ?

If, for brevity, the expression within the large brackets in formula

(292) is put equal to Z, we may write the formula for the Longitudinal
Aberration of a Thin Lens as follows :

hu' = -Z. (294)

If ^ = o (that is,/
=

00), we shall have hu' = o. In this case u = «',

r,
=

r.j, so that the two surfaces of the Infinitely Thin Lens are parallel.

This case has evidently no practical interest. It remains, therefore,

to investigate the cases when the function Z vanishes.

We shall assume that we have given a Lens of a definite focal

length, and that the position on the axis of the object-point Af is also

given; and, under these circumstances, we are required to determine

the form of the Lens in order that the Longitudinal Aberration shall

be zero; that is, we must ascertain the curvatures c, c' of the two surf-

aces of the Lens. Since c' = c + ^, and since the value of ^ is sup-

posed to be prescribed, the problem, in reality, consists merely in
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finding the curvature c of the first surface. This process of varying
the curvatures of the surfaces without altering the focal length is

called "bcudiHji" the Lens.

Accordingly, regarding c as the independent variable, and treating
both .V and ip as constants, we shall write the function Z in the follow-

ing form:

?/ + 2
2 /4(« + l) 211+1 \

z = c —
I X H (p I c

n \w n — I J

3w + 2 3w + I ,( n \\
H X + X(p-\-\ ] <p . (2q0

For Z = o, we obtain two values of c, as follows :

4(w''
—

i)x + w(2« + i)<p±n \^4{n
— lYxix -\- <p)

—
(4W

—
i)^^

/* ss

2(71
—

i){n + 2)
'

and if these values of c are to be real, the expression under the radical

must be positive; that is, for real values of c, we must have:

4x{x + (p)
-

/ _ ^y
f > o;

or, since x + (p
=

x',

, 4w
—

I
, 2

^^
(w
—

l)

Accordingly, we see that a necessary condition that the aberration

shall vanish is that x and x' shall have the same sign; which means

that the object-point and image-point must lie both on the same side

of the Lens. In the practical and more important case when the image
is a real image, it is impossible to abolish the Longitudinal Aberration

of an Infinitely Thin Lens.

The condition above may also be put in the following form:

[n
— 1 -\-Vn{n -^ 2)]^ x' {n — i —Vn{n + 2)Y

^n — I X 4« — I

Thus, with a glass Lens in air {n =
3/2), it is possible to abolish the

Longitudinal Aberration only in case the ratio x' jx, or u' ju, is com-

prised between the values (11
—

|/2i)/io and (11 + l/2i)/io, that

is, between the values 0.642 and 1.558.

In exactly the same way, by considering Z as a function of x, and

treating c and ^ as constants, we shall find that in order for Z to
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vanish for real values of x, the Infinitely Thin Lens must have a form
such that

c^ I c (« + i)(3w
—

i)

(p n — I (p 4.{n
—

i)

that is, the ratio c/cp must be comprised between the values

} ^ and 7 ^ .
2{n — 1) 2{n

—
1)

For example, for w = 3 /2, the value of c/tp must lie between (2
—

V^39) /2

and (2 + 1^39) /2 that is, between —
2.1225 and + 4.1225.

Practically speaking, these results are without value.

270. Since, therefore, it is practically not feasible to abolish en-

tirely the Longitudinal Aberration in the case of an Infinitely Thin

Lens, let us seek now to find the condition that the Aberration shall

be a minimum.

Equation (295), in which c and Z are to be considered as the vari-

ables, evidently represents a Parabola with its axis parallel to the

Z-axis of co-ordinates and with its vertex at the point:

nijn
-

i) J n
"

\{n
— i){n -\- 2)^ w + 2

^ ^^'

2{n + i) n{2n + i)

^0
=

" n + 2
^'^

2{n- i)(«-|-2)^'

(296)

and it is obvious that for a Lens of given "power" {<p) and for a given

position (x) of the object-point M on the axis, the minimum value of

the function Z will be Z =
Zg.

So long as xx' = x{x + ip) is not positive, the value of Z^ cannot

be equal to zero; if xx' •< o, then Z^ > o. That is, for a real image-

point M' on the other side of the Lens from the object-point M, the

minimum value of Z is positive. In case xx' > o, Zy will, in general,

be negative, and in special cases it may be equal to zero, in agreement
with the results found in the preceding discussion. We need consider

only the case when Z,, > o. The minimum value of the Longitudinal
Aberration is:

7 2/2
, n u cp

For an infinitely distant object-point (x = o, x' = (p), the curvatures
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of the Lens-surfaces for niininium aberration are:

n{2n + i) , zn^ — n — 4

2 {7t
-

I) (« + 2)
*^' ^'

^
2(n"- l)(«+^2)

^0
=

~7T7. ,\f.. , \\^' ^0
=

Z7Z TNTTT^rTN <P; (^"
= °) '

and the miniminn aberration is:

For w =
3/2, we find: Cy

=
12^/7, {E' L')^ = —

i^h'ip/i^.; and for

77 = 2 (diamond), r^
=

S^Ia^ {E.' L')q
= —

yh'tpjiS. The minimum
value of the Longitudinal Aberration of a Diamond Lens is very much
less than that of a Glass Lens of equal focal length. And, generally,

for values of n greater than unity, it is easy to show that the minimum
value of the aberration decreases with increase of n.

When X =
o, we have:

n(2n + i)

which, for n =
3/2, gives Cq/c'q

= — 6. Thus, with an infinitely dis-

tant object-point a biconvex glass Lens has the least Longitudinal

Aberration, viz.,
—

i^K'fpji^, when the curvature of its first surface

is six times as great as the curvature of its farther surface.

271. Case of a System of Two or More Thin Lenses.

If the optical system consists of a system of m Infinitely Thin

Lenses, with the centres of their surfaces ranged along one and the

same straight line, we can determine the Longitudinal Aberration by
means of the formula (284). We shall employ here a notation entirely

similar to that used above in the case of a single Lens (§ 268) ; but it

should be noted also that in the following formulae the subscript attached

to a symbol will indicate, not, as usually, the ordinal number of the

spherical refracting surface, but the ordinal number of the Lens to

which the symbol has reference. The bundle of object-rays is sup-

posed to emanate from an object-point M^ on the optical axis, and the

point where the paraxial image-rays cross the axis will be designated

here by M,',, and, similarly, the point where the outermost ray of the

bundle of image-rays crosses the axis will be designated by L'„^. For

the Longitudinal Aberration of the system of ni Lenses, we obtain:

u *"""*

M'X. = -
, ;TZ K^,Z,, (297)
2«„i k=\
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where

V I ^'. \ 2,[3n, + I 2«,+ i \

nk «i w^.

In this formula n^ denotes the relative index of refraction from air

into the medium of the ^th Lens; C/.
and

<f^.
denote the reciprocals

of the radius of the first surface and the primary focal length, re-

spectively, of this lens; x,. denotes the reciprocal of the intercept

Aj.M^, where Mj. designates the point where paraxial rays cross the

axis before entering the ^th Lens; Ji,.
denotes the incidence-height of

the outermost ray at the ^th Lens; and, finally, w'„
= A^M'^ is the

intercept of the paraxial image-rays.

If the distances that separate the Lenses are all negligible, so that

we have a System of in Thin Lenses in Contact, the formula becomes :

M'.X. =
-"^ff-pA- (299)

Here the relation x^^^^
=

x^. + (p,^
will also be of service.

272. We may consider somewhat more in detail the special case of

an optical system consisting of Tico Infinitely Thin Lenses in Contact.

The condition that the Longitudinal Aberration of a combination of

this kind shall vanish is:

(p^Z^ + (P2Z2
= o.

If the focal lengths of the two Lenses, or their reciprocals ^j, (po, are

assigned, and if also we know the reciprocal x^ of the distance «i of

the axial object-point from the first Lens, then, since x, = x^ -{- tp^,

the analytical condition for the abolition of the spherical aberration

will be an equation of the 2nd degree in Ci and c^. We may, therefore,

choose arbitrarily the value of one of these two magnitudes; in which

case there will always be two values of the other, real or imaginary,

which will fulfil the above requirement.

Since, therefore, we have here two arbitrary variables c, and c^

and only one equation to determine them, we may impose one other

condition. For example, a very natural idea would be to make the

curvatures of the second surface of the front Lens and the first

surface of the following Lens identical {c\
=

c,), so that the two Lenses

could be cemented together. However, if the two Lenses are made of

different kinds of glass, with unequal co-efificients of dilatation, a com-
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bination of two cemented Lenses might become distorted under the

intUience of changes of temperature.

It has, therefore, been suggested that the other requirement should

be the so-called Herschel-Co«(/i//ow; that is, that the function

should vanish not only for the particular value of
.r, but also for

object-points on the axis very near to the point if, to which the value

.V, belongs. This condition will be expressed analytically by the

equation:
d
-r- {(fiZi ^- (P0Z2)

= o;
CXi

and, thus, we obtain a second equation between
t",

and c.,, as follows:

^n, + I
2 2(3^2 -f 2) 3«2 + I

2

These two equations, taken simultaneously, will determine completely

the forms of the two Lenses.

If now w'e impose still a third condition, viz., that the combination

of the Two Thin Lenses in Contact shall be free from spherical aberra-

tion for all positions of the object-point on the axis, so that the funct-

ion (p,Zi+ (^2'^2 shall vanish for all values of
:!Ci, then, in addition

to the two equations above, we must have also:

3^1 + 2 3?i2 + 2

Wi
^^

n,
^

Evidently, in order to satisfy this last requirement, ^j and (p2 must

have opposite signs; that is, the combination must consist of a posi-

tive Lens and a negative Lens. Moreover, with the actual kinds of

glass which are at our disposal it wall be found necessary to make the

curvatures of the Lenses exceedingly great in order to comply with this

last requirement.

ART. 84. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION OF METHOD OF USING FORMULAE
FOR CALCULATION OF SPHERICAL ABERRATION.

273. In Chapter X, Art. 67, we computed by the methods of

exact trigonometrical calculation the Longitudinal Aberration of a

large Telescope Object-Glass. the data of which will be found in that

place. Merely to illustrate the use of the formulae which we have
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obtained here, it is proposed now to calculate for this same system the

First Term of the Spherical Aberration of the Edge-Ray (§265), and

the Lack of Detail in the Image (§ 266). The formulae employed are

the following:

where

« =
-S(;:)"S'-

J,,= nLi ( ),

Also, for the Angular Value of the Indistinctness or Lack of Detail

in the Image, according to Abbe, we have the following formula:

k=m

Moreover, in order to find the value of hj.lh^ for each surface, we have:

/ •

Thus, for the first surface {k =
i), we have: h^jhy

= i; for the second

surface {k
=

i):

ho /hi
= uju[\

for the third surface {k
=

3):

h]^ h^ u'2

'

and for the fourth (and last) surface (k = 4.
= m):

hi hi W3

Accordingly, using the values of the w's as found in Chapter X, Art.

67, we obtain:

Ig M2
= 2.2430549 +

clg u'l
= 7-7544706 +

Ig hjhi = 9-9975255 +
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Ig //,///,
= 9-9975255 +

Ig 7/3
= 1.8426804 +

cig «;
= 8.1572385 4-

Ig ^iJ^h
= 9-9974444 +

Ig w,
= 2.3518454 +

clg ^'3
= 7.6462272 +

Ig //,///,
= 9-9955170 +

The following scheme exhibits the process of the calculation:

clg Uk

clg n'k—i

clg nk-\uic

ClgM*
clg n'k

clg nWk

l/tlkUk—
i/n'k—Wk

I I

Mi—IMi71 kills

clgn

ifrk—
i/uk

i/rk
—

i/ui

Ig (i/rk
—

i/uk)
Ig n'k-i

Ig Jk

Ig A(l/M«<)i

Ig (hkjhi)'

Ig-Pi

k = l
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It will be perceived that the value of the longitudinal aberration

M\L\ thus obtained is in fact rather more than twice as great as the

exact value obtained in Art. 67 by the rigourous process of trigonomet-

ric computation, and at first sight it might appear, therefore, that the

approximate value was utterly unreliable. However, the two values

are of the same order of magnitude, and a little reflection will convince

anyone that in this particular example, at least, we have no right to

expect an agreement between the two values beyond the second place

of decimals. At least one of the values of
B',.

is very nearly equal to

5°, and if we bear in mind that when we use the formula of the first

approximation we are neglecting all terms involving the powers of

this angle above the second, we can easily see that the agreement
above in the first two figures to the right of the decimal-point is all

that we could look for here.

In order to find Abbe's measure of the Angular Value of the Lack

of Detail in the Image on account of the Spherical Aberration, we

proceed as follows :

IgSP^. = 2.1024337 +
3 Ig/?!

= 2.3344538 +
clg 2«i

= 9.6989700 +
lg6i,„,

= 4-1358575
-

This angle is expressed here in radians. It will be found to be less

than o".3.

ART. 85. CONCERNING THE TERMS OF THE HIGHER ORDERS IN THE
SERIES-DEVELOPMENT OF THE LONGITUDINAL ABERRATION.

274. The formulae derived in Art. 82 were based on the assumption
that we could put v — u = aQ'\ thereby in the series-development of

the expression for the Longitudinal Aberration neglecting all the terms

after the first. So long as the slope-angle d is relatively small, this

procedure is fairly justified, and even though the formulae thus ob-

tained cannot claim to be entirely accurate, they will often enable us

to compute very approximately the magnitude of the Spherical Aber-

ration. Applied to optical systems of relatively narrow aperture, the

formulae will be found to be extremely serviceable in so far as they
exhibit clearly the effect that will be produced by a variation of any
one of the factors (radii, intervals, etc.) that are involved in the

problem: so that the optical designer, instead of having to grope his

way by means of tedious trial-calculations, can proceed methodically
to make such alterations as he sees will tend to diminish the Spherical
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Aberration. Especially, in the design of the Objectives of Telescopes—a problem which c\er since the time of Galileo has engaged the

attention of some of the greatest mathematicians of the world—
these approximate formula? have proved to be of the greatest value.

If the Longitudinal Aberration 8u is developed in a series of ascend-

ing powers of one of the variables a, 6, (p or h, it is obvious that the

greater the relative magnitude of this variable, the more terms of the

series will it be necessary to take account of. Thus, provided the

slope-angle 6 is not too great, it may suffice to take account of only
the first two terms of the development, and then we may write:

5u = ad- + bd\

The development of the formula? for the co-efficients a and b, by
Abbe's Method of Invariants, is given by Koenig and von Rohr in

their treatise on Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aherratione7i} The re-

current formula obtained in this way for the aberration-co-efficient of

the second term, viz. b[^, is not too complex to be often very service-

able in the practical design of optical instruments; but the co-efficients

of the succeeding terms of the series lead to exceedingly complicated

algebraic expressions, and are not usually of much value on this ac-

count, especially also as we begin to encounter well-nigh insurmount-

able numerical difficulties in trying to evaluate by means of these

expressions the radii of the spherically corrected system. In case it

is necessary to take account of these higher terms, the only satis-

factory procedure is to resort to the laborious method of trigonomet-

rical calculation of the ray-paths. After a number of trials it is nearly

always possible by suitable alterations of the radii, thicknesses, etc.,

to contrive so that some selected ray shall emerge from the system so

as to cross the optical axis approximately at the same point as the

paraxial image-rays; and although this by no means implies that

any other ray of the same meridian section will also intersect the

axis at this point, it is usually a first step in the direction of dimin-

ishing the Longitudinal Aberration. The method is very fully ex-

plained, with a great number of actual numerical illustrations, in

Steinheil & Voit's Handbuch der angewandten Optik (Leipzig, 1891).

275. The Aberration Curve. If the Longitudinal Aberration bii of

a ray of incidence-height h is developed in a series of ascending powers
of h, and if we take account of only the first two terms, we may write:

hit = ah^ -{- bh*;

iThis is Chapter V of von Rohr's Die Theorie der optischen Instrumenle (Berlin, 1904);

see pages 217-219 and pages 235-239.
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where a and h are co-efficients independent of the variable h. If a

and h both vanish, the Longitudinal Aberration will be zero for all

values of h, and in such a case (which never actually occurs) the optical

system would be entirely free from aberration for the axial object-point

in question.

If we suppose that the co-efficients a, b have opposite signs, we

shall find that the above equation represents a curve, of the general

^v-i

^f

Fig. 134.

Aberration-Curve : Case of Under-Cor-
rection.

Fig. 135.

Aberration-Curve: Case of Overcor-
rection.

form shown in Figs. 134 and 135, which is symmetrical with respect to

the X-axis, and which is tangent to the ^-axis at the origin. This

curve is called the Aberration Curve. For the value du = o, we obtain:

h =
g V — a/b;

consequently, the ray whose incidence-height is equal to g will cross

the optical axis at the point M where the paraxial rays converge, and

the system is, therefore, said to be spherically corrected for this ray.

For all values of h comprised between h = o and h =
g, the sign of

8u remains unchanged, so that all the intermediate rays will be either

spherically under-corrected {8u < o), as in Fig. 134, or spherically

over-corrected (8u > o), as in Fig. 135.

Moreover, we have a maximum (or minimum) value of the Longi-

tudinal Aberration 8u at the origin and also at the points whose ordi-

nates are:

^ =
;
= dn l/— a /2b.

' These co-efficients a and b are, of course, not the same as the co-efficients denoted

by these same letters in the development of u in a series of ascending powers of ^.
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The absolute value of the Longitudinal Aberration will be greatest,

therefore, for the ray whose incidence-height is j = gjVz, and this

value is nearly equal to —
a'/^b. The smaller this greatest value is,

the more nearly will the system be spherically corrected.

Without knowing the values of the co-efficients a and b, the Aberra-

tion Curve can be plotted by calculating by the trigonometrical for-

mulae the values of u corresponding to given values of the incidence-

height //, and by practical opticians this method is used to exhibit

graphically the performance in respect to spherical aberration of the

optical system as finally completed.

Concerning the Choice of a Suitable Aperture for the Objective, the

question arises. Which ray of the bundle shall be "corrected
"

so as

to cross the optical axis at the point where the paraxial rays converge?

According to Gauss, ^
if H denotes the radius of the aperture of the

objective, w'e should choose for this purpose the ray for which

The value

h = g= Hve/s.

h = g = Hli/z

has also been recommended as a suitable value of the incidence-

height of the corrected ray; in this case the working part of the

spherical refracting surface will be divided by the circle of radius g

into two equal zones, so that half of the refracted rays will be under-

corrected and half will be over-corrected.

III. The Sine-Condition. (Optical Systems of Wide Aperture and Small Field
OF Vision.)

ART. 86. DERIVATION AND MEANING OF THE SINE-CONDITION.

276. We have seen that it is possible to design an optical system
of centered spherical surfaces which for a pair of conjugate axial points

is free, or practically free, from spherical aberration; so that to a

homocentric bundle of object-rays proceeding from a point M on the

optical axis there will correspond a homocentric bundle of image-rays

with its vertex at the GAUSsian image-point M\ If the optical sys-

tem consists of a single spherical refracting surface, it will be recalled

that it was the pair of so-called Aplanatic Points Z, Z' that were thus

characterized by the property that to an incident chief ray crossing

the axis at Z at any angle d corresponded a refracted ray crossing the

1 See Gauss's Letter to Brandes. given in Gehlers Physik. Woerterbnch {'Leipzig, 1831),

Bd. vi., I. Abt., S. 437. This letter is quoted at length in Czapski's Theorie der optischen
Inslrumente (Breslau, 1893), p. 96.
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axis at the conjugate point Z' (§207). But this was not the only
characteristic of this remarkable pair of points, for we found, also

(§211, Note 3), that the slope-angles Q, d' of the incident and re-

fracted rays were connected by the relation:

ny sin 6 = 7i'y' sin d',

where y'jy = F denoted the Lateral Magnification of the imagery by
means of paraxial rays with respect to the pair of conjugate axial

points Z, Z' . If the relation between the Object-Space and the Image-

Space were a collinear relation (as it would be if all the rays concerned

were paraxial rays), the slope-angles d, d' would be connected by the

Law of Robert Smith (§ 194), viz.:

ny tan 6 = n'y' tan B'',

but, since for finite values of 6, d' these two equations cannot both

be true at the same time, it is manifest that the correspondence by
means of wide-angle bundles of rays between the Aplanatic Points

of a single spherical refracting surface is not the same kind of corre-

spondence as we have in the ideal case of optical imagery. Here is

a matter, therefore, that requires to be investigated.

The mere fact that an optical system has been so contrived that

for a pair of conjugate axial points M, M' the Spherical Aberration is

sensibly negligible, by no means implies also that the system will be

free from aberration for any other object-point, for example, for a

point Q very near to M. If the aperture of the system is so narrow

that the rays which are concerned in producing the image may be

regarded as altogether paraxial rays, we know that to an infinitely

small object-line MQ perpendicular to the optical axis at M there will

correspond, point by point, an infinitely small image-line M'Q' per-

pendicular to the optical axis at M'; but, in general, if the incident

rays which come from the object-point Q constitute a wide-angle

bundle of rays, only those rays which proceed very close to the axis

will emerge from the system so as to meet in the corresponding Gauss-

ian image-point Q'. Even in those cases where the Spherical Aber-

ration with respect to the axial points M, M' has been most completely

abolished, the points of the image which are not on the axis will appear
so blurred and indistinct that the diameters of their aberration-circles

are actually comparable in magnitude with their distances from the

axis. According to Abbe,^ the explanation of this indistinctness is to

^ E. Abbe: Ueber die Bedingungen des Aplanatismus der Linsensysteme: Sitzungsher.

der Jenaischen Gesellschaft fur Med. u. Naturw., 1879, 129-142; also, Gesammelle Ab-

handlungen, Bd. I, 213-226.
27
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1 1 .

Flc. 136.

SlNE-CON-nlTION.

be found in the fact that the images of the object-line MQ (Fig. 136)

produced by the different zones of the spherically corrected system
ha\e different magnifications; and, thus, although all these images
will lie along the same line perpendicular to the optical axis at ilf,

being of unequal lengths, they will overlap each other and produce
therefore a confused image.

Q

V

If the angular aperture of

the objective is pretty
large, the differences in

these magnification-ratios

may amount to as much as

50 per cent, or more of the

lateral magnification pro-

duced by the central or pa-

raxial rays. Evidently, under such circumstances there will be no

imagery at all in any practical sense. The problem consists, there-

fore, in finding the condition that the magnifications of all the differ-

ent zones of the objective shall be equal to each other, that is, equal
to the magnification

Y = Ai'Q'iMQ

of the imagery by means of paraxial rays.

277. Consider an object-ray u proceeding from the axial object-

point M to which corresponds an image-ray u' crossing the optical

axis at the point M' conjugate to M; and let 6, 6' denote the slope-

angles of this pair of corresponding rays. Since the optical system
is supposed to be spherically corrected with respect to the points if,

M'
,
to an infinitely narrow bundle of object-rays whose chief ray

is u will correspond an infinitely narrow homocentric bundle of

image-rays whose chief ray is u'; so that the I. and II. image-

points coincide with each other at the axial point M' . We saw (§ 245)

that within the infinitely narrow region of space surrounding the

"mean" incident chief ray in the object-space and the corresponding

emergent chief ray in the image-space, there was a collinear corre-

spondence between the plane-fields tt, t' of the Meridian Rays and

also between the plane-fields tt, tt' of the Sagittal Rays; of such a

character that to an infinitely small object-line MV lying in the plane

of the meridian section and perpendicular at M to the "mean" inci-

dent chief ray u there corresponds an infinitely small image-line M'V
in the same plane and perpendicular at M' to the emergent chief ray

u'\ and, similarly, to an infinitely small object-line MW lying in the
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plane x of the pencil of Sagittal object-rays and perpendicular at M
to the "mean" incident chief ray u there corresponds an infinitely

small image-line M'W in the plane Ir' of the pencil of Sagittal image-

rays and perpendicular at M' to the chief image-ray u' .

We shall use the symbols

7„ = M'V'IMV, F„ = M'W'IMW,

to denote the lateral magnifications of the Meridian and Sagittal Rays,

respectively. The line-elements MW and M'W are perpendicular to

the optical axis at M and M' , respectively; but the same thing is not

true with respect to the line-elements MV and MV . If in the

meridian plane we draw VR, V'R' perpendicular at F, V to MV,
M'V and meeting in R, R' the axis-ordinates erected at M, M',

respectively, so that

MV = MR -cos d, M'V = M'R'- cos d';

then

M'R' cosg

MR ~
"cos9''

and in order that the image at Af of a plane element perpendicular to

the optical axis at M shall be identical with the GAUSsian image, or

the image produced by means of the central (paraxial) rays, we must
have:

M'R' M'W' M'Q'

that is,
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where n and ;/' denote the refractive indices of the media of the inci-

dent and emergent rays, respectively.

Let us consider, first, tJie Imagery in the Plane of the Meridian

Section of the infinitely narrow bundle of incident rays whose chief

ray is n. Obviously,

^'^ dd'

and from the above relations we obtain:

M'R' _ n cos d dd _ ^n-d (sin 6)

MR ~
n' cos d' dd'

^
n'-d{sindy

This equation shows that the lateral magnification perpendicular to

the optical axis at the points ikf, M' produced by the Meridian Rays
depends on the slope-angle d of the chief incident ray u; and, hence,

the condition that this magnification shall have the same value for

all values of the slope-angle d, between the value B = o and the value

of 6 for the edge-ray is:

n d (sin 6)

n'-d {sine')

= Y;

and, since this equation must be satisfied by all values of d, d', in-

cluding very small values, it may be written:

sing n'
-^~-, = - F. (300)sm d n -^

In the next place, we proceed to consider the Imagery of the Sagittal

Rays of the same infinitely narrow bundle of rays. The value of the

angular magnification in the Sagittal Section may easily be found by

imagining the figure to be rotated about the optical axis through a

very small angle, in which case the angles between the initial and

final positions of the chief incident and emergent rays u, u' will be the

angles d\, d\' whose ratio d\'/dX is equal to Z„. According to formula

(251) of Chap. XI and formula (185) of Chap. I X, we have for the ^th

spherical surface:

7 -h -h - sin d'k

S/^ l^ smg;,_i

and, since
k=m

2« = il ^u, k,

/t=l
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we shall find :

-
^ sin dl ^ sing^

"
sin 01 sine

'

since here we write 6 and 6' in place of d^ and d'„^, respectively.

The lateral magnification F„ of the the Imagery by means of the

Sagittal Rays must be equal to the lateral magnification Y of the

imagery by means of the Paraxial Rays; and, hence, since

Y^'Z^ = Y-Z^ =
n/n',

we obtain here also :

sin d n'

sm d n

as the condition that the magnification of the Imagery by means of

the Sagittal Rays shall be constant and equal to that by means of the

Paraxial Rays; and this condition is seen to be precisely the same as

was found above for the Imagery by means of the Meridian Rays.
It will be observed also that it is likewise identical with the character-

istic relation which we found to be true always in regard to the pair

of aplanatic points of a single spherical refracting surface (§211,
Note 3).

The law here derived, known as the Sine-Condition, is one of the

most important of the valuable contributions of Abbe^ to the theory
of Optical Instruments. It may be stated as follows:

The necessary and sufficient condition that all the zones of the spheri-

cally corrected optical system shall produce equal-sized images at the

axis-point M', conjugate to the axial object-point M, is that, for all rays

traversing the system, the ratio of the sines of the slope-angles of each pair

of corresponding incident and emergent rays shall be constant; that is,

sin 61sin 6' = constant.

The value of this constant, as we see from formula (300), is n'Yjn.
278. Other Proofs of the Sine-Law. The so-called Sine-Condition

as enunciated by Abbe, in 1873, for the special case of a centered

system of spherical refracting surfaces might have been seen to be

' E. Abbe: Beitraege zur Theorie des Mikroskops und der mikroskopischen Wahr-

nehmung: M. Schultzes Archiv fiir mikroskopische Anatomie, IX (1873), 413-468. Also,

Gesammclte Ahhandlungen, Bd. I, 45-100. See also paper entitled: Ueber die Bedingungen
des Aplanatismus der Linsensysteme: Silzungsher. der Jenaischen Gesellschaft fiir Med. u.

Naturw., 1879, 129-142; reprinted in Carls Repertorium der Exper.-Phys., XVI (1880),

303-316, and in Gesammelle Abhandlungen, Bd. I, 213-226.
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contained in a far more general law of Clausius's' based on the
Second Fundamental Principle of Thermodynamics; which may be
stated thus:

If the energy radiated by an element of surface da, in a medium of

refractive index «, by a bundle of rays of solid angle dfco, is transmitted

entirely to an element of surface da' , in a medium of refractive index
n' , by a bundle of rays of solid angle </co', then we must have the fol-

lowing equation:

n'-cosd-doo da'

n'^'cos 6' 'do:' da-
'

where 6, 6' denote the angles between the chief rays and the corre-

sponding surface-normals.

Applied to the case of an optical system of centered spherical surf-

aces, to the axis of which the surface-elements da, da' are supposed
to be perpendicular, this equation is easily reducible to the form given

by formula (300). For in this special case the magnitudes 6, B'

evidently denote the slope-angles of the incident and refracted rays,
and

do: sind-dB

d^'
^

s'mB'-dd"

so that Clausius's equation becomes:

7i~'dism~B) da'

n'-'d{sin'B') ^'da'

and, since da'/da = Y^, we obtain by integration:

sing _n[y
sm B n

Applying the Law of the Conservation of Energy to the Radiation

of Light, Helmholtz^ has given also another mode of deducing Abbe's

Sine-Condition, which is interesting, inasmuch as this important re-

sult is thus obtained from still another point of view.

Finally, let us mention here the extremely simple and elegant proof

' See Browne's English Translation of Clausius's Mechanical Theory of Heat (London,

1879), p. 321. The law of Clausius's here referred to was first published in the cele-

brated paper. Die Concentration von Waerme und Lichtstrahlen und die Grenzen ihrer

Wirkung: Pogg. Ann., cxxi. (1864), S. i.

* H. Helmholtz : Die theoretische Grenze fiir die Leistungsfaehigkeit der Mikro-

skope: Pogg. Ann., Jubelband, 1874, 557-584. See also WissenschaftUche Abhandlungen.
II, P- 185.
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of the Sine-Law published by Mr. Hockin/ which is based on the

general law of the equality of the optical lengths (§ 38) of all the ray-

paths between the pair of conjugate axial points M, M' for which the

system is assumed to be spherically corrected.

ART. 87. APLANATISM.

279. We must explain here the meaning that is to be attached

to the term "aplanatic', as it is employed by Abbe and modern

writers on Optics. Formerly, this word was applied to an optical

system merely to mean that it was free from spherical aberration,

and this is the sense in which the term is used by Coddington,

Herschel, etc. But, according to Abbe, in order for an optical

system to be aplanatic, it must fulfil each of two requirements,

viz.: (i) It must be free from spherical aberration for a pair of

conjugate axis-points M, M'; and (2) The sine-condition must also

be satisfied for this pair of points M, M'. Thus, the aplanatic pair

of points Z, Z' of a spherical refracting surface are rightly so-

called, because not merely are these points free from aberration,

but, as we have seen, they fulfil the Sine-Condition also. On the

other hand, the focal points of a reflecting ellipsoidal surface are

not aplanatic, because they do not satisfy the Sine-Condition, and the

same observation applies also with respect to the infinitely distant

axial point and the focal point of a parabolic reflector.

Accordingly, the Aplanatic Points of an optical system are the points

en the axis for which the spherical aberration is abolished, and which

at the same time satisfy the Sine- Condition.

Abbe^ has described a very ingenious and simple mode of testing

the aplanatism of a lens-system; consisting in viewing through the

system a certain sheaf of concentric hyperbolae, the plane of the object-

figure being placed perpendicularly to the axis with the common centre

at the proper distance from the aplanatic point; which should yield as

image two sheaves of mutually perpendicular, equidistant parallel lines

(see § 291). By means of this device, Abbe has investigated the older

typesof microscopes, and he hasshown that, long before the publication,

* Charles Hockin: On the estimation of aperture in the microscope: Journ. Royal
Mic. Soc, (2), IV (1884;), 337-346. See also J. D. Everett's note on Hockin's proof of

the Sine Condition, Phil. Mag., (6), IV (1902), p. 170. Hockin's Proof of the Sine-Con-

dition will be found given also in the 9th edition of Mueller-Pouillet's Lehrbuch der

Physik. Bd. II, Optik, and in Drude's Lehrbuch der Opiik.
^ E. Abbe: Ueber die Bedingungen des Aplanatismus der Linsensysteme: Sitzungsber.

der Jenaischen Gesellschaft fur Med. u. Naiurw., 1879, 129-142; also, Gesammelle Ab-

handlungen, I, 213-226; also, reprinted in Carls Rep. der Exper.-Phys., XVI (i88o)f

303-316.
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in 1873, of the Sine-Condition, microscope-designers, without knowing
it, had all more or less perfectly fulfilled this essential requirement

along with the abolition of the spherical aberration. As Lummer'

observes, this is only another of the many instances in which correct

practice has preceded theory.

ART. 88. THE SINE-CONDITION IN THE FOCAL PLANES.

280. It has been pointed out (§ 276) that the imagery which we
obtain when the Sine-Condition is fulfilled is not governed by the same
laws as we have in the case of Collinear Imagery. This difference is

made strikingly manifest, for example, if the aplanatic pair of points are

the infinitely distant point of the optical axis and one of the Focal Points

of the optical system; as we shall proceed to show. Let MB be an
incident ray proceeding from the axial point M and meeting the first

surface of the system at B, and let us put:

BM =
I, IAMB =

d,

where A designates the vertex of the first spherical surface. If h

denotes the incidence-height of this ray at this surface, then

sm0 =
—J.

Moreover, if :x;
= FM denotes the abscissa of the object-point M with

respect to the Primary Focal Point F, then (see Chap. VII, § 179)

the lateral magnification of the imagery by means of paraxial rays is:

X

where /denotes the Primary Focal Length of the optical system. And
since (§ 193)

n

where e' denotes the Secondary Focal Length of the system, evidently,

we may write:

n X

If M, M' are the pair of aplanatic points of the system, the Sine-Condi-

' See Mueller-Pouillet's Lehrbuch der Physik, Bd. II, Optik, neunte Auflage, Art.

191.
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tion expressed by formula (300) may be put in the following form:

_h. l^
sin 6' X

'

And if we suppose now that the object-point M is the infinitely distant

point E of the optical axis, and, consequently, the image-point M'
coincides with the secondary focal point E', then I = x = 00, in which

case we find :

h

s\nd'
= e'.

Similarly, for the case of an infinitely distant image-point F' cor-

responding to an object-point at the Primary Focal Point F, we should

obtain:

sin d
'•

If, therefore, supposing that the aplanatic pair of points Is the pair

E, E'
, to which the first of these two equations applies, we describe

around the Secondary Focal Point E' as centre a sphere of radius e'
,

all the points of intersection of the parallel object-rays with their cor-

responding image-rays will lie on the surface of this sphere, whereas

in the case of Collinear Imagery, these points of intersection of the

incident and emergent rays all lie in the Secondary Principal Plane

which touches the above-mentioned sphere at its vertex.

'

ART. 89. ONLY ONE PAIR OF APLANATIC POINTS POSSIBLE.

281. When an optical system is so contrived that for a certain

pair of points M, M' on the optical axis not only is the spherical aber-

ration abolished but at the same time the Sine-Condition is fulfilled,

a flat element of luminous surface placed normally to the axis at M
will be distinctly delineated as a flat surface-element at M' by bundles

of rays of any angular width (not exceeding the angular aperture of

the system) : but it by no means follows that the system will give at

M' a distinct image of a plane area at M of finite dimensions; nor,

indeed, that it will produce such an image even of an element of surface

if it is situated at any other place on the axis. In fact, an optical

system cannot have even two pairs of adjacent aplanatic points; for

if this were possible, the system would have to be spherically corrected

for both pairs of points, and this requirement, as we shall show, is in-

compatible with the condition that either of the two pairs of points
is aplanatic.
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In the diagram (,1'ig. i J7) M, M' are supposed to be a pair of apla-

natic points of the optical system. A ray MB emanating from the

object-point M and inclined to the axis at an angle 6 will, after trav-

ersing the system, emerge so as to cross the axis at the image-point

M', the slope of tlu- image-ray being denoted by 0'. This pair of

corresponding rays ma>' be regarded as the chief rays of two infinitely

Fig. 137.

An Ottical Svstem can have only one pair of Aplanatic Points M, M' .

narrow pencils of corresponding Meridian Rays; let /' designate the

position on the emergent chief ray of the Secondary Focal Point of

this pencil of Meridian Rays (see §§235, 246). The image M'R' of

an infinitely small object-line MR perpendicular to the optical axis at

M will be determined by constructing the path through the system of

a ray proceeding from R parallel to MB which will emerge in a direct-

ion very nearly the same as that of the emergent chief ray, and which

will intersect this ray at /', and which, by its intersection with the

normal to the optical axis at M' will determine the image-point R'

corresponding to R. Let P, P' designate the points where this ray

crosses the axis before and after refraction through the optical system.

The pair of axial points P, P' are adjacent to the aplanatic pair of

points ilf, ilf ; and, therefore, let us write:

MF = dx, M'P' = dx'.

Let us now assume also that the optical system is spherically corrected

for the points P, P', so that they also are a pair of conjugate points;

in which case the ratio dx'/dx will be the value of the axial magnifica-

tion, at the points M, M', of the imagery by means of paraxial rays.

Hence (see Chap. VII, § 179), we find:

dx' n'
2

dx n '

where Y denotes the lateral magnification, at the conjugate points

M, M', of the imagery by means of paraxial rays.
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Now from the figure we obtain:

MR = - dx-tdind, M'R' = -
dx'-tand',

since /.M'P'R' differs from the angle d' by only an infinitesimal

magnitude; and, hence,

dx^ _ M^tand^
dx

~ MR tang'*

Here, we may recall that in § 277 we found :

M'R' _ n-cos d-dO

~MR
~

n'-cose'-dd''

and therefore equating the two expressions above for dx' /dx, and at

the same time introducing this last relation, we obtain the following

equation:

smd-de = ^Y^-smd''dd';n

which, being integrated, gives:

n''
COS0 = — F^-cosa' + C,

n'

where C denotes the integration-constant. The value of C can be

found by putting d = 6' = o; thus, we obtain:

n'^

n'

Substituting this value of C in the above result, we find :

/2

I - COS = -T F^(i
- cos 6'),n

which can be written finally as follows:

. d
sm- ,

I = ^V
.6' n
sm —

2

Evidently, this equation cannot be satisfied at the same time with the

Sine-Condition expressed by equation (300) . Consequently, an optical

system can have only one pair of aplanatic points.

This result might have been established immediately by merely re-

marking again (§ 276) that the Sine-Condition Imagery is essentially
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dillcrent Ironi Colliucar I inai;cr>-. Now we know that if as many as two

elements of surface perpentliciilar to the axis are portrayed by similar

surface-elements also perpendicular to the optical axis, the Imagery
must be CoUinear, and hence it follows that tha Sine-Condition cannot

be satisfied for two pairs of axial points. Thus, for example, the ob-

jective of a microscope must always be computed for that pair of

aplanatic points for which it is to be used; and in order to obtain a

distinct image of the object, the latter must be placed at the aplanatic

point of the Object-Space.
It appears, therefore, that with all the means at his disposal, the

utmost that the practical optician, employing wide-angle bundles of

rays, can hope to achieve is the approximate realization of one or other

of two theoretical possibilities: To produce a perfectly sharp image

(i) Either of an indefinitely small element of surface perpendicular to

the axis, (2) Or, else, of an indefinitely small element of the axis itself.

It is practically impossible to obtain a sharp image of even an indefi-

nitely small axial element of volume; for the conditions which are

required to be fulfilled in order to portray distinctly its dimension

parallel to the optical axis are at variance with the conditions that

must be satisfied in order to produce a distinct image of its lateral

dimensions.

ART. 90. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMULA FOR THE SINE-CONDITION
ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE SLOPE-ANGLES

ARE COMPARATIVELY SMALL.

282. Let us assume now that the effective bundles of rays are

limited by a suitable stop so that the slope-angles 6 are all compara-

tively small—so small that we may neglect powers of 6 above the

third. The following method of development is practically the same

as that given by Koenig and voN Rohr.^

Since, according to formula (185),

sin el l^

we have, evidently:

sm 0;t-i h

,
«m sm e„, ^ w„,

y-r
^md^ = ^' TT h'

Wi sin 61 Wi k=-.i sin d'^_i w, ^=1 /;,

'

283. Let us first obtain the development of the ray-length in a

series of ascending powers of the central angle <p. Since, by the second

^ A. Koenig und M. von Rohr: Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen: Chapter
V of VON Rohr's Die Theorie der optischen Inslrumente (Berlin, 1904), Bd. I, 302-304.
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of formulae (i8o),

V — r = I -cos 9 — r-cos(p,

we obtain, neglecting powers of 6 and <p above the third,

or

Now

u'
'

and, hence, finally, we obtain:

' = '('-¥£)• (30.)

where J denotes the so-called zero-invariant (§ 126).

Since

V = U -\- bll, iTip
=

/?",

we may also write this formula as follows:

I = u\\ -\- ^" ). (302)

And for the ray-length /' of the refracted ray we have merely to prime
the letters n and u in this formula.

To the same degree of approximation, we obtain, therefore, for the

ratio ///' the following formula:

\ u { , ^^ J \ hu\ ,,
7
= -J i4-/r -A— -A . (303)' u \ 2 nil u )

^-^ ^'

284. Thus, re-introducing the subscripts, we obtain:

w„, sin Q

Wi sm ^, Wi L A=i
"

X'f^uJk A=i V n /,,J a-=i %
If this expression is to be constant for all values of 6^ (or h^, then

we must have:
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Now, since (see formula? (270))

we have :

•'-^-'''-^=«'0,")'U II

8u 1 ( n-bu n- bu\

u J — J \ u u )

n -hu , , ,, hll

A ={J-J)Au u — u

and

and, hence,

*=l \ u /^. i.=i V Zf
- U J„ A=l A-

-
•'/. \ w //.

But, since

«/.
-

"I-i
= 4-1 = «/.

-
«l-i.

we have evidently :

^.=1 \u- u J
H
— r = O,

u,
— u, z^,„

—
u„.

since in the present case, in which the system is supposed to be spheri-

cally corrected for the two axial points My, ikf„'j, we must have:

5m,
= o =

5m,',.

According to formula (281a), we have:

A—— = — hh J -A—
;

u" ^ nu
and, hence, we find:

Accordingly, the Sine-Condition may be expressed as follows:

'ShljJ 1
- j^)a(') =0;

Let Qy designate the end-point of the infinitely short object-line

M^Qy perpendicular to the optical axis at M,, and let h^ denote the

incidence-height of the paraxial object-ray which, proceeding from Q^

or
k=m
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is directed towards the centre Mj of the Entrance-Pupil (§257), and

let h^ denote the incidence-height of this ray at the ^th spherical surf-

ace. Introducing the relation given by formula (155) of Chapter

VIII, viz.:

h,h,{J,
- A) = hKiJ^ -

J,),

which, in the way it is employed here, is admissible, since we neglect

magnitudes above the third order, we obtain finally the formula for

the Sine-Condition in the following form:

Z hlh,J,J,l (

)

= 0. (304)

Seidel^ notes the fact that Fraunhofer in his characteristic con-

struction of the telescope-objective, appears to have satisfied this

condition, and he, therefore, calls formula (304) the Fraunhofer
Condition.

If this condition is fulfilled, along with the condition of the aboli-

tion of the spherical aberration for the conjugate axial points M^, M^,
we shall have {cf. Chapter VI, § 138) :

^',n sin el ^ nl
y^ Uj, _ i

Til sin ^1 Wj k^x ti[. Y '

IV. Orthoscopy. Condition' that the Image Shall Be Free from Distortion.

ART. 91. DISTORTION OF THE IMAGE OF AN EXTENSIVE OBJECT FORMED
BY NARROW BUNDLES OF RAYS.

285. In case the object to be depicted is, say, a plane surface of

finite dimensions placed perpendicular to the optical axis of the Lens-

System, our only chance of obtaining an approximately correct image
will be by introducing a small circular stop, or diaphragm, whose duty
will be to limit the angular widths of the operative bundles of rays

emanating from the various points of the object. It is obvious that

this mode of producing an image will be attended also by a number of

difficulties of one kind and another, which may be described in a

general way as aberrations due to the obliquity of the rays proceeding
from the lateral parts of the object. In general, a plane object will

not be reproduced by a plane image, but on account of the astigmatism
of the narrow bundles of rays, the image will be resolved into a double

image, symmetrically situated with respect to the optical axis on two

^ L. Seidel: Zur Dioptrik. Ueber die Entwicklung der Glieder 3ter. Ordnung, welche

den Weg eines ausserhalb der Ebene der Axe gelegenen Lichtstrahles durch ein System
brechenden Medien, bestimmen: Astr. Nach., No. 1029, xliii. (1856). See Section 9 of

Seidel's paper.
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curved surfaces, called the "astigmatic image-surfaces" (§ 295).

However, passing over for the present both of these difficulties, and

assuming that the aberrations which produce astigmatism and curva-

ture of the image have been eliminated to some extent at least, so that

we have a fairly sharp, flat image, even under these conditions we may
still find that the image does not reproduce the object faithfully, but is

distorted. This latter defect, which is quite distinct from the other

aberrations that have to do more with the sharpness of the image, will

be explained more fully in the following investigation.

286. Image-Points regarded as lying on the Chief Rays. If there

were coUinear correspondence between Object-Space and Image-

Space, the image of an object-plane a perpendicular at Af to the

optical axis of the centered system of spherical surfaces would

not only be reproduced, point by point, in the image-plane a' perpen-

dicular to the optical axis at the point M', which, by Gauss's Theory,
is conjugate to the axial object-point M, but the image would be in

every respect precisely similar to the object. The actual rays, how-

ever, being subject, as we say, to aberrations, pursue routes which,

in general, are quite different from the paths that they would take if

the image were ideal; so that, for example, an outgoing ray, proceed-

ing from an object-point P in the plane a, and traversing the optical

system, will emerge finally and cross the image-plane a' at a point P\
which will be identical with the GAUSsian image-point only under

exceptional circumstances. Moreover, another ray proceeding from the

same object-point P will generally determine a different point P' in

the image-plane a'. This latter difficulty may be partially overcome

by the use of a very small stop, whereby the effective rays emanating
from the object-point P are all comprised within the limits of a very
narrow bundle, all the rays of which have nearly the same inclinations

and, consequently, cross the image-plane at approximately the same

point, so that we do have there in a certain sense a more or less in-

distinct image of P.

Taking the more general case, and one that is, in fact, very common
in actual optical instruments, let us suppose that this stop is inter-

posed somewhere in the interior of the optical system, with its centre

on the optical axis at a point which we shall designate by the letter 0,

and w^hich coincides with the point where paraxial rays, which in

the Object-Space go through the centre M of the Entrance-Pupil (see

§ 257), cross the optical axis in their progress through the medium in

which the stop is situated. As has been already explained (§ 258),

the chief ray emanating from the object-point P is that one of the bun-

dle which leaves P in such a direction that it will, in traversing the
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medium where the stop is, go through the centre of the stop. The path
of this ray will He in the meridian plane containing the object-point

P, which is here the plane of the diagram (Fig. 138). If the image-

FiG. 138.

Distortion of the Image. jr;r represents the Optical Axis of a centered system of spherical

surfaces. The position of the stop-centre is marked by O. The Object-Plane and the Image-Plane
are designated by f, c'. The straight lines with arrow-heads show the directions of portions of the

path of the chief ray which has its origin at the Object-Point P (or O) in the Object-Plane o-.

MP=V = MQ = y. M'Q'=3^. M'P' =
ri'. Q'P' = 5y',

MM = u— u, Af HI' = n' — u' , ^..MLP==e, IM'UP'=&'.

plane a' is supposed to be occupied by a screen, what actually appears
on this screen may now be called the practical image of the plane

object perpendicular to the optical axis at M. Immediately around

the axial image-point M' there will be other sharp image-points, but

at a little distance from the axis we shall have image-spots instead of

image-points, and these images will be more and more indistinct, the

farther they are from the axis. If the diameter of the stop is reduced,

the effect will be to diminish the dimensions of the image-spots, and

as a limiting case we may even suppose that the stop contracts into

a mere point or pinhole-opening at 0, so that only the chief rays ema-

nating from the points of the object-plane a succeed in getting past the

stop. These chief rays, which constitute a sort of skeleton of the

bundles of effective rays, will determine by their intersections with

the image-plane a' the positions in this plane of the image-points

corresponding to the points of the object-plane a. Thus, in this view

of the matter, the point P', where the chief ray emanating from P
finally crosses the image-plane o-', is to be considered as the image of

the ohject-point P.

287. Measure of the Distortion. The position in the image-plane
a' of the point Q' , which, by Gauss's Theory, is conjugate to a point

Q in the object-plane cr, is defined by the equation:

M'Q' = Y-MQ,

where Y denotes the magnitude of the Lateral Magnification of the

optical system for the pair of conjugate axial points M, M'. If we
28
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suppose that the point Q coincides with the object-point P, and if

we put:

MQ = y = MP =
n, M'Q' =

y',

the formula above may be written as follows:

/ = y-v.

The Distortion of the image of the point P is measured by the

aberration

5y'
= Q'P' = M'P' - M'Q' ^

r,'
-

y''

An image which is free from distortion, and which, therefore, is exactly
similar to the object in its entire extent, is called orthoscopic, or "angle-

true", because straight lines are reproduced as straight lines and

homologous angles in the object and image are equal. A lens which

casts an orthoscopic image is called a "rectilinear" lens.

ART. 92. CONDITIONS OF ORTHOSCOPY.

288. General Case: "When the Centres of the Pupils are Affected

with Aberrations. In the diagram (Fig. 138) the optical axis of the

system is represented, but the actual refracting surfaces are not shown.

The axial points M, M' are the centres of the Entrance-Pupil and Exit-

Pupil, respectively, and designates the position of the stop-centre.

The chief object-ray proceeding from the point P of the object-plane
(7 crosses the axis (really or virtually) at a point L, which, in general,

will not be very far from the point M, since, during its progress through
the system, this ray must pass (really) through the stop-centre 0.

Emerging after refraction at the last surface, this same ray will finally

cross the axis (really or virtually) at a point L', and determine by its

intersection with the image-plane a' the point P', which we have agreed
to consider as the image of the object-point P. If

e = ZMLP, 9' = AM'L'P'

denote the slope-angles of the chief ray before and after passing through
the optical system, we have from the diagram:

MP = LM -tan 0, M'P' = L'M' -tan 9'.

If A, A' designate the vertices of the first and last spherical surfaces

of the system, and if we put

AM=u, A'M'=u', AM=u, A'M' = u', ML = 5u, M'L' = 8u',
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then, since,

LM = LM + MA + AM = tc
- u - 8u,

I'M' = LM' + M'A' + A'M' = u' - u' - du\
we obtain :

77' _ u' - u' - 8u'
tan_e'

7] u — u — 8u tan

Now if the image is to be free from distortion, the point P' must coin-

cide with the ideal image-point Q'; that is, 77'
= M'P' must be iden-

tical with y'
= M'Q', which means that we must have:

^: = y: = Y-
V y

and, hence, the Condition of Orthoscopy, which requires that all pairs

of conjugate chief rays shall trace similar figures on the object-plane

and image-plane, may be expressed by the following formula:

tan 6' « — u — 5u ,^ , ,

tanT
=

«' - u' - SW ^' '305)

which involves, therefore, not merely the ratio of the tangents of the

slope-angles 6, 6' of the chief ray, but also the Longitudinal Aberrations

bu, 8u' at the centres of the Pupils.

If the Lateral Magnification of the system with respect to the Pupil-

Centres M, M' is denoted by Y, it may readily be shown, by the aid

of formulae (127) and (153), that we have always the following re-

lation between Y and Y:

where n, n' denote the indices of refraction of the first and last media.

Hence, we may also write formula (305) above in the following form:

tan 6' n u' — u' u — u — 8u i

tan 6 n' u - u u' — u' - bu' Y

In case the object-point P is infinitely distant, the image-plane a'

will coincide with the secondary focal plane e' and the point M' will

coincide with the secondary focal point E' . Under these circum-

stances, we find :

tan_e^ _ Vl
M'£^ £

tan e
~

w'
*

M'E' - ML'
'

Y '

so that in this instance the Longitudinal Aberration of the ray at the
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Entrance-Pupil docs not matter. And if, as in the case of the Tele-

scope, both object and image are infinitely distant, so that R' is also

the infinitely distant point of the optical axis, then:

tan 6' n i

7 t,
=

—,
•

-ir
= constant,

tan 9 » r

and the Condition of Orthoscopy in this special case is independent
of the aberrations at both Pupil-Centres.

It is sometimes stated that the constancy of the tangent-ratio

tan 9'/tan 6, known as Airy's Tangent- Condition^ is the necessary

and suflficient condition of freedom from distortion; but, as M. von
RoHR" has pointed out, this is evidently by no means the case except
under special circumstances. For example, if, as is the case with a

certain class of Photographic Objectives, the stop coincides with the

Exit-Pupil, so that the three points designated by 0, M'
,
L' are all

coincident, then for an infinitely distant object-point, just as also in

the case of the Astronomical Telescope, the constancy of the Tangent-
Ratio is the condition of orthoscopy.

289. Case when the Pupil-Centres are without Aberration. If the

stop is placed, say, between the ^th and the {k-\- i)th spherical sur-

faces, the optical system will be divided into two parts, an anterior

part (I) composed of the first k spherical surfaces and a posterior part

(II) composed of all the spherical surfaces after the ^th. If the part

(I) is spherically corrected for the centre of the Entrance-Pupil and

the centre of the stop, and if, similarly, the posterior part is spherically

corrected for the centre of the stop and the centre of the Exit-Pupil,

the chief rays which are obliged to go through will also go through
the points Af, M' . In this case the Longitudinal Aberrations at Af,

M'
will vanish, that is, 5u = 5u' = o; and now the condition of orthos-

copy is:

tan 6' w I

r- = ~,
•

,r
= constant.

tan e n Y

This is Airy's Tangent-Condition above-mentioned, viz., that the

ratio of the tangents of the slope-angles of every pair of conjugate

' G. B. Airy: On the spherical aberration of the eye-pieces of telescopes: Camh. Phil.

Trans., Ill (1830), 1-64. This paper was published separately in Cambridge three years

before it appeared in the Phil. Trans.
^ M. VON Rohr: Beitrag zur Kenntniss der geschichtlichen Entwicklung, der An-

sichten ueber die Verzeichnungsfreiheit photographischer Objektive: Zft. f. Inslr., xviii

(1898), 4-12. See also A. Koenig und M. von Rohr: Die Theorie der sphaerischen
Aberrationen: Chapter V of Die Theorie der oplischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904),
edited by M. von Rohr; see page 241.
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chief rays must be the same. The requirement of spherical correction

of the stop-centre for the two parts (I) and (II) of the optical system
is called by von Rohr the Bow-Sutton Condition.^ When both condi-

tions are satisfied, the points M, M' are called the Orlhoscopic Points

of the system.

290. The Two Typical Kinds of Distortion. If when the two partial

systems are spherically corrected with respect to the stop-centre the

ratio tan 0' : tan 9 is not constant, the magnification of the image
close to the optical axis will be constant, but out towards the edges

there will be distortion. For example, if with increasing values of 6,

the ratio tan 6' : tan 9 also increases, the magnification -q' Jy will in-

crease towards the margin of the field, so that spaces of equal area in

the object-plane will appear distorted in the image into spaces of

gradually increasing size as we go out from the axis. If the object

consists of a network of two mutually perpendicular systems of equi-

distant parallel lines, as in Fig.

139 (a), the image will appear
as in Fig. 139 {h). This case

is known as ''Cushion-Shaped

Distortion", sometimes called

also Positive Distortion. On
the other hand, if tan 9': tan 9

decreases as the slope-angle

increases, the magnification t]' Jy will diminish out from the centre of

the image; and then we have the case known as ''Barrel-Shaped Dis-

tortion", or Negative Distortion (Fig. 139 (c)).

291. Distortion when the Pupil-Centres are the Pair of Aplanatic
Points of the System. If the points M, M' are the pair of Aplanatic
Points of the system, they must satisfy the Sine-Condition, viz.,

sin97sin 9 = constant; and since this condition is necessarily opposed
to the Tangent-Condition, the image in this case will be distorted in such

fashion that 77'will be less than the ideal value y\ Moreover, since the

tangent of an angle increases faster than its sine, the difference y'
—

-q

will increase as y increases, and therefore the distortion will be "barrel-

shaped" (Fig. 139 (c)). If the object consists of two sheaves of hyper-
bolje resembling Fig. 139 (6), and if Af, M' are the pair of Aplanatic

Points, the image in this case will be the two systems of parallel

straight lines (Fig. 139 (a)). This is the test which Abbe invented to

' R. H. Bow: On Photographic Distortion: Brii. Joiirn. of Photography, VIII (1861),

pages 417-419 and 440-442.

T. Sutton: Distortion Produced by Lenses: Phol. Notes, VII (1862), No. 138, 3-5.

b

Fig. 139.

Showing the Typical Kinds of Distortion.
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determmc whether a microscope fulfils the Sine-Condition, and which

was alludal to in § 279.

ART. 93. DEVELOPMENT OF THE APPROXIMATE FORMULA FOR THE DIS-
TORTION-ABERRATION IN CASE THE SLOPE-ANGLES OF

THE CHIEF RAYS ARE SMALL.

292. Here we have to do with the image of an extensive object

formed by infinitely narrow bundles of rays; that is, with a large visual

field and very small aperture. Accordingly, in the series-develop-

ment of the aberrations of the 3rd order (see Art. 80, especially § 259),

the terms involving the co-ordinates y^, z, will be negligible, whereas

the most important term will be the one involving y^. Since the image
is determined entirely by the chief rays, and since the path of every

such ray lies in a meridian plane of the optical system, the image-point

P,'„ determined by the intersection of the chief ray with the image-

plane o-',, (§ 254) will lie in the meridian plane which contains the path

of the chief ray; consequently, here the z-aberration (§ 256) is equal

to zero, i. e., 6s^^
= o, and we have, therefore, merely to develop the

expression for the 3'-aberration :

^yL =
vL
-

y'm-

The method of obtaining this development, which is given below, is

the same as that given by Koenig and von Rohr.^

According to Gauss's Theory, the Lateral Magnification F of a

centered system of m spherical surfaces, with respect to the pair of

axial conjugate points M^, M,'„ is given by formula (93) of Chap. VI,

as follows:

yi n',„ k=i th
'

where y\
=

Vi
= M,P, = MyQ„ yl = ACQI, u,

= ^,ilCi. K = A,Ml
Accordingly, if

we have:

or, smce

k=

y'm n,y, k=iu'^'

yi
=

Vi
^

V^n

^ See Die Theorie der optischen Inslnimenie (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr;

Chapter V, Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen, by A. Koenig and M. von Rohr,

pages 241-246.

*
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and

we obtain '
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We proceed, therefore, to develop an expression for the quotient

nrju'

This expression relates to the ^th spherical surface, but for the present

it will be convenient to drop the subscripts. The subscripts are like-

wise omitted from the letters in the diagram (Fig. 140), which repre-

FiG. 140.

Figure used in the derivation of the Distortion-Aberration Formula. The figure

represents the path of a chief ray incident on the kih surface of a centered system of spherical

refracting surfaces.

AC=}'. AM=u, AM =11. AL = v. MP-- IBCA = ^. DR^h.

sents the path of the chief ray before refraction at the ^th surface,

the vertex and centre of which are designated accordingly by the

letters A and C, respectively. This ray crosses the axis at the point

designated in the figure by L and is incident on the ^th surface at the

point designated by B. The place where the transversal plane of the

o--system belonging to the medium immediately in front of the ^th

surface is cut by the optical axis is marked by the letter M, and the

point where the ray crosses this plane is designated by P. Finally,

the foot of the perpendicular let fall on the optical axis from the inci-

dence-point B is designated by D. Let us also use the following

symbols :

AC =
r, AM = u, AL =

V,

ZBCA =

MP =
ri, ZMLP = e,
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The function 77
= MP changes its sign when the slope-angle 6 (or the

central angle <t>) changes sign, and hence this function may be developed
in a series of odd powers of 6 (or ^). Since the central angle <}>

remains

constant during the refraction, it will be better to take this angle as

the independent \ariable. Accordingly, assuming that the central

angles <j)
of the chief rays are all so small that we can neglect the powers

of these angles above the 3rd, we may write:

where the co-efificients denoted b\' /, vi are constants, the magnitudes
of which will depend on the positions of the transversal planes tr, or

belonging to the medium which the ray is here traversing.

From the figure, we see that:

MP _LM _ LA -^AM
DB

~
Lb

~
LA+AD'

and, accordingly, if we remark that:

DB = ;-• sin i>, AD = ir- sin^ - ,

we obtain

{v
—

u)r-sh(v — u)r-s\n <|> , .

V = IT* (307)

2r-sm

In this formula we may substitute for v the development:

where u = AM denotes the abscissa of the point M where paraxial

rays, which in the first medium go through the centre of the Entrance-

Pupil, cross the axis before refraction at the surface here under con-

sideration; and where c denotes an undetermined coefficient. Ob-

viously,
ML= du =

c(j)^

is the expression for the Longitudinal Aberration of the chief ray

before refraction at this spherical surface (see § 263). Making the

substitution above mentioned, and equating the two expressions of the

function 77, we obtain after clearing fractions, expanding the trigono-

metric functions in series, and arranging according to powers of
(j),

the following equation :

{{u
—

ti)r
—

lu} (^ -{- -< I c I /
— mu -\- re — 7 h

(j)
= o

;
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and since this equation must be true for all the chief rays, that is,

for all values of the central angle <|> (as far as the extreme value per-

mitted by this approximation), we may equate to zero the co-efficients

of
(j)

and
<|>^; whereby the magnitudes of the co-efficients /, m are

determined as follows:

u — ti

I = J,

u

u — u
m =

— u o { I u c i1
u L 2ru u{u —

u) r or J

Substituting these expressions for the co-efficients /, m in the series-

development of the function 77, and at the same time using the in-

variant-relation obtained by combining formulae (270) :

n(u — u) _ n\u' — u')

uu u u

we derive the following formula :

nr]

u (J-J)r^l+rr{^^-^.;;^j^^-i^]]A30S)

Similarly, for the ray refracted at this surface, we obtain the corre-

sponding formula for n'r\' j 11' by merely priming the letters u and c on

the right-hand side of equation (308). Doing this, and dividing the

latter equation by the former, we obtain :

nr)ii
^ i2r u r (j — J) uJ

Now
,„ nc n-du rW _, i

^ u" u" 2 wu

as we found in § 263. Moreover, according to formula {77),

A- = -y-A-.
u n

Thus, we obtain

n

nrjW
-^= I _-X( -A .A" .

'rju 2 \r n J — J nu )

If /i = DB denotes the incidence-height of the chief ray corre-

sponding to the central angle (}>,
we may, neglecting magnitudes above

the 3rd order, put
h- =

r<})^
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Re-introducing the subscripts, we shall write, therefore, the above

equation as follows:

Before substituting this expression in the equation for by'„^, we shall

put it in a form rather more convenient for actual use. Thus, if
//,

denotes the incidence-height at the first spherical surface of a paraxial

object-ray proceeding from the axial object-point ilfj, and if h,. denotes

the incidence-height at the ^th surface of this same paraxial ray, we

may, without neglecting magnitudes of the 3rd order, use the relation

given by formula (155) of Chapter VIII, viz.:

in which case the expression on the right-hand side of the above equa-

tion may be transformed as follows:

n^VkUk ^ J

I

2 h^h^Ui
-

y,)

«l^''=^'(;.).--;'(.ai
Substituting this expression in the formula for the aberration dy'„^, we
obtain :

Thus, the condition that 8y'„^
= o, or that there shall be no distortion

of the image-point P,'„ is as follows:

Formula (309) may be put also in a difTerent form. Thus, since

(as may be easily shown, see § 1 26) we have the following relation :

I J — J I I J IA— = z A +-A— ,nu J r n J nu

we may substitute this expression within the large brackets, whereby,
after simple reductions, we obtain:

^y..
= h

2 {J,
yL^^hhllMJ,:zJlLj^ _JIJJ\ ] (3„)
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Finally, according to the Law of Robert Smith (§ 194), the rela-

tion between the conjugate ordinates yi, yl^ may be expressed evi-

dently as follows:

niyA _ nly'Ji^ _

and, moreover, we have also:

"1 = »

Ui
—

Ui
and

I M,Ui

And
, hence the formula above may be written :

I hy ul u^ .3

whence it is seen how the Distortion-Aberration 5y',, is proportional

to the cube of the ordinate y^.

ART. 94. THE DISTORTION-ABERRATION IN SPECIAL CASES.

293. Case of Single Spherical Refracting Surface.

When the optical system is composed of a single spherical surface,

formula (309) gives for the Distortion-Aberration

where, for the sake of brevity, we write:

or
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If the stop-centre is not at C, the condition that the image shall

bo without distortion is 7" = o, or

whence it is seen that for a given position of the centre L of the stop,

that is, for a given (real) value of the abscissa u, there will always be

one certain object-distance u for which the spherical surface will give

an image free from distortion.

If, on the other hand, the object-distance u is given, we shall find

that there are always two positions of the stop-centre that will give

an image without distortion; that is, corresponding to a given value

of u, we obtain two values of u, viz.:

^-^
' ^

I
^

_i_ ln'(n-\-n') nn

u n -\- n \
r M rii

If these two values of u are to be real, ti and r must have the same

signs and
r n
->
u n -\- n'

'

If the object-point M coincides with the aplanatic point Z (§ 207),

then w = u = (w -f- n')r/n, which means that the stop-centre also co-

incides with the aplanatic object-point Z; this, however, would have

no practical meaning, and, hence, the distortion cannot be abolished

when the object-point M coincides with the aplanatic point Z. This

is in agreement with the results which we found when we were invest-

igating the Sine-Condition (§276; cf. §289).

294. Case of Infinitely Thin Lens.

The distortion produced by an optical system consisting of an

Infinitely Thin Lens may be investigated by a method precisely simi-

lar to that used in the case of the Longitudinal Aberration (see § 268).

If here also we use the same special Lens-Notation as was employed
there, the expression within the large brackets in formula (309) may
be put equal to —

<pX, where (p denotes here the reciprocal of the

Primary Focal Length (/) of the Lens, and where the function denoted

by X will have the following expression:

n
(271 + 1

,
3(w + i)

,

w -f I \

\ n — 1 n n J

w" , I I %n 37Z + I 2

\n — \) n n — 1 n — i n
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The condition that X shall be a minimum for given values of <p, x

and X will be found to be:

3(w+i) W + I «(2W + l)
^ ~

2(w + 2) 2(w + 2) 2(w
—

l)(w + 2)
*^'

V. Astigmatism and Curvature of The Image.

ART. 95. THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY IMAGE-SURFACES.

295. In the imagery of extended objects by means of narrow-

bundles of rays whose chief rays all meet at a prescribed point on the

optical axis of the centered system of spherical surfaces, there will,

in general, be astigmatic deformation of the bundles of image-rays;
in consequence whereof to an object-point P lying outside the axis

there will correspond, not a sharp image-point, but two short image-
lines perpendicular to the chief ray of the bundle at the so-called I.

and II. Image-Points S' and S' (see Chapter XI). Thus, in case the

image-rays are received on a focussing-screen, the image of the object-

point as seen on the screen will generally be a small patch of light

corresponding to the cross-section of the bundle of image-rays at that

place, the dimensions of which, in one direction at least, will always
be comparable with the diameter of the narrow stop; so that such an

image formed by an astigmatic bundle will always be more or less

blurred and indistinct, and not to be compared in this respect with

the sharp image which is obtained when the object-point is on the

axis. The farther the object-point is from the axis, the more pro-

nounced this defect will be. In two special positions of the focussing-

screen the image will be deformed into a short line, which is vertical,

say, for one of the positions, and horizontal for the other position—
corresponding to the places of the two image-lines of the astigmatic

bundle (§230). Somewhere between these two positions the bundle

of rays will have its narrowest cross-section, which, in the case of a

centered system of spherical surfaces, will be approximately circular

in form. This is the place of the so-called "Circle of Least Confu-

sion" (§ 244)
—a somewhat misleading phrase, inasmuch as the con-

vergence of the rays in either of the two image-lines is of a higher

order. However, we do obtain here perhaps the nearest approach to

a true image of the object-point.

If on every chief image-ray corresponding to such points of the

object as are contained in a meridian plane of the optical system, we
mark the I. and II. image-points S' and S', the loci of these two sets

of image-points will be two curved lines which touch each other at
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their coinnion \crtcx .1/' where tliey both cross the optical axis; so

that this point M' is an accurate image of the axial object-point M.

Assuming that the points of the object lie on a surface of revolution

described around the optical axis, for example, in a plane perpen-
dicular to the optical axis, we readily perceive that these curves are

the traces in the meridian plane of the I. and II. Image-Surfaces,
which latter will, therefore, be generated by revolving these curves

around the optical axis as axis of rotation. One of these surfaces will

contain all the I. Image-Lines, and the other will contain all the II.

Image-Lines. A third surface of revolution, lying between these two,

will contain the circles of least confusion.

Even if the bundles of image-rays were made stigmatic, so that the

I. and II. image-surfaces coincided into a single image-surface corre-

sponding with the object-surface point by point, the image would, in

general, still be curved, so that if the image-rays were received on a

flat screen perpendicular to the optical axis, the definition of the image-

points as seen on the screen would still be more or less faulty depending
on the degree of curvature of the image-surface. In the case of most

optical instruments, and especially in the case of the photographic

objective and of the lantern-projection system, a flat image is an

essential requirement; so that closely connected with the abolition of

the astigmatism of the oblique bundles of image-rays is the removal of

the so-called "aberration of curvature" of the image-surface.

The methods emplo^-ed in the following investigation will be found

to be similar to the treatment of this subject in Koenig and vON

Rohr's Die TJieorie der sphaerischen Aherrationen}

ART. 96. THE ABERRATION-LINES, IN A PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO THE
AXIS, OF THE MERIDIAN AND SAGITTAL RAYS.

296. At the image-point M' (Figs. 141 and 142), corresponding to

the axial object-point M, let us suppose that the GAUSsian image-

plane a' is erected. The chief ray of the bundle of rays proceeding

from an object-point P, not on the optical axis, will, in traversing

the medium where the infinitely narrow stop is placed, go through the

centre of this stop, and, finally, after refraction at the last surface

of the system, will cross the axis (really or virtually) at a point U
and meet the image-plane a' in the point P'. Let H' (Fig. 141) and

G' (Fig. 142) designate the points where the outermost meridian ray

' Die Theorie der opiischen Inslrumente: Bearbeitet von wissenschaft lichen Mitar-

beitern an der optischen Werkstaette von Carl Zeiss; Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), heraus-

gegeben von M. von Rohr. V. KapiteL 250-265.
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and the outermost sagittal ray, respectively, of the infinitely narrow

astigmatic bundle of image-rays cross the transversal plane at U
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The line-segments P'U' and P'V are the aherration-Jincs, in the

image-plane a', of the meridian and sagittal rays, respectively; and we

proceed now to obtain expressions for their magnitudes.

Evidently, we have the following proportions:

P'U' _ S^P'^
P'V _ S'P'

L'lr
~

S'L'
'

L'G'
"

5'L'
'

whence we find :

5'L'-cose" ~5'L'-cose / »

where 0' = ZM'L'P' denotes the slope-angle of the chief image-ray
of this bundle, and Y (Fig. 141) and Z (Fig. 142) designate the feet

of the perpendiculars let fall from S' and S', respectively, on the plane
a'. If here we introduce the aperture-angles of the meridian and

sagittal pencils, viz.,

dX' = Z L'S'H', d\' = Z L'S'G',

these angles being supposed here so small that we may neglect any terms

involving their squares, then:

L'W = -^-^d\', L'G' = S'L'-d\'-
cos 6

and, hence:

P'U' =
-^r^,d\', P'V =—

;^,^X'. (313)
cos 6' cos 8

"^ "^^

297. Case when the Slope-Angles of the Chief Rays are Small.

If R' = M'K' (Fig. 141) and ^' = M'K' (Fig. 142) denote the

radii of curvature at the common vertex M' of the I. and II. image-

surfaces, and if we neglect powers of the slope-angles 6' above the

second, we may write:

e.y_ K^ c.7_ ^:^^ ^ ~
2R'

' ^"^ ~
2R'

'

Let Q' designate the position in the plane a' of the point, which, by
Gauss's Theory, is conjugate to the object-point P; then the ordinate

M'Q' =
y' is of the same order of magnitude as M' P' and 6', and thus

it is obvious that if we neglect powers of 9' above the second, we may
write :

M'Y' = iirZ- =
y'^";
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and, hence, to the required degree of exactness, we obtain:

y - y

Accordingly, we derive the following approximate expressions for the

magnitudes of the aberration-lines, in the GAUSsian image-plane a',

of the meridian and sagittal rays:

/2 ,2

298. Moreover, let a" be any plane parallel to the GAUssian image-

plane 0-', and at a distance from it M'M" = e (say), and let P", U"
and V" designate the points where the rays L'S'S', H'S' and G'S',

respectively, cross the plane a"; so that P"U" and P"V" will be the

linear aberrations in this transversal plane of the meridian and sagit-

tal rays of the astigmatic bundle of image-rays. Evidently, if we

neglect the second powers of the aperture-angles d\' , d\' and the

powers of the slope-angle 9' above the second, we shall have:

If, therefore, supposing that we have d\' = d\\ we wish to determine

the position of the focussing-plane a" somewhere between the I. and
II. image-points S' and S' for which the linear aberrations P"U" and
P"V" are of equal magnitudes hut of opposite signs, the two equations

(315) give the following formula for this particular value of the

abscissa e:

and, under these circumstances, we obtain:

y''-d}[(
I I \

4 \^' R'J'
P"U" = V"P" =

If the bundle of rays is received on a plane screen coinciding with

this position of the plane a", we shall obtain on the screen, as was
stated above (§295), perhaps the nearest approach to a true image
of the object-point.

29
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In case the astigmatism was entirely abolished, so that

R' = R',

by placing the plane screen in the position for which e = y''I2R',
we should obtain on it an actual point-image of the object-point P.

But it will be remarked that the value of c depends on that of y' , and

in order to obtain point-images of the dilTerent points of the object,

we should have to "focus" the screen so that its intersection with the

curved stigmatic image-surface would contain the point to be observed.

ART. 97. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMULA FOR THE CURVATURES
ilR', i/R'.

299. The Invariants of Astigmatic Refraction. The curvatures at M'
of the two image-surfaces have now to be expressed in terms of the

curvature of the object-surface at M and of the given constants of the

centered system of spherical surfaces. In the development of these

expressions we shall use Abbe's Invariant-Method, as given by Koenig
and VON Rohr in their treatise on Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aber-

rationen.

In Chapter XI, §§ 236 and 240, we derived two formulae (246)

and (250), which may be written as follows:

_ / cos a cos' a \ _ ,
/ cos a' cos" a' \

- / cos a I \
,
/ cos a' i \

<2
=
«i^^-5J

=
»l"--5'j'

(316)

where the functions denoted here by Q and Q, which have the same

values before and after refraction at a given spherical surface, are

called the Invariant- Functions of the Chief Ray of the Infinitely Narrow

Bundle of Rays. Each of these functions may evidently be developed
in a series of ascending powers of the central angle (J)

of the following

forms:

Q = J-^B^ = J + B'-

Q = J^B- = J + B'^^ '

2 2

(317)

wherein the coefficients B, B, etc. are as yet undetermined, and

where, as usual, the terms involving powers of
(j> higher than the
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second are neglected. The relations, which we wish to find, will then

be given by writing:

B' ~ B = o, B' -B = o.

The easiest method of obtaining the expansions of Q and Q will be

to develop the functions i js, i js and cos a each in a series of ascending

powers of
<|),

and to introduce these expressions in the formulae (316)

above.

300. Developments of i fs, i fs and cos a in a series of powers of ^.

In the diagram (Fig. 143) the straight line SB represents the path

Fig. 143.

Path of Chief Ray of Pencil of Meridian Ra'^s Incideimt on Atu surface of centered
system of spherical refracting surfaces.

AC=r. MK=R, BS = s. AM=u, AT.^v, BL= I. l1iCA =
^, ^Sh:\I=^, IALB=^.

of the chief ray before its refraction at (say) the ^th spherical surface.

In its progress through this medium the ray crosses the axis at the

point designated by L and is incident on the spherical surface at the

point B. The point designated by 5 is the I. Image-Point of the

astigmatic bundle of rays in the medium between the {k
—

i)th and

^th spherical surfaces, and the curved line MS represents the section

in the meridian plane (or plane of the figure) of the I. image-surface

which is the locus of the I. image-points S. The primes and subscripts

which naturally belong to these letters are suppressed for the present;

they will re-appear, as usual, at the end of the investigation. For

the purpose of these developments, we shall employ, therefore, the

following symbols:

AC ^
r, MK = R, AM = u, AL = v, BS =

s,

ABCA =
(t>,

ASKM =
i/', I ALB = 9.

The letter K is used here to designate the centre of curvature at M
of the meridian section of the I. image-surface.
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From the figure we obtain easily the following relation:

I cos

u + 2K-sin 2r • sin
2 2

which, provided we neglect the powers of the angles 9, <})
and yp above

the second, may be written:

I —
1 _ 2

2 2

Moreover, when the angles ^ and yp are infinitely small, we have:

Ryp ML V — u _u — u

This relation, which is strictly true in case
<}>
=

i/'
= o, is also true

provided we may put sin
<J)
=

<|)
and sin \p

=
4'> that is, provided we

neglect the powers of these angles above the first
;
and even when we

retain, as here, the second powers of these angles, we may write:

R'4.' (u - uY

In the same way, also:

l2
2
— O .

u

Hence, eliminating 9 and \p from these equations, we obtain:

l2 jz

I — 2
I 2 U

5
U

or, finally:

[^
"'"

2 Ui^V u / u\_

I I ^^
f

I ^ W^ /l I

s

~
ti ti'\r u^ R \u u 2

(318)

The development of the reciprocal of J = BS will obviously have

precisely the same form as that obtained here for 1/5; the only dif-

ference being that we shall have R in place of R in formula (318).

Again, since

cos a = I — —
2
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and since

we obtain:

cos a =

301. The expressions for the co-efl&cients B, B and B', B'.

If now we substitute in the formulae (316) the series-developments

for 1/5, 1/5 and cos a, as found above in formulae (318) and (319),

we obtain the following expressions for the co-efhcients B and B in

formulae (317):
r2 2 2 r2

,, , ,x9 I 'yJ nr nr ir J
B = r\J -J)~~^ ^ +—2 + ,nK n u uu nu

— ,, , _- I rJ' nr nr^
B = r\J -rf^-~---i^-^.nK n u uu

These expressions can be obtained in a more convenient form. Thus,

by simple transformations:

rJ'
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ion at the ^th surface of the centered system of spherical surfaces:

^[,,R)rr,''\ '„ ),.

"
3
(j;zrjj'

^
( „' , );

(321)

In the case of a centered system of m spherical refracting surfaces,

we obtain, therefore, by the usual method of addition the following
convenient forms of the relations between the curvatures of the object-

and image-surfaces:

I I
'^'i

f i\
^^' Jl f I \

^',nK «i^i A=i^/. \nj, hy{Jk-Jif Xnu),:

(322)

If the bundles of object-rays are homocentric, as will usually be the

case, the radii R^ and R^ will be identical. For a stigmatic plane

object perpendicular to the optical axis, we shall have i?i
=

i?i
= 00

;

in which case the second term on the left-hand side of each of the

above equations (322) will vanish; and, if, moreover, the image is

formed in air {n[^
=

i), the expressions on the right-hand side of the

two formulae (322) will give at once the curvature of the two image-
surfaces/

If, assuming the usual case of a stigmatic object, we subtract the

' These formulae, practically in the same form as they are here given, were published

by H. ZiNKEN gen. Sommer in a treatise entitled Unlersiiclmngen iieber die Dioptrik der

Linsen-Sysleme (Braunschweig, 1870); see also an article by the same writer on the same

subject in Pogg. Ann., cxxii. (1864), 563-574. Also, L. Seidel: Zur Dioptrik. Ueber

die Entwicklung der Glieder 3ter Ordnung, welche den Weg eines ausserhalb der Ebene

der Axe gelegenen Lichtstrahles durch ein System brechender Medien, bestimmen: Astr.

Nachr., xliii. (1856), Nos. 1027, 1028 and 1029, paragraph 8.

H. CODDiNGTON in his celebrated treatise on the Reflexion and Refraction of Light

(Cambridge, 1829) had derived equivalent formulcC for the curvatures of both the I. and

II. Image-Surfaces under the same restrictions as we have here imposed. Coddington's

methods, which are always highly ingenious, are employed in H. Dennis Taylor's A

System of Applied Optics (London, 1906). Prior to Coddington, G. B. Airy had published

a small volume, On the Spherical Aberration of the Eye-Pieces of Telescopes (Cambridge,

1827), afterwards reprinted in the Cambridge Phil. Trans., iii. (1830), in which he invest-

igated the curvature of the image-surface. We must not omit to refer also to the invest-

igations of P. Breton de Champ, published in the Comptes Rendus in 1855, '6 (Tome
xl.. No. 4, 189-192; tome xlii., No. 12, 542-545 and No. 16, 741-744 and No. 20, 960-963).

As to the celebrated formula published, in 1843, by J. Petzval, reference will be made
to that in the text.
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two equations (322), we obtain:

I I

-^
—
^T = — 271

k=,n Ji / I \

and, hence, the condition of the abolition of the astigmatism of the bundles

of image-rays, viz., i?'„
=

i?'„, becomes:

and, exactly, as in §292, we may employ here also formula (155) of

Chap. VIII, viz.:

hMJ. - A) = hh,{J, - J,),

whereby formula (324) may evidently be put in the following form:

I(a'(J-;)"^:-'{i.).-«^ <'»

a formula of great simplicity and convenience, since, exactly as in the

case of the formula for the Longitudinal Aberration along the axis, it

enables us to see distinctly the effect of each single refraction, and

thereby to ascertain the factors which have the most influence on the

astigmatism.
303. Curvature of the Stigmatic Image. If the astigmatism is

abolished, we obtain for the curvature of the image:

whence it is seen that the curvature of the stigmatic image is independent

of the position of the stop.

This is the so-called "Petzval Formula", which was published, un-

fortunately without proof, by Joseph Petzval, in his celebrated paper,
Bericht ueber die Ergebnisse einiger dioptrischer Untersuchungen (Pesth,

1843. Verlag von C. A. Hartleben).^ The formula is applicable

only in case the image is stigmatic, and although Petzval does not

expressly even allude to this pre-requisite condition, it is hardly to

be supposed that he was ignorant of it.^

^ See also J. Petzval: Bericht ueber optische Untersuchungen. Sitzungsber. der math.-

natiirwiss. CI. der kaiserl. Akad. der Wissenschaften, Wien, xxvi (1857), 50-75, 92-105,

129-145. The PETZVAL-formula is given here also without proof, on p. 95, but the re-

mainder of this contribution is chiefly devoted to a discussion of this equation, which is

shown to hold for a number of simple special cases.
^ In regard to this question, see especially M. von Rohr's Theorie und Geschichte des

photographischen Objektivs (Berlin, 1899), p. 270. L. Seidel, in his paper, "Zur Dioptrik.
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The coinlitit)ns that an optical apparatus consisting of a centered

system of spherical refracting surfaces, provided with a narrow stop
to limit the widths of the bundles of effective rays, shall, as a first

approximation, produce a stigmatic plane image of a plane object,

are the following:

304. FormulaB for the Magnitudes of the Aberration-Lines.

Assuming that we have a plane object, we obtain, by means of

formulcX (314) and (322), the following expressions for the magnitudes
of the aberration-lines, in the GAUSsian image-plane (r'„, of the meridian

and sagittal rays of a narrow astigmatic bundle of image-rays:

2

P'U' ^ - ^'"'^'" ''^^'" ' '"^'^
'

^ ^ ' ^ - '^" *^'

'" "» 2

'i^' I / 1 \ ^^" Jl

2

p'V = - n y 'dX
(328)

In order to be able to compare these formulae with Seidel's general

formulae, to be derived hereafter, we shall transform them by the aid

of several approximate relations, which may be introduced here with-

out neglecting the magnitudes of the 3rd order of smallness.

Since the I. and II. image-points of the infinitely narrow bundle of

image rays, which are designated by 5,', and 5,'„, respectively, are here

supposed to be not very far from the axial image-point M'„^, we may
put

and, thus, without neglecting magnitudes of the 3rd order, we may
write here the following formulae:

r t

dx; = ^^-x, ^1 = -^'^^, (329)

where the symbols u, y, z have the same meanings as in § 255.

Moreover, in connection with these equations, we may employ here

the Law of Robert Smith (§ 194), and write, therefore, according to

Ueber die Entwicklung der Glieder 3ter Ordnung, welche" u. s. w., Aslr. Nachr., xiiii

(1856), Nos. 1027, 1028 and 1029, pointed out (see No. 1029) that the PsTZVAL-Equation

impHed the abolition of astigmatism; as was remarked, likewise, by H. Zinken gen.

SoMMER in a paper entitled, Ueber die Berechnung der Bildkruemmung bei optischen

Apparaten, Pogg. Ann., cxxii. (1864), 563-574.
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formulae (92) of Chap. V:

'

u'
~

441

u„ u, u,

Finally, also, by formula (155) of Chapter VIII, we have:

^'uiKi^m (
~^ — "'

I
=

njijxy (

—
I ;

and, thus, we obtain:

dK = u,

u

h„

hi Ui
—

Uy
' d\: =

I h„ u.

u hi Ui
—

til

2i- (330)

If, therefore, employing the relation:

hA(Ji-Ji)=hMJ,-J,),

we take from under the two summation-signs in each of the formulae

(328) the term
2 2

I M,Ui

(-^1
- JiT nl(ui

-
Ui)

2 >

and if we multiply both sides of these equations by nlju,,^, at the

same time eliminating d\',^ and dx'^ on the right-hand sides of the two

equations by means of the formulae (330), and also expressing yl^ in

terms of yi by means of Smith's Formula:

u u,

we obtain, finally, the formulae (328) in the following forms:

n

u
'rp:u'=--'^

1 hi

2 k„ (Wi

M,u;

«i)

n

u
tP'V = WjUjI h

2 h„^ (ui- Ui)

^yiyi-s,

.yWS,

(331)

where, for brevity, we put:

-34-A

^^A
\nuJ,J

(332)
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ART. 98. SPECIAL CASES.

305. Case of a Single Spherical Refracting Surface.

The relations between the curvatures of the image-surfaces and the

curvature of the object-surface are given, in the case of a single spherical

refracting surface, by formula^ (321). For a plane object (R =
00),

these formulae may be written as follows:

I n' — n
, u^{u

—
- — — —

^7r

' -n _ _ ,u\u-ry( I i_\
R' nr "^

r'{u
—

n)'\ri'ii' nu )
^

I n' — n ,ir(u
—

r)' ( i i \

R' nr r'{u
—

u)'\7i'u' va)'

In each of the three following cases we shall have a stigmatic image
whose curvature will be:

I I n' — n

(i) When u = o, which is a case that possesses no practical interest;

(2) When nu = n'u', in which case the conjugate axial points M, M'
coincide with the aplanatic points Z, Z' of the spherical refracting

surface (§ 207). Under these circumstances, it does not matter where

the stop is placed. And, finally:

(3) When u = r; that is, when the centre (or L) of the stop coin-

cides with the centre C of the spherical surface. In this case the

chief rays proceed in straight lines from the points in the plane object

to the conjugate points in the image.
If the stop-centre is situated at the vertex A of the spherical surf-

ace (u =0), the curvatures of the two image-surfaces are:

I n' — n
f ( ^ ^ \¥^~ nr "^"^
\Vu'~'nn)'

- n I ^-r -— 1.

\n u nu J

R
I n' — n

W ^
nr^

Lastly, in case the object is at infinity (u =
00), the curvatures of

the image-surfaces are:

I
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306. Case of an Infinitely Thin Lens.

For the case of an Infinitely Thin Lens, we can write:

wherein, employing the same special Lens-Notation as in § 268, we

may put:

« — I

Introducing these symbols, we shall find:

Avhere the symbol U is used as an abbreviation for the following

function:

w + 2 2 f 2(w + l) ,
,

,
,

2W + I 1

L n n — I }n In n — I )

n- , 2 ,
2(w + l) 2M

,
w+ I

(w — i) n n —in — I

Thus, the curv^atures of the images produced by a Thin Lens will be

for the case of a plane object:

(i) When the centre of the stop coincides with the centre of the

Infinitely Thin Lens (jc
= 00), we find Z7/(x

— xY =
i, and hence:

I 3W+1 I n -\- I

nR'-~ n '^' F-~~^^^'
whence it appears, that under such circumstances, the curvatures of

the image-surfaces are independent of the distance of the object from

the Lens, and the chief rays proceed in straight lines from the points

of the object to the conjugate points of the image. The curvatures,

in fact, depend only on the focal length of the Lens and the value of

the relative index of refraction (w), but not on the form of the Lens.

lin =
ill, we find R' = —

3//11 and R' = —
sf/s-

(2) The condition of the stigmatic image is

U = o,
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in which case the ciir\aturc of tlie image is:

I _ I tp

(3) In the special case of a System of Itifinitely Thin Lenses in

Contact, with the centre of the stop situated at the common vertex of the

Lenses (x = 00 for each Lens), the function U-jix
— xY is equal to

unity for each Lens, and, hence, the curvatures of the image-surfaces

will be:

I n -\- ^ I w + I

K n K n

Accordingly, the condition of a flat stigmatic image in the neighbour-

hood of the axis {R' = R' = oc) requires that we shall have in this

case:

Zip = o,

which means that the combination of Lenses must act like a slab with

plane parallel faces.

\'I. Aberrations in the Case of Imagery by Bundles of Rays of Finite Slopes

AND of Small Finite Apertures.

ART. 99. COMA.

307. The Coma-Aberrations in General. Heretofore, in the in-

vestigations of the aberrations in the case of object-points not on the

optical axis, it has been assumed always that the rays were limited by
a stop of infinitely narrow dimensions. In actual optical construction

this condition can never, of course, be absolutely realized; nor, indeed,

in the case of certain optical instruments is it necessary that it should

be, so long as the diameter of the stop is relatively very small. On
the other hand, when it is required to produce the image of a fairly

extensive object by means of somewhat wide-angled bundles of rays,

as, for example, is often the case with photographic objectives, the

diameter of the stop will enter as a chief factor in the study of the aber-

rations of the rays. Thus, whereas we saw (§ 304) that the aberra-

tion-lines in the case of infinitely narrow bundles of astigmatic rays

were proportional to the first powers of the aperture-co-ordinates y^,

z, (§ 259), we must now advance a step farther, and assume here that

the aperture is so wide that we will not be justified in leaving out

of account the second powers and products of these co-ordinates.

A bundle of rays of finite aperture, emanating from a point outside
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the optical axis, may show aberrations of a character similar to the

spherical aberration along the axis of a direct bundle of rays (see § 208

and § 260). These aberrations will be manifest in both the meridian

and sagittal sections of the bundles of rays, but here a very impor-
tant difference is to be remarked, as will now be explained.

The rays of the sagittal section are symmetrically situated on op-

posite sides of the meridian plane, so that the point of intersection of

every pair of symmetrical rays in this section will lie in the plane of

the meridian section, for example, as shown in Fig. 144. But in the

Fig. 144.

Symmetrical Character of the Aber-
rations OF THE Rays of The Sagittal
Section of an Inclined Bundle of Rays
of finite aperture. The chief ray of the

bundle is the ray marked 71. The plane of

the meridian section is the plane containingr

u which is perpendicular to the plane of the

paper.

Fig. 145.

Tnsymmetrical Character of the
Aberrations of the Rays of the Me-
ridian Section of an Inclined Bundle of
finite aperture. The chief ray of the

bundle is the ray marked u. This is the ray

which at some stage of its progress goes

through the centre of the stop. The rays of

the meridian section are in general not

symmetrical with respect to the chief ray.

meridian section (Fig. 145) it is obvious that, in general, there will be

no symmetry at all. The chief ray of the bundle will depend on the

position on the optical axis of the centre of the stop. If the rays are

received on a screen placed perpendicularly to the optical axis, and

if a straight radial line is drawn in the plane of the screen through
the point where the screen meets the optical axis and intersecting the

light-pattern on the screen, there wall be no symmetry in the pencil

of rays which meet the screen at points lying along this line : whereas

in the case of a pencil of rays which meet the screen at points lying

along a line at right angles to this radial line there will be symmetry.
The light-pattern on the screen sometimes presents the appearance of

a comet, with its tail turned either towards or away from the optical

axis; which accounts for the origin of the name ''coma" }

So far as the meridian rays are concerned, we have to ascertain only

the y-aberrations (§ 256), because, by the Laws of Refraction, the paths
^ Some excellent drawings exhibiting these appearances are to be found in H. Dennis

Ta\'LOr's a System of Applied Optics (London, 1906). This work contains several chap-
ters in regard to Coma. Especially interesting in the diagrams are the drawings by Prof.

S. P. Thompson, Plate XVI.
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of these ra>s throiiglKuit their progress through the centered system
of spherical surfaces will lie \vlu)lly in the meridian or .\7-plane, so that

their c-aberrations will all be equal to zero. But if the path of the

ray lies outsitle of this plane, we shall have to determine its c-aberration

as well as its ^'-aberration. In general, the ^'-aberration of any ray
of a bundle of rays may be considered as compounded by summa-
tion of the ^'-aberrations of the meridian rays and of the sagittal

rays.

Evidently, in the case of a pair of rays of the sagittal section which

are symmetricalh' situated on opposite sides of the meridian plane the

\alues of
1^

for the two points where these rays cross the plane of the

Entrance-Pupil (§ 257) will be equal in magnitude but opposite In sign;

and, hence, the position of the point in the meridian plane where these

two rays meet after traversing the optical system must be independent
of the sign of

t,.
If one of these rays crosses the GAUSsian image-

plane a' in a point w^hose co-ordinates are given by 77', f ', the other ray

will cross this plane at the point rj',
—

s"'; and, hence, 77', and, there-

fore, also, the j-aberration 8y', will be independent of the sign of
t,

(or of z) . Accordingly, in the series-development of the j'-aberration of

a ray belonging to the sagittal section, there can be no term involving

the odd powers of the co-ordinate z; and, as we propose to consider

here no terms involving powers of the aperture-co-ordinates y, 2 above

the second, obviously, the only terms that can occur in the series-

developments of the 3'-aberrations will be terms involving y" and z"

(c/. §259).
When we come to consider the z-aberration, we find that the case

is exactly opposite to that of the ^'-aberration ; for, since the aberration

8z' changes sign along wuth change of the sign of z, the series-develop-

ment of 8z' can contain terms which involve only the odd powers of

the aperture-co-ordinate z; so that, within the limits prescribed for

the present investigation, the only term in the series-development of

5s' will be the term involving the product yz.

The complete investigation of these so-called "Comatic" Aberrations

is quite laborious. We shall consider here only the j'-aberration of a

ray lying in the meridian plane, the series-development of w^hich will

contain only the term involving y'. The reader who is interested in

the investigation of the y- and 2-aberrations of a ray belonging to

the sagittal section of the bundle of rays will find the whole subject

exhaustively treated by Koenig and von Rohr.^

' A. Koenig und M. von Rohr: Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen: Chapter
V of \^olume 1 of Die Theorie der opLischen Inslrumente (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von
Rohr; see pages 265-292.
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308. The Lack of Symmetry of a Pencil of Meridian Rays of

Finite Aperture. In the special case when the chief ray of the bundle

coincides with the optical axis, there will be symmetry in the pencil

of meridian rays, as is exhibited in the diagram (Fig. 146), which

represents the meridian section of an optical system consisting of a

single spherical surface. The centre of the stop is supposed here to

Fig. 146

I,ACK OF Symmetry of a Pencil of MERIDIA^f Rays of Finite Aperture.

be situated at the vertex A of the spherical surface, and the object
is infinitely distant, so that the object-rays emanating from any point
of the object are parallel.

If the object-point is not on the optical axis, the chief ray of the

bundle of object-rays will be inclined to the optical axis at some

angle, say 0; and it is evident by an inspection of the figure that the

meridian rays of this bundle produce an effect quite different from that

which we perceived in the case of a bundle of rays emanating from an
axial object-point. In the first place, the chief ray is no longer the

ray which meets the spherical refracting surface normally; and,

generally, this will always be a distinguishing peculiarity of such a

pencil of meridian rays, so that the chief ray will not (except for certain

special positions of the stop) go through the centre C of the spherical

surface; and even in case it did happen to pass through the centre of

one surface, it would not pass through the centre of the next following
surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces. The straight line

drawn through C parallel to the incident rays (which may, or may not,

be the path of an actual ray of the pencil), is in a certain sense, an axis

of symmetry for the refracted rays in the same way as the optical

axis is an axis of symmetry for the direct pencil of refracted meridian

rays: but, since the stop cuts off more rays on one side of this line than

it does on the other, the actual pencil of refracted rays is not symmet-
rical with respect to this straight line of slope-angle 9 drawn through
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the centre C of the spherical surface. Almost exactly the same un-

symmetrical ciTect would be obtained with the direct pencil of meridian

ra>s if the centre of the stop, instead of lying on the optical axis,

were situated above or below the axis. In fact, if the diameter of

the stop is increased in the ratio i : cos 6, and if at the same time the

centre of the stop is displaced at right angles to the axis by an amount

equal to r-sin 6, we shall obtain precisely the same character of effect

with the direct pencil of rays as is obtained with the inclined pencil

in the case shown in the figure.

In general, therefore, we can say that the image of a point outside

the axis produced by a wide-angle pencil of meridian rays will never

be a point, but a piece of a caustic curve formed by the I. Image-
Points of the succession of infinitely narrow pencils of which the entire

finite pencil may be supposed to consist.

ART. 100. FORMUL^E FOR THE COMATIC ABERRATION-LINES.

309. Invariant-Method of Abbe. In order to ascertain the nature

of an element of this caustic curve, we shall employ the method of

Abbe, as given both by Czapski^ and by Koenig and von Rohr.^

In Fig. 147 the plane of the

paper represents the plane
of the meridian section of

the bundle of rays; and the

letters C and A designate

the centre and vertex, re-

spectively, of one of the

surfaces of the centered

system of spherical surfaces

{AC =
r). The points B

and / lying in the me-

ridian section of the surf-

ace are two incidence-

points very near together.

BS' and IR' represent the paths of two refracted meridian rays

corresponding to two incident meridian rays SB and RI, *«spectively

(which latter, however, are not shown in the diagram). The points

S' and R' designate the positions on BS' and IR' of the I. Image-

*
S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der optischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), pages

11S-118.
- A. Koenig und M. von Rohr: Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen : Chapter

V of Vol. I of Die Theorie der optischen Instrumente (Berlin, 1904), pages 270-273.

A\ C
Fig. 147.

CoMATic Aberrations S'T' and S' IF* of an In-

finitely Narrow Pencil of Meridian Rays.

B'S' = s'. /R' = s'+ds'. S'Z' = dq', S'n'' = dw',

IBCA = ^, LICB = d^, I CBS' = a:,

/C/^ = a' + rfa', lBT'I=d><'. arc BI= j.
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Points corresponding to the points 5" and R on the incident rays SB
and RI, respectively ;

the actual positions of S' and R' being, of course,

dependent on the positions of 5 and R, respectively. The angles of

incidence at B and / are supposed to differ from each other by an infi-

nitely small magnitude of the ist order; and, consequently, the points

designated by S' and R' are two infinitely near points on the caustic

curve of the meridian rays. The point of intersection of the refracted

rays BS' and IR' is designated in the figure by T'; and we may con-

sider 5' T' as the longitudinal aberration along BS' oi the infinitely

narrow pencil of meridian rays which are refracted at the points lying

in the arc BI.

The following symbols may be conveniently employed :

Z CBS' = a\ Z Cir = a' + da', ZICB =
d^p, ZBT'I = d\',

BS' =
s', IR' = s' + ds'.

With T' as centre and with radii equal to T'l and T'R', describe

two circular arcs meeting BS' in the points designated in the figure

by Y' and Z', respectively. The variation ds' = IR' — BS' may be

considered as consisting of a displacement S' Z' together with a dis-

placement Z'R'. The latter may be said, in a certain sense, to be

due to the variation of the point of incidence from B to I; whereas

the former is the displacement depending on the angle d\' between

the refracted rays leaving B and /. We shall try now to obtain an

expression for the magnitude of the component

S'Z' =
dg!

of the total variation; because, since BT' and IT' are tangents to the

caustic curve at the two infinitely near points S' and R'
,
and since,

therefore, the lengths S'T' and T'R' can differ from each other only

by an infinitesimal magnitude of an order higher than either of them,
so that we can put

S'T = T'R' = T'Z',

the magnitude denoted by dq' is equal to twice the aberration S'T'.

Incidentally, also, we may observe that since (neglecting infinitesi-

mals of the 2nd order) S'T' -{ T'R' =
dq'

= the length of the element

of the caustic, the radius of curvature of the caustic at S' is equal to

dq'/dX'.

Throughout this present investigation we shall retain magnitudes
of the order d(p. Hence, provided we neglect only small magnitudes of

an order higher than the ist, we shall obtain from the figure the

30
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following useful relations:

lY' = — rcos a' -dip;

also,

lY' = Y'T'dX' = s'dX';

and, hence,
d\' r • cos a'

dip s'

Moreover,
da' = d\' + dip, BY' = r-sin a' -dip.

Now
ds' = IR' - BS' = Y'Z' - BS' = S'Z' - BY';

that is,

ds' =
da'

- BY']
and, since

dq' dq' d\' r cos of dq'

we obtain :

dip d\' dip s' d\

ds' rcos a' dq' . ,

J
—

?'
• sin a .

dip s' d\'

In order to obtain now an expression for ds' /dip, we must employ
the Law of Refraction, which Abbe does by introducing here the

invariant-function of astigmatic refraction (§299), viz.:

n • cos a
(I

cosa\ , ,fi cosa'\

Accordingly, differentiating Q with respect to ip, we obtain:

dQ , . ,(\ 2cosa'\c?a' n' cos^ of ds'

dtp \r s J dip s dip

wherein let us put:
da! d\' r • cos 0!

dip dip s'

and let us, also, substitute for ds' /dip the expression which we obtained

above in terms of dq' /d\'. Thus, after several simple transformations,

we derive the following equation :

r dip~ r'
"^

n's' s'' d\"
where

K = w • sin a = n'- sin a'

denotes the so-called "optical invariant".
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The above formula has been derived for the rays after refraction

at the spherical surface here considered ;
but it is obvious that we shall

obtain in the same way a precisely similar relation connecting the

corresponding magnitudes before refraction, viz.:

I dQ K SK'Q n cos^ g dq

r dip r^ ns s^ d\'

Combining, therefore, these two formulae, and using Abbe's difference-

notation, we obtain:

(n
cos^ Cidq\ ,, ^ / i \ , v

Thus, knowing the values of the magnitudes denoted by a, s, dq and

d\, which relate to the narrow pencil of meridian rays before refraction

at the spherical surface, we can calculate the magnitudes denoted by
a' and s', and determine, by means of the formula just obtained, the

magnitude of the ratio dq' /dX', which relates to the pencil of rays
after refraction.

310. Instead of a single spherical surface, let us suppose now that

the optical system consists of m spherical surfaces with their centres

ranged all along one straight line. Introducing in our notation the

surface-subscripts, we must write:

dQk+i
=

dq'k, d\+i =
dXl;

and, hence, for a centered system of m spherical surfaces, we obtain

by formula (333) the following recurrent formula:

nl-cos^a'„,dql ^ ^
dq^ / ^j

•

5^
• • •

5;„_iV / cos g,
• cos g^

• • • cos a„, V
s'J d\l ^d\\ 5i

•

5,
• • •

5„, / \ cos g'l cos gl • • • cos gl_i /

g Ai-4.r • •^:-A
Yco

sg,,,-cosg,,,-
• ' ^os

^
^.Y^^ J

L) .

7^ \h+i h+2 •••SraJ \cos g^
• COS o,k+x

• • • COS g,„_i J
'^ ^^

\nsJk
+

If we write

then

and, hence:

Jk
~

arc BJ,, = j„

Sk dK si d\l

cos a/c cos a,^

Jk_ ^^ cosg^+i

A-+1 ^k+i cosg^
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Therefore,

jx_ ^ ji-jy
•

-Jm-x ^ ^i- 4- --^l-i
^

COS g^-cos a3---cos g,,,

Jm
~
h 'Ji-'-Jm ^2

•

-^3
• • •

-^m COS g',
• COS g^

• • • cos g;„_i

*

Thus, the recurrent formula obtained above may be put in the fol-

lowing form:

^
cos'^ g, dqj^w,'„-cos^g;„ dq„ _ ( jj\

s\ </Xi

+

If, as is usual, the bundle of object-rays is homocentric (dq^
=

o),

the formula above may be written as follows:

311. If a screen is placed perpendicularly to BS' at S', the pencil

of meridian rays will intersect this screen in the aberration-line

S'W = dw'\

where

, , dq''d\'
aw = —

2

denotes a magnitude of the second order of smallness as compared
with d\'. Hence,

n' 'cos^ of dq' 2 ,,,,.,
s'' J^>

=
J^-div-d\.

Accordingly, by formula (333), for the ^th spherical surface we have:

L{n'dwd\), =
lJlQ,-K,-^(^^^^^.

The product n',.-d\',. is the so-called "numerical aperture" {cf. § 364) of

the pencil of rays after refraction at the ^th spherical surface, and

dw',. here is analogous to the Lateral Aberration in the case of a direct

bundle of rays (see § 262 and § 266).

If we give k in succession all integral values from k = i to k = m,

and put dwi = o, w^e obtain, by addition:
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and if here we substitute:

s,n Vcosai/'
we can write finally:

312. Let us now impose the condition that the slope-angles 9, 6' of

the chief rays are small magnitudes of the first order—of the same order

as the aperture-angles X, X', as we shall now denote these latter angles,

instead of denoting them, as above, by the symbols d\, d\'. Without

neglecting ultimately the magnitudes of the 3rd order of smallness,

we may obviously introduce in the above formula (336) the approxi'

mate values of the magnitudes denoted by the symbols s, j, Q and K,

Thus, we may employ here the approximate relations:

cos a =
I, sin a = a, 6 = — h/u and

<))
=

h/r;

where h denotes the incidence-height of the chief ray and u = AM.
And, hence, since

a = e -f (J),

we can put:
hJ

a = — ,n

and, therefore:

K = n-sina = na = hJ.

Moreover, approximately, also:

s = u,

and, hence, if h denotes the incidence-height of a paraxial object-ray

emanating from the axial object-point M^, we may use here also the

following relation:

ji u'l-u'.^
• • •

u'/,_i hi'

Finally, we may put here Q = J. Accordingly, introducing these

values in formula (336), and at the same time writing now bw' in place
of dw' , we obtain:

> 5wl 3 h^n- —— = -7-
u,. 2 h,."^^"'^'^W^h^-'^-'ih); (337)
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313. If the focussing-screen is placed perpendicularly to the chief

iniaiie-ra\- L'S' (Fig. 148), not at the I. Image-Point S', but at some
otlicr point S", the Lateral Aberration of the meridian rays will now
be S"]V" and from the diagram we obtain:

S'W 1 +
S"S'

S'V
'

Now if the screen in its new position has been displaced so little with

respect to its first position

s>^^.. that S"S' is of the same order

of smallnessas5"T^', that is,

if S"S' is of a higher order

of smallness than S'T', we

may put

S"W" = S'W.
M"

Fig. 14S.

CoMATic Aberration of Meridian Rays measured
IN A PLANE perpendicular TO THE OPTICAL AXIS.

And, moreover, if now the

focussing-screen is rotated

about an axis perpendicular

to the plane of the diagram at S" until it is perpendicular to the optical

axis at the point M", then, since

AM"S"W" = ^\

3

we have, neglecting magnitudes of orders higher than 6' :

S"W"-QOs AM"S"W" = S'W;

and, hence, the formula (337) derived above is valid also in case the

aberration-line is measured in a transversal plane M"S" at right angles
to the optical axis, provided this plane is not too far removed from the

I. Image-Point S'. In particular, the formula (337) is valid if the

aberration-line 8w' is measured in the GAUSsian Image-Plane a' per-

pendicular to the optical axis at M', since the distance from this plane
of the I. Image-Point S' is of a higher order of smallness than

M'P' =
7j',

which is of the same order as 9'.

Finally, if we introduce the approximate relations:

\ =
«i — u.

and hi =
u, — u.
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we may write formula (337) in the following form:

Thus, on the assumption that the slope-angles of the chief rays are

small magnitudes, the condition of the abolition of the so-called

"Comatic" Aberration of the meridian rays is:

l=m / I \

T.^hlh,jjA[-)=o. (339)

Moreover, if the reader will investigate also the 3'-aberration and the

2-aberration of a ray of the sagittal section, as is done, for example,

by Messrs. Koenig and von Rohr,^ he will discover that equation

(339) is likewise the condition of the abolition of both aberrations of

the sagittal rays.

It will be recalled that precisely this same equation was obtained

also as the expression of the Sine-Condition (formula 304).

ART. 101. SPECIAL CASES.

314. Case of Single Spherical Surface. The condition that the

comatic aberration, in the case of a single spherical refracting surface,

shall vanish is evidently :

JJ{iln'u'
—

ijnu) = o;

which will be satisfied in each of the three following cases:

(i) J = o, or ti = u' = r: that is, when the object and image co-

incide at the centre of the spherical surface—a case possessing no

practical interest;

{2) J = o, or u = r: that is, when the stop-centre is situated at

the centre of the spherical surface; and

(3) nu = n'u'\ that is, when the pair of conjugate axial points

M, M' are the aplanatic pair of points of the spherical surface.

315. Case of Infinitely Thin Lens. Employing the usual special

Lens-Notation (see §268), we may write the expression on the left-

hand side of formula (339) as follows:

JiJi{i/nu[
—

x) -\- J^J-zix'
—

i/nu'i)
= (pV;

^ A. Koenig und M. von Rohr: Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen: Chapter
V of Vol. I of Die Theorie der oplischen Instrumente (Berlin, 1904); edited by M. vON
Rohr. See pages 275-289.
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where

(«
—

i) (c
—

x)
—

w<p (w
—

i)(c
—

x)
—

n<p
» •'2

7/
— I

^

I ac + («
—

i)c

•/q — » •'2
—

7 = 2 » X' = X -{- (f

nuy n

Thus, we find:

W+2, f2?? + I 3(»+l) W + I )

n Lw— I « n J

n^ o 2« + I
,

w 2n + I w+ i
2

(«
— i)w—iw — i^ w w

The value of V will be a minimum when :

w(2w + i) 3(w+i) W + I
~

2(w — l)(» + 2) 2(w+ 2) 2{n-\-2)

For real values of c, we must have:

2

2(w + i)(5w + i) 2 4n-i 2
,

(w + i)
:

w- (w
—

I ) n

2(2W + l) 2 2(w^ + 4W+l)+ (fX
— -

(px
—

o XX 5: o.

VII. Seidel's Theory of the Spherical Aberrations of the Third Order.

ART. 102. DEVELOPMENT OF SEIDEL'S FORMULA FOR THE v- AND s-

ABERRATIONS.

316. Gaussian Parameters of Incident and Refracted Rays. If

we take the vertex A of the spherical refracting surface as the origin

of a system of rectangular axes, and choose the positive direction of the

optical axis as the positive direction of the 3c-axis, then, adopting the

method of Gauss,
^ we can write the equations of the incident ray as

follows:

Bx „ Cx ^

where the two pairs of constants B, P and C, Q are the four param-
eters which are used here to determine the position of the incident

ray. And, similarly, the equations of the corresponding refracted

' C. F. Gauss: Dioplrische Untersuchungen (Goettingen, 1841), page 3.
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ray may be written as follows:

B'x „, C'x
3'
= ^+^. 2 =-,- + (2',n n

where B', P' and C
, Q' denote the corresponding parameters of the

refracted ray. In these equations n, n' denote the absolute indices of

refraction of the first and second medium, respectively. The relations

between the parameters of the incident ray and those of the refracted

ray, whereby, knowing the former, we can determine the latter, are

obtained by Gauss very simply as follows:

The abscissa of the incidence-point B is:

2^AD =
r(i

— cos (p)
= 2r'sin

where D designates the foot of the perpendicular let fall from B on

the optical axis, and where r = AC denotes the abscissa of the centre

C of the spherical surface, and ip
= /. B CA denotes the central angle.

Since the point B is common to both the incident and refracted rays,

the value x = r{i
— cos <p) must satisfy both sets of equations; and,

consequently, we obtain:

2
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and

and since

we obtain:

B'r C'r

y'^ z[ CIV w-sinju

y^ z^ CH n' sin n'
'

{Br + nP) sin m = {B'r + n'P') sin/,'

{Cr + nQ) sinn= {C'r + n'Q') sin /.
(341)

By means of these formula? (340) and (341), we can obtain the values

of the parameters B'
,
P' and C , Q' of the refracted ray in terms of

those of the incident ray.^

317. Approximate Values of the Gaussian Parameters, and the

Correction-Terms of the 3rd Order. In the following investigation it

is assumed that the aperture of the optical system is relatively small,

so that none of the effective rays are very far from the optical axis.

This being the case, we may regard the parameters denoted here by
B, P, C, Q and B', P', C, Q' as being all small magnitudes of the first

order. For the same reason, the magnitudes sin (p, cos ju, cos n' are

likewise to be considered as small magnitudes of the ist order. We
propose, according to L. Seidel,' to neglect here all terms of orders

higher than the 3rd; and, hence, if A denotes a small magnitude of

the first order, we may write this as follows:

A = a -\- 8a;

where the small letter a denotes the part of A which is of the ist

order, and 8a denotes the correction-term of the 3rd order; for, as

was explained in § 254, if the parameters of the ray are regarded as

magnitudes of the ist order, the series-developments will contain only
terms of the odd orders.

If, therefore, in the exact formulae (340) and (341) we substitute

for B, P, etc., b -\- 8b, p -\- 8p, etc., respectively, we shall obtain a

set of approximate formulae which are accurate except for residual

errors of the 5th and higher orders. Moreover, each of the new equa-
tions thus obtained will break up at once into two others, since, evi-

dently, the terms of the ist order on one side of the equation must be
' See also Oscar Roethig: Die Probleme der Brechung und Reflexion (Leipzig, 1876),

pages 15-26.
2 L. Seidel: Zur Dioptrik. Ueber die Entwicklung der Glieder 3ter Ordnung, welche

den Weg eines ausserhalb der Ebene der Axe gelegenen Lichtstrahlcs durch ein System
brechenden Medien, bestimmen: Aslronomische Nachrichlen, xliii. (1856), Nos. 1027,

1028, 1029.
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equal to the terms of the same order on the other side; and since the

same is true also in respect to the terms of the 3rd order. Thus between

the approximate values b, p, etc., and b\ p', etc., of the parameters of

the ray before and after refraction we obtain the following set of

relations :

P'
= P; a'

=
q;

r r

n'q' nq

r r

(342)

and between the correction-terms of the 3rd order the following re-

lations :

2

28p'
-

bp 2 \n nj
^ 2 \n' nj

(a5' +":^')
-

(a. +"-f^)
=
^(6

+f)
(cos%-cos'/)-.

—
) (cos H — COS n )

.

(343)

Obviously, in the further development, it will be sufficient to obtain

the formulae for the magnitudes b, p, b\ p' which relate to the xy-

plane; then all we shall have to do to find the corresponding formulae

for the magnitudes c, q, c' , q' which relate to the x2-plane will be to

substitute in the first formulae the latter magnitudes in place of the

former.

318. Relations between the Ray-Parameters of Gauss and Seidel.

Instead of the GAUSsian parameters

B = b -\-bb, P = p -{-bp and C = c -]- be, Q = q + bq,

we have now to introduce the parameters

^ = y j^ Sy, ^ = z -{ bz and t]
= y -{- by, t,

-= z -\- bz,

which are employed by Seidel(§ 255), and which are the co-ordinates

of the points P, P where the ray crosses the two fixed transversal

planes c, c, respectively. The abscissae of the points M, M where the

optical axis meets the transversal planes a, cr will be denoted by u, u,

respectively; thus,

AM = u, AM = u;

and, similarly, for the pair of axial points M', M' conjugate to M, M,

respectively, let us put:
AM' = u', AM' = u'.
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Moreover, as in § 255,

•^="('-,0="'('-''7')

Then, since the incident ray must go through the points P{n, ri, f)

and P[u, T|, "Q, we must have:

{J
-

J) uu ' J - J\u uj'

c =
n' ^-l

, Q = n

\u mY{J
-

J) uu ' ^ J - J

and, hence, for the approximate values we have the following relations:

b =
n y -y

J — J uu . p = n

J J\u

n' z — z n / z z\

^^J^7 uu ' ^^J^l\u~u)'\

and for the correction-terms of the 3rd order:

n^ hy
— by ^^ n / 8y 8y

(344)

db =

8c =

J — J uu

8z - 8zn

J — J uu

, 8p =

, 8a =

n

T^ J\ u

n

u

J
(bz bz\

J\u~ u)'\

(345)

and by priming all the letters in formulae (344) and (345), except the

letters J, J, we shall obtain also the corresponding relations for the

refracted ray.

Formulae (342) and (343) lead to the following invariant relations

between the approximate values of the parameters of the incident and

refracted rays:

w'y ny n'z' nz

u u u

n'y' ny n'z' nz

u u u u

(346)

which will be recognized as equivalent to the well-known law of
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Robert Smith for a single spherical refracting surface (Chap. VIII,

§ 194)-

Moreover, we find:

r J — J\ a u J

r J — J\ u u J

and, hence, substituting these values in the first and third of formulae

(343), we obtain, after some obvious reductions:

\n' ~r — n^ —
I
^ ~^^
— ^~

)
= — «-A-( J J- ),

\ u u J \ u u ) 2 n\ VL u )

\ u' u J \ u' u J

= -
I J J -

I (cos jU
— COS jU ).

Combining these two equations so as to. eliminate the difYerence

A(n-8y/u), we find:

319. It only remains now to obtain expressions for the small magni-
tudes (p, cos /x, cos/i'; wherein, however, we need consider only the

terms of the ist order, since these alone will have any influence of the

3rd order on the value of the expression for A(n-8y/u).
In order to obtain the approximate expression for the central angle

{p, we shall proceed as follows: The distance from the vertex A of the

spherical surface of the point where the incident ray meets the yz-

plane of co-ordinates is approximately equal to Vp^ -f q^, and since

the length of the arc AB is equal to rtp, we may, if we neglect the mag-
nitudes of the 3rd order, put:

r (p
= p -\- q ;

and, hence, we obtain:

rep
= -

77
—

-jri \ 2 2 2
f

. (348)

We must now derive an expression for cos n'
— cos n
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The approximate equations of the incident ray BH are:

X _y — p _z —
q

n b c
'

and the equations of the straight Hne CII are:

y _ z
X /

,

'
f

and lience for the angle lu,
between these two straight lines, we have:

2 (hn + CZ,Y
cos n = —^2—

—
2
—

•

yk + 2/.

Now since the point H(r, y^, z,) is a point on the incident ray, we have;

^^
1 ^

^ ( jy ty\ ^ v
:v.

= 7 + ^ =
jzrj\J^-J,,)

=
j—jy^

if, for the sake of brevity, we write temporarily:

u u u u

Hence, since by formula (346) :

n n
we obtain:
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where for brevity we write:

in

\u' u) u\u' uj } lu\u' uj u\u' u) }u

n
Now

II 2^12/-+=-_/.A-- — ,

u u r n n

I I 2 _ I 27- + — = --/-A- - —
u u r n n

and thus we can write :

{f + ^J^ , I 2J\ y+2\/2 , I 2/\
A = -\^—^j( -J A- -— )+ " J{

- -J'^
I u \r n 71 J u" \r n n )

ivL \ r n n Jj
— 2

Accordingly, we obtain finally:

n^ I

cos'/ -cosV =
(j_ 7)2 •^^•^'

(350)

where ^ is defined by (349).

320. If now we substitute in formula (347) the expressions (348)

and (350), we shall obtain on the right-hand side of the equation:

,3n

2(/ - jy
where

\ u u J

R = -—
2
— 7^ A- -2— A

u \ r n n J n

\ u uu J \r n njn
which latter expression may also be written as follows:

u \ J nu J r n /

y^ + z' I yy -\- zz , I , .

+ -^
, J-A z

^^
7-A—. (351)

u' nu uu nu

Thus, we obtain finally:

\ U } 2(/ — 7) \ u u )
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and. siniilarK':

^[l, )-2Cj-JrVu -'.) ^- (353)

wluTo R is defined by (351).

321. Thus far the directions of the axes of y and 2 are entirely

arbitrary, except that it has been assumed they are both perpendicular
to the optical axis. We may select as the xy-plane the meridian plane
which contains the point Q, and which, according to Gauss's Theory,
will contain also the conjugate point Q' . This evidently will not

affect at all the generality of the treatment, and it will lead to some

simplification, inasmuch as we shall have then z = z' = o. Thus
if wc put 2 = o in the formula? (35 0> (352) and (353), we obtain the

following set of formulae:

R
J nu

(J - jy
J r n )

2 I 2

y -\-z \ yy
H o

— J- A— — 2— J-
U" 71U UU nil

The y-aberration:

The z-aberration:

n

i{J - JY
Aj^-jAr;
\ u uj

(n-bz\

n

^.jIr.

(354)

These formulae give the variations of n-dy/u, n-Sz/u which result in

consequence of the refraction of the ray at a single spherical surface.

In case we have a centered system of m spherical surfaces, we must
introduce the subscript k to indicate that the formulae apply to the )^th

surface, and then the formulae will be written:

where
(n-8z\

nk-i »/.— 1

2{J^-J,r'^ U
T -^^'

7? •

(A - j.y

J.

+ y'k-i + zA— 1

u;
/z.

\ nu
/;..

_ yk-\yi—i w
2

•'ft

\nuJk
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Now if h, h denote the incidence-heights of a pair of paraxial rays

emanating from the axial object-points M^, M^, respectively, we have,

by Robert Smith's Law (§ 194) :

n[-Ay'k-x ^Ayi nl_ih^yl_i njr^y^ n^^Jx,z[_^ n,h,z^

u,. u, Uz u. u, u.

Moreover, we have also Seidel's Formula (Chapter VIII, § 195):

Ji-
—

"fk
—

J I Wi ''1/
~

7, AKhk U^Ui

If we introduce these relations in the above equations, we shall

obtain the following formulae:

\ u /, 2 (ui
- u,y

'

[hi
'-

\ nu J,, j

+2u^r=^^^^"4^^;^'^^*^wA

'-4')+ y\

2{u,-MS''^'\h\j,
'^^^'^'U.-Jd'-

(
hz\ _i{y\ + z])y, z{hl ( i\\

+ y\^i 2\h^r^Af-L\

hi hi
UJu <^i:l

(355)

31
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Now

\ u )~ li', «,, u[ K %-i
'

or

and, hence, if we suppose that the object, situated in the first medium,

is free from aberration, so that the object-point P^ coincides with Q^,

and therefore

8yi
=

5Zi
= c,

we find:

that is,

and, similarly:

U[n h^k=lK \ ^<' K

Let us now employ the following abbreviations:

.=1 K

cll_ V-^-^' T J

k=l "i "1

*='" h^ h' I / I \

t^i h\ Alp
* '

r, V w /;,

sv =
i:>S{^-(/.-/,.y:-^A(-),t=i /^i /»i I -^A /.

(356)
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so that we may write finally :

n',n-8yi ^ I (Ji + zl)y,
^3 h^^^ _ I (33^1 + z\)y,

^^^ h^ ^„

-r-^3 n,u\ }^ (35- - 5-) +
' —^3 u\^

(357)

U^ 2 (Ui-m/ 'h^ («i-Wi) /^^

322. Conditions of the Abolition of the Spherical Aberations of

the 3rd Order. The expressions denoted here by 5^ 5", 5" ,
5

,

S^ are practically equivalent to the famous five sums of Seidel,

although Seidel's expressions in their final form are different from

these.

The equation S^ = o will be recognized as the condition of the

abolition of the spherical aberration at the centre of the visual field;

that is, the condition that the axial points M^, ilf',, shall be a pair of

"aberrationless" points (§ 265).

The equation 5" = o is at the same time the condition of the fulfil-

ment of Abbe's Sine-Condition (§ 284) and of the abolition of Coma

(§313)-
The condition of the abolition of the astigmatism of narrow oblique

bundles of rays is 5"^ = o (§ 302), and the conditions necessary for

a plane, stigmatic image are 5"^ = o and 5^^ = 0; see formulae (332),

§ 304-

Finally, the condition that the image shall be without Distortion

is 5^ = o; see formula (311) or formula (312), § 292.

The image will be perfectly faultless (except for residual errors of

the 5th order) provided all five sums 5\ 5", 5"\ S^^, and S^

vanish together, and these five conditions are necessary if the image

is to have this degree of perfection in every respect.

Seidel's Formulae (357), which give the magnitudes of the y- and

2-aberrations of the 3rd order in the image-plane a'„^, are derived by
A. Kerber' by the employment of Kerber's Formulae given in Chap-

ter IX, §§ 214, 216 for the refraction of a ray at a spherical surface;

wherein the trigonometrical functions are replaced by their series-

' A. Kerber: Beilraege zur Dioplrik. Zweites Heft (Leipzig, 1896); pages p-iS-
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developments. Kerher's process is also given by Koenig and voN
Rohr' in their treatise on the Theory of Spherical Aberrations.

ART. 103. ELIMINATION OF THE MAGNITUDES DENOTED 3Y h, u.

323. The natural determination-data of an optical system are the

radii (r) of the spherical surfaces, the thicknesses (d) of the intervening
media and the refractive indices («). If in addition to these magni-
tudes we know also the positions of the object and of the stop, which

is equivalent to knowing the values of «i and u,, we can compute the

values of the two systems of magnitudes h, u and h, u which occur in

Seidel's Aberration-Formula? (357). So long as these formulae are

to be employed to investigate the defects of an image produced by a

given optical system, they answer their purpose excellently. But in

case the problem is to design an optical instrument which is to fulfil

certain prescribed conditions, the fact that the equations contain two

sets of magnitudes which are not independent of each other is a dis-

advantage which must be got rid of by eliminating one of these sets

of magnitudes by means of the other set. In Seidel's final forms of

the aberration-formulae the magnitudes denoted here by Ai, u do not

appear.
This elimination is performed with the aid of the two formulae (155)

and (156) of Chapter VIII, which are also due to Seidel, and which,

by the introduction of the convenient abbreviating symbol T, may
be written here as follows :

T = KKiJ,- J,)
= hMJ.- J,)A

h,_h,_m
^

d,_, y (358)

The magnitude denoted here by T depends only on the initial values

of the magnitudes h, it and h, u. If we introduce, also by way of

abbreviation, another symbol and write:

^^-'tAw/inzki^y (359)

formulae (358) may be put in the following forms convenient for

direct application to the expressions contained in the aberration-

' A. Koenig und M. von Rohr: Die Theorie der sphaerischen Aberrationen: Chapter
V of M. von Rohr's Die Theorie der optischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904). pages

317-323-
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formulae (357):

/«.
=
^.j|(i+^.)

+
,J^}.

M. =
|m.(i+x,).

(360)

Proceeding now to eliminate the magnitudes h,., Uj. from the express-

ions under the summation-signs in the formulae (356), we remark,

in the first place, that the sum S^, which is the expression of the Co-

efficient of the Spherical Aberration along the axis, does not contain

these magnitudes at all. Passing, therefore, to the Coma-Co-efficient,

we obtain from the second of equations (360):

and hence;

•5"^£|•^^K^I^'+^''• ^^^'^

The first of the two terms on the right-hand side of this equation is

the co-efficient S^ which is concerned with the spherical aberration

along the axis. If the optical system satisfies Abbe's Sine-Condition,

it must be spherically corrected for the object-point M^ (§277
and § 279); that is, ^^ = o; consequently, the formula for Abbe's Sine-

Condition, which is identical with what Seidel has called the Fraun-

YiOY'ER- Condition (§284), is:

Again, we find:

Si^'-^'--(;^)r°- '''-'

hlhlJl
=
'§KJlii+X,y;

hence, for the Astigmatic-Co-efficient:
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The co-cfficicnts of the expressions for the curvatures of the two

image-surfaces formed by the infinitely narrow pencils of meridian and

sagittal rays can be obtained by combining the two equations (363)

and (364).

Finally, since

and

we have the following expression for the Distortion-Co-efificient:

T- '-='"
T / I \ ''='"A* / I \

5' =
„;,;E(.+X.)-a(„\-E;,|/J(.+X.)'.a(„,-).(365)

art. 104. remarks on seidel's formul-s;: and references to
other general methods.

324. In a masterly discussion of his formulae, Seidel draws also a

number of important conclusions of a general kind, which, however,

can only be referred to here very briefly. Thus, for example, he points

out that it is impossible (except in certain special cases that have

comparatively little practical interest) to construct an optical appara-

tus which will produce a correct image of the 3rd order for all distances

of the object. If it is required to form such images of objects at all

distances, in addition to Seidel's five equations we shall have other

conditions also, one of which, known as Herschel's Equation, is, in

general, in curious contradiction to the so-called Fraunhofer- or

Sine-Condition expressed by formula (362) : so that the two conditions

can be satisfied at the same time only in particular cases, one of which

is that the image shall be of the same size as the object.

An image of this degree of perfection even in the case of one special

object-distance can only be attained by combining in the system of

lenses a sufificient number of separated surfaces. If the distances be-

tween the spherical surfaces are all so small as to be negligible (so

that in the formulae we may put d^
=

o), it is easy to show that the

conditions of the abolitions of all the errors of the 3rd order are as

follows :

SJ^-A— = o, (abolition of aberration along axis);
7111

2/' A— =0, (abolition of comatic aberration) ;

71U
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^l^L —
^i^^i» S - A - =

o, (condition of plane, stigmatic image) ;

w,'„
—

n'l
= o, (abolition of distortion).

This last condition is compatible with the condition n[^u^ = n^Ui only
in case the optical system is a plane mirror or an infinitely thin plate

of glass: and, hence, for an optical system which shall produce images
of the 3rd order it is necessary that some of the d's at least shall be

different from zero.

325. In connection with the excellent exposition of Seidel's theo-

ries which is given by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson in an

appendix to his English Translation of Dr. O. Lummer's Beitraege zur

photographischen Optik,^ he directs attention to a remarkable memoir

published by Finsterwalder^ in 1892, wherein the author, employing
Seidel's Formulae, derives the equation of the Focal Surface, which

is the envelope of the bundle of emergent ra^/s which have their origin

at a point outside the optical axis of a centered system of spherical

surfaces, and proceeds then to show in a very simple and elegant

manner how the definition of the image and the distribution of the

light in it depends on the extent of the visual field and on the aperture

of the system and also, in the case when the image is real, on the

position of the focussing screen.^ Finsterwalder not only obtains

by his method results which are in complete accord with those of

Seidel, but, as Professor Thompson states, he has "also investigated

the distribution of the light in the coma, and its changes of shape
when the position and size of the stop are changed".

326. With regard to other general methods of investigation in

Optics, the following paragraphs, also quoted from Professor Thomp-
son's chapter on "Seidel's Theory of the Five Aberrations", may be

appropriately inserted at this place:

• O. Lummer: Beitraege zur photographischen Optik: Zft. f. Instr., xvii (1897), 208-

219; 225-239; 264-271.

Silvanus P. Thompson: Translation of Otto Lummer's Contributions to Photographic

Optics (London, 1900).
^ S. Finsterwalder: Die von optischen Systemen groesserer Oeffnung und groesseren

Gesichtsfeldes erzeugten Bilder: Muench. Abhand. der k. bayer. Akademie der Wiss. II

CL, XVII Bd., Ill Abth., 519-587. Published also separately in Muenchen in 1891 by
G. Franz.

' Seidel himself had already determined the equation of the Focal Surface, without,

however, showing how the equation was obtained. See Seidel's paper entitled: Ueber
die Theorie der caustischen Flaechen, welche in Folge der Spiegelung oder Brechung von
Strahlenbuescheln an den Flaechen eines optischen Apparates erzeugt werden: Gelehrte

Anzeigen k. bayr. Akad. d. Wiss., xliv (1857), 241-251. See also a letter written by
Seidel to Kummer, and published, so Finsterwalder states, in Sitzungber. der k. Akad.

d. Wiss. zu Berlin, 1867.
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"Remarkable as these researches of von Seidi-x are, it is of interest

to note that an even more general method of investigation into lens

aberrations had been previously propounded. This is the fragment-

ary paper of Sir W. Rowan Hamilton,^ introducing into optics

the idea of a 'characteristic function' [see §39], namely the time taken

by the light to pass from one point to another of its path. True, he did

not work out the relations between the constants of his formula? and

the data of the optical s^^stem. Yet the method, as a mathematical

method of investigation, is unquestionably more powerful. It has

recently, and independently, been revived by Thiesen,^ whose equa-
tions include those of von Seidel.

"The latest development of advanced geometrical optics is due to

Professor H. Bruns,^ who has shown that in general the formulae

that govern the formation of images can be deduced from an originating

function of the co-ordinates of the rays
—a function termed by him

the eikonal—by differentiating the same, just as in theoretical mech-

anics the components of the forces can be deduced by difTerentiation

from the potential function. Bruns's work is based upon the theory
of contact-transformations of Sophus Lie. But as yet neither the

formulae of Bruns nor those of Thiesen have been reduced to such

shape as to be available for service in the numerical computation of

optical systems."
In this connection it may be stated that the applications of Seidel's

aberration-formulae to the calculation and design of optical systems
are attended with much difficulty, and on this account practical

opticians seem still to prefer to resort to the methods of trigono-

metrical calculations of the paths of the rays, whereby with relatively

less trouble they arrive at safer results and are also able to keep track

more easily of the effects of each single surface. The complete solu-

tion of the Seidel formulae is indeed only possible in the case of sys-

tems of comparatively simple structure. The greatest practical value

of these general formulae is to guide the optician to a correct basis

for the design of his instrument and to supply him, so to speak, with

a starting-point for a trigonometrical calculation of the particular

1 On some Results of the View of a Characteristic Function in Optics, B. A. Report

for 1833, p. 360.
2 M. Thiesen: Beitraege zur Dioptrik: Berl. Ber., 1890; 799-813. -See also: Ueber

vollkommene Diopter: Wied. Ann. (2) xlv (1892), 821-823; Ueber die Construction

von Dioptern mit gegebenen Eigenschaften: Wied. Ann. (2) xlv (1892), 823-824.

Also, J. Classen: Mathematische Oplik (ScHUBERTsche Sammlung 40), Leipzig, 1901,

Chapter XI entitled "Thiesens Theorie der Abbildungsfehler."
3 H. Bruns: Das Eikonal: Abhandliingen der malh.-phys. CI. der k. saechsischen Akad.

d. Wiss., xxi (1895), 321-436. Also published by S. Hirzel, Leipzig, 1895.
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system which he aims to achieve. Concerning the use of these formulae

the reader is referred to a valuable and interesting article by A.

KoENiG, entitled Die Berechnung optischer Systems auf Grund der

Theorie der Aberrationen}

In a series of learned papers C. V. L. Charlier^ has given also a

method of investigating the spherical aberrations of a centered system
of spherical surfaces, which is said to be especially adapted to the

practical design of optical instruments. But it is impossible here to

do more than merely refer to this work.

' See Chapter VII (pages 373-408) of Die Theorie der oplischen Instrumente, Bd. I

(Berlin, 1904), edited bj^ M. von Rohr. See also A. Kerber's Beilraege ziir Dioptrik,

published in Leipzig from 1895 to 1899.
^
C. \'. L. Charlier: Ueber den Gang des Lichtes durch ein System von sphaerischen

Linsen: Upsala, Nova Acta, xvi (1893), 1-20; Zur Theorie der optischen Aberrations-

curven: Aslr. Nachr., cxxxvii (1895), No. 3265, 1-6; Entwurf einer analytischen Theorie

zur Construction von astronomischen u. photographischen Objectiven: Vierleljahrsschrift

der astronomischen Gesellschaft, 31. Jahrgang (1896), Leipzig, pages 266-278. See also a

paper by R. Steinheil: Ueber die Berechnung zweilinsiger Objektive: Zfl. f. Jnslr., xvii

(1897), 338-344, in which the writer says that
" Die Arbeit des Hrn. Charlier bedeute

einen Schritt vorwaerts."



CHAPTER XIII.

COLOUR-PHENOMENA.

I. Dispersion and Prism-Spectra.

ART. 105. INTRODUCTORY AND HISTORICAL.

327. Relation between the Refractive Index and the Wave-

Length. In the preceding chapters it has been tacitly assumed that

the index of refraction (w) of an isotropic optical medium was a con-

stant magnitude; which assumption was permissible so long as we
were concerned only with light of some definite kind or colour. The

length (X) of a light-wave depends on two factors, the speed of propa-

gation (v) and the vibration-number or frequency (iV), according to

the familiar formula:

\ = v/N.

Light of a definite colour is characterized by a definite value of the

frequency N, which is not altered when the light is refracted from

one medium into another. On the other hand, the speed (v) with

which the light is propagated is different in different media, and,

consequently, the wave-length (X) must vary also. However, if we
select some standard medium (§ 24), as, for example, the free ether of

empty space (wherein also light of all colours is propagated with the

same speed), the wave-length of the light in this medium may be

employed also to characterize the colour of the light. In this chapter,

therefore, the symbol X will be used to denote always the wave-length

of the light in vacuo.

The refractive index of a given medium is a function of the wave-

length X; so that we may write:

n =/(X).

The exact character of this relation has never been definitely ascer-

tained, although a number of formulae have been proposed. The
earliest and best known of such formulae is the one suggested by
Cauchy,^ as follows :

.
B C

n = A
+j^ + ^4-l

'

where A, B, C, etc., denote constants depending on the nature of the

medium and diminishing rapidly in magnitude as we proceed to the
^ A. L. Cauchy: Memoire sur la dispersion de la lumiere; published in Prague in 1836.

474
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higher terms of the series. The formula shows that the waves of the

shorter wave-lengths are the more highly refracted. In media which

exhibit the so-called phenomenon of "anomalous dispersion" it is, how-

ever, not true that the shorter waves have the higher indices of re-

fraction, so that the formula is by no means general; but within

certain limits it is found to represent fairly well the results of experi-

ments. An investigation of the experimental data in regard to this

matter shows that, in general, as many as three coefficients A, B, C
will be required in order to express completely the relation between

n and X for all optical media; although, as Schmidt^ has shown, in

the case of a number of substances, the relation may be right well

expressed by a series Avith only two constants.

We see, therefore, that until we specify the kind of light that is

being used, the refractive index of a medium is a phrase without mean-

ing; for a medium has just as many indices of refraction as there are

different kinds of light. If, for example, a given straight line is the

common path of rays of two or more kinds of light, these rays will,

in general, be separated by refraction and made to take different

routes when they enter a new medium. This phenomenon is called

Dispersion of the Light, sometimes called also the "chromatic dis-

persion".

328. Newton's Prism-Experiments and the Fraunhofer Lines of the

Solar Spectrum. The discovery and explanation of the fact that the

light of the sun is composite and consists of light of a great variety of

colours is unquestionably the greatest of Newton's contributions to

optical science. Admitting the rays of the sun through a small circular

opening in the window-shutter, New^tox caused these rays to pass

through a glass prism, and was surprised to find that the image on the

opposite wall, instead of being a circular spot of white light (as was

produced before the interposition of the prism in the path of the beam)
was an elongated spectrum, with vivid colours, and about five times

as long as it was broad. Newton's remarkable series of prism-

experiments was begun in the year i666: a complete description of

them w^as afterwards published in his treatise on Optics.' He was

led to conclude that sun-light is not homogeneous, but is composed
of rays of different colours, some of which are more refrangible than

others, the red rays being the least refracted and the violet rays the

most refracted ; so that the coloured spectrum varied by impercept-

ible gradations of colour from red at one end to violet at the other;
' W. Schmidt: Die Brechung des Lichts in Glaesern (Leipzig, 1874).
* Isaac Newton: Oplicks: or a treatise cf the reflexions, refractions, inflexions and

colours of light (London, 1704). The discovery of Dispersion and the explanation of the

colours of the Spectrum was communicated to the Royal Society in 1672.
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the order of the colours (as they were distinguished by Newton)
being red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.

The important practical problem of abolishing, if possible, the chro-

matic aberrations of optical instruments, especially in the case of the

telescope, raised the question as to whether the dispersions of dif-

ferent substances were such as to allow of combinations which neutral-

ized the dispersion without at the same time neutralizing the refraction.

Newton himself conceived that he had proved by experiment {Opticks,

Book i, Part ii, Prop. 3) that achromatism involved necessarily the

abolition of ray-deviation also; so that in an achromatic combination

the emergent rays must needs be parallel to the corresponding inci-

dent rays. Newton concluded, therefore, that it was impossible to

produce an achromatic image by refraction, and it was this error

that "made him despair of improving refracting telescopes and led

him to turn his attention to the application of mirrors to these instru-

ments". Newton's authority on such questions was so great that

for a long time his view was accepted as settling the matter.

EuLER," approaching the subject from a theoretical stand-point,

and basing his argument on the erroneous assumption that the human

eye is an achromatic combination of lenses, deduced the correct con-

clusion that such combinations were possible, and calculated the con-

ditions that were necessary therefor, although he lacked sufificient

experimental data. In 1754 Klingenstierna,^ in Sweden, succeeded

in showing by a combination of two prisms not only the deviation of

the rays without dispersion, but also the dispersion of the ra^'s with-

out deviation.

Heath^ states that the mistake in Newton's experiment (above
referred to) "was first discovered by a gentleman of Worcestershire

named Hall, who made the first achromatic telescope"; but that

"this discovery was allowed to fall into oblivion, until the experiment
was again tried by Dollond, an optician in London, who found that

the dispersion could be corrected without destroying the refraction

and therefore that Newton's conclusion was not correct". In 1757,

Dollond was able to construct an achromatic telescope by the use of

two kinds of glass called "crown glass" and "flint glass", of which

the former is the weaker in respect to both refraction and dispersion.
^ See Heath's Geotnelrical Optics (Cambridge, 1887), Art. 179.
^ L. Euler: Siir la perfection des verres obiectifs des lunettes: Mem. de Berlin, iii

(1747). 274-296.
^
S. Klingenstierna: Anmerkung ueber das Gesetz der Brechung bei Lichtstrahlen

von verschiedener Art, wenn sie durch ein durchsichtiges Mittel in verschiedene andere

gehen: Svensk. Vet. Acad. Handl., xv (1754), 300-306.
* Heath's Geometrical Optics (Cambridge, 1887), Art. 179.
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In this combination the convergent lens was made of crown glass and
the divergent lens of flint glass.

Dollond's success revived interest in the question, and a number
of mathematicians, for example, Euler, Clairaut and D'Alembert,
proceeded to investigate formulae for calculating optical systems; but

so long as the numerical constants of the different kinds of glass were

not available, these labours were necessarily unproductive; and no

farther progress worth recording was achieved until the era of Fraun-
HOFER (1814), whose brilliant researches marked the dawn of a new

day in optical science. By looking through a prism at a very narrow

slit, formed by the window-shutters of a darkened room, Wollaston^
had detected in 1802 that the solar spectrum was crossed by dark

bands; but it was not until these so-called Fraunhofer Lines were

independently re-discovered by Fraunhofer^ in a far more thorough
and scientific manner that their real significance and value were recog-

nized.

In the Prism-Spectroscope, such as was afterwards used by Kirch-

HOFF and BuNSEN, the source of the light is an illuminated slit placed

parallel to the edge of the prism in the focal plane of a collimating

lens; whereby the rays incident on the first face of the prism are

rendered parallel. If, after emerging from the prism, the rays are

made to pass through a second convergent lens, there will be formed in

the focal plane of this lens a series of images of the slit, each image

corresponding to light of a definite colour or wave-length (§ 327).

If the slit is illuminated by monochromatic light, there will be only

one image, but if the incident rays are composed of light, say, of two

kinds, of wave-lengths Xi and X,, we shall have two slit-images side

by side and more or less separated from each other depending, among
other things, on the magnitude of the interval \ —

Xj. If

X2
=

Xi + d\,

the two slit-images will be immediately adjacent to each other, and

they may partly overlap and blur each other. If the slit is illumi-

nated by white light emitted originally by an incandescent solid,

for example, the light of an electric arc, there will be formed in the

^ W. H. Wollaston: A method of examining refractive and dispersive powers, by

prismatic reflection: Phil. Trans., ii (1802), 365-380.
^ A preliminary report of Fraunhofer's work was communicated to the academy of

sciences in Munich in the years 1814 and 1815. See also: Joseph Fraunhofer: Bes-

timmung des Brechungs- und Farbenzerstreuungsvermoegens verschiedener Glassorten,

in Bezug auf die Vervollkommnung achromatischer Fernroehre: Gilberts Ann., Ivi (1817),

264-313.
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focal plane of the receiving lens a cojitinuous spectnim, consisting of an

innumerable series of coloured images of the slit of every gradation
of shade from red to violet, one image for each of the infinite varieties

of the light that is emitted by the source. A definite wave-length (X)

is associated with each colour, and to each wave-length there corre-

sponds also a definite value of the refractive index («), which increases

continuously from its greatest value for the extreme red light to its

least value for the extreme violet light.

However, the solar spectrum obtained when the slit is illuminated

by sun-light is not cojitimious, as Newton supposed, but is crossed

by a vast number of dark bands parallel to the slit, corresponding,
as we know now, to those radiations which are absent from the light

that comes to us from the sun. It would be more correct to say that

these dark places indicate a relative deficiency of intensity of certain

definite kinds of light in what we call sun-light. These Fraunhofer
Lines are irregularly distributed over the entire extent of the solar

spectrum, and although their actual positions will be altered if we

replace the prism of the spectroscope by another one of different

material, the order of the lines and of the coloured intervals between

them is always the same, so that any line can be readily recognized.

The great importance of these lines for optical science consists, as

Fraunhofer was quick to perceive, in the fact that each line corre-

sponds to a definite wave-length of light, and hence we can employ
them in the determinations of the refractive indices of a substance.

The more conspicuous of the lines in the different parts of the spectrum
were designated by Fraunhofer by the capital letters of the Latin

alphabet from A to H; the violet end of the spectrum, as nearly as

he could locate it, being designated by the letter /. The indices of

refraction of a given substance for rays of light of wave-lengths corre-

sponding to the Fraunhofer Lines A, B, C,
- • • are usually denoted

by the symbols w^, Ub, nc, • • •
.

329. The Jena Glass. Now that it was possible to determine accu-

rately the optical properties of different media, the great obstacle in the

way of perfecting optical instruments so as to fulfil as far as possible the

theoretical requirements was found to be the lack of suitable kinds of

glass. This deficiency, which Fraunhofer and others had tried to

supply by the manufacture of new kinds of optical glass, began to be

realized more and more with the development of the microscope and in

the construction of the photographic objective. Finally, in i88i, Pro-

fessor E. Abbe, who has been rightly called the "Galileo of the

Microscope", undertook, in conjuction with Dr. O. Schott, a sys-
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tematic investigation of the "optical properties of all known substances

which undergo vitreous fusion and solidify in non-crystalline trans-

parent masses"/ The success of these ingenious and exhaustive ex-

periments, in which entirely new and remarkable compositions of

glass were obtained by using a far greater number of chemical elements

than had ever been essayed before and, especially, by employing in

the manufacture both boric and phosphoric acids as well as the usual

silicic acid, was almost immediate and beyond all expectations, and

a few years later (1886) the "Glastechnisches Laboratorium" of

Messrs. Schott und Gen., in Jena, was established, where the now
world-famous "Jena Glass" is manufactured.

The important practical problem, suggested first by Fraunhofer, of

producing pairs of crown glass and flint glass such that the dispersions

of the different parts of the spectrum should be as nearly as possible

equal for both kinds of glass, with the object of abolishing or diminish-

ing the so-called secondary spectrum (Art. 112), was successfully solved

by the labours of Abbe and Schott. Another problem of not less

importance consisted in producing a large variety of kinds of optical

glass of graduated properties, so that in the design of an optical system
the optician might be able to find a combination more or less exactly

adapted to his particular requirements. This result was likewise

achieved.

The optical properties of the different varieties of glass are de-

scribed in the Jena-Glass Catalogue with reference to five bright

lines of the spectrum which are all easily obtained by artificial sources

of light, viz.: The red potassium line, which is very close to the

Fraunhofer Line A, and which may be designated, therefore, by
A'; the yellow sodium line which coincides with the Fraunhofer
Line D; and, finally, the bright lines of the spectrum of hydrogen, the

first two of which are identical with the Fraunhofer Lines C and F,

while the third, designated by G'
,
is very near the Fraunhofer Line

G. The wave-lengths of the light corresponding to these lines are as

follows :

' See E. Abbe und O. Schott: Productionsverzeichniss des glastechnischen Labora-

toriums von Schott und Geno-^sen in Jena: published as a "
prospectus

"
in July, 1886,

and re-printed in Gesammelte Ahhandlungen von Ernst Abbe, Bd. II (Jena, 1906), 194-
201. See also: E. Abbe: Ueber neue Mikroskope: Sitc.-Ber. Jen. Ges. Med. u. Naiw., 1886,

107-128; reprinted in Gesammelte Abhandliingen, Bd. I (Jena, 1904), 450-472.

Especially, see S. Czapski: Mitthcilungen ueber das glastechnische Laboratorium

in Jena und die von ihm hergestellten neuen optischen Glaeser: Zft. f. Inst., vi (1886),

293-299 and 335-348. See also the very complete history of optical glass-manufacture

given in M. Von Rohr's valuable and learned work, Theorie und Geschichte des pho-

tographischen Objektivs (Berlin, 1899), 325-341.
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Xc = 656.3 /i/x,

Xz? = 5^9-3 MM.

\p = 486.1 IJ.H,

X(7'= 434-1 fJ-f^-

B\' the aid of these data, the dispersion of the glass for any interval

of the spectrum comprised between lines of known wave-lengths may
be obtained, closely enough at any rate for practical purposes, by the

method of graphical interpolation, wherein the abscissa denote the

reciprocals of the wave-lengths.

The following list, selected somewhat arbitrarily from the "Table

of Optical Glasses made in Jena", given in Czapski's paper in the

Zeitschrift fi'ir Instrumentenkunde (vi, 338-9), will serve to give an

idea not only of the remarkable range and variety of the properties

of the new kinds of optical glass, but also of the fundamental constants

that were employed by Abbe for describing these properties:

Some Varieties of the Jena Optical Glass

ll
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The index of refraction of each kind of glass for the D-Line is given
in the first column of the table. Since this line is about at the bright-

est part of the spectrum, and since also this radiation is especially

convenient to obtain, the value of tiD is usually employed to charact-

erize the refrangibility of an optical medium.

The next column of the table gives the value of the so-called mean

dispersion, that is, the difference {np — nc) of the indices of refraction

for the light corresponding to the lines C and F. This difference is

about proportional to the length of the spectrum, since the greater

part of the visible spectrum is included between the lines C and F.

The third column gives the value of the magnitude

np - I . ...
v= . (366)

fip
— no

w "

The numerator of this fraction is the difference between the mean
index of refraction {nj)) of the material and the index of refraction of

air (w =
i); which difference occurs so frequently, for example, in the

formulae of Thin Lenses. The reciprocal of this fraction, viz., ijv,

is called the relative dispersion; and, hence, the greater the value of p,

the smaller will be the relative dispersion. It will be remarked that

the series of glasses are arranged in the table with respect to the

magnitude of this constant v from the greatest value of v to its least

value in descending order. This is due to the fact that the optical

character of a given specimen of glass is seen most clearly by a con-

sideration of its v-vsdue.

The values of the partial dispersions for the three intervals A'-D,
D-F and F-G' , which appear in the next three columns of the

table, enable us to perceive also the behaviour of the glass as regards

dispersion; so that we can compare the dispersions of two different

kinds of glass for the various parts of the spectrum with a view to

ascertaining the degree of achromatism that is possible by a combina-

tion of the pair. For this same purpose also the value obtained by

dividing the partial dispersion of one of these intervals by the

value of the mean dispersion np — no is entered in the same col-

umn immediately under the value of the partial dispersion to which

it belongs. It will be seen from the table that the partial dispersions

of different kinds of glass are, in general, quite different. Moreover,

comparing the spectra produced by two different optical media, we

may find that the dispersion of the red region is relatively greater,

and at the same time the dispersion of the blue region is relatively

less, for the first substance than the corresponding partial dispersions
32
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for the second substance. This phenomenon is known as the irration-

ality of dispersion, in consequence whereof we are unable to compare
the spectra produced by prisms of different materials, since there is

no law of proportionality between them. This fundamental fact in

regard to prism-spectra Newton failed to perceive; and when Lucas
of Liege, attempting to repeat Newton's first prism-experiment (§ 328),

declared that he could never obtain a spectrum whose length was
more than three and one-half times its breadth, Newton persisted in

asserting that, if the experiment were properly performed, the spec-

trum would be found to be five times as long as it was broad
; whereas,

no doubt, the real explanation of the discrepancy in the two observa-

tions was to be found in the fact that the English prism and the Dutch

prism were made of different kinds of glass.

By comparing the corresponding values of the relative partial dis-

persions of two different specimens of glass, say, crown and flint, we
can tell immediately what will be the character and extent of the

residual or secondary spectrum obtained by a combination of the two

materials. Thus, for example, a large value of the relative partial

dispersion for the interval A'-D will mean that the red part of the

spectrum produced with this kind of glass will be relatively extensive.

The difference of the values of corresponding ratios for two specimens
of glass will be a measure of the dissimilarity of the two spectra in

the region or interval to which the ratio applies. On the other hand,

the equality of these corresponding pairs of ratios for two materials

will indicate the possibility of employing these kinds of glass for achro-

matic combinations that are free from secondary colour-effects, pro-

vided also the v-values are sufihciently different to warrant this select-

ion. Referring to the table, we see that there are several pairs of

varieties of the Jena-glass, which have approximately equal relative

partial dispersions and at the same time quite different I'-values, and

which, therefore, enable us to make achromatic combinations that are

practically free from secondary spectrum; for example, the pairs

0.225 ^J^d S.35; S.40 and S.35; S.30 and S.8; and O.60 and O.164.

On the other hand, we can find also in the table pairs of glasses with

approximately equal v-values, which show, however, considerable dif-

ferences in their relative partial dispersions; for example, compare

0.138 and S.52; 0.152 and S.8; and S.7 and O.154.
Prior to the time of Abbe, there was no kind of glass available for

the design of an optical instrument which, with a high refractive index,

possessed at the same time a low dispersive power, or vice versa. Thus,

for example, Fraunhofer's flint glass had both a greater refractive
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index and a greater dispersive power than his crown glass. But a

high refractive index does not necessarily imply also a great dispersive

power, as was formerly supposed, as will be seen by comparing the

following pair of products of the Jena-Glass Laboratory:
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the angles /3, jS' shall be related as follows:

13' _ (III

/i

~ ~
(In''

In order to obtain with this combination a given deviation

e;>= (fi^- i)i3 -\- (n'f,
-

i)/3'

of the -D-ray, we must have therefore:

^^(v-p')-dn^ ^'=-(. -/).^«" ^^^^^

where

1 dn I dn'

V Uj)- l' v' 71^
(370)

denote the so-called relative dispersions of the two optical media.
In the achromatic prism-combination it is usual to superpose the lines

C and F (red and blue) ;
in which case:

dn = np — fic, dfi' = n'p
—

n'c.

(2) On the other hand, if we are to have dispersion without deviation

(as in the so-called "direct-vision" combination of prisms), then,

assuming that the D-ray is the ray which is to emerge without devia-

tion {eD =
o), we shall have:

^' __ nD-i

and, hence, for a given value de of the dispersion of the rays of wave-

lengths X and X + d\ we find :

where v, v' are the magnitudes defined according to equations (370).

ART. 106. THE DISPERSION OF A SYSTEM OF PRISMS.

331. When a ray of light is refracted in succession through a series

of optical media, the angular deviation e is a function of the indices of

refraction «,, n\, n^, etc., and each of these latter magnitudes is itself

a function of the wave-length X. The change of the angular deviation

corresponding to a given change of the wave-length X is a measure of

the dispersion of the system for this interval. Accordingly, the dis-
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persion for the interval comprised between the values X and \ •{- d\

will be expressed analytically by the following formula:

de de dn[ de dn'2 de dn^^

d\^dn,~d\'^d^,'d\^"''^di^,'d\'
^^''^^

wherein it is assumed that there is no dispersion of the light in the

first medium {de/dni
= 0). In this formula m denotes the number of

refracting surfaces. The partial differential co-efficients de/dn are

not only functions of the refractive indices n^, n\, n'o, etc., but these

magnitudes depend also on the forms and position-relations of the

refracting surfaces; whereas the magnitudes dn/dX depend only on

the form of the function connecting the variables n and X (§ 327) and

on the values of the numerical constants of the medium in question;

and, hence, it has been suggested that the differential co-efficient dn/dX

might properly be called the "characteristic dispersion" of the medium.

Accordingly, the problem of finding the dispersion in the case of a

given optical system consists in determining the values of the magni-
tudes de/dn for each medium. We propose now to investigate this

problem in the case of a system of prisms with their refracting edges

all parallel.^

According to formulae (43) of § 93, we have, for the refraction at

the ^th plane refracting surface of a ray lying in a principal section

of the prism-system, the following equations:

Wi-sma^ =
W4_i-sma;i.,

C/t
=

«;t
-

«/.;

(373)

where nl denotes the index of refraction of the (k -\- i)th medium for

light of the given wave-length X; a,., a,, denote the angles of incidence

and refraction at the ^th surface ; and e^ denotes the angular deviation

of the ray produced by this refraction. Moreover, if
j3^.

denotes the

refracting angle of the ^th prism (that is, the dihedral angle between

the ^th and the {k + i)th refracting planes, as in § 93), we have

also:

«i-+i
=

«I
-

i3,,; (374)

^ See S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der oplischen lyislnonenle nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), pages

145, foil.; H. Kayser: Handhuch der Spectroscopie, Bd. I (Leipzig, 1900), Arts. 297,

foil.; and F. Loewe's " Die Prismen und die Prismensysteme
" which is Chapter VIII

of Die Theorie der oplischen Inslrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. Von Rohr;
pages 455-457-
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whence we obtain for the total deviation (e) of the ray of wave-length X:

tt=m /•=»i— I

« = S «/.
=

«1
-

«I
- S /^A'

where, as above stated, 7W denotes the total number of plane refracting

surfaces.

The total deviation of a ray of wave-length \ -\- d\ will be e + '""e,

where according to the formula above:

If, as is usually the case, there is no dispersion of the light in the first

medium, that is, if a^ has the same value for the rays X and X -{• d\,
•

then we must put dai = o, in which case we have therefore:

de= -
da'„.

The magnitude de is a measure of the dispersion of the light of wave-

lengths X and X -f d\.

Differentiating the first of equations (373), we obtain:

% • cos a'^
•

da'^ + sin a.[
•

dn^ = w^_i
• cos

a,^.
•

da/^ + sin a^
•

dn/^_i,

wherein, according to formula (374), we have:

da^ =
da';._^.

This equation may evidently be written in the following recurrent

form :

, <_1 COSO; , I

*•

n^ cos a^
'' '

n^' cos a^
"

where, for brevity, we have written :

X. = «;_,si„a,(f-5^)^ (375)

Thus, we obtain the following formula:

da,,
= ^, da, 11 ^^^,

-^ Z ^;. II ~Z^^ \ (376)

wherein it is to be understood that we must put always cos a;,„^_i
= i.

In this equation n',.
and

n',. -\- dn',. denote the indices of refraction of

the {k + i)th medium for light of wave-lengths X and X + d\,

respectively.
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// the first and last media are both air, we can put :

wl =
Wi

= I ;

and, if, moreover, there is no initial dispersion, we can put also:

da^^
= 0, de = —

da„^.

Accordingly, under these circumstances, we have:

k=lll ''="io/->c rv

cosa,„+i = i.

(377)

332. Dispersion of a Single Prism in Air.

Assuming that there is no initial dispersion (da^
=

o) and that the

prism is surrounded by air, so that we may write :

Wi
= W2 =

I, n[
= n,

and putting w = 2 in formulse (377), we obtain for the dispersion of a

single prism:

de sin B dn

^\ COS ot'i-cos a;2 rf\'
'^

where

^ =
a,
—

«2

denotes the refracting angle of the prism. According to this formula,

the dispersion of a single prism for light of wave-lengths X and \ -\- d\

depends not only on the value of the refractive index n but also on

the refracting angle j8 and on the angle of incidence a,. When the

angle of emergence 03
=

90°) the dispersion dejd\ = 00 has its maximum
value. As the angle oc'^

decreases (in consequence of a corresponding
variation of the incidence-angle ofj), the dispersion de/d\ diminishes

until it reaches a minimum value, after which farther decrease of the

angle a'2 is accompanied by increase of the dispersion. The fact that

for a certain value of the incidence-angle a^ the dispersion dejd\ is a

minimum was first remarked by J. F. W. Herschel,^ who found also

that this position was different from that of minimum deviation.

The dispersion will be a minimum for that value of the incidence-

angle ay for which cos a'l -cos a'.^
is a maximum; but the solution of this

^
J. F. W. Herschel: Article

" On Light
"

in the Encyc. Melropolitana (London,
1828).
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problem leads to a cubic equation for the determination of a,.' Ac-

a>rdintj to Thollon," the condition of niininiuni dispersion is given

approximately l)y the lollowing ecjuation:

«;
= - n"a.. (379)

If the prism is in the position of minimum deviation {t
=

cj, we
have (see § 71) :

/3
=

2a',, a'.,
= —

a,;

and if these values are introduced in formula (378), we find for the

dispersion of the prism in this special position:

d^Q 2 dn
-r- = tan a,- ,_ . (380)

333. Another special case, which is of interest from a practical

standpoint is the dispersion of a train of prisms composed alternately

of glass and air, so that we are concerned with only two media. Here

also we shall assume that there is no initial dispersion {da^
=

o) and

also that the dispersion of the air-prisms is negligible. If we put

n^
= n.^—

• • • =
n'.,- =•••=!, n[

=
n'^

= ' • - =
W2t-i

— ' ' ' = w,

we shall have for the refraction from air to glass at the (zi
—

i)th

surface :

Xg,-!
= sin a.ji^i'dn,

and for the next following refraction, that is, from glass to air:

Xoi = — sin a.^i'dn,

where i denotes here any positive integer from i = 1 to i = mji.

Substituting these values in formula (377), we obtain:

de dn [ . , cos a^
• cos a^'

' • cos a,,^ . cos ^3
• cos a^'

• - cos a^sm a^ -, -,

—
}
— sm a.^d\ d\\ cos «!

• cos a.^'
• ' cos a,^ cos

ol.^^

• cos a^
• • • cos «,„

, cos <Xi
• cos 0:5

•• • cos a^ I

+ sm a, ; J— -f

— • • •

) .

cos a^
' cos 0:4

•• • COS a„^ J

In the special case when the path of the ray through the system of

prisms which are composed alternately of glass and air is symmetrical,
^ See H. Kayser: Handbuch der Spectroscopie, Bd. I (Leipzig, 1900), Art. 300.
^ L. Thollon: Minimum de dispersion des prismes; achromati.sme de deux lentilles

de meme substance: Comptes Retidus, Ixxxix (1879), 93-97.
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we
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where

Pi
=

a[
—

«o, /33
= a\ — a^

denote the refracting angles of the two glass prisms. In this equation
the magnitudes a[, a'.,, a., and a^ are connected by the relations:

sin a'.,
=

n\ -sin {a\
—

|3^), sin
0:3
= Wj-sin {a^ + ^J;

and, hence, if the first prism is supposed to be known, that is, if the

magnitudes denoted by n[ and ^^ are given, and if also the angle of

incidence «! and the index of refraction n'^ of the second prism are

given, there will still remain two arbitrary magnitudes, viz., 183 and a^.

Under these circumstances, therefore, the condition expressed by equa-
tion (383) may be satisfied in cither of two ways, as follows: (i) Any
arbitrary value may be assigned to the refracting angle (/Sj) of the

second glass prism, and we shall have then to determine the correspond-

ing value of the angle 0:3, that is, we shall have to find the orientation of

the second glass prism with respect to the first in order that the com-

bination may be achromatic; or (2) Assuming an arbitrary value of

the angle 0:3, we may then employ equation (383) to determine what
value the refracting angle of the second glass prism must have. The
two glass prisms may even be made of the same kind of glass (n[

=
n^).

As a concrete illustration, let us assume that the ray of wave-length
X traverses each of the glass prisms symmetrically, that is, with mini-

mum deviation; in which case we have the following relations (§ 71):

«1
= -

«2. «1
= -

«2
= -

. «3
= -

«4
= ~

•

Introducing these values in equation (383), we obtain the condition of

achromatism for this special case in the following form:

where

The simplest case is that in which the system is composed of two

glass prisms (usually cemented together along their common face), the

first and last media being air, so that fi^
=

n'^
= i. For this case

m =
3 , and by formula (3 75) we find :

X^ = sin a^^-dn'y, X^ = sin a^-dn.^
— sin a^'dn^, X^ = — sin a^'dn^'.

dn[ dn\
tan a, , -j- tan a, '

— 0,
n,

^

n.
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whence, employing formulae (377), we obtain after several obvious

reductions:

sin /?!
• cos a, •

dn'i + sin /?.,
• dni .

de = > -,

'
, (384)

where

cos a.2
• cos 0:3

/3i
=

a[
—

a.,, ^.^
=

a^
—

a^

denote the refracting angles of the prisms.

If, therefore, this combination is to be achromatic for light of wave-

lengths X and X + d\, we must have:

sin (Si -cos a^-dn[ + sin ^o'^'^'i
= O- (385)

By means of this formula, the angle 182 of the second prism can be

calculated , so soon as we assign the value of the angle of incidence {a^
and the value of the deviation-angle (e).

335. Direct-Vision Prism-System. We may consider briefly also

the important practical case of a system which is constructed so that,

although the rays of wave-

lengths X and \-{-d\ are dis-

persed, the standard ray of

wave-length X traverses the

system without being devi-

ated (e
=

o)
—

prism-system
a vision directe. If, as in the

special case considered in

§ 334, the system is com-

posed of two cemented glass

prisms (m =
3) surrounded

by air, the dispersion is given

by formula (384) above. If

we specialize the problem
still farther by supposing that the ray of wave-length X emerges from

the system in a direction perpendicular to the third plane refracting

surface (Fig. 149), we have evidently the following system of equa-

tions for this Direct-Vision Combination:

Wi
=

^3 = 1 , 0:3
=

0:3
= o, «2

=
^2^

n
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whence the magnitude of the refracting angle /Sg of the second prism
can be calculated.

The dispersion of the system is given by the following formula:

Pe = ,
-—

_ s- J»i + tan (a,
— 3,)dnL

cos (a,
—

/3,)
^ \ 1 ^'^^ 2

When a beam of parallel rays is refracted at a plane surface, the

widths b, b' of the pencils of incident and refracted rays are in the

same ratio to each other as the cosines of the angles of incidence and

refraction; thus,

h]. cos a^

b[_^ cos or^'

and, hence, also, in the case of a system of plane refracting surfaces:

b' ^'cosal , ^ ,

# = 11 -. 387
Ol k=l cos «;,

Applying this formula to the prism-system represented in Fig. 149,

we obtain:

&j cos Q!i
• cos a^

&3 cos («!
-

€1) -COS {a^ + €1)'
(388)

In the "direct-vision" prism-system designed by Amici,^ the com-

bination consists of three prisms cemented together, the first and

third of which are precisely alike and both made of crown glass;

whereas the second, or middle, prism is made of flint glass. If the

AMici-system is divided into two equal halves by a plane containing

the refracting edge of the flint glass prism, the first half will be exactly

similar to the combination represented in Fig. 149. In the Amici-

combination the widths of the incident and emergent beams of rays

are equal.

ART. 107. PURITY OF THE SPECTRUM. RESOLVING POWER OF PRISM-
SYSTEM.

336. Measure of the Purity of the Spectrum. In the investi-

gation of the spectra produced by a prism-system, the problem
^
J. B. Amici: Museo florentino, i (i860), p. i. (This reference has not been verified

by the author).—Concerning Amici's prism-system, see especially S. Czapski: Theorie

der oplischen Insirumenle nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), pages 149, 150 and 153; and
F. Loewe's " Die Prismen und die Prismensysteme ", pages 461, 462 of Die Theorie der

oplischen Insirumenle, Bd, I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. Von Rohr. Both Czapski and
LoEWE give a formula which is different from formula (388) above and which the author

could not obtain.
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is not merely to increase the dispersion f^e/^X, but rather to obtain

as nearly as possible a pure spectrum, wherein the light to be ana-

lyzed is resolved into its simplest components, so that at any given

part of the spectrum the difference d\ of the wave-lengths that are

superposed shall be as small as possible. The spectrum is composed
of a series of images of the slit, each of which corresponds to light

of a definite kind or colour; and if the apparent width of the slit-

image for light of wave-length X is greater than the angular dis-

persion de of the rays of wave-lengths X and X -{ d\, the slit-images

corresponding to these two radiations will partly overlap each other,

and, accordingly, the spectrum in this region will be more or less

impure. If the slit itself were a mathematical line of light, and

if there were perfect collinear correspondence between object and

image, the spectrum would be absolutely pure, and the image of the

line-source for a given wave-length of light would be itself a line

occupying a perfectly definite and distinct position in this ideal spec-

trum.

Evidently, the purity of the spectrum will depend on the width of

the slit-image and on the length of the spectrum. Let 8a denote the

apparent size of the slit as viewed from the first face of the prism, and,

similarly, let 8a' denote the apparent size of the slit-image for light

of wave-length X as viewed from the last refracting plane. The greater

the dispersion de/dX of the light of wave-lengths X and X -f d\, and

the smaller the magnitude of the angular width 8a' of the slit-image,

the greater will be the purity of the spectrum at this place in it; and,

hence, as a measure of the purity of the spectrum, Helmholtz^ proposed
that we employ the following expression:

P =
1^

: 8a'. (389)

What is here meant by the image of the slit is not the actual or "dif-

fraction" image, but the image as determined on the assumption of the

rectilinear propagation of light according to the laws of Geometrical

Optics.

^ H. VON Helmholtz: Handbuch der physiologischen Oplik (zvveite umgearbeitete

Auflage, Hamburg u. Leipzig, 1886), p. 294. In regard to this subject see also:

H. Kayser: Handbuch der Spectroscopic, Bd. I (Leipzig, 1900), pages 305 & foil, and

pages 548 & foil.;

S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der oplischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), pages 148

& foil.; and
F. Loewe's " Die Prismen und die Prismensysteme

"
in Die Theoiie der optischen

Instrumente, Bd. i (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr, pages 448 & foil.
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If, therefore, wc leave otit of account the diffraction-cfTects, then,

according to formula (49) of § 97, the angular width of the slit-image
formed by a system of prisms, which is composed of m plane refract-

ing surfaces and in which the first and last media arc both air (n^
=

w,'„
=

i), is given by the following formula:

rj' cos a,.

8a,,
=

8a, ii ;
, (390)

;._ 1
cob a^

where 5a, denotes the angular width of the slit itself. Accordingly,

assuming that there is no initial dispersion, and employing therefore

formuU-e (377), we find for the purity of the spectrum produced by a

system of prisms, as it is defined by equation (389), the following

expression :

^--dx' 8a:-^-8arh^'l\~^a;' ^^^'^

wherein the term cos a'^ must he put equal to unity always. Thus, we see

that the magnitude P depends not merely on the properties of the

prism-system but on the width of the slit itself; and, hence, the purity
of the spectrum, as defined by Helmholtz, is not by itself a sufficient

criterion for the comparison of the spectra produced by different

prism-systems.
337. Purity of Spectrum in Case of a Single Prism. Consider the

spectrum of a single prism surrounded by air. In this special case let

us write according to our custom:

n,
=

n'2
=

I, n\
= n.

According to formula (375), we have here:

Xj = sin a\-dn, X.,= — sin a^'dn',

and, hence, putting w = 2 in formula (391), we obtain for the purity

of the spectrum of a single prism in the region corresponding to the

light of wave-length X :

„ sin B dn I , .

P = T. ^, . (392)
COS Qfi

• COS a^ a\ oa,

w^here fi
=

a[
—

a^ denotes the refracting angle of the prism. We see,

therefore, that the purity of the spectrum of a single prism surrounded

by air is proportional to the so-called "characteristic dispersion"

(§ 331) of the prism-medium and is inversely proportional to the wadth

of the slit. The purity of the spectrum varies also with the angle of
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incidence (a,), and when the prism is adjusted so that the incident

ray "grazes" the first face (oii
=

90°), we find P = 00. The advant-

age of using the prism in this position is enormously discounted,

however, on account of the great loss of light by reflexion. As the

angle a^ decreases from the value a^
=

90°, the purity P diminishes

also until it attains a minimum value determined by that value of the

angle a^^ for which the function cos ofi
• cos ag is a maximum. This

value of Q?! may be found by a process entirely analogous to that

employed by Thollon in ascertaining the position of minimum dis-

persion, which was alluded to in § 332; in fact, by merely interchang-

ing the symbols cx[ and a.2 in formula (379), we obtain immediately
the following relation:

«2
= -

n'a[; (393)

which gives approximately the position of the prism for minimum

purity of the spectrum in the region corresponding to the light of

wave-length X.

If the prism is adjusted in the position of minimum deviation for

the rays of wave-length X (which, in addition to other advantages,
is also the position in which the loss of light by reflexion is least),

we must introduce in formula (392) the following relations:

whereby we obtain;
^ = 2a[

= —
la^',

2 dn 1

P = - tan a, ^r r~ :

n a\ dai

a result which may be derived also directly from formula (389) by

merely remarking that for the position of minimum deviation we have

(see § 86) 8a' — hd.^
=

Sa^, whereas the value of de/dX is given here

by formula (380). The purity of this part of the spectrum depends

only on the refractive index n, the width of the slit and the form of

the prism. It is called the "normal purity^\

338. Diffraction-Image of the Slit. The methods of Geometrical

Optics alone are not sufficient to enable us to ascertain the character of

the slit-image; this problem involves not merely the theory of refraction

but the theory of diffraction also. According to this latter theory, the

image of a luminous line (or very narrow rectangular aperture) parallel

to the edge of the prism is never itself a line, but a far more complicated

effect which we have not space to investigate here, especially too as a

complete exposition of the matter can be found in almost any standard

work on Physical Optics. In the accompanying diagram (Fig. 150) the
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plane of the paper re]irescnts a principal section of the prism-system, of

which the traces in this plane of the first and last surfaces, fJL^fJL^
and m,„M,„.

are shown in the figure. The source of the light is supi)osed to be a

small luminous line perpendicular at S to the plane of the paper. The
ra\s emanating from this line-source are made parallel by a "coUi-

niating" lens; so that the straight line PQ =
bi is the trace in the

plane of the paper of the portion of the plane-wave which is due to

Central Band
for A * dX.

Collimat'ng
Lens

» \
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the rectangular beam of parallel incident rays will be resolved by the

prism-system into two such beams, one for each of the two colours.

Thus, we shall have at the points S' and S" on the screen the maxima

of brightness of the two slit-images corresponding to the light of wave-

lengths X and X -f d\. Now, in order that these images whose central

portions are at S' and S" may be far enough apart to be distinguished

by the eye as separate and distinct images, Lord Rayleigh^ has shown

that the AS'OS" = Semust beat least equal to X/ 6^,, where 6',,
= P'Q'

is the width of the beam of emergent rays of wave-length X. The

width of the beam of emergent rays will depend on the orientation of

the prism-system, as is evident from formula (387), and the angular

interval 6e of the centres of the two images will depend on this also.

In order, therefore, to resolve a ''double line" of wave-lengths X and

X + c?X, it is necessary that the angular interval 5e shall have the

following value at least:

X ^' cos aj, ,

5e = r n " (394)
h t=x cos a^

In the special case when the rays corresponding to the light of wave-

length X traverse the prism-system with minimum deviation, we have,

according to the formula at the end of § 94:

^^ cos
Offc _

iJi cos a^

and hence the condition (394) becomes in this special case:

X
5e = r .

Ox

In the case of a sin^e prism (m =
2), formula (394) is as follows:

X cos «, • cos Q!, , .

5e = r ' " (39S)
0^ coscxi-cosaa

339. Ideal Purity of Spectrum. According to Rayleigh's investi-

gations, the least value of the angular interval 5e necessary in order to

resolve a "double line" is equal to half the width of the central band

of the diffraction-image of the slit; and, hence, on the supposition that

the object is a luminous line, the methods of Physical Optics show that

the angular width of the image = 25e = 2X/6',,. Helmholtz defines the

*Lord Rayleigh: Investigations in Optics: PMl. Mag. (s) viii (1879), pages 261-274,

403-411. 477-486; and (5) ix (1880), pages 40-55- See also article "Wave Theory",

Qth ed. of Encyclopedia Brilannica, xxiv, 430-434.

3i
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purity of the spectrum as equal to the ratio of the dispersion to the

angular width of the image (i^ 336); and, hence, the so-called Ideal

Purity' of the spectrum (which may be distinguished by the symbol

Pq, where the zero-subscript is written to indicate that the slit in this

case IS infinitely narrow) may be defined by the following equation:

p.-^%- (396)

Accordingly, the Ideal Purity of Spectrum produced by a prism, in the

case when the slit is infinitely narrow, is proportional to the product of

the dispersion by the width of the emergent beam; both of which factors,

as above remarked, depend on the orientation of the prism (or prism-

system).

Thus, in the case of a single prism, we obtain by formulae (378),

(387) and (396):

p _ bi sin ^ dn .

•^

"
2X'cosai-cos«2^*

^^^'^''

which should be compared with formula (392).

If 5 and / denote the lengths of the ray-paths within the prism of

the rays of wave-length X which are nearest to the refracting edge of

the prism and farthest from it, respectively (see Fig. 151), it is easy
to show that

, sin^
cos oil

• cos a2

and, hence, we may write:

^ t
— s dn , .

^« = -^ rf-x-
(398)

340. Resolving Power of Prism-System. The magnitude denoted

above by the symbol P^ is closely related to what Lord Rayleigh
calls the Resolving Power of the Prism-System. Thus, if d\ is the

difference of wave-length of two "lines" of the spectrum whose mean

wave-length is X and w^hich are just barely separated in the spec-

trum, the resolving power p is defined by Rayleigh as follows:

Rayleigh's investigation of the joint effect of dispersion and width

of beam on the resolving power of a prism is as follows:

^ See H. Kayser: Handhiich der Spectroscopic, Bd. I (Leipzig, 1900), p. 307. See

also F. L. O. Wadsworih: The Modern Spectroscope: Astrophys. Journ., i (1895), 52-79.
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The straight line PQ (Fig. 151) represents the trace in the plane of

a principal section (plane of the paper) of the plane wave-front of the

light at some instant prior to its arrival at the first face of the prism;

and the straight line P'Q' represents in the same way the position of

the wave-front of the light of wave-length X at some subsequent instant

after the waves have traversed the

prism. Similarly, also, the straight line

P"Q" represents at this same later

instant the position of the plane wave-

front for the light of wave-length X +
d\. As a matter of fact, the two rays
of wave-lengths X and X + ^X, which

meet the first face of the prism at the

same point, will thereafter pursue fig. 151.

slightly different geometrical paths; resolving power of a prism.

but by virtue of Fermat's Minimum
Principle (Art. 11), this difference will be entirely negligible in com-

parison with the actual distances traversed by the rays; and, hence,

we may consider that the rays pursue the same routes both within

and without the prism, as represented in the diagram. Thus, for

example, if 5 and / denote the lengths of the ray-paths within the

prism of the rays of wave-length X which are nearest to the refracting

edge and farthest from it, respectively, these same magnitudes will

denote also the lengths of the ray-paths within the prism of the corre-

sponding pair of rays for light of wave-length X -f- d\. The refractive

indices of the prism for light of wave-lengths X and \-\- d\ will be

denoted by n and n -\- dn, respectively. Finally, the prism is supposed
to be surrounded on both sides by air whose dispersion is so slight as

to be negligible.

According to Art. 11, the optical lengths of the paths from P to P'

and from Q to Q' for light of wave-length X are equal ;
as is true, like-

wise, with respect to the optical lengths of the paths from Q to Q"
and from P to P" for light of wave-length X -{- d\. Evidently, the

optical length of the path from Q to Q" for the light of wave-length
\ -{- d\ is longer than that from Q to Q' for the light of wave-length
X by the amount s-dn -\- Q'Q"; and, in the same way, the optical

length of the path from P to P" for the light of wave-length \ + d\

exceeds that from P to P' for the light of wave-length X by the amount
t-dn — P"P'; and since these excesses must be equal, we find:

{t
- s)-dn = P"P' + Q'Q" = 2P"P'.
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Now Z P"OP' = 8e is the angular interval between the maxima of

intensity of the diflraction-images corresponding to the light of wave-

lengths \ and X -\- d\; and

p"pf P"P' P"P'

where b' = P'Q' is the width of the beam of emergent rays of wave-

length X. Consequently, we have here:

de = ,, an.

But, according to Rayleigh's conclusion, the least angle subtended

by a "double line" of mean wave-length X must be equal to X/6' in

order that it may be fairly resolved in the spectrum (§ 338) ; that is,

the very smallest value of the angle 5e under these circumstances is:

5€ = , , ,

and, consequently, Rayleigh finds:

\ =
{t
—

s) -dn,

and, hence, referring to formula (398), we see that we have the follow-

ing relation between the Ideal Purity P^ of the spectrum and the

Resolving Power p of the prism :

P =
2^^o- (401)

According to formula (400), the Resolving Power of a prism is propor-
tional to the product of the difference of the lengths (i

—
s) of the

ray-paths within the prism of the two extreme rays of the pencil and
the characteristic dispersion dn/dX of the dispersive material of the

prism. If, for example, the value of the difference (t
—

s) is the same
for two prisms of the same material, the Resolving Power of both prisms
will be the same, although the prisms may have different refracting

angles and may be oriented differently. It is assumed only that the

slit is infinitely narrow.

If one of the extreme rays passes through the prism-edge, then
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5 = 0, and formula (400) reduces to the following:

dn
P =

i^- (402)

If the prism is adjusted in the position of minimum deviation, and if

the entire extent of the prism is traversed by the

rays, the Resolving Power of the prism depends only

on the thickness of the prism at the base.

The formulae obtained above may be extended at

once to a system of glass prisms separated from

each other by air, provided the glass prisms are

all made of the same kind of glass. For such a

system, (/
—

s) in formula (400) will denote the

difference in aggregate thickness of the dispersive

material through which the extreme rays of the F1G.152.

pencil have passed. If the prisms are all adjusted

so that the rays traverse them symmetrically, and if the upper extreme

ray passes through the edges of all the prisms, then t in formula

(402) denotes the sum of the "bases" of the prisms.

Schuster^ remarks that "the resolving power of prisms depends on

the total thickness of glass, and not on the number of prisms, one

large prism being as good as several small ones". Thus, all the prisms
shown in Fig. 152 "would have the same resolving power, though they
would show very considerable differences in dispersion".

341. According to Cauchy's Dispersion-Formula (see § 327), we

may write approximately:

n = A -{- B\-'';

and, hence, by formula (402) the resolving power of a prism of base

/ is:

P=-25—3. (403)

We may say, therefore, roughly speaking, that the Resolving Power of

a prism is inversely proportional to the cube of the wave-length ;
and

hence the Resolving Power is much greater for light of short wave-

lengths. The Resolving Power of a grating is the same for all wave-

lengths, and hence a grating-spectroscope is not so good as a prism-

spectroscope for resolving the ultra-violet lines of the spectrum.

The value of the co-efficient B in formula (403) depends on the

' A. Schuster: An Inlroduclion to the Theory of Optics (London, 1Q04), p. 144.
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material of the prism. Lord Rayleigh gives the following calculation

of the thickness / of a prism made of the "extra dense flint" glass of

Messrs. Chance Bros, that is necessary in order to resolve the

Fraunhofer double /^-line. The indices of refraction of this glass

for light corresponding to the Fraunhofer lines C and D are:

nc= 1.644866, vn = 1.650388;

and the wave-lengths in centimetres are:

\c =
6.562- io"\ \d = 5.889-10"®.

Thus, we find;

Now

np — no _io
B=-=2—^2 = 0.984-10 ^

Az>
~ Ac

X' X X' X'
i = P:^ =

2B d\ iB 2Bd\

For theZ>-Hne: X =
5.889- 10~^ dX = o.oo6-io~' (difTerence between

P, and ^2).

Accordingly, we find / = 1.02 cm., which is, therefore, the necessary

thickness of a prism of this material in order to resolve the double

D-line. Moreover, Lord Rayleigh, testing this result by experiment,

found that, as a matter of fact, a prism-thickness of between 1.2 and

1.4 cm. was needed for this purpose.

342. The Resolving Power of a system of prisms of different

materials is given by the following formula :

X '•=^^ , , dnl . .

where Sj. and 4 denote the lengths of the ray-paths of the extreme rays

between the kxh and the {k + i)th plane refracting surfaces.

For example, in an Amici Direct-Vision Prism (§335), consisting

of two prisms of crown glass cemented to a prism of flint glass, as

represented in Fig. 153, we have:

5,
=

53
= o, 52

=
5, /,

=
^3
=

t, U = o, n[
=

W3;

and hence by formula (404) :

dn, dn^

In this combination the dispersion of the crown glass is opposed to
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Fig. 153.

Resolving power of Amici
"
Direct-Vision" Prism.

that of the flint glass, and the Resolving Power of the system is not

great.

II. The Chromatic Aberrations.

ART. 108. THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF ACHROMATISM.

343. When a ray of white light is incident on a refracting surface,

it will, in general, be resolved at the point of incidence into a pencil of

coloured rays, since, as we have seen, the index of refraction depends
on the colour of the light. Thus, for example, if P designates the

position of a radiant point emitting, say, red and blue light, and if By

designates the position of a point on the first surface of a centered sys-

tem of spherical refracting surfaces, and, finally if t designates a trans-

versal plane perpendicular to the optical axis, then corresponding to

an incident ray proceeding along the straight line PB^, there will be

a red image-ray which will cross the plane tt (really or virtually) at a

point P'and likewisealso a blue image-ray which will cross the plane t at

a point P', which, in general, will be different from the point P'.^ Since

the positions of the focal points and the magnitudes of the focal lengths

of an optical system depend also on the indices of refraction of the

media traversed by the rays, and since the values of these indices

depend on the colour of the light, it is evident that the same optical

system will produce as many coloured images of a given object as

there are colours in the light emitted by the object; and, in general,

also, these images will be formed at different places and will be of

different sizes. The entire series of images may be described as an

image affected with chromatic aberrations. Even if the image were

* In the following pages of this chapter, whenever we have to deal with two colours,

the letters and symbols which relate to the second colour will be distinguished from the

corresponding letters and symbols which relate to the first colour by means of a dash

written immediately above the character. It is true this same method of notation was

used in the theory of astigmatism to distinguish between the meridian and sagittal rays;

but no confusion is likely to occur on this account, and for various reasons it is convenient

to use this same device here in a new sense.
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Otherwise perfect and free from all the so-called spherical aberrations,

the definition of the image will generally be seriously impaired on

Account of colour-dispersion alone, and hence one of the most important

problems of practical optics is to correct, as far as possible, the chro-

matic aberrations and to produce an optical system that is more or

less achromatic.

The problem here mentioned is still further complicated by the fact

that not only are the fundamental characteristics of the optical system

(viz., the positions of the focal points and the magnitudes of the focal

lengths) dependent on the indices of refraction of each medium, but

the various spherical aberrations, which are encountered when the

rays are not infinitely near to the optical axis, are likewise functions

of the indices of refraction ; so that we may have also chromatic varia-

tions of the spherical aberrations, even though the optical system has

been corrected so that the focal points and the focal lengths are the

same for all wave-lengths of light. As a matter of fact, all the prop-
erties of a centered system of spherical refracting surfaces are depend-
ent in some way or other on the indices of refraction, and hence they
are all variable with the colour of the light. The term "achromatism"

by itself is, therefore, entirely indefinite, for the system may be achro-

matic in one sense and not at all so in other senses. For example,
the images corresponding to the different colours may all be formed

at the same place, and yet be of dififerent sizes; or the system may be

achromatic with respect to Distortion or with respect to the Sine-

Condition, etc., and at the same time affected with colour-dispersion

in a variety of other ways. Obviously, it will not be possible to correct

all these dififerent kinds of chromatic aberrations at the same time;

and, in fact, in order to have a distinct image (which is the primary
aim of an optical instrument), this will not be necessary, as some of

the chromatic aberrations are comparatively unimportant, depending
on the purpose which the apparatus is intended to fulfil.

An optical system which produces two coloured images of a given

object at the same place and of the same size is said to be completely

achromatic for these two colours. The images of other colours will,

however, generally be different as to both size and position, and the

effect on the resultant image usually appears in a coloured margin or

^'secondary spectrum'" (§ 329).

But usually the best we can do is to contrive to obtain a partial

achromatism of some sort, and especially one of the two following

kinds: achromatism with respect to place (so that the two coloured

images, although of unequal sizes, are both formed in the same image-
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plane), or achromatism as to magnification (so that the two coloured

images, although differently situated, are of equal size). In many
cases, indeed, it will be found quite sufficient to effect a partial achroma-

tism of one or other of these two kinds. Thus, for example, it is

essential that the coloured images formed by the objectives of tele-

scopes and microscopes shall be situated as nearly as possible at the

same place; whereas, since the images do not extend far from the

optical axis, the unequal colour-magnifications are comparatively neg-

ligible. On the other hand, in the case of the eye-pieces of these

instruments, whose particular office is to produce extended images of

the small images formed by the objectives, the main point is to ob-

tain achromatism as to magnification, whereas the slight differences

in the distances of the coloured images are of relatively small import-
ance. As a rule, it may be stated that for an optical system which

produces a real image, it is more desirable to have achromatism with

respect to the place of the image; whereas if the image is virtual,

achromatism with respect to the magnification is likely to be the more

important requirement.
In the following pages it is proposed to develop the formulae for the

numerical calculation of the more important of the chromatic aber-

rations, and to determine the conditions that are necessary in order to

abolish or diminish them. In this investigation it will be assumed

(except in the brief treatment, at the end of the chapter, of the chro-

matic variations of the spherical aberrations) that we are concerned

only with paraxial rays, so that between the object and its image in

any one definite colour there is complete collinear correspondence.
As to notation, let us state here that the change of a magnitude x

in consequence of a finite variation of the wave-length of the light

from the value \ to the value X will be indicated by the capital letter

D written immediately in front of the symbol of the magnitude, thus:

ART. 109. THE CHROMATIC VARIATIONS OF THE POSITION AND SIZE
OF THE IMAGE, IN TERMS OF THE FOCAL LENGTHS AND

FOCAL DISTANCES OF THE OPTICAL SYSTEM.

344. Let A
I
and A„^ designate the positions of the vertices of the

first and last surfaces, respectively, of a centered system of m spherical

refracting surfaces, and let F, E' and F, E' designate the positions
on the optical axis of the focal points of the system for the two colours

corresponding to light of wave-lengths X and X, respectively. At a
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point M on the optical axis, erect the perpendicular MQ\ and let

M'Q' and M'Q' be the GAUSsian images in the two colours correspond-

ing to the object MQ. We shall employ here the following symbols;

z = A^F, z = AiF, Dz = l-z = FF,

z' = A„E', z' = Ajy, Dz' = z'-z' = E'E',

H = A,M, u' = A„.M', il' = A„,M', Du'=fi'-u' = M'M',

X = FM, x' = E'M', X = FM, x' = E'M',

y = MQ, y'
= M'Q', y'

= M'Q'.

Denoting the focal lengths of the system for the two colours by
/, e' and /, e', we have the following set of equations (§ 178):

y X y X

(40s)

where Y, Y denote the lateral magnifications for the two colours.

Now
X = X — Dz, x' = x' -\- Die' — Dz';

and, hence, eliminating x and x' and solving for Du', we obtain from

the upper pair of equations (405) :

^ , ^ ,
x' Dz + D(fe') , ,,

Du' = Dz' + \,
^-^ ^

. (406)X — Dz

Similarly, eliminating x from the lower pair of equations (405), we
obtain:

i_p/ .
Dz

X- Dz\ f ?)DY=:r^^A : + -
). (407)

These DIfTerence-Formulae, which are given by Koenig,^ give the

variations of the position and magnification of the image of an object

corresponding to any arbitrary variations of the fundamental charact-

eristics of the optical system.
345. We may consider several special cases as follows:

(i) If the optical system is achromatic with respect to the position

of the image, then we shall have Du' = o, and from equation (406) we
obtain in this case the following quadratic equation with respect to x:

x^-Dz' + {D(fe')
-

Dz-Dz'} x+fe'-Dz = 0;

'See A. Koenig: "Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen ", Chapter VI of

Die Theorie der oplischen Inslrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr.
See p. 345.
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so that, in general, there will be two positions of the object for which
its images in the two given colours will be formed in the same trans-

versal plane; but if the roots of the quadratic are imaginary, there

will be no position of the object for which the system can have this

kind of achromatism. In the special case when

Dz = Dz' = DUe') = o,

the quadratic equation will be satisfied for all values of x; and we
have then what is sometimes called stable achromatism with respect
to the place of the image. If, also, the first and last media are ident-

ical, we have DY = o, and the system will be completely achromatic,
in the sense in which this term was defined in § 343.

(2) If the system is achromatic with respect to the lateral magni-
fication, then DY = o. This condition is satisfied by x = ^ = 00,

F = F = o; and, also, according to equation (407), by the following
value of x:

x=-^^^Dz.

If Df = Dz = o, then DY = o for all values of x.

If g, g denote the ordinates of the points where an incident ray

emanating from the axial object-point M crosses the primary focal

planes corresponding to the two colours, then

X :x = g :g',

and if the two magnifications F, F are equal, then

X :x = f :f;
and hence: _

g 'g =/ :/;

and, since (§ 178)

g = e'-tanO', ~g
= e'-tan?',

where 9', 6' denote the slopes of the pair of coloured image-rays cor-

responding to the given incident ray, we have:

e'-tanB' -.e'-tanl' = f :f.

If, therefore, the first and last media are identical, so that e' = —
/,

e' = —f, we obtain 6' = 6'; and hence when F = F, and w = n',

n = n'
,
the pair of coloured emergent rays corresponding to a given inci-

dent ray will he parallel.
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(3) If tlie optical system is achromatic vvkh respect to the positionssystem is achromatic vvU,i

,
then Dc = Dz' =

o, andof the Focal Points, then Dz = Dz' = o, and we have:

Df' Df
Dii' = ri x' = 2 r x', approximately;

whicii shows tliat the variation Du' of the position of the image will

depend on the variation of the Focal Length. If Df = o, or if x' = o,

the two coloured images of the given object will lie in the same plane

{Du' =
o).

Moreover, we have here:

DY = —
,

or Dy = -^- y ;

X J

and hence the variation Dx' in the size of the image is independent of

the value of x. Accordingly, there is no value of x that will make

Dy' = o; except the value x =
<x>, for which we have y'

=
y'

= o.

Since, however, Dx' is proportional to y', the variation Dy' will be

more and more nearly negligible, the smaller y' is; and hence this

variation will be very slight in the central part of the field of view.

(4) Finally, if the system is achromatic with respect to the Focal

Lengths (/ = f, e' = e'), the positions of the Focal Points F, F and

E', E' will, in general, be different. Putting Df = De' = o in formulae

(406) and (407), we obtain:

Dz Du' -Dz'
, „ , ^„ Du' - Dz'— + J {x-Dz)=o, DY= .

ART. 110. FORMULiE ADAPTED TO THE NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF
THE CHROMATIC VARIATIONS OF THE POSITION AND MAGNIFICA-

TIONS OF THE IMAGE OF A GIVEN OBJECT IN A CENTERED
SYSTEM OF SPHERICAL REFRACTING SURFACES.

346. Chromatic Longitudinal Aberration.

The relation between the intercepts u, u' of a paraxial ray before

and after refraction, respectively, at a spherical surface, of radius r,

which separates media whose indices of refraction for light of wave-

length X are denoted by n and n' is given by the following equation:

n
o-iy^'i'r-i)-^-'

and, hence, after elimination of r, we obtain:

Dn n-Du , Dn' n'-Du'
DJ = J^ + — = J -T + ,-,n uu n uu
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where the symbols with dashes above them relate to the same incident

ray for light of wave-length X. Accordingly, we find:

\ n J \ uu J

where, according to Abbe's system of notation, the operator A, written

before an expression, indicates, as always heretofore, the difference

of the values of the expression before and after refraction. Thus, for

the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical refracting surfaces,

we have:

fn-Du\ { Dn\

Since the distance measured along the optical axis between the ^th

and the {k -\- i)th spherical surfaces is

we have:

Du,.^i
=

Du,..

Moreover, if hj., hj^ denote the incidence-heights, for the rays of the

two colours, at the ^th surface, then:

^k ^A-+l ^/,-
^k+\

^k '^k+l '^k %+l

Taking note of these relations, and multiplying both sides of equation

(408) by h,.-Tif., and then giving k in succession all integral values

from k = I to k = m, and adding together all the equations thus

formed, we obtain:

_, - Du„ ^ - Du, ^^\ T T ( ^^ \
'" "' "

u„,u„
' ' '

u,u, a'Ti
^ ' ^

\ n A
and if the object is without dispersion, that is, if Du, = o, we derive

finally the following formula for the so-called chromatic longitudmal

aberration^ of a centered system of m spherical surfaces for a given

position of the axial object-point:

' See A. Koenig: Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen: Chapter VI of Die

Theorie der oplischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr. See

page 341.
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The chromatic lateral aberration, with respect to a given axial object-

point, is clefined by Abhe as the radius of the cross-section of the

bunclle of image-rays of the second colour made by the image-plane
of the first colour. Its magnitude is:

in

and we can obtain here also, exactly as in § 266, a more or less artificial

measure of the "indistinctness of the image" due to the chromatic

aberration.

The condition that the optical system shall be achromatic with

respect to the place of the image of a given object is:

JlJiAJ,c'^{
-

)
= o- (410)

A= l \ n Jk

347. Differential Formulae for the Chromatic Variations.

If we assume that the variation of n is infinitely small, we shall

obtain for the chromatic variations of the place and magnifications

of the image a series of differential formulae, which are much simpler

than the corresponding difference-formulae, and which are also suf-

ficiently accurate in most cases even for a finite colour-interval. Thus,
for example, by differentiation, we easily derive the following formula*

for the Chromatic Longitudinal Aberration :

In a centered system of m spherical surfaces, the Lateral Magnifica-
tion is (§138):

l!=m ..'

Y=''htl'^^ (412)

the Angular Magnification is (cf. § 179 and § 193):

k=m

z = n^{ (413)
1=1 %

and the Axial Magnification is:

'See L. Seidel: Zur Theorie der Fernrohr-Objective: Astr. Nachr,, xxxv (1853).

No. 835, pages 301-316.
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By differentiation, we obtain:

dY dtti dn'^

Y

dZ

n,

k=7ti

^ k=\ \

dX driy dn[^

X
~

n, n'

+

du

w,„ /t

'^ ( du \

Since

hi\

u A.'

':^ {du\
k=l \ u J, J

(4IS)

diil_i
=

dUf^ and (/^.j

we have evidently :

%-i ^&'

k=Tn
du^ dui Y^
u u,

*^ /du\—
^%-i = 2^ A I

-; )
;

k-l k=l \ u J ,,-1 k=i U^ U^_

and if we assume that the object is without dispersion {du^
=

o), we

may, therefore, write formulae (415) as follows:

k=m,dY
^dn^ _dn^ du^ _ y.

Y

dZ

w. n,. u..

k=m
d.k-\

Z u„, k^zu,^-u,^_^

dX
X

drti dn[

n, n
+ 2^-2E

dit'k-v

k=M ^

dul_i,

k-\

ti„
dul_i',

(416)

"1 '"m "« k=2 U^ U^_i

which forms are more convenient than equations (415) in case we have

to determine the chromatic variations of the magnification for the

special case when Jm'„
= o.

If the first and last media are identical («i
=

n',J, we have, ac-

cording to formulae (416):

dY
Y

dZ

z
idX
2 X

dui k=m

U -E d.J— 1

dul_i,
k=2 U^

•

Uj._i

and the condition that dZ = o is also in this case identical with the

conditions that dY and dX shall vanish. Under these circumstances

(see § 345), the pair of coloured emergent rays corresponding to a given

incident ray will be parallel. If, moreover, the distances (d) between

each pair of successive surfaces are all vanishingly small (system
of infinitely thin lenses in contact), the condition

dX = dY = dZ = o

is identical with the condition du', = o.
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KoENiG,' in his excellent treatise on the Chromatic Aberrations,
derives also the formuhe for DX/X, DY/Y, and DZ/Z; but these

difference-formulai, although easily obtained, are rather complicated
in form.

348. KoENiG remarks also that, in the case of optical systems
ift'ected with chromatic longitudinal aberration, instead of trying to

abolish the variation of the chro-

matic lateral magnification, it is

sometimes preferable to adjust the

transversal focussing plane in the

position M"Q" (Fig. 154), where Q"

designates the point of intersection

of the chief image-rays of the

two bundles of coloured rays corre-

sponding to the bundle of incident

rays emanating from the extra-

axial object-point Q; so that the

projections on the focussing plane
of the two coloured images M'Q'
and M'Q' of the object MQ are of

the same size, viz., M"Q". If M'
,
M' designate the positions of the

points where the chief rays of the bundles of image-rays of the two
colours cross the optical axis, then evidently, as the diagram shows:

Chromatic Variation of the Lateral
Magnification. M'Cf, Jl'Q' are the two
coloured images of an object MQ (not shown
in the diajrram). M"Q" is the position of

the focussing plane adjusted so that the two
coloured images are projected on it from the

points ?r and M' in a pieceM"Q" which is

the same for both images.

and hence, if

M'M" _ M"Q" M'M" _ M"Q"
M'M'

~
M'Q'

' M'M'
^
M'Q'

'

y_M'Q' y^M'Q'
MQ' MQ

denote the lateral magnifications for the two colours, we have:

M'M' ~^'M'M"
or

DY _ M'M
" M'M'

Y
~
M'M'

'

M'M"

If now the segments M'Af", M'M", M'M' and M'M' may be regarded
as small magnitudes of the first order, and if we neglect magnitudes

* A. Koenig: Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen: Chapter VI of Die Theorie

der oplischen Inslrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr. See pages 342
and 343.
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of the second order of smallness, then

DY
Y =\ 1 +

\
^ ^ M'M')V^ M'M" )

"

M'M" M"M'
M'M' "*" M'M"

M'M' ^ / M'M" -M'M' \
~ M'M'^^^ V M'M' -M'M" )
M'M'~
M'M''

so that if the abscissae, with respect to the vertex of the last surface

of the centered system of spherical surfaces, of the points M' ,
M' and

M' be denoted by «', U' and u', respectively, we have approximately:

DY Du'
, ,

~Tr = ~ f (417)Y u — u VT / /

This formula is given by Koenig.^

ART. 111. CHROMATIC VARIATIONS IN SPECIAL CASES.

349. Optical System consisting of a Single Lens, surrounded on

both sides by air.

If the optical system consists of a single lens (m =
2), surrounded

on both sides by air (tii
= n'o = i, n[

=
n), the formulae for the chro-

matic longitudinal aberration, as derived from the difference-equation

(409), is as follows:

Vu, =
-u,-u,\^^-j-J,-J,j~; (418)

which vanishes when Wg
= o or m, = o (neither of which cases need

be considered), and also when:

hihyJi =
^2/j2'^2' (419)

Since (cf. § 126) h^Ji
=

oc^, h^J^
= na^ = a^, this condition may also

be written as follows: _
"i _ 1h^

' A. Koenig: Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen : Chapter VI of Die

Theorie der optischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr. See

page 345.

34
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niul, hence, we may say that the condition of the abolition of the chro-

matic longitudinal aberration with respect to an object-point on the

axis of the lens is that the angles of incidence at the first surface and

of emergence at the second surface of a ray of the first colour shall be

inversely proportional to the incidence-heights of the corresponding

ray of the second colour.

Equation (419) may also be written as follows:

Now

and hence:

«i«i/, =
n.M^J^. (420)

Ji
= - - = «

(
—

'

)
= ^

( ^' 1 ;

^1
=

moreover,

2
\r., U.J

' ' 11-2 Uy U21

where d denotes the thickness of the lens. Eliminating /,, J^ from

equation (420) by means of the above relations, and, finally, solving,

for r2, we obtain:

{u[
—

d)(u[
—

d){n
— n)

^'
"

n{u[ -d) -
n{u[ ^d)

• ^^^^^

which is a formula due to Kessler.' Thus, If we know the radius r^

of the first surface of the lens and the lens-thickness d, this formula

enables us to calculate the radius r^ of the second surface, so that

the images of a given axial radiant point M^, of colours corresponding
to the given values of n and n, will be formed at one and the same

point.

In case the axial object-point is infinitely distant {u^
=

00), so that

the focal points of the lens (E', E') for the two colours are coincident,

we find:

{nr^
—

(w
—

i)d} {nr^
— (n — i)d}

^
nnr^

—
(n
~

i)(n
— i)d

'

and it is easy to show that for such a lens the secondary principal

* F. Kessler: Ueber Achromasie: Zft. f. Math. u. Phys., xxix (1884). 1-24. This

admirable paper contains a complete treatment of the conditions of the achromatism of

a thick lens, with a number of elegant geometrical constructions by the methods of pro-

jective geometry.
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point of the lens {A') for the colour corresponding to the value n

coincides with the secondary focal point of the first surface of the

lens (£'i) for the colour corresponding to the value n; and, similarly,

that the point A' (secondary principal point of the lens for the colour

corresponding to the value n) coincides with the point E[ (secondary
focal point of the first surface of the lens for the colour corresponding
to the value w).

In the case of a lens surrounded by the same medium on both sides,

the lateral magnifications for the two colours corresponding to the

values n and n are as follows:

7="^^, F = - 1

til
'

^h ^h
' ^

whence we derive the following difference-formula:

DY u[ nr.^
—

{n — i){u\
—

d)

Y u[ nr^
—

{n
—

i){u[
—

d)

- I. (422)

In order, therefore, that the chromatic variation of the lateral magni-
fication shall vanish {DY =

o), we have the following condition:

{n
—

n)u\-u[
—

{{n
—

i)u[
—

{n
—

i)u'i]d , .

r, = ^—' -, ; (423)

so that, provided the position of the axial object-point is assigned,

and the radius of the first surface of the lens is given, together with

the values of n and n, this formula (423) gives r^ and d as linear funct-

ions of each other.

Eliminating ii\ and u\ by means of the relations given above just

after formula (420), we derive from formula (423) the following equa-
tion:

^jd
^>

-nn{r,-r,)-{nn-i)d'
^^^^'

whereby for a given lens we can determine the position of the object-

plane which for two given colours is portrayed by the lens in images
of equal dimensions.

If the thickness of the lens is

«w(r,
—

r,)
d =

nn — I

then, according to formula (424), we find m,
= 00

; so that for such a

lens the object must be situated at infinity. We find also that the
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focal lengths are equal; thus:

_ nn — 1 r,r.

(;/
—

i)(;7
—

i) r.,
—

r^'

and it may also be shown that the primary principal point of this lens

{A) for the first colour coincides with the secondary focal point of

the first surface of the lens {E[) for the second colour; and, similarly,

that ^1 coincides with E\.

350. Infinitely Thin Lens.

If the lens is infinitely thin, we may put:

hy
—

hy
=

h^
= h 2

in formula (418) ;
and if also we introduce here our special notation for

the case of an infinitely thin lens (§ 268), so that x= iju, x' = iju', and

x =1 ju' denote the reciprocals of the intercepts on the axis of the inci-

dent and emergent paraxial rays for the two colours; and If v?= i// de-

notes the "power" of the lens for the colour corresponding to the value

w ; and, finally, if c = i jr^, c' =1
Jr., denote the curvatures of the bound-

ing surfaces of the lens, then the lens-formulae may be written as

follows:

(f
=

(71
—

i)(c
—

c'), x' = X -{- ip.

Accordingly, we derive the following formula for the chromatic longi-

tudinal aberration of an infinitely thin lens :

_
,

Dn (pDx =
<p
= ^, (425)n — 1 V

\t D^

where

w — I
,

.

is the magnitude defined in § 329. The reciprocal value i/v is some-

times called the dispersor of the lens, and the quotient (pjv is called the

dispersive strength of the lens.

If M', M' designate the positions of the image-points in the two

colours corresponding to the axial object-point M, then

Du' = M'M' = - u'u' -
;

V

and hence (except in the merely theoretical case when u' = il' = o)

it is not possible to abolish the chromatic longitudinal aberration of

an infinitely thin lens.
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When the incident ray is parallel to the axis, we have u' — j,u' =
f,

and in this case:

Du' = E'E' = --.
V

If the lens is convergent (/>o), and if, as is assumed throughout,
w > w, then Du' < o; so that the more refrangible (blue) rays are

brought to a focus E' nearer to the lens than the focus E' of the less

refrangible (red) rays; which is the case known as Chromatic Under-

Correction. The opposite effect, viz.. Chromatic Over- Correction, is ex-

hibited by an infinitely thin divergent lens.

The chromatic aberration of the lateral magnification of an infinitely

thin lens is:

^^, Du' u'-il' <p ,
.

DY = -T = • -. 427

351. Chromatic Aberration of a System of Infinitely Thin Lenses.

The formula for the chromatic longitudinal aberration of a system
of infinitely thin lenses with the centres of their surfaces ranged along
one and the same straight line may be derived very easily from the

general formula (409). However, as we use here a special notation

corresponding to that employed above in the case of a single infinitely

thin lens, and as the subscripts attached to the symbols relate now to the

number of the lens, and not to the number of the refracting surface, it is

more convenient to deduce the formula independently. Consider,

therefore, the ^th lens of the system, and let Aj^ designate the position

of the optical centre of this lens. Also, let Mj_i, M',. designate
the points where a paraxial ray (emanating originally from the axial

object-point M^, of colour corresponding to the value n,., crosses the

optical axis before and after refraction, respectively, through this lens;

and let

7
= % = ^,M;_i, 7 = % =

Aj^M'j,',

and, similarly, for a paraxial ray of colour corresponding to the value

Wj, which emanates from the same axial object-point M^, we shall

write :

:^
= u^= A^Ml_„ ^' =ul = A,Ml.

Denoting the strength or "power" of the ^th lens for the two colours

by (f/. and (p^^, we derive easily the following difference-relation:

Dxl = Dx^ -\- D(p,^
= Dx,. + <Pk

V,.
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wlicre

W;,
-

I

v^ =

denotes the value of v for the substance of the kth. lens. Moreover,

where h^, h^ denote the incidence-heights of the rays of the two colours

at the ^th lens. Hence, we obtain the following recurrent formula:

whence, putting Dxi =
o, Dx\ =

(pjv^, we deduce easily the following

equation for the chromatic longitudinal aberration of a system of m
infi7iitely thin lenses:

D.: = t'fff\ (428)

It may be remarked that the actual forms of the lenses which compose
the system are entirely immaterial; so that any lens in the system

may be replaced by an equivalent one of different form but of the

same dispersive strength (§ 350), without affecting the magnitude of

the chromatic longitudinal aberration.

If the distance between each pair of lenses of the system is negligible,

that is, if we have a system of m infinitely thin lenses in contact, the

magnitudes denoted by the letters h will all be equal, and in this case

we shall have:

o*: = i:~'; {429)

so that for such a system the chromatic longitudinal aberration is

independent of the position of the axial object-point; and, moreover,

the order in which the lenses are placed does not matter.

A single infinitely thin lens of strength

^5
= S ^i. (430)

*=!
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and made of material whose i'-value is:

(431)

will be equivalent to the system of m thin lenses in contact, in respect

both to the refraction and the dispersion of paraxial rays. Thus, for

a given value of (p and for a given value of v^, we may vary the strength

<Pj^
of the kth lens, so that v has any arbitrary value whatever. This

fact is of immense importance to the optician; for although he has at

his disposal only a limited series of optical glasses with values of v

ranging from, say, i'
= 20 to v = 70, yet in case he needs for a certain

lens a certain z^-value that does not belong to any actual kind of glass,

he has merely to substitute for this lens a suitable combination of two

or more lenses.^

If the system of thin lenses in contact is achromatic, we have:

E ^'
= o; (432)

in which case the v-value of the combination Is equal to infinity.

352. In particular, let us consider, first, a system consisting of Two

Infinitely Thin Lenses in Contact (m =
2). The condition of the

abolition of the chromatic aberration with respect to the place of the

image, as derived from formula (429), is as follows:

1-
— = O.

v\ ^2

If the differences of the curvatures of the two surfaces of the lenses

be denoted by Q and C^, that is, if

Cx
=

c^
-

c[, C. = Co_- c'., (433)

then, since

<Pl
=

(^1
—

l)Cl. ^2
=

(»2
—

1)^2.

the condition above may be expressed In the following form also:

C^-Dfii + C2-Dn.2 = o. (434)

* See A. Koenig: Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen, Chapter VI of Die

Theorie der optischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr. See

page 349.
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Moreover, if

<P
=

<Pi -\- ^i

denotes the strength of the combination of lenses, we find that, in

order to fulfil the aMidition of achromatism, the strengths of the two
lenses must be as follows:

<pi
=

<p> ^2
— v;" "

J'l

—
v..

also we obtain:
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It can be easily shown that, except in the case when the second

lens is so placed as to separate the two coloured images M[, M[ formed

by the first lens, the strengths of the two lenses must have opposite

signs in order that Dx'., shall vanish. If we may assume that the

variations D(pi
=

(pjvi and Z>^2~V'2/^2 ^^^ so small that their product

Dipi-D(po may be neglected, the condition that the system of two thin

lenses shall have the same focal point for the two colours is found

by putting ::Ci
= o in the equation Dx'2

= o; which condition is, there-

fore, as follows:

— + — (i
-

(Pi^d)
= o.

vi "2

If the two lenses are made of the same kind of glass (vi
=

1^2) • the

condition that Dx^ = o becomes:

which is analogous to the condition, expressed in formula (419), for

the abolition of the chromatic longitudinal aberration of a thick lens.

The angular magnification (Z) of a system of two infinitely thin

separated lenses is:

y ^ ^

J^ 1

whence, since

•"-l •'^l ~r ^1) "^2 ^2 "T" ^2' ^2 _ '

/7 '

1 Xi ' CL

we obtain:

x^Z =
(xi + ^i)(i

—
tp^d) + <^2-

Accordingly, the formula for the chromatic magnification-difference

(DZ) is as follows:

x,-DZ = "^-i + ^ - ^^ (-\-
—

-\r^]d-
—

Xi^. (436)
^l »'2 V"! »'l''2 ^2/ "2

Assuming here also that the variations D(Pi and Dtp., are so small that

we may neglect their product, we can write the condition of the aboli-

tion of the chromatic magnification-difference as follows:

L \ Vi V2 / ''2
J ^i "2

which, in general, will not be independent of the position of the object.

If this condition is fulfilled, not only will the two coloured rays emerge
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from the system in parallel directions, but the two coloured images
will be of equal size; since DY vanishes along with DZ (see § 347).

If, therefore, the two lenses are made of the same material
(»^,

=
v^),

they must be separated by the distance

d =
7 ,

r—
,

if the two coloured images of the object are to be equal in size. It

will be observed that here d is independent of the value of v; and
herein consists the great advantage of employing a combination of

lenses of the same kind of glass; for in such a case if two coloured

images are made of equal size, all the coloured images will be of equal
size.

When the object is infinitely distant (x^
=

o), the formula above
will be simplified as follows:

d
<Pl +^2 _/l 4-/2

that is, the distance between the two lenses must be equal to half the

sum of their focal lengths.

The most important application of this last result is in the construct-

ion of the oculars of telescopes.^ If the actual paths of the rays through
a telescope are supposed to be reversed in direction, then the ocular

will produce in the focal plane of the object-glass a real image of an

infinitely distant object, and the lens farthest from the object-glass

will be the first lens of the system of two lenses which form the ocular.

The ocular called after Huygens is composed of two lenses as follows:

/i =4/' fz
—

2/1
=

2/. d =
g/;

and the construction-data of the RAMSDEN-ocular are as follows:

fr=f2 = d=f;

so that both of these types satisfy the condition expressed in the last

formula.

It may be added, in conclusion, that it is not possible to have com-

plete achromatism of a system of two lenses separated by a finite

interval. *

'
Concerning this matter, see E. von Hoegh: Die achromatische Wirkung der HuY-

GHENS'schen Okulare. Central- Zeilung f. Opt. u. Mech., vii (1886), 37, 38.
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ART. 112. THE SECONDARY SPECTRUM.

354. In consequence of the so-called "irrationality of the dispers-

ion" (§ 329), it is evident that even when an optical system has been

designed so as to be achromatic with respect to one pair of colours,

it will, in general, not be achromatic for all colours. If, for example,

it is contrived so that the red and blue rays are again united in the

image, there will still be, perhaps, a slight dispersion of the yellow

and green rays; that is, an uncorrected residual colour-error, or, as

Blair termed it, a ''secondary spectrum'" } The residual chromatic

longitudinal aberration of a system of thin lenses which is achromatic

with respect to two principal colours has been thoroughly investigated

by Koenig;^ whose methods will be used in the brief and elementary
treatment of this matter that is given here, wherein we consider only

the secondary spectrum of a system of thin lenses in contact.

If n, n denote the indices of refraction of an optical medium for

the two principal colours with respect to which the optical system is

assumed to be achromatic, the difference n — n = Dn is called the

fundamental dispersion of the medium; and if n denotes the index of

refraction of the same medium for a third colour, the difference

^w = n — w is called the partial dispersion; and the ratio

2)« n - w ^ , „.

is called the relative partial dispersion of the medium (see § 329). In

general, the relative partial dispersion /S^ of one medium will be dif-

ferent from the relative partial dispersion ^^ o^ another medium.
The ratio

n — I V

n — n~ ^

will be the v-value of the medium for the interval from the first to

the third colour.

If the chromatic longitudinal aberration with respect to the two

principal colours has been abolished, the paraxial image-rays corre-

sponding to these two colours which emanate originally from the axial

* See S. CzAPSKi: Mittheilungen ueber dais glastechnische Laboratorium in Jena und
die von ihm hergestellten neuen optischen Glaeser: Zfl. f. Jnstfumentenkunde, vi (1886),

293-299, 335-348. Also, see S. Czapski: Tkeorie der optischen Inslrumente nach Abbe
(Breslau, 1893), pages 128-132.

' A. Koenig: Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen : Chapter VI of Die Theorie

der optischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr. See pages

357-366.
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object-point M, will cross the optical axis at one and the same point

M'; and if 'OJi' designates the point where the paraxial image-rays cor-

responding to the third colour cross the axis, then, following KoENiG,
let us agree to call the line-segment

M'm' = U' - u'

(where u', u' denote the distances from the system of thin lenses in

contact of the points M', -Di', respectively) the secondary spectrum with

respect to this third colour.

For example, consider an achromatic combination of m thin lenses

in contact, for which the condition

k=m.

O

is satisfied. According to formula (429), the magnitude of the second-

ary spectrum will be :

k=m,

®«: = ":-«: = -«::z''^-/3„ (439)

wherein we have put «',,
=

u,,^-\\[^; and, accordingly, the condition

of the abolition of the secondary spectrum of an achromatic combina-

tion of m thin lenses in contact is as follows:

lc=m a— = o . (440)

If the j'-values are all equal, this equation is equivalent to the condi-

tion of achromatism with respect to the pair of principal colours.

Evidently, a system composed of two thin lenses in contact, made of

different kinds of glass, cannot be achromatic with respect to three

different colours. In the case of a system of three thin lenses in con-

tact, the conditions to be fulfilled for the abolition of the secondary

spectrum are as follows:

fr=3 k=Z A-=3 o

2^^k = f^ 2^ =
o, 2w = o.

The magnitude of the secondary spectrum of an achromatic combi-

nation of two thin lenses in contact is as follows:

^,/ __^\/3i-/32.
/ V,

—
V.2
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whence we see that the smaller the difference of the relative partial

dispersions of the two kinds of glass and the greater the difference of

their ^-values, the less will be the magnitude of the secondary spectrum.

A number of pairs of glasses fulfilling these requirements will be found

listed in the catalogue of the "glastechnische Laboratorium" in Jena.

355. The character and extent of the secondary spectrum of an

achromatic combination of lenses will evidently depend on the choice

of the two principal colours with respect to which the conditions of

achromatism are satisfied. A chief consideration in the determination

of the two colours that are to be united will be the mode of using the

instrument. Thus, if it is designed to be an optical instrument in the

literal sense of that term, we shall be concerned primarily with the

physiological actions of the rays on the retina of the eye; whereas

in the case, for example, of a photographic objective, in which the

rays are to be focussed on a sensitive plate, achromatism with respect

to the so-called actinic rays will be extremely desirable.

The rays that are most effective in their actions on the retina of

the eye are comprised between the Fraunhofer lines C and F, with

a distinct maximum of brightness in the region between the lines D
and E. If, therefore, the instrument is intended to be used by the

eye, it is usual to design it so as to be achromatic with respect to the

colours corresponding to C and F. Assuming that the system is a

convergent combination of two thin lenses in contact, we shall find

then that the focal points corresponding to the colours between C and
F will lie nearer to the lens-system, and the focal points corresponding
to the other colours will lie farther from it, than the common focal

point of the two principal colours. Moreover, the secondary spectrum
will be approximately least for some colour very nearly corresponding
to the P-line, which is a very favourable circumstance, since this is the

brightest region of the spectrum for visual purposes.
For the purposes of astrophotography, it is found best to obtain

as great a concentration as possible of the actinic rays, especially as

here the object will usually be of relatively feeble light-intensity.

Moreover, since the celestial objects are infinitely distant, the focus-

sing of the instrument may be done once for all, so that the eye does

not have to judge of the perfection ,of this adjustment, and conse-

quently we may disregard the visual rays here entirely. Such an
instrument will be designed, therefore, to unite the rays corresponding

(say) to the Fraunhofer line F and the violet line in the spectrum of

mercury. The secondary spectrum with respect to the longer wave-

lengths will be very extensive, but in this case this will not matter.
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In the case of the ordinary photographic objective, however, the

conditions arc difTcront, and here it is found necessary to eflfect a com-

promise between the visual and the actinic rays; because the image
has to be focussed first on the ground-glass plate by the eye, and
afterwards the rays have to be received on the sensitive plate. Under
these circumstances the usual procedure is to make the system achro-

matic with respect to the colours corresponding to the lines D and G'}

ART. 113. CHROMATIC VARIATIONS OF THE SPHERICAL ABERRATIONS.

356. If the aperture of the optical system is not infinitely narrow

(as has been assumed throughout in the preceding investigation of

the Chromatic Aberrations), not only the paraxial rays but also the

rays that meet the objective at points lying outside this small central

zone will be concerned in the formation of the image; so that even if

the chromatic aberrations of the central rays and the spherical aber-

rations of the outer rays could all be abolished, the image would still

not be perfect on account of faults due to the colour-dispersion of

the latter rays. These faults, it is true, will not be very objectionable

so long as the aperture of the system is relatively small; but with

systems of large aperture the definition of the image may be seriously

impaired, and if we wish to obtain an image that is entirely free from

colour-faults, the chromatic aberration must be abolished for each zone

of the objective.

It would be a waste of time to develop here difference-formulae

for the chromatic variations of Seidel's approximate expressions of

the five spherical aberrations; because it is only when the rays make
considerable angles with the optical axis that the colour-faults under

consideration assume serious importance. Indeed, it will only be nec-

essary to consider briefly the two of these faults that are the most

troublesome in the ordinary case of optical systems of large aperture,

viz., the chromatic variations (i) of the Longitudinal or so-called

"Spherical" Aberration and (2) of the Aplanatism or Sine-Ratio.

357. Let us begin with an investigation of the colour-variation

from zone to zone of the place where the rays cross the optical axis,

called by Abbe' "the chromatic difference of the spherical aberration";

which, as Kruess^ remarks, may also be called with equal right "the
^ This whole matter is thoroughly explained and discussed in M. von Rohr's Theorie

und Geschichte des pholographischen Objeklivs (Berlin, iSgg), pages 60-64. See also A.

Koenig: Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen, Chapter VI of Die Theorie der

optischen Instrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr; pages 366-369.
* E. Abbe: On New Methods for Improving Spherical Correction, applied to the Con-

struction of Wide-Angled Object-glasses: Roy. Mic. Soc. Journal, (2) 2, (1879), 812-824.
See also: Gesammelle Ahhandlungen, Bd. I (Jena, 1904), 196-212.

^ H. Kruess: Die Farben-Correction der Fernrohr-Objective von Gauss und von
Fraunhofer: Zfl. f. Instr., viii (1888), 7-13, 53-63 and 83-95.
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Fig. 155.

Optical System in which the Chromatic I^ongi-

TUDiNAL Aberration of the Central Red and Blue
Rays is abolished.

spherical difference of the chromatic aberration", whereby this colour-

fault is regarded as due to the variation of the chromatic longitudinal

aberration (§ 346) from zone to zone.

The adjoining diagrams (Figs. 155 and 156), similar to those given

by Lummer' in his treatment of this subject, will help to make the

matter clear. In both figures the red rays and the blue rays repre-

senting the light of the longer wave-lengths and the shorter wave-

lengths, respectively, are shown on opposite sides of the optical axis;

thus, above the axis the two rays selected are a red paraxial ray and

a red edge-ray; whereas below the axis the two corresponding rays

are blue. For some colour,

say, yellow (as being op-

tically the most intensive),

intermediate between red

and blue, the optical sys-

tem in both cases is sup-

posed to be spherically

corrected, so that the edge-

rays corresponding to this

mean colour cross the axis

at the same point as the

central rays of this colour. In both cases also there is spherical

under-correction of the red rays and spherical over-correction of the

blue rays. In Fig. 155, however, the chromatic longitudinal aberra-

tion of the central red and

blue rays is abolished,

whereas in Fig. 156 the

chromatic longitudinal

aberration of the red and

blue edge-rays is abol-

ished. In both illustra-

tions there is a residual

chromatic aberration,

which in the case of sys-

tems of relatively large

aperture may be more injurious than the so-called "secondary spec-
trum" (Art. 112) due to the disproportionality of the dispersion-ratios
for the different parts of the spectrum.

* O. Lummer: See Mueller-Pouillet's Lehrbuch der Physik tind Meteorologie, Bd.
II, zehnte Auflage (Braunschweig, 1909), Art. 169.

Fig. 156.

Optical System in which the Chromatic I,ongitu-
DiNAL Aberration of the Red and Blue Edge-Rays
is abolished.
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As far back as 1817, Gauss' "suggested a plan for getting rid of

the residual aberration in binary lenses made of ordinary crown and

flint, for telescopic use"." Thus, if the optical system is so contrived

that there is spherical correction of the extreme red rays and chro-

matic correction of the red and blue paraxial rays, Gauss's Condition,
as it is called,^ requires that we shall have also the extreme blue rays

crossing the optical axis at the same point as the extreme red and the

paraxial red and blue rays.'* As a rule, the fulfilment of Gauss's
Condition will necessitate lenses of very deep curvatures.

Since it is not possible to have perfect chromatic correction for the

entire aperture of the objective, the question arises for what zone is

it best to abolish the chromatic difference of the spherical aberration,
so that the defects in the image on this score may be diminished as

much as possible. As Koenig"^ remarks, this question cannot be de-

cided by geometrical optics alone; but the matter has been investi-

gated from this point of view by Kerber® who suggested that it was
natural to endeavor to obtain chromatic correction for that place on

the optical axis which is determined by the position of the transversal

plane of least cross-section of the bundle of image-rays corresponding
to the principal colour. Thus, if H denotes the incidence-height
at the last spherical surface of the extreme outside rays of a bundle of

image-rays of a given colour, emanating originally from an axial object-

point, and if the point where the optical axis meets the transversal

plane of least cross-section of this bundle of image-rays is designated

by N'
,

it may be shown, by simple deductions from the results of

§ 351, that

AN' = u' + -^,-H^',
4 u'

where u' denotes the abscissa, with respect to the vertex A of the last

spherical surface, of the point M' where the paraxial rays corresponding
' C. F. Gauss: Ueber die achromatischen Doppelobjective besonders in Ruecksicht

der voUkommenern Aufhebung der Farbenzerstreuung: Zfl. f. Aslron. u. verwandle Wis-

senschaften, IV (1817), 343-351. See also: Gauss's Werke, Bd. V (zweiter Abdruck,

Goettingen, 1877), 504-508.
^ See E. Abbe: On New Methods for Improving Spherical Correction, etc.: Roy. Mic.

Soc. Joiirn., (2) 2 (1879), p. 814.
^ H. Kruess: Die Farben-Correction der Fernrohr-Objective von Gauss und von

Fraunhofer: Zfl. f. Instr., viii (1888). 7-13. 53-63 and 83-95.
* See also S. Czapski: Theoiie der oplischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893),

P- 134-
* A. KoENiG: Die Theorie der chromatischen Aberrationen, Chapter VI of M. voN

Rohr's Die Theorie der oplischen Inslrumente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), p. 370.
^ A. Kerber: Ueber die chromatische Korrektur von Doppelobjektiven: Central-

Zeilungf. Opl. u. Mech., vii (1886), 157-158.
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to this colour cross the optical axis (u'
= AM'); and where a' is the

characteristic aberration-co-efficient employed in the series-develop-

ment in formula (273). If here we use the symbol h to denote the

incidence-height of the cone of rays of this bundle of image-rays that

meet the axis at the point N', we have also:

AN' = u' + -2-h'',
u'

and, hence, by equating these two expressions for the abscissa AN',
we find:

as given by Kerber; who concludes, according to this process of

reasoning, that the chromatic correction should be made for the zone

whose height above the axis is h = 0.866- H.

A comprehensive view of the performance of a given optical system
with respect to the chromatic variations of the spherical aberrations

for rays of different colours and of different incidence-heights can be

obtained by means of the so-called isoplethic curves employed by M.
VON RoHR.' The wave-lengths of the light (expressed in ju/x) are laid

off along the axis of abscissae, whereas the incidence-heights (in mm.)
are represented along the other of the two rectangular axes of the

diagram; so that to each point in the plane of the figure there corre-

sponds a certain ray of a definite colour and of a definite incidence-

height. In the object-space of the optical system the rays are all

assumed to be parallel to the optical axis. If M' designates the point
where a paraxial image-ray of mean refrangibility, corresponding, say,

to the Fraunhofer D-\me, crosses the optical axis, and if L' desig-

nates the point where a ray of some other colour, say X, and of finite

incidence-height h, crosses the optical axis, we calculate (in thousandths

of a millimetre) the length M'L'
;
and if the point (X, h) in the diagram

is designated by P, we ascribe to this point P the number corresponding
to the numerical value of M'L'. The curve drawn through all points
P which have the same numerical value will be one of the system of

isoplethic curves of the optical system. M. von Rohr gives diagrams

showing the system of isoplethic curves from the value M'L' = -f 0.050
mm. to the value M'L' = —

0.050 mm. for a Petzval portrait-object-

ive and for the so-called "Planar" type of photographic objective of

P. Rudolph.
' M. Von Rohr: Theorie und Geschichle des pholographischen Objeklivs (Berlin, 1899),

65-68.

35
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The errors due to the chromatic variations of spherical aberration

are especially objectionable in the case of nucroscope-objectives on
account of their large apertures; but we have not space to describe

here the ingenious and successful methods that have been devised by
Ahhi-:' to overct)me this defect in such optical systems.

358. If the wide-angle optical system is to produce a good image
not merely of an axial object-point, but also of adjacent points not

on the axis, for example, of a surface-element at right angles to the

axis, in addition to (lie abolition of the spherical aberration, the Sine-

Cotiditiou, as expressed by formula (300), must also be fulfilled, viz.:

sin 6 w'

sm 6 n

Obviously, it will be meaningless to investigate the chromatic variation

of the sine-ratio unless both the spherical aberration along the axis and
the chromatic differences thereof have been abolished. Assuming,

therefore, that these prerequisite conditions have been satisfied, the

condition of Aplanatism for two adjacent colours of the spectrum, cor-

responding to the wave-lengths X and X + d\, requires not only that the

above equation for X shall be true, but that the equation obtained

therefrom by variation with respect to X shall also be satisfied, viz.:

de' dd dn' dn _ dY
tan 6' tdind n' n F '

which may be written in the form given by Czapski^ as follows:

(
de \

(dn\ _
Vtan^y

'^
^\ n )

~ ~ dY
Y'

An optical system which is without secondary spectrum and aplana-

tic for two colours has been called by Abbe^ an "apochromatic"

system.
Even when the last equation is satisfied, there will still be an error

due to the difference in the magnification of the two coloured images
for each zone of the objective; and if this is to be abolished also, we
must put dY = o; and, hence (supposing also that the object itself

* E. Abbe: On New Methods for Improving Spherical Correction, apphed to the Con-

struction of Wide-angled Object-glasses: Roy. Mic. Soc. Jour., (2) 2 (1879), 812-824.

See also: Gesammelle Abhandlungen, Bd. I (Jena, 1904), 196-212.
^
S. CzAPSKi: Die Theorie der optischen Insirumenle nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), p. 134.

'^ E. Abbe: Ueber neue Mikroskope: SUz.-Ber. Jen. Ges. Med. u. Nalw., 1886, 107-128;
see p. III. Also: Gesammelle Abhandlungen, Bd. I (Jena, 1904), p. 454.
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is free from aberrations, so that dQ = o) we obtain:

dd'

tan^'

dn

n
dn/_

n'

359. If V, 6 denote the ray-co-ordinates of a ray of wave-length X

before refraction at a given spherical surface of radius r, and if a, a'

denote the angles of incidence and refraction, respectively, we have

the following system of equations for determining the corresponding

ray-co-ordinates (v', 6') of the refracted ray (§ 2ii):

sm a = — sm 6,

6' = 6 + a' - a,

7t

sin a' = —
: sin oc,n

rsm «
V — r = —

sin^'

whence for an adjacent ray of wave-length X -]- ci!X we derive immedi-

ately a series of differential formulae as follows:

dd dv

tan 6 V — r'

da

tan
- _ (^^ _
a \ n'

dn\

(441)

da

tan a;

da'

tan a' tan a \ n' ^ J
'

dd' = dd-{- da' - da,

dv' da' dd'

v' — r tan a' tan 6'
'

so that if we know the values of dv, dd before refraction at a given

spherical surface, we can find the corresponding variations dv', dd'

after refraction.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE APERTURE AND THE FIELD OF VIEW. BRIGHTNESS OF OPTICAL
IMAGES.

ART. 114. THE PUPILS.

360. Effect of Stops.

In the ideal case of perfect collinear correspondence between Object-

Space and Image-Space we found that it was sufificient to know the

constants of the optical system, for example, the magnitudes of the

focal lengths and the positions of the focal points, in order to construct

the image of a given object; but the rays that are employed in such

graphical constructions are seldom, if ever, the actual rays that are

utilized by the optical instrument in the formation of an image. From
a purely geometrical point of view, one pair of rays was as good as

another in locating the position of an image-point, and we were not at

all concerned to inquire whether the rays so employed were really

operative or not. But when it was attempted to realize an optical

image by the aid of a so-called optical instrument consisting of a

centered system of spherical refracting or reflecting surfaces, we en-

countered, first of all, the spherical aberrations; and at once the quest-

ion as to the actual rays that are concerned in the phenomena assumed

a place of fundamental importance, so that not only the degree of

perfection of the image, but the region of validity of the imagery, and

the possibility of extending it, are found to depend essentially on the

slopes of the rays, and on the heights above or below the optical axis

of the points where they meet the spherical surfaces, and on the apert-

ure-angles of the ray-bundles, etc.

As a matter of fact, even under ideal conditions of collinear corre-

spondence between two infinitely extended space-systems, these same

factors would be concerned also in certain other properties of optical

images (brightness, resolving-power, etc.) besides those above-men-

tioned. Throughout this chapter it will be tacitly assumed (unless

expressly stated otherwise) that the optical system is free from aber-

rations both spherical and chromatic, so that we have to do with the

case of so-called GAUSsian Imagery, without colour-faults. Of course,

it must be borne in mind that the formulae and results derived on

these assumptions will have to be applied with due caution to the more

or less imperfect imagery that is realized in the case of actual optical

532
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instruments; but, on the other hand, it would lead us too far and tend

only to confuse the matter in hand if we attempted here to go into

all the intricate and special questions that are involved when the dif-

ferent aberrations are taken into account.

The bundles of rays that traverse an optical instrument are limited

either by the physical dimensions of the lenses themselves or by per-

forated diaphragms or "stops'' interposed specially for this purpose.

In all cases that possess interest for us such stops are circular in form

and concentric with the optical axis. The direct and obvious effect

of a stop or lens-rim is two-fold, viz., first, to restrict the apertures of

the bundles of effective rays, and, second, to limit the extent of the object

that is reproduced in the image. The mode and measure of these re-

strictions will depend on the sizes and positions of the stops and also

on the type of the optical apparatus itself.

361. The Aperture-Stop.
In the general and at the same time the most usual case, the dia-

phragm or stop is placed with its centre on the optical axis at some point

lying between two consecutive lenses of the optical system L; which

is thereby divided into two parts, a front component (L,) consisting

of the part of the lens-system in front of the interior stop, and a hinder

component {L^ consisting of the remainder of the lens-system lying

on the other or far side of the stop. There may be also not merely
one but several such interior stops, either actual perforated diaphragms
or the rims of the lenses themselves; each of which, according to its

position, will divide the lens-system into two parts, as above-men-

tioned. Frequently a stop is placed in front of the entire system, in

which case it is called a front stop. And, similarly, a stop which is

placed behind, or towards the image-side of, the optical system (as is

also not uncommon) is called a rear stop. With respect to a front

stop, L2 = L, and with respect to a rear stop, L^ = L.

The apertures of the bundles of effective rays are conditioned by
these stops. In the simplest case of all when the optical system con-

sists of a single lens whose two surfaces intersect in the circular rim

of the lens, this circle is the common base of the cones of incident

and refracted rays that take part in the image-phenomena; and here

the bundles of effective rays are limited by the surface of the lens itself.

If now we interpose between the axial object-point M (Fig. 157)
and the lens a front stop with its centre on the axis at the point desig-

nated in the figure byM whose diameter subtends at Man angle smaller

than that subtended at the same point by the diameter of the lens,

this stop will evidently limit the aperture of the bundle of object-
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rays emanating from the axial object-point ilf
; and if the position

on the axis of the point which is conjugate to Mis designated by M\
the C.AUSsian image of the circular stop in the transversal plane o"

of tiio Object-Space with its centre at Af will be a circle with its centre

at M' lying in the transversal plane a' conjugate to <r. Since all the

Infinitely Thin Convex Lens with Front Stop. CD is the Aperture-Stop with its centre

on the optical axis at M. CD is here also the Entrance-Pupil ; CLf the Exit-Pupil. M'O! is the

image of the object MQ.

MM=L M'M' =
i', MD = P. M'D'=p'. IMMD=&, IHI'M'Lf = & .

rays that before refraction go through the stop at M must after re-

fraction pass through the stop-image at M', we see that, whereas the

material stop placed in front of the lens at M limits the apertures of

the bundles of effective rays in the Object-Space, the stop-image at

M' performs the same office for the bundles of rays in the Image-Space;

or, in other words, the front stop lying in the transversal plane o" is

the common base of all the cones of object-rays, and, similarly, the

stop-image in the transversal plane a' is the common base of all the

cones of image-rays.

Proceeding now to the most general case, let us suppose that the

optical system L is composed of several lenses and provided with

one or more interior stops, either perforated diaphragms or lens-

rims. We begin by constructing the GAUssian image of each stop

(Fig. 158) formed by that part L^ of the system that lies in front of

(or to the left of) 0. The stop that corresponds to that one of these

images that subtends the smallest angle at the selected axial object-

point M is called the aperture-stopj because this is evidently the stop

that, with respect to M, conditions the apertures of the bundles of
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effective rays. In the figure the aperture-stop is represented as the

one with its centre located at the point 0, whose image formed by
the front part L^ of the optical system L in the transversal plane (t

that is crossed by the axis at the point M subtends a smaller angle at

M than the corresponding image of any of the other stops. Which
one of the perforated diaphragms or lens-rims plays the role of aperture-

stop will depend essentially on the position of the axial object-point M.

Fig. 158.

Compound Optical System consisting of Two Thin I,enses Li, L<i, sepakated by Interior
Aperture-Stop with centre at O. The axial points/ conjugate to O with respect to L\ and the

axial point M' conjugate to O with respect to Li (and therefore conjugate also to iU" with respect
to L\ + Z») are the centres of the Entrance-Pupil and Exit-Pupil, respectively. ISI'Q' is the image
of the object MQ.

MM= f , N'M* =
I', MD =

p. yi'D' = i>' , I MMD = ©, I M'M'L/ = ©'.

In passing, it may be observed that a case may occur, such as that

shown in Fig. 1 59, in which the images of two (or more) of the material

stops formed by the parts of the optical system lying in front of them
subtend at the axial object-point M angles of equal magnitude;
so that (if this angle is also the smallest of all such angles) either of

these two stops may be regarded as the aperture-stop. The point
of intersection of the pair of straight lines joining the upper extremity
of one stop-image with the lower extremity of the other determines a

second point K on the optical axis at which the two stop-images also

subtend angles of equal magnitude. With respect to an axial object-

point situated anywhere between the two extreme positions M and

K, the stop-image marked // in the diagram will subtend the smaller

angle of the two; whereas for an axial object-point lying anywhere
outside the segment MK the stop-image marked / will subtend the
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smaller anglc.^ It is apparent that the stop that acts as the aperture-

stop for an object in one position on the axis may not be the aperture-

stop for another position of the object. We must assume, therefore,

that the object has a fixed position or at any rate that it is movable

within certain prescribed limits if the stops are to retain their functions,

as is necessary, for example, in the case of such optical instruments as

the telescope and the microscope.

Returning to the consideration of Fig. 158, we see that, since the

aperture-stop at must be the common base of all the cones of rays

after their emergence from the front part L, of the optical system, the

stop-image in the transversal plane o" must likewise be the common
base of all the cones of rays in the Object-Space. Moreover, if M'
designates the position of the point which, with respect to the hinder

part L2 of the optical system, is conjugate to the stop-centre 0, the

Fig. 159.

Case of Two Entrance-Popils.

image of the stop formed by Lg will lie in the transversal plane a'

determined by the axial point M'; and, similarly, this stop-image will

evidently be the common base of all the cones of image-rays after

having traversed the entire compound system L = Li -\- L.,. Evi-

dently, also, the transversal planes a, cr' are a pair of conjugate planes,

so that the stop-images at M and M' are images of each other with

respect to the whole system L. Together they constitute a pair of

virtual stops (as distinguished from actual or material stops) that are

the measures of the apertures of the ray-bundles in the Object-Space
and Image-Space. A material stop of the same size and position as

' See M. VON Rohr: " Die Strahlenbegrenzung in optischen Systemen ", Chapter IX
of Die Theorie der optischen Instrumenle, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr.
See p. 469.
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the stop-image at M will act exactly in the same way with respect to

the limiting of the bundles of rays as a material stop identical in size

and position with the stop-image at M' ; and either of them or both

together, so far as this effect is concerned, would be precisely equiva-

lent to the actual stop that we suppose to be situated at 0. Abbe,'

who has done most to develop the theory of stops, calls the stop-images

at M and M'
,
from an analogy with the optical system of the human

eye, the pupils of the system. The pupil of the eye is the contractile

aperture of the iris, the image of which produced by the cornea and

the aqueous humour lies in front of the eye (as can be seen by looking

directly into the eye) ;
so that only such rays as are directed towards

this image can enter the eye through the iris-opening. From this

same analogy, Abbe calls also the aperture-stop at the iris of the

optical system. The two pupils at M and M' are distinguished by
the names Entrance-Pupil and Exit- Pupil, respectively.^

362. An imagery is completely determined so soon as we know the

positions of the two pairs of conjugate transversal planes a, a' and o", a',

together with the values of the magnification-ratios Y and Y that

characterize these two pairs of planes. Thus, if the pupils of the sys-

tem are given in both size and position, and if also the image M'Q'

corresponding to a given object-line MQ at right angles to the optical

axis has been constructed, the procedure of every ray that traverses

the system can be ascertained immediately without taking farther ac-

count of the special construction of the apparatus. For example, to

an object-ray QJ) which, originating at the object-point Q crosses the

(T-plane at a point D in the circumference of the entrance-pupil there

must correspond an image-ray directed toward the image-point (^ and

going through the point D' of the circumference of the exit-pupil that

is conjugate to the point D. It Is evident also that the totality of the

effective rays in the Object-Space may be regarded in either of two

ways, viz.: (i) As cones of rays emanating from points in the object

MQ and having the entrance-pupil as a common cross-section; or

(2) As cones of rays with their vertices at points of the entrance-pupil

and a common base In the object MQ\ so that the roles of object and

entrance-pupil are Interchangeable. This same reciprocity exists like-

wise between the Image and the exit-pupil.

' See E. Abbe: Beitraege zur Theorie des Mikroskops und der mikroskopischen Wahr-

nehmung: Archiv f. mikr. Anal., ix (1873), 413-468. Also, Gesammelte Abhandlungen,

Bd. I (Jena, 1904). 4S-ioo.
2 See also E. Abbe: Ueber die Bestimmung der Lichtstaerke optischer Instrumente:

Jen. Zfl.f. Med. u. Nalurw., vi (1871), 263-291. Also, Gesammelle Abhandlungen, Bd. I

(Jena, 1904). 14-44-
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363. The Aperture-Angle.
Tlic angle MMl) = G, dofincd more precisely by the relation

MP
tanO =

^^^^,

where D designates the position of a point in the meridian plane lying

in the circumference of the entrance-pupil, is called the aperture-angle

of the optical system. If ^ = MD denotes the radius of the entrance-

pupil (reckoned positive or negative according as D lies above or below

the optical axis), and if MM = ^ denotes the abscissa of the axial

object-point M with respect to the centre M of the entrance-pupil as

origin, we may write:

P
tanO = — r. (442)

Similarly, if e' = ZM'M'D\p' = M'D',^' = M'ilf, where the points

designated by M'
, M', D' are conjugate to the points in the Object-

Space designated by the same letters without the primes, we have also:

P'

tane'=-|7. (443)

364. The Numerical Aperture.

Although the size of the aperture-angle 9 is in a certain more or less

geometrical sense a measure of the number of effective rays emanating
from the axial object-point M, this angle by itself, from an optical

standpoint, is not a true criterion of the aperture of the optical sys-

tem. All the rays of a bundle are not of equal optical value, and on

this account the quantity of light-energy that is transmitted through
the optical system from an object-point to its conjugate image-point

depends on something more than just the size of the aperture angle.

A luminous surface-element emits more energy along some directions

than along others, the intensity of radiation (§ 388), according to Lam-

bert's law, being proportional to the cosine of the angle of emission ; so

that the most energetic ray is the one that is directed along the normal

to the surface-element at the origin-point of the ray. Consequently
different rays emanating from the same object-point will be the routes

through the entrance-pupil of the optical system of different cargoes

of light-energy.

According to Abbe,' the proper and rational measure of the aperture

* E. Abbe: Die optischen Huelfsmittel der Mikroskopie: Gesammelte Ahhandlungen,
Bd. I (Jena, 1904), 1 19-164; especially, p. 142. (This paper was published originally
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of an optical system—the only one indeed that affords a just idea of

its efficiency
—is given by the product of the refractive index of the

first medium (n) and the sine of the aperture-angle; this product, to

which Abbe gives the name numerical aperture, and which is denoted

here by the symbol A ,
has therefore the following expression :

A = n-sin Q. (444)

It would derange too much the plan of this treatise if we paused here

to explain fully the basis of this definition, especially also as such an

exposition belongs rather to the special theory of optical instruments

and to the theory of the microscope in particular where the numerical

aperture has an exceedingly important role. In the case of the instru-

ment just mentioned, the conjugate axial points M, M' are the apla-

natic pair of points of the optical system (§ 279), and under these cir-

cumstances it would be easy to show that the quantity of radiant energy
transmitted from M to M' is proportional to the numerical aperture.

It may be remarked that the magnitude denoted by A is propor-

tional, not to the aperture-angle 6, but to the sine of this angle; so

that, for example, if were increased from, say, 30° to 90°, the numeri-

cal aperture would be only doubled, since sin 90° : sin 30°
= 2:1, The

numerical aperture is also proportional to the refractive index, so that

its value can be altered merely by immersing the object in a different

medium for which n has a different value; and, hence, as Abbe has

observed, this measure A enables us to compare the apertures of the

so-called "dry" and "immersion" optical systems.

The relation between the numerical aperture and the radius {p)

of the entrance-pupil and the abscissa ^
= MM is exhibited by the

formula:

^ =
M?-' ^'''^

whence also we can see the effect on the aperture of a displacement

b^ of the object-point M. Whether the aperture will be increased or

diminished by such a variation of the position of the axial object-

point M, will depend on the signs of both ^ and 5^.

If Z denotes the angular magnification of the system with respect

in Braunschweig in 1878.) Also:

E. Abbe: Ueber die Bedingungen des Aplanatismus der Linsensysteme: Sitzungsber.

d. Jen. Gesellschaft f. Med. u. Naliirw., 1879, 129-142. See Gesammelle Abhatidlungen,

Bd. I (Jena, 1904), 213-226; especially, pages 225 and 226. Also:

E. Abbe: On the Estimation of Aperture in the Microscope: Journ. Roy. Micr. Soc,

{2), i (1881), 388-423: especially, pages 395 & 396. (A German translation of this

paper is in Gesammelle Abhandlungen, Bd. I, 325-374.)
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to the pupil-ccntrcs M, M', and if F denotes the h\teral magnification
with respect to the pair of conjugate points M, M'

, then, according
to the hist of the image-equations (127), we shall have:

^' Y

and, hence, in the special case when the points ilf, M' are the aplanatic

pair of points, so that

wsinG A
n'smQ' ^A'^ '

we obtain the relation:

A i'

which will be found to be a very useful formula in the special theory
of optical instruments.

ART. 115. THE CHIEF RAYS AND THE RAY-PROCEDURE.

365. Chief Ray as Representative of Bundle of Rays. The rays

which, emanating from all the points of the object, are directed

towards the centre M of the entrance-pupil constitute the bundle of

so-called chiej rays in the Object-Space; to which in the Image-

Space there corresponds also a conjugate bundle of chief rays which

all meet at the centre M' of the exit-pupil. Accordingly, the pupil-

centres Af
,
M' are to be considered as the centres of perspective of the

Object-Space and Image-Space, since to any object-point P lying on

the chief object-ray PM there corresponds an image-point P' lying

on the conjugate chief image-ray P'M'. The chief ray is the axis

of symmetry of the cone of rays, and, therefore, especially when the

circular aperture-stop is very small, it may be regarded as the repre-

sentative ray of the bundle (c/. § 286); and, hence, a knowledge of the

procedures of the chief rays will often afford an accurate idea of the

entire image-process.

Since the pupil-centres are the centres of perspective of the Object-

Space and Image-Space, object-points which lie along a chief ray in

the Object-Space will be reproduced by image-points which lie along
the conjugate chief ray in the Image-Space, and which, therefore, if

viewed by an eye placed at the exit-pupil (which is the usual place for

the eye in order that the entire image may be all commanded at the

same time), will appear to lie all at the same place. If the image is

received on a plane screen, placed at right angles to the optical axis,
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and if this screen does not coincide exactly with the transversal image-

plane a' which is conjugate to the transversal plane a in the Object-

Space that contains the object-point Q (Fig. i6o), the image of Q on
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ing the size of the true imap;c, we may be measuring that of the apparent
and more or less blurred image as viewed by the eye in the scale-

plane. The size of this image in the scale-plane is determined by the

procedures of the chief rays.

The steeper the slopes of the chief image-rays, the greater will be

the error due to imperfect focussing. If, for example, the centre (Fig.

i6i) of the aperture-stop (§ 361) coincides with the primary focal point

F., of the posterior part L., of the optical system L, the centre M' of

the exit-pupil will be the infinitely distant point of the optical axis,

and hence the parallactic error in the measurement of the size of the

image will vanish entirely. In an optical measuring instrument, such

as the micrometer-microscope, in which the plane of the cross-hairs

or the scale-plane has a fixed position, while the distance of the object
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entrance-pupil will be the infinitely distant point of the optical axis,

and the chief rays in the Object-Space will, therefore, be parallel to

the axis.

An optical system in which the centre of the aperture-stop coin-

cides with one or other of the two focal points that are here designated

by E[ and F., is called by Abbe' a telecentric system. According as

it is the entrance-pupil or the exit-pupil which is the infinitely distant

one of the two pupils, the system is said to be "telecentric on the side

of the object" or "telecentric on the side of the image", respectively.

In the special case when the focal points E\ and F^ coincide with each

other the system will be telescopic (§ i86, Case i); and if, moreover,

the centre of the aperture-stop coincides with both of these focal

points, the system will be "telecentric on both sides".

367. If the positions of the two focal points of the optical system
are designated by F and £', and if the magnitudes of the focal lengths
are denoted by / and e\ and if, finally, x = FM, x' = E'M' denote

the abscissae, with respect to the focal points, of the pair of conjugate
axial points M, M'; then, on the assumption of perfect collinear cor-

respondence, we have, according to the second of formulae (i 15), for the

lateral magnification of the system with respect to the points M, M' :

^ "~ —
/ •

X e

In the special case, therefore, when the centre M of the entrance-pupil

coincides with the position F of the primary focal point, so that

X = FM = MM =
^, we obtain:

and, hence, when the system is telecentric on the side of the image,
the magnification Y will not depend on the position of the scale-plane,

but only on the position of the object-plane cr. Similarly, when the

centre M' of the exit-pupil coincides with the position E' of the sec-

ondary focal point (x'
= E'M' = M'M' =

^'), we find:

y= j^
e'

which shows that when the system is telecentric on the side of the

' E. Abbe: Ueber mikrometrische Messung mittelst optischer Bilder: Sitziingsber.

d. Jen. Gesellschaft f. Med. u. Naiurw., 1878, 11-17. See also: Gesammelie Ahhandlungen,
Bd. I (Jena. 1904), 165-172.
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object, the magnification Y is independent of the position of the object-

plane <T.

ART. 116. MAGNIFYING POWER.

368. The Objective Magnifying Power.

If the optical image is recei\ed upon a screen, as in the case of the

image produced by the photographic objective or the projection-micro-

scope, or if the dimensions of the image suspended in air are to be de-

termined by comparison with a scale (optical measuring instrument,

§ 366), the lateral magnification

y

defined by the ratio of the corresponding linear dimensions y, y' of

object and image, which, theoretically at least, as we have seen (§ 179),

may have any value depending on the position of the axial object-

point M, is the measure of the actual or so-called objective magnifica-

tion.

In case the object MQ =
3' is very distant or inaccessible, instead

of comparing the actual dimensions of the image on the screen with

those of the object, we may have to measure the magnifying power of

the optical projection-system in some other way, for example, by means

of the ratio of the linear size of the image (M'Q' =
y') to the apparent

size of the object; which latter expression needs however to be ex-

plained more precisely. By the apparent size of the object is meant

here the angle (or the trigonometric tangent of the angle) MMQ = 6

subtended by the object at the centre M of the entrance-pupil, which

is also the same thing as the slope-angle of the chief ray proceeding
from the extra-axial object-point Q. This ratio

tane

is always a more or less important factor in the determination of the

objective magnifying power of an optical projection-system. In the

limiting case when the object is infinitely distant, and the image is

formed therefore in the secondary focal plane of the optical system,

the size of the image y'
= M'Q' = E'Q' (since the axial image-point

M' coincides with the secondary focal point E') will depend only on

the slope 9 of the cylindrical bundle of object-rays coming from the

infinitely distant object-point Q; so that under these circumstances the

ratio above defined is the real measure of the objective magnification

produced by the optical projection-system.
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Since

tan e =
^

,

where ^
= MM denotes the abscissa of the axial object-point M with

respect to the centre M of the entrance-pupil, and since, moreover,

y X a: + ^
*

where x = FM and x = FM denote the abscissae, with respect to the

primary focal point F, of the points M and M, respectively, and where

/ denotes the primary focal length of the optical system; we obtain

finally:

If the object is at a great distance, x will be very small compared with

^, so that the fraction |/(x -|- ^) will be very nearly equal to unity;
and hence we may write :

y =
f, approximately ;

tane

which will be not only approximately but strictly true in case either

the object is infinitely distant (|
=

oo) or the plane <r of the entrance-

pupil coincides with the primary focal plane {x
=

o).

In making geodetic measurements it often happens that one wishes

to determine the distance of the object (a surveyor's rod, for example)

by measuring the size of Its Image. If the entrance-pupil of the optical

instrument is situated In the primary focal plane, the angle 9 can be

determined by the relation found above:

tan e =
^ ,

and hence the distance of the object may be computed by the formula :

^ tane ^
y"

provided we know the values of the magnitudes denoted by y, y' and /.

369. The Subjective Magnifying Power.

If, however, the optical Instrument Is designed to be used subject-

ively In conjunction with the eye for the purpose of reinforcing vision

36
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(as, for example, in the case of the ordinary magnifyinc: p;lass or the

microscoix% etc.)» the magnitude of the image produced l^y the in-

strument will not, by itself, serve as a measure of the magnification,

but the question here is rather with respect to the size of the image that

is formed on the retina of the eye; and since this latter cannot be sub-

jected to direct measurement, the formula Y =
y' /y (where y' denotes

the size of the retina-image) is not applicable in this case.

In the ordinary acceptation of the term, the subjective magnifying

power of an optical instrument which, as in the case of the microscope,

is to be used in conjunction with the eye, is not the ratio of the actual

dimensions of the image and object, but the ratio of their apparent
sizes as seen by the eye of the observer. Here also it is necessary to

explain distinctly what is meant by the "apparent size" of both the

image and the object.

The apparent size of the image M'Q' =
y' as viewed by an eye

placed at a point J on the axis of the optical system is measured by
the angle (or, rather, by the tangent of the angle) subtended at J by

M'(^\ that is, by

tan Z M'JQ' = —j~- .^ JM'

The place of the eye here designated by J is actually the centre of the

entrance-pupil of the eye, which is usually placed so as to coincide

with the centre M' of the exit-pupil of the optical system. If this is

the adjustment, then JM' = M'M' =
|', and

/.M'JQ' = AM'M'Q' =
6',

where 6' denotes the slope of the chief image-ray of the bundle of

rays that go through the image-point Q' . Introducing these symbols,

we obtain the following expression for the apparent size of the image :

y'
tan 6' =

Y'

If now the optical instrument is^emoved, and the eye is focussed

so as to view directly and distinctly the object MQ =
y, the apparent

size of the object as viewed by the eye at the distance of distinct

vision JM = a is measured by the angle MJQ —
rj, that is, by

y
tan w = -.

a

Thus, according to the usual definition, what is meant by the subjective
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magnifying power of an optical instrument belonging to the same

general class as the microscope is the ratio of the visual angles (or

trigonometric tangents of the angles) subtended at the eye, on the one

hand, by the image as viewed in the instrument, and, on the other hand,

by the object as seen by the naked eye at the distance of distinct vision.

Denoting this ratio by the symbol W, we have therefore:

„, tanO' a y'W = - = 77--- (449)tan -q ^ y
^^t:?/

Although this definition of the subjective magnifying power com-
bines the two merits of simplicity and clearness, it is open to objection
on account of the fact that it involves essentially the magnitude de-

noted here by a, the so-called "distance of distinct vision", which has

no connection with the instrument itself and which is different for

different individuals. It is a well-known fact of experience that by
virtue of its power of accommodation the normal eye is capable of

seeing distinctly at almost any distance; but what is here meant by
the distance of distinct vision is the distance from the eye at which

an observer would naturally place an object in order to view it intently;

which in the case of a normal eye is usually reckoned as about 25 cm.

or 10 in. Accordingly, whereas the magnification as defined by the

ratio W will be different for a near-sighted observer for whom a = 10

cm. and for a far-sighted observer for whom a = 50 cm., yet, as Abbe'

has pointed out, both observers looking through the instrument will,

as a matter of fact, view the image of the same object under the same

visual angle; so that whatever difference there may be in the magnifi-

cation is to be found, not in the instrument itself, but in the different

organs of sight that are employed in conjunction with the apparatus.

Eliminating the angle 77 which has nothing to do with the optical

instrument, we may write the formula for W in the following form:

tane^W = a = a • F, (450)
y

whereby the magnifying power W is expressed now as the product of

two factors, viz., the factor a, which depends entirely on the eye of the

' E. Abbe: Note on the Proper Definition of the Amplifying Power of a Lens or a

Lens-system: Journ. Roy. Micr. Soc, (2), iv (1884), 348-351. See German translation

in Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Bd. I (Jena, 1904), 445-449.
See also S. Czapski: Theorie der oplischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893),

160-164.
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observer, and the factor

Tr
tan 9' . .

F=
^-.

(450

which, notwithstanding the fact that the distance of the image from

the eye is involved in the definition of the apparent size tan 6' of the

image, depends essentially, as we shall show, on the structure of the

optical system alone.

Since

tan 8 =
z7 and =

/
=

-,

—
»

I ye e

where x' = E'M', x' = E'M' denote the abscissae, with respect to the

secondary focal point E'
,
of the points M' and M' respectively, and

where e' denotes the secondary focal length of the optical system, we

obtain:

r=i(.+f;). (45^)

Now almost without exception in the case of all optical instruments

that are employed subjectively in conjunction with the eye, no matter

how the image may be focussed by the eye, the distance x' is so small

in comparison with the distance ^ that the fraction x' j^' is practically

negligible. Under these circumstances we may write therefore:

rr tanO' I .
,

. .

V = = -, approximately; (453)
y e

and in the special case when the plane a' of the exit-pupil coincides

with the secondary focal plane {x'
= o) and the eye is situated at

the secondary focal point £', the formula'F = ije' will be strictly true.

Accordingly, as above stated, the magnitude denoted by V depends

solely on the structure of the optical instrument provided it is to be

used subjectively.

According to Abbe, this magnitude V defined as the ratio of the

visual angle subtended at the eye by the image viewed through the instru-

ment to the corresponding linear dimension of the object is therefore a

proper measure of the characteristic or intrinsic magnifying power of

an optical system on the order of the microscope. For every such

system it has a perfectly definite value, viz., i/e', and thus is entirely

independent of all the more or less accidental circumstances that may
affect the magnification, such as the distance from the image of the

observer's eye, the distance from the focal plane of the exit-pupil, etc.
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Abbe's definition V of the Subjective Magnifying Power is obtained

from the ordinary definition W by merely dividing W by the distance

a of distinct vision of the observer; thus,

WV=~. (454)

Since W is proportional to a, the popular use of the term "magnifying

power", which corresponds to the magnitude W, expresses the fact

that the advantage gained by the use of an optical instrument is

proportional to the observer's distance of distinct vision and is there-

fore greater for a far-sighted than for a near-sighted observer. From
the scientific point of view, Abbe's definition V is far superior, inas-

much as F is a constant of the instrument itself. The subjective

magnifying power V in the case of an instrument on the order of the

microscope is seen to be completely analogous to the objective magni-

fying power y' jtan 6 in the case of the image of an infinitely distant ob-

ject formed by an optical instrument on the order of the photographic

objective or the objective of the telescope.

ART. 117. THE FIELD OF VIEW.

370. Entrance-Port and Exit-Port.

The limiting of the bundles of rays that are permitted to traverse

the optical system is not the only duty performed by the stops and

lens-fastenings; but these serve also to define the extent of the object

that is reproduced in the image. For the sake of simplicity, let us

assume for the present that the aperture-stop at is infinitely small, so

that the pupil-openings at M and M' (Fig. 162) are reduced to mere

points (0 = 6' = o, ^ =
p'

= o). In this case the chief ray of a

bundle will be the only effective ray, and the bundle of chief rays will

constitute therefore the entire system of effective rays.

In order now to ascertain which one of the stops present is the one

that determines the expanse of object that will be depicted, we con-

struct, as before (§ 361), the image of each stop formed by that part

of the optical system which is in front of it. That one whose image
thus constructed subtends at the centre M of the entrance-pupil the

smallest angle is the stop that limits the field of view of the object. In

the diagram this stop-image is represented as situated with its centre

on the optical axis at the point designated by S. The cone of chief

object-rays whose transversal cross-section at 5 coincides with this

stop-image divides the transversal object-plane c into two regions, an
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inner circular space comprising the so-called field of view of the object
and an outer region containing points so situated that no rays emanat-
ing from them can go through the instrument. The actual stop that
is thus responsible for the limiting of the field of view of the object may-
be called the field-stop; as seen from the centre of the aperture-stop

OJajeei- Sfiace J/nag6- 3fiaG*

Fig. 162.

Entrance-Port and Exit-Port of Optical System, xx' represents the optical axis of the

system, which latter is not shown in the diagram. The Aperture-Stop is here assumed to be a pin-

hole opening at O ; so that the Entrance-Pupil and Exit-Pupil are likewise contracted into mere

points at Jf. M' . respectively. In the Object-Space are shown two stop-images, of which the one

whose centre is at the point marked S subtends atM the smaller angle. This stop-image is the

Entrance-Port. The Exit-Port with its centre at S' subtends at M' an angle smaller than that sub-

tended there by any other stop-image on the image-side.

MS =
c. M'S' = </, ST= Q, S' T' = q'. MM = f , M'M' = i' . I SM T= 0, Z S'M' T' = 0'.

it is the material stop or lens-fastening that subtends the smallest

visual angle. The image of the field-stop formed by the part of the

optical system that lies in front of it may be appropriately called

the Entrance- Port. Its radius ST (reckoned plus or minus according

as the circumference-point T is above or below the axis) will be denoted

by q. Finally, the angle SMT = subtended at the centre M of

the entrance-pupil by the radius of the entrance-port, defined more

precisely by the relation

ST q
tan© =

MS (455)

where c = MS, is called the angular measure (or the semi-angular

diameter) of the field of view of the object.

Analogously, the image of the field-stop produced by the part of

the optical system L that lies on the other side of it (which will ob-

viously be identical also with the image of the entrance-port produced

by the action of the entire compound system L) will define likewise

the extent of the image and may be called the Exit-Port.^ Thus,
' The names " Entrance-Port

" and "
Exit-Port

"
introduced here were suggested by

the corresponding terms Eintritlsluke and Auslrillsluke used by Von Rohr in his treatise
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also, the angle S'M'T' = Q', where S', T' designate the positions of

the points conjugate, with respect to the entire system, to the points

designated above by S, T, respectively, is the angular measure (or the

semi-angular diameter) of the field of view of the image.

It is possible, of course, that an optical system may have two or

more entrance-ports. An obvious illustration is suggested by the

familiar type of photographic double-objective in which the two parts

of the system are symmetrical with respect to the aperture-stop in

the middle (as in the case of the "Aplanats"), so that the rims of the

two lens-systems subtend equal angles at the centre of the aperture-

stop; and hence, since the rim of the front component and the image
of the rim of the hinder component produced by the front component
subtend equal angles at the centre M of the entrance-pupil, either of

these two may be regarded as the entrance-port. This fact will be

found to possess a certain importance in the case of an optical system
of finite aperture, as we shall have occasion to see (§ 383).

371. In the special case when the extent of the object MQ is so

small that the angle subtended at the centre M of the entrance-pupil
is smaller than the angle subtended at the same point by the entrance-

port (that is, AMMQ < L SMT), the field of view is limited by the

object itself. In any case if we designate by Q the object-point in

the transversal plane a that is farthest from the axis, the angular
measure of the field of view of the object is ZMMQ = 0, where

denotes always the slope-angle of the outermost ray of the bundle of

chief rays in the Object-Space. If we put MQ =
y, MM =

^, we
can write :

tan =
^.

(456)

ART. 118. PROJECTION-SYSTEMS WITH INFINITELY NARROW APERTURE
• (9= 0).

372. Focus-Plane and Screen-Plane. According to the geometri-

cal theory of collinear correspondence, the image of a 3 -dimensional

object is itself 3 -dimensional; but by the image produced by an

optical instrument is usually meant not this geometrical image-relief

in space, but almost without exception the projection thereof on some

specified surface, such as the retina of the eye itself in the case of the

class of optical instruments that are used subjectively in conjunction

with the eye, or such as a screen or sensitive photographic plate in

on Die Strahlenhegrenzung in optischen Syslemen. (See Die Theorie der optischen Instru-

mente, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), edited by M. von Rohr: Chapter IX, 466-507.)
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that other large class of optical instruments, the so-called projection-

systems. Only at such points of this selected surface as are conju-

gate to actual points of the object will the definition of the projected

image be sharp; these points being the vertices of bundles of rays
wliich emanated originally from the corresponding points of the object.

But since the image-points conjugate to all the other points of the

object will lie on one side or the other of this projection-surface, these

object-points W'ill be represented on this surface not by points at all,

Fig. 163.

Projection-System with Infinitely Narrow Aperture. The transversal planes <r, a' con-

jugate to each other with respect to the convex lens L represent here the Focus-Plane and the

Screen-Plane, respectively. The centres of the infinitely narrow pupils are at M, M' , and the only
effective ray of each bundle is the chief ray. If the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4 designate the positions of

certain points of the object, and if 1', 2', 3', 4' desiirnate the positions of the corresponding points

of the image-relief, the Roman numerals without primes show the positions in the Focus-Plane of

the corresponding vicarious or projected object-points, and the Roman numerals with primes
show the positions in the Screen-Plane of the corresponding projected points of the image.

but by the sections that are cut out of the corresponding bundles of

image-rays by the projection-surface. Thus, there will be impressed
on the surface (retina of the eye or screen) a certain approximate
effect or vicarious image, so to speak, which represents the relief-

image and enables us to form a more or less correct conception of it.

In the case of the photographic objective, which may be considered

as a typical example of the projection-system, the image is cast upon a

plane surface placed at right angles to the optical axis, and the instrument

is focussed on a definite axial object-point M by adjusting the ground-

glass screen so that its front surface coincides with the transversal

plane a' conjugate to the transversal plane a of the axial object-point

M. In the present discussion it will be convenient to distinguish the

pair of conjugate transversal planes a and a' as the Focus- Plane and
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the Screen- Plane, respectively. In case the aperture is infinitely nar-

row, as is here assumed, the chief ray is the only ray of the bundle

that is effective; and the figure in the focus-plane corresponding to

that which is actually visible on the screen-plane may be constructed

point by point by tracing backwards the path of each chief ray from

the point P' where it crosses the screen-plane to the point P where

the corresponding ray in the Object-Space crosses the focus-plane.

Practically, this process amounts simply to projecting all the points

of the object from the centre M of the entrance-pupil on to the chosen

focus-plane; and this projection-figure, which may be called the ''pro-

jected object'', is the object that is in reality reproduced in the "pro-

jected image'' in the screen-plane; which latter may also be constructed

in the same way by projecting all the points of the relief-image from

the centre M' of the exit-pupil on to the screen-plane, as shown in

Fig. 163.

373. Perspective-Elongation.
If MQ (Fig. 164) is the projection from M on to the focus-plane a

of an object-line NR perpendicular to the optical axis at N, we have:

Fig. 164.

Perspective Elongation of the Object. Q is the projection from centre JH of the Entrance-

Pupil of the object-point I? on to the Focus-Plane o'.

^ MN MM + MN

or, since MN is usually small in comparison with MM,

MQ MN
Wr

^ ^ "^ MM' approximately.

The difference MQ — NR is the measure of the perspective elonga-

tion of the object NR, and the ratio

MQ - NR _ MN
NR

~ NM
is called the relative perspective elongation of the object NR.
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Fig. 165.

Correct Distance for Viewing a Photograph.
Here j''

=
.!/'£?' is the image on the ground-glass screen

ff' of the object JVR. If the eye is placed at 31, the photo-

graph or copy placed in the position /'A' = — y' will have

the same perspective as the object.

ZA/3tO = 9, '^^f3I'Q'=Q', PM=d, M.\T=L JI'A/' = ^'.

374. Correct Distance of Viewing a Photograph.

Viewed from the centre M of the ontrance-piipil, the object NR and

the projected object MQ have the same apparent size ; and this is the

case no matter where the focus-plane a is situated. In order to get the

correct impression, the

projected image M'Q' —

Y-MQ, where F denotes

the value of the magni-
fication-ratio for the pair

of conjugate transversal

planes a, a', should be

inspected under the same

visual angle that is sub-

tended by NR or MQ at

the centre M of the en-

trance-pupil.

ify = M' (2' (Fig. 165)

is the image projected by
a photographic objective on the ground-glass screen of the object NR,
the photograph PK = Q'M' = —

y' should be viewed at such a dis-

tance d = PM that it subtends at M the same angle 6 as the object

subtends there. From the figure, with the aid of the image-equations,

it can readily be shown that the correct distance of viewing a photo-

graph is:

d = e'(YZ - i),

where e'{=
—

f) denotes the secondary focal length of the photo-

graphic objective, Z denotes the angular magnification at the pupil-

centres M, M', and Y denotes the linear magnification with respect

to the given focus-plane a. Of course, in using this formula, attention

must be paid to the signs of the magnitudes represented by the symbols

therein.^ In the case of a landscape-lens, F = o, and then d = —
e';

which means that the photograph of a landscape should be viewed

at a distance equal to the focal length of the lens. Ordinarily, we

have Z equal very nearly to unity, and in such cases (6 =
6') the

photograph should be viewed at a distance d = M'M' =
^'.

^ See M. VON ROHR: Theorie und Geschichte des photographischen Objektivs (Berlin,

1899), 16.
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ART. IIQ. OPTICAL SYSTEMS WITH FINITE APERTURE.

375. Projected Object and Projected Image in the case of Pro-

jection-Systems of Finite Aperture.

So long as the aperture of the system was Infinitely narrow, we had

to consider merely the procedures of the chief rays; but advancing
now to the study of optical projection-systems of finite aperture, we
must take account of other rays besides just those that in the Object-

Space are directed towards the centre of the entrance-pupil. Every

point of the object is the vertex of a cone of rays whose paths He along

straight lines which, produced if necessary, must first of all go through

points in the transversal plane o" contained within the circular opening
of the entrance-pupil. Some of the rays of such a bundle, possibly

all of them, may be intercepted at the entrance-port, and in this event

only a portion of the bundle at most will be effective. To each cone

of rays in the Object-Space corresponds also a cone of rays in the

Image-Space, whose paths likewise lie along straight lines which, pro-

duced if necessary, must pass through points in the transversal plane

<j' comprised within the circular opening of the exit-pupil; and to an

incomplete cone of object-rays corresponds, of course, an incomplete

cone of image-rays. The relief-image of a 3 -dimensional object is the

configuration of image-points which are at the vertices of all these

cones or partial cones of image-rays. Some of these vertices may fall

in the transversal screen-plane a'; and these will be the image-points

corresponding to such of the points of the object as lie in the trans-

versal focus-plane a. But all the other points of the object, which

lie to one side or other of the focus-plane, will be represented in the

projected image on the screen-plane, not by points at all, but by the

circular discs or patches
—so-called "diffusion-circles" or "blur-circles"

(see § 365)
—which are the sections of the cones of image-rays made

by the screen-plane. In the case of an incomplete cone of image-rays,

the image of the corresponding object-point will be represented on the

screen-plane by only a piece of a blur-circle. These ideas will be made
clear by the consideration of the diagram (Fig. 166) which represents

a meridian section of an optical system consisting of an infinitely thin

convex lens UT with a front stop CD with its centre on the optical

axis at M. In this illustration the rim of the lens is the circumference

of both the entrance-port and the exit-port.

The real object corresponding to the above-described projected

image in the screen-plane a' is the figure in the focus-plane a obtained

by projecting the entrance-pupil on to this plane from each point of

the actual object. In the case of those object-points so situated that.
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on account of the limited opening of tlie entrance-port, they can
utilize only a part of the area of the entrance-pupil, we must project
on to the focus-plane only the part of the entrance-pupil that is util-

ized. The centres of these circular discs and disc-portions which are

the sections of the bundles of effective rays made by the focus-plane
0- and the screen-plane <j' in the Object-Space and Image-Space, re-

spectively, are at the points where the chief rays cross these planes.
This last statement suggests also, that in regard to this vicarious

object-figure in the focus-plane <r, there is an important difference to

be remarked between the case of a point inside of one of these object-

Projected Object and Image in Projection-System of Finite Aperture. The Entrance-

Pupil CD is projected from the object-point R on to the Focus-Plane <t in the blur-circle with centre

at Q; and, similarly, the Exit-Pupil CD' is projected from the image-poiut >?' on to the Screen-

Plane <r' in the blur-circle with centre at the point Q' conjugate to Q.

side blur-circles and the case of an ordinary object-point lying in the

focus-plane; for whereas the latter emits rays in all directions, the

former is to be regarded as sending out only one single ray coinciding

with the actual object-ray which crosses the focus-plane at this point.

If the aperture of the optical system is not only finite but rela-

tively large, the transversal planes a, a' must be a pair of aplanatic

planes in order that there may be a point-to-point correspondence
between the focus-plane and the screen-plane; and when this is the

case, the image of an object-point which lies outside the focus-plane
will not be a point, since the so-called HERSCHEL-Condition (rf. § 324)
is incompatible with the Sine-Condition. Under such circumstances,

where, in general, the bundles of image-rays are no longer homocentric,

it is particularly advantageous to represent the image of a 3 -dimen-

sional object by means of its projected image on the screen-plane.

376. The centres of the blur-circles on the screen-plane are to be

regarded as the positions of the image-points; and since, even in the

extreme case just mentioned of a system of very large aperture, these
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are the places where the chief image-rays cross this plane, the perspect-

ive is exactly the same here as for the case of a system of infinitely

narrow aperture (§ 373), so that nothing needs to be added to what
has been said already in the treatment of the perspective in the pre-

ceding case.

377. Focus-Depth of Projection-System of Finite Aperture.
With regard to the distinctness of the image on the screen-plane,

that is a matter that will depend very largely on the acuteness of

vision of the observer. If the resolving power of the eye were ab-

solutely perfect, this screen-image composed partly of image-points
and partly of blur-circles and pieces of such circles would appear

faulty on the mere ground that it was not a faithful reproduction of

the original. But the resolving power of the eye is limited (c/. § 252),

depending on a variety of conditions, both physical and physiological.

Under average conditions the human eye is able to distinguish as sepa-
rate and distinct two points whose angular distance apart varies for

different individuals between the limits of one and five minutes of arc;'

and hence the blur-circles in the projection-image will not be dis-

tinguishable from points provided their angular diameters do not ex-

ceed this limiting angular measure (e) of the resolving power of the eye.

Similarly, also, in regard to the projection-figure of the object on the

focus-plane, in order that this may appear sharp and distinct as viewed

by an eye at the centre M of the entrance-pupil, the diameters of the

blur-circles must subtend atM angles that are smaller than the limiting

angle e. Since the diameters of these blur-circles will depend on the

distances of the actual object-points from the focus-plane, the question
arises how far from this plane can such an object-point be in order that

its image in the screen-plane shall still appear to be a point and not

a fleck of light. This distance, as we shall see, will be different ac-

cording as the object-point lies on one side or the other of the focus-

plane, so that all object-points which are comprised within the space

between two determinate transversal planes at imequal distances from

the focus-plane and on opposite sides of it will be reproduced distinctly

in the projection-image in the screen-plane. The distance between

this pair of transversal planes, called the Focus-Depth, we propose now
to investigate.

378. Let (2i (Fig. 167) designate the position of the point where

the chief ray R^M of the object-point R^ crosses the focus-plane a,

so that (2i is therefore the centre of the blur-circle that represents Ry

1 See, for example, E. Abbe: Beschreibung eines neuen stereoskopischen Oculars:

Carls Rep. f. Exp.-Phys., xvii (1881), 197-224. See p. 219. This paper will be found

also in Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Bd. I (Jena, 1904), 244-272.
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in iho projcction-tigiire on the focus-plane. The object-ray R^D which,

King in tlie niericHan plane of the figure, is directed towards the point

D of the circumference of the entrance-pupil determines by its inter-

Focus-Depth of Projection-System of Finite Aperture. Diagram represents upper half

of meridian section of Object-Space.

section with the focus-plane a the point Q.^ in the circumference of

the above-mentioned blur-circle. If iV, designates the point where

the optical axis crosses the transversal plane of the object-point i^j,

we obtain from the figure:

MD
MN, MN,

which, if we put

dy, MM =
^, MN, =

5^1, MD =
P,

may be written as follows:

Hence, since

dy

P=-

5^1

l-tane;

(457)

where 9 = ZMMD denotes the angular measure of the aperture of

the system (§363), we derive the following expression for the radius

dy of the blur-circle on the focus-plane:

dy = — tanG. (458)

This formula, which is given by Czapski,^ shows that the size of the

blur-circle depends not only on the aperture-angle and the distance

6^1 of the object-point from the focus-plane, but also on the distance

^ of the focus-plane from the entrance-pupil. Moreover, the size of

^ S. CzAPSKi: Die Theorie der optischen Instrumenle nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), p. 170.
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the blur-circle does not depend on the distance of the object-point
from the optical axis, so that all object-points in the same transversal

plane will be represented in the projection-figure on the focus-plane

by blur-circles of equal diameters. Thus, for example, the blur-circle

of the axial object-point iV, is equal to that of R^; in the figure

MV = Q,Q, =
dy.

The straight lines QiD and Q.^M determine by their intersection a

point i?2 ori the opposite side of the focus-plane from i?,, which, re-

garded as an object-point, will be represented in the projection-figure

on the focus-plane by a blur-circle whose centre is at the point Q2
and whose radius Q.Qi = — dy has the same absolute magnitude as

that of the object-point R^. Thus, on either side of the focus-plane
there is a certain transversal plane characterized by the fact that all

object-points in this plane will be projected on to the focus-plane in

blur-circles all of the same prescribed size. If we put MN2 =
5^2»

where N., is used to designate the point where the optical axis crosses

the transversal plane of the object-point R.y, we obtain from the figure,

exactly as in the case of the similar formula above :

dy 5^2

Hence, also, we find for the distances from the focus-plane of this pair

of transversal planes:

and, accordingly, we see also that the two transversal planes deter-

mined by these formulae are at unequal distances from the focus-

plane, and, in fact, that the front one of the two planes (in the figure

the one containing the object-point R^) is always nearer to the focus-

plane than the other plane.

Now if the magnitude dy is such that

dy €

1
= tan-,

where e denotes the angular measure of the resolving power of the

eye (in the figure efi = Z.VMM), the blur-circle on the focus-plane

corresponding to an object-point lying anywhere in the space com-

prised between the pair of transversal planes belonging to i?i and R^
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will be so small that the eye placed at the centre M of the entrance-

pupil could not distinguish them from points; so that, practically

speaking, all object-points lying within this region on either side of

the focus-plane, will be sharply defined in the projection-figure.

The distance

NiN^ = N^M -f MN.„ =
8^.,

-
5^,

between the pair of transversal planes determined by this critical value

dy =(e-^)/2 is, as was stated above, the Focus-Depth of the project-

ion-system for a given position of the focus-plane a. Thus, we find

the following expression for the Focus-Depth:

2p-hdy , , .

N.N,= -^-^/- <46o)

The reciprocal of the focus-depth may be regarded as a measure of

the exactness of the focus.

379. Lack of Detail in the Image due to the Focus-Depth.
As to the detail or distinctness of the image projected on the screen-

plane, this is a question that involves not merely the absolute sizes

of the blur-circles but the magnification-ratio also. Thus, for example,
the blur-circles of the image of a piece of hand-writing which is magni-
fied to double the size of the original may have blur-circles of twice as

great diameters as would be permissible if it were not magnified at all ;

the former would be just as legible or distinct as the latter. Accord-

ingly, as a measure of the indistinctness due to being out of focus, it

has been proposed^ to take the ratio of the radius dy' of the blur-

circle in the screen-plane <x' corresponding to an object-point R (see

Fig. 165) to the magnification Yji = M'Q'/NR. Since Y =M'Q'/MQ,
dy' = Y-dy and (§ 373)

MQ _ ^

NR ^ + 8^*

the measure of the indistinctness, according to the above definition,

is given as follows :

d/ ^ + 8P , , ^

vf = -~^dy = - 5^tan0. (461)

380. Focus-Depth of Optical Systems of Finite Aperture used in

Conjunction with the Eye.
If the optical system is to be employed, not for the purpose of casting

objective images on a screen, but in conjunction wnth the eye for the

* See S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der optischen Inslrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), p. 171.
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reinforcement of vision, and if the pupil of the passive eye is supposed

to be placed at the exit-pupil of the instrument, the image is presented

to the eye at the distance M'M' =
^'.

The absolute linear diameter of the blur-circle in the image-plane

corresponding to a non-focussed point is:

2dy' = lY-dy = - lY- T^r- tanG = - 2F•5^tan 6, approx.,

where Y denotes the lateral magnification of the aplanatic pair of

axial points M, M', and where, in obtaining the final approximate

expression, the distance 5^ is supposed to be small as compared with ^,

as is the fact with an optical instrument of high magnifying power.

If

2dy' „ 5^ -^
€ = —;-= -2F-77 -tanG

denotes the visual angle subtended at the eye by the blur-circle, and

if we recall from § 369 that

_ tan
e^ _ y ^ _y^

y
~

y
*

r
"
^"

we find

£ = - 2F-5^tanQ,
or

Thus, if y'/y
= 100, and if the absolute value of ^' is equal to the con-

ventional distance of distinct vision, viz., 250 mm., so that

-v' I

F = — • r =
0.4,

y ^

and if we take G = —
30°, e = 3'

= 0.00087 radian, we obtain for the

Focus-Depth: 25^ = 0.0037 rnm.

381. Accommodation-Depth.

By virtue of its power of accommodation, the eye can be focussed

at will on difTerent points of the image-relief, and provided these

image-points are within the range of distinct vision, and also provided

the imagery is ideal, the different parts of the image can be viewed with

perfect exactness; so that, owing to this property inherent in the eye

to a greater or less degree in different individuals, a certain depth of

the object called the accommodation-depth will be seen distinctly in

37
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its image, which measured along the axis may be denoted by M^M.^.
The depth of vision is extended beyond these points by the focus-

dejnh 5^, in one direction from M^ and the focus-depth b^., in the other

direction from AI.,, since within these extended parts the blur-circles are

too small to be resolved by the eye; and hence the Entire Depth of

Vision is equal to the sum of the Accommodation-Depth and Focus-

Depth, viz. = M,M., -f 5t, -}- 5^,.

If the eye is placed at the exit-pupil of the instrument, whose centre

is at the point designated by M'
,
and if the positions on the optical

axis in the Image-Space of the "near-point" and "far-point" of the

e}e of the observer are designated by M\ and M'^, respectively, the

range of distinct vision is equal to the piece M'^AI'^ of the optical axis.

The points designated above by My and M^ are the axial object-points

conjugate to M[ and M'.,, respectively. If the focal points of the

optical system are designated by F and E', and if we put

X,
= FM,, x^

= FM^, x[
= E'M[, x'^

=
E'M'^,

and, finally, if the focal lengths are denoted by/ and e\ then, on the

assumption of collinear correspondence, we have:

' ' /• /,

and hence:

M^M^ = 8x = Xo — Xi
= —

fe'
^

, ,

^ = —
je' ->—r

,

where 8x' = AfyM^. If l§ 179)

V — ^ V _ ^

denote the magnification-ratios of the two pairs of conjugate axial

points, and if we introduce also the relation (§ 193) :

n'f -f ne' = o,

where n, n' denote the indices of refraction of the first and last media

of the optical system, we obtain:

n 8x'
8x = —

n' Y,-Y,'

If M'M\ =
^'1

and M'M'^ =
^2 denote the least and greatest distances

of distinct vision of the eye, then, according to Donders, the magni-
tude

. I I M\M'2 8x' . ^ .
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is the rational measure of the power of accommodation of the eye;'

and hence we obtain the following expression for the accommodation-

depth :

and if Fj and F., are not much different from each other, we can

replace each of them by a certain mean value F, which, to be perfectly

accurate, should be the geometric mean between Y^ and Y^\ and,

similarly, we can introduce in place of ^^ and ^g a mean value ^ ; so

that the final form of the expression becomes :

-=^'-^(fy. (46s)

where usually ^ is put = 250 mm., the conventional distance of dis-

tinct vision. Thus, for example, in the case of a myopic eye, for

which ^1
= 150 mm., ^2

= 3°° mm., so that A =
1/300, we obtain for

a magnification of F = 100 (assuming n = n' =
i):

X = 1/48 = 0.021 mm.

Abbe,^ who has investigated this subject very exhaustively, espe-

cially in connection with the microscope, gives several tables (which

are given also by Czapski') exhibiting the relations between the

Focus-Depth and the Accommodation-Depth for different values of

the magnification-ratio F; whereby it appears that, although for low

magnifications the accommodation-depth is far more important than

the focus-depth, the reverse is true in the case of high magnifications.

ART. 120. THE FIELD OF VIEW IN THE CASE OF PROJECTION-SYSTEMS
OF FINITE APERTURE.

382. Case of a Single Entrance-Port.

The characteristic effect of a finite aperture in dividing the field of

view into separate regions distinguished by the different magnitudes
of the apertures of the bundles of rays that have their vertices at

' The measure of the power of accommodation of the eye is the strength of an infinitely

thin lens, placed where the eye is, for which the far-point and near-point are conjugate

points.
^ E. Abbe: Beschreibung eines neuen stereoskopischen Oculars: Carls Rep. f. Exp.-

Phys., xvii (i88i), 197-224: also Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Bd. I (Jena, 1904). 244-

272. Section III of this paper treats of the special matters here referred to. See also:

E. Abbe: Joiirn. Roy. Micr. Soc. (2), I (1881), 687-689.
3 S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der optischen Inslrumenle nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), p. 173.
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points comprised within those regions was remarked by J. Petvzal'

in the case of a photographic double-objective in which there was no

material diaphragnt other than the lens-fastenings themselves. The

investigation of this effect in the general case of an optical projection-

system of finite aperture will be different according as the field of

view is limited by one or by two ports; and hence we shall treat, first,

the simpler case of an optical system with a single entrance-port.

In the diagram (Fig. i68) the plane of the paper represents a meri-

dian section in the Object-Space; so that, in order to have a complete

representation, the entire figure should be imagined as revolved

Fig. 16S.

Field of View of Object in case of Projection-System of Finite Aperture with a
Single Entrance-Port.

MM=L MS=c. MD = p, ST=c. I SMT= I MMV= Q, L SHT= I MHX =
V-.

Z SGT= I MGZ= A. I MMX= x, ^ MMZ== <A. Z MMD = ©.

around the optical axis xx. The positions on the axis of the centres

of the entrance-pupil and entrance-port are designated by M and S,

respectively. The end-points, on the same side of the axis, of the

diameters, in the meridian plane of the figure, of the entrance-pupil

and entrance-port are designated by D and 2", respectively. Finally,

the point M designates the point where the optical axis crosses the

focus-plane <j.

The straight line DT joining the end-points, on the same side of

^
J. Petzval: Bericht ueber dioptrische Untersuchungen: SilzungsbetickCe der tnath.-

naliirw. CI. der kaiserl. Akad. der Wissensckaften (Wien), xxvi (1857), 33-90. See p. 57.
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the axis, of the diameters of the entrance-pupil and entrance-port meets

the optical axis at the point designated by H and crosses the focus-

plane at the point, designated byX. The region of the field of view of

the object defined by the circle described in the focus-plane around M
as centre with radius equal to MX is distinguished by the fact that with-

in this circular space are contained all the points of the focus-plane a

that are the vertices of cones that have the entire opening of the en-

trance-pupil as common base; so that no object-ray emanating from

a point of this central region of the focus-plane and directed towards

a point of the circular opening of the entrance -pupil will be intercepted.

The straight line MT crosses the focus-plane at a point designated

by F, which, since the entrance-pupil, in consequence of its definition

(§ 361), must subtend at M a smaller angle than is subtended there by
the entrance-port, will lie always on the same side of the optical axis

as the point X and at a distance MY greater than MX. The annular

region of the field of view comprised between the circumferences of

the two concentric circles described around M as centre with radii

equal to MX and MY contains all points which, regarded as object-

points, are in a position to utilize one half or more of the total aperture
of the entrance-pupil. Not more than half of the rays of a bundle of

rays emitted from an object-point in this annular region of the focus-

plane and directed towards all the points of the entrance-pupil will

be intercepted, and in general less than half.

Finally, the straight line joining the extremity T of the diameter

of the entrance-port with the opposite extremity of the diameter of

the entrance-pupil will determine by its intersection with the focus-

plane a a third point Z, also on the same side of the axis as the points

X and F, but the most distant one of the three, which marks the

extreme limit on that side of the axis of the field of view. More than

half of the rays emitted by an object-point lying within this outside

annular space of the focus-plane that are directed towards all the

points of the entrance-pupil will be cut off; and a point lying in the

focus-plane at a distance from the axis greater than MZ can send

through the system no ray at all.

The Z.MHX IS called by von Rohr' the vignette-angle. Employing

symbols as follows:

AMHX = ZSHT =
(JL, MM =

^, MS =
c, MD =

p, ST =
q,

we obtain from the figure:

p - q p - MX
tan M = - —^ = - -

, ;

^ M. VON Rohr: Die Theorie der oplischen Inslrumenle, Bd. I (Berlin, 1904), p .485.
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whence also we find the following expression for the radius of the

central region of the field of view:

MX =p-'^~'^ ^. (466)

The abscissa of the point H with respect to the centre M of the en-

trance-pupil is:

MH=- -^ = /— . (467)tan n p — q
^t 4^

From the figure also we obtain the following relations:

MX MD MH MD MD
tan ZMMX = MM MM MH MAI MH

= - tan ZMMD + tan ZMHX.

The ZMMD = 9 is the aperture-angle, and if we put ZMMX =
x,

the result just obtained may be written as follows:

tan X = tan /x
— tan 9; (468)

and hence the tangent of the angle x subtended at the centre M of

the entrance-pupil by the radius MX of the central region of the field

of view is equal to the algebraic difference of the tangents of the

vignette-angle /x and the aperture-angle 9. In terms of the given
linear magnitudes, we can write also:

tanx=-^^ + |.
(469)

If G designates the position of the point where the straight line TZ
crosses the optical axis, and if we put ZSGT = ZMGZ =

X, we
£)btain from the figure exactly as above :

p + q p + MZ
tan X = —— =

: ,
c i

and hence for the radius of the entire field of view we find:

P + qMZ =^ ?
-

p. (470)

The abscissa of the point G with respect to the centreM of the entrance-

pupil is:

MG = -^ = -^. (47.)tanX p-^q
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Moreover, from the figure:

_MZ^_MD^ MG MP _ MPtan ZMMZ -
j^^j.

-
^^^

'

MG~ MG MM
= tan ZSGT + tan AMMP.

If we put Z.MMZ =
\p, this result may be written as follows:

tan \l/
= tan X + tan 9. (472)

Hence, the tangent of the angle \p subtended at the centre M by the

radius MZ of the entire extent of the field of view is equal to the

algebraic sum of the tangent of the angle X subtended at G by the same

radius and the tangent of the aperture-angle 0. In terms of the

given linear magnitudes, we can write also :

tan^ = -;+^^. (473)

In the case of an object-point in the focus-plane cr whose chief ray

has a slope-angle 6 greater than the angle denoted by x. a part of

the bundle of object-rays will be intercepted at the entrance-port.

The chief rays will be absent from the bundles of effective rays that

come from the object-points in the focus-plane that are farther from

the axis than the point designated by Y.

Of all possible object-rays that pass unimpeded through the centre

M of the entrance-pupil, those (such as YT) that graze the "rim" of

the entrance-port have the greatest slopes, viz. :

ZMMY = ZSMT = 0,

where 0, in the case of an infinitely narrow aperture, is the angular
measure of the field of view (§ 370). The three angles at M denoted

by X. and
\f/

define the limits of the three parts of the field of view of

the object.

In connection with the case of an optical system of finite aperture

with a single entrance-port, one point remains to be particularly men-

tioned, viz., with respect to the projection-figures on the focus-plane

of object-points that lie outside this plane. If the slope-angle 6 of

the chief ray from an object-point R not in the focus-plane is greater

than the angle x. the projection-figure on the focus-plane will not be

a circle but a lune, and the chief ray will not be the representative

ray of the bundle, and indeed, if ZMMR > 0, the so-called chief ray
will be absent from the bundle of effective rays emitted by the object-
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point R. Hence, also, in the case of object-points thus situated, it is

obviously not correct to consider the points where their chief rays

cross the focus-plane as the representative points of their projection-

figures, especialh' since the former may not even lie within the bound-

aries of the corresponding projection-figures at all.

383. Case of Two Entrance-Ports.

Proceeding now to consider the case of an optical projection-system
of finite aperture with two entrance-ports, we may regard as typical

thereof the case shown in the diagram (Fig. 169), which represents a

Fig. 169.

Field of View of Object in case of Projection-System of Finite Aperture with Two
Entrance-Ports.

Jtf.l/=|. MSi=ci, MSi=C2. MD = p. SiTi = (ji. SiT2 = <ii.

meridian section of the Object-Space. Let S^, S2 designate the centres

and T*!, T^ the extremities above the optical axis xx of the diameters,

in the meridian plane of the figure, of the two entrance-ports ;
and let

l/j, U2 designate the other two ends of these diameters. According
to our previous definitions, the centre of the entrance-pupil must lie

at the point M where the straight line T'lZ/a which joins a pair of

opposite ends of the diameters U^T^, U^T^ crosses the optical axis.

The point M where the optical axis crosses the focus-plane a is deter-

mined by the intersection of the straight line 7*2 ^1 with the straight

line XX. It is obvious from the figure that the points M, M are har-

monically separated by the points ^j, ^2, so that we have the relation:

{MMS.S^) = - I. (474)
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If, therefore, the positions of the two entrance-ports with reference

to the entrance-pupil are given, and if we put:

MSi =
Ci, MSo =

C2,

the position of the focus-plane is determined by the relation:

2C,C.;,

^
Ci-\-C2'

where ?
= MM denotes the abscissa of the point M with respect to

the centre M of the entrance-pupil.

Let C and D designate the lower and upper ends, respectively, of

the diameter of the entrance-pupil which lies in the meridian plane of

the figure, and through the upper ends D and T^ of the diameters CD
and U^T^ draw the straight line DTi crossing the optical axis at the

point designated by H, ; and, similarly, through the lower ends of

the diameters CD and U2T2 draw a straight line CUo crossing the

optical axis at the point designated by H2. Let X designate the point

of intersection of the straight lines DT^ and Ct/g' we wish to show

that this pointX will fall in the focus-plane a. Suppose it does not,

and that we draw through X a straight line parallel to CD meeting
the optical axis in a point not marked in the diagram which we shall

call N, and meeting the straight line UoMTj^ in a point Y. According
to this construction, it is plain that the pair of points TV, M will be

harmonically separated by the pair of points H^, i?,, and that from

the pointX the harmonic point-range iV, M, H,, H, will be projected

on to the straight line f/2^1 ^^ the harmonic point-range Y, M, U^, T^',

which latter projected on to the optical axis from the infinitely distant

point of the straight line CD will give:

{NMS2S,) = - I.

But since, as a matter of fact, we know that

{MMS2S,) = -1,

it follows that the point designated by N must be coincident with the

point M, and hence the pointX must lie in the focus-plane a, as shown
in the figure. Moreover,

{MMH2H,) = - I. (475)

384. Any object-point lying in the focus-plane within the central

region defined by the circle described around M as centre with radius
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equal to MX will be in a position to send out rays that will go through
ever\- point of the opening of the entrance-pupil; whereas any point

in the focus-plane at a greater distance from M than X will be in a

position to send out rays that will go through some, but not all, of the

points of the entrance-pupil, provided its distance from M does not

exceed the distance AIY; in which latter case it cannot send any rays

through the optical system.

If we put

Z 5,//,r,
= Z MII.X = M„ Z SJIJ^. = Z MH.^ =

n.„

MD =
p, S^T, =

2i, S.T.,
=

q,,

we obtain from the figure:

q,-p p MX -p
tan /i|

=

tan H2
= ~

c, MII,~ ^

0-2
- P P_ _ MX -\-p

whence also we find for the radius of the central region of the field

of view:

MX = p-v ^-^ k=-P- -~-
?; (476)

and for the abscissae, with respect to M, of the points H^, H^:

Mfl=--^-,MH.^-^-. (477)

Likewise from the figure we obtain also the following relations:

tan ZMMX - ^^- mh,'^ MM~ MH, MM'
and hence if ZMMD = 9, ZMMX = x. we have here:

tan X = tan /x,
— tan = tan /Xj -\- tan 9. (478)

If we put /.MMY = 0, we obtain evidently also:

tan = - = -
;

c, Cg

and for the radius of the entire field of view:

MY=^-'^ =
fk. (479)

1 2

Thus, we see that, whereas the position of the point Y is entirely

independent of the diameter of the entrance-pupil, this is not true
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with regard to the position of the point X; for the greater this diameter

is, the nearerX will be to the axial point M\ and in the limiting case

when the end-point D of the diameter of the entrance-pupil lies in the

straight line MT^T^, the point A' will coincide with M.
385. By placing in the focus-plane a circular diaphragm with its

centre at M and with an opening of radius equal to MX, all of the

field of view outside the central part will be screened off; and then, pro-

vided the object lies wholly in the focus-plane, all the points of the

object will send through the system cones of rays that fill completely
the opening of the entrance-pupil. The same result will be obtained

by placing in the screen-plane or image-plane a' a diaphragm with its

centre at the point M' conjugate to M and with an opening of radius

M'X' = Y ' MX, where Y denotes the magnification-ratio of the

pair of conjugate transversal planes a and cr'. Thus, for example,
in the case of the astronomical telescope, a diaphragm of this kind is

placed in the focal plane of the objective. This simple method is

applicable to all cases in which the depth of the object is negligible,

especially when the object-distance is prescribed and the points M, M'
are the pair of aplanatic points of the optical system (§ 279). But if

the points of the object are situated at finite distances from the focus-

plane, a stop such as above described will not avail for this purpose.
386. Consider an object-point in the plane of the figure above the

optical axis; if it lies to the right of the focus-plane within the angle

MH^X =
fi., or on the other side of this plane within the angle ilfi^iX = jUi,

it will be in a position to send through the optical system a cone of rays

completely filling the opening of the entrance-pupil. If the object-

point lies within the angle subtended at X by the diameter CD of the

entrance-pupil, some of the rays of the cone which has the opening of

the entrance-pupil for its base will be intercepted at the entrance-

port So if the vertex of the cone lies to the right of the focus-plane, and
at the entrance-port S^ if the vertex of the cone lies on the other side

of the focus-plane. And, finally, if the object-point lies to the right

of the focus-plane and outside the angle /u^ or on the other side of the

focus-plane outside the angle H2, all the rays will be intercepted.

INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION AND BRIGHTNESS.
ART. 121. FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF RADIATION.

387. Radiation of Point-Source.

Regarding the light-rays as the routes of propagation of light-energy,

we may call a bundle of rays a "tube of light";' and it is assumed
' See p. Drude: Lehrbuch der Oplik (Leipzig, 1900), p. 72. See also P. G. Tait: Light

{Edinburgh, 1889), Chapter V.
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in the theory of radiation that with a steady source of light equal

quantities of light-energy traverse every cross-section of such a tube

in unit-time. If the source is a radiant point J* or a luminous body
of such relatively minute dimensions that it may be considered as

physiologically a mere point (or centre) of light, the light-tubes will

be cones with their vertices at the point-source. The quantity of

light radiated in a given time from a steady source may be expressed

generally as the product of two factors, one of which has to do with

the purely geometrical relations, whereas the other depends on the

physical nature and condition of the radiating body. Thus, in the

simplest case, when we have a point-source at the point P, the quantity
of light which in unit-time "flows" through any cross-section of an

elementary tube of light may be represented as follows:

dL = C •
do}, (480)

where Jco denotes the magnitude of the solid angle of the narrow cone

of rays emanating from P, and where C denotes a certain magnitude
called the "ca?idle-po%c'er" of the point-source in the direction of the

axis of the cone. If around P as centre a sphere of unit-radius is

described, the quantity of light that falls on a unit area of this sphere
will be numerically equal to the factor here denoted by C. In general,

the value of C will vary with the directions of the light-rays; but if

we may assume that the point-source radiates light-energy at approxi-

mately the same rate in all directions, the total quantity of light-

energy per second that traverses any closed surface surrounding the

point P will be equal to ^irC.

If P' designates the position of a point within the elementary conical

light-tube of solid angle dec which lies on a surface a' at a distance from

the radiant point P denoted by r = PP', and if da' denotes the area

of the surface-element that is cut out of the surface tr' by the cone,

and, finally, if <p' denotes the acute angle between the normal to the

surface a' at the point P' and the straight line PP', then

r du) = da' -cos (p';

and accordingly we can write:

,r ^ , ^ (fcr'-cos/dL = Cdo) = C 2 > (481)

where dL denotes the quantity of light emanating from P that falls

every second on the surface-element da'. The quantity of light-

energy which is received by unit-area of the illuminated surface in
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unit-time is called the intensity of illumination of the surface o-' at

the point P'; and, since this magnitude is defined by the equation

dL ^ cos if'C-—^, (482)da

we see that the intensity of illumination is inversely proportional to

the square of the distance from the point-source and directly pro-

portional to the cosine of the angle of incidence and to the candle-

power of the source in the given direction.

388. Radiation of a Luminous Surface-Element.

If the light-source at P must be regarded as a luminous element of

surface {dcr) rather than as a mathematical point, the quantity of

light-energy dL that is emitted in a given direction in the unit of time

will depend not only on the magnitude of da but also on the angle of

emission {tp) between the normal to da at P and the given direction

PP' . Thus, according to Lambert's Law, the specific energy of the

radiation of the luminous surface-element da in the direction PP'
will be expressed by the formula:

C = i-da-cos (p, (483)

where the co-efificient i denotes a magnitude depending on the physical

nature of the light-source (for example, its temperature, radiating

power, etc.) which is called the specific intensity or the intensity of

radiation of the luminous surface a at the point P. The apparent

uniformity of the brightness of the sun's disc is in agreement with

this "cosine-law". Thus, near the margin of the sun's disc, areas

which appear to be of the same size as areas nearer the centre, but

which in reality are larger than their oblique projections, do not radiate

any more energy than the smaller but more central areas of the same

apparent size.

Hence, according to the so-called "cosine-law of emission", the

quantity of light-energy radiated per unit of time from the luminous

surface-element da to the illuminated element da' in the direction

PP' is:

-_ . da da' cos <p cos (p' , .

dL = t 2 . (484)

By means of this fundamental formula of photometry, due originally

to Lambert,^ the factor denoted by i may also be defined as the quan-

1
J. H. Lambert: Photometria sive de mensura el gradibus luminis colorum et umbrae

(Augsburg, 1760). See also German translation by E. Anding in Nos. 31-33 of Ostwald's
"
Klassiker der exakten Wissenschaften

"
(Leipzig, 1892). Also, see A. Beer: Grund-

riss des photometrischen Calcueles (Braunschweig, 1854).
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tit>' of li^ht which in the unit t)f time is radiated from a unit-area of

the radiating surface to another unit-area at unit-distance from it,

when the line PP' is a common normal to the radiating surface at

P and It) the illuminated surface at P' . As a matter of fact, it is

found by experiment that the specific intensity i varies with the angle
of emission ^p and according to a peculiar law for each different sub-

stance; but in the following discussion it will be simpler to disregard
this variation and to assume therefore that the value of i is independ-
ent of the angle ip.

The symmetry of the expression on the right-hand side of the above

equation cannot fail to be remarked. Thus, for example, the quantity
of light conveyed from da to da' in a given time is the same as would
be transmitted in this same time from da' to da in case the roles of

the two surfaces were interchanged, so that da' was the radiating ele-

ment of specific intensity equal to i and da was the illuminated element.

Since

da' cos <p'
do) =

r'

and since, also, if do)' denotes the solid angle subtended at P' by the

radiating surface-element da,

da • cos ip
do) = o ,

r"

formula (484) may be written likewise in either of the two following
forms:

dL = i-da- cos ip-do}
= i- da' cos tp' do)'. (485)

389. Equivalent Light-Source. The intensity of illumination at P'

due to the radiating element da at P, viz.,

-V7 = i cos ip' d(j}\ (486)da

is proportional to the specific intensity (i) of the source and also to

the solid angle {do:') subtended at P' by the radiating surface-element

(da) and the cosine of the angle of incidence ((p') of the rays. With

respect to the illumination at P', the most important deduction to be

made here is that, so far as the resultant effect at P' is concerned, the

surface-element da may be supposed to be replaced by its central pro-

jection from P' on to any other surface in the same optical medium,

provided we ascribe the same specific intensity i to the corresponding
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points of the projection-surface.^ Accordingly, a fictitious source of

light, or rather an imaginary distribution of the specific intensity, can

be thus substituted in place of the actual distribution so as to have

precisely the same effect at a prescribed point P' . However, this

so-called equivalent surface-distribution of the specific intensity
— or

"equivalent light-source" —w'lW, in general, produce a different effect

from that produced by the actual light-source at any point other than

the given point P'.

ART. 122. INTENSITY OF RADIATION OF OPTICAL IMAGES.

390. Optical System of Infinitely Narrow Aperture (Paraxial Rays).
Let M, M' designate the positions of a pair of conjugate axial points

of a centered system of spherical surfaces, and let us suppose, at first,

that the aperture of the system is infinitely narrow, so that only the

so-called paraxial rays emanating from the luminous point-source M
can traverse the system. To the bundle of paraxial rays in the Object-

Space of solid angle dw corresponds also a bundle of paraxial rays in

the Image-Space of solid angle dw' ; and if C denotes the candle-power
of the point-source, the quantity of light radiated from M in unit-time

will be dL = C-dca; and, similarly, the quantity of light radiated in

the same time from the conjugate image-point M' will be dL' = C -dw',

where C denotes the candle-power of the image-point M' regarded
as a source of light in the Image-Space. Moreover, for the sake of

simplicity, let us assume here that no light-energy is "lost" either by
absorption in traversing the various media or by undesirable reflexions

at the spherical surfaces; and although this assumption is notoriously

contrary to the fact, it will not materially affect the conclusions which

we have here in view. Accordingly, putting dL' = dL, we obtain

therefore :

C-doi = C'-dw'.

The following relation may easily be deduced:

doi

do^:-n(sy.
where

zf^., ti^ denote the abscissae of the points where the rays cross

the optical axis before and after refraction, respectively, at the ^th

surface of the centered system of m spherical surfaces. If, therefore,

* See E. Abbe: Ueber die Bestimmung der Lichtstaerke optischer Instrumente: Jen.

Zfl.f.Med.u. Natw., vi (1871), 263-291. Also, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Bd. I (Jena,

1904), 14-44-
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Y denotes the lateral magnification of the system with respect to the

pair of conjugate axial points M, M', and if also fi, n' denote the indices

of refraction of the media of the Object-Space and Image-Space, re-

spectively, we obtain by the employment of formula (93):

d(ji' I n

and, hence:

doj Y- -'2 ,2»
n

^ =
y'-i' (487)

whereby, knowing the candle-power (C) of the point-source on the

axis of the optical system, and knowing also the constants of the sys-

tem, we are enabled to determine the corresponding candle-power (C)
of the image-point M'.

If, instead of a point-source at the axial point M, we have a luminous
surface-element da at right angles to the optical axis at M, the image
thereof will be a surface-element da' at right angles to the optical axis

at the point M', of such dimensions that

da' = Y^'da.

Hence, since here we have

dL = i'da-du = dU = i' • da' • doi'
,

where i, i' denote the specific intensities in the direction of the axis

of the radiating elements da, da', respectively, we obtain in this case

the following striking relation:

391. Optical System of Finite Aperture.

Finally, let us now proceed to the more general case and assume
that the aperture of the optical system is finite; and let us denote by
i the specific intensity of radiation, in a direction defined by the slope-

angle d, of a luminous surface-element da placed at right angles to

the optical axis at the point M. The quantity of light radiated in

unit-time from the element da to an elementary annular ring of the

entrance-pupil whose inner and outer radii subtend at the axial object-

point M angles denoted by d and d -f dS, respectively, may be easily

calculated from the fundamental formula (484) and will be found to be ;

dL = 2Tri- da -sm d-d (sin 6).
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Employing the same symbols with primes to denote the corresponding

magnitudes in the Image-Space, we shall find also a precisely analogous

expression for the quantity of light that is radiated per unit of time

from the image-element da' to the corresponding elementary annular

ring of the exit-pupil, viz.:

dV = iwi'-da'-sin d'-d (sin 6').

Now if da' is to be a correct image of the object-element da, it is neces-

sary to suppose that M, M' are an aplanatic pair of points, so that

the Sine-Condition is satisfied, whereby we must have (§ 277) :

w-sin ^ = n'- F-sin 6'.

Introducing this condition, and employing here also the relation

da' = Y^'da,

and, finally, assuming, as before, that dV = dL, we derive again the

same relation as above, viz. :

'i

=
^- (488)

Accordingly, no matter how the specific intensities of radiation of

object and image may vary for different angles of emission, their ratio is

the same for every pair of values of 6 and 6'. This constant ratio de-

pends only on the indices of refraction of the media in which the

object and image are situated ; and the specific intensity of radiation

(i') of any element of the image in a given direction {d') is equal always to

in'/nY times that of the corresponding object-element in the conjugate

direction {d)^

392. In deriving the above results, it was assumed that there were

no losses of light by absorption, reflexion, etc., so that we could put
dL' = dL. It would have been more correct to have written:

dL' =
(i
-

v)dL,

where rj
denotes the fraction of the original quantity of light that is

1 This result is identical with Kirchhoff's well-known law of radiation. See G.

Kirchhoff: Ueber das Verhaeltniss zwischen dem Emissionsvermoegen und dem Ab-

sorptionsvermoegen der Koerper tiir Waerme und Licht. Pogg. Ann., cix (i860), 275-

301. Also, R. Clausius: Ueber die Concentration von Waerme- und Lichtstrahlen und
die Grenzen ihrer Wirkung. Pogg. Ann., cx.xi (1864); also, Browne's English trans-

lation of Clausius's Mechanical Theory of Heat (I,ondon. 1879), Chapter XII.

Starting from Kirchhoff's law of radiation, Helmholtz deduced the Sine-Law; see

H. Helmholtz: Die theoretische Grenze fiir die Leistungsfaehigkeit der Mikroskope:
Pogg. Ann. Jubelband, 1874, 557-584.

38
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dissipated in its passage through the system, and is a function of the

angle of emission (6), which may be determined in any given special

case. Under these circumstances, formula (488) would be modified

as follows:

t fi

7
=

(l
-

rj) 2 ; (489)
% TV

which shows also that the ratio i' ji is in reality a function of the

angle d}

In nearly all actual optical instruments the first and last media are

both air (« = n' =
i); even in the so-called "immersion-systems"

the source is not the object immersed in the fluid, inasmuch as the

object is illuminated from without. The case when n' > n \s hardly

realizable. Thus, under the most favourable conditions, the specific

intensity of radiation from a definite part of the image in a given direct-

ion will always be less than the specific intensity of radiation from the

corresponding part of the object in the conjugate direction. For ex-

ample, the intensity of radiation of the sun's image at the focus of a

convex lens can never be greater than that of the sun itself, although
the intensity of illumination of a screen placed at the focus of the

glass may be much greater with the lens than without it.

393. The Illumination in the Image-Space.
The image M'Q' of a luminous object MQ may be regarded as the

source of all the illumination in the Image-Space ;
and in case we wish

to ascertain the intensity of the illumina-

tion produced at any point R' of the

Image-Space by an element of the image
at P', we have merely to trace backwards

through the optical system the path of the

image-ray P'R' and thereby determine the

point P of the object that is conjugate to

the image-point P' . The specific intensity

of the radiation from P' in the direction
^'^- ^"°- P'R' is (n'/nY times that from the object-

ExiT-PupiL AS Equivalent
p^jj^^ p ^^ ^^ie conjugate direction in the

I^UMiNous Surface. ^m • o •
1 1

Object-Space; provided we assume that

none of the light is dissipated in its passage through the system.
The part of the image M'Q' (Fig. 170) that is effective in producing

illumination at a point R' of the Image-Space is easily found by pro-

jecting the exit-pupil CD' on to the image-plane cr'; thus, in the

* See S. CzAPSKi: Theorie der optischen Instrumente nach Abbe (Breslau, 1893), p. 179.
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diagram, U'V represents the effective part of the image with respect to

the illumination at the point R' . In place of the portion of the image
U'V\ we may substitute an equivalent distribution of light (§ 389) by
considering the specific intensity of the parts of the image comprised
between U' and V as localized at the corresponding parts of the exit-

pupil ;
and this distribution of light supposed to be spread over the

exit-pupil would produce exactly the same effect at R' as is produced
there by the image of the luminous object. This ingenious method,

due to Abbe,^ enables us to determine the intensity of illumination

at any point of the image itself. For example, the nearer the point

R' is to the point P' of the image, the smaller will be the circular space

around P' that is obtained by projecting the exit-pupil on to the plane

of the image; and, finally, when the point R' coincides with P', so

that the exit-pupil is projected on to the image-plane in the point P'

itself, the intensity of the illumination at P' can be found by regarding

the illumination there as due to a distribution of light over the exit-

pupil of the same specific intensity of radiation as that of the point

P', viz., {n'jnYi, where i denotes the specific intensity of radiation in

any given direction (0) of the object-point P conjugate to P' .

ART. 123. BRIGHTNESS OF OPTICAL IMAGES.

394. Brightness of a Luminous Object.

In connection with the definition of the objective intensity of illumi-

nation (§ 389) at a given place of an illuminated surface, we can derive

also an idea of what is meant by the Brightness of the source as seen

by an eye situated at the place in question. The brightness of an

element da of a radiating surface is defined as the quantity of light-

energy which in the unit of time falls on unit-area of the image da'

that is formed on the retina of the eye; in other words, it is the inten-

sity of illumination of the element of the retina-surface that is affected

by the given element of the luminous body. Thus, if dL denotes the

quantity of light which is radiated per unjt of time from the element

da into the eye, the brightness of this element is defined by the equa-

tion:

5 = —
,

. (490)
da

If we assume that there is no loss of light in traversing the optical

' E. Abbe: Ueber die Bestimmung der Lichtstaerke optischer Instrumente. Jen. Zfl.

/. Med. u. Natw., vi (1871), 263-291. Also Gesammdle Abhandlungsn, Bd. I (Jena,

1904), 14-44-
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media of the eye, then

iiri'dff'-sine'-d (sin 0')

will be the quantity of light that is radiated per unit of time across an

elementary annular ring of the exit-pupil of the eye, where 6' denotes

the angle subtended at the retina by the inner radius of this ring and

i' denotes the specific intensity of the image da' on the retina; and

hence the total quantity of light that enters the pupil will be

dL = iri' -dff' sm'^Ql,

where 0^ denotes the angle subtended at the image on the retina by
the radius of the exit-pupil of the eye, which usually does not exceed

about 5°. If, therefore, the object is viewed by the unaided eye, we
find for the so-called natural brightness (B^) of the luminous surface-

element d(T (supposed to be situated in air, so that w =
i) :

Bo= j~,
= TT-n' -i-sm Go, (491)

where i denotes the specific intensity of radiation of the source, and

n' denotes the refractive index of the vitreous humour of the eye. It

follows immediately from this expression that the natural brightness

of a uniformly radiating surface depends only on the intensity of

radiation of the light-source and is entirely independent of the dis-

tance of the luminous object from the eye ; as is found to be practically

the case.

I,
395. In the next place, let us suppose that this same object is

viewed through an optical instrument by an eye placed at the exit-

pupil of the instrument. Everything is the same as before, except

that now, instead of the mere optical system of the eye, we have a

compound optical system formed by the combination of the eye with

the optical instrument. If we disregard all losses of light by reflexion

and absorption, and assume, as before, that the luminous object is in

air, the brightness B of the optical image as seen through the instru-

ment will be equal to the natural brightness B^ of the object as viewed

by the naked eye, provided the exit-pupil of the eye is smaller than

that of the instrument. But if, on the other hand, the diameter of

the exit-pupil of the instrument is smaller than that of the eye, the

aperture-angle will be an angle 0' < 0^, so that in this case we shall

have:
B: Bq = sin^ 0' : sin^ 0[,.

Since the angles G^,, G' are so small that we may substitute the tangents
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of these angles in place of their sines, and since, moreover, the exit-

pupil of the eye coincides very nearly with the eye-pupil (or iris),

we obtain:

B:B, =
p'':pl, (492)

where
/>„, p' denote the radii of the iris-opening and exit-pupil

of the instrument, respectively; so that the brightness of the image

compared with the natural brightness of the object is diminished in

the ratio of the size of the exit-pupil of the instrument to the size of

the eye-pupil. It is, therefore, impossible by means of any optical

instrument to increase the natural brightness of an object as seen by
the unaided eye. Thus, the only function of an optical instrument is

by means of a light-source either of small dimensions or very far away
to produce an effect equal to that which could be produced without

the instrument only by a larger or nearer source of light radiating with

equal specific intensity.*

396. Brightness of a Point-Source.

If the luminous object is so small or so far away that it has no

sensible apparent size, the definition of brightness given above (§ 394)

ceases to have any meaning; for the image on the retina of the eye
will in this case be itself a mere point without appreciable area. If,

therefore, the source of illumination is a point, for example, a fixed

star, the brightness is defined as equal or proportional to the quantity
of light which comes to us from it. Thus, when we speak of a star

of the "first magnitude", this expression refers merely to the amount
of light we receive from it and has nothing to do with the size of

the star.

If in formula (481) we put da' =
irpl (where p^ denotes the radius

of the eye-pupil) and cos cp'
= i (since the rays are supposed to fall

normally on the retina when the eye is directed towards the point-

source), we obtain:

B =
Ct^. (493)

Hence, the brightness of an object which appears like a point is inversely

proportional to the square of its distance from the eye, and directly pro-

portional to the size of the eye-pupil.

Thus, stars which are invisible to the naked eye may be brought to

' Lord Rayleigh, in his brilliant article on Optics in the ninth edition of the Encyclo-

paedia Brilannica, has pointed out that
"
the general law that the apparent brightness

depends only on the area of the pupil filled with light
" was stated and demonstrated by

Robert Smith. See Smith's Optics (Cambridge, 1738), Vol. I, Sections 255 and 261.
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view by the aid of a telescope, whereby the eye receives a greater

quantity of light from the star than before, so that the brightness

(in this latter sense of the term) is increased; whereas, on the other

hand, the brightness of the background of the sky (using the word

"brightness" in its original sense, as defined in § 394) will be di-

minished. This is the reason why a powerful telescope, of large

aperture and great magnifying power, may enable an observer to

view the stars even in the noon-day glare.



APPENDIX.

EXPLANATIONS OF LETTERS, SYMBOLS. ETC.

The meanings of the principal letters and symbols both in the text

and in the diagrams are here set forth as briefly as possible; but such

uses as are occasional or merely incidental are generally not noted at

all. In consulting these tables, it is important to bear in mind this

last statement.

I. DESIGNATIONS OF POINTS IN THE DIAGRAMS.

As a rule (but not without exception), the positions of the points

in the diagrams are designated by Latin capital letters. The most

important uses of these letters are explained below.

A
1. A, A' are used to designate the primary and secondary principal

points, respectively, of two coUinear space-systems; see Fig. 92. Simi-

larly, as in Fig. 99, A,., A',, designate the principal points of the ^th

component of a compound optical system.
In Chap. XIII, A, A' and A, A' designate the positions on the

optical axis of the two pairs of principal points of the system for rays
of light of wave-lengths X and X, respectively.

In the case of two centrally collinear plane-fields, A designates the

position of the point of intersection with the axis of collineation {y)

of the self-corresponding ray {x, x') that meets this axis at right angles.

2. Especially, the letter A is used to designate the vertex oi a spher-

ical refracting (or reflecting) surface. Similarly, A may be used to

designate the position of the foot of the perpendicular let fall on to a

plane refracting (or reflecting) surface from a point on the incident

ray regarded as object-point, as in Fig. 8.

The letter A designates the optical centre of an Infinitely Thin Lens.

The vertex of the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical

surfaces is designated by Aj^\ also, the optical centre of the ^th lens

of a centered system of Infinitely Thin Lenses.

3. In Chap. I X, in the determination of the path of a ray refracted

obliquely at a spherical surface, A^, A^ are used to designate the

points of intersection with the surface of the radii drawn through the

points designated by G (14) and / (18), respectively (Fig. 122). In

583
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Chap. X, in the case of a ray refracted obliquely through a centered

system of spherical surfaces, Ag^i, Atj, have the same meanings as

above with respect to the ^th surface.

4. B, B' arc used to designate the points of intersection of a pair
of conjugate rays with the principal planes of two collinear space-

systems. In Fig. 99, for example, B,., B',. designate the points where
a meridian ray crosses the principal planes of the ^th component of

a compound optical system.
In particular, B designates the point of intersection of a ray with

the axis of collineation (y) of two centrally collinear plane-fields.

5. Especially, B designates the position on the refracting (or re-

flecting) surface of the incidence-point of a ray. In the case of a

centered system of spherical surfaces or a prism-system, B;. designates

the incidence-point of the ray at the ^th surface.

In Chap. XIII, 5^, B,. designate the incidence-points at the ^th

spherical surface of rays of light of wave-lengths X, X, respectively,

whose paths in the Object-Space are identical.

If we are concerned with a pair of rays from two different sources,

whose paths lie in the plane of a principal section, their incidence-

points may be designated by B and B (or by B^ and 5J, as, for

example, in Chap. VIII.

Usually, however, B or B^ designates the position of the incidence-

point of the chief ray of a bundle.

C

6. C is used primarily to designate the centre of a spherical refracting

or reflecting surface. The centre of the ^th surface of a centered

system of spherical surfaces is designated by C^.

This letter is used also to designate the centre of collineation of two

centrally collinear plane-fields, as in Fig. 66.

7. In Chap. XIV, C, C are used to designate corresponding ex-

tremities of conjugate diameters of the entrance-pupil and exit-pupil,

respectively, of an optical system. C designates the lower extremity
of the diameter, in the meridian plane, of the entrance-pupil.

D,D
8. D designates the foot of the perpendicular BD let fall from the

incidence-point B on to the optical axis; in a centered system of

spherical surfaces, D^ designates the foot of the perpendicular let fall

on to the optical axis from the point B^ where the ray meets the ^th

surface.
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The foot of the perpendicular let fall on to the optical axis from the

point B (see 5) is designated by D, as in Fig. 140.

The feet of the perpendiculars let fall on to the optical axis from the

points B^, B,. (see 5) are designated by D^, D^, respectively.

9. D, D' are used (in Chap. XIV) to designate corresponding ex-

tremities of conjugate diameters of the entrance-pupil and exit-pupil,

respectively, of an optical system. Generally, D designates the upper

extremity of the diameter, in the meridian plane, of the entrance-

pupil (see 7).

10. In certain of the prism-diagrams of Chap. IV, D designates

the point of intersection of the incident and emergent rays.

E
11. E, E' are used to designate the infinitely distant point of the

optical axis (.r) in the Object-Space and its conjugate point in the

Image-Space, respectively. E' designates, therefore, the secondaryfocal

point of the optical system.

E' ,
E' designate the secondary focal points of the optical system

for rays of light of wave-lengths X, X, respectively.

£^. is used to designate the secondary focal point of the ^th com-

ponent of a compound optical system, as in Fig. 99.

F

12. F, F' designate the primary focal point in the Object-Space

and the infinitely distant point of the optical axis {x') in the Image-

Space, respectively.

F, F designate the primary focal points of the optical system for

rays of light of wave-lengths X, X, respectively.

Fj designates the primary focal point of the ^th component of a

compound optical system, as in Fig. 99.

13. G designates the incidence-point of a ray in the meridian section

of an infinitely narrow bundle of rays (Fig. 127).

14. In Chap. IX, G, G' are used to designate the points where

an oblique ray crosses the plane of the principal section (x^'-plane) of

the spherical refracting surface, before and after refraction, respect-

ively (Figs. 122 and 123).
H

15. H, H' designate the points where an oblique ray crosses the

central transversal plane (>'s-plane), before and after refraction, respect-
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ivel\-, at a spherical surface (Fig. 123). Similarly, if^, H'^ are used

as above stated, with respect to the ^th surface of a centered system
of spherical surfaces.

In particular, H, H' designate the points where a ray, lying in the

principal section of a spherical refracting surface, crosses the central

perpendicular, before and after refraction, respectively (Fig. 120).

16. In certain diagrams in Chapters V, VI and VII, /, /' are used

to designate the infinitely distant point of an object-ray 5 and the

"Flucht'' Point of the conjugate image-ray s', respectively, of two

coUinear plane-fields. See, for example. Fig. 67.

17. Especially, in Chap. XI, in connection with the theory of the

refraction of an infinitely narrow bundle of rays at a spherical surface,

/, r designate the infinitely distant point of the range of primary

object-points lying on the chief incident ray and the "Flucht" Point

of the conjugate range of primary image-points lying on the chief

refracted ray, respectively. Thus, I' designates the secondary focal

point of the collinear plane-fields of the meridian sections of the bundles

of incident and refracted rays. See Fig. 128.

Similarly, J, T designate the infinitely distant point of the range
of secondary object-points lying on the chief incident ray and the

"Flucht" Point of the conjugate range of secondary image-points lying

on the chief refracted ray, respectively. Thus, also /' designates the

secondary focal point of the collinear plane-fields of the sagittal sections

of the bundle of incident and refracted rays. See Fig. 128.

According, therefore, as the chief incident ray is regarded as the

base of a range of primary or secondary object-points, the infinitely

distant point of this ray is designated by / or I.

Moreover, I',., I], designate the focal points of the systems of meridian

and sagittal rays, respectively, with respect to a given chief ray re-

fracted at the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces.

18. In Chap. IX, 7, /' designate the points where an oblique ray

crosses the (horizontal) meridian .rz-plane, before and after refraction,

respectively, at a spherical surface (Fig. 122).

Similarly, in Chap. X, Ij^, 7[. (or 1^+-^ are used in the same way
as above, with respect to the kth surface of a centered system of

spherical refracting surfaces.

J

19. In certain diagrams in Chapters V, VI and VII, /, J' designate

the
^^
Flucht'" Point of an object-ray 5 and the infinitely distant point
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of the conjugate image-ray s\ respectively, of two collinear plane-

fields. See, for example, Fig. 67.

20. In Chap. XI, in connection with the theory of the refraction

of an infinitely narrow bundle of rays at a spherical surface, J, J'

designate the
" Fhichr Point of the range of primary object-points

lying on the chief incident ray and the infinitely distant point of the

corresponding range of primary image-points lying on the chief re-

fracted ray, respectively. Thus, / designates the primary focal point

of the collinear plane-fields of the meridiati sections of the bundles of

incident and refracted rays (Fig. 128J.

Similarly, J, J' designate the
"
Flucht'^ Point of the range of sec-

ondary object-points lying on the chief incident ray and the infinitely

distant point of the corresponding range of secondary image-points

lying on the chief refracted ray, respectively. Thus, also, J designates

the primary focal point of the collinear plane-fields of the sagittal

sections of the bundles of incident and refracted rays (Fig. 128).

According, therefore, as the chief refracted ray is regarded as the

base of a range of primary or secondary image-points, the infinitely

distant point of this ray is designated by J' or /'.

Moreover, /;., J,, designate the primary focal points of the systems
of meridian and sagittal rays, respectively, with respect to a given
chief ray refracted at the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical

surfaces.

K
21. In Fig. 128, K designates the centre of perspective of the range

of object-points lying on the chief incident ray and the range of pri-

mary image-points lying on the corresponding refracted ray.

22. In Chap. XII, K, K and K', K' designate the centres of

curvature of the two astigmatic image-surfaces, before and after re-

fraction, respectively, at one of a centered system of spherical surfaces

(Figs. 141, 142).

L,L
23. L, L' designate the points where a ray, lying in the principal

section of a spherical refracting surface, crosses the axis, before and
after refraction, respectively (Fig. 120).

L, L' designate the points where the chief ray of a bundle crosses

the axis, before and after refraction, respectively, at a spherical surface.

In certain cases, also, L, V (or L, L') are used to designate the

points where an object-ray and the corresponding image-ray, respect-

ively, cross the optical axis of a centered system of spherical refracting

surfaces.
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Sometimes L" is used to designate the point where a second ray

emanating from the axial object-point L crosses the axis after emerging
from the optical system (Fig. 117).

lif. (or L^.+ i) designates the point where a ray lying in the prin-

cipal section crosses the optical axis after refraction at the y^th surface

of a centered system of spherical surfaces. If the ray is the chiej ray
of the bundle, the point in question is designated by L',. (or L;,+ i).

The point where the ray crosses the axis in the Object-Space is desig-

nated by Li (or L,).

M, M, m
24. M, M' designate a pair of conjugate axial points of an optical

system; especially, a pair of points where a paraxial ray crosses the

optical axis in the Object-Space and Image-Space, respectively.

In Chap. XIII, M'
,
M' and 9Ji' designate the points where paraxial

rays of light of wave-lengths X, X and 1, respectively, all emanating

originally from the same axial object-point M, cross the optical axis

in the Image-Space.

M]. (or M^+i) designates the point where a paraxial ray, emanat-

ing from the axial object-point ilf,, crosses the optical axis of a centered

system of spherical surfaces after refraction at the ^th surface (see

Fig. 71). Here also M',. has a meaning corresponding to that of M'
above.

25. Especially, M, M' designate the points where the optical axis

crosses the transversal object-plane (c) and the conjugate (GAUSsian)

image-plane (a') ; or the points where the optical axis crosses the focus-

plane and the screen-plane, respectively (Chap. XIV). See 69. M
may be defined as the foot of the perpendicular let fall on to the

optical axis from the extra-axial object-point Q; and if Q' designates

the GAUSsian image-point corresponding to Q, M' will designate also

the foot of the perpendicular let fall on to the optical axis from Q'.

26. M, M' designate a second pair of conjugate axial points, with

respect either to a single spherical surface or a centered system of

spherical surfaces. The meanings of M' , M' ; M'^ (or M^^^^•, and

M'l- correspond exactly with the meanings given above (24) of M\ M';

M[ (or -M';t+,); and M',., respectively.

27. Especially, M, M' designate the positions on the axis of the

centres of entrance-pupil and exit-pupil, respectively, of the optical

system. In an optical system of m centered spherical surfaces, the

centres of the pupils may be designated by Af, and M,'„.

If M, M' designate the pupil-centres of the optical system for rays

of wave-length X, M, M' may be used to designate the pupil-centres

for rays of wave-length X.
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28. In an Infinitely Thin Lens, M, M' are used (as in Fig. 75) to

designate the points where a paraxial ray crosses the optical axis,

before and after passing through the lens. And, especially, in the

case of a centered System of Infinitely Thin Lenses, M,^, M',. are used

in this way with respect to the ^th lens. Exactly, the same statements

can be made here with reference to the use of M, M' and M,., M]..

29. M" is used in various ways; for example, to designate the

point where the focussing screen is crossed by the optical axis, or, as

in Fig, 161 (and elsewhere), to designate the centre of the "blur-circle''

corresponding to an axial object-point M.

N
30. N, N' are used to designate points on the normal to a refracting

surface at the incidence-point B in the first and second medium,

respectively (as in Fig. 5).

31. Especially, N, N' designate the pair of nodal points of an

optical system (Fig. 92).

O

32. designates the position on the optical axis of the centre of

the aperture-stop.

33. In the prism-diagrams of Chap. IV, designates the point of

intersection of the normals to the two faces of the prism at the points

of entry and exit. In the case of a train of prisms, a numerical sub-

script indicates the prism to which the letter refers (as in Fig. 45).

34. is used also to designate the position of the optical centre of

a thick lens (Fig. 74).

35. In Chapters V, VI and VII, 0, 0' occur frequently to designate
a pair oj conjugate points.

36. P, P' designate the point where the object-ray crosses the

tra?tsversal object-plane a and the point where the corresponding re-

fracted ray crosses the transversal image-plane a' , respectively (69).

P'^ (or -Pfe+i) designates the point where a ray crosses the trans-

versal plane o-^.
after refraction at the y^th surface of a centered system

of spherical surfaces.

Pj designates the point where the rectilinear path of the ray in the

Object-Space crosses the transversal object-plane a^; especially, it des-

ignates the position of the object-point in this plane, and, in general,

the same extra-axial object-point as is designated by Q^ (see 39).

In a certain sense (see Chap. XII) the point P\^ may be regarded as

the image of the object-point Pj.
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37. P, P' are used in Chap. XII to designate the point where the

object-ray crosses the transversal plane a in the Object-Space and the

point where the corresponding image-ray crosses the conjugate plane
0-' in the Image-Space, respectively (71). Tiie object-ray here men-
tioned is a ray that goes through the point P (36).

Similarh-, also, P,. (or P,.^^ designates the point where a ray
which in the Object-Space goes through P, crosses the transversal

plane (t^.
after refraction at the ^th surface of a centered system of

spherical surfaces. The point where the object-ray crosses the first

one ((Ti) of this series of transversal planes is designated by P, (or Q,).

38. P, P'; Q, Q'; R, R'; S, S' and P, F; Q, Q'; R, R'; S, 5'

are used frequently to designate pairs of corresponding points of pro-

jective point-ranges. Thus, for example, in Chap. XI, P, P' designate
a pair of corresponding points of the ranges of primary object-points
and image-points lying along the chief incident ray of a narrow bundle

of rays and the corresponding refracted ray, respectively; and, sim-

ilarly, P, P' designate corresponding points of the ranges of secondary

object-points and image-points lying along the same chief incident

and refracted rays, respectively.

Q,Q
39. Q, Q' designate a pair of conjugate points, especially a pair

of extra-axial cojijugate points, of two coUinear systems.
In general, Q, Q' designate a pair of points, lying outside the axis

of the optical system, which, by Gauss's Theory, are conjugate to

each other, with respect to either a single spherical surface or a centered

system of spherical surfaces. Especially, Q, Q' designate a pair of

conjugate points lying in the transversal planes cr, a', respectively.

Q, Q' are used also (Chap. XIV) to designate the centres of the

"blur-circles" in the focus-plane (a) and the screen-plane (a'), respect-

ively.

In case we have to do with rays of light of two different colours

(as in Chap. XIII), Q', Q' designate the points conjugate to Q for

rays of light of wave-lengths X, X, respectively.

Ql (or Q^+i) designates the point where, according to Gauss's

Theory, a ray, emanating originally from the object-point Q^, crosses

the transversal plane a[. after refraction at the ^th surface of a centered

system of spherical surfaces.

40. The point where an object-ray, which goes through the object-

point Q (or P), crosses the plane ((r) of the entrance-pupil is desig-

nated by Q or P; and the point in the plane (cr') of the exit-pupil,

which, by Gauss's theory, is conjugate to Q (or P), is designated by Q'.
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In a centered system of spherical surfaces, Q, (or Pj) designates the

point where an object-ray, containing the object-point Q^ (or /*,),

crosses the plane (Ti of the entrance-pupil; and Q', (or Q/.+i) desig-

nates the position, in the transversal plane (rl (71), of the point which,

by Gauss's Theory, is conjugate to the point Q, after refraction at the

^th surface.

41. Q'\ Q" are used to designate the points where a pair of paraxial

rays, of colours X, X, respectively, both emanating from the same

extra-axial object-point <2, cross the focussing plane in the Image-

Space of the optical system (Chap. XIII).

In Fig. 161, Q" designates the centre of the "blur-circle' in the

scale-plane a" of an optical measuring instrument, which corresponds

to the extra-axial image-point Q'.

42. See use of this letter in conjunction with P, R and S (38).

R
43. The letter R is used, especially in Chap. XIV, to designate a

point of a 3-dimensional object, and R' to designate the conjugate

point of the relief-image.

44. See 38 for use of this letter in conjunction with P, Q, S.

S
45. S, S and S', S' are used, especially in the theory of the refract-

ion of a narrow bundle of rays, to designate the primary and secondary

object-points and image-points, respectively. Thus, S, S' designate a

pair of conjugate points on the chief ray of a pencil of meridian rays,

before and after refraction, respectively; and, similarly, S, S' desig-

nate a pair of conjugate points on the chief ray of a pencil of sagittal

rays, before and after refraction, respectively. If the bundle of inci-

dent rays is homocentric, the points S, S coincide at the vertex of the

bundle.

Si (or 5j+i) and S^ (or 5^+,) designate the positions on the chief

ray of the primary and secondary image-points, respectively, after

refraction of the narrow bundle of rays at the ^th surface of a system
of refracting surfaces.

46. S, S' and S, S' are used also as explained in 38 above. S, 5'

occur frequently to designate a pair of conjugate points of two collinear

systems.
47. Especially, the letters 5, S' designate the positions on the axis

of the centres of the entrance-port and exit-port, respectively, of an

optical system. If the system has two entrance-ports, the centres are

designated by 5, and S.^.
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48. T, T' are used in Chap. I X to designate the points of inter-

section of a pair of incident rays lying in the plane of a principal section

of the spherical refracting surface and the pair of corresponding re-

fracted rays, respectively. See Fig. 121.

49. T is used also to designate the upper end of the diameter, in

the plane of the principal section, of the entrance-port of the optical

system; and T' designates the point in the circumference of the exit-

Porl which is conjugate to 7". If the system has two entrance-ports,

the upper ends of the diameters, in the plane of the principal section,

are designated by Ty and T^.

50. In certain diagrams of Chap. V, the letter T is used to desig-

nate the infinitely distant point of the >'-axis.

U
51. This letter occurs in various uses. We mention here only one

of these, viz. : t/ designates the lower end of the diameter, in the plane of

the principal section, of the entrance-port of an optical system; and U'

designates the point in the circumference of the exit-port which is con-

jugate to U. If the system has two entrance-ports, the lower ends

of the diameters are designated by U^, U^-

V
52. In the prism-diagrams, V designates the vertex of the prism.

In a system of prisms whose refracting edges are all parallel, V,. desig-

nates the point where the refracting edge of the ^th prism meets the

plane of the principal section.

There are also various other uses of this letter which it is not neces-

sary to enumerate.
W

53. This letter occurs frequently in various ways.

X
54. This letter occurs in various ways.

Y

55. y, Y' are used to designate the feet of the perpendiculars let

fall from the centre of the spherical refracting surface on the incident

and refracted rays, respectively (Fig. 120).

The letter Y occurs also in various other connections.
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Z

56. In Chap. IX, Z, Z' designate the points where the incident

and refracted rays cross the auxihary concentric spherical surfaces

T, t' (72), respectively, which are used in Young's construction of

the path of a ray refracted at a spherical surface (Figs. 114, 115).

In particular, Z, Z' designate the positions on the optical axis of

the pair of aplanatic points of a spherical refracting surface (Fig. 116).

The letter Z is used also in various other ways.

II. DESIGNATIONS OF LINES.

Lines in the diagrams are designated generally by italic small letters.

Without undertaking to enumerate all the uses of these letters, we

may mention here the following as among the most important.

57. In Chapters V, VI and VII, the letters/ and e' are frequently

used to designate the Focal Lines (or
"
Flucht'' Lines) of two collinear

plane-fields; or the lines in which the Focal Planes ^, e' (73, 65) are

intersected by conjugate meridian planes containing the principal axes

X, x', respectively, of two collinear space-systems. See Figs. 64, a

and b, and 65.

58. In Chap. VII, the letters i, i' (and similarly also the letters

7, /) are used to designate the infinitely distant straight line and the
'^ Fluchr Line, respectively, of two collinear plane-fields.

s, s'

59. In Chapters V, VI and VII, s, s' are used to designate a pair

of conjugate rays of two collinear systems; as in Fig. 66.

u, u'

60. Throughout Chap. XI, u, u' are used to designate the chief

incident ray and the corresponding refracted ray, respectively, of an

infinitely narrow bundle of rays refracted at a spherical surface.

X, x'; y, y'; 2, z'

6L X, x' designate the Principal Axes of two collinear systems.
In an optical system of centered spherical surfaces, the optical axis

is designated by x or x' according as it is regarded as belonging to

the Object-Space or Image-Space, respectively.

In Chap. VII, x,., x'u designate the Principal Axes of the ^th com-

ponent of a compound optical system.
39
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62. .r, x'; y, y'; z, z' are used also to designate corresponding (but
not necessarily conjugate) pairs of rectangular axes oj co-ordinates in

the Object-Space and Image-Space.
63. y designates the axis oJ coUineation of two centrally collinear

plane-fields. It designates especially the tangent-line in the meridian

plane at the vertex of a spherical refracting surface.

64. It may also be mentioned that z is used (with suitable primes,

subscripts, etc.) to designate the chief ray of a narrow bundle of rays
refracted at the edge of a prism. See Fig. 42.

III. DESIGNATIONS OF SURFACES.

Surfaces, plane or curved, are designated by small letters of the

Greek alphabet. Of these the following are the more important.

65. e, t are used to designate the infinitely distant plane of the

Object-Space and the Focal Plane of the Image-Space, respectively,

of two collinear space-systems. Similarly, in the case of a compound
optical system, e^ designates the secondary focal plane of the kth. com-

ponent.

n

66. 7], f] are used sometimes (see Chap. VII) to designate a pair

of conjugate plane-fields of two collinear space-systems.

V-

67. /x is used to designate the refracting or reflecting surface. If

there are a series of such surfaces, \Xj. designates the ^th surface of

the series reckoned in the order in which they are encountered by the

rays of light.

TT

68. TT, tt' are used frequently, especially in Chap. VII, to designate

two collinear plane-fields.

These symbols are also employed, especially in Chap. XI, to desig-

nate the coincident planes of incidence and refraction of the chief

incident ray and the corresponding refracted ray, respectively, of an

infinitely narrow bundle of rays refracted at a spherical (or plane)

surface. In particular tt, tt' designate the collinear plane-fields of the

meridian sections of a narrow bundle of incident rays and the bundle

of corresponding refracted rays.

In the same way, also, tt, it' are used to designate the pair of planes,

both at right angles to the plane of incidence of the chief ray of a
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narrow bundle of rays refracted at a spherical (or plane) surface,

which contain the chief incident ray and the corresponding refracted

ray, respectively. And, especially, tt, tt' designate the two collinear

plane-systems of the sagittal sections of the bundles of incident and

refracted rays, respectively.

Moreover, the symbols tt;,, tt,, designate the plane-systems of the

meridian and sagittal sections, respectively, after refraction of a narrow

bundle of rays at the ^th surface of a series of refracting surfaces.

69. 0-, a' are used in Chap. VII to designate a pair of conjugate

planes parallel to the Focal Planes.

Especially, the symbols cr, a' are used to designate a pair of trans-

versal planes which are conjugate, in the sense of Gauss's Theory,
with respect to either a single spherical refracting (or reflecting) surface

or a centered system of spherical surfaces. In this case, a designates

the so-called Object- Plane (Chap. XII) which is defined as the trans-

versal plane (perpendicular to the optical axis) which contains the

object-point P (or Q); see 36, 39. The axial point M' conjugate,

by Gauss's Theory, to the point M (24) where the optical axis crosses

the Object-Plane a determines the position of the transversal Image-
Plane a' . In Chap. XIV, the planes a, a' are usually called the

Focus-Plane and the Screen- Plane, respectively.

In the case of a centered system of spherical surfaces, o-^
is used to

designate the transversal plane which, by Gauss's Theory, is conjugate

to the Object-Plane o-^
with respect to the optical system composed

of the first k surfaces.

70. a" is employed to designate a transversal plane of the Image-

Space of an optical system which is usually not far from the Image-
Plane 0-'. For example, in Fig. 161, cr" designates the so-called Scale-

Plane of an optical measuring instrument.

71. The symbols a, cr' are used to designate a second pair of trans-

versal planes conjugate to each other in the same way as a, a' above.

Generally, or, ts' designate (as always in Chapters XII and XIV) the

planes of the Entrance- Pupil and Exit- Pupil, respectively, of the

optical system.
In the case of a centered system of spherical surfaces, (t,. designates

the transversal plane which, by Gauss's Theory, is conjugate to the

initial plane (Ti in the Object-Space, with respect to the optical system

composed of the first k surfaces.
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72. T, T are used to designate the auxiliary spherical surfaces,

concentric with the spherical refracting surface, used in Young's Con-

struction of the path of the refracted ray (Figs. 114 and 115).

<P

73. (p, ip' are used to designate the Focal Plane (or
"
Flucht" Plane)

of the Object-Space and the infinitely distant plane of the Image-

Space, respectively, of two collinear space-systems. Similarly, in the

case of a compound optical system, ^^. designates the primary focal

plane of the ^th component.

IV. SYMBOLS OF LINEAR MAGNITUDES.

Introduction. A straight line is divided into two segments by a

pair of actual (or "finite") points A, B on the line, viz., a segment of

finite magnitude which is the shortest distance between the two points
and another segment of unlimited length which is the "long way"
between the two points via the infinitely distant point I of the straight
line. Three actual points A, B, C lying along a straight line determine

a certain "sense" ABC along the line or direction in which the line

has to be traversed in order to go from A to B without passing through
C. As we shall exclude infinitely great line-segm.ents, the segment
.4 5 is to be understood therefore as meaning always the finite one of

the two above-mentioned; and as indicating also not merely the dis-

tance from A to B but the segment ABin the sense ABI. Evidently,
therefore, we have the following relation:

AB + BA = o.

Also, ii A, B, C are three points ranged along a straight line in any
order whatever, we may write according to the above:

AB -{- BC -\- CA =0;

and, generally, in the case of any number of points lying on one

straight line, a similar relation will exist.

If ^, B, C, D, • • • designate a series of points ranged along a

straight line, the segments AB, AC, AD, ••• are called here (for

lack of a better term) the "abscissae" of the points B, C, D, •••,

respectively, with respect to the point A as origin.

As a rule, to which, however, there are some notable exceptions

(as will be seen in the following), linear magnitudes are denoted by
italic small letters. Italic capital letters and Greek letters occur some-
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times as symbols of linear magnitudes. The more important of these

magnitudes will be found in the following list.

a

74. In Chap. X, the symbol a^. is used to denote the abscissa of

the centre Q.+i of the {k + i)th surface with respect to the centre

Cj of the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces; thus

b, B

75. In Chap. I X, b, b' denote the intercepts of a ray, lying in the

principal section of a spherical refracting surface, on the central per-

pendicular, before and after refraction, respectively; thus b = CH,
b' = CH' (6 and 15). Similarly, in Chap. X, b^

=
Cj.Hj., b',.

=
C^H'^.

76. In Chap. XIII, b, b' are used to denote the widths of a pencil

of parallel meridian rays before and after refraction, respectively, at

a plane surface. Similarly, b',.
denotes the width of a pencil of parallel

meridian rays after refraction at the ^th surface of a system of prisms

with their refracting edges all parallel.

c

11. In Chap. IX, c, c' denote the abscissae, with respect to the

centre C of the spherical refracting surface, of the points designated

by L, V (23); thus, c = CL, c' = CL'.

78. In Chap. XIV, c, c' denote the abscissae, with respect to the

centres of the pupils, of the centres of the ports (27 and 47); thus,

c = MS, c' = M'S'. Also, q = MS,, c,
= MS^.

d, 5, A

79. d denotes the axial thickness of an optical medium comprised
between two consecutive surfaces of a centered system of spherical

surfaces. Particularly, d;.
= A^Au^i (see 2).

In an optical system composed of a single lens, the thickness of the

lens is denoted by d; thus, d =
A^A.^.

80. In a centered System of Infinitely Thin Lenses, d,. denotes the

distance of the (k + i)th lens from the ^th lens; thus, d^
=

A,.Aj^^i

(see 2).

81. In Chap. VIII, in an optical system consisting of a combina-

tion of two lenses, d is used to denote the abscissa, with respect to

the secondary principal point of the first lens, of the primary prin-

cipal point of the second lens; thus, d = A'^A^ (see i).

82. The symbol b,. is employed to denote the length of the ray-path

comprised between the ^th and the {k -f i)th refracting surfaces; thus,

h = B^B^^, (see 5).
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83. Here also wc note the use of the symbol A,,,
to denote the so-

calleil •optical inlen'ol" between the A-th and the (k + i)th components

of a comixnmd optical system; thus, A^,.
=

£/,F/,+i (see ii and 12).

If the compound system has only two parts, we write: A = E[F.y

84. The secondary focal length of an optical system is denoted by

(•'; that is, e' = E'A' (1 and 11). Also, in a compound optical system,

e',
=

E',Al. Also, in Chap. XIII, e' = E'A'.

85. In the theory of the refraction of a narrow bundle of rays at

a spherical surface (or through a centered system of spherical surfaces),

the symbols e'„
and e',

are used in Chap. XI to denote the secondary

focal lengths of the two collinear plane-systems tt, tt' and tt, t', re-

spectively (68). The subscript u refers to the chief ray of the bundle

of incident rays (60).

Similarly, the secondary focal lengths of the systems of meridian

and sagittal rays of an infinitely narrow bundle of rays which are

refracted at the jfeth surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces

are denoted by e',, a-, ^», k, where u designates the chief ray of the bundle

of object-rays.

/

86. The primary focal length of an optical system is denoted by

/; thus,/ = FA (see i and 12). Also, in a compound optical system,

y,
= F,A,. Also, J = FA (see Chap. XIII).

87. The symbols /„ and /„ are used in the same connection as el

and el (85) to denote the primary focal lengths of the systems tt, it'

and T, tt', respectively. Similarly also the symbols /„,;;., J„_;t, corre-

sponding to g',,j, el^,., respectively.

^ ^. ^

88. The symbols g, g are used in Chap. XIII to denote the ordi-

nates of the points where an incident paraxial ray emanating from the

axial object-point M crosses the primary focal planes of an optical

system which correspond to light of wave-lengths X, X, respectively.

Also, in Chapters V, VI and VII, the symbol g is employed in a sense

similar to the above. See Figs. 65 and 90, where g = FR.

h, h

89. The symbol h is used to denote the incidence-height (or ordinate

of the incidence-point B) of a ray refracted (or reflected) at a spherical

surface; thus, h = DB (^ and 8). With respect to a centered system
of spherical surfaces, hj.

=
Dj^B,^ denotes the incidence-height at the
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^th surface of a ray lying in the principal section. In Chap. XIII,
v/e have also h,.

=
D^^B,..

90. Similarly, h^ = D^B,^ (5 and 8) denotes the incidence-height
of a second ray, usually the chief ray, at the ^th surface of a centered

system of spherical surfaces.

91. The symbol h is used to denote the incidence-height of a ray
refracted through an Infinitely Thin Lens. In a centered system of

Infinitely Thin Lenses, h,^ denotes the incidence-height at the ^th lens.

92. In the case of two collinear space-systems (Chap. VII), the

symbols h, h' are used to denote the ordinates of the points where a

pair of conjugate rays cross the primary and secondary principal planes,

respectively; h' = h. In a compound optical system, h,^, h'/. {= h^)

are used in this same sense with respect to the ^th component; see

Fig. 99.
k

93. The symbol k' is used, always in connection with the symbol

g (88), to denote the ordinate of the point where a paraxial image-ray

lying in the plane of the principal section crosses the secondary focal

plane; see Fig. 65.

I

94. The symbols /, I' are used to denote the so-called "ray-lengths^^

of a ray lying in the principal section of a spherical refracting surface,

before and after refraction, respectively; reckoned in each case from

the incidence-point B to the point where the ray crosses the optical

axis; thus, / = BL, I' = BL' (23). In the case of a ray lying in

the princiapl section of a centered system of spherical refracting surf-

aces, I,,
=

B^L',._^, l[
=

Bi.L[. denote the ray-lengths, before and after

refraction, respectively, at the ^th surface.

P

95. In Chap. I X, p, p' denote the radii vectores of the points H, H'

(15); thus p = CH, p'
= CH' (Fig. 123). In Chap. X, p^ = C^H^,

p'u
= c,h:.
96. In Chap. XIV, p, p' denote a pair of conjugate radii of the

Entrance- Pupil and Exit-Pupil, respectively, of the optical system;

thus, p = MD, p' = M'D' (9 and 27).

The symbol p^ occurs to denote the radius of the iris-opening of

the eye.

2

97. In Chap. XIV, g, q' denote a pair of conjugate radii of the
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Entrance-Port and Exit- Port, respectively, of the optical system; thus,

q = ST, q'
= ST (47 and 49). Also, 2i

=
SiT^, q^

=
S^T^.

r, R

98. The symbol r is used to denote the radius of the spherical

refracting surface; or, more exactly, to denote the abscissa of the centre

C with respect to the vertex A\ r = AC. Similarly, r,.
=

A^C,^ (2

and 6) denotes the radius of the ^th surface.

99. The symbols R, R and R'
,
R' are used to denote the radii of

curvature at the axial points Mand M' of the I. and II. image-surfaces,
before and after refraction, respectively, at a spherical surface (Chap.

XII); R = MK, R' = M'K', R = MK, R' = M'K' (22 and 24).

Also, R'f., R[. are used in the same way, with respect to the astigmatic

image-surfaces after refraction at the ^th spherical surface.

100. The symbols s, s' are used to denote the distances, reckoned

in each case from the incidence-point B of the chief ray, of the vertex

S of an infinitely narrow pencil of meridian rays and the vertex S'

of the pencil of corresponding refracted rays, respectively; thus, 5= BS,
s' = BS^ (5 and 45). Similarly s, s' denote the distances, from the

incidence-point B of the chief ray, of the vertex 5 of an infinitely nar-

row pencil of sagittal rays and the vertex S' of the pencil of corre-

sponding refracted rays, respectively; s = B^, 1' = BS' (5 and 45).

If the rays traverse a system of prisms or a centered system of

spherical surfaces, we have with respect to the ^th surface:

^k
=

B/c^k
=

^k'S'k-v ^k
= ^k^k = B,^S[._i,

^k
— ^k^k — ^k^k+V ^k

— ^k^k — ^k^k+V

t

101. In Chap. IX, t, t' denote the distances from the incidence-

point 5 of a chief ray lying in the plane of the principal section of a

spherical surface of the points T, T' of intersection with this ray of

another meridian ray, before and after refraction, respectively; thus,

t = BT, t' = BT', as in Fig. 121. See 5 and 48.

M, u, U

102. The symbols 11, u' are used to denote the abscissae, with respect
to the principal points A, A' of two collinear systems, of a pair of

conjugate axial points M, M' respectively; thus, u = AM, ii' = AM^
(2 and 24).
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103. Especially, u, u' denote the abscissae, with respect to the

vertex A of the spherical surface, of the points M, M' where a paraxial

ray crosses the optical axis, before and after refraction (or reflexion),

respectively; u = AM, u' = AM' {2 and 24, 25 ).

If (as in Chap. VIII, § 195) we have a pair of paraxial rays of dif-

ferent origins, the abscissae of the points M, M' where the second ray

crosses the axis before and after refraction are denoted by u, u',

respectively; u = AM, u' = AM' (2 and 26).

In case we are concerned with paraxial rays of two different colours

emanating from a common source, the symbols u, u' and u, u' are used

as above described with reference to rays of light of wave-lengths X, X,

respectively; and if also there is a ray of a third colour 1, the abscissae

of the points where this ray crosses the axis are denoted by «, u'

(see Chap. XIII).

In an optical system consisting of a centered system of spherical

surfaces, the symbols %, u^; u^, u^.; u,„ u,.; etc., are used precisely in

the same way as described above, with respect to the ^th surface of

the system; so that

u„ = A,M, = A,Ml_„ u, = ^,ikf;
=

yl,ilf,+i, etc.

In particular, the symbol u^
= A^M^ denotes the abscissa, with

respect to the vertex A^ of the axial object-point M^. Frequently,

however, the symbol u, without any additiofi, is used to denote the

abscissa of the point where a paraxial object-ray crosses the optical

axis of a centered system of spherical surfaces; in which case u' de-

notes the abscissa, with respect to the vertex of the last surface, of

the point where the conjugate image-ray crosses the axis.

104. In the case of an Infinitely Thin Lens, the symbols u, u'

denote the abscissae, with respect to the optical centre of the lens, of

the points where a paraxial ray crosses the axis before entering the

lens and after emerging from it, respectively. The symbols u, u' and

u, u' are used also in this way.

Similarly, in the case of a centered system of Infinitely Thin Lenses,

the symbols u,., u\ are used as just stated, with respect to the ^th lens.

So also u,., VL,. and u,., u,..

105. In general, the symbol u,
= -4,M, denotes the abscissa, with

respect to the vertex A^ of the centre M, of the Entrance- Pupil of

the system. If the centres of the Entrance-Pupil and Exit-Pupil are

designated by M, M' (27), then u = A^M, u' = A^M' are used to

denote the ahscissce of the pupil-centres.
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V, V

106. The symbols v, v' denote the abscissae, with respect to the

vertex .1 of the spherical refracting surface, of the points L, V (23)

where a ray lying in the plane of the principal section crosses the optical

axis, before and after refraction, respectively; v = AL, v' = AL'.

Also:
I'i
= Af,L^ = A,Ll_^, v^

= A,L', = ^/A+i-
The symbols v, v' ha\e meanings with respect to the chief ray pre-

cisely the same as above; thus, v = AL, v' = AL'; also, v,.
=

yljL[._,,

i;;
= A,L', (see 23).

In Chap. IX, in Kerbf.r's formula? for the path of an oblique ray

refracted at a spherical surface, we have:

v,
= Ap, v,

= A,I, vl
=

Afi', v\
= AJ',

where the points designated by A,^, yl„ G, G', I and I' are points

described in 3, 14 and 18. See Fig. 122. Also, in Chap. X, in the

same connection we have:

X, X

107. X, x' denote especially the abscissae, with respect to the focal

points F, E', of a pair of conjugate axial points M, M', respectively,

of two collinear systems; thus, x = FM, x' = E'M' . Similarly, with

reference to the ^th component of a compound optical system, we
have: x^

=
F^M'^, x'^

=
E].M'^. (11, 12 and 24).

In Chap. XIII, x, x' occur in connection with the Focal Points

F, E' (11 and 12).

In Chap. VII, the letters, x, x' occur also with special subscripts.

108. X, x' denote the abscissae, with respect to the focal points

F, £', of the pupil-centres; thus, x = FM, x' = E'M' (11, 12 and 27).

109. The letters x, y, z and x'
, y', z' are used to denote the rectangu-

lar co-ordinates of a pair of conjugate points of two collinear space-

systems.

110. In Chap. I X, Xg, x',j
and x^, x\ denote the x-co-ordinates, with

respect to the centre Cof the spherical refracting surface, of the points

designated by G, G' and I, I', respectively; and, similarly, in Chap.
X, Xg^ fc, x'g^ u, and X{^ i, x'i_ i denote the .r-co-ordinates, with respect to Q,
of the points G,., G'^ (or G^+i) and 7^, 7^. (or If,+i), respectively (6, 14
and 18).
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y. y

111. y, y' denote the ^'-co-ordinates of a pair of conjugate points
of two coUinear space-systems; especially, the ordinates of the extra-

axial conjugate points Q, Q' lying in the meridian ic>'-plane; y = MQ,
y = M'Q' (24 and 39).

y' denotes the ordinate of the vertex, after refraction at the yfeth

surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces, of a bundle of

paraxial rays which emanate originally from the extra-axial object-

point (2i lying in the plane of the principal section; or the ordinate of

the point Q]. (or Q^+d, where, according to Gauss's Theory, a ray

emanating from the object-point Qi (or P,) would cross the trans-

versal plane c',^
after refraction at the ^th surface of a centered system

of spherical surfaces. See 36, 39 and 69. Thus, y].
=

M',.Q'j..

In Chap. XIII, where we have to do with rays of light of two or

more different colours, the symbols y, y' denote the ordinates of the

pair of extra-axial conjugate points Q, Q' for rays of wave-length X;

y = MQ, y'
= M'Q' (24 and 39); usually, y =

y. In the same way,

y'u
= M'.Ql
112. y, y' denote the >'-co-ordinates of the points Q, Q', respect-

ively (40). The symbol y\. denotes the 3'-co-ordinate of the point

Q; (see Chap. XII).

113. In Chap. IX, y^, y'^
and y^, y[ denote the ^/-co-ordinates of

the points designated by G, G' and H, H'
, respectively (Figs. 122 and

123); see also Chap. XII. In Chap. X, yg^y, 3/^,^ and yk,jc, y'h,-k
denote

the y-co-ordinates of the points designated by C^, G'^. (or Gj+,) and H^,

Hi, respectively (14 and 15).

2, z

114. The symbols z, 2' denote the z-co-ordinates of a pair of con-

jugate points of two collinear space-systems.
115. Especially in Chap. XII, z, z' denote the z-co-ordinates of

the points Q, Q'. If the object-point Q lies in the meridian xj-plane,
s = z' = o. zl denotes the z-co-ordinate of the point Ql (39).

116. z, z', z'/.
denote the s-co-ordinates of the points designated

by Q, Q', Q/,, respectively; see 40.

117. In Chap. IX, z,,, z[ and
z,.,

z'. denote the z-co-ordinates of

the points designated by H, H' and /, /', respectively (Figs. 122 and

123). Also, in Chap.X, Zh,k, Zh,k and Zt^jt, Z;,;t denote the z-co-ordinates

of the points H^, H',. and /,., I,., respectively (15 and 18).

118. Finally, in Chap. XIII, the symbols 2, z' are used in a special

sense to denote the abscissae, with respect to the vertices of the first
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and last surfaces, of {he priin.u\ and sccDudary focal points, respect-

ively, for rays of lii;hi of \va\o-loniilh X; so that z = yl,F, s' = A„^E'.

SimilarK . for ra\s of li;^hl of wave-length X, we have: 2 = AiF,

I' = a',,E' (II and 12).

^. ^. s"; Ti- %

119. In Chap. XIV, the Greek letters ^, ^' are used to denote the

abscissa?, with respect to the centres of the entrance-pupil and exit-

pupil, of the pair of conjugate axial points if, M'
, respectively; thus,

i
= MM, ^ = M'M' (24 and 27).

120. In Chap. XII, the rectangular co-ordinates of the points

designated by P and P' are denoted by ^, r], ^ and ^', rj', ^', respect-

ively. Also, the co-ordinates of P]. are
^',., r{,., f,, (36).

121. In Chap. XII, i^, x\'
and

t,, X^ are used to denote the y- and

2-co-ordinates of the points designated by P, P', respectively; simi-

larly, T|;., 1^;,
are used with reference to the point /*), (37).

V. SYMBOLS OF ANGULAR MAGNITUDES.

U A, B, C designate the positions of three points not in a straight

line, the ZABC is the angle through which the straight line A B
must be turned in order that the point A may be brought to lie in the

same direction from the turning-point B as the point C is; thus,

ZABC -\- Z CBA = o.

Throughout this volume, counter-clockwise rotation is reckoned al-

ways as positive rotation.

With rare exceptions, angular magnitudes are denoted by the letters

of the Greek alphabet. The more important of these angles are

enumerated in the following list.

a, a, A

122. The angles of incidence and refraction, as defined in Chap. II

(see Fig. 5), are denoted by a, a, respectively. When a ray of light

traverses a series of optically isotropic media, the symbols aj., a,, denote

the angles of incidence and refraction, respectively, at the ^th refracting

surface.

123. The capital Greek letter A denotes the critical angle of inci-

dence of a ray refracted into a less dense medium, and A' denotes the

critical angle of refraction of a ray refracted into a more dense medium.

124. The angles of incidence and refraction at a spherical surface

of the so-called chief ray are denoted by a, a', respectively. Similarly,

with respect to the ^th refracting surface of a series of such surfaces,

the symbols a,,, a.',,
are employed.
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/3

125. The refracting angle of a prism is denoted by /S. In a train

of prisms, /?,,
= Z Vk_iVkV^+i denotes the refracting angle of the ^th

prism (52).

5

126. In Kerber's Refraction-Formulae (Chap. IX), 5, 5' are used

to denote a certain pair of auxiliary angular magnitudes relating to

the ray before and after refraction, respectively (Fig. 122). In Chap.

X, dl is employed in the same way with reference to the ray after

refraction at the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces.

127. The acute angle through which the refracted ray has to be

turned in order to bring it into coincidence with the corresponding
incident ray, the so-called angle of deviation, is denoted by e; in Fig. 9
Z. P'BP = €. Thus, also, e^ denotes the angle of deviation at the

^th refracting surface. The total deviation of a ray after traversing a

traiji of prisms with their edges all parallel is denoted by e = 2^J='f e,,,

where m denotes the total number of refracting planes.

The angle of minimum deviation of a prism or prism-system is de-

noted by €0-

128. In Kerber's Refraction-Formulae (Chap. IX), e, e are used

to denote a certain pair of auxiliary angular magnitudes relating to

the ray before and after refraction, respectively (Fig. 122). Also,

in Chap. X, in the same connection, e',.
has reference to the ray after

refraction at the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces.

e, e and e,

129. e = IAMB or /.ALB, 6' = ZAM'B or ZAL'B, where

the points designated by A, B, M, M', L, L' have the meanings
explained in 2, 5, 23 and 24. Also, Q',.

= Q^^^= Z.A^M'j.By^ or AA^L'^B^^.
The angles Q, d' are the so-called slope-angles of the ray before and
after refraction, respectively, at a spherical surface.

If we have a pair of rays of two different colours emanating origi-

nally from the same point on the optical axis of a centered system,

d'k, Bl denote the slope-angles, after refraction at the ^th surface, of

the rays of wave-lengths X, X, respectively.

The symbol 6 is used to denote the slope-angle of an object-ray

proceeding from the axial object-point M (24 and 25) and the symbol
6' to denote the slope-angle of the conjugate image-ray, especially
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on the assumption of coUinoar correspondence between Object-Space

and Image-Space.
130. The symbols 6, 6' arc used to denote the slope-angles of the

chief ray, before and after refraction, respectively, at a spherical surf-

ace; thus, e = ZALB, 6' = ZAL'B. Similarly,

K =
6a-+i

=
Z.A,LiB,^..

See 2. 5 and 23.

0, 6' denote the slope-angles of a chief object-ray and its conjugate

image-ray, respectively; especially, on the assumption of collinear

correspondence between Object-Space and Image-Space.
131. In Chap. XIV, 9, 6' are used to denote the semi-angular

diameters of the aperture of the optical system in the Object-Space

and Image-Space, respectively; G = ZMilfP, 9' = AM'M'D' (9, 24,

25, 26).

In this same chapter, 9', 9o are used to denote the angles subtended

at the centre of the image on the retina of the eye by the radius of

the exit-pupil of the instrument and the radius of the eye-pupil, re-

spectively.

132. In Chap. XIV, 0, 0' denote the semi-angular diameters of

the field of view of the object and image, respectively; thus,

= ZSMT, 0' = ZS'M'T' (26, 47, 49).

133. Finally, in connection with Kerber's Refraction-Formulae

(Chap. IX), we have:

e^
= Z AfiB, 0;

= Z Afi'B, d,
= Z AJB, e\

= Z AJ'B,

where the points designated by A^, A^, B, G, G' and I, I' are the

points explained In 3, 5, 14 and 18. See Fig. 122.

Similarly, In Chap. X,

dg^k
=

^-^y, kGkB}^, Bi^ Ti
= ZAi^ kIkBh'

X

134. In Chap. I X, X, X' are used to denote the angles between a

pair of meridian Incident rays and the pair of corresponding refracted

rays, respectively; see Fig. 121.

Especially, In Chaps. XI and XII, the symbols d\, d\' are used

to denote the angular apertures of an Infinitely narrow pencil of merid-

ian Incident rays and the pencil of corresponding refracted rays, re-

spectively; thus, d\ = ZBSG, dy = ZBS'G (see 5, 13 and 45), for

example, in Fig. 127.
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Similarly, d\, d\' denote the angular apertures of a narrow pencil

of sagittal incident rays and the pencil of corresponding refracted

rays, respectively.

The symbols d\l, d\l are employed in the same way as above, with

respect to the ^th surface of a centered optical system.

135. In Seidel's Refraction-Formulae, the symbols /x, /x' are em-

ployed to denote a pair of auxiliary angles, viz., the angles at H, H'
of the triangles BHC, BH'C, respectively (5, 6 and 15). For the

exact definitions of these angles, see Chap. IX. In Chap. X, the

symbols n,., fx'^
are used in the same sense.

7r

136. In Chap. I X, in Seidel's Refraction-Formulae, tt, tt' denote

the polar angles of the points H, H'
, respectively; thus, tt = Z HCy,

tt' = AH' Cy, where y designates a point on the positive half of the

^'-axis of co-ordinates and C, H, H' have the meanings given in 6

and 15. See Fig. 123. Similarly, also, in Chap. X:

137. In Chap. I X, in Seidel's Refraction-Formulae, t, t' are em-

ployed to denote the positive acute angles between the direction of

the optical axis (;x;-axis) and the path of an oblique ray, before and

after refraction, respectively, at a spherical surface (Fig. 123). Simi-

larly, in Chap. X, the symbols t^, t',.
are used.

<^, <j>

138. (^ is used to denote the central angle subtended at the centre

C of the spherical refracting (or reflecting) surface by the arc B C;

thus, = ZBCA. Also, (f,,^

= L B,.CjAj, (2, 5 and 6).

139. Similarly, <j)
= ZBCA or ^,.

=
Z.B,.C,^A,^ denotes the central

angle with respect to the so-called chief ray (Fig. 121). See 2, 5, 6.

140. In Chap. IX, in Kerber's Refraction-Formulae, we have:

0^
= A A CAg, </>,.= ZA CAf, where the letters A, A,^, A^ and C have

the meanings given in 2, 3 and 6. See Fig. 122. Similarly, in Chap.
X:

<l>g^]t
= Z AjcCkAfj^k, 4>i,h

— Z AkCi^Aij^.

141. In Chap. XIV, 0, 0' are used in the radiation-formulae to

denote the angles of emission and radiation, respectively.
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X

142. In Chap. I X, the sNiiibol x i^ ti^^^'tl to denote the angle BCB,
where B, B designate the incidence-points on a spherical refracting

surface of a pair of meridian rays. See Fig. 121.

143. In Chap. IX, in Seidel's Refraction-Formulae, 4/, \p' denote

a certain jxiir of angular magnitudes (see Fig. 123); also, in Chap. X,

\p^, \p'/.
are used in same sense.

VI. SYMBOLS OF NON-GEOMETRICAL MAGNITUDES (CONSTANTS,
CO-EFFICIENTS, FUNCTIONS, ETC.).

Among the more important magnitudes under this head may be

mentioned the following:
A

144. The mimerical aperture of the optical system, in the Object-

Space and in the Image-Space, is denoted by A, A', respectively;

thus, A = w-sinG, A' = w'-sin0' (131, 155).

B
145. B = na = liJ denotes the optical invariant in the case of

paraxial rays (89, 122, 150, 155).

c, C

146. The symbols c, c' (sometimes also Cp c.^ are used to denote

the curvatures of the surfaces of an Infinitely Thin Lens
; thus,

c = i/r^, c' = ijr.^ (see 98).

In a centered system of infinitely thin lenses, the symbols c,., c'^
denote

the curvatures of the ^th lens. Moreover, in Chap. XIII, C,^
=

c^
—

c',..

147. In Chap. XIV, C, C denote the candle-powers of a point-

source of light in a given direction and the corresponding point of

the image in the conjugate direction, respectively.

hi
148. I denotes the invariant of refraction in the case of the refract-

ion at a spherical surface of a ray of finite slope lying in the principal

section: I = n{v
—

r)lrl
= n'{v' — r)lrl' ;

see 94, 98, 106 and 155.

149. In Chap. XIV, i, i' denote the specific intensities of radiation

of a luminous surface-element in a given direction and the corre-

sponding element of the image in the conjugate direction, respectively.
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J, J

150. The symbols J, J denote the so-called ^'zero-invariants'" in

the case of the refraction of paraxial rays at a spherical surface, with

respect to the two pairs of conjugate axial points M, M' and M, M',

respectively (24, 25, 26 and 27); thus,

J = nii/r -i/ii)
= n'ii/r-i/u'); J=w(i/r- i/u) =w'(i//'-i/u') ;

(see 98, 103, 155).

In the case of a centered system of spherical surfaces, J^, J^ denote

the zero-invariants for the ^th surface, with respect to the pairs of

conjugate axial points M',._^, M',. and M^._i, M]., respectively.

In Chap. XIII, /,., J,, denote the zero-invariants, with respect to

the ^th surface, for paraxial rays of light of colours X, X, respectively,

emanating originally from the same axial object-point.

K, k

151. K = W'Sin a = w'-sin a' denotes the magnitude of the optical

invariant in the refraction of a ray of light (122 and 155).

152. The symbol k, which occurs usually as a subscript, denotes

the series-number of any one of a system of refracting (or reflecting)

surfaces; or of any integral part or component of a compound optical

system. In certain prism-formulse, the subscripts i and r occur also

in this same sense.

L

153. In Chap. XIV, L, L' are used to denote the quantities of

light-energy emitted in unit-time by a certain portion of a luminous

object and the corresponding portion of the image, respectively.

m
154. The total number of refracting surfaces of a system is denoted

by m; also, the total number of components (prisms, lenses or lens-

combinations) of a compound optical system.

n, n

155. The absolute indices of refraction of the first and second medium
are denoted by n, n', respectively.

When a ray traverses a series of media, the symbol n^
=

W;,+,

is used to denote the absolute index of refraction of the {k + i)th

medium. Note that n'^
=

n^ denotes the absolute index of refraction

of the first medium.
40
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1)1 ton, also, the s\"inh()ls ;/, ;/' arc used to dcMioto the absolute indices

of refraction of the lirst and last medium, respectively.

The sNinhols ;/, // and 11 are used to denote the absolute indices of

refrai-tion of a medium for ra\s of light of wave-lengths X, X and l,

respect i\el\-. Tlie s\ nibols ;/, Ti, ii and //', T:', n' refer to the first and

second (or to the first and last) medium, respectively.

So, also, ;/.,, ;//., >ir, etc. are used to denote the absolute indices of

retraction of a medium for rays of light corresponding to the Fraun-
hofi:r lines A, B, C, etc., respectively.

156. In an optical system wherein there are only two different

media, as, for example, in a glass lens (or prism) surrounded by air,

the relative index of refraction from the first medium to the second is

usual!}' denoted in- ;/; thus, ii = i^'Jn^
=

n\ln'.^. In this sense, the

symbol n^ is regularly employed to denote the index of refraction of

the material of the ^th lens of a System of Infinitely Thin Lenses,

each of which is surrounded by air.

157. In Chap. XIII, P, P^ denote the ''purity" and the ''ideal

purity", respectively, of the spectrum. In this chapter, also, the

resolvitig power of a prism or prism-system is denoted by p.

Q
158. The invariant-functions of the chief ray of an infinitely narrow

bundle of rays refracted at a spherical surface are denoted by Q, Q
(or <2a. Qk)\ see Chap. XII, §299.

T
159. The function T =

liih,.{J,.
—

J,) denotes a certain constant

which has the same value for each surface of a centered system of

spherical surfaces; see Chap. XII, §323.

V
160. In Chap. XIV, the symbol V is used to denote the character-

istic magnifying power of an optical instrument which is intended to

be used subjectively in conjunction with the eye.

161. In Chap. XI, § 247, V,. denotes the so-called "constant of astig-

matism" for the ^th surface of a centered system of spherical surfaces.

W
162. In Chap. XIV, W denotes the ratio of the visual angles sub-

tended at the eye, on the one hand, by the image as viewed through
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the instrument, and, on the other hand, by the object as seen by the

naked eye at the distance of distinct vision.

X, Xf Ji.

163. In an Infinitely Thin Lens, the symbols x, x' are used to

denote the reciprocals of the abscissae, with respect to the optical

centre A (2), of the points M, M' (28) where a paraxial ray crosses

the axis before entering the lens and after leaving it, respectively;

thus, X =
i/u, x' =

i/u' (104). Similarly, in a centered system of

Infinitely Thin Lenses, x,., x]. denote the same reciprocals with respect

to the ^th lens.

Similarly, also, the symbols x, x are employed as follows (see 104) :

X =
i/ii, x' =

I/^7'; \ =
ilii^, x,^

= i/%;

X = i/u, x' = i/u'; x;
=

i/u^, x;
=

i/u;.

164. The so-called "axial magnification" (or "depth magnification'")

with respect to a pair of conjugate axial points M, M' of two col-

linear systems is denoted by X; thus, if FM = x, E'M' = x' (11, 12,

24 and 107), we have: X = dx' jdx.

The symbols X, X denote the axial magnifications of an optical

system with respect to a given axial object-point M for rays of light

of wave-lengths X, X, respectively.

In Chap. VII, X^ is used to denote the axial magnification at the

point (see 35).

F, Y

165. Y denotes the so-called "lateral magnification" at a pair of

conjugate axial points M, M' (24) of two collinear systems: Y =
y' jy.

In an optical system composed of a centered system of m spherical

surfaces, Y =
y'^nhi- See iii.

F, Y denote the lateral magnifications of an optical system with

respect to a given axial object-point M for rays of light of wave-lengths

X, X, respectively.

Y denotes the lateral magnification at the pupil-centres M, M'.

In Chap. VII, Y^ denotes the lateral magnification at the axial

object-point (see 35).

166. In the theory of the refraction of an infinitely narrow bundle

of rays, F, F„ denote the lateral magnifications of the collinear plane-

systems TT, tt' and ir, tt', respectively (68).
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Z, Z
167. The so-called ''aujj^idar mannijication'' (or "convergence-ratio'')

at a pair of conjugate axial points AI, M' (24) of two collinear systems
is denoted by Z\ Z = tan0'/tan0 (129). In an optical system com-

posed of a centered system of m spherical surfaces, Z = tan d'„Jta.n 0,.

Z, Z denote the angular magnifications of an optical system with

respect to a given axial object-point M for rays of light of wave-

lengths X, X, respectively.

Z denotes the angular magnification at the pupil-centres M, M' .

In Chap. VII, Z^ denotes the angular magnification at the axial

object-point (see 35).

168. In the theory of the refraction of an infinitely narrow bundle

of rays, Z„, Z„ denote the convergence-ratios of the meridian and sagittal

rays, respectively, where u designates the chief ray of the bundle;

Z[ =
d\'/d\, Z„ = d\'/d\ (134).

169. In Chap. XIII, /3 is used to denote the so-called "relative

partial dispersion
'

of an optical medium. For the ^th medium, this

magnitude is denoted by /3^.

V

170. The symbol p is employed to denote the so-called "relative

dispersion'' of an optical medium. See formulae (366), (426).

171. The symbol ip is used to denote the reciprocal of the primary
focal length of an Infinitely Thin Lens—the so-called "power" or

"strength" of the lens.

In a system of infinitely thin lenses, <p^.
denotes the power of the kth.

lens, and <p is used to denote the power of the Lens-System.

/
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The numbers refer to the pages.

A.

Abbe, E., 86, 104, 114, 159, 179, 201, 218,

223, 233, 246, 262, 299, 342, 346, 349.

353. 354. 374. 380, 382, 383. 385. 395. 397.

398, 401, 405, 406, 407, 422, 434, 437, 448,

450, 451, 467, 469, 478, 479, 480, 482, 485,

492, 493, 509, 510, 523, 526, 528, 530,

537. 538, 539. 543. 547. 548. 549, 557, 55S,

560, 563. 575. 578, 579; theory of optical

imagery, 198-201; definitions of the focal

lengths, 233; measure of the indistinct-

ness or lack of detail of the image, 385,

395; explanation and proof of the sine-

condition, 400-405; use of term "aplan-
atic", 407; test of aplanatism, 407, 422;
method of invariants, 434, 448; use of

term "numerical aperture", 538; aboli-

tion of chromatic difference of spherical

aberration, 527; use of the terms "pupils"
and "iris", 537; optical measuring instru-

ments ("telecentric" systems), 541-544;
definition of magnifying power, 548; in-

vestigation of focus-depth and accommo-
dation-depth, 557-563; and of illumina-

tion in the Image-Space, 578.

Aberration, Chromatic: see Chromatic Ab-
errations, Achromatism, etc.; see also

Table of Contents, Chap. XIII.

Aberration, Lateral: see Lateral Aberration,

Spherical Aberration.

Aberration, Least Circle of, 378.

Aberration, Longitudinal: see Spherical
Aberratioyi, Chromatic Aberration.

Aberration-Curve, 398.
Aberration-Lines: comatic, 448-455; of as-

tigmatic bundle of image-rays, 430-434,
and approximate formulae therefor, 432,

440.
Aberrations or Image-Defects, 368; of the

third order, 373; sagittal and tangential

(or z- and y-aberrations), 374; series-

developments of, 371-376, 397-400, 456-
468.

Aberrations, Spherical: see Spherical Aber-

rations; also. Table of Contents, Chap.
XII.

Aberrations, Theory of : see Spherical A ber-

rations. Chromatic Aberrations; also Table
of Contents, Chaps. XII and XIII.

Abscissa, Special use of this term, 52, 213,

596.

Absorption, 10, 12.

Acanonical system of co-ordinate axes, 223.

Accommodation-Depth, 561.
Accommodation of the eye, 563.
Achromatic Combinations, Early attempts

at contriving, 476.
Achromatic Combination of prisms, 489;

of two thin prisms, 4S3.
Achromatic Optical System, 504.

Achromatism, 476; different kinds of, 503;

complete and partial, 504; stable, 507.
See Chromatic Aberrations.

Achromatism with respect to the visual,

and with respect to the actinic rays, 525.

Affinity-relation between Object-Space and
Image-Space, 209, 243; of two plane-
fields, 206; of conjugate planes parallel
to the focal planes, 211.

Affinity-relation in case of refraction at a

plane or through a prism, 59, 71, 91, 100,

123.

Airy, Sir G. B., 348, 420, 438; his tangent-
condition, 420.

Alhazen, 15.

Amici, J. B., 491, 492, 502, 503; direct-

vision prism-system, 492.

Anderson, A., 127.

Anding, E., 573.

Angles of incidence, reflexion and refract-

ion, 13; angle of deviation, 27; slope-

angle, 135, 296, 316; critical angle of

refraction, 24.

Angle-true delineation, 418.

Angular Magnification (Z) : see Conver-

gence-Ratio.

Angular Magnitudes, Symbols of, 604-608.

Angular (or Inclined) Mirrors, 54.

Anomalous Dispersion, 475.

Aperture, Numerical, 538.

Aperture of Objective, Choice of suitable,

400.

Aperture-angle, 538.

Aperture-stop, 533.

Aplanatic, Meaning of the term, 407.

Aplanatic Points of an optical system, 407;

only one pair of such points, 409.

Aplanatic Points (Z, Z') of refracting

sphere, 290, 300, 346, 348, 387, 400, 405;

613
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sine-condition fulfilled with respect to,

291, 301, 401; not ronjuKiUe points in the

sense of coUinear imagery. 401; comatic

aberrations vanish for this pair of points.

455-

Aplanaiisni. 407; AuBic's method of testmR

for. 4^'7. 4-J--

Apoohromatic Optical System, 530.

Apparent Distance, in sense used by Cotes,

192; "apparent distance" of object

viewed through a system of thin lenses.

iQt-197-

Apparent size of object. 544. 546; of image,

546; of slit-image as seen through a

prism or prism-system, 105.

Arago, D. F. J., 19-

Astigmatic Bundle of Rays. 44-50; merid-

ian and sagittal sections of. 46; primary

and secondary image-points and image-

lines of, 46. See Meridian Rays Sagittal

Ravs. Image-Points, hnagc-Lines, Infi-

nitely Narrow Bundle of Rays, Astigma-

tism, etc.

Astigmatic Bundles of Rays, Imagery by

means of, 349-356, 402-405.

Astigmatic Constant, 357-

Astigmatic Difterence, in case of narrow

bundle of rays refracted (i) at a plane. 60;

(2) through a prism, 94-97; (3) across a

slab, 108; (4) through a system of prisms,

121; (5) at a spherical surface, 345; and

(6) through a centered system of spheri-

cal surfaces, 358.

Astigmatic Image-Surfaces, 416, 429. 430-

Astigmatic Refraction: (i) at a plane, 64-

73, 360, 361; (2) through a prism, 90-

106; (3) across a slab, 106-111; (4)

through a prism-system, 11 5-1 23; (5)

at a spherical surface or through a cen-

tered system of spherical surfaces, see

Table of Contents, Chaps. XI and XII;

and (6) through an infinitely thin lens,

363-366.
Astigmatism. Sturm's Theory of, 44-5";

measure of the, 346; historical note con-

cerning. 347; condition of the abolition

of astigmatism in the case of a centered

optical system. 439- See Curvature of

Image; see also Table of Contents,

Chaps. Ill, IV. XI and XII.

Axes of co-ordinates of Object-Space and

Image-Space. 212; positive directions of,

220, 221, 227; canonical and acanonical

systems, 223.

Axes, Principal: see Principal Axes.

Axial or Depth-Magnification (X), 234; in

case of telescopic imagery, 244; of a

centered optical system, 510; chromatic

variation of. 511.

Axis of collineation, 163.

Axis of reflecting or refracting sphere, 134;

see also Optical Axis.

B.

Barrel-shaped distortion, 421.

Barrow, I., 347-

Bfxk, a.. 199-

Beer. A., 573-

Bending of lens, 390-

Bkssel. F. \V., 262, 263.

Blair, R.. 523-

Blur-circle, 541. 555-560.

Bow, R. H.. 421; Bow-SUTTON condition,

421.
Brandes, 400.

Bravais, 31, 127, 128.

Breton de Champ, P., 438.

Brewster, Sir D., 55.

Brightness, Definition of, 579; of a point-

source, 581; of a luminous object, 579;

of optical image, 580; natural brightness.

580.
Browne. W. R., 406. 577-

Bruns, H., 38, 472.

Bundle of rays, 41; bundles of rays and

planes, 202; homocentric (or monocen-

tric) bundle of rays, 44; astigmatic bun-

dle of rays, 44-50; general characteristic

of infinitely narrow bundle of rays, 42-50.

See also Astigmatic Bundle of Rays, In-

finitely Narrow Bundle of Rays.

Bundle of Rays, Character of, in case of

direct refraction at a spherical surface,

376-380.
Bundle of Rays, Wide-angle, necessary for

formation of image, 42, 287, 367.

Bunsen, R., 477-

Burmester, L., 94, 97. 98, 99. 104. Ill, 123.

128. 336. 358; homocentric refraction

through prism or prism-system, see Table

of Contents. Chap. IV; homocentric re-

fraction through a lens, 358.

Calculation of the path of a ray refracted

at a spherical surface, (i) in a principal

section. 298, 299, 302; (2) not in a prin-

cipal section, 304-315- See A. Kerber,

L. Seidel; see also Table of Contents,

Chap. IX.

Calculation of the path of a ray refracted

through a centered system of spherical

surfaces, (i) in the principal section, 316-

321; numerical illustration, 318-321; (2)

not in the principal section, 322-330.

See A. Kerber, L. Seidel; see also

Table of Contents, Chap. X.

Camera, Pin-hole, 288.

Candle-power of point-source, 572-

Canonical system of axes of co-ordinates,

223.
Cardinal points of optical system, I79. 230-

Cauchy, a. L.. 474. SOI.

Caustic Surfaces, in general, 42-44; caustic
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curves, 43; caustic by refraction at a

plane, 59-64 ;
caustic surfaces in case of a

direct bundle of rays refracted at a

sphere, 376.
Centered System of Spherical Surfaces,

Astigmatic Refraction of narrow bundle

of rays through a: see Table of Contents,

Chaps. XI and XII.

Centered System of Spherical Surfaces,

Calculation of the path of a ray through
a: see Table of Contents, Chap. X.

Centered System of Spherical Surfaces, Re-

fraction of paraxial rays through a, 174-

179; law of R. Smith, 267; formulae of

L. Seidel, 269-273; focal lengths, 264--

267, 271; focal points and principal

points, 177, 178, 271; angular magnifi-
cation (Z) and axial magnification (X),

510; lateral magnification (F), 178, 510.
See Table of Contents, Chaps. VI and
VIII.

Centered System of Spherical Surfaces,

Spherical and Chromatic Aberrations:

see Table of Contents, Chaps. XII and
XIII.

Central Collineation of two plane-fields,

162-173; characteristics of, 163; project-
ive relations, 163; geometrical construct-

ions, 165; invariant (c), 168; character-

istic equation, 170; cases that occur in

Optics, 171-173.
Central perpendicular, 295.
Centre of Collineation, 163.
Centres of Perspective {K and C) of ranges

of I. and II. object-points and image-
points on chief rays of narrow bundles
of incident and refracted rays in case of

refraction at a sphere, 339, 340, 343, 348;
also in case of refraction at a plane, 360,

361 ; and of reflexion at a spherical mirror,

362, 363.
Centres of perspective of Object-Space and

Image-Space, 540.
Characteristic Function of Hamilton, 36-

39-

Charlier, C. V. L., 473.
Chaulnes, Due de, no.
Chief Ray, as representative of bundle of

rays, 41, 540; defined as ray that goes
through the centre of the aperture-stop,
325. 375. 540; regarded as determining
the place of the image-point in the image-
plane, 416, 540-544.

Christie, W. H. M., 128.

Chromatic Aberration of a system of thin
lenses, 517-522; of two thin lenses in con-

tact, 519; of two separated thin lenses,

520. See also Chromatic Variations.

Chromatic Aberrations, Image affected

with, 503.
Chromatic Aberrations, Theory of: see

Table of Contents, Chap. XIII.

Chromatic Axial or Longitudinal Aberra-
tion of a centered optical system, 508.

Chromatic Dispersion, 475 ; see Dispersion.
Chromatic Under- and Over-Corrections,

517-
Chromatic Variations of the position and

size of the image, difference-formulae of

the, 505-510, 512; differential formulae
of the, 510, 511.

Chromatic \'ariations of the focal lengths,

505, foil.

Chromatic Variations in special cases: (i)

single lens in air, 513-516; (2) infinitely
thin lens, 516, 517. See also Chromatic
Aberrations.

Chromatic Variations of the Spherical Aber-
rations, 504, 526-531; of the longitudinal
aberration along the axis, 526-530; of

the sine-ratio, 526, 530.
Circle (or Place) of Least Confusion, 48,

349, 429, 433.

Clairaut, a. C, 477.
Classen, J., 262, 472.

Clausius, R., 406, 577; sine-condition,

406.

Coddington, H., 348, 407, 438.
Collinear Imagery, essentially different

from "sine-condition" imagery, 401, 408,
411.

Collinear Optical Systems, 218-262.
Collinear Plane-Fields, 162-173, 201-206.
Collinear relations in the case of the refract-

ion of a narrow bundle of rays at a

spherical surface, 351-356, 402-405; and
through a centered optical system, 358-
360.

Collinear Space-Systems, 162, 206-210;
conjugate planes of, 210; metric rela-

tions, 213-217; lateral magnifications,
214.

Collineation, Central: see Central Collinea-

tion.

Collineation, Centre and Axis of, 163.
Collineation, Definition of, 162, 201, foil.

Collineation, Theory of, as applied to

Geometrical Optics, 201-217; see Table
of Contents, Chap. VII; see also Central

Collineation.

Colour of a body due to selective absorp-
tion, 10.

Colour-phenomena: see Table of Contents,

Chap. XIII.

Coma, Origin and meaning of the term, 445.
Coma-Aberrations, in general, 444; for-

mulae for the comatic aberration-lines of

the meridian rays, 448-455; condition of

the abolition of coma, 455; comatic aber-
ration in case of a refracting sphere, 455,
and of an infinitely thin lens, 455.

Combination of two or more optical sys-
tems, 245-262; special cases of combina-
tions of two optical systems, 251-255;
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focal points and focal lengths of com-

poinui systems. 245-250, 255-262.

Compound Optical Systems: see Combiua-

lion of optical systems.

Confusion, t'irclc of least, 48. 349, 429, 433.

Congruence and symmetry, in special sense,

223.

Conjugate Abscissae of projective point-

ranges, 213.

Conjugate Planes of Object-Space and

Imago-Space. 210

Conjugate Points (or Foci), 41; construct-

ions of conjugate points of optical sys-

tem, 241.

Conjugate Rays of Object-Space and

Image-Space, Analytical investigation of,

229.

Convergence of the meridian and sagittal

rays of a narrow bundle of rays re-

fracted at a sphere. Different degrees of,

3.^3-

Convergence-Ratio or Angular Magnifica-
tion (Z), 234; in the case of telescopic

imagery, 245; in the case of a single

spherical refracting surface, 264; and of

a centered system of spherical surfaces,

510; chromatic variation of^5i I.

Convergence-Ratios {Z„ and Z„) of narrow

pencils of meridian and sagittal rays re-
' fracted (i) at a plane, 68, 69; (2) through
a prism, 93, 94; (3) across a slab, 108;

(4) through a prism-system, 120; and (5)

at a spherical surface, 342, 345, 403-405.

Convergent and Divergent Optical Systems,
228.

Co-ordinates, Axes of: see Axes of co-ordi-

nates.

CoRNU, A., 31, 127, 339.

Correction-terms of 3rd order, in Theory of

Spherical Aberrations, 374-3/6, 458, foil.

Cotes, R., 192, 193, 195, 198, 268; formula

for the "apparent distance", 191-197.

Critical Angle of Refraction (A) with re-

spect to two media, 24.

Crova, a., 128.

CULMANN, P., 192, 268, 348, 350, 353, 366.

Curvature, Lines of, of a surface, 43.

Curvature of Image, 429-444; development
of formulae for the curvatures of the

astigmatic image-surfaces, 434, 441; cur-

vature of the stigmatic image, 439; cur-

vature of image in case of refracting

sphere, 442; and of an infinitely thin lens,

443. See also Astigmatism.

Cushion-shaped distortion, 421.

CzAPSKi, S., 48, 50, 114, 201, 217, 218, 233,

246, 262, 335. 336, 349. 350, 353. 379. 400,

448, 479, 480, 485, 492, 493. 523. 528,

530. 547. 558, 560, 563, 578; his great

work on the theory of optical instru-

ments, 201; arguments in favour of the

image-lines of Sturm, 50, 335; imagery

by means of astigmatic bundles of rays,

349-

D'Alembert, J., 477.

Depth-Magnification: see Axial Magnifica-
tion.

Depth of Accommodation, 561.

Depth of Focus: see Focus-Depth.

Depth of Vision, 562.

Descartes, R., 15.

Deviation of refracted ray, 27; deviation

of ray refracted through a prism (i) in

principal section, 78-81; (2) obliquely,

125; through a prism-system, 113, 114.

See also Minimjim Deviation.

Deviation without dispersion in a prism-

system, 489; in a combination of two thin

prisms, 483.

Diagrams, Designations of points, lines and
surfaces in the, 583-596.

Diagrams for showing procedures of paraxial

rays, 142.

Diffraction-effects, 4; diffraction-pattern as

image, 42.

Direction of ray or straight line: see Posi-

tive Direction.

Direct-vision prism-system, 491; of Amici,

492, 502; combination of two thin prisms,

484.

Dispersion, Analytical formula for, 485;

anomalous, 475; characteristic dispersion

of a medium, 485; chromatic dispersion,

475; irrationality of dispersion, 482;

mean dispersion, 481; partial dispersion,

481, 523; relative dispersion (
=

i/i'), 481;

relative partial dispersion (ft , 523; resi-

dual dispersion, 523.

Dispersion in case of (i) a single prism in

air. 487; (2) a system of prisms, 484-492;

especially, a train of prisms composed
alternately of glass and air, 488.

Dispersion, Minimum, of a prism, 487.

Dispersion without deviation: see Direct-

vision pristn-system.

Dispersive strength and "dispersor" of lens,

516.
Distinct Vision, Distance of, 547.

Distortion of image, and conditions of its

abolition, 415-429, 467; measure of the

distortion, 417; typical kinds of distor-

tion, 421: distortion in case the pupil-

centres are the pair of aplanatic points,

421. See also Orthoscopy.
Distortion-aberration, Development of the

formula for, 422-427; in the case of a

refracting sphere, 427, and of an infinitely

thin lens, 428.

Ditscheiner, L., 128.

Divergent and Convergent Optical Sys-

tems, 228.

DOLLOND, J., 476, 477.
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Bonders, 562.

Drude, p., 21, 407, S7I.

E.

Effective Rays, 41. 537-

Electromagnetic Theory of Light, 2.

Emission Theory of Light, i, 19.

Entrance-port, 550; optical system with

two entrance-ports, 551; optical project-

ion-system with one entrance-port, 563-

568; and with two entrance-ports, 568-

571-

Entrance-pupil, 323. 374- 537; reciprocity

between object and entrance-pupil, 537-

Equivalent Light-Source, 574-

EuLER, L., 36, 43, 370, 476, 477.

Euclid, 15.

Everett, J. D., 407.

Exit-port, 550; see Entrance-port.

Exit-pupil, 375. 537; reciprocity between

image and exit-pupil, 537- See also En-

trance-pupil.
F.

Fermat, p., 33. 34. 40, 499; law of, 33.

p'ield of view, 549-55 1
; angular measure of,

550, 551; in a projection-system of finite

aperture (i) with one entrance-port, 563-

568; and (2) with two entrance-ports

568-571-
Field-stop, 550.

Fin'sterwalder, S., 471.

Flat (or plane) image. Conditions of, 440,

467. See Curvature of Image.

"Flucht" Lines of conjugate planes, 204;

see Focal Lines.

"Flucht" Planes of two collinear space-

systems, 208; see Focal Planes.

"Flucht" Points of projective point-ranges

(or of conjugate rays), 166, 203, 219;

see also Focal Points.

Fluorescence, 12.

Focal Lengths (/, e') of Object-Space and

Image-Space, Definitions of, 233, 237;

also 157; relations to the image-constants

a, b, 233.

Focal Lengths (/, e') of centered system of

spherical surfaces, 264-267, 271; of com-

pound optical system, 248, 258; of spher-

ical refracting surface, 155, 264; of thick

lens, 275; of thin lens, 284; of infinitely

thin lens, 186, 284; of a system of two

lenses, 285. Focal Length (/) of spher-

ical mirror, 140. _ _
Focal Lengths (/«, eu' and fu, e,/) of the

meridian and sagittal collinear systems
of a narrow bundle of rays refracted at a

spherical surface, 354; and through a

centered system of spherical surfaces, 359.

Focal Lines, 154, 168, 206; see "Flucht"

Lines.

Focal Planes (^, e') of Object-Space and

Image Space, 208; of refracting sphere,

154. See also "Flucht" Planes.

Focal Planes, Sine-Condition in the, 408.
Focal Points (F, £') of Object-Space and

Image-Space, 211; of centered system of

spherical surfaces, 177, 271; of compound
optical system, 247, 256; of refracting

sphere, 150; of spherical mirror, 140; of

thick lens, 275; of infinitely thin lens, 184,

284; of a system of two^ lenses, 285.

Focal Points {J, /' and /, /') of meridian

and sagittal rays of narrow bundle of

rays in case of refraction at a spherical

surface, 340-344; in case of refraction at

a plane, 361; in case of reflexion at a

spherical mirror, 362 ;
SiMITh's construct-

ion of the Focal Points /, /', 348.
Focal Surface, 471.

Foci, Conjugate, 41; focus, 44.

Focus-Depth of projection-systems of finite

aperture, 557-560; of systems of finite

aperture used in conjunction with the eye,

560, 561; lack of detail in the image due

to, 560.

Focus-Plane, 552.

Foucault, L., 19.

Fraunhofer, J., 21, 83, 87, 104, 319, 415,

469, 470, 475, 477, 478, 479, 482, 502, 525,

526, 528, 529, 610; so-called Fraun-
HOFER-Condition, essentially same as

Sine-Condition and condition of abolition

of Coma, 415; FRAUNHOFER-Lines of the

solar spectrum, 477, 478.

Fresnel, a., I, 7, 9; explanation of the

so-called rectilinear propagation of light,

7. 8.

G.

Galileo, i, 398, 478.

Gauss, C. F., 54, 178, 179, 198, 199, 200,

233. 237. 239. 263, 319, 367, 369, 371, 372,

373. 374. 379. 380, 385, 400, 401, 403, 416,

417, 422, 430, 431, 432, 433, 440, 446, 454,

456, 457, 458. 459. 464. 506, 526, 528,

532, 534, 588, 590. 591. 595. 603; his

famous work on Optics, 198; his defini-

tions of the focal lengths, 233; use of the

Principal Points, 237; GAUSsian Imagery,

263, 367, 369; GAUSsian parameters
of the incident and refracted rays, 456-
459; so-called Gauss's Condition, 528.

Gehler, G. S. T., 128, 400.
Geometrical Optics, Its scope and plan, 2, 3.

Geometrical Theory of Optical Imagery:
see Table of Contents, Chap. VII.

Glass, Optical: Kinds of, 480; Jena Glass,

478-483; investigations of Abbe and
ScHOTT, 478.

Gleichen, a., 97, 98, 114, 358.

Goerz, p., 358.

Graphical Method of showing imagery by
Paraxial Rays, 142.
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GRi-nn. T., 127.

Grinkrt, J. A., 239.
GVENTHER. S., 263.

n.

Hall. 476.
llAMU-TON, Sir \V. R., 33. 36. 38, 39, 472;

Hamilton's Characteristic Function, 36-
30. 472.

Hankel, H., 199.

Harting, H., 366.
Heath. R. S., 40. 44. 55. 125. 349, 476.
Helmholtz, H. von, 44, 98, 128, 192, 197,

268. 353. 406. 493. 494, 497, 577; so-

called Helmholtz Equation. 197, 268

(see also Smith, Lagrange); proof of

Sine-Condition, 406, 577; measure of

purity of spectrum, 493.
Heppercer, J. VON, 128.

Hero of Alexandria, 33.

Herschel, J. F. \V.. 394, 407. 470. 487, 556;
HERSCHEL-Condition, 394, 470, 556.

Hertz, H., 2.

HocKiN, C, 407.
Homocentric Bundle of Rays, Definition.

44-

Homocentric Image-Points, with respect
to prism, 102, 133; with respect to slab,

109-111; with respect to prism-sj'stem,

122; with respect to lens, 358, 364.
Homocentric Refraction through a prism,

97-105, 128-133; through a prism-sys-
tem, 122; acrossaslab, ioq-iii; through
a lens, 358.

Hoorweg, J. L., 127, 128.

Huygens, C, I, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18, 522;
construction of wave-front in general, 4-
7 ; construction of reflected and refracted

wave-fronts, 16-19; Huygens's Ocular,

522.

Illumination, Intensity of, 571-575.
Illumiration in the Image-Space, 578.

Image, Abbe's measure of the indistinctness

or lack of detail of the, 385; numerical

calculation, 395-397.
Image, DifTraction-, 42.

Image, Flat, Conditions of, 440, 467.

Image of extended object by astigmatic
bundles of rays, 349-351; see also Astig-
malism.

Image, Order of, according to Petzval, 370,

371-

Image, Perfect or Ideal, 41, 198; Max-
well's definition, 200.

Image, Practical, 367-369, 412; require-
ments of a good image, 367; practical

images by means of wide-angle bundles
of rays, 412; and by means of narrow
bundles, 416, 417.

Image, Projected on screen-plane, 553, 555-

Imago, Real or Virtual, 41; erect or in-

verted, 228.

Image-Constants {a, h, c). Signs of the, 218,

22S: their connections with the focal

lengths (/, e'), 232.

Imago-Equations: In general, 216; in case

of symmetry around the principal axes,

222; in terms of the focal lengths, 233;

referred to conjugate axial points, and,

especially, to the Principal Points {A, A'),

239, 240; in the case of Telescopic Im-

agery, 243, 244, 245; in the case of a re-

fracting sphere, 158-162, 264; in the case

of an infinitely thin lens, 187.

Image-Lines, Primary and Secondary, of

narrow astigmatic bundle of image-rays,

44-50, 331, 334-336, 348; directions of,

48-50, 335; exactly what is meant by,

48-50, 335-

Image-Lines, Primary and Secondary, of

narrow astigmatic bundle of rays re-

fracted at a plane, 65, 66; through a

prism, 94; at a spherical surface, 331,

334-336. 348.

Image-Plane. 370.

Image-Point or Point-Image, according to

Physical Optics, 42, 287, 368.

Image-Points, Primary and Secondary, of

narrow astigmatic bundle of image-rays,

46, 331 ;
see also Infinitely Narrow Bundle

of Rays.

Image-Points, Primary and Secondary, of

narrow astigmatic bundle of rays re-

fracted (i) at a plane, 65-68, 360; con-

structions of I. Image-Point, 71, 361; (2)

through a prism: const'"uction of, 90;

formulae for, 92; (3) across a slab: con-

struction of, 106; formulae for, 107; (4)

through a prism-system: construction of,

115; formulae for, 117; (5) at a spherical

surface, 336-348; (6) through a centered

system of spherical surfaces, 356-358;

(7) in case of reflexion at a spherical

mirror, 362.

Image-Points, Homocentric, 102; see Homo-
centric Image-Points.

Imagery, Ideal, by means of Paraxial Rays,
see Table of Contents, Chap. VIII; see

also Optical Imagery, GAVSSian Imagery.

Imagery in the planes of the meridian and

sagittal sections of an infinitely narrow

bundle of rays refracted at a spherical

surface, 349-356, 402-405.

Imagery, So-called Seidel-: see L. Seidel.

Image-Space and Object-Space: see Object-

Space and Image-Space.
Image-Surfaces, Astigmatic, 416, 429, 430;

curvatures of, 434-441; see Curvature of

Image.
Incidence, Angle of, 13; incidence-height,

135. 295; incidence-normal, 13; plane of

incidence, 13; incidence-point, 13.
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Incident light, lo; incident ray, 13.

Inclined Mirrors, 54, 55.

Index of Refraction: Absolute, 20; relative,

14, 20; "artificial" index of refraction in

case of oblique refraction, 30, 126; con-

nection between index of refraction and

wave-length of light, 474.
Indistinctness (or Lack of Detail) of image
due to spherical aberration along the axis.

Abbe's measure of, 385, 395-397-

Infinitely Narrow Bundle of Rays, 42-50,

331-336; see Table of Contents, Chaps.
II, III. IV and XI; also Chap. XII under

Astigmatism; see also Astigmatic Refract-

ion.

Infinitely Narrow Bundle of Rays, Astig-
matic Reflexion of, at a spherical mirror,

361-363.

Infinitely Narrow Bundle of Rays, Astig-
matic Refraction of, at a spherical surface

or through a centered system of spherical

surfaces, see Tableof Contents, Chaps. XI
and XII; collinear correspondence, 351-
356,402-405; lateral magnifications (F«,

Yu) of the meridian and sagittal rays,

403-405; imagery in the planes of the

meridian and sagittal sections, 349-356,

402-405.

Infinitely Thin Lens, Chromatic Variations

in case of an, 516.

Infinitely Thin Lens, Refraction of Paraxial

Rays through an, 173, 182-190, 388; a

case of central collineation, 173; conju-

gate axial points, 183; focal points, 184,

284; focal lengths, 186, 284; power or

strength (0), 186; dispersive strength
and "dispersor", 516; lateral magnifica-
tion (Y), 187; imagery, 187.

Infinitely Thin Lens, Special Notation in

case of an, 387.

Infinitely Thin Lens, The Spherical Aber-
rations in case of an: Astigmatism, 363-
366; Axial or Longitudinal Aberration,

387-392; Coma, 455; Curvature of Image,
443; Distortion-Aberration, 428.

Infinitely Thin Lenses, System of: Chro-
matic Aberration of a, 517, foil.

Infinitely Thin Lenses, System of: Refract-

ion of Paraxial Rays through a, 190;
lateral magnification (F), 191; Cotes's
formula for "apparent distance" of object
viewed through such a system, 191-197.

System of two infinitely thin lenses, 285.

System of infinitely thin lenses in contact,

191.

Infinitely Thin Lenses, System of: Spheri-
cal (Longitudinal) Aberration of a, 392-
394; case when lenses are in contact,

393-
Initial Values of the Ray-Parameters: in

Kerber's Refraction-Formulae, 323; in

Seidel's Refraction-Formulse, 329; in

Seidel's Theory of Spherical Aberra-

tions, 373-375-
Interval (A) between two consecutive com-

ponents of a compound optical system,
247; in case of a lens, 274.

Invariant (c) of Central Collineation, 168;
invariant (7) of refraction at a sphere,

299; invariant (J) of refraction of par-
axial rays at a sphere, so-called "zero

invariant", 159; invariant, optical (K =
n sin a), 21.

Invariant-Method of E. Abbe, especially
as applied to the development of the

formulae for the curvatures of the image-
surfaces, 434, foil.; and of the formulae
for the comatic aberrations, 448, foil.

Invariants (Q, Q) of Astigmatic Refraction,

434. 450.
Iris of optical system, 537.

Isoplethic Curves of Von Rohr, 529.

Jena glass, 478-483 ;
table of some varieties

of, 480; optical properties of, 482.

Jettmar, H. von, 128.

K.

Kaestner, A. G., 191.

Kayser, H., 79, 114, 128, 485, 488, 493, 498.
Kepler, 15.

Kerber, A., 305, 306, 310, 311, 312, 322,

467. 473. 528, 529. 602, 605, 606, 607;
Refraction-Formulae, 305-307, 310-312,

322-325; chromatic correction of optical

system, 528.

Kessler, F., 73, 79, 288, 336, 360, 514;

investigations of the chromatic aberra-

tions of a lens, 514.

Kirchhoff, G. R., 192, 477, 577.

Kirkby, J. H., 79.

Klein, F., 38.

Klingenstierna, S., 476.

KoENiG, A., 312, 376, 398, 412, 420, 422,

430, 434, 446, 448, 455. 468, 473, 506, 509,

512, 513, 519, 523, 524, 526, 528.

Kohlrausch, F., 86.

Kruess, H., 526, 528.

KUMMER, E. E., 44, 48, 335, 351, 471.

KUNDT, A., 21.

KuRZ, A., 79.

L.

Lagrange, J. L. de, 192, 195, 197, 268, 353;
so-called Lagrange-Helmholtz Equa-
tion, 197, 268; see Helmholtz, Smith.

Lambert, J. H., 538, 573.
Lateral Aberration, 379; formula for, 385;

chromatic, 510.
Lateral Magnification (F) of two collinear

space-systems, 214-216, 221, 234; rela-

tion to the other magnification-ratios
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(.V and Z). 234; in the case of a telescopic

system. 244.

Lateral Magnification (V) in case of a

spherical mirror. 143.

Lateral MaKnification (K) in case of refract-

ion at a plane, 58; at a sphere, 160, 264;

through a centered system of spherical
siirlaces. 178, 510; throuKh a lens, iSo;

throiij^h an infinitely thin lens, 1S7;

tJirough a system of thin lenses, 191.

Lateral Magnification (F), Chromatic
variation of, 5'.'5. foil. _

Lateral Magnifications {Yu, Yv) of the

meridian and sagittal sections of narrow

astigmatic bundle of rays refracted at a

spherical surface (or through a centered

system of spherical surfaces), 403-405.
Law of independence of rays of light, 2, 8,

9; of rectilinear propagation of light 2,

3 -8; of reflexion and of refraction, 2, 13-20.

Least Action, Mauperiuis's Principle of,

36.

Least Circle of Aberration, 378.

Least Confusion, Place or Circle of, 48, 349,

429. 433-
Least Time, Principle of, 33-36.
Left-screw imagery, 223, 225, 228.

Lens, Definition, 179; tj'pes of lenses, 180;

convergent and divergent, positive and

negative lenses, 180, 185; character of

the different forms of lenses, 276-283;

bending of lenses 390; rectilinear lens,

418. See also Thick Lenses, Thin Lenses,

Infinitely Thin Lenses, Lens-Systems.

Lens-Systems, 284-286; system of two
lenses, 284; two systems of lenses, 285;

system of two infinitely thin lenses,

285. See also Infinitely Thin Lenses.

Leoxardi da Vinci, i.

L'HospiT.\L, 348.
Lie, S., 472.

Light, Mode of propagation of, 2, 4; see

also Rectilinear Propagation of Light.

Light, Theories of : Emission, i, 19; Wa\-e,

I, 19; Electromagnetic, 2.

Light, Tube of, 571.

Light, Velocity of, 19.

Light-rays: see Rays of Light.

Light-Source, Equiv-alent, 574.
Linear Magnitudes, Symbols of, 596-604.
Lines, Designations of, in the diagrams, 593,

594-

LiPPiCH, F., 44, 199, 239, 262, 288, 332, 339,

352, 354. 360.

Listing, J. B., 238.
LoEWE, F., 98, 99, 114, 128, 485, 492, 493.
Lo.mmel, E., 79.

Longitudinal Aberration: see Spherical Ab-
erration and Chrotnatic Aberration.

Lucas of Liege, 482.
Luminous Surface-Element, Radiation of,

573-

LUMMER. O., 41, 349. 368, 408, 471, 527.

M.

Magnification, Angular (Z) : see Conver-

gence-Ratio.

Magnification, Axial or Depth (X) : see

,1 .xial Magnification.

Magnification, Lateral (F): see Lateral

Magnification.

Magnification, Objective, 544.

Magnification-Ratio, 214; relation of the

magnification-ratios to each other, 234;
in the case of telescopic imagery, 243-245.

Magnifications, Different, of the different

zones of a spherically corrected system,
402.

Magnifying Power, Objective, 544; subject-

ive, 545-549; intrinsic magnifying power
of optical system, 548.

Malus, E. L., 39, 40, 42; law of Malus, 39,

40.

Matthiessen, L., 48, 49, 50, 64, 239, 262,

335. 351-
Maupertuis, 36.

Maxwell, J. C, 2, 38, 199, 200, 201;

theorj' of perfect optical instruments,

199, 200.

Measurement, Optical Instruments for pur-

pose of, 541.

Medium, Optical, 9; transparent, translu-

cent, opaque, 13.

Meridian Planes of Optical System, 212,

214, 227.
Meridian Rays of narrow bundle of rays:

see Astigmatism, Astig^natic Refraction,

etc.; see also Table of Contents, Chaps,
n, in, IV, XI and XII.

Meridian Rays of narrow bundle of rays
refracted at a sphere, 331; convergence
of, m\ collinear relations, 351-356; lat-

eral magnification (F„), 403; imagery,

353. 403-
Meridian Section of narrow astigmatic

bundle of rays, 46, 331.
Meridian Section of bundle of rays refracted

at a sphere. Lack of symmetry in the,

445, 446-448.
Metric Relations of two collinear space-

systems, 213-217.
MiCHELSON, A. A., 19.

Micrometer-Microscope, 542.
Minimum Deviation by a prism, 78, 79,

81-83, 87, 99, 127; in case of oblique
refraction through prism, 126; minimum
deviation bj^ a prism-system, 114.

Minimum Dispersion by a prism, 487.
Minimum Property of the Light-Path: see

Least Time: see also Fermat, Hamilton.
Minor, 21.

Mirror: see Plane Mirror, Spherical Mirror.

MoEBius, A. F., 44, 178, 199, 201, 262.
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Monocentric Bundle of Rays, Definition,

44-

monoyer, f., 262.

Mueller, Fr. C. G., 79.

Mueller-Pouillet's Lehrbuch der Physik,

349, 368, 407. 4(^8. 527.

N.
Neumann, C, 44.

Neumann, C. G., 239.

Newton, Sir I., i, 19. 192, 347. 348. 475,

476, 478, 482; discoverer of astigmatism,

347; prism-experiments, 475.

Nodal Points (A^, N') and Planes of optical

system, 238; nodal points of refracting

sphere. 264; of lens, 275.

Normal Sections of a surface, 28, 42.

Notation, System of: see Appendix, 583-
612.

Numerical Aperture, 538.

Numerical Illustration of the calculation of

the path of a ray through an optical sys-

tem: (i) Paraxial Ray, 320; and (2)

Edge-Ray in principal section, 321; of

the calculation of the spherical aberra-

tion, 319-321, 394-397-

O.

Object, Projected on focus-plane, 553, 555

Objective Magnification, and Magnifying
Power, 544.

Object-Plane, 370.

Object-Space and Image-Space, 207; geo-
metrical characteristics of, 210-212; con-

jugate planes of, 210; focal points (F, E'),

211; principal axes {x, x'), 212; axes of

co-ordinates, 212; positive directions of

co-ordinate axes, 220, 221, 227; relation

between conjugate rays, 229; focal lengths

(/, e'), 232.

Oblique Refraction in general, 28-32; con-

struction of obliquely refracted ray, 31.

Oblique Refraction at a plane, 311, 315.

Oblique Refraction at a sphere: Parameters
of the ray, 304-310; Kerber's Refraction-

Formulae, 310-312; Seidel's Refraction-

Formulce, 313-315-

Oblique Refraction through a centered

system of spherical surfaces: Kerber's
Refraction-Formulae, 322-325; Seidel's

Refraction-Formulae, 325-330.
Oblique Refraction through a prism: Con-

struction of the path of the ray, 123; cal-

culation of the path, 124; deviation of

the ray, 125. Oblique Refraction of

narrow bundle of rays through a prism,
128-133.

Oculars of Huygens and Ramsden, 522.

Optical Axis of spherical surface, 134; of

centered system, 174, 227; positive direc-

tion of, 135, 227.

Optical Centre of Lens, 181.

Optical Image, 40, 42; from standpoint of

Physical Optics, 42, 287, 368; brightness

of, 579-582; intensity of radiation of,

575-579-

Optical Imagery, Geometrical Theory of:

see Table of Contents, Chap. VII; Abbe's

Theory of, 198-201; characteristic metric

relation of, 213, 220; general character-

istics of , 218-229; different types of, 223-
229. See also Imagery.

Optical Instrument, Function of, in general,

198; Maxwell's definition of "perfect"

optical instrument, 200.

Optical Invariant {K = n • sin a), 21.

Optical Length, 35.

Optical Measuring Instruments, 541.

Optical Systems, Collinear, 218-262; com-
bination of, 245-262; convergent and
divergent, 228.

Order of image, according to Petzval, 370,

371-

Orthoscopic (or Angle-true) image, 418.

Orthoscopic Points of Optical System, 421.

Orthoscopy, 415-429; condition of, in gen-
eral, 418; in case the system is spherically
corrected with respect to the pupil-cen-

tres, 420. See Distortion.

Orthotomic system of rays, 40.

P.

Parallel Plane Refracting Surfaces, Path of

ray traversing a series of, 89; see also Slab.

Parameters of incident and refracted rays
in case of refraction at a spherical surface,

296; in case of oblique refraction at a

spherical surface, 304-310; initial values

in case of oblique refraction through a

centered system of spherical surfaces,

323-329; parameters of Gauss, 456-459;

parameters used by Seidel in his theory
of spherical aberrations, 371, 459; ap-

proximate values of the SEiDEL-param-
eters and the corrections of the 3rd
order, 372, 459, foil.; relations of the

SEiDEL-parameters to those of Gauss,

459-
Paraxial Ray, Definition, 136; numerical

illustration of calculation of path of par-
axial ray through a centered system of

spherical surfaces, 320.
Paraxial Rays, Ideal Imagery by means

of: see Table of Contents, Chap. VIII;
graphical method of showing imagery
by paraxial raj's, 142.

Paraxial Rays, Reflexion and Refraction of,

at a spherical surface: see Table of Con-
tents, Chap. V.

Paraxial Rays, Refraction of, at a plane, 57-
59, 161, 172; through a centered system
of spherical surfaces or through a lens or

lens-system: see Table of Contents,

Chaps. VI and VIII.
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Path of ray reflected at a spherical mirror,

200.

Path of ray refracted at a plane, 55-56, 300,
3". 315-

Path of ray refracted at a spherical surface:

Calculation of (i) when ray lies in a i)rin-

cipal section, 2i)S, 299, 302; and (2) when
ray does not lie in a principal section,

304-315; see Table of Contents, Chap.
IX. Geometrical investigation of path
of ray refracted at spherical surface, 288-

294; Young's construction of refracted

ray, 288.

Path of ray refracted through a centered

system of spherical surfaces: (r) when
ray lies in a principal section, 316-321;
and (2) when ray does not lie in a princi-

pal section, 322-330. See Table of Con-
tents, Chap. X.

Peacock, G., 339.
Pencil of rays, 41, 202.

Perspective, Centres of: see Centres of Per-

spective.

Perspective elongation of projected object
(or image), 553.

Petzval, J., 370, 371, 438, 439, 440, 529,

564; order of the image, 370, 371; for-

mula for curvature of image, 439; field

of view of projection-system, 564.
Pezenas, Le Pere, 191.

Photograph, Correct distance of viewing a,

554-
Pin-hole camera, 288.

Plane-field, Definition, 163, 202; central

coliineation of two plane-fields, 162-173;
plane-fields in collinear relation, 201-206;
projective relation, 163, 202; affinity-re-

lation of plane-fields, 206.

Plane Image, Conditions of, 440, 467; see

Curvature of Image.
Plane Mirror, 51-55; conjugate points with

respect to, 51; collinear imagery, 52, 288;

image of extended objects in a, 53; uses

of, 54; number of images by successive

reflexions in a pair of plane mirrors, 54,

55-

Plane Surface, Path of ray refracted at a,

55i 56, 300; Kerber's formulae for path
of ray refracted obliquely at a, 311; and
Seidel's formulae for the same, 315.

Plane Surface, Reflexion at a: see Plane
Mirror.

Plane Surface, Refraction of paraxial rays
at a, 55, 56, 161, 172.

Plane Surface, Astigmatic Refraction of

narrow bundle of rays at a, 64-73, 360,
361; geometrical relations between ob-

ject-points and image-points, 70; con-
struction of the I. Image-Point, 71; and
of the I. and II. Image-Points, 360, 361.

POGGENDORF, J. C, 54.

Point-Image: see Image-Point.

Point-Range, Definition, 202; projectively
similar ranges of points, 211; directly and
oppositely projective point-ranges, 219.
See Projective Relations, Affinity-Rela-
tions.

Points, Designations of, in the diagrams,
583-593.

Point-Source of light, 6; radiation of, 571;
candle power of, 572; brightness of, 581.

Ports, Entrance- and Exit-, 549; see En-
trance-Port.

Positive Directions of incident, reflected

and refracted rays, 22, 251; positive
direction of optical ray, 219; of a straight
line, 22; of the principal axes (x, x') of

the Object-.Space and Image-Space, 220,
221, 227; of the secondary axes of co-

ordinates, 221, 227; of the optical axis,

135. 227.

Power, or Strength {<p), of infinitely thin

lens, 186.

Primary and Secondary Astigmatic Image-
Surfaces, 416, 429, 430; curvatures of,

434-441. See Curvature of Image.
Primary and Secondary Focal Lengths: see

Focal Lengths.

Primary and Secondary Focal Points: see

Focal Points.

Primary and Secondary Image-Points and
Image-Lines: see Image-Points, Image-
Lines, Infinitely Narrow Bundles of Rays,
Astigmatism, etc.

Principal Axes {x, x') of Object-Space and
Image-Space, 212; positive directions of,

220, 221; symmetry around, 221.

Principal Axes (m, m') of the two pairs of

collinear plane-systems (t, tt' and t, tt')

in the case of refraction of narrow bundle
of rays at a spherical surface, 351-354.

Principal Planes of optical system, 178, 237.

Principal Points {A, A') of optical system
in general, 237; image-equations referred

to, 239, 240.

Principal Points {A, A') oi a. centered sys-
tem of spherical surfaces, 178, 271; of a

spherical refracting surface, 264; of a
lens, 275; of a system of two lenses, 285.

Principal Sections of a surface, 42.

Principal Sections of a prism, 74; of a re-

fracting sphere, 294.
Prism, Definition, 74; refracting angle, 74;

principal section, 74; construction of ray
refracted through prism in principal sect-

ion, 74; total reflexion at second face of

prism, 78, 84, 87; normal emergence at

second face, 83, 87; deviation of ray by
prism, 78-81, 125; ray of minimum de-

viation, 78, 79, 81-83, 87, 99, 126, 127;

path of ray refracted obliquely through a

prism, 123-128.
Prism, Astigmatic Refraction of narrow

bundle of rays through a, 90-97.
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Prism, Homocentric Refraction through a,

(i) when chief ray Hes in a principal

section, 97-105; (2) when chief ray is

obliquely refracted through prism, 128-

133-

Prism, Dispersion of, 487; see Dispersion.

Prism-formulae, Collection of, 87.

Prism-spectra: see Table of Contents, Chap.
XIII.

Prism-System, Achromatic. 483, 489-491.

Prism-System, Direct-vision, 484. 491, 502.

Prism-System, Dispersion of, 484-492; see

Dispersion.

Prism-System, Path of Raj' through a, iii-

115; construction, 112; calculation, 113;
condition of minimum deviation, 114.
See Table of Contents, Chap. IV.

Prism-System, Resolving power of, 498-
503-

Prism, Thin, 83; achromatic combination
and direct-vision combination of two thin

prisms, 483, 484.

Projected Object and Image, 553; in case

of projection-systems of finite aperture,

555-

Projections of incident and refracted rays,
Theorems concerning, 30.

Projective Relation of two collinear plane-
fields, 202; in special case of Central

Collineation, 163.

Projective Relations of ranges of I. and II.

object-points and image-points lying on
chief rays of narrow bundles of incident

and refracted raj-s, in case of refraction

at a spherical surface, 338, 343, 345, 347.
Ptolem.«;us, C, 15.

pulfrich, c, 86.

Pupils, Entrance- and Exit-, 532-540; see

Entratice-Piipil, Exit-Pupil. Planes of

the Pupils, 374.

Purity of the Spectrum, 492-498; Ideal

Purity of Spectrum, 497; see Spectrum.

R.
Radau, R., 75.

Radiation of point-source, 571 ; of luminous
surface-element, 573.

RAMSDENT-ocular, 522.

Range of points: see Point-Range.
Rays of light, 2, 3, 4, 8-20; mutual inde-

pendence of, 2, 8, 9; rays meet wave-
surface normally, 39. See also Bundle of
Rays, Pencil of Rays, etc.

Rays, Geometrical, 202
; orthotomic system

of rays, 40.

Rays, Chief: see Chief Rays.
Ray-co-ordinates, 56, 296.

Ray-length, 295.

Ray-parameters: see Parameters of Ray.
Ray- Path, Reversibility of, 15, 207. See

also Path of Ray.
Rayleigh, Lord, 191, 192, 195, 268, 342,

497, 498, 500, 502, 581; resolving power
of prism-system, 498-503.

Real and virtual, 10; real and virtual

images, 41.
Rectilinear Propagation of Light, 2, 3-8.
Reflected Light, 10.

Reflected Ray, 13, construction of, 25; de-

viation of, 27; positive direction of, 22,

251.

Reflexion, Angle of, 13; laws of, 2, 13-20;
total, 22-25; regular and irregular (or

diffused), 11; reflexion as special case of

refraction, 22, 161, 299, 361.
Refracted Light, 10.

Refracted Ray, 13; construction of, 26;

deviation of, 27; positive direction of, 22.

Refracting Angle of Prism, 74.

Refraction, Angle of, 13; laws of, 2, 13-20;

regular and irregular, 11, 12; index of,

see Index of Refraction.
Refraction-Formulae of A. Kerber and L.

Seidel: see Kerber, Seidel; see also

Table of Contents, Chaps. IX and X.
Refraction (or Reflexion), Oblique: see

Oblique Refraction.
Refractive Index: see Itidex of Refraction.

Residual Dispersion: see Secondary Spec-
trum.

Resolving Power: Of eye, 369, 557, 559;
of prism-system, 498-503.

Reusch, E., 31, 72, 75, 91, 127, 142.

Reversibility of Ray-Path, Principle of, 15,

207.

Right-screw imagery, 223, 225, 228.

ROETHIG, O., 262, 458.
Rudolph, P., 529.

S.

Sagittal or z-aberrations, 374.

Sagittal Rays of narrow bundle of rays: see

Astigmatism, Astigmatic Refraction, etc.;

see also Table of Contents, Chaps. II,

III, IV, XI and XII.

Sagittal Rays of narrow bundle of rays re-

fracted at a sphere. 333, 343-345; con-

vergence of, 334; collinear relations, 351-

356; lateral magnification (Yu), 403-405;

imagery, 353, 404; symmetry in the sag-
ittal section, 445.

Sagittal Section of narrow bundle of rays,

46.

Salmon, G., 60.

schellbach, k., 288.

schellbach, r. h., 79-

schleiermacher, l., 37o.

Schmidt, W., 475.
ScHOTT, O., 87, 478, 479.
Schuster, A., 501.

Screen-plane, 553.

Secondary Focal Point, Focal Length,

Image-Point, Image-Line, Image-Sur-
face: see Focal Points, Focal Lengths,
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Image-Points, Image-Lines, Image-Sur-
faces.

Secoiniary Spectrum, 47^, 482, 504, 523-
526; of a system of thin lenses in contact,

524-

Seidel, L., 26S, 269, 270, 271, 297, 305, 307,

308. 309, 310. 313. 314. 325. 3-'6, 327. 328.

329. 330. 366. 309, 370. 371. 373. 37<>, 415.

43S. 439. 440. 456. 458. 459. 465. 4<>7. 468,

469, 470, 471, 472, 510, 526, 607, 608; for-

mula? for refraction of paraxial rays
through a centered system, 269-273;
formulae for calculation of path of ray-

through centered optical system, 305,

307-310. 313-31S. 325-330; Seiuel

Imagery, 369-376; parameters of inci-

dent and refracted rays, 307-310, 371-
373. 459; theory of the spherical aberra-

tions of the 3rd order, 369-376, 456-
473; development of formulae for the y-
and s-aberrations, 456-468; Seidel's
Five Sums, 467.

Series-Developments of the spherical aber-
rations of the 3rd order, 371-376, 397-
400, 456-470.

Series-Developments of the comatic aber-

rations, 446, 448, foil.

Sheaf of Planes, Definition, 202.

Shortest Route, Principle of the, 35.

Signs of the Image-Constants a, b, c, 218;
228; of the focal lengths/, e', 233.

Similar Ranges of Points, 71, 92, 99, 117;

projecti%'ely similar ranges of points, 211,

214, 243.

Similarity between object and image. Con-
dition of, 222; also, 418. See Distortion,

Orthoscopy.
SiMMS, W., 128.

Sine-Condition, 400-415; its derivation and
meaning, 400-407; derived from a general
law of R. Clausius, 406; development
of formulae for the sine-condition, 412-
415; identical with condition of abolition

of Coma, 455; sine-condition in the focal

planes, 408. See also Aplanatism.
Sine-Condition, Chromatic Variation of,

530.
Sine-Condition satisfied with respect to

aplanatic points (Z, Z') of refracting

sphere, 291, 301, 401.
Slab, with plane parallel faces: as special

case of prism, 86; construction of path of

ray across a, 88; astigmatic refraction of

narrow- bundle of rays across a, 106-111;
homocentric refraction across a, 109-1 11.

Slit-image, as seen through prism, 94, 105;
as seen through prism-sj'stem, 120; dif-

fraction-image of slit, 495.
Slope of ray, 135, 296, 316.
Smith, R., 191, 192, 195, 196, 197, 267, 268,

347. 348, 353. 385. 401, 427. 440, 441. 461,

465, 581; his law, 196, 197, 267; proof of

CoTEs's formula and corollaries there-

from, 192-197; construction of focal

points J, I' of narrow bundle of rays in

case of refraction at a sphere, 348.
Smith-Helmholtz Equation, 268.

Snell, W., 15, 19, 158.

StniTii.^LL, J. P. C, 173, 218.

Space-Systems, in collincar relation, 206-
210.

Specific Intensity of Radiation of luminous
surface, 573.

Spectrum, 475; continuous spectrum, 478;
solar spectrum, 478; purity of, 492-498;
purity of spectrum of single prism, 494;
ideal purity of spectrum, 497.

Spherical Aberration in its narrow sense, so-

called Longitudinal Aberration or Aber-
ration measured along the optical axis,

292, 300, 376-400, 467; development of

general formulae for, 380-385 ; formula for

the abolition of, 384, 467; in the special
cases (i) of a single spherical surface, 386;
(2) of an infinitely thin lens, 387-392; (3)

of a system of two or more thin lenses,

392-394; (4) of a system of two thin

lenses in contact, 393. The terms of .the

higher orders in the series-developments,
397-400.

Spherical Aberrations, Theory of: see Table
of Contents, Chap. XII; see also Aslig-
matism. Coma, Curvature of Image, Dis-

tortion-Aberration, Orthoscopy, Sine-Con-

dition, Seidel, etc.

Spherical Aberrations, Chromatic Varia-

tions of the, 504, 526-531; chromatic
variation of the longitudinal aberration,

526; chromatic variation of the sine-con-

dition, 530.

Spherical Mirror, Astigmatic Reflexion of

narrow bundle of rays at a, 361-363.

Spherical Mirror, Reflexion of paraxial rays
at a, 137-147, 161; a case of central col-

lineation, 173; conjugate axial points

{M, M') with respect to, 137-142; con-

struction of axial image-point M', 139;
focal point and focal length, 140; extra-

axial conjugate points {Q, Q') and the

lateral magnification (F), 142-147; con-

struction of image-point Q' , 144.

Spherical Mirror, Path of ray reflected at a,

299.

Spherical Over-Correction and Under-Cor-

rection, 378.

Spherical Refracting Surface, Aplanatic
Points of: see Aplanatic Points.

Spherical Refracting Surface, Astigmatic
Refraction of narrow bundle of rays at a:

see Table of Contents, especiallv Chap.
XI.

Spherical Refracting Surface, Path of ray
refracted at a: Construction of the ray,

288; trigonometric formulae for calculat-
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ing path of ray: see Table of Contents,

Chap. IX; see also Kerber and Seidel.

Spherical Refracting Surface, Refraction of

Paraxial Rays at a, 147-162, 264; a case

of Central CoUineation, 171; conjugate
axial points (M, M'). 147-152; construc-

tion of axial image-point M', 149; the

focal points (F, £'). iSo; construction of

extra-axial image-point (?', 153; the focal

planes, 154; the focal lengths (/, e'), 155,

264; the image-equations, 158-162, 264;
the zero-invariant (7), 159; the lateral

magnification (F), 160, 264; the angular

magnification (Z), 264; principal points
and nodal points, 264.

Spherical Refracting Surface, Spherical Ab-
errations incase of a: Astigmatism, 442;
Comatic Aberration, 455; Curvature of

Image, 442; Distortion-Aberration, 427;

Spherical or Longitudinal Aberration,

380-383, 386.

Spherical Surfaces, Centered System of:

see Centered System of Spherical Surfaces;
see also Table of Contents, Chaps. VI,
VIII, X, XI, XII, XIII and XIV.

Spherically Corrected Optical System, 377;
different magnifications of the different

zones of, 402.
Steinheil, a., 307, 313, 327, 329, 398.
Steinheil, R., 473.

Stigmatic Image, Curvature of, 439.
Stokes, Sir G. G., 127.

Stops, Effect of, 532; aperture-stop, 533;
field-stop, 550; front and rear stops, 533;
interior stop, 374, 416, 420, 533; virtual

stop, 536.

Strength or Power {(p) of infinitely thin lens,

186.

Strutt, J. W.: see Rayleigh.
Sturm, J. C, 44, 46, 48, 50, 66, 335; his

theory of astigmatism, 44-50. 335.

Subjective Magnifying Power, 545-549.
Surfaces, Designations of, in the diagrams,

594-596.
Sutton, T., 421; Bow-Sutton Condition,

421.

Symbols of angular magnitudes, 604-608;
of linear magnitudes, 596-604; of non-
geometrical magnitudes (constants, co-

efficients, etc.), 608-612.

Symmetry around principal axes, 221.

Symmetry and Congruence, in special
senses, 223.

Symmetry, Lack of, of a pencil of meridian
rays of finite aperture, 445, 446-448.

System of Lenses and System of Prisms:
see Lens-System, Prism-System.

T.

Tait, p. G., 36, 571.

Tangential or y-aberrations, 374.

Tangent Condition of Airy, 420; see Orthos-

copy.

Taylor, H. D., 319, 396, 438. 445-
Telecentric Optical System, 543.

Telescopes, Oculars of, 522.

Telescopic Imagery, 210, 243-245; image-
equations, 243, 244, 245; characteristics

of, 244.

Telescopic Optical System, 162, 243-245;
produced by a combination of two non-

telescopic systems, 251; combination of

two telescopic systems, 254; combination
of telescopic with non-telescopic system,
252.

Thick Lens, Chromatic Variations in case

of a, 513-516.
Thick Lens, Refraction of Paraxial Rays

through a, 179, 273-283; lateral magni-
fication (F), 180; optical centre, 181;
focal points, principal points and focal

lengths, 275. See Lewises, Lens-Systems.
Thicknesses measured along the optical

axis, 177, 316; thickness of a lens, 179,

274.

Thiesen, M., 38, 472.
Thin Lens, 283; see Infinitely Thin Lens.

Thin Prism: see Prism.

Thollon, L., 488, 495.
Thompson, S. P., 41, 445, 471.
Toepler, a., 238.
Total Reflexion, 22-25; at second face of

prism, 78, 84.

V.

Veillon, H., 79.

Vertex of spherical surface, 134.

Vignette-angle, 565.
Virtual and real, 10; virtual image, 41.
Virtual stop, 536.

VoiT, E., 307, 313, 327, 329, 398.
Von Hoegh, E., 522.
VoN RoHR, M., 98, 114, 128, 192, 218, 223,

262, 268, 312, 348, 350, 353, 366, 376, 398,

412, 420, 421, 422, 430, 434, 439, 446, 448,

455, 468, 473, 479, 485, 492, 493, 506, 509,

512, 513, 519, 523, 526, 528, 529, 536, 550,

551. 554. 565-

W.

Wadsworth, F. L. O., 498.

Wagner, R., 238.

Wanach, B., 310, 366.

Wandersleb, E., 218, 223, 262.

Wave-Front, Hugyens's construction of, 4-
7; in special cases, 17-19.

Wave-Front, met by rays orthogonally, 39.

Wave-length of light and refractive index,

474-

Wave-motion, i.

Wave Theory of Light, I, 19.

Weierstrass, 288.

Whewell, W., 200.
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Wide-angle bundles of rays. Practical 339. 348. 352. 360, 593, 596; construction

Images by means of, 412. of ray refracted at a sphere. 288; con-
Wii.siNC. J., oS, 1 28. tributions to theory of astigmatism, 348.
Woi.i.ASTON, W. IL, 477.

Woou, R. W.. 44. Z.

Y
Zero-invariant (J), 159.

VOUNG. T., I, 288, 289, 290, 292, 294, 336, ZiNKEN gen. SOMMER, II., 438, 440.
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